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LS 12-3 for Windows.
With our "zoom ill:' "zoom out" and fast print preview
features, you can refine awl perfect your work belie ,you print.
Which weans your output will always be just what you want
it to be. Without any surprises at the printer

ifi

Double Take Productionw

Unlike the lbolbary" in Microsoft* Excel,
•
fi Doublc Take Production,.
1-2-3 for Windows actually lets you create your
own icons for the tasks that are unique to you.
—
And yes, 1-2-3 for Windows fully exploits the
Windows environment. Which means it includes
pull down menus, dialog boxes, sizable windows,
mouse support, full DDE support and everything
else you'd expect in atrue Windows application.
What's more, with its interactive graph gallery, you
:
-I
can select by example awide range of graph types, including true 3D graphs in bar, line, area, stacked bar and pie.
Of course, when you're ready to print, your results will be nothing short of
perfection. And thanks to its Auto Compress feature, you can easily make an entire
report fit on one page.
Beneath it all, you'll have the complete power of 1-2-3 at work for
you. Including 3D worksheets, Solver goal-seeking features and external
data access through DataLens:*
And finally, to make the move to Windows asimple one for 1-2-3
users, we've included the 1-2-3 Classics commands in the program.
Where, at the push of the slash key, the familiar 1-2-3 menu will appear,
fully functional, on screen. So 1-2-3 for Windows offers you complete
file, style, macro and keystroke compatibility with all of the previous
versions of 1-2-3.
So see why Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows
is more than agreat Windows spreadsheet. It's everything you've been looking
for in one.
And now, you can upgrade from your
current version of 1-2-3 to 1-2-3 for
Windows and get both 1-2-3 and Ami Pro
2.0 for just $ 19W" Asuggested retail value
of $645. For afree auto demo, or to order
your upgrade directly from Lotus," call
Lotus 12-3
'7Ë1
1-800-TRADEUP, ext. 6416.

1-2-3 for Wmdows

These SmartIcons
give you "one-click"
shortcutsfor your
most frequently used
tasks, such as opening
and saving files
and printing.
Use them for avariety of
activities, from simple
functions like
auto-summing ranges
to more powerful
analytical to.sks, such
as accessing Solver
SmartIcons give you
easy access to Windows
functionality like
cutting, cowing and
pasting to andfrom
the clipboard.
Virtually any
formatting task you
need to do, including
pasting one cell's style to
arange of cells, is just
one click away.
SmartIcons make
it incredibly easy to
arrange your worksheets
in three different views:
tile, cascading and
3D perspective.
Click this and you'll
create charts and graphs
automatically. Then the
icon palette will change
to provide SmartIcons
that enhance your
graphs.
Run and de-bug macros,
select macro keywords,
or create your own
customized icons for
your macros.

Lotus

narticons is atrademark or Lotus Development Corporation. Classic is aregistered trademark licensed to Lotus Development Corporation. Ami Pro is atrademark of Samna Corporation,
.ger and ATM are registered trademarks or Adobe Systems, Incorporated. • * Please have your credit card and product package ready when you call. In Canada, call l-800-66S-1509.
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the reasons
to move
to Windows,
here's the
best one yet.
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It's everything
aWindows spreadsheet
was meant to be.
After listening carefully to what our customers were looking for in aWindows" spreadsheet, we developed Lotus* 1-2-3* for Windows
with three goals in mind.
First, make it afull-fledged Windows
application.
Second, introduce innovations that deliver
aperfect balance of power and simplicity.
And third, make it fully compatible with all
of the earlier versions of 1-2-3 that millions of
1-2-3 users are familiar with.
You'll feel right at
home with our true
Windows interface. And
you can easily integrate your
spreadsheet data with other
Windows applications.

Elle

Edit
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Lott

Well, we've done all this. And awhole lot
more. Which, no doubt, is why 1-2-3 for
Windows was awarded Byte Magazine's Best
New Windows Application at Comdex/Spring ' 91.
For starters, the most exciting part of 1-2-3
for Windows is its SmartIcons,' an innovative
"one-click" approach for automating common
spreadsheet tasks and fine tuning your working
I-2 JClasslc

POLL

Range Pew
Insert Delete

Move Pile Print Graph Data Syste• Dull
Lobar Erase Titles kinder Status P
Dude

Push the slash key and you'll have instant cumss to the familiar
1-2-3 menu which will appear in awindow on your screen.

environment for even greater productivity. You'll
also find these SmartIcons in all our Windows
products, including Ami Pro" 2.0, our awardwinning word processor.

Worksheet

Range

1-2-3 for Windows
graph Pala style

Tools

Window

Help

5 YEAR.WK3
D

our »oldie of customizable
SmartIcons can be sized
ml placed anywhere on
your screen.

Our interactive graph
gallery means you can
preview and select by
maniple awide range of
chart and graph types.

111
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Revenues
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Total
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Return on Investment

so

Adventure
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Romence
Average

61
62

1988

1989
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5 YEAR.WK3 REVENUE
live Year Revenues

30
25

„
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'Suggested retail prio•. Offer expires December : 31, 1991 © Cops rignt
awholly owned subsidiary .11141111% Development Corporation.Mien

"

1986

56
57

se
The program includes
Adobe Type Manager ®
(i1731), 1 the leading
scalable fiml manager, for
outstanding spreadsheet
publishing and
presentation options.
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Now! NewZEOS
LOTUS

SOFTWARE!

Now, for a limited
time only, when you
buy any ZEOS
Windows system
you will also receive
Lotus 1-2-3 for
Windows plus Lotus'
new word processor
for Windows, Ami
Pro 2.0!
These are not some
scaled down versions
or trial disks. You will
receive the complete
and fully documented editions of
both Lotus 7-2-3 for
Windows and Ami
Pro 2.0!
America's best hardware plus America's
best software. You
simply can't go
wrong! Call us now
at 800-423-5891.

Upgradables!
ZEOS. AMERICA'S # 1 LINE OF UPGRADABLE SYSTEMS.

ZEOS ' 386 & '486 UPGRADABLES1

Now, ZEOS gives you complete high performance upgradable
systems -with our amazing '386-25s starting at only $1395 and our
'486-33s starting at only $1795! And that's not all.
Every ZEOS Windows° system, such as those featured
at the right, comes complete with Lotus 1-2-3e for Windows and Lotus' new word processor for Windows,
Ami Pro 2.0! These are the full blown, fully documented
editions of the very latest Lotus business software.
And they are included with your new ZEOS Wmdows
systems at no additional charge!
You get the very latest innovations in hardware, the hot new
ZEOS upgradable systems plus the very latest in high powFor Verftcal Systems add only sisa
ered software, Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows and Ami Pro 2.0.
And you get them both at one low package price!
MORE FEATURES FROM ZEOS!

When you purchase your ZEOS upgradable systems you have the ability to
change processors any time you wish. Starting right with the 386-25 and moving
up through the fastest '486 chips available! Pick your power now and in the future!
We take care of your future in other ways as well. Like providing you with 300
watt power supplies as standard. And 8expansion slots and our unique seven bay
desktop case, still smaller than many five bay cases. Plus two
whisper quiet cooling fans for even more reliability And, every
386-25 $ 2495
ZEOS system is Ur listed for your safety. High performance,
386-33 $ 2595
upgradable systems complete with Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows
486SX-20 $ 2695
and Ami Pro 2.0. What more could there be? From ZEOS,
486 - 33 $ 289 5
lots more!
24 HOUR TOLL FREE SUPPORT.

Like 24 Hour Support! At ZEOS, we believe support should be more than apart
time proposition. That's why we're he to help you Toll Free 24 Hours aDay, 365 days
ayear! You're also going to appreciate your other ZEOS advantages as well.
Because not only do you receive ZEOS 'round-the-clock Support, you're also getting our 30 Day Absolute Satisfaction Money Back Guarantee, One Full Year
Limited Warranty and our Express Parts Replacement policy You're going to
be very satisfied. We don't just say it. We guarantee it!
YOU SIMPLY CAN'T GO WRONG!
Your new high performance ZEOS upgradables come from a
family of systems which have received Eight PC Magazine
Editor's Choice Awards. And dont forget, for alimited time only,
when you purchase any new ZEOS 'Windows system you'll
also receive Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows plus Ami Pro 2.0.
So why not give us us acall right now, 800-423-5891!
Purchase orders from Fortune 1000 companies, Governments and institutions subject to approval.
Leasing programs available. All prices and specificaticns subject tochange without notice. Please call to
confirm priang, specifmticn and warranty details. The following are trademarks of their respective cor
purations: ZEOS and Mare of ZEDS International Ltd. t• ZEOS International Ltd., 530 5th Avenue. NW.
St. Paul, MN 55112 USA. ZOOS is apublicly traded company, NASDAQ symbol ZEOS. Lotus is aregistered
trademark of Lotus Development Corporation. Ami Pro is atrademark of Samna Corporation. awhollyowned
subsidiary of Lotus Development Corporation.

Circle 188 on Inquiry Card.

ZEOS PRESENTS
UPGRADABLES
FEATURING 4MB
MEMORY, 130MB
DRIVE AND MORE!
128K Cache Available!
The Processor and Speed
of your choice plus future
upgradability!
4 full Megabytes of Ultra
High Speed 53ns DRAM.
Our fast 130MB IDE hard
drive with built in cache.
Both Teac floppies, the
1.'2MB and 1.44MB!
Your Diamond VGA Plus
card with 1MB DRAM.
ZEOS 14 High Res
1024x768 VGA Color
Monitor with Tilt &
Swivel Base.
Shadow RAM and EMS
support.
ZEOS/RS 101 key Space
Saver keyboard.
Two Serial, one Parallel &
one Game Port built right
onto the motherboard.
7-16, 1-8 bit expansion
slots, 80387 math coprocessor support for
386 systems.
ZEOS SpaceSaver case
with twin cooling fans
for added reliability and
product life.
Seven drive bays and our
custom 300 Watt power
supply for your future
expansion!
Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows,
plus Ami Pro 2.0, plus
Microsoft Windows and
DOS 5.0, plus a genuine
Microsoft mouse!
Includes ZEOS 24 Hour
a Day Toll Free Technical
Support and Customer
Satisfaction package.
PACKAGES
Options Galore:
Including additional memory, an incredible selection
of hard drives and virtually
any other add-on you could
want. Ask about other special money saving packages
as well.
,OW TOLL FREE
ilnn-iel erl- % RC)'
FAX Orders: 612-633-1325
Hearing Impaired ( TDD)
Order s: 800-228-5389
Outside US and Canada:
612-633-6131
MasterCard, VISA, Discover,
Am Exp. Z- CARD and COD.
Open 24 Hours a Day,
365 Days a Year!
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The 1991 BYTE Awards
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149
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WHAT'S NEW
The Starlet printer
goes with you
anywhere;
Microcom's
modem
ignores
line noise;
Soft-ICE/W
debugs from
Windows;
and more.
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Panasonic
announces
another
• breakthrough
in non-interlaced
1,024x768
graphics.
Value.

Panasonic

If

you thought you'd have to compromise on your next High Resolution monitor,
think again. With its new 14" PanaSyne C1395, Panasonic* brings all the compelling
clarity and richness of non- interlaced graphics within reach.
Tian it on, and you'll see your most graphics- intensive applications in awhole new
light. Compared to interlaced monitors, images will be sharper, edges deaner, details
finer. With noticeably less flicker. Because now you're getting the whole picture, not
just every other line. And the C1395 is as easy on your eyes as it is on your wallet.
Like all Panasonic monitors, the C1395 has excellent ergonomics. Controls are frontmounted, and atilt- swivel stand is included.
So, whether your desktop is MS-DOS, aMAC II* or one of the other leading workstations, before you spend several
hundred dollars more on anew monitor, spend afew minutes at your
Monitots, Cotnpukrs, Peripherals, Printets,
authorized Panasonic dealer. He'll show you that value has never
Copiers, eewritets & Facsimiles
Looked so good.
For further information on the PanaSync C1395 Multi- Frequency Monitor,
telephone 1-800-742-8086.
Office Automation 0c4

Panasonic

•MAC Il is aregistered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
An optional cable is required for Macintosh, the CallM2.
M4- BY

Engineered for the offlce. Designed*. peopk.
Circle 120 on Inquiry Card.
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Enclosed is the information you requested about EtuoClunb.
This year's excursion will include climbs in France. Switzerland, and Italy. Our specialty is
adventurous travel by foot. Below 15 the lanneé Pattern' for the hi., You may tom the
tour at any time (cost is broken down by country), however, we ter!' mend that to get the
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to anew localice

Rearranging adocument couldn't be any easier
With new Word 2.0 you can drag and drop text wheretrrym want

---

-----4 x4 Table
All it takes is one click on the
Toolbar and presto, instant tables.

Click this Toolbar button and
get instant bullets.
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Click here for automatic envelopes.
Click here to make charts.

Click here to pnkt your work.

Click here to check spelling.

Click here to zoom in.

Introducing new Word for Wmdows
When it comes to
word processing, really
nothing could be more
natural than using the
all-new Microsoft Word
for Windows': You see,
Word 2.0 makes those
everyday word processing tasks remarkably easy.
Which means you can now concentrate on what you're actually doing. Rather
than how you're actually going to do it.
This is possible for anumber of
reasons. Like our unique Toolbar"' feature.
It lets you do those things you do most
often with one simple click of abutton.
Of course, looks count for something, too. With Word you can bring in a
table of numbers from Microsoft Excel.
Or with the new built-in drawing, charting

and shading features, along with the ability
to move anything on-screen with adrag
and drop, you'll find yourself adding some
very very cool effects.
But best of all, making the move is
easy—so easy there is virtually no downtime. Just type in aWordPerfect' keystroke
and Word demonstrates the equivalent
command right in your document. Plus,
your existing WordPerfect files (and other
file formats) are perfectly usable in Word.
You can get all of this and alot more
when you upgrade to Word for Windows
for only $129: So pick up the phone and
call us at (800)323-3577, Department W3.
You'll quickly see that nothing could
be more natural.

Mictosoft
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EDITORIAL
RICH

THE ENVELOPE,
PLEASE...

MALLOY

I

t's that time of year again. Many people are rushing
around doing last-minute Christmas shopping. Some
are making preparations for their New Year's celebrations. And afew lucky ones are heading off for a
short vacation. But for us it is atime to look back on
the amazing products and technologies we have seen in
the past year and hand out our annual BYTE Awards.
In the past 12 months, we have mentioned roughly
2000 computer products in
these pages—by our calculaBYTE's Best of Comdex
tions, more than any other
Awards honor products
computer magazine around.
All the products seemed good,
that are announced
or we wouldn't have spent time
on them. Most were very imat the show
pressive indeed. And some
were so impressive that they
are worthy of special consideration.
One of the most satisfying aspects of working at BYTE
is having the chance to see these products. But even more
satisfying is having the chance to disseminate the results
of our findings to our readers. With our awards, we are
able to give added prominence to those products that
clearly deserve it. This process of giving out awards is a
heady responsibility, but agratifying one as well.
Actually, our award season— like the Christmas holiday season—started several weeks ago. At the recent
Comdex, we officially kicked off the season by once
again giving out awards for the best new products at the
show. These Best of Comdex Awards are also known as
the Shelly Awards, in honor of the man who created
Comdex, Sheldon G. Adelson.
The Shelly Awards focus on the future, on brand-new
products that may not be shipping for some time to come.
They are our way of previewing the big new products
of next year. We look for products or technologies that are
innovative, that have had astrong impact on Comdex
attendees, and that should have astrong impact on business computer use worldwide. As you can imagine, there
was no shortage of products to examine.
Sniffing out the best new products at ashow that has
2000 exhibitors is no easy feat. We flew in ateam of 25
editors, divided up the show floor, and set them loose. The
editors spent agreat amount of time on this, braving traffic jams, huge taxi lines, and Las Vegas fast food. But the
results were worth it.
We gave out awards in eight categories. Some were no
surprise to anyone at the show; all you had to do was
look for the largest crowds. The Apple Mac PowerBook
10
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170 notebook was selected as Best Portable. We gave
Microsoft two awards: The new Word for Windows 2.0
was named as Best Application, and the much improved
LAN Manager 2.1 won as Best Connectivity Product.
The Intel/IBM ActionMedia II technology, which is the
latest generation of DVI video for CD-ROMs, was cited
as Best Multimedia Product.
But the best thing about giving out awards is the chance
to honor deserving products that might not have the benefit of ahuge promotional budget. We awarded DR DOS
6.0 from Digital Research the prize for Best Utility Software. The Best Peripheral award was snared by JVC for
its innovative Personal ROMMaker, the first moderately priced device for producing CD-ROMs. Texas Microsystems won the Best Desktop award for its FTSA
PC, afault-tolerant PC that will surely influence other system manufacturers. The British company Psion won top
honors in the Best International Product category for its
Psion Series 3palmtop system. In fact, at the awards
ceremony, Psion officials almost sold three of its innovative palmtop systems to the other prize winners.
The most dramatic award was the Best of Show, but
there was not much question about who should receive
this. We gave this award to Intel and IBM for the ActionMedia II technology, which will probably have an impact
on every system manufacturer in one way or another.
The Best of 1991
While Comdex gave us achance to look at what might be
the best products of next year, the closing days of 1991 remind us that we cannot avoid mentioning the best products of this past year. For these products, we have our
BYTE Awards of Excellence, Distinction, and Merit,
which are the subject of the cover story in this issue.
If picking the best products at ashow like Comdex
was difficult, picking the best products of an entire year
is several times more so. Fellow Executive Editor Michael
Nadeau probably deserves an award of his own for helping us sort through the hundreds of products we have
examined in the past year.
To the products that have won awards, we raise ayearend toast of congratulations. But we also toast all the
products that have come our way and that have made
1991 so interesting and enjoyable.
And now, for the winners of 1991, the envelope,
please....
—Rich Malloy
Executive Editor
(BIX name "rmalloy")
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you program for aliving
New! Borland® C++ & Application
Frameworks 3.0 is the choice of professional Cand C+ + programmers for
Windows and DOS application development. With unmatched optimizations,
powerful tools, unsurpassed Windows
development environment and objectoriented application frameworks,
Borland C++ & Application Frameworks
3.0 has no equal. Quite simply, if you
program for aliving, this is everything
you 11(.( ,(1

00P, to simplify your life
Borland C+ + & Application Fran ieworks
3.0 simplifies programming by giving you
ready-made user interface objects
that plug directly into your application.
Automatically inherit windows, menus,
scroll bars, mouse support and more.
Add an editor in just one line. With
Object-Oriented Programming (00P),
you get amazing code reusability, extensibility and easier maintenance because
applications are built on abase of tested,
reliable code.

New features give you incredible
programming options!
Just look at
oi the enhanced features
in Borland C++ 3.0:
• ANSI Cand C++ 2.1 and templates
• Global optimizer includes:
•Global register allocation
•Local and global common
sub-expressions
•Induction variables
•Loop and jump optimization
•Register parameter passing
•And ten other state-of-the-art
optimizations
• Increased C++ compile speed
•Windows and DOS Integrated
Development Environments
•Visual ObjectBrowser" to view
class relationships at aglance
• DPMI support for compiler and
IDE environments gives you huge
capacity
• EasyWin" library makes it easy to convert your DOS programs to Windows
• Resource Workshop for creating
Windows user interfaces visually

• Extensive Microsoft® Ccompatibility
•WinSight" message tracking utility
•Turbo Debugger® for DOS
and Windows
•Turbo Profiler' for DOS and Windows
•Object-oriented Turbo Assembler®
And with new Borland C++ & Application
Frameworks 3.0 you get all of this, plus:
•ObjectWindowe—the application
framework for Windows
•Turbo Vision'—the application
framework for DOS
• Source code for runtime library
and application frameworks

Optimized for professionals
Borland C++ 3.0 S-195`*) or Borland
C++ &Application Frameworks 3.0
($749") are optimized for your life-style.
But don't wait. Because when it comes to
professional programming, there's no
better way to earn aliving than with
Borland C++.

See your dealer today
or call now
1-800-331-0877, Dept. 5002

BORLAND
The Leader in Object-Oriented Programming
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Why your next
should be a

By now, you're probably aware that an Apples Macintosh.
personal computer was designed from the very first chip to
work the same, intuitive way that you do.
What you may not know, however, is that aMacintosh
was also designed to work with other personal computers.
Including the MS-DOS PCs you already own.
In fact, Macintosh is the only family of personal
computers to offer built-in networking and file sharing as
standard equipment.
You can use aMacintosh to access almost any mainframe, minicomputer or workstation. Including IBM, DEC,
Hewlett-Packard, Prime, Cray and Sun.
You can also access resources such as network file
servers and mainframe sessions simultaneously. And then
cut, paste and move files between them. (uy doing that on
an ordinary DOS computer.)
You can even easily connect aMacintosh with any
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_

"All iu need is SoftPC. asenne- ba.sed MS-DOS emulatorfrom Insignia Solutions hic. Or one of tun ranisfrom Oninge Shan the Mac286 or Omnge386. © 1991 Apple Computer hic. Apple. the Apple logo. Macintosh and The pou or
tradenuirk of Heuiett- ;Melun! Company Prime is aregistered trademark ornime Computer, lmCmv saregistered trademark of Cray Research. Inc. Sun is atrademark ofSun Microsystems. Inc. NetWare is aregistered

DOS computer
Macintosh.
industry-standard Tbken-Ring or Ethernet network. And
share files and printers over Novell NetWare, Banyan VINES,
IBM LAN Server or Microsoft LAN Manager networks.
Best of all, only Macintosh offers asingle, consistent,
intuitive way of accessing and working with information, no
matter what computer it's located on.
And, of course, Macintosh also has the power to run
MS-DOS software; and lets you exchange information with
aPC on astandard 3X" floppy disk.
Today's family of affordable Macintosh computers
offers you more choices and more flexibility than any other
personal computer. So your people can work in whatever
way works best for them, while you preserve your investment
in the networks and PCs you already own.
For the name of the authorized Apple reseller near
you, call 800-538-9696, ext. 330. You'll find that
0
Macintosh has the power you can really connect ;m
ile
with. The power to be your besr.
Ws,
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to be your best -are registered trademarks ofApple Computer Inc. IBM is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. DEC is atradernark of Digital Equipment Corporation. Flewlett- Packard is arele,ad
trademark of mufti. Inc. MS-DOS and Microsoft are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. INES is aregistered trademark of Benin
sInc Tbis ad omis created using Macintosh personal coeuters.
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BRING IT TO LIFE WITH LABVIEW 2
While PC users \errestle with cryptic text-Dosed programming
larguages, Macintosh users are getting the job done wth
LabVIEVV 2. the most celebrated application software for data
ccquisitior and nstr ume ntcon t
ro l
. It recent l
y won 7
he MacUser
Magazine Editors' Choice Award. Five years ago, LabVIEW
introduced lie combination of fro- tpanel interfaces and grapnical
progromm.ng. Today, eng neers and scientists around the world use
LobVIEW 2and 'he Macintosh for abroad spectrum of apptications.
Un ike other graphical packages, LabVIEW 2does not sacrifice
power and flexibl ty for ease o: use. With LabVIEW 2, you create front
panel user interfaces and import pictures to customize your parnels. Then
you quickly build block dagram programs and odd your own blocks to
expand upon our libraries. Yet your virtual instruments run os quickly as
compiled C programs. Call us to find out how vou can bring your
system to life with LobVIEVV 2.
For of
.
ee[obVIEW 2Demo disk, coi:
(512) 794-0100 or
(800) 433-3438
(U.S. and Canada)
Circle 107 on Inquiry Card.
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Everything you need to know about
the difference between aCompaq PC
with Intelligent Modularity
and amerely upgradable PC.
These days, alot of personal computers have upgradable

DESKPRO/M PC can tell you its serial number, how it's

processors and memory. But the new COMPAQ

configured and what it has installed. Even remotely, over
the network. Abig time- and money-

DESKPRO/M PCs have Intelligent

saver for MIS managers.

Modularity, which goes far

Smart for tomorrow —built to

beyond ordinary upgradability.
This unique design makes

adapt to changing technology and changing

these PCs asmart investment

needs. With Intelligent Modularity, upgrading and expanding only takes about five minutes.

for today and tomorrow.
Smart for today—

Suggested Resale Price starts at just over $3,000 for
this farnily of four remarkable PCs.

And, thanks to unique

designed for today's needs and today's budgets. Intelligent

Compaq engineering,

Modularity puts all vital subsystems on separate boards so

you get optimum

you can choose just the performance and features you need.

performance no

Since the parts are interchangeable, the whole
office can standardize on one platform. And since the parts
Nobody else gives you all the
advantages you get with the
COMPAQ DESKPRO/M PCs.

DELL
AST
ALR
COMPAQ
DESKPRO/M BUSINESS PREMIUM POWERLINE IBM PS 2
MODEL 90
DE
II
VEISA
FAMILY

matter how you
configure your
system.
The 32-bit

No

No

No

No

EISA expansion

2. Upgradable video without
using an expansion slot

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

bus gets the most out

3. Separate I/O board for potential
enhancements and ease of service

Yes

No

No

No

No

4. 14 levels of security including
cable-lock provision

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

240w

150w

145w

220w

194w

are easy to access, they're easy and inexpensive to service.
Replacement parts cost less, too.
Keeping track of what's inside each PC is easy
with our built-in Asset Management provision. Each COMPAQ
trademarks and trade names ,hown are thou ol the resperuve orempanx, clestgrtated COMPAQ. DESKPRO, Reestered US Patent and Trademark Office

2. Processor Board
•VGA Board.

Yes

6. Power supply adequate for all
expansion needs

High-Speed Memory Board.

3Advanced

I. Five-board modular design

5. System configuration and ID
number available in memory
and accessible remotely

1.

of high-performance
processors, expansion

4.

EISA Bus

5. PO Board.

Board.
Intelligent Modularity—Five separate subsystems
let you upgrade or replace only what you need

boards and peripherals. Superior thermals keep things cool,
no matter how many options you add. And the 240-watt
power supply can take anything you plug in.
"

Call your Authorized COMPAQ Computer
Dealer and ask to see the wonders of the

'''`c*
'• COMPAQ DESKPRO/M PCs firsthand.
Call 1-800-231-0900, Operator 185. In Canada, call
1-800-263-5868, Operator 185.
1991 Compaq Compute Corporatan vi rtghis resenm1

Everything the boss
needs to know.

I. It's smart.
2. It's easy.
3. It's affordable.

comma
It simply works better.

LETTERS
Monitor Dangers?

W

hile useful in most respects, David
A. Harvey's " Health and Safety
First" (October 1991) exhibited some
muddled thinking about extremely low frequency (ELF) and very low frequency
(VLF) emissions from computer monitors.
He first says that " it wasn't until recently
that hard data began rolling in on the subject." Two paragraphs later, he states that
"there is afrustrating absence of hard
data."
Indeed, it is precisely the absence of
hard data about alleged VDT dangers,
along with the lack of any theoretical model of how
ELF/VLF fields could be harmful, that has led most scientists to conclude that the dangers are small to nonexistent. This has left the VDT debate largely in the hands
of fast-buck artists who make afortune by scaring the
daylights out of people.
Most studies have found no verifiable hazards in the
magnetic fields or in non-ionizing radiation emitted by
properly functioning computer monitors. A few studies,
however, have found statistical evidence that ELF and
VLF emissions might pose some small risks.
With over 30 million people in the U.S. getting daily
exposure to ELF/VLF-emitting computer monitors, any
significant danger would be reflected in an epidemic of
VDT-related illnesses. An epidemic has not materialized, which suggests that—at least in the short run—
VDT risks are small.
The ELF/VLF radiation issue does need to be studied
further. However, BYTE would serve its readers better
by presenting awell-researched discussion of the
problem.
Scott D. Palmer
Indianapolis, IN
Please see "Of Monitors and Emissions" (September
1990) for an in-depth discussion of this issue. —Eds.

CD-ROM Niche
Good Is the Third Generation?" by David A. Harvey
J
(September 1991). Hitachi is pleased with the excellent
am writing in response to " CD-ROM Drives: How

review of its CDR- 1750S drive. However, we would like
to address Harvey's recommendations against the CDR1700S based on its performance when playing back animated sequences and its use of anon-SCSI drive adapter
to Hitachi's PC or Micro Channel bus interface cards.
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM
U. Please double-space your
letter on one side of the page and include your name and address.
Letters two pages in length or under have abetter chance of being
published in their entirety. Address correspondence to Letters Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. You
can also send letters via BlXmail do "editors."
Your letter will be read, but because of the large volume of mail
we receive, we cannot guarantee publication. We also reserve the
right to edit letters. It takes about four months from the time we
receive aletter until we publish it.
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Most CD-ROM applications are textbased, with limited use of still graphics
and audio. Few CD-ROM applications
for DOS computers use animation
throughout the application, and even the
National Geographic Mammals disc has
limited animation sequences. Uneven
motion during animation with the CDR1700S is designed to meet hardware and
software compatibility requirements of
our installed base, which demands upwardly compatible hardware. Hitachi offers both drive types to meet customer
demands. The CDR- 1700S performance
on applications is competitive with other
non-SCSI-bus drives and to the drives in your review.
We hold BYTE in the highest regard and acknowledge
the influence it has on the personal computer market. We
hope that potential CD-ROM drive customers will not
overemphasize animation when text is of primary
importance.
Eric Kamayatsu
Multimedia Systems
Hitachi Home Electronics (
America), Inc.
Compton, CA

New Soviet Threat?
he threat of aRussian nuclear attack may now be
lessened, but some unexpected things may await the
T
U.S. on another battlefront: the computer software market. Soon we may see real competition betweeh Russians
and Americans in software development.
Soviet programming potential is like boiling intellect
developing inside arubber balloon. As development advances, the balloon's size increases and pressure rises
until the cover bursts (such amoment is not far away).
Surely, Russians have alot to learn from Americans
about software creation. But there's no question that Soviet programmers are demonstrating originality in their
work. The main areas where Soviets could establish competitive positions are scientific and system software.
Ido hope the world software market will be the only
battlefield for American and Soviet programmers and
that we'll become friends during this new battle now
that we've stopped wasting our intellects on the senseless
weapons race.
Alexander Beresne
U.S.S.R.

More on COBOL
Languages, Part 2," October 1991), but Imust take
I
issue with one comment she makes about recursion:

enjoyed Doris Appleby's article on COBOL (" Classic

"COBOL does not support recursion, nor is it likely to in
the future."
Although it's true that the CODASYL standard does
not support recursion, Micro Focus lifted this restriction
in the most recent release of COBOL/2. This was done
to add features to the language for event-driven programming, specifically in the Windows and Presentation

Microsoft announces
the best upgrade for
WordPerfect users.
Special
Upgrade
Offer
129

14bni Perxrscing %

If you're ready to join the millions of people
moving from DOS* to the Microsoft* Windows-environment, upgrade to Microsoft Word for Windows,
the best-selling word processor for Windows.
While others are releasing their first-generation
Windows programs, we've been refining ours. New
Word for Windows version 2.0 features our new
Toolbar that lets you create automatic bullets, enve!opes, charts and more. All with asimple click. And
)ur exclusive new "drag and drop" feature lets you
nstantly move text and graphics around the page.
Plus, moving from WordPerfect to Word is incredbly easy Use your existing files" in Word without

Mtn

losing any work. With the Help for WordPerfect'
feature you can type the WordPerfect command you
know and Word automatically demonstrates the
equivalent command right in your document. So why
not follow our lead? Upgrade now for $129.*
Call (800) 323-3577, Ext. W86 to order Word
for Windows version 2.0 directly from Microsoft
or for the name of an authorized Microsoft reseller
near you.

Microsoft

s
used herein. " DOS refers to MS 1)05 or PC- DOS opetating systrms...File conversions avaiLable.f.ir WorlPerfect venions 5,1,5.0.4.2. and 4.1. PI as freight and applicable sales tax. Offer good l'ira uuent licensees Wordl'erft.ct.
Iultimate. WordStar, MS Word for DOS an dDispLayWnte. Alknv 24 weeks.fur delivery upon receipt by Mie.msoe. Offer expires March 31.1992, Limit one per coSti imer. Res It prices may vary Call for system requiremenn.
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The IEFTM can help you devel
unprecedented quality, prod

The IEF is asuperior tool for implementing Information Engineering because it
integrates the entire process from planning
through code generation. We're deploying
the IEF throughout the corporation."
David V. Evans
Vice President
Director, Information Systems
J.C. Penney

"Our On-line Banking system has been in
production for more than 12 months500,000 transactions aday—without a
single code failure. And we had very few
enhancements to do. Our users got what
they needed the first time out."
Mark Quinlan
Senior Programmer/Analyst
Huntington National Bank

The strengths of the IEF are clear-cut.
One obvious quality advantage is that
application changes are made to diagrams,
not code. This ensures ongoing integrity
—the specification always matches the
executing system."
Paul R. Hessinger
Chief Technology Officer
Computer Task Group

"I've seen other CASE tools fail, so Iraised
the bar high when we evaluated the IEF. It
passed with flying colors. Icould not be
happier with my decision to adopt the
IEF company-wide."

"We are using the IEF to develop anew
generation of manufacturing systems
replacing over 300 existing systems. We
estimate that IEF will increase our productivity by between 2-to- 1and 3-to- 1for
new systems development.."

"The IEF offers dramatic improvements in
productivity, yet it's easy to learn. One
example: We trained 23 developers,
including 18 new hires, and then completed
alarge order processing system-300
transactions—all in only 20 months."

Wal Budzynski
Head of Operations, Systems/Computing
Rolls-Royce

John F. Mott
President
AMR Travel Services

Venkat ( Vinnie) Tiruviluamala
Director, CPC/CPPC Information Systems
SONY Corporation

"To meet the dramatically reduced timeto- market requirements for our products,
we need high- quality systems that can be
changed fast. That's why we've chosen
the IEF as the CASE solution for our entire
organization."
John Pajak
Executive Vice President
Mass Mutual Life Insurance

"Our users were extremely pleased when
we finished our first project—a60-transaction system—in one-half the budgeted
time. We had tried interfaced CASE tools
without success. IEF integration makes
the difference."
Giorgio Sorani
Division Head — MIS
Lubrizol

"Our first IEF system was completed
faster, and with fewer errors, than any
system I've ever seen. If Ihad to go back
to the old ways, I'd find another
job...outside the DP world. It means that
much to me."
Mogens Sorensen
Chief Consultant
Nykredit ( Denmark)

op information systems with
uctivity and maintainability.
The success of Texas Instruments
CASE product is proven in the field.
Major companies have used TI's
CASE product, the Information
Engineering FacilityTm (IEFTm), for
everything from rebuilding aging
high-maintenance-cost systems to
development of new enterprisewide strategic systems.

IEF Maintenance Productivity
Compared to Traditional Techniques.
(Source: Gartner Group, Inc., 8/90)

We are committed to standards.
2-to-1
to
10-to-1
Gains

Study shows zero code defects.
The quality of IEF-developed
systems is remarkable. In recent
CASE research by The Gartner
Group, application developers
were asked to report the number
of abends they had experienced.
(An "abend" is asystem failure
or " lock-up" caused by code
defects.) IEF developers reported
zero defects—not one abend had
occurred in IEF-generated code.
Maintenance productivity
gains of up to 10-to- 1.
In this same study, developers
were asked to compare IEF
maintenance productivity with
their former methods. Of those
responding, more than 80 percent
had experienced gains of from 2-to1
to 10-to1. (
See chart.)

Mow. We are committed to
increased environmental independence in support of the Open
Systems concept.

0

Less
Productivity

Same
Productivity

More
Productivity

Developers were asked to compare IEF maintenance to
former methods. Of those responding, more than 80%
reported productivity gains of from 2toIto 10-to- I.

Mainframe applications can be
developed and tested on aPC.
With our new OS/2 toolset, you
can develop mainframe applications, from analysis through
automatic code generation, on
your PC. Then, using the IEF's
TP monitor simulator and the
diagram-level testing feature, you
can also test these mainframe
applications without ever leaving
the PC.

Specifications always match
the executing application.

More environmental
independence coming soon—
develop on PC, generate for
DEC/VMS, TANDEM , UNIX.

With the IEF, application
changes are made to diagrams,
not code. So, for the life of your
system, specifications will always
match the executing application.
The Gartner Group research
showed that all IEF users who
reported making application
changes made all changes at the
diagram level.

The IEF has generated applications for IBM mainframe environments (MVS/DB2 under TSO,
IMS/DC, and CICS) since early
1988. Soon you'll be able to
develop systems in OS/2 and then
automatically generate for other
platforms. DECNMS, TANDEM
and UNIX are scheduled for
availability in 1991. More will

IEF tools and IEF-generated code
will comply with standards as
they emerge. We will adhere to
CUA standards and to the principles of IBM's AD/Cycle and
DEC's COHESION— and we will
support Open Systems environments centering around UNIX. In
any environment, the COBOL, C
and SQL we generate adhere closely
to ANSI standards. Our presence
on standards committees helps us
keep abreast of ANSI and ISO
developments affecting the
CASE world.
Full-service support.
Of course, our technical support,
consultancy, training courses,
satellite seminars, and other informational assistance will continue
apace. We also offer re-engineering
and template services. This fullservice support will remain an
integral part of the IEF product.
For more information
call 800-527-3500 or
214-575-4404.
Or write Texas Instruments,
6550 Chase Oaks Blvd.,
Plano, Texas 75023.

TEXAS
I
NSTRUMENTS

© 1991 Ti
Information Engineering Facility and IEF are trademarks of Texas Instruments Other product names listed are the trademarks of the companies indicated.
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Manager environments.
Programmers find COBOL cumbersome and overly
verbose, but it has the advantage of being easier to manage by virtue of readability. This, along with the sheer
volume of code currently in production and development
in the CASE industry, will guarantee its longevity well
into the next century.

Jeffrey Harker
Northridge, CA

Shorthand Warning
n " The Hungarian Revolution"(Au gust 1991)
Charles Simonyi and Martin Heller describe yet another shorthand system. As with all such systems, the
writer has adistinct short-term advantage. Shorthand
may be useful for working documents, such as source
code, currently being manipulated by aprogrammer.
However, when read later, even by the author, it's all so
much gobbledygook—not even close to Hungarian.
Building systems that can be understood and maintained by others requires coding that is intelligible to
people. Let the machines adapt to our norm, not vice
versa. Compilers can detect type usage errors and inform
the error prone. I'm well aware that systems builders
swear that they will document those obfuscated lines of
code, but mostly they don't—at least not very well.
Source code can be represented as the reality to which the
documentation becomes amap. Where they are incongruous, your point is lost.
Writing source code in shorthand is acceptable. It is
not acceptable to keep it in that form when future uses are
taken into account. We in the computer world have long
resorted to various shorthand strategies because of machine limitations. Now that the machines are approaching an understanding of our natural language, let's not
lose it. Translate to some commonly recognizable subset of the national tongue, please.
Roger L. Boese
Seoul, Korea

C Notes
rom time to time, Jerry Pou rnelle blames C for the
troubles in projects. Idon't think the language itself
is entirely to blame: It seems that C's reputation for being messy attracts messy programmers. Ijust taught a
guy the first things about C. He knew BASIC and Pascal, but he thought that they were much too difficult to
use: all those PEEKs and POKEs you had to do. But
then he heard about C being well suited for writing
messy, bit-twiddling stuff, and he just loved the thought

Iagree dia: you can write good programs or bad programs in any language. Some, though, encourage good
habits, and some do not. —Jerry Pournelle

H

aving enjoyed Jerry Pournelle's column for many
years, I'm sorry that this letter was inspired because
my feelings were hurt by something he wrote. I'm referring to his remark that " C is the last attempt of the high
priesthood to control the computing business. It's like
the scribes and the Pharisees who did not want the masses
to learn how to read and write."
Although Iam alinguist by profession, I've liked to
program ever since Ifirst learned FORTRAN in 1969.
Of the languages Iknow well (FORTRAN, Pascal, Prolog, and C), as well as the languages Iknow abit about
(Lisp, COBOL, BASIC, and Modula2), C is the one I
like best. And Ithink that this is probably amajor factor
in the popularity of C—programmers like it.
One can speculate about why this is so. For me, first
of all, C is not cloying. Ialso find that it is convenient in
countless ways: its handy abbreviatory operators, its
flatness, and the fact that C code is much easier to read
than code in true block-structured languages (an important factor if you are working with someone else's code).
As I'm sure you know, virtually any program written
in Pascal receives a20 percent boost in efficiency when
ported to C. A major reason why this is so is that it is
easy to use pointers for array manipulations in C and
memory is more efficiently accessed and used.
In any event, what hurt me was Jerry's comparison of
programmers to some high priesthood. In the first place,
programmers are not very high on any company's ladder. Idoubt that anyone decides to go into programming
because the position of programmer allows one to yield
alot of power. Ialso doubt that money is any kind of incentive—programmers' salaries are not very high. Finally, Ihave never met aprogrammer who was not delighted to explain the details of his or her craft to the
uninitiated.
I'm sure that most programmers would agree that
programming is healthy for the mind and that, at least in
small amounts, it would probably benefit everyone in
our society to know how to program. Isn't that the opposite of the attitude of the ancient scribes?

Chet Creider
University of Western Ontario
London, Ontario, Canada

F

of it.
The point is, he would write just as messy code in
Turbo Pascal. Up to now I've done most of my programming in C, and Ihave apretty good idea why some people dismiss BASIC as alanguage for real programming. I
just have to look at my C programs: They're well designed, well structured, well commented, and readable.
When Iglance at one of my old BASIC programs, Isee
good old spaghetti-style code.
Anders Munch
Copenhagen, Denmark
22
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Iknow that Cprogrammers like C. Alas, few Cprogrammers like real programs that any other Cprogrammer
wrote; hence, in recorded history there are probably
only about four cases in which alarge Cprogram done by
one programmer has been maintained by another Cprogrammer without extensive rewriting and revision.
Meanwhile, it's still the case in the world llive in that
whenever Ihear of aprogram that has aknown but unfixable bug, the chances are very large that it was written
in C.
I'm sure C is wonderful, and I've always said it might
well be the language of choice for full-time professionals
(although it wouldn't be mine), but my goal is to get
every PC owner to do some programming—and that isn't
going to happen if they have to learn Cfirst.
—Jerry Pournelle

We slash interface
development time across
DOS, UNIX, XENIX, VMS...
(and we can prove it!)
C-Programmers:
See for yourself how
Vermont ViewsTM
can help you create
powerful user
interfaces—whatever
your environment!
If you want to create sophisticated
user interfaces—and save tremendous
time and effort doing it—Vermont
Views is exactly what you need.
Vermont Views isn't just acommon interface package. It's adeep,
flexible, menudriven screen
designer supported
by aC library of
over 550 functions.
It lets you create
the ultimate user
interfaces for
complex database applications—in
afraction of the time it would take
to code them yourself!
With Vermont Views, you create
screens interactively. Designing is fast,
and creative. And changes—both tiny
adjustments and huge reworks—are
incredibly easy.
Pull-down menus, window-based
data-entry forms with tickertape or
memo fields, scrollable form regions,
choice lists, context-sensitive
help ... All these interface objects
(and more) are immediately
accessible. And with Vermont Views,
even terminal-based applications can
have the elegant features usually
found only on micros.
11411.. Me.

OCopyright 1991
Vermont Creative Software

Y.
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Fast prototypes,
faster applications.
With most systems, you have to
throw away your prototypes when
coding begins. But with Vermont
Views, prototypes become the actual
applications!
Menus, data-entry forms, and all
screen features are usable in the final
applications without change. So not
only do you avoid creating code
from scratch once, you don't have
to do it twice!

It's the
universal solution.
Vermont Views
operates completely
independent of hardware, operating
system, and database.
Any interface you
create can be ported
easily among DOS,
UNIX, OS/2, XENIX, and VMS.
You can use Vermont Views with
any database that has aC-language
interface (including Oracle, Informix,
db_Vista, and C-Tree). You can run
it on PCs, DEC, NCR, HP, AT&T,
and other systems. You don't have
to pay runtime fees or royalties.
And full library source is
available, too.
What's more, your DOS
applications can have full
mouse control, and work in

te um. MI

graphics as well as text modes!
Don't take our word for it—put
Vermont Views to the test. Call or
fax now for your personal, free
demonstration kit. It includes aDOS
demo diskette and complete
instructions for trying Vermont
Views on your terminal, via modem.
Or order Vermont Views with our
60-day, money-back guarantee.
Either way, you'll see immediately
that Vermont Views is acut above
the rest.

. 1•1..

Call for your
FREE demo kit!

800-848-1248

Vermont
Creative
Software
Pinnacle Meadows
Richford, VT 05476 USA
Phone: ( 802) 848-7731
FAX: ( 802) 848-3502

Circle 175 on Inquiry Cord.

(Please Mention
"Offer 245)

IBM presents the
that brings

If you're aglutton for productivity, chances are
you're considering open systems solutions for your
business. But much of the menu is so unfamiliar or
limited, it's enough to make you lose your appetite.
The IBM RISC System/6000' family of POWERstations and POWERservers is for you. It's as open
an open system as you'll find anywhere, to help you
take abig bite out of communication barriers. With
the RISC System/6000, you offer your suppliers and
customers broad connectivity and management
for IBM and non- IBM networks. And you satisfy
your hunger for the latest leading- edge technology,

without network or equipment upset.
Naturally, the RISC System/6000 family supports
all major industry standards. And it also runs a
smorgasbord of over 3,500 key applications. But that's
only the appetizer. The family provides the widest
range of binary compatible systems, so you're free to
put the right level of machine performance and price
at every location.
The RISC System/6000 also serves up remarkable
performance, capacity and value. The POWERserver 550
runs at speeds you'd expect from asupercomputer, but runs up atab starting at only $ 58,000. And

'Prices subject to change. Dealers prices may vary. IBM and AIX are registered trademarks and RISC System/6000 is atrademark of International Business Machines Corporation. UNIX is a
registered trademark of UNIX Systems Laboratories. HAGAR THE HORRIBLE Character(s) O 1991 King Features Syndicate, Inc. (D 1991 IBM Corp.

first open system
more to the table.
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/
other models' prices start below $14,0001'
AIX ° the pièce de resistance. To make UNIX® even
easier to swallow, there's AIX, IBM's UNIX operating
system. AIX makes it apiece of cake to develop companywide networked solutions. And it gives companies robust
operating software for enterprise- critical applications.

365 days ayear. But then, at IBM, customer service
and support aren't just fillers. They're your just desserts.
To find out more about the IBM RISC System/6000,

contact your IBM
marketing representative or
Business Partner.
For literature, call
1800 IBM- 6676,
Service with asmile. The RISC System/6000 comes
with something you won't find anywhere else—the unpar- ext. 824.
alleled support of IBM.
Service 24 hours aday,

For the Power Seeker.

RISC
Svstem /

.6000
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If your office really gives your
printer the business, it better wear
the Okidata OK!

Today, asmall business has to be all business to succeed - right down to the printer
that keeps the paperwork moving. That single printer has to pretend it's three or four different printers - cranking out professionallooking business correspondence, lengthy
proposals, invoices, multi-part forms, payroll
checks, envelopes, and shipping labels without skipping abeat.
It's achallenge Okidata dot matrix printers were born to handle. Any one of our 24pin 390 Series printers can take awhole office's printing demands in stride - they all
offer the flexibility of top, bottom, or rear

Finally, we add afeature as important as
paper feed; high-speed draft or laser-like letter-quality printing; varied type font selection; any item on our spec sheets: the Okidata OK!
apaper-saving top-of-form tear- off feature; It's nothing less than our personal pledge to
and paper-park for easy switching between you that every Okidata printer we sell will
continuous pin-feed forms and single sheets provide not only acceptable, but outstanding
performance; not just adequate, but excepor envelopes.
And to make sure your Okidata printer tional value.
In order for your small
will keep printing. year after year, we build in
dependability from the baseplate up - print- business to look good, your
head wires made of the world's hardest metal, printer has to wear many
aclosed- loop positioning system to insure hats. That's why it should
proper alignment even after years of wear and also wear the Okidata OK!
For more information,
tear, and acase made from the same tough
call 1(800)0KI-DATA.
OF(in_esTA OK!
plastic as apro football helmet.

8
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We don't just design it towork.We design it to work wonders:
Circle 116 on Inquiry Cord.
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The PowerPC Club: Not Just a Trio

L

NANOBYTES

ast October, when Apple and IBM finally rel ease d th ei
r pl ans f
or p
ersona l

computing for the next decade, the details were scant regarding the so-called
PowerPC, aplanned single-chip implementation of IBM's RISC System/6000 processor. Other than that Motorola would manufacture the chip using its own 0.5-micron CMOS technology and 0.5- micron technology licensed from IBM, not much
more was known.
Apple, IBM, and Motorola say that they will found an industry organization
called PowerOpen that will be modeled after the 880pen group. The organization
will actively solicit input ( including standards definitions) from other companies in
the industry. PowerOpen will define the instruction set for the PowerPC, the Application Binary Interface, and software interfaces. The three companies share avision that the PowerPC will support the Mac and OSF/Motif operating environments.
According to Phil Hester, director of IBM's Advanced Workstation Engineering Division, the PowerPC RISC architecture has two targets: to get functional
chips operating in 1992 and to scale up the chip by mid- 1993 so that ahigh-end CPU
more powerful than the current RISC System/6000 chip set will have most of its
functions supplied in silicon, while retaining the 128-bit internal bus that gives
the RISC System/6000 much of its performance. By 1995, the top-of-the- line model could be capable of 500 SPECmarks.
—Owen Linderholm and Trevor Marshall
Editor's note: BYTE will have more in-depth coverage of the PowerPC in the
February issue.

New Chip Set Puts Your Office on
an Airline Tray
A ninnovative chip set from Cirrus LogPig ic squeezes the capabilities of amodem, afax machine, and an answering machine into an area that's roughly the size of
two postage stamps. Designed for low
power consumption and minute form factor, the two-chip set could be an ideal solution for bringing complete telecommunications capabilities to notebook
computers, the company says.
The CL-MD1424 Communicator intel-

ligent data/fax/voice modem device set
has the capabilities of a2400-bps Hayescompatible modem, aI
4.4-Kbps Group 3
fax transceiver, and avoice answering machine. It can accept and store messages either through astandard telephone set or
through the small speaker often found in a
notebook computer.
The Communicator will work in environments such as Windows 3.0 and can
operate the modem, fax, and answering
machine in background mode. Machines
built around the chip set will have the functionality of afax machine, an external modem, an answering machine, adesktop
computer, and adisplay monitor in aunit
that can sit on an airline tray.
The company expects to ship the first
samples of the set in the first quarter of
this year. At press time, Cirrus Logic
hadn't yet announced the names of any
design wins, but systems using the chip
may appear by the second half of this year.
—D. L. Andrews

Macronix (
San Jose, CA) has combined astripped-down version of
its fax software with aMaxLite
portable 9600bps fax modem
and aHewlettPackard 95LX
to create what
could be the
world's smallest
operational fax
system. Macronix had to strip out
all but the essential features of the
program to fit on the HP 95LX's
RAM cards. Ill
Visix Software (
Reston, VA), maker of the graphical Looking Glass
environment for Unix systems, is
offering anew development environment that makes those systems
friendlier. The HyperCard- style
Unix interface lets you build graphical front ends to command-line programs. El
A ROM-based version of Microsoft
Windows 3.1 is in the works, the
company says. ROM Windows
will run all your applications, but
manufacturers will be able to configure it to fit on machines with
scarce resources.
Millions of people may soon be using OS/2 every day without even
knowing it. Unlike earlier-generation machines based on proprietary
hardware and operating systems,
NCR's new line of automatic teller
machines are based on 386SX computers running OS/2. D
A report published by International Data estimates that 3.8 million personal computers were
shipped in the Asia/Pacific region
in 1990, producing revenue of $ 12.4
billion. The report estimates that of
that total, Japan alone accounted for
more than 2million personal computers. D
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Microsoft, Lotus, and Phoenix to Team Up
on Companion PC

L

arger than apalmtop, lighter than a
notebook, and selling faster than a
Psion Series 3or Hewlett-Packard 95LX—
that's adescription that the developers of
the Companion PC hope will come true.
The Companion PC is intended to be the
small, full-function computer you take everywhere.
Combining products from Microsoft, Lotus, Phoenix Technologies, Intel, and Chips
& Technologies, the Companion PC would
run on AA batteries and cost under $ 1000.
Unlike notebooks, it would be so light that
you wouldn't have to think whether or not
to take it with you. Unlike palmtops, the
Companion would be ageneral-purpose
machine with afull keyboard, weighing
as little as 2pounds. For alittle extra mon-

ey, you could add a1.8-inch hard drive or
solid-state storage. That's the idea, at least,
if OEMs go along with the plan.
Phoenix, Lotus, and Microsoft have announced acooperative program to help
manufacturers build the Companion PC.
System manufacturers can buy an integrated hardware/software reference design
and BIOS from Phoenix, license DOS 5.0
in ROM from Microsoft, and buy ROMbased personal productivity software from
Lotus.
With all these components in hand, manufacturers might not have much design
work left to do. The real work may be in
finding buyers who can distinguish one
Companion PC from another.
—Ellen Ullman

OS/2 2.0: IBM Says Hold On Tight, It's Coming
BM is now saying that its new operating system for the 1990s, OS/2 2.0, will
ship this March. The environment will
have the Workplace Shell and will run
DOS, Windows, and 16-bit OS/2 applications unchanged. Windows applications
will run side by side with DOS and OS/2
applications on the same platform.
But wait, you say. Didn't IBM promise to
ship OS/2 2.0 by the end of 1991? IBM
said it would. The system, however, would
not have some of the functions that IBM

has publicly demonstrated at various trade
shows, such as the ability to run and cut
and paste among Windows 3.0 applications, an IBM spokesperson said. The version planned for last December would have
DOS capability and the Workplace Shell,
but it would support only full-screen Windows applications. The spokesperson
added, "A number of our customers have
said that Windows doesn't fit into their
plans and want [OS/2] 2.0 now."
—D. L. Andrews

Ballmer: Windows 3.1 Temporarily Delayed

A

tabreakfast for press and industry
analysts, Steve Ballmer, Microsoft's
senior vice president, announced adelayed
delivery for Windows 3.1, demonstrated
Microsoft's 32-bit Windows NT operating system, and explained the company's
Windows strategy. Having once said that
he would eat afloppy disk if IBM shipped
OS/2 2.0 before the end of 1991, Ballmer
was no doubt relieved that he did not have
to breakfast on magnetic media.
Although all the planned features have
now been built into Windows 3.1, it, too,
wouldn't ship because of bugs, Ballmer
said. Microsoft's internal estimates of the
Windows 3.1 ship date range from an optimistic January to apessimistic March,
"which might really even be April," a
source reported. In addition to fixing incompatibilities with Windows 3.0 applications, Microsoft will be adding the Me21 BYTE • JANUARY 1992

dia Control Interface and audio portions
of the Windows Multimedia Extensions
to the base 3.1 product. As previously announced, Windows 3.1 will include TrueType, Object Linking and Embedding,
drag-and-drop capability, and afaster,
more robust kernel.
Ballmer showed amisbehaved program
called BadApp trying to crash Windows
3.1: Instead of the dreaded unrecoverable
applications error, the new version of Windows brought up abox that lets you continue, save your work, and log the error.
When the BadApp program deliberately
hung up, aCtrl- Alt-Del sequence let
Ballmer close only the errant application
and continue with the Windows session.
Windows NT is the advanced portable
operating system for 80x86 and Mips processors.
—Martin Heller

NANOBYTES
IBM has effectively disbanded its
Desktop Software unit. The company has turned over the U.S. marketing and distribution rights for the
high-end Platinum accounting and
management system to Advanced
Business Microsystems. XyQuest
will market Signature, aDOS-based
word processor jointly developed
with IBM, and Claris now has the
marketing and distribution rights for
the Hollywood presentation graphics program. The Storyboard Live
program is now in the IBM Multimedia Solutions division. D
Fox showed atechnology demonstration of FoxPro 2.0 for Microsoft
Windows 3.0 at fall Comdex 1991.
Likewise, Borland showed a
glimpse of Quattro Pro for Windows. Borland expects to release
Windows versions of dBase and
Paradox this year and is now shipping aWindows-hosted version of
Borland C++ 3.0.
Unix Systems Laboratories has
agreed to license Silicon Graphics'
Iris Graphics Library. USL says that
it will support Iris GL 5.0 in its Unix
System V release 4.1 operating environment. O
Microsoft's senior vice president
Steve Ballmer says that IBM has
confused software developers with
its Apple alliance. "Icould
not say this a
year ago, but
they are even
less clear than
we are on their
future direction," he said. El
Quarterdeck has missed its projected December release for its ambitious Desqview/X environment.
Quarterdeck now says that it expects
to release the environment in the
first quarter of 1992.0
The Fifth International Computer
Virus & Security Conference will
be held March 12-13 at the New
York Marriott and Summit. O
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If you write software, IBM wants
to bring you to your senses.
With sight, sound and motion, you can
become astar in the biggest, fastest-growing universe there is. A multimedia star in the universe
of IBM and IBM-compatible computers.
Working with IBM MultiMedia will be exciting. Just look at what's been done with the
software, "Columbus: Encounter, Discovery and
Beyond" and the " Illuminated Books and Manuscripts" series. And think of the programs you
can write combining interactive video, dazzling

graphics and CD-quality sound. Think of the
huge market potential that's barely been tapped.
With your creativity and IBM's resources, technical and marketing support, the possibilities
are endless.
Yes, IBM MultiMedia is designed to appeal
to all your senses. Especially your business sense.
Call 1800 426-9402
— —
to find out all the ways IBM
can help.
-• -

'BM is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation C) 1991 IBM Corp
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Ask for genuine Intel
or who knows what )
7(
487 5X

If you need amath

or something you may know nothing about? Because

coprocessor to speed your

if you don't specify Intel, that's basically what you're

power applications, ask

getting — abig question mark.With Intel, however,

yourself this question: Which would
you rather have sitting next to your
Intel microprocessor — an Intel Math CoProcessor
01991 Iota Corporation. i287, 086, 087, i487and th oSX logo are trademarks of Intel Corporation

there's simply no question. You're getting quality.
That's because Intel has the longest track record
with math coprocessors. In fact, we've manufactured

Math CoProcessors,
u'll have to count on.
and sold millions more than all the others combined.
And we've tested every one of them with the most

For afree information packet, including our new
low prices, call (
800)538-3373.

exhaustive battery of tests in the industry. All to assure
you absolute reliability.
So ask for Intel Math CoProcessors. Or there's no

i
ntel
®
The Computer Inside.-

calculating what you'll end up with.
Circle 78 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 79).
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Bacteria Could Lead to Drives with the
Equivalent of 5000 Platters

R

esearchers seeking the storage medium of the future have found apromising source in nature. Bacteria living in salt
marshes produce amolecule that could
serve as athree-dimensional storage medium capable of holding agigabyte of data
per cubic centimeter.

Birge. "Then we monitor the effect." As
the bR changes forms, it emits adistinctive
electrical signal. The bR cube is enclosed
in glass, two sides of which are coated
with aconducting film of indium-tin-oxide.
Birge fires 10-ns laser pulses capable of
altering the bR from its green-absorbing
The protein bacteriorhodopsin (bR),
state to its blue-absorbing state. The greenfound on the surface membrane of
absorbing bR will change and emit an elechalobacterium halobium, absorbs light in a trical impulse; ablue-absorbing bR will
process similar to photosynthesis. bR exnot. A second laser pulse returns the greenists in two interchangeable 2-D states: one
absorbing form to its original state.
that absorbs blue light at 410 nm and one
The ability to read the bR with electrical
that absorbs green light at 570 nm. You
sensors makes the cubes less expensive
can use the two bR states to store inforthan media that are read with optical ones,
mation in abinary code.
said Birge. The bR is harvested from bacResearchers have worked with bR films
teria grown in culture. " If our technology
since 1984. Dr. Thomas Birge, director of
develops the way we hope it will, the price
the Center for Molecular Electronics at
you now pay for 100 to 200 MB will buy
Syracuse University, says that he has promultigigabyte drives," said Birge.
duced 1-inch-square polymer cubes, laced
The bR drives are not particularly fast,
with uniformly oriented bR. " We now
however. Birge found that he could not
have access to athird dimension," said
maintain accuracy when he moved the
Birge. "It's as if you had adisk drive with
laser beams between different regions of
5000 platters on it." But since each layer is
the cube. He has to move the cube instead,
only 3 to 6 microns thick, the 3-D drive
resulting in a1-ms access time.
occupies almost the same space as astanFinding afast and accurate way to move
dard drive.
the cubes is one obstacle to commercial
Birge begins with all the bR in the form
production. So is scaling up the cube prothat absorbs 570-nm light. To encode the
duction. More problematic, said Birge,
information, he aims two infrared ( 1140will be consistently detecting the electrical
nm) lasers at atiny region (3 cubic miimpulses emitted by the bR. The signalcrons containing 10,000 proteins) of the
to-noise ratio is now running between 5
cube. Each laser produces photons with
and 10 dB, too low for commercially relihalf the energy of a570-nm beam. Where
able signal detection. Applications could
the two beams meet, their combined phoalso be limited by the fact that bR breaks
tons convert the bR to its alternate form.
down at temperatures above 83 °C.
"To read it, we essentially write," said
—Billy Allstetter

Apple: TrueType Is Alive and Well

S

ometimes acompany does som ethi ng
in the marketplace that users can interpret in exactly the opposite way the
company intended. Such seems to be the
case with Apple. When Apple announced
plans last summer to build Adobe's Type
1font technology into afuture release of
the Mac operating system, some observers
wondered if this meant that TrueType
would become superfluous except to those
select few running beta versions of Windows 3.1.
According to Brian Lawley, product
manager for type and text at Apple, the
company's commitment to TrueType remains as strong as ever. "TrueType will
be the design center for [ Apple's] next
32
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generation of type and imaging capabilities." He said that the installed base of
TrueType is now "well over amillion"
and noted that the LaserWriter IIf and Ilg
printers come with abuilt-in rasterizer.
The whole point of the Apple/Adobe announcement was to tell you that eventually "Type Ifonts will display and print
without [ your] having to buy ATM and
use that separately." A recent coupon offer,
where you could get ATM and four typefaces from Adobe for a $7.50 shipping fee,
is an interim solution, Lawley said. He
said that Apple's Type 1TrueType strategy is that you "should be free to choose
either format and know that it will work."
—Larry Loeb and D. L. Andrews

NANOBYTES
Information Builders, Inc., and
Apple have signed an agreement
that will let IBI's Enterprise Data
Access/SQL client/server software
provide Macs with asolution for accessing nonrelational data from a
broad array of databases. 0
Nantucket, provider of the Clipper
5.0 business application development system for the PC, now offers
aCyrillic translation that is produced in the Soviet Union. 0
Guy Kawasaki,
author of Selling
the Dream, had
this to say when
asked if Apple's
embrace of Adobe spelled the
death of TrueType: " Do I
think
True Type's dead?
Well, was it ever born? Two years
ago everybody said, ' Adobe's
doomed.' Well, here it is two years
later, and the world has reversed.
So Iguess the lesson is, if you wait
long enough by the side of the river,
all of your enemies will come floating by." He made the comments at a
meeting sponsored by Milwaukee's
North Shore Computers. 0
Following layoffs of 1400 employees, a $ 70 million third-quarter loss,
and the departure of several key executives, including former CEO Rod
Canion, Compaq says that it will
offer a line of low-cost PCs that
may have processors from other
chip manufacturers besides Intel.
New CEO Eckhard Pfeiffer says
that product design and development procedures have been changed
to shorten development cycles and
lower costs. D
UserLand Software has posted on
major electronic networks the Frontier Software Development Kit.
The SDK has sample code, libraries,
documentation, and sample programs to help Mac developers take
advantage of Interapplication Communication protocols. O
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GATEWAY 2000 286/16

GATEWAY 2000 386/33C

For the first time in the six-year history of
Computer Shopper magazine's Best Buy

Shopper readers voted in record numbers:
15,000 people cast over 100,000 votes for

competition,
to w' • FABULO US
s pyVY PC USERS •
Ai •
w° 1
010W
one company
cOMPirrERS
swept all of the awards in the desktop PC
products in 27 hardware and software categories.
categories. At COMDEX/Fall '91 in Las Vegas,
The vote on desktop PCs was adecisive victory
Gateway 2000 was awarded Best Buy honors for
for the Midwestern firm customers call the "cow
286, 386SX, 386 and 486 systems.
company."
"What's most meaningful about these
According to Computer Shopper, the Best
awards," said Gateway 2000 President Ted Waitt,
Buy Awards have come to symbolize the best in
"is they are given by the readers of Computer
service, quality, performance, support and
Shopper, people who are buying and using PCs
product selection. This combination gives you
in the real world."

the best value on the market.

Our thanks to Gateway's own Semi-Gold Dancers played by employees from departments throughout the company.

It's really no surprise Gateway 2000 systems
were singled out as Best Buys since Gateway
TI
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v
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4.00

more computers through the direct channel
tban any other PC manufacturer. This in itself is
testament to the value Gateway 2000 offers.
SiiS

be here for you. And Gateway's the only one with
agreat PC that comes in acow-spotted box
suitable for use as a
rec room end table.
° GATEWAY'S THe ele
Call aGateway 2000 sales representative today
for all the details on the Best Buy system we'll
build just for you.

Obe look and you'll be convinced, too.
Gateway's the one with the best prices on
qiiality, fully-loaded, high-performance systems.
Gáteway's the one with the award-winning
service organization that'll take good care of
yeur system. Gateway's the one that's going to
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80286 Processor
2MB RAM
1.2MB 5.25" Drive
1.44MB 3.5" Drive
40MB 17ms IDE Drive
with 32K Cache
I6-Bit VGA with 512K
14" Crystal Scan 1024
Color VGA Monitor
1Parallel/2 Serial Ports
IPS/2 Mouse Pon
I24- Key AnyKeyTM Keyboard
MS DOS® 5.0
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33 MHZ 486

bite/ 80386 Processor
b4K Cache RAM
4MB RAM
1.2MB 5.25" Drive
1.44MB 3.5" Drive
200MB 15ms IDE Dria; with
64K Multi-Segmént
he
16- Bit yeA with 1MB
14" CrWal 'Scan 1024NI
Cokw VGA enitor
112rial Pons
yKey Keyboard
*use
S5.0
Windowse
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Intel 80386S AP>
32K CacheRAM
4MB RAM
1.2MI3 5.25" Drive \.„,
I.44MB 3.5" Drive
80MB urns IDE Drive
with 32K Cache
la 16-Bit VGA with 512K
IN 14" Crystal Scan 1024
Color VGA Monitor
• IParallel/2 Serial Ports
MI PS/2 Mouse Port
In 124- Key AnyKey Keyboard
Microsoft Mouse
MS DOS 5.0
MS Windows 3.0

25 . 1lliZ 386
e4•• ,
4MB RAM
1.2MB 5.25" Drive '
1.44MB 3.5" Drive
80MB 17ms IDE Drive
. with 32K Cache
Ill 16-Bit VGA with 1MB
• 14" Crystal Scan 1024NI
Color VGA Monitor
la 1Parallel/2 Serial Pons
III 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard
• Microsoft Mouse
II MS DOS 5.0
III MS Windows 3.0
•

$1895

$1745

33 MHZ 386

••

MHZ 386.S \
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Intel® 80386SX Processor
2MB RAM
1.2MB 5.25" Drive
1.44MB 3.5" Drive
40MB 17ms IDE Drive
with 32K Cache
16-Bit VGA with 5I2K
14" Crystal Scan 1024
Color VGA Monitor
1Parallel/2 Serial Ports
-1
PS/2 Mouse Port
124-Key AnyKey Keyboard
Microsoft® Mouse
MS DOS 5.0
MS WindowsTm 3.0

$1445
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16 MHZ 386SX

Intel 80486 Procc ,,sor
64K Cache RAM
8MB RAM
1.2MB 5.25" Drive
1.44MB 3.5" Drive
200MB 15ms IDE Drive with
64K Multi-Segmented Cache
I6-Bit VGA with 1MB
14" Crystal Scan 1024NI
Color VGA Monitor
1Parallel/2 Serial Ports
124-Key AnyKey Keyboard
Microsoft Mouse
MS DOS 5.0
MS Windows 3.0
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33 MHZ 486 EIS:t
Intel 80486 Processor
128K Cache RAM
8MB RAM
1.2MB 5.25" Drive
I.44MB 3.5" Drive
340MB 15ms SCSI Drive with
128K Multi-Segmented Cache
32-Bit EISA SCSI Controller
16-Bit VGA with 1MB
14" Cçystal Scan 1024NI
Col VGA Monitor
1P 11e1/2 Serial Ports
-Key AnyKey Keyboard
Microsoft Mouse
MS DOS 5.0
MS Windows 3
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• Get our 33 MHz 386 system,
same configuration as listed,
with a120MB IDE hard drive
instead of the 200MB drive.

•

$2145
e"U

•

• Same features as our 33 MHz
486 system except this machine
has 4MB RAM instead of 8,
and a120MB IDE hard drive
instead of the 200MB drive
in our standard configuration.

$2495
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•One-year warranty • 30-day money-back guarantee • Lifetime toll-free
technical support • Free on-site service to most locations • Free bulletin
board technical support • Software and optional peripherals installed at
factory • Software diskettes and comprehensive hardware and software
manuals provided
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Sales Hours: 7am 10pm Weekdays, 9am-4pm Saturdays ( CST)
Sell ice Hours: 6am-Midnight Weekdays, 9am-2pm Sa.turdas ( CST)
All prices are subject to change. Prices do not include shipping.
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800 - 523 - 2000

610 Gateway Drive • N. Sioux City, SD 57049 • (
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The Palmtop 386 Is Getting Closer

C

&T plans to add new functions and
Ipower to the PC/Chip, pushing further
the level of system integration. This June,
the F8680 will add support for VGA displays, augmenting current CGA-compatible display controllers. There will likely
be a386-compatible PC/Chip in 18 months.
C&T is also exploring how the PC/Chip
can offer programmable hardware gates,
enabling OEMs to build PC/Chip-based
devices that could be integrated into consumer electronics systems. With aprogrammable hardware gate, for example,
an OEM could add support for an RCA
jack. For the consumer, this would mean a

hand-held PC that could plug into ahome
entertainment center.
C&T also has ambitious plans for pen
support. According to C&T, it is working
with Microsoft, GeoWorks, and Computer Intelligence on integrating pens into the
PC/Chip environment, with Microsoft "at
the top of the list." C&T will support the
32-bit interface of Go Corp.'s PenPoint
system when a386SX-compatible PC/
Chip is ready. At that time, the company
may divide its offerings into two branches:
the low-end PC/Chip and high-end 386based solutions.
—Ellen Ullman

IBM and Intel Fight Back with Chip Accord:
First Products to Ship in Two Years

B

oth IBM and Intel have taken their
share of lumps recently: IBM has been
late to market with new PCs that turn out
to be ho-hum when they finally arrive, and
Intel is beset by both 386 chip cloners and
RISC-chip competitors.
Now, it seems, IBM and Intel have realized that they are each other's best ally.
The two companies have signed a10-year
technology agreement under which they
will work together to enhance 80x86 architecture chips. Under the terms of the
agreement, IBM will gain the right to manufacture 486 chips for internal use, as it
has the 386. More important, IBM will be
able to enhance current and future 80x86
designs and use the improved versions itself for four months before any other companies can have them. For IBM, which has

lately had trouble differentiating its PCs
from the sea of clones, this could provide
aleg up in the market—in price, performance, or some other attribute.
Intel and IBM estimate that jointly developed products will be broadly available to the industry in about two years.
The plan of attack calls for Intel to provide processor design and the 486 architecture, while IBM will add its semiconductor and systems design expertise. Both
companies will provide design tools. For
Intel, the agreement is astrong response to
challenges from 386 cloners like AMD
and Chips & Technologies. By tapping
into IBM's silicon expertise, Intel may be
able to deliver advanced processor designs
faster than the cloners can keep up.
—Andy Reinhardt and D. L. Andrews

Next Moves in the Real World
twas abusy fall for Next and Steve Jobs.
president and CEO of Next. Following a
speech at the Unix Expo, Jobs admitted in
aquestion-and- answer session that he
hopes to take the company public in the
next 12 to 18 months. One week after Jobs
told reporters that he expected to sell $60
million worth of equipment in the last
quarter of 1991 and that Next is profitable,
the company announced that it would lay
off about 30 people, or around 5percent of
the company's work force. While the layoffs were certainly not aminor event to
those affected, Next's staff trimming was
minute compared to the hundreds of people laid off at companies like Compaq,
The Santa Cruz Operation, Grid Systems,

and Ashton-Tate. In any case, aNext
spokesperson said that the company continues to make aprofit, "but in these times,
you can't carry any extra weight."
The fact that Jobs was there at all was
something of asurprise. Once upon atime,
Next seemed to be trying to distance itself
from the Unix community. Now, Jobs acknowledges and even accepts the idea that
Next is aUnix company that must compete in the market against the likes of Sun,
IBM, DEC, and Hewlett-Packard. In one
example of Next's new openness, Jobs
demonstrated aprogram that lets X Window System—based applications run in a
Next window. •
—Andy Reinhardt and D. L. Andrews

NANOBYTES
More than just an operating-system
upgrade, Apple sees the new A/UX
3.0 as the basis for the high-end systems that it will be releasing in the
future, including those compatible
with the PowerOpen platform the
company is developing with IBM.
The ability to run current Mac applications is crucial, an Apple
spokesperson said. Programs running on the new version look just
like regular Mac applications. A/UX
3.0 will also support TrueType
fonts. the Data Access Manager, the
new Finder, and Publish/Subscribe
features. Balloon Help is also supported. O
Next is acceding
to customer requests for standards compliance.
As president and
CEO Steve Jobs
flashed a slide
covered with an
alphabet soup of
Unix acronyms,
he joked. "Ibet you never thought
you'd hear Steve Jobs talking about
standards." D
Apple has filed an appeal with the
Court of International Trade in
Washington, D.C., asking the court
to reverse the imposition of a62.63
percent tariff on imported screens.
Apple argues that there cannot have
been injury when there is no viable
U.S. display industry to injure. D
Philippe Kahn, chairman, president, and CEO of Borland International, says that by 1995, most
software companies will be programming in C++. But the language suffers from astandard garbage collector. Object systems, he says, tend
to fill up quickly. D
Al Stromberg, president and CEO
of Verbex Voice Systems (Edison,
NJ), amaker of speech recognition
systems. on why the market for
speech recognition hasn't taken off
yet: You can't convince people
they need abetter mousetrap if they
don't know they have mice." •
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What's the business world
coming to?

Now all users, Macintosh and PC,
can get their hands on some color
without giving up great black and
white. Hewlett-Packard makes it
all possible with the DeskWriter C
printer for Macintosh and now the
HP DeskJet 500C for DOS and Wmdows applications. Impressive black
and white. And thousands of colors.
For only $1,095?
The best features of Fin DeskJet 500

black and white printer haven't
changed. You'll still get the crisp,
clean, laser-sharp output. The 300
dot-per-inch resolution. And you'll
still have all the built-in, scalable
fonts and graphic capabilities that
can make such adifference in your
documents and presentations.
Take all that, add anearly endless
choice of attention-getting colors, and
your users have one very valuable

partner. One that's apleasure to
work with. You just plug, play, and
print. On plain paper or transparency.
With the DeskJet 500C and
DeskWriter C, Hewlett-Packard
introduces acolorful new generation
to its family of inkjet printers. A
family that stands for affordable
quality. Quality that's backed by a
three-year warranty.

'Suggested U.S. list price. tin Canada, cal11-800-387-3867, Ext. 2757. "Offer valid through January 31,1992. No purchase necessary; void where prohibited.

C 1991 Hewlett-Packard Company PE12129

Affordable color.
The HP DeskWriter Cprinter
for the Mac.

And the
HP DeskJet 500C for PCs.

-40

Only S1,095 each.

So when others ask you whatk new,
tell them to get ready for asplash
of color. For more interesting graphs
and charts. For impressive cover
pages and for compelling overhead
presentations. All for $1,095.
If you'd like to see some sample
output from the DeskJet 500C or
DeskWriter C, call 1-800-752-0900,
Ext. 2757.t Or visit your nearest
authorized HP dealer and sign up

for achance to win aCaribbean
cruise for two Color has finally
arrived.
HP Peripherals
When it's important to you.
HEWLETT
PACKARD
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Psion's Powerful
Pocketable
DICK POUNTAIN

Most people's first reaction when Ishow them the
Psion Series 3is quite simply, "Iwant one now!"
This is not merely atechnological gimmick. Psion
operating system
has succeeded splendidly in designing apocket
computer with sufficient memory, battery life, and
isn't a disadvantage
processing power to be genuinely useful. It's also
when you have a raft
easy to use. The Series 3is not DOS compatible,
but its excellent multitasking operating system is
of applications in
far more suitable than DOS is for apocket machine.
the palm of your hand
The Series 3exudes quality at first sight. The
plastic case has an attractive matte gray finish
and pleasing contours. At 6A' by 3% by 1inch, it is smaller than an average-size wallet. Its weight, abit over half apound (including batteries), makes it quite pocketable.
Although the clamshell-style case has no latch, it is held shut by spring tension. The
toggle effect of aclever hinge causes the battery compartment at the rear of the case
to swing downward and act as arest that tilts the Series 3to acomfortable reading
angle.
The 8-row by 40-column LCD screen occupies the upper half of the case and

A proprietary non-DOS

The Psion Series 3crams all the parts and pieces of afull-fledged computer into a
palmtop package.
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rests at ashallow, fixed angle to the keyboard. Psion uses Hitachi's double retardation film LCD technology to get high
contrast in all but the poorest of lighting.
Battery life is about 120 hours using two
AA alkaline batteries; alithium battery is
included as backup.
Not for Touch-Typists
The tiny keyboard has a PC- style
QWERTY layout, complete with twin
Shift keys, aspace bar, Control and Alt
keys, and an inverted Tcursor keypad (but
no numeric keypad). The small square keys
use elastomer switches and thus have short
travel and almost no tactile feedback (an
audio click is provided instead). The keys
require quite firm pressure. Even the tiniest of fingers cannot touch-type on this
keyboard. Holding the Series 3 in both
hands and typing with two thumbs is more
effective and very fast after alittle practice.
Both ends of the case have ahinged
flap that conceals sockets for Psion's proprietary flash memory cards, which behave like solid-state drives called A and
B. The machine Iused came with a256KB flash memory card. You can buy flash
memory cards of up to 2 MB or static
RAM cards of up to 1MB. The file system
is fully DOS compatible, even though the
Series 3doesn't run DOS programs.
The Series 3is driven by a4-MHz NEC
V30 (80086-compatible) processor, putting it in the IBM XT class in terms of
power. The operating system and applications are held in 384 KB of ROM, and you
can choose from models with 128 KB or
256 KB of main memory. This memory
is employed far more efficiently than it
would be under DOS. On the 256-KB test
machine, Ican run all seven built-in applications concurrently and have a 100KB RAM drive left for data.
A Nonintimidating GUI
The Series 3operating system works behind asimple GUI that Ican only describe
as brilliant. You can switch instantly between the built-in multitasking applications by pressing icons printed on atouchpad below the screen. The leftmost icon
(System) puts you into aprogram manager with screen-based icons. Beneath each
icon is alist of the files associated with
that application, which you can pick with
the cursor bar. Pressing the Tab key brings
up an XTree-like file manager, complete
with wild-card filters and file tagging. The
operating system uses DOS hierarchical
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directories and filename extensions, but it
hides these from the casual user by automatically associating each application's
files with aparticular extension.
Inside each application, you press the
dedicated Menu key to access Windowsstyle pull-down menus. Most menu options have key shortcuts using the Psion
key. Psion has exhibited enormous ingenuity in making this interface intuitive and
orthogonal. You can cut, paste, and copy
among all the applications via aclipboard,
or you can bring marked text from anywhere without losing the clipboard contents. You can also evaluate an arithmetic
expression anywhere (e.g., in the word
processor or database) by selecting it and
pressing Psion-V.
Full-Featured
Miniature Applications
The applications also reveal extraordinary
attention to detail. The Series 3word processor is powerful, with on-screen bold
and italic, multiple printer fonts, and even
Microsoft Word—compatible style sheets.
There is abuilt-in outlining feature that
works via styles; you can define an outline level for each style and then hide all
text below agiven level. Pressing the Word
button toggles hiding on and off, and so
collapses and expands the outline. When
wisely used, this feature compensates for
the small screen size; Iuse it more as a
way of navigating through long texts than
as astructuring tool. The Series 3can drive
anumber of popular printers, including
Epson, HP LaserJet, and Canon BJ-10e,
directly via the optional parallel cable.
The Data application is afree-form text
database that holds up to 4KB per record,
and you can optionally add field names,
which can be toggled on and off down the
left margin; the software is cleverly designed so that empty fields will not be displayed. Placing atelephone symbol at the
beginning of any line will allow the Series 3dialer to extract phone numbers from
that line (DTMF tone dialing is performed
via asmall speaker under the Series 3's
case, which you hold over atelephone
mouthpiece). The phone dialer is cleverly
integrated with the World application so
that it can prefix the proper international
code for an overseas call but omit it for
domestic ones; you set " Home City" in
World to tell the Series 3which country
you are currently in.
The World application is the best of its
kind I've seen. Everybody knows how to
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I

enjoyed the surreal experience of

downloading my BIX mail into something
not much bigger than a bar of soap.

display aworld clock, but Psion has included adatabase of practically every
country name (pre-U.S.S.R. breakup), and
the major towns within countries too (over
70 in the U.S.). What's more, you can add
your own towns, with map references,
time-zone offset, and phone code. As you
browse or search for atown, the cursor
shows its position on the world map, together with the local time, phone code,
times of sunrise and sunset, and distance
from your current home city. Travelers
will buy the Series 3for this feature alone.
The Agenda application includes the
functions of calendar, two-week planner,
appointments diary, alarm, and to-do list.
The one-month calendar and two-week
time planner appear on the same screen,
through which you navigate using the cursor keys. Pressing Enter switches to aday
diary screen with slots for 14 items. You
can repeat appointments (by date or day
of week), and you can archive old appointments instead of just deleting them
as most time planners do. There is aseparate screen for day notes, and ato-do list
that rolls over tasks from day to day until
you remove them.
Communicating with the World
You can communicate with desktop machines and modems via atiny connector on
the left side of the Series 3, using aspecial
cable with a "lump" halfway down it that
actually contains the RS-232 circuitry and
some ROM programs. When plugged in,
this lump appears as drive C to the operating system. When you run Psion's
MCLink program on your desktop PC, the
PC's drives (named REM::A:, REM::C:,
and so on) become directly accessible from
the Series 3as afull network-style remote
file system. Drive C also contains acommunications program with afull script language based on OPL and prewritten scripts
for BIX, CIX, MCI Mail, and more. Ienjoyed the surreal experience of downloading my BIX mail into something not

much bigger than abar of soap.
The Psion Series 3 is the first pocket
computer that I've found genuinely useful, and Ishan't leave the house without
mine. One criticism is that Psion's flash
memory cards are not PCMCIA compatible; however, Idon't believe this will
prove fatal. Most users will find that a
flash memory card is more like apermanent expansion than aremovable medium
and will not be purchasing any in quantity.
Ifind that the 256 KB of internal memory
and asingle 256-KB flash memory card
handle all my business easily, using my
desktop PC to back up and archive. The
Series 3won't replace anotebook PC for
power spreadsheet users, but it might replace the rest of the contents of their briefcases.•
Dick Pountain is aBYTE consulting editor
based in London. You can contact him on
BIX as "dickp."
THE

FACTS

Psion Series 3
with 128 KB, $425;
with 256 KB, $495
Options: Serial cable for PC
and Mac file transfers, $99
Internal RAM: 128 KB, $ 150;
512 KB, $420; 1MB, $625
Flash EPROM: 128 KB, $ 105;
256 KB, $ 150; 512 KB, $255;
1MB, $420; 2MB, $775
Psion, Inc.
118 Echo Lake Rd.
P.O. Box 790
Watertown, CT 06795
(800) 548-4535
(203) 274-7521
fax: (203) 274-7976
Circle 1209 on Inquiry Card.
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Bookshelf Goes Multimedia

A

vailable since 1987, Microsoft 'sCD- ROM-based
fife Edit Bookmark Bookshelf Belo
Bookshelf has become an inL.^ «. .1 i^de. I s.ch
.
e.ltat I 4
I 2.) 1ellek.
eye
valuable reference tool for writers and students. Its dictionary,
thesaurus, and other sources
have been reason enough for
thousands of people to invest
in aCD-ROM drive. Microsoft
Bookshelf for Windows is the
next generation, adding the
Me rye. Iltokiott at an
t
splash of multimedia sound,
Soe.tionTtlp
graphics, and animation—assuming you have amultimediaready PC.
Bookshelf for Windows contains both plain- vanilla DOS
and Windows versions of the
program, so you don't need
multimedia facilities in order to use it.
with both versions of Bookshelf, but here
Both versions contain The American Heragain the Windows version is more flexiitage Dictionary, Bartlett 'sFamiliar Quoble. It lets you search all the books at once
tations, The Concise Columbia Dictionary
or deselect some books. The DOS version
of Quotations, The Concise Columbia Enallows searches only across like books
cyclopedia, Roget 's11: The New The(i.e., the quotation books or the encyclosaurus, and The World Almanac and Book
pedia and almanac) for specific terms. The
of Facts. The Windows version, which
Windows version also allows searches by
takes advantage of Microsoft's new Mulkeyword or topic.
timedia Extensions for the graphical enFurther, because Windows allows mulvironment, also contains an electronic vertitasking, it's possible to cut and paste insion of The Hammond Atlas of the World.
formation from aBookshelf book into any
And that's the first hint of this rendition's
other active Windows application. And
greater powers.
that brings me to another neat feature of
The DOS version of Bookshelf has no
Bookshelf for Windows: QuicKeys. Esatlas because it can't do graphics: It's a
sentially amacro generator, QuicKeys is a
text-only product. The atlas included with
separate application that comes with BookBookshelf for Windows has, among other
shelf and is installed by Setup. It lets you
features, topographic maps of any region of
define key combinations that take you dithe globe you choose, shown in 256-color
rectly from any active Windows applicaVGA resolution. Other animations can be
tion to a Bookshelf book and begin a
found in the encyclopedia; some are acsearch for whatever word is highlighted
companied by sound lectures that explain
in your application. Each book has a
and augment the video. The mouse can be
unique key combination. Using QuicKeys
used to jump to any part of the animation
lets you avoid using the Bookshelf group
as well as to control the speed at which it
window to access any of the books.
plays back, and all the animations in the
Also included in Microsoft Bookshelf
encyclopedia can also be accessed directfor Windows are two features that make
ly from alist of animations at the top of the
the package more useful the more you use
"book."
it. Annotations let you add your own perIparticularly enjoyed one listed as Solar
sonal notes to any topic in any book. (You
System, which shows the planets revolving
can also copy annotations to the Clipboard
around the sun, as well as the movements
and use them elsewhere in Windows.)
of comets and meteoroids. A voice-over
Bookmarks, as the name implies, let you
lecture describes the action. Sound is also
mark alocation, setting up alist of freafeature of the dictionary. It will proquently accessed topics anywhere within
nounce the word for you if you click on a Bookshelf. This lets you go directly to the
megaphone icon in the upper left corner
topic at any time without having to go
of the definition screen.
through the whole search process again.
Information searches are also possible
Bookshelf for Windows is easy to use,
1
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but there's alot to it. To help
you get started, there's awelldesigned and extensive tutorial that (not surprisingly) makes
extensive use of multimedia.
Needless to say, multimedia
is in its infancy. Microsoft says
that more features are on the
way in the next version. According to David Cornfield,
lead engineer/program manager for Bookshelf, proposed
changes include programwide
support for 256-color graphics, instead of the 16- color
graphics that are now found
everywhere but in the topographic maps. The mix of
books on the next release of
Bookshelf for Windows may also change.
For now, to run Bookshelf for Windows
in all its glory, you need Windows 3.0 with
Multimedia Extensions 1.0, MS-DOS 3.1
or higher, Microsoft CD-ROM Extensions
2.2 or higher, aCD-ROM drive, and an
audio card (e.g., Media Vision's Pro-Audio Spectrum or cards made by Ad Lib).
Bookshelf for Windows works without
Multimedia Extensions and the sound card,
but you won't get those fun animations or
voice-overs.
Microsoft Bookshelf for Windows is an
intriguing hint at the future possibilities
of multimedia. While the sound and graphics are entertaining, they're only asmall
part of the program. Still, the wealth of resources on the Bookshelf CD-ROM makes
it atruly useful—and highly recommended—tool, whether your PC has multimedia
capabilities or not.
—Robert E. Calm

THE

FACTS

Microsoft Bookshelf for Windows
$149; upgrade from DOS version,
$49.95
Microsoft Corp.
IMicrosoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052
(800) 426-9400
(206) 882-8080
fax: (206)

883-8101
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Unprecedented 32-Bit
Programming Power in aSing!
age: WATCOM C8 3

WATCOM C8.5/386 Optim

g

Compiler and Tools includes:

N Royalty- free 32-bit DOS
Extender
N True 32-bit Windows
GUI Application Kit
N Fast, Tight, Reliable
32-bit Code Optimizer
N Licensed Microsoft
Windows SDK
Components
N Interactive Source-Level
Debugger
N Execution Profiler

lights
100% ANSI and SAA compatible:
C8.5/386 passes all Plum Hall Validation
Suite tests.
Comprehensive tool set includes a
debugger, linker, profiler and much more.
Microsoft extensions simplify porting of
16-bit source.
DOS extenders supported include
Phar Lap, Rational and Ergo.
Extensive third party support includes
products to help with windowing,
communications, C++ development and
graphics.
AutoCAD ADS development and
debugging support.

DOS Extender Features
C8.5/386 includes DOS/4GW, a32-bit
DOS extender developed by Rational
Systems and based on the industryleading technology of DOS/16M, Key
features include:
•Royalty- free runtime license
•Virtual memory support up to 32Mb
•25K real mode memory footprint
•DPMI support (DOS, Windows DOS
Box, etc.)
•VCPI and XMS (himem.sys) compatible

32-bit Windows Kit
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Develop and debug true 32-bit GUI
applications and 32-bit DLL's. Using
32-bit addressing, GUI applications can
exploit the flat memory model to
overcome inherent Windows memory
constraints. Straightforward memory
allocation makes Windows application
development easier. Key components
include:
•Supervisor for executing 32-bit
applications and DLLs under Windows
•Debugger for 32-bit applications and
DLI1s under Windows
•Licensed Microsoft SDK components
•Access to Windows API from 32- bit
code through special libraries
•387 math co-processor emulation
•32-bit C library for Windows

WATCOM C8.5/386
•100% ANSI C Optimizing Compiler

Tools set components:
•Protected-mode version of Compiler
•Royalty- free DOS Extender with VMM
support • Licensed Components of the
Microsoft Windows SDK • Interactive
Source-Level Debu er • Linker
•Protected-mode version of Linker
•Profiler • Object Code Librarian
•Object Code Disassembler • MAKE
Facility • Patch Facility • Object Module
Convert Utility • Windows Supervisor
•Bind Facility for Windows Applications
•386 Run-time library object code
•Special 32-bit libraries for Windows API
•386 Graphics Library for Extended DOS
applications • 386 Run-time libraries for
Windows
Also available:

WATCOM FORTRAN 77/386
Includes 100% ANSI FORTRAN
optimizing compiler and all tool set
components listed above for C8.5/386.

Platforms
Host environments:
DOS, Extended DOS, Windows DOS
box, OS/2 1.1 or later
Target environments:
Extended DOS, Windows, Windows
DOS box, AutoCAD ADS, embedded
systems
Novell's Network Cfor NLM's includes
C8.5/386

Price: $995

1-800-265-4555

WATCOM
415 Phillip Street, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
N2L3X2 Tel. (519) 886-3700 Fax (519) 747-4971
WATCOM C and Lightning Device are trademarks of WATCOM
Systems Inc. DOS/4G and DOS/IEM are trademarks of Rational
Systems Inc. Other trademarks are the properties of their r.sprsuve
mynas. ° Copyright 1991 WATCOM Products Inc.
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Its Also More Power
Introducing The 40MHz Am386 Microprocessor—
The Speediest 386 On The Planet
It looks like amild mannered 386. In fact, can transform any ordinary 33MHz system
it is: A genuine, plug-in replacement for the
into an invincible, 25% faster, 40MHz Am386
i386. Except it's faster. Burns less
system. So you can easily offer the
power. Costs no more. And it's availI
world's
fastest 386 performance.
Am386
able now
It's not only super-fast, it's also
The Am386DX-40 microprocessor
POFP packagIng
super-efficient, thanks to its truly static
901 Thompson Place. PO Box 3453. Sunnyvale. CA 94088. C 1991 Advanced Micro Device, Inc Am386 is atrademark of Advanced Micro Devices. Inc All brand or product names mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holden

ful Than ALocomotive.
operation. That means even notebooks
and palmtops can attain breakthrough
performance.
Best of all, the 40MHz Am386 microprocessor is available now, available to
everyone, and available at surprisingly low
prices. How's that for rfruth, Justice and
the American Way?
So find aphone booth and call AMD

at 1-800-222-9323. And let the world's
fastest 386 come to your rescue.

il

Advanced Micro Devices
"We're Not Your Competition:"
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The Pac Is Back

G

ood ideas don't al
ways b
ecome successful immediately— if ever. Sometimes it
takes awhile. Such is the case
with Tandon's Pun computer.
As Yogi Berra is purported to
have once said, "It's déjà vu
all over again." If the boxlike
module that's sticking out of
the computer in the photo looks
familiar, that's because Tandon introduced the Pac hard
drive concept way back in
1987.
It sounded like agreat idea:
shock-mounted hard drive cartridges that could be moved
from machine to machine or
locked away overnight. Although Tandon sold quite afew
of them to government agencies and in the international
market, the Pac never went
over as amass-market item,
largely because the original version used the 51
/4
inch floppy
drive that was standard back
then, making the Pac large and clunky.
Technology has finally caught up with
the Pac idea. The new Pacs are smaller,
lighter, and easier to handle because they
use 3'h-inch drives. In addition, today's
hard drives are considerably more reliable and shock-resistant. Better late than
never.

actly to your needs. Need amore powerful
processor? Plug in anew card. A larger
hard drive? Plug in anew Pac. You can
even add asecond dock for an additional
Pac. Even the floppy drives are modular. If
you need asecond one, it snaps on atop
the PacII's case.

The PacII's processor, as with so many
other "expandable" systems, is on an addin card that contains the necessary peripheral electronics for the processor that you
are using. The processors range from a
386SX/16 up to a486/33. (A Tandon
spokesperson said that a486/50 should be
The MFM and RLL drives used in earliavailable by the time you read this.) Prices
er Pacs have been replaced with higherfor the individual processor module upperformance SCSI drives. Both the 40grades weren't available at press time, but
and 400-MB drives in my review unit had
Tandon has promised to price them so that
respectable average access times of about
upgrading doesn't cost you as much as a
18 ms.
brand-new system.
You can't eject the drives until they've
The Pull is asolidly built, high-quality
spun down and (automatically) parked
system.
Obviously, to make the system as
their read/write heads. You can also use a
modular as it is, Tandon had to design it
software command to keep the drives
from the ground up, and the quality shows.
from being ejected by an unauthorized
Priced not much higher than your gardenperson.
variety generic clone, the Pad! is engiBut there's more. Tandon has integrated
neered and built completely by Tandon.
the Pac idea into asystem that can truly
The system that Itested came with a
be called modular. Unlike the raft of com486/33 processor and both 40- and 400petitors that let you easily upgrade just the
MB hard drives. BYTE Lab benchmark
processor, the PadI uses abuilding-block
results were solidly in the midrange of
approach that lets you tailor asystem exwhat I'd expect for awell-engineered sysMore and more hard drive makers are
introducing removable and transportable
hard drives, in avariety of forms. But Tandon was there first, and it's obvious that it
has done agreat deal of work to perfect
the concept.
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tem, neither the fastest nor
slowest we've measured.
The importance of system
expandability is the subject of
lively debate in the PC community. Every company with
an expandable system also has
surveys showing that virtually everyone wants to upgrade
his or her system regularly. I
tend to doubt it, especially with
systems that upgrade only the
processor. Many users need a
faster and higher-capacity hard
drive before they need anew
processor.
Tandon's full- system expandability design makes alot
of sense, and the PacH looks
like it's destined to become the
system of choice for users who
want the option of essentially
snapping together systems
from matched parts and pieces.
It's especially attractive for
corporate environments, where
acentral store of expandable
and interchangeable parts can be kept
ready for instant access.
Then there's the hard drive concept. It
looks like its time has come. Tandon will
also have internal (LriPaclI) and external
(SidePacH) docks for Pacs that will let you
add Pacability to existing systems. If you
have systems in several locations, carrying
aPac (they weigh from 2.7 to 4.4 pounds)
with all your work between locations is a
logical match to the way that many of us
do our work these days.
—Stan Miastkowski
THE

FACTS

Pad!
Basic system: 386SX-20, $2686;
386SX-20 with cache, $2886;
486SX, $3211; 486/33, $4521
Hard drive Pacs: 40-MB, $349; 100MB, $599; 200-MB, $799; 400-MB,
$1799
Tandon Corp.
405 Science Dr.
Moorpark, CA 93021
(805) 523-0340
Circle 1211 on Inquiry Card.

Introducing the first
486SX laptop computer
that comes in 256 colors.
The new ProSpeed* 486SX/C laptop is a breakthrough made possible only by NEC's
mastery of active matrix color display technology: the first 486SX laptop computer
with aTFT screen capable of displaying 256 colors at 640 x480 resolution.
The result: some of the most brilliant, photographic-quality images you've ever seen
NEC is a world leader
in virtually every category
of imaging technology:
from the brilliant
displays on our laptops,
to our MultiSync .
monitors, color thermal
printers, CD-ROM
readers and more

on any computer screen, laptop or otherwise. It also puts on an equally spectacular display of power, thanks to an Intel 486SX"° microprocessor running at 20MHz, a120 or
200MB hard drive, and the first 32-bit EISA bus to be found on any laptop. Add to that
its full-size keyboard, and afull complement of ports, and you have the perfect solution
for any application requiring massive amounts of power—from software demonstrations
to sales presentations, complex graphs and diagrams to CAD-CAM, and beyond.
.• •
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is the way you want to go. WEC

CaC

For more information, call 1- 800- NEC- INFO.

Computers and Cornenunmaeons
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This Lunchbox Isn't for Twinkles
fyou plan to buy the Dolch
P.A.C. 486-50E portable
computer, you'd better have
some serious work for it to do.
With its 50-MHz 486DX processor, 8 MB of RAM (expandable to 32 MB), and a
standard 200- MB SCSI hard
drive with acaching controller,
the 18-pound 486-50E is designed for people who often
bite off more than they can
chew.
On the outside, the 486-50E
is the same Dolch P.A.C.
we've reviewed before. The removable keyboard is across
between the classic 84- key
IBM AT keyboard and the Enhanced modThe 486-50E comes standard with aConel. Twelve function keys run across the
ner Peripherals 200-MB SCSI hard drive
top, and the Escape key is part of the comand a3'A- inch 1.44- MB floppy drive.
bined cursor/numeric keypad. The stanThere's no room to add further storage,
dard gas-plasma monochrome display is
but you can buy the machine with alarger
sharp and clear. Iwas able to use this comhard drive. Ifound the 200-MB drive and
puter for hours without ahint of eyestrain.
the 4-MB caching controller to be an efIf you prefer, the 486-50E is available with
fective combination.
Have you ever seen Windows run in real
aHitachi active-matrix thin-film-transistor
color LCD (see " Full Color Comes to
time? The 486-50E is the only machine
LCDs," August 1991 BYTE).
that I've seen run Windows without noticeable delays. The CPU is running only
Pop open the lid, and you'll find that the
486-50E is no cream puff. The mother50 percent faster than a33-MHz 486, but
board has the 50-MHz 486 processor (a it seems much faster than that. On the lowlevel BYTE benchmarks, the 486-50E
128-KB cache is optional), eight SIMM
turned in excellent results. Itested it next
sockets, three ISA slots, and three EISA
to aMylex-made 486/33. With aCompaq
slots. Of these, three slots are used by system boards: One holds the EISA SCSI conDeskpro 386/20's performance as 1.0, the
troller with a4-MB RAM cache on-board,
Mylex 486/33 had aCPU index of 3.49;
another has the 16-bit VGA card (with 1 the 486-50E had an incredible 4.42. The
MB of video RAM), and the third has the
FPU index of the Myles was 4.61; the 486serial/parallel interface. Getting to the slots
50E's was 6.91.
to add boards is asimple matter of reWhen you stop to think about it, this latest addition to Dolch's product line seems
moving three screws. The 225-watt power supply should be more than ample for just abit eccentric. The thought of carting a $ 17,000 computer through the slings
any boards you're likely to add.

and arrows of everyday use
makes my head spin. (Can you
imagine anyone checking this
machine as airline baggage?)
But obviously, there are uses
for aportable computer whose
processing would have been
unthinkable just acouple of
years ago: It's obvious overkill
for garden-variety computing
tasks like word processing and
spreadsheets.
Face it, this is amachine for
power users and those affluent
"early adopters" who want the
latest and greatest status symbol. Iwish Ihad the bucks and
an excuse to buy one.
With the P.A.C. family of portables,
Dolch has hit upon acombination of features and performance that works. At
$16,995 for the basic model, the 486-50E
isn't amachine for everyone. It's expensive, and the 50-MHz processor is going to
spend alot of time idling unless you do
serious CAD, database, or modeling work.
But for users with caviar tastes, the Dolch
P.A.C. 486-50E is amachine to savor.
—Howard Eglowstein
THE
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DoIch P.A.C. 486-50E
$16,995
Dolch Computer Systems
372 Turquoise St.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(800) 538-7506
(408) 957-6575
fax: (408) 263-6305
Circle 1212 on Inquiry Card.

More Than the Sum of Its Parts
"integrated software"? That
Remember
term was all the rage afew years ago

and then (thankfully) died aquick and merciful death. It sounded great in theory: Applications worked together in asupposedly seamless manner, letting you easily
switch among common applications and
share data. Most of the integrated packages quickly disappeared because the in48 BYTE • JANUARY 1992

dividual applications often lacked key features and getting them to work together
seamlessiy was seldom easy.
After all these years, I've finally used a
truly integrated software environment. And
somehow I'm not surprised that it's for
the Mac. Claris, Apple's software subsidiary. has just released ClarisWorks,
which integrates word processing, graph-

ics, spreadsheets, charting, database management, and communications into an application that is really and truly seamless.
And it works.
The beauty of ClarisWorks is that it
doesn't force you to switch among various "modules." Instead, you can access
all the tools and features from within a
single document simply by clicking on

The time is now to catch the Corel CD-ROM wave! With this unbeatable upgrade offer* there's no better time to move up to the
convenience and flexibility of CD-ROM. CorelDRAW 2.01 on CD-ROM is here with all of CorelDRAW's incredible features as well as
over 10,000 award- winning clipart images and symbols in both . CDR and . EPS file formats. Replacing over 500 floppy disks, this
CD-ROM saves you time, money, and improves your productivity. Installation is abreeze!

BUNDLE INCLUDES:
High Performance
Panasonic CD-ROM Drive

CorelDRAW 2.01
on CD-ROM
Now even more power, versatility and new features are yours
with CorelDRAW on CD-ROM. Over 10,000 clipart images
and symbols are included from the libraries of the leading
dipart companies in the industry. All this clipart is
uncompressed so that it can load up to 10 times faster than
the diskette version. Also added are 50 new fonts taking the
total to over 200! The entire program can run directly from
CD-ROM saving you valuable space on your hard drive.

I
I> TOTEM GRAPHICS

- 1248 full color, sophisticated images from 13
different subject areas: business, sports, holidays, birds, animals, fish,
food, flowers, insects, nautical, transportation, tools and hardware,
women.

▪

ARTRIGHT IMAGE PORTFOLIOS - 3500 award-winning realistic, thematic
images: people, all the flags of the world plus individual state and
historical flagsgiace, finance, machinery, medical, technology,
arts/entertainment, background/seasonal,borders, animals and more.
Incredibly slick stylized images with incredible attention to detail."
PC Magazine .
1:2

bl> MAPART from MICROMAPS - 140 highly detailed maps: states, countries,
continents, and the world at aglance.

I
I>

The Panasonic CD-ROM drive is available as an
internal or external model and is compatible with
any industry standard CD-ROM media format.
Key features are: fast access time, embedded
SCSI interface, head- phone output jacks, and
adjustable volume control.

CorelDRIVER / CD-ROM
Interface Kit
CorelDRIVER for CD-ROM is the latest addition
to Corers industry- leading family of optical
storage interface products. Also included is Corel
CD-AUDIO (to play your musical CDs) and other
useful utilities.
51495 FOR INTERNAL CD-ROM DRIVE BUNDLE
51750 FOR EXTERNAL CD-ROM DRIVE BUNDLE
AVAILABLE FROM LEADING DISTRIBUTORS
AND OFA! FRS

riFFER

ONE MILE UP - 1300 military and government based images, symbols,
insignias, etc., including the Presidential Seal.

11> UFEART - 330 detailed medical clipart images from TechPool Studios.
I> IMAGE CLUB - over 1000 fun graphics and 50 top-quality fonts.
í PLUS.
• COREL's own 250 full color clipcharts for business presentations.
• CorelDRAW in 5languages: English, French, Dutch, Spanish, and
German, all on one disk.
• New on-line help and free demo program.
• CorelDRAW in both OS/2 and Windows versions.
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e *COREL

TEL:(716)423-8200
(Can)TEL:(613)728-8200/FAX:(613)728-9790

Enter now and win monthly In the CorelDRAW S1,000.000 World Design Contest'

'Performance Enhancements: Within the first megabyte of memory 384 KB of memory is reserved for use by the system to enhance performance. Can be optionally disabled. All prices
leasing arranged by Leasing Group, Inc. In Canada and Mexico, configurations and prices may vary. i386 and the Intel Inside Logo are trademarks of Intel Corporation. Other tradeand trade names other than its own. Shipping, handling and applicable sales tax not included in the price. For information on and acopy of Dells 30-day Total Satisfaction Guarantee

If the one on the right
immediately caught your

$ 1,899
LEASE $ 7? /A40••

eye, we don't blame you.
After all, who wouldn't

....

4, 14414

jump at agreat bargain?

o

But if it's just the price
that surprises you, listen

THE NX20 FROM DEU. 20 MHz '6385SX SYSTEN‘,
SYSTEM INCLUDES 40 MB HARD DRNE,
VGA alACK AND WHITE DISPLAY, AND 2MR RAk

to this: the NX20 from Dell is the most no¡ebook you.can get
anywhere for $1,899.
Weighing in at just 6.8 pound, the NX20 is pqdred with
features riórrattyfoufiCron more expensive machines. Like a
3.5" floppy dql'ee
). ;aria abig 8.5" VGA black and white display

WAS A
110TEBOOK,

WOULD

U

On the road, this little powerhouse packs all the punch
that an i386 -SX system running at 20MHz can deliver. And
4

to complement that power, there's 2MB of RAM expandable
tbs
'6 MB and achoice of 40 or 60 MB hard drive.
So why choose between quality and economy when you

%1,899

get both by choosing the NX20 from Dell? Call us today.
is simple doa

qaLy everyday.

TO ORDER, CALL. PLEASE REFERENCE # 11E57

DELL
800-225-4895 COMPUTER

HOURS: 7AM • 9PM CT M - F8AM-4PM CT SAT 10AM• 3PM CT SUN
IN CANADA 800-66E-3021.

IN MEXICO 95-800-010-0664.

CORPORATION

and specifications are subiect to change without notice. Dell cannot be responsible for errors in typography or photography • • Payment based on 36- month, open-end lease
marks and trade names are used to identify the entitles claiming the marks and names or their products. Dell Computer Corporation disclaims any proprietary interest in trademarks
and limited warranty, please write to Dell USA Corporation, 9505 Arboretum Boulevard, Austin, Texas 78759-7299, ATTN. Warranty. r1991 Dell Computer Corporation. All rights reserved.
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icons in atoolbox. For you PC
opetiei view
Moue Iorwerrd ‘yrr•
aficionados, it's not unlike MiMoue lo front
Moor Hot ku.o.,1 t, s crosoft's Object Linking and
Moue To Hark
Embedding, which will be an
integral part of Windows 3.1,
except that, in ClarisWorks, it's
Nolen.
here now.
Ihp HorivrOM
rlip Vertical
Even though the term object
Group
has been much overused of late,
UngroUP
it does much to explain how
lock
ClarisWorks does its job. Each
7
application is an object that
- @MUM»
communicates with other obMBUMMEMMB
MMOMMIM
jects from adocument, which
BUOMMIMMUM
MMOMMEMMO
is the basis of ClarisWorks. A
0300000110
JOGOOODOD
document doesn't necessarily
have to be text; you can start
out in any application and add
other text, graphics, calculations, or charts to it at any time.
ClarisWorks sells for avery reasonable
because (as awriter) Inormally don't think
$299, so you wouldn't expect each appliin graphical terms. It's obvious that getcation to have every feature under the sun,
ting you to think graphically is akey aim
and they don't. But Idon't see that as a of ClarisWorks. Even if you're not graphproblem. Raging featuritis is abig problem
ics-oriented, ClarisWorks will subtly ease
in the software industry, with the vast mayou into it. It's not touted as apresentajority of users never needing anything but
tion graphics package, but that's another
asmall subset of the features in their nuthing that it shines at. Iused ClarisWorks
to quickly whip together apresentation
merous—and expensive—packages.
In fact, each individual module in Clarisand print it to overhead transparencies on
Works is asubset of awell-known Claris
my laser printer.
The flat-file database uses FileMaker's
application (e.g., MacWrite Pro, MacDraw
Pro, Resolve, and FileMaker Pro). It's how
"book" metaphor, which I've found to be
Claris picked the most-needed features
incredibly intuitive. And the communications package has all the features I'd ever
and got them to work together that's the
real news here.
need for communicating via modem.
Overall, ClarisWorks gives you the
ClarisWorks comes with anumber of
Mac's WYSIWYG approach in all the
helpful manuals, but Ifound that Iseldom
modules. The word processor is more a needed to pick them up. That's because a
desktop publisher than just away of getting
Hyperhelp system keeps all the help you'll
words on paper. Besides having aspelling
ever need on-line and easily accessible
checker and thesaurus, it allows advanced
from anywhere in the package. There's
also an on-line tutorial that's designed for
layout functions (e.g., multiple columns).
The spreadsheet has 96 built-in functions,
first-time Mac users. One manual that I
more than most folks will ever need. And
did find particularly useful was asmall
you can create and save your own. Of
book intriguingly titled Possibilities. It's
full of ideas for using ClarisWorks for daycourse, the charting application lets you
create avariety of charts and graphs from
to-day work.
One of the features Ilike best about Clarthe data.
Even though Ido the vast majority of
isWorks is aselection of over 20 XTND
my work with words, one of the interesting
translators. These let you open, insert, save,
things Ifound about ClarisWorks is that I and edit files from awide range of the
kept gravitating to its graphics capabilities.
most popular applications across different
Of course, Mac users tend to be avisually
platforms. Because ClarisWorks is so useoriented group, trained from that ubiquiful, Ifound myself importing documents
tous Mac GUI on up. The Claris folks have
from PC-based applications, working on
made it so easy to integrate graphics elethem, and exporting them back to our inments into your documents (whatever they
house network.
may be) that Ifound myself making charts
This package isn't designed to be all
from boring spreadsheets and popping picthings to all people, but it's perfect for a
tures into documents. That surprised me,
wide variety of users, from small- to medi-
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um-size businesses to students.
It's also perfect for users of the
newest Mac portables, since it
lets you carry all the most-used
applications in a minimum
amount of disk space. New
Mac users will also find ClarisWorks aperfect place to get
started. You can be doing productive work with your Mac
minutes after opening the box.
And for those who are destined
to become true power users
and eventually might need the
advanced features in other
Claris packages, ClarisWorks
is aperfect training ground.
Of course, ClarisWorks isn't
the only integrated program
available for the Mac, but I
have to conclude that it's far and away the
best. Claris is serious about harvesting the
universe of Mac users who are currently
with competitors. If you use Microsoft
Works, Symantec GreatWorks, or RagTime, you can upgrade to ClarisWorks for
$99. (The same holds true for Apple Works
users.)
I'd estimate that all but the most featurehungry Mac users will be able to get 99
percent of their work done using ClarisWorks. The package works on all Macs
from the Plus on up and is System 7.0
compatible. Itested the prerelease version
on aMac SE/30 and found it to be very fast.
Ihave both aPC and aMac on my desk,
and Imust admit that my Mac was formerly used for asmall portion of my workday. But since Iinstalled ClarisWorks,
that's changed. If you want to get some
work done without hassling with multiple
packages under various GUIs, ClarisWorks
is the best excuse I've seen yet to go out
and buy aMac.
—Stan Miastkowski
THE

FACTS

ClarisWorks
$299

Claris Corp.
5201 Patrick Henry Dr.
P.O. Box 58168
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(800) 544-8554
(408) 987-7000
fax: ( 408) 987-7440
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850 CPS lit TOUGH
AS NAILS!
850 CPS.That's right — 850 characters-per-second!
T
OUGH As NAILS. Why take achance? Thousands of
owners use the 850XL printer from 2to 18 hours per day. It just
keeps on printing, day-in. day-out! And, over 50% of all 850XL
printers sold are purchased by existing
owners. That alone tells the
Klangee
4Ie

story for this
Americanmade
printer.

FREE 30-DAY T
RIAL.

We offer afree, 30-day trial
to any qualified buyer. No strings attached. What other manufacturer believes this strongly in their product?
Call Us Today!

Now UNDER $2,000!

(
800) 468-8788
GSA Pricing: 8(X)-633-9433
GSA Contract #GSOOK-91-AGS-5268

OUTPUT
ECHIVOLOGY
CORPORATION

Should yea: need :en we. there are over drloweue locanceu
nahonwe O,ere: you.

2315 N Fancee,Road Spokane. WA 99212-1381
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Falco Blurs a Different Line with the GT486/40

F

alco Data Products says
that its GT486/40 further
blurs the line between desktop
computers and graphics workstations, but Idisagree. After
spending afew days with this
mighty mite ( 13 pounds) of a
system, I'll lean the other way
and say that it blurs adifferent line, the one between desktop computers and notebook
PCs. The GT486/40 is about
half as tall (2% inches) as acan
of Jolt. Until you realize that a
metal case under the plastic
exterior is providing extra support, you wonder why the
monitor does not crash right
through the unit's housing.
Don't be misled by this unit's
size, however: It's small, but it
offers performance that's more
than suitable for CAD, desktop publishing, and graphics
applications.
It's not actually a40-MHz 486 processor
inside the machine, of course—there is no
such thing. But Falco's integrated design
and consideration for aerodynamics let the
486 chip run faster than the rated 33 MHz.
The GT486/40 has two thermostatically
controlled fans that keep the unit running
at alow temperature. Each component
within the case acts as an active element in
the cooling design, providing an air crossflow system that moderates the heat of the
CPU as well as that of expansion cards,
memory chips, and disk drives. The cooling system and integrated design provide
an upgrade path to atrue 50-MHz 486 processor when it becomes available.
Warning: Do not run the machine for an
extended period of time without the cover,
because this will throw the cooling system out of whack and can cause the system
to overheat. Closing the cover forces air
through the system. As Iwas testing the
Falco, Idid remove the case to run the
BYTE benchmarks, and Inoticed that
components of the machine soon became
very warm. A Falco representative said
this was not agood thing to do.
The base model sells for $2909. It features aSuper VGA Video Electronics
Standards Association graphics card supporting up to 1024- by 768-pixel noninterlaced resolution, 32,000 colors, 1MB of
RAM, and a3-inch 105-MB SCSI hard
drive. The unit that Itested was the $6042
54 BYTE • JANUARY 1992

CPU test index, the GT 486/40's
performance rated almost four
times faster than aCompaq
386/20 machine (Iperformed
the benchmarks with the system's cover in place so that the
machine could deliver maximum performance). To give
you an idea of how fast that
makes it, the GT486/40 opened
a50-page document created in
PageMaker 4.0 for Windows in
less than 4 seconds. Performance like that will be ablessing to anyone who has waited
as his or her hard drive trundled
seemingly into the night on a
graphics file. The GT486/40
didn't quite make Windows run
in real time, but it gave it aswift
kick in the pants.
Ihesitate to say how small
and portable the GT486/40 is,
because it's agraphics workstation with asmall footprint and isn't detop-of-the-line model. It includes 32 MB of
signed to compete in the portable market.
RAM, a14-inch 426-MB SCSI hard drive,
But it wouldn't surprise me if GT486/40
an 8514/A graphics card with integrated
owners decided to shell out afew hundred
VGA and support for 1024- by 768-pixel
extra dollars for another monitor and carnoninterlaced resolution, 1MB of video
ried the system back and forth between
RAM, and a15- inch Super VGA color
their home and workplace. Itook it home
monitor.
with me one night, and if it weren't for
The 2.88-MB floppy drive, compatible
the monitor, Iwouldn't have thought twice
with 1.44-MB and 720-KB formats, lets
you store large graphics files. The high- about it. The Falco's small footprint occupied about as much space on my home
capacity floppy drive lets users of CAD
desk as alaptop but with amuch better
and other applications copy large digital
monitor. If your home desk is as cluttered
images or design files to afloppy disk. An
as mine, with the GT486/40, you're in
external SCSI-2port supports up to six
luck. The GT486/40's diminutive size
peripherals, letting you add storage opmade me wonder if the firm is working
tions such as CD-ROM, optical disc, and
on adocking-station version. With the
streaming tape units. Because of the
GT486/40, it seems that Falco is more than
GT486/40's low profile, you get only three
halfway there already.
16-bit expansion slots, one of which is oc—D. L. Andrews
cupied by the graphics card.
All the GT486/40 models have an addiTHE FACTS
tional 256- KB write-back static RAM
cache as astandard feature. In the writeback cache scheme, data in the cache is
GT486/40
not written to memory until it needs to be
$2909 to $6042
removed from the cache or until another
part of the system requests it. The writeFalco Data Products, Inc.
back scheme is faster than other imple440 Potrero Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
mentations (e.g., write-through).
On the low-level BYTE benchmarks, the
(800) 835-8765
408) 745-7123
GT486/40's performance placed it at about
fax: (
408) 745-7860
the midpoint between atest 50-MHz 486
Circle 1214 on Inquiry Card.
unit that we had in the BYTE Lab and a
Mylex-made 486/33 with afast but noncached SCSI drive. For example, on the

"My Dolch 486
is awesome..."
"Hey, Inow own the perfect
portable that lets me get my work
done anywhere. Not just afew files
. . . everything Ihad on my desktop!"
"Powerful? You bet! After I
downloaded all my desktop stuff, on
its 420 MB HD, Istill had plenty of
room left and it screamed through
everything at 14.5 MIPS!"
"My Dolch P.A.C. is setting new
'rules.' It's portable, fast and Istill can
add 4full-size internal expansion
cards. Wow!"
"You have to see the brilliant
display — Imean really see it. TITis
the latest color technology, that's fully
VGA compatable."
"Hey! Don't take my word for
it. Experts like PC Magazine
judged my Dolch P.A.C.
to'. . . outclass all other
portables' and picked
Dolch three years in arow as
Editors' Choice!"
I i1
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"Get aDolch today, choose a
286m, 386SXTm, 386D)Crm or a486Tm
like mine. . . clearly the best PC you
can buy today, and it happens to have
ahandle. Get alot more work
done—where and when you want."
Why Wait?.. . Call today.
1-800-544-IPAC
In Canada call Laptech 1-800-561-4527

Dolch.

ROAD-POWER FOR THE BEST OF US

Dolch Computer Systems
372 Turquoise Street, Milpitas, CA 95035
Tel: 408-957-6575, Fax: 408-263-6305
In the United Kingdom: Dolch Computers Systems, LTD. 0908-690880
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In Germany: Dolch GmbH 49-8801-2386
..286, 386DX, and 486 are registered trademarks of Intel Corporation

THE OST POWER
Hel
1 Cap
2 Stop Ring
3 Mechanism Assy.
4 Cable Fixing Assy.
5 Adjusting Spring
6 Adjusting Screw

7 Cable Spring _
8 B - Spring `—''
9 Adapter
10 Adapter Nut
11 Pulley Bolt
12 Adapter Screw
Part No. Descript'
13 P - Spring
14239-10 Stop Rin
14 Pulley Assy.
15437-21 Mechani

Derailleur Assembly

16342-91 Adapter
52331-10 Pulley B
43251-01 B Spring
52191-22 Ad'ustin

Screw

Powe

1991 Toshiba America Information Systenu, Inc. The Intel Inside logo is atrademark of Intel Corporation.
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FOL 486SX. GO NG.
ezeooS

Behold the newToshibaT4400SX
notebook—the first 486SX computer
to offer all the power and performance
of adesktop computer while freeing
you from the tyranny of the nearest
electrical outlet.
For starters, the T4400SX offers
a25 MHz 486SX microprocessor with
8K internal cache,
upgradable to a
full 486DX. Plus
an 80 MB hard
drive and stanYou can use our credit carddard 2MB RAM,
sized memory modules to
expandable to
expand standard 2MB RAM ,
to 10MB for added speed and 1.0
multi-tasking capabilities.

,

TheT4400SX
is the only notebook computer that
offers ahigh-speed Gas Plasma screen,
which means no mouse blur. And its
100:1 contrast ratio delivers seven times
the contrast of atypical LCD display.
Or if you prefer, you can choose
our 9.5"diagonal LCD display, the most
state-of-the-art LCD available, with
uncompromising clarity from the black
and white ultra thin screen.
Both offer a640 x480 VGA highresolution display as well as the graphic
versatility of 16 gray scales
for the gas plasma screen
and 64 gray scales for the
LCD screen.
For familiarity and ease
of use, the T4400SX has afullfunction keyboard with standard
size keys and key spacing.
The Nickel Cadmium battery provides more than three
hours of computing power. Our
AutoResume feature allows
you to shut down and start up
precisely where you left off.

And for added expandability and
connectivity, there are built-in parallel,
serial, video, keypad/board, mouse
and bus expansion ports.'There's even
Ifyou choose the
9.5" diagonal LCD
display, you get the
versatility of 64
gray scales as well
as high-resolution
640x 480 VGA on
the black and white
ultra thin screen.

adedicated modem slot for an optional
internal cellular-ready, 9600 bps fax or
standard modem.
All that in an ultra-strong 11.7" Wx
8.3" Dx 2.2" Hcarbon fiber-reinforced
case weighing only 7.25 lbs that fits into
half abriefcase.
If you'd like to know more about the
T4400SX notebook computer, or any
On those occasions
when you're actually at your desk,
you can plug your
T4400SX into
our optiona/ DeskStation IV with
all standard
desktop hardware connections and expandability.

ter

of our full line of Toshiba portables, call
us at 1-800-457-7777.
Well send you information that
can lead to only one conclusion about
desktop computers:
Going..Going. Gone.
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A Dual- Personality CD-ROM Player
processor in afast and continuous stream.

A

sthe variety of available software
increases and prices decrease, CDROMs are finally becoming viable (read
"useful") software tools. Thankfully, prices
of both internal and external CD-ROM
drives are also falling. This is afortuitous
combination indeed.
There's adirty little secret about CDROM drives. Useful they may be, but just
about nobody Iknow uses them for data
full-time. In fact, according to Philips, "research indicates aCD-ROM drive is used
in its computer peripheral capacity only
about 10 percent of the time." What about
the other 90 percent of the time? They're
used for playing music.
Most CD-ROM players are designed (not
surprisingly) for handling data; playing
music CDs is often apain. With the Magnavox CDD461RS, Philips has designed a
CD player that you can use for acomputer instead of acomputer peripheral that
can also play CDs.
The Magnavox drive looks more like a
CD player than acomputer peripheral. But
aperipheral it is, with aSCSI port in the
back hooked to an add-in card designed
for any 8-bit PC expansion slot. There's
aheadphone jack and volume control on
the front panel, and there are stereo lineoutput jacks on the back for hooking the
CDD461RS to astereo system (which, of
course, you would never find in aserious
office).
Unlike CD-ROM players, which generally have no controls other than an on/off
switch and perhaps an eject button, the
Magnavox drive has acomplete set of the
type of controls you'd see on amusic CD
player, including atrack-number display.
About the only thing that it lacks is atime
display.
OK, enough with the music capabilities.
The CDD461RS is afirst-rate CD-ROM
player. Its size, heft, and rugged construction mean it will endure full days of hard
work.
Installation was abreeze. The add- in
board has asingle jumper for setting the
memory address. The factory setting (340
hexadecimal) works in all but the most
loaded systems. Then it's asimple matter
of connecting the cable between the board
and the drive. On the software side, the
Magnavox drive comes with an easy-touse installation program that installs a
device driver for the player and the latest
flavor of Microsoft's CD-ROM extensions
to MS-DOS.
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The prerelease unit that Itested came
with avariety of CD-ROMs, including the
New Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia, Microsoft Bookshelf, and the PC Globe Electronic Atlas. It also includes the PC-SIG
Library—agold mine of hundreds of public domain and shareware programs. It's
agreat introduction to the wealth of material available on CD-ROM. A Philips
spokesperson says more CD-ROMs will
be shipped with the final version of the
player at no extra cost.
The CDD461RS doesn't use the cartridge- like CD-ROM carriers that are
prevalent with most players these days.
Instead, you press abutton and atray slides
out. You simply place the CD-ROM on
the tray and slide it back into the player. I
much prefer this system to the CD-ROM
cartridge approach, especially because extra cartridges are expensive and difficult to
find. Most cartridge users end up using a
single cartridge and continually changing
the CD-ROM, which is agenuine pain.
On the technical side, the average seek
time of the CDD461RS is about 700 milliseconds. That's pretty much par for the
course for today's generation of players.
But amore important measure is the
drive's average transfer rate, which is a
bit over 150 KBps. That figure means that
the Magnavox drive is fast enough for intensive multimedia applications, where
data (e.g., animation) needs to get to the

In fact, it's the CDD461RS's multimedia
capabilities that make it intriguing, and
an excellent investment for the future. As
the MPC (Multimedia Personal Computer) standard becomes widespread, as it's
sure to be, you'll see more and more CDs
that mix computer data along with music.
As Iwas completing this First Impression,
Ireceived acopy of Microsoft's " Multimedia Beethoven." It's atantalizing
glimpse of the future of mixed-media CDs.
In the course of doing this First Impression, Itested the CDD461RS extensively
with both audio disks and CD-ROMs. It
performs admirably for both jobs. One advantage of the high-tolerance laser-positioning electronics needed for reading CDROM drives is that they also do abang-up
job of reading even the most finicky music CDs. And in another bow to the musicplayer orientation, there's even ahandy
"shuffle" button that plays cuts on amusic
CD in random order.
Philips is one of the companies that's
been instrumental in making CD-ROM
drives popular, making both internal and
external drives available for several years.
That's not surprising, because it was largely responsible for developing both the CDROM and audio standards. Ihave to hand
it to Philips for acknowledging that CDROM players are used both for business
and pleasure, and for building aplayer that
bridges the best of both worlds. My only
complaint: Philips could have come up
with abetter name. CDD461RS doesn't
exactly roll off the tongue. al
—Stan Miastkowski
THE
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Magnavox CDD461RS
$549

System requirements:
IBM PC, AT, PS/2, or compatible
with afree 8bit ISA expansion slot.
Philips Consumer Electronics Co.
1Philips Dr.
P.O. Box 14810
Knoxville, TN 37914
(800) 722-6224
(615) 475-8869
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The POWER USER'S Best Software Source!

BLACK & WHITE
Dr. Switch-ASE
FaceIt

153
90

BORLAND
Borland C++
&Application Frameworks
ObjectVision 2.0
Paradox 3.5
Special Edition
Quattro Pro 3.0
Sidekick 2.0.
Turbo C++
w/Turbo Vision
Turbo Debugger & Tools
Turbo Pascal 6.0
Turbo Pascal Pro 6.0
Turbo Pascal for Windows
World of C++ Video

299
CALL
95
525
79
329
79
69
139
105
105
209
169
169

CASEVVORKS
CASE:W
CASE:W Corporate Edition
CASE:PM for Cor C++
CASE:PM for COBOL

435
929
1895
2395

MIMS
SmalltalkN
SmalltalkN 286
SmalltalkN PM
SmalltalkN Windows

99
169
395
395

DISK SOFTWARE
TGL 20/30
TOI Professional
TGL/Utilities

239
389
159

FAIRCOM
c-tree Plus
Faircom SQL Server
Faircom Toolbox
r-tree

459
399
899
239

GENUS

LAHEY COMPUTER

SOUTH MOUNTAIN

Lahey EM/32 w/ OS/386
1089
Graphoria for Lahey EM/3 2 315
Lahey F77L
535
Graphoria for Lahey F77L
225
Lahey Personal Fortran 77
89
WI Toolkit
115

SOFTWARE

MEDIA CYBERNETICS
Dr. HALO IV Compel. Upgrade
Dr. HALO IV Imaging Pak
HALO Desktop Imager
HALO F/X
HALO Image File Format Li)
HALO Professional

MICROSOFT
MS BASIC Prof. Devel. Sys . 349
MS CProf. Devel. Sys.
299
MS COBOL
629
MS Excel for Windows
349
MS FORTRAN
299
MS Macro Assembler
99
MS Office for Windows
499
MS OS/2
Present. Mgr. Softset
105
MS Pascal
199
MS QuickBASIC
69
MS Visual Basic
139

MORTICE KERN SYSTEMS
MKS AWK
MKS LEX & YACC
MKS MAKE
MKS Programming Platform
MKS RCS
MKS Software Mgmt. Team
MKS Toolkit
MKS Trilogy
MKS VI
Periscope Debuggers

OX Effects
OX Graphics
GX Text
PCX Prog. Toolkit
Proteus 5.0

PHAR LAP

179
179
125
199
225

GIMPEL SOFTWARE
599
229
269
105
179

GREENLEAF SOFTWARE
Greenleaf Comm ++
289
Greenleaf Comm Library
287
Greenleaf Data Windows
315
Greenleaf Financial Math Lib. 315
Greenleaf Financial
Math
155
Greenleaf Functions
179
Greenleaf SuperFunctions
239
Greenleaf ViewComm
319
Greenleaf ViewComm ++
289

GUI COMPUTER
3-in- 1C/C++
DynamicObject C/C++
ObjectTable C/C++

CALL
CALL
CALL

INTERSOLV
PolyMake
PVCS Pofessional
Sage Professional Editor

89
197
I
19
539
149
239
199
99
125

PERISCOPE

MICROPROGRAMMING

CShroud
C-terp
C-terp 386
PC- Lint
PC- Lint 386

49
105
105
219
189
279

149
419
249

CALL

169
435
259
435

PharLap 386 Debug
PharLap 386 DOS Extender
PharLap 386 VMM
PharLap 286 DOS Extender

SEQUITER SOFTWARE
Code Base 4.2
Code Base ++

225
225

SILVERWARE
SilverClip SPCS
259
SilverComm V ASYNC Lib 215
109
SilverPaint Library
SilverPak
299
SilverWare V Interface Lib . 79

BreakOut II
CUtility Library
Essential B-Tree
Essential Communications
Essential Graphics Chart
Essential Graphics GUI
Essential Graphics Kernel

189
199
159
259
179
105
149

STERLING CASTLE
BestChoice3
Logic Gem

79
109

SUN COUNTRY
SOFTWARE
SHOWCAT Image Catalog
179
SHOWCASE Image Databa .e 535
SUNSCAN Digital Scanwar )269
SUNSHOW
Advanced Image Toolkit
219
CLanguage Imag Lib.
219
Database Professional
89
Image Converter
225

SYMANTEC
Just Write
Norton Anti Virus
Norton Backup
Norton Commander
Norton Editor
Norton Utilities 6.0
On Target
Time Une 5.0
Zortech C++ Dey. Edition
Zortech C++ S&E Edition

179
99
99
99
85
129
279
349
475
599
849

SYSTEMS & SOFTWA RE
386 Dev Performance Pak
C6toPROM
Link&Locate++ Ext Ed.
Link&Locate 386
SoftProbe 86/TX
SoftProbe 386/SIM
SoftProbe 386/TX
TCtoPROM

1299
129
329
629
269
469
799
129

WATCOM
WATCOM C8.5
WATCOM C8.5/386
WATCOM FORTRAN 778.5
WATCOM FORTRAN 77/386
WATFOR-77 3.1

369
579
449
579
335

WHITEWATER GROUP
Actor 4.0
Actor Professional 4.0
ObjectGraphics
WINTRIEVE
WRT

199
399
159
339
169

ESSENTIAL GRAPHICS
KERNEL AND CHART
Essential Graphics Chart and Kernel
provide acomplete set of graphics
development tools for C. Kernel
contains over 250 functions for video
drivers, fonts, PCX, dot matrix
printers, HP laserjets, paintjets and
plotters. Chart provides acomplete
set of functions for 2-D and 3-D bar,
above/below, line scatter and pie
graphs. Supports Microsoft C/Quick C, Borland C/C++ and DOS
extenders from Phar Lap and Rational Systems. Source code is
available. No royalties.
Kernel
List: S199
Ours: S149
w/source
List: S398 Ours. S299
Chart
List. S199
Ours: S179
w/source
List .S998 Ours: S749
FAXcetera 2089-0016 - Kernal
FAX cetera # 2089-0017 - Chart

OBJECTVISION 2.0
ObjectVision is the easiest way to create
Windows Applications. You simply draw
your interface, add logic, and connect to
your data - ALL WITHOUT KNOWING
ANYTHING ABOUT PROGRAMMING.
ObjectVision is apowerful tool that
combines popular features from spreadsheets, databases, forms products and
front- ends into an easy-to- use WYSIWYG
application tool for all Windows users and developers.
List: S149.95 Ours . S95
FAXietera# 1861-0018

BORLAND C++ 3.0

[MY_ 1,1111=13S11
IMMOC«

With full support of ANSI Cand C++
2.1, apowerful global optimizer,
templates, and enhanced performance, Borland C++ is the best and
most productive systems available
for creating high- quality code in
either the Windows or DOS
environments. Create Windows
applications easily from within Windows with the Windows IDE
that includes agraphical class browser with speed bars for quick
access to common functions. The WinScope utility tracks
Windows messages to make debugging easier, and Resource
Workshop allows you to visually draw Windows resources. Also
includes Turbo Debugger, Turbo Profiler, and the object- oriented
Turbo Assembler,
Lists S495 Ours S299
FAX,etera# 1861-0016

SOFTWARE
BLACKSMITHS
C- CALL
C-CMT
C-DOC
C- LIST
C- METRIC
C- REF

54
54
169
47
47
47

SOLUTION SYSTEMS
BRIEF
BRIEF & dBRIEF
CHARGE
C-Worthy
w/ Source
Sourcerer's Apprentice

CALL
CALL
89
399
579

Call FAX ceteraTM
(908) 389-8173
for instant additional
information on the
best selling products
highlighted in the
green shaded areas.

TURN THE PAGE..
WE HAVE
THOUSANDS
MORE PRODUCTS
TO CHOOSE FROM)

All products are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. Prices subject to change without notice

0.-,E Database Library
Q+E Database Library is aset of
Dynam.c Link Libraries providing a
common call level interface for
developer tools such as Visual
Basic, ToolBook, Actor, Smalltalk,
C, C++ etc. and most macro
lançuage products to access data
from O-Ei cle, SQL Server, Sybase,
EE Database Manager, DB2,
Netwaie SQL, dBase, Paradox, Excel, and Text files.
List 395
Ours S279
FAX
2625-0002
Distinct TCP/IP for Windows
TCP/P, RPC/XDR and NFS services for
Distinct TCP/1P
Microsoft Windows through small fast
INK* Inv..
dynamic I'd libraries ( DLLs). Includes
APIs for 3arkeley Sockets, Remote
Procedure Call ( RPC), Network Windows
(NFS client) TELNET and FTP. Coexists
on the same board with either Lan
Manager ( NDIS) or Novell ( packets).
Includes data declarations for Microsoft •
C, Visual Basic, Borland C++ and Turbo Pascal. Supports virtually all
Ethernet aid Token Ring cards, including 3Com, Western Digital and
others Royalty FREE low cost internal use and commercial licensing
available
List S45
FAX

Ours: $
445

. y2994-0002

386MAX & BlueMAX
Qualitas' new memory managers
feature SmartMemory' ",
I WI,
Automatic Reordering, an
integrated grEphical interface,
disk cacha, and system analyzer
to give you mere memory with
better performance than any
other memory manager. 386MAX
6also features ROMsearch " and
VGAswap ' ". 'BlueMAX 6features
BIOS Compression technology form IBM PS/2s.
386MAX
List S 99
Ours S69
BlueMAX
List S125
Ours S89
'AX -,?# 18S80005 & 1888-0006

WindowsMAKER Professional
The fastest way to create Windows
applications in C. Generates the
Windows EXE with fully commented
source and production files. No
royalties. Point and click to define user
interface Preview your design to
instantly test ' ook and feel. Make
changes on the fly without compiling.
Custom code is praserved during code
generation. Supports C++. True Visual
Programming in C Highly recommended
List $995
FAX

Ours $195
2601-0003

386/486 Development
Intel 386/486 Code Builder
Lahey EM/32 w/OS 386
PharLap 386 Dos Extender
PharLap 386 VMM
WATCOM C8.5/386 Prof.
WATCOM Fortran 77/386
Professional 8.5
Zortech C++ Devel. 3.0

489
1089
435
259
579
579
CALL

Assembly/Disassembly
Advantage Disassembler
DIS DOC Professional
MS Macro Assembler 6.0
Sourcer w/ BIOS Pre-Proc.
Spontaneous Assembly
Turbo Debugger & Tools

279
209
99
139
169
105

Basic Compilers
MS Basic Prof. Dev. Sys.
MS Quick BASIC
Visual Basic
ZBasic PC

349
69
139
89

Basic Libraries & Utilitie
DB/Lib Professional
Dialogic
GraphPak Professional
ProBas
ProBas HyperHelp Toolkit
ProBas Telecom Toolkit
ProBas Toolkit 3.0
ProMath
ProScreen
P.D.Q.
QuickPak Professional
QuickScreen
QuickWindows Advanced

142
as
129
159
109
70
109
109
es
115
179
129
119

C/C++ Compilers
Borland C++
&Application Frameworks
&Appl Frame w/ Obj Mgr
Instant C
Microsoft C6.0
w/ PC Lint
w/ Wind Dev Toolkit
MS QuickC
MS QuickC for Windows
MS QuickC w/QuickASM
Turbo C++
w/TurboVision
WATCOM C8.5 Professional
Zortech C++ 3.0:
Developer's Edition 3.0
Science & Eng. 3.0

299
469
549
419
299
409
449
69
125
139
69
139
369
599
849

CASE TOOLS
Analysis Manager 3.0
EasyCASE Plus 3.0
EasyCASE Professional 3.0
Personal CASE

175
449
589
179

C-Code Generators
CSource w/ Source
PRO- C

499
695

CCommunications
BreakOut II
CAsynch Manager
Essential Comm
Greenleaf Commlib
Greenleaf ViewComm
SerialTest
SilverComm CAsynch
View 232

189
139
259
287
319
259
215
149

CFile Management
Btrieve
CData Manager
Code Base 4.2
ctree Plus
Essential Btree
Faircom SOL Server
Toolbox, Prof. Edition
Toolbox, Special Edition

359
259
225
459
159
399
899
569

CGeneral Libraries
CTOOLS PLUS
CUtility Library
Greenleaf Functions
Greenleaf SuperFunc.
Turbo CTools

109
199
179
239
109

CMemory Management
EMM
HEAP Expander
Hold Everything

169
109
149

CScreens
CWorthy
Greenleaf Data Windows
HI-SCREEN XL
Panel Plus II
Vermont Views
Vitamin C
VC Screen

399
315
299
395
415
289
125

Programmer's Paradise
FOR SERVICE, SELECTION,
AND SAVINGS'
C- Additional Products
Bar Code Library
Clear Plus for C
Code Check
C-Doc
MKS LEX & YACC
Objective C
Oxygen
PC Lint
PCYACC Professional
TimeSlicer

319
169
479
169
197
225
CALL
105
459
279

329
789
1025
589
849

C++ Libraries/Utilities
3 -in- 1for C++
BrieforC++
C++Views
Codebase ++
DynamicObject for C++
Greenleaf Comm C++
M++
M++, addt'l products
Object Manager
ObjectTable for C++
Rogue Wave Math.h++
Rogue Wave Tools.h++
TIER
Win++
Zinc Library
for DOS & Windows

1199
129
E29
799

Database Development
72
Clarion Personal
525
Clarion Professional
169
Clear Plus for dBase
521
Clipper
192
DClip
dBASE III +
475
845
dBase IV Devel. Edition
267
dBFast Plus
249
dGE
Dr. Switch-ASE
160
249
Flipper
249
FoxBASE
489
FoxPro
CALL
FoxPro Distribution Kit
225
FUNCKy Library
525
Paradox 3.5
219
11+E Server
279
G+E Database Library
419
QuickSilver
129
R&R Code Generator
R&R Report Writer
219
215
SilverComm
299
Silver Pak
CALL
Superbase 4
315
Ul II Touch & Go
475
Ul Programmer II
Debuggers
99
Muttiscope Debugger IDOS
Periscope Debuggers
CALL

C-Translators
BAS- C
Commercial
286 Version
FORC
w/ Source

COBOL
Micro Focus COBOU2
w/ TOOLSET
Personal COBOL
MS COBOL
Realia COBOL

179
CALL
419
225
179
289
265
CALL
269
229
179
179
175
225
179
269

Documentation
All Clear
Interactive Easyflow
Source Print
Tree Diagrammer

229
125
74
74

DOS Extenders
CALL
Ergo OS/286 Dev.Kit
Pharlap 286 DOS Extender 439
Editors
Brief
EDIX
KEDIT
MKS VI
Multi Edit
Mufti Edit Professional
Norton Editor
Professional Editor
SPF/PC
Vedit Plus
Wylbur

CALL
155
125
125
89
139
85
249
199
115
179

THOUSANDS MORE PRODUCTS
AVAILABLE! IF YOU DON'T SEE
WHAT YOU WANT CALL US!!!!
Embedded Systems
C6 TO PROM
Link & Locate ++ Ext.
Paradigm LOCATE

129
329
CALL

Expert Systems
Best Choice 3
Database Toolkit 2.0
KnowledgePro
Logic Gem

79
115
339
105

FORTRAN
Lahey F77L
Laney Personal FORTRAN
MS FORTRAN
WATCOM FORTRAN 77
Professional 8.5

449

CALL FOR OUR NEW
WINTER CATALOG TODAY ,
Graphic Libraries
Baby Driver
BLACKHAWK dGT
Essential Graphics GUI
Essential Graphics Kernal
Graf/Drive Plus Developer
GrafPrint
GSS Graph. Dev. Toolkit
GX Effects 2.0
GX Graphics
GX Text 2.0
Halo Professional
Menuet
PCX Programmer's Toolkit
w/ Source
SUNSHOW Products
TGL 20, 31:1
Victor Image Library
Pioneer Modem
Voyager Modem
LIFO Modem

159
379
399

Linkers/Profilers
Blinker
Charge
Plink86 Plus
.RTLink / Plus

225
89
335
355

OS/2
1895
349
CALL
395

Pascal
Asynch Library
Object Professional
Power Tools +
Topaz
Topaz Multiuser
TSR's Made Easy
Turbo Magic
Turbo Pascal 6.0
Turbo Pascal for Window
Turbo Pascal Professional
Turbo Plus 5.5
Turbo Professional
Turbo Vision Toolkit

135
149
109
89
135
45
169
105
169
209
155
99
109

Prototyping
Dan Bricklin's Demo II
Proteus 5.0
Show Partner F/X

MKS MAKE
MKS RCS
PolyMake
Professional PVCS
Sourcerer's Apprentice
TLIB

119215
149
479
399
109

Windows Development
229
259
219
149
269
219
675
179
179
125
279
259
199
479
CALL
CALL
179

Hardware/Peripherals

CASE PM for Cor C++
MS OS/2 Present. Mgr.Tkt
SHIELD Series
SmalltalkN PM

Utilities continued

Version Control/Make
535
89
299

215
249
355

119
3- in- 1foi C
199
Actor
399
Actor Professional
CASE:W
435
CASEW Corporate
1;39
CODEPAD for Windows
95
dBFASIMindows
269
DbxSlifELO
359
DialogCoder
435
Mum tTCP/IP for Wndow s 445
239
Drover Toolbox/Wind.
143
DynarnicObject for C
369
InstalISHIELD
399
KnowledgePro Windows
LogSHIELD
369
MemSHIELD
369
MEWEL
259
MS Windows Devel. Tlkit
349
Mdlascope for Windows
289
Object Manager
179
ObjectTable for C
95
Object Vision
PratoView
62!
lIb
RFfbw
395
Smalltalk/Windows
Spinnaker Plus
349
TaolBcok
329
VVnitewater Res. Tlkt
CALL
1.MndcwsMAKEP. Prot
735

Windows Applications

Communications
Crosstalk for Windows
Dynacomm Asynch
Faxit for Windows
WIN Connect
WinFax

99
150

69
64
75
179
89
65
72
219
139
159
69
135
399
199
79
99
99
129
119
72
115

89

I1A EVIJEL
MEWEL is atext- mode window
library which gives an application
the SAA/CUA look and feel. The API
is compatible with the Microsoft
Windows for easy porting betv:een
Wincows and DOS, OS/2. UNIX and
VAX VMS. Can also run in graphics
mode. Available for Cand various
C++ class libraries, including,
Borland's OWL
List $
295
Ours: $20
id,./ource
List: S55
FA«<,, t, la II 1990-0001

269
dBFAST/Windows
FormBase
CALL
99
Object Vision for Windows
1199
SOL Windows
Superbase 4Windows
CALL
Graphics/Publishing
Adobe Illustrator/Wind
Adobe Streamline/Wind.
Corel Draw 2.0
Micrografx Charisma
Micrografx Designer
MS PowerPoint
Page Maker
PC Paintbrush/Windows
Publishers Type Foundry
Ventura Publisher

111.1«.•

1
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Ours: $539

WATCOM C8.5/386 Professional
far Extended Dos and Windows
Develop and Debug 32- bit applications for

299
69
1.89
345
485
349
499
53
385
585

complete 32- bit Cdevelopment package
available. C8.5/386 Profess.nnal is packed
full of tools you need to un.3ash 32- bit
power on your applications at alow
package price. Includes toe royalty-free
DOS/4GW DOS extender by Rational
Systems, components from Microsoft
Windows SDK, award- winning compiler, protected mode linker,
interactive debugger, execution profiler, run-time compatibility with
WATCOM FORTRAN 71/386 V8.5 plus numerous development tools
Supports other industry standard 32- Wt DOS extenders. Create ADS
Applications for AutoCAD or for embedded systems development.
List: $
995

0uru $579

FAXceterast 1683-9001
FAXcetera# 1683-9001

GUARANTEED BEST PEICES•
Products listed here are
backed by the folfewing
guarantee: Should you .. ee
one of these products listed
at alower price in another ad
in this magazine, CALL
Well match the price, and still
offer our same quality service
and support'

•over good through Janney I
•Applreable to prime

992

aurrent

versions ut software ' wed
•Januaryrssue ', flees snit
•Over does not appls towards
obvious errors in competrtor

International. 908-389-9228
Customer Service: 908-389-9229

ad

ATTENTION CORPORATE CUSTOMERS
Call

( 800)422-6507

•Select from over 5,000 titles—and we special order too!
•Get quick delivery at great prices on Microsoft, Borland,
Lotus...eb. We auy software directly from all the major
publishers, and keep plenty of stock 3n hand. And we're
now an euthorived IBM software deeler!
•Ask about volume purchase agreements, contracts, and
personally ass gned inside & outside sales representatives.
CURSOR' is aDivision of Voyager Software Corp

800-422-6507

POLICIES
Phone Orders
Mon- Fri 830 AM-7PM EST, Sat 9:30-2:30
EST. We accept MC, Visa, AMEX. Domestic
shipments, please add $5per item fer
shipping/handling by UPS ground. For
domestic COD shipments, please add $3.

Canada: 800-445-7899

Rush service available.

Fax: 908-389-9227

Mail or FAX / International / POs

FAX

Phone umber required with ordeg

. 908-389-8173

'

extended DOS and Windows with the most

Database & Forms

(CORSOFT Division)

ADivision of Voyager Software Corp
1163 Shrewsbury Ave., Shrewsbury, NJ 07702

82
65

Environment

1-800-445-7899
Corporate:

129
189
129

Windows 3.0
w/ MS Mouse Bus
MS DOS 5.0 Upgrade

Utilities
136MAX
AboveDISC
AboveMEM
ASM Flow Professional
Slue MAX
Central Point Backup
Dynamic Memory Ctl.
EZ-lnstall
HIJAAK
Hold Everything
Info Spotter
INSTALIT
Label Mastec
MKS TOOLKIT
Move' em
Morton Anti-Virus
Norton Commander
Norton Utilities 6.0
Opt-Tech Surt/Merne
Paranet Turbo
PC Tools Deluxe 70

89
69
75
CALI
79
h9
149
239

PreCursor
SpinRite II
Squish Plus
SUNSHOW Image Libry.
Switch- it
Tree86
OpShot
7eno

Circle 92 on Inquiry Cord.

FAX, ‘. frra (
908)389-8173
Call from your FAX telephone and followthe
instructions to receive mare information on
the products featured above!
Corporate Accounts
Call CORSOFT, our corporate sales dive.ioo.
Ask about volume purchase agreements.

Returns
Subject to $25 proceing charge.
All priEes subject te change withouthotice.

NEWS
WHAT'S

NEW

•

SYSTEMS

A Sandwich
to Go

to 256 MB of system RAM
and has eight EISA expansion and six CPU/memory
card slots. The unit comes
in atower case with nine
half-height bays and a31
/2
inch floppy drive.
Price: Starts at under
$10,000 for each system.
Contact: Micronics Computers, Inc., 232 East Warren
Ave., Fremont, CA 94539,
(510) 651-2300; fax (510)
651-5612.
Circle 1273 on Inquiry Card.

T

his sandwich-style
386SX notebook includes a360-dpi bubble-jet
portable printer. The system
opens like atypical clamshell case, with the keyboard
in front of the display; another section opens behind
the display and holds the
printer. Preconnected cables
eliminate the need to hook
up components.
With a20-MHz CPU and
4MB of RAM (expandable
to 6MB), the unit has a20MB hard drive that you can
upgrade to 40 or 60 MB.
Other features include a
backlit 640- by 480-pixel
VGA display, acoprocessor
socket, an internal modem
slot, a31
/2
inch floppy drive,
two serial ports, one parallel port, and aport for an
external monitor.
Price: $3250.
Contact: BEC Computer
Corp., 22 Yearling Court,
Rockville, MD 20850,
(301) 294-2152.
Circle 1271 on Inquiry Card.

Jupiter Brings
Power to Your
Computing

T

he Jupiter Class Evolution (JCE) systems in
Epic Microsystems' Enhanced Machine Series (EMS)
computers support up to
128 MB of on-board RAM
and up to 512 KB of cache.
The systems use apassive 32bit EISA motherboard that
accepts aprocessor card in a

BEC Computer's sandwich-style 386SX notebook computer.

I
T

proprietary slot, leaving
seven 32-bit slots open.
The basic JCE 386/40
desktop has 8MB of RAM,
31
/-and 51
2
/4
inch floppy
drives, a160-MB IDE hard
drive, an EMS IDE controller with 1MB of cache, a
1-MB VGA card, one parallel and two serial ports, and a
14-inch VGA color monitor. The JCE 386/40 workstation has 16 MB of RAM,
a31
/2
inch floppy drive, a
31
/2
inch 500-MB SCSI
hard drive, an EMS SCSI
controller with 4MB of
cache, a1-MB/768-KB video
RAM 60-MHz Graphics
Xcellerator, one serial and
two parallel ports, and a
14-inch VGA color monitor.
DOS 5.0, Qualitas
386Max, Windows 3.0, and a
Microsoft Mouse are standard with both models.
Price: Desktop model
starts at $6219; workstation
starts at $8949.
Contact: Epic Microsystems, Inc., 3R Tigertail Cir.,
Derry, NH
03038, (603)
432-6079; fax
(603) 437-6893.
Circle 1272
on Inquiry Cord.

The Jupiter Class Evolution system.
62
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Cellular, Mobile,
and Modular

Scalable
Multiprocessor
System

T

he first of Micronics'
Mpro scalable multiprocessor computer systems,
the SMP-2000 and SMP4000 are designed for use
with SCO Unix MPX and
Banyan Vines SMP. The
486-based system also works
with DOS, Windows, NetWare, Unix, and OS/2.
The SMP-2000 runs at
33 or 50 MHz and is upgradable to two CPUs—each
with 256 KB of write-back
cache—via asecond plug-in
CPU board. Its 8MB of onboard RAM is expandable
to 128 MB. The system uses
64-bit buses, includes six
32-bit EISA expansion slots
and two CPU/memory
slots, and supports bus-mastering hardware. It includes
four half-height bays, a31
/2
inch floppy drive, aVGA
video card, and one parallel
and two serial ports.
The initial version of the
SMP-4000 system has up to
four 33-MHz 486 CPUs. In
addition to features of the
SMP-2000, it supports up

he Grid Cellular Notebook System combines a
386SX-based Grid 1750
notebook computer with
PowerTek's model CMI
990 cellular data transmission package. The two units
incorporate everything necessary for cellular mobile
computing, forming apackage that weighs 11 pounds,
including batteries.
The system's modular
design lets you go on the road
with the 6-pound Grid
1750, and then, when you're
back in your car or motel
room, you can link up the
PowerTec CMI to transmit
or receive data. The system
uses a9600-bps Microcom
Micro-Modem, aFujitsu
transceiver, an intelligent
adapter, and aPowerTec cellular interface. It has 1MB
of RAM, a31
/2
inch floppy
drive, a60-MB hard drive,
aVGA backlit LCD, an autosensing power adapter, and
DOS 5.01.
Price: $5871.
Contact: Grid Systems
Corp., 47211 Lakeview
Blvd., Fremont, CA 94537,
(510) 656-4700.
Circle 1274 on Inquiry Card.

NEWS
WHAT'S

NEW

•

PERIPHERALS

TouchMonitor with PC-Bus
card controller, $ 1280.
Contact: Elographics,
Inc., 105 Randolph Rd., Oak
Ridge, TN 37830, (615)
482-4100; fax (615) 4824943.
Circle 1277 on Inquiry Card.

Multipurpose
Portable Printer

W

ith 24 KB of memory
and an optional nickelcadmium battery pack, the
4-pound StarJet SJ-48 multipurpose ink-jet printer
prints up to 40 pages without
arecharge. Its 64-nozzle
print head maintains a45-dB
sound level while it prints
with laser quality on
avariety of paper.
The SJ-48 has four resident bit-mapped fonts, two
1.2-MB floppy disks of
utilities and fonts for desktop
publishing, and adriver for
Windows 3.0. Able to print
graphics at 360 dpi, the SJ48 prints more than 61
/ text
2
pages per minute at 20 cpi.
The printer also has aquarter-size mode that lets it
print up to 273 characters per
line in 20-cpi mode.
Price: $499; optional battery pack, $50.
Contact: Star Micronics
America, Inc., 420 Lexington Ave., Suite 2702, New
York, NY 10170, (212) 9866770; fax (212) 286-9063.
Circle 1275 on Inquiry Card.

easily integrated with IBM,
DEC, Sun Microsystems,
and Macintosh platforms.
The unit includes all software drivers and has automatic on-line formatting.
Price: $4295.
Contact: Sumo Systems,
1580 Old Oakland Rd.,
S-C103, San Jose, CA
95131, (408) 453-5744; fax
(408) 453-5821.
Circle 1276 on Inquiry Card.

Speedy Optical
Data Storage

TouchMonitors
in Two Styles

displays.
The AccuTouch screen
incorporates resistive technology, which uses atransparent polyester coversheet
over aglass panel. The
layers are separated by tiny
transparent dots, each less
than 1/1000 inch thick. The
facing surfaces of the layers
have aclear conductive coating; alight touch registers
the touch location by pushing
the layers together.
Price: GoldStar AccuTouch
1430Plus TouchMonitor with
PC-Bus card controller,
$1160; GoldStar IntelliTouch

S

"I" he GoldStar 1430Plus
TouchMonitor, afully
integrated plug-and-play
14-inch VGA touchscreen, is
available with your choice
of aserial or PC-Bus controller. You also have achoice
of an IntelliTouch or AccuTouch screen.
The pure glass InternTouch touchscreen uses Surface Acoustic Wave technology in its completely
transparent panel; the
waves in the glass are absorbed by afinger or other
soft pointing object. The
panel, which senses touch
location as well as touch
pressure, can be mounted
on CRT or flat-panel

The GoldStar 1430Plus TouchMonitor.

umo's SS630 rewritable optical data storage
subsystem stores 600 MB of
formatted data per removable
data cartridge and offers
unlimited data storage. The
system operates at average
seek times of 28 ms and average access times as low as
37 ms. It supports data transfer rates as high as 1MBps.
The SS630 stores data on
a5 -inch ISO-compatible
removable cartridge using
magneto-optic recording
techniques. Equipped with
aSCSI-2connection, it is

CD-ROM Drive
Takes to
the Road
1

You get printing flexibility with the Sta net SI48.

he portable TXM3301P CD-ROM drive,
based on Toshiba's XM3300 Series drive, has a325ms average access time and
asealed drive enclosure that
excludes contaminants.
The TXM-3301P weighs
3.8 pounds and has an optional battery pack that provides up to 4hours of operation. The drive features a
low-battery detector and indicator and includes an AC
power adapter. An optional
parallel-to-SCSI cable connects the drive to laptop and
notebook computers.
Price: $999.
Contact: Toshiba America
Information Systems, Inc.,
Disk Products Division,
9740 Irvine Blvd., Irvine,
CA 92718, (714) 583-3000.
Circle 1278 on Inquiry Card.
.
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SCSI-2 Drives
for the
Quadra 900

Piggyback Card
Surrounds You
with Sound

A

family of HewlettPackard SCSI-2internal
drives for Apple's Mac
Quadra 900 are available in
5'A- and 31
/2
inch sizes.
The drives are targeted for
use with CAD/CAM,
graphics, and other highcapacity storage environments.
The 3'h-inch drive offers
422 MB of formatted capacity with an average seek
time of 12.6 ms and an asynchronous burst transfer rate
of 1.5 MBps. The 51
/4
inch
drives have formatted capacities of 1.355 and 1.070
gigabytes and 677 MBps.
Their seek time is 13.5 ms,
and they have an asynchronous burst transfer rate of up
to 1.5 MBps. All drives include HP's Formatter software with full driver support, cables, and trays.
Price: $2695 to $5095.
Contact: Hewlett-Packard
Co. Inquiries, 19310 Pruneridge Ave., Cupertino, CA
95014, (800) 752-0900.
Circle 1279 on Inquiry Card.

XGA Board
for PCs

ir

he FlashXGA Accelerated Graphics Adapter
for PCs combines ahighperformance CRT controller
with abus-mastering graphics coprocessor to create a
display adapter similar to
the XGA (Extended Graphics
Array) for the PS/2. The
adapter comes with 1MB
of video RAM.
FlashXGA supports most
PC display resolutions up to
1024 by 768 pixels noninterlaced with 256 simultaneous colors. It has arefresh rate programmable to

T

The HP SCSI-2drives provide mass storage for the Mac
Quadra 900.

72 Hz and supports the
IBM XGA I6-bit color format for direct display of
65,536 simultaneous colors,
as well as the 15-bit Targa
format for 32,768 simultaneous colors at up to 800by 600-pixel resolution.
Price: $649.
Contact: Video Dynamics,
Inc., 1550 Bryant St., San
Francisco, CA 94103,
(800) 243-3527 or (415)
863-3023.
Circle 1280 on Inquiry Card.

TV in aWindow

T

V-VideoWindows, a
single-slot, full-length
board for displaying broadcast or cable TV within Windows, integrates Super
VideoWindows and Super
Tuner functionality. Packaged with all necessary
cables and connectors, the
board includes VEditor.
Price: $ 1195.
Contact: New Media
Graphics Corp., 780 Boston
Rd., Billerica, MA 01821,
(508) 663-0666; fax (508)
663-6678.
Circle 1281 on Inquiry Card.

Diagnostic
Test Card Fits
in aPocket

T

ihe

he Surround Sound
Module from Ad Lib is a
piggyback card that snaps
onto the Ad Lib Gold card to
give you sound enhancements ranging from stereo
depth simulation to artificial reverb and echo. The
module is compatible with
all applications written with
Ad Lib sound support,
automatically enhancing the
application you're using
when you choose an effect
from Ad Lib's selection.
Price: $89.95.
Contact: Ad Lib, Inc., 220
GrandeAllée East, Suite
850, Quebec, Canada G1R
2J1, (800) 463-2686 or (418)
529-9676; fax (418) 5291159.

PocketPost diagnostic test card for ISA and
EISA computers plugs into
any available expansion slot
Circle 1283 on Inquiry Cord.
and quickly shows why
your computer won't boot.
Landmark's PC Certify
Accelerate
diagnostic test software, bunGraphics
dled with the card, helps to
isolate problems on systems
in Windows 3.0
that boot but aren't running
smoothly. PC Certify rehe FlickerFree Winquires 128 KB of memory
dowsVGA 8800 graphics
and can run in remote mode.
board with Safescan accelPocketPost conducts
erates Windows 3.0 graphics
three major diagnostic tests.
software. With arefresh
For the first, adigital disrate of 70 Hz, the board's
play shows power-on self test
Safescan feature eliminates
codes issued by the BIOS
the black border at the edge
when you switch on the comof your screen, letting you
puter's power. For the secoverscan and have 100 perond test, abuilt-in voltmeter
cent use of your screen.
with five LEDs shows when
Other features include resothe proper power level is on
lutions of up to 1280 by 968
and within 90 percent of
pixels, 256 colors, 1MB of
rated value. In the third test,
memory, and aGUI accelan LED and jumpers show
erator. Genoa says the
whether nine vital bus sigboard's processing speeds
nals are toggling properly.
are up to 30 times faster than
Price: $249.
Super VGA standards.
Contact: Data Depot, 1710
Price: $495.
Drew St., Clearwater, FL
Contact: Genoa Systems
34615, (800) 275-1913 or
Corp., 75 East Trimble Rd.,
(813) 446-3402; fax (813)
San Jose, CA 95131, (408)
443-4377.
432-9090; fax (408) 434Circle 1282 on Inquiry Card.
0997.

T

Circle 1284 on Inquiry Card.
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The new multi-mode VEDIT PLUS is
the only text editor you will ever need!
The most powerful text editor for program
development and text processing

The fastest text editor for mainframe,
CD ROM and other huge Wes

• Drop-down menus, mouse support

• Edit up to 2 Gigabyte text, binary, mainframe files

• Columnar blocks, regular expressions, undo

• Edit in ASCII, EBCDIC or Hexadecimal

• Also VEDIT for $69, VEDIT Jr. for $29

• Emulate Wordstar, Word Perfect, Brief, vi, others
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The new VEDIT PLUS is today's finest programmer's editor.
Small (80K) and lightning fast, it is written entirely in assembly
language. VEDIT PLUS is the only programmer's editor that can
edit any text or binary file you will ever encounter.

Until now, few PC text editors could even beg!n to handle huge
mainframe, CD ROM, postscript, plotter output and other multimegabyte files. The new VEDIT PLUS, with its unique virtual
memory management, handles them all effortlessly.

Incredibly, VEDIT is over 20 times faster than other editors on
just a 3 megabyte file. When editing multi- megabyte files, only
VEDIT has the speed to get the job done.

Edit in ASCII, EBCDIC or Hexadecimal modes. or split the screen
for any combination of modes. File modes support DOS text,
UNIX text, binary and many fixed length record formats.

pLUS
The extensive compiler support runs popular compilers and also
your favorite linkers, debuggers and Make from within VEDIT. It
even integrates tools from different vendors. When shelling to
DOS, VEDIT swaps itself and TSRs out of memory, giving you
as much as 620K of available memory for compiling the biggest
programs. Only VEDIT gives you the advantages of apowerful
editor with the convenience of an integrated environment.
VEDIT PLUS has every advanced feature you might expect.
Simultaneously edit numerous files, split the screen into windows,
search/replace with regular expressions. Automatic indent, block
indent, parentheses matching and block operations by character,
line, file or column speed program development. Word wrap,
paragraph formatting, justification, centering and many printing
options are ideal for text processing.
VEDIT PLUS has the most powerful macro programming language of any editor. It eliminates repetitive editing tasks and lets
you create your own editing functions. It includes testing, branching, looping, user prompts, keyboard input, string and numeric
variables, complete control over windows plus access to hardware interrupts, memory and I/O ports. Source level debugging
helps you develop new macros quickly and easily.
Toll Free: 1-800-45-VEDIT ( 1-800-458-3348)
Telephone: (313) 996-1300, Fax: (313) 996-1308
Mail: P.O. Box 1586, Ann Arbor, MI 48106
VEDIT is a registered trademark of Greenview Data, Inc. Brief is atrademark
of Solution Systems. Sage Professional Editor is atrademark of Intersolv.

An intuitive user interface with drop down menus, hot keys,
mouse support, optional scroll bars, context sensitive help, point
and shoot file selection, 1000 level undo and unlimited keystroke
macros make VEDIT PLUS easy to use, easy to learn. And it can
emulate the keystrokes of almost any editor you already know.
Everything in VEDIT PLUS is configurable. The keyboard layout,
the screen colors, the way control characters, long lines and
window borders are displayed, and much more, is all configured
with easy to use menus.
Confidently order your copy of VEDIT PLUS today; it comes with
a30 day money- back guarantee. VEDIT has been the choice of
100,000 programmers, writers and engineers since 1980.
VEDIT PLUS - DOS single user license: $ 185; DOS network 5
user license: $295; UNIX/XENIX, ONX, Flex0S/IBM 4680 single
CPU license: $285. Site license pricing is available.

24-Hour Bulletin Board
A fully functional demo version of VEDIT PLUS and ashareware
version of VEDIT Jr. are available on our BBS at 1-313-996-1304.

Green view Data
Circle 37 on Inquiry Card.

Perhaps the most ama
PC is that it can

f

At NEC, we put as much
emphasis on affordability as
we do on upgradability. Add

aPinwrilei P3200 and a
MultiSync 3FGx to your
Image Series PC and
you can do highlevel computing
without paying ahigh
price.

Anyone who

thinks you can't
do anything with a
quarter these days
obviously hasn't seen
NEC's new PowerMate
Image"' Series SX/16i and
SX/20vi PC's. With their toolless design, all it takes to open them
is the quick turn of a quarter. Then you
can customize your computer yourself as your
needs change. For instance, you can increase your system
or video memory by just plugging in chips. And storage devices easily
snap into place, too. We've even made it easier to upgrade your system in
the future. Simply send us your old Image motherboard and we'll credit

C8C

Computers and Communications
^.(P

nc .006 era

oe

• troar.I. DI Som. 5.«.

zing thing about our $1,199*
be upgraded with aquarter.
its value towards a new one,* And we don't just give you a faster CPU,
either. We can give you more memory, cache and
video, as well. But that's not all.
There's also space for
additional drives.
So you have room
for new technologies
like CD-ROM. And
like the rest of
our Image Series
PC's,

the

SX/16i and
SX/ 20vi
come with
plugs and
jacks that
make them
multimedia
ready. There's
ImageSync - technology for flicker- free
graphics when used with our
new MultiSync* FG - monitors.
FLASH ROM for upgrading or enhancing your BIOS via diskette. And pre- loaded
MS-DOS* 5.0, Windows* and PFS: Window Works:" For more
information, call 1- 800-NEC- INFO, or NEC FastFacts at 1-800-366-0476, #IMAGE

tvE

(46243). After all, acomputer isn't worth adime unless you can upgrade it with aquarter.

Because f is the way you want to go.
•40 • • ,•••••••”...7••
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Circle 109 on Inquiry Card.
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CONNECTIVITY

Share aModem
on the LAN

Communicate
Fast with
MNP-10 ACE
he QX/4232bis, a
V.32bis modem, uses
MNP 10 with Adverse
Channel Enhancements
(ACE) for communication
between computers on dialup and leased lines. According to Microcom, MNP
10 data transmission enables error-free interactive
data transfer over noisy
telephone lines.
MNP 10, which provides
the reliability to maintain the
high speed of V.32bis
transmissions, automatically
decreases the QX/4232bis
transmission rate to establish
astable connection when
interference increases. As
link quality returns to normal, the modem automatically returns to optimal
speed.
Price: $999; bundled with
Carbon Copy Plus or Relay
Gold, $ 1099.
Contact: Microcom, Inc.,
500 River Ridge Dr., Norwood, MA 02062, (617)
551-1000; fax (617) 5511007.
Circle 1285 on Inquiry Card.

Smooth
Operator Uses
Windows

S

mooth Operator 3.0
adds aGUI enhancement to its previous release,
making it compatible with
Windows 3.0. With new
user-friendly help screens
and the capability to run on
most LANs, Smooth Operator 3.0 offers the flexibility
to develop application environments and technologies
through an open modular approach. FaxRetrieval, an
optional fax-on-demand
module, is available.
Price: Starts at $22.95;

W

Microcom 'sWU4232bis modem uses MNP leve110.
FaxRetrieval, $ 17.50.
Contact: Compass Technology, Inc., Live Oak
Office Center, 2201 Cantu
Court, Suite 116, Sarasota,
FL 34232, (813) 371-8000;
fax ( 813) 377-5600.
Circle 1286 on Inquiry Card.

Printer
Flexibility
on Your LAN

A

flexible networkprinter interface for
Hewlett-Packard Laserlet
Series II, IID, III, and IIID
printers, EtherFlex allows
direct printer connection
anywhere on aLAN. It provides Apple EtherTalk and
NetWare support on asingle card that installs in the
optional I/O slot of the LaserJet. You choose the protocol you want by setting a
switch, which you reconfigure when you want to use
the other protocol. The inclusion of BNC and 10Base-T
Ethernet connectors gives you
LAN connection flexibility.
Price: $695.
Contact: Extended Systems, 6123 North Meeker
Ave., Boise, ID 83704,
(800) 235-7576 or (208) 3227575; fax (208) 377-1906.
Circle 1287 on Inquiry Cord.

DOS and
Windows in a
Fax Server
ersion 2_0 of the LanFax Redirector peer-topeer fax server combines
compatibility with DOS and
Windows in one package.
With anew user interface for
fax management, LanFax
Redirector now has DDE and
DDL support for Windows
applications, HP PCL-5 support for DOS applications,
binary file transfer, and
multiline support.
Ugraded server technology supports up to eight fax
cards per server, HP PCL-5
to Group 3conversion at the
server, EMS support, and
dynamic log-in. In addition
to operating systems previously supported, 2.0 supports OS/2 LanServer,
LANtastic, IONet. and DECnet 4.0. A new fax modem
supported is LaserJet Fax.
Price: Starts at $995.
Contact: Alcorn Corp.,
1616 North Shoreline Blvd.,
Mountain View, CA 94043,
(415) 694-7000; fax (415)
694-7070
Circle 1288 on Inquiry Card

ith CO/Session ACS,
any network user can
access any modem to send
or receive communications.
Working in the background
on the PC to which the modem is connected, CO/Session ACS is compatible with
LAN communications software that supports an Interrupt 14 interface.
CO/Session ACS's low
network memory requirements mean that PCs with
modems attached to them for
sharing require only 9KB
of memory; PCs needing access to amodem attached to
another PC require only 6
KB of memory. No special
hardware or communications
cards are required.
Price: Two-modem version, $295; four-modem version, $590.
Contact: Triton Technologies, Inc., 200 Middlesex
Tnpk., Iselin, NJ 08830,
(908) 855-9440; fax (908)
855-9608.
Circle 1289 on Inquiry Card.

Caching
Controllers
for Multitasking
he hyperStore easyCache and easyCache
Pro caching disk controllers
let you configure aPC-based
workstation or network
server with up to 12.6 gigabytes of mass storage. Each
controller is based on a16-bit
Z280 microprocesor to
create aself-contained parallel computer, freeing the
PC's CPU for other tasks.
Price: easyCache, $585 to
$635; easyCache Pro, $725
to $775.
Contact: Perceptive Solutions, Inc., 2700 Flora St.,
Dallas, TX 75201, (214)
954-1774; fax (214) 9531774.
Circle 1290 on Inquiry Card.
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Three great reasons
to buy dBASE now:
1. Borland's commitment to dBASE
2. Borland's commitment to technology

e 3. Borland's commitment to customers
Now that it's from
Borland, you can buy
dBASE° with total
confidence. Simply
stated, Borland is fully
committed to delivering
more power, more
flexibility and better support to the
whole dBASE community.
Borland advances the
dBASE standard.
Because Borland is the leader in objectoriented technology, today's dBASE
buyer will get more features and new
dBASE releases in less time — such as
SQL server links, event handling,
object-oriented extensions to the
dBASE language and compilers that
generate fast, tight code.
In addition, dBASE users will be
able to effortlessly integrate data from

the desktop to the mainframe
with our InterBase server.

Borland leads the way. Borland is
committed to advancing the dBASE
standard on multiple platforms — DOS,
Windows, VAX VMS, Sun, UNIX and
Macintosh.

Borlam support means greater
customer satisfaction.
Now that dBASE is from
Borland, dBASE customers
are assured of
world class support.
In fact, J.D. Power
AND ASSOLIATES°
and Associates ranks
Borland " Best
Application Software
"Best application software in customer
in Customer Satissatisfaction in Small to Medium-sized
faction, in small to
and Large Businesses"
medium-size and large
businesses."

J.D. POWER

Borland

Borland, your database partner
in the 90's.
When it comes to technological
innovation and customer satisfaction,

Aspecial offer when
you buy dBASE now.
Bu) dBASE from
any dealer between
November 1, 1991
and January 31,
1992, and get a $ 100
manufacturers rebate.
(See the coupon
accompanying this
ad for details.)

See your dealer today or
call 1-800-568-9092 now
for rebate information.

BORLAND
Software Craftsmanship
CODE MPO2

©1991 Borland International, Inc. All rights reserved. Borland, dBASE and the names of other Borland products are registered trademarks or trademarks of Borland International. Some of
the product names used herein have been used as identification only and may be trademarks of their respective companies. 1991 J.D. Power and Associate? Computer End User Satisfaction
Study: Phase I: Office Based Small to Medium Sized Businesses. Response from Business End Users at 1,784 business sites. Small to medium sized businesses were based on office sites
with between Iand 499 employees. 1991 J.D. Power and Associates ° Computer End User Satisfaction Study: Phase Ill: Office Based Large Businesses. Responses from Business End Users
at 1,094 business sites. Large businesses were based on office sites with 500 or more employees. J.D. Power and Associates is aservice mark of J.D. Power and Associates. BI 1447

Circle 25 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 26).
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Soft-ICE/W Lets
You Debug from
Within Windows
C oft-ICE, the 386 deIle bugger that performs insecticidal tasks usually associated with in-circuit
emulators, has made the
transition from real-mode to
protected-mode application
debugging. The first debugger for Windows 3.1, SoftICE/W lets you debug Windows programs at the
system or application level,
Nu-Mega says.
You can use Soft-ICE/W
to debug virtual device
drivers, DOS virtual machines, device drivers, and
applications from within
Windows. The program features memory-range and
memory-location breakpoints
and aback-trace function.
Nu-Mega also offers
CV1, which lets you run and
display Microsoft's CodeView within awindow
without having to leave the
Windows environment.
Price: Soft-ICE/W, $386;
CV/1, $ 129.
Contact: Nu-Mega Technologies, Inc., P.O. Box
7780, Nashua, NH 03060,
(603) 889-2386; fax (603)
889-1135.
Circle 1291 on Inquiry Card.

Clarion Goes Full
Speed Ahead

C

larion has licensed the
TopSpeed optimizing
code generator from Jensen
& Partners for use in the Professional Developer 3.0
database applications development tool. The internal
computing speed of aProfessional Developer 3.0 program is as much as 200 times
faster than the same program created with FoxPro

NEW

•

PROGRAMMING
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ECX4NISILIO9
DX48181.5
01411881611
8.41811SICW4NS1b IIP4.81C.
C84.5 184.1 884.1 111148111 rs4mee OMB
LAX=datAillell

11) 11119FD:69150111AE = 9?
1) R89FS:118M1964 = SS
----UPICD.11683
11030:80070B8F
RET
8828:80071118
CALL
HOXA:880/ABIL
Jill'
NNZA:880/11111C
CALL
80ZO:00078022
Jill'
8828:10107RITM
INT
InIZA:88870112E
INT
8028:0807h834
INT
AFIZA:118879113A
OR
8828:880711010
Jill'
ANZII:110HYDR4Z
CALL
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1814188PMDF
Iszap.

hpenllackgnd
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ISet_PM_Exec_Model
Lucked_PM_Stackl
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20 0011E, II End Uselecked PM_Stack
20 UMICall Set:U86 Exec_MiUle
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Address
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111118111F111

Length
0001631/8
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0828
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UMMZFIC

H0882FIC
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Soft-ICE/Wfor Windows can debug programs at the system
or application level. Here Soft-ICE/W is debugging a32-bit
Windows virtual device driver.
2.0 or Clipper 5.0, Clarion
says.
Professional Developer
3.0 also includes replaceable
database drivers to let applications access avariety of
databases. The package includes drivers for Btrieve,
xBase, Paradox, and NetWare SQL. When used on a
Novell network, the Btrieve
driver automatically supports
client-server architecture.
SQL drivers for Oracle,
SQL Server, and other database drivers written by
Clarion will be available
through Clarionet, atollfree information service that
you can access for a $ 150
annual membership fee.
Clarion says Professional
Developer 3.0 lets you enhance and customize vertical-market and accounting
packages that use database
engines supported by Clarion
database drivers. Version
3.0's application generator
includes visual templates
and supports embedded
source code.

Stand-Alone
dBase IV
Compiler

A

stand-alone compiler
for the dBase IV language, Arago Quicksilver
produces independent . EXE
files from dBase source
code. WordTech Systems
will not charge any runtime or licensing fees for programs created using the
new compiler.
The compiler includes an
overlay linker and an automatic run-time environment
configuration.
Price: $799.

WordTech Systems, Inc., 21 Altarinda Rd.,
Orinda, CA 94563, (510)
254-0900; fax (510) 2540288.
Contact:

Circle 1293 on Inquiry Card.

Complex
Communications
Library

Price: $995.

Clarion Software,
150 East Sample Rd., Pompano Beach, FL 33064,
(800) 354-5444 or (305) 7854555; fax (305) 946-1650.
Contact:

Circle 1292 on Inquiry Card.
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ersion 3.2 of the
Greenleaf CommLib
Level 2C asynchronous
communications library adds
seven new drivers, bringing

the total to 12. CommLib
Level 2offers support for
XMODEM, YMODEM,
ZMODEM, Kermit, and
ASCII file transfer protocols,
XON/XOFF, RTS/CTS
(Request to Send/Clear to
Send), DTR/DSR (Data
Terminal Ready/Data Set
Ready) handshaking, and
first-in/first-out priority on
16550 universal asynchronous receiver/transmitters.
Greenleaf has also added
drivers for the Phar Lap 2861
DOS-Extender and Rational Systems' DOS 16M package. These drivers feature
bimodal interrupt handlers,
16550 support, and hardware handshaking.
CommLib supports all
the popular C and C++
compilers.
Price: $359.

Greenleaf Software, Inc., 16479 Dallas
Pkwy., Suite 570, Dallas,
TX 75248, (800) 523-9830
or (214) 248-2561; fax
(214) 248-7830.
Contact:

Circle 1294 on Inquiry Card.

A C Display
Manager for
DOS and OS/2

C

Display Manager 4.5,
which provides support
for screens, menus, and
data handling, lets you create
user interfaces in DOS and
use them in OS/2 protected
mode without change and
vice versa.
Price: C-Display Manager
(without source code), $ 119;
C-Display Manager Advanced (library with source
code), $ 199; C-Display
Manager Professional (source
code of utilities and design
documentation), $599.
Contact: Sydetech System
Development Technologies,
Inc., 140-74 34th Ave.,
Suite IC, Flushing, NY
11354, (718) 321-1572; fax
(718) 321-9685.
Circle 1295 on Inquiry Card.

Faster Runtime

Run with ULSI Math Coprocessors
Applications Run Faster

Runs on Everything

The Math•Co - 83C87 (DX) and 83S87

Math•Co coprocessors are plug-in

(SX) math coprocessors from ULSI

compatible with the IBM PC and PC

Systems are complete double-CMOS,

clones. And they're 100% software

1-micron technology chips. As aresult of

compatible.

this superior architecture, the Math•Co
coprocessors can perform floating-point

Runs Lean—
Low Power Consumption

mathematics in fewer clock cycles than

The Math•Co SX is ideally suited for

Advanced Math Coprocessor

needed by the standard Intel 80387.

laptop and portable IBM PC and PC

Keeps on Running—
Lifetime Warranty

compatible computers. It has a "sleep"
mode feature which enables it to draw

Instruction

ULSI Math•Co coprocessors have the

minimal power while in an idle state.

Add

industry's best Mean Time Between

Operating Speed Availability

MPY

12

17

Failure (MTBF) rating—which is why

DX: 16, 20, 25, 33 and 40MHz

DN

40

77

we're able to offer the industry's only

SX: 16,20 and 25MHz

SQRT

37-41

9'

REM

68-72

si

lifetime warranty.

HEADQUARTERS

NORTH AMERICA SALES

Intel

3

INTERNATIONAL SALES

& DISTRIBUTION
ULSI Systems, Inc.
58 Daggett DriVe
San Jose, CA 95134
Tel: 408-943-0562
Fax: 408-943-0106

Math•Co

IASI Marketing North America
4412 Spicewood Springs Road,
Suite 106
Austin, TX 78759
Tel: 512-795-8033
Fax: 512-795-9959

& DISTRIBUTION
11151 Marketing Europe
The Old Laundry
70 South View Avenue
Caversham, Reading
Berkshire RG4 OHQ
England
Tel 0734-462247
Fax: 0734-461920

Math•Co is aregistered trademark of ULSI Systems. Other product names are trademark, and/or trade names of their respective manufacturers.
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ULSI
SYSTEMS
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Please do not attempt this on just any computer. Now theres' acomputer that lets you choose how to work.

You can write directly on the screen. Or use the keyboard Its' a
fully-compatible 386) DOS®! Windows pentop computer

• •
MOM ENTA

S
S
_

that's e
quipped with a
wide ran geof unique, pen-specific software as well as abuilt-in fax (send and
The Momenta'' Computer Technologyhas finally caught up with the way you work. To learn more, cal11-800-MOM
ALL COMPANY AND PRODUCT NAMES ARE TRADEMARKS OF THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANI

Circle 210 on Inquiry Card.

NEWS
Map Your
Movement

B

yintegrating with
technologies such as the
Global Positioning System
and LORAN C, aPC-based
mapping system called
RealTime MapInfo lets you
track moving objects on detailed, street-level computerized maps. The program
lets you follow changes in
status at remote sites such
as traffic signals, communications lines, and utility
cables. The program adds a
real-time component to applications such as dispatching. The real-time program
runs with MapInfo for DOS.
Price: RealTime MapInfo
with serial communications,
$2495; MapInfo for DOS,
$995.
Contact: MapInfo Corp.,
200 Broadway, Troy, NY
12180, (800) 327-8627 or
(518) 274-8673; fax (518)
274-0510.
Cirel• 1296 on Inquiry Cord.

Quicken
for Windows
"I" he new Windows 3.0
version of the Quicken
finance program lets you
manage checking and savings
accounts, credit cards,
cash, assets and liabilities,
and investments. Quicken
for Windows includes awide
range of predefined reports
and financial statements for
homes and businesses.
The investment tracking

Syzygy 2.0
Improves
Communications

'
,
,Arr1NG

miff!!
IPolutelle
loundary.
Mapftle •
Image •
Output
ConftgareGet Startup
Save Startup
Application
DOS Window

T

REAL:2.re
3 el
4,5,7 pa

Change your vim of the asp

RealTime Mapinfo integratçs with technologies such as the
Global Positioning System to track the exact location of
moving objects on electronic street maps. A GPS processor
takes readings from three or more satellites to determine
longitude and latitude. Then avehicle equipped with aGPS
receiver sends its position to areceiving station via serial port,
cellular phone, or hard connection for geographic display on
RealTime Mapinfo.
portion of Quicken keeps historical records of investment activities such as buys,
sells, dividends, interest,
fees, reinvestments, stock
splits, and share prices.
You can use it to manage certificates of deposit, IRAs,
stocks, bonds, and mutual
funds. Quicken for Windows also includes CheckFree, an electronic checkpaying service, and awide
range of business reports
includes cash flow, profit
and loss, balance sheets,
and payroll summary.
Price: $69.95.
Contact: Intuit, Inc., 155
Linfield Ave., Menlo Park,
CA 94026, ( 800) 624-8742
or (415) 322-0573.
Circle 1297
on Inquiry Card.

Quicken for
Windows' support
for Windows 3.0's
Multiple
Document
Interface lets you
keep multiple
accounts open at
the same time.
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Statistics
for the Next
Computer

T

he SAS System of data
I access, management,
analysis, and presentation
applications is now available
for all models in the Next
family of workstations. Applications for the SAS System, which include report
writing, statistics, econometric and time-series analysis, data visualization, and
mathematics, support the
Next machines' multitasking, networking, and NextStep GUI.
By using the SAS/Connect cooperative processing
component, you can upload
and download data or remotely submit SAS programs for mainframe
processing.
Price: Annual fee starts
at $825.
Contact: SAS Institute,
Inc., SAS Campus Dr.,
Cary, NC 27513, (919)
677-8000.
Circle 1298 on Inquiry Card.

he first major upgrade
I of the Syzygy multipleproject tracking program
for DOS features shared resources and project data.
Version 2.0 adds improvements in security and support for expanded and extended memory while
requiring less conventional
memory than did previous
releases ( i.e., 425 KB of
RAM).
The company says that
Syzygy 2.0's server-wide
sharing of resources is accomplished through asingle
list of resources that contains Syzygy users, resources, and contacts, thus
strengthening the program in
the area of client-oriented
project tracking.
To make it easier to
transport Syzygy data between installations, version
2.0 adds anew interchange
format called SyzIF that
lets you export all or part
of aSyzygy work map and
share it with others, regardless of location.
Syzygy 2.0 offers three
levels of security. Administrator, work-map administrator, and user levels offer
access only to relevant
functionality.
You can edit any task
from ato-do list. Syzygy is
useful for tracking publication projects, software development, product rollouts,
and customer support.
Price: $395; 10-user edition, $ 1695; each additional
five users, $695.
Contact: Syzygy Development, Inc., 5555 Triangle
Pkwy., Suite 320, Norcross, GA 30092, (404) 6625362; fax (404) 662-0908.
Circle 1299 on Inquiry Cord.

Free i860 Processor and i860/APX Software!
By now, you've probably heard about Our industry- first
4860m MotherBoard that packs the power of the Intel
80486 CPU with the Intel 80860 RISC processor
(i486Tm+ i860=4860 ).
What you haven't heard is that,
for alimited time, when you buy
a4860 MotherBoard with 8MB of RAM,
Hauppauge will give you an i860 RISC
processor and the i860/APX operating
system at no additional cost.

By adapting Intel's APX (Attached Processor Executive)
software to our 4860 MotherBoard, we've created
away to exploit the power of the i860 to give
you practical multiprocessing. In fact, i860/APX
provides abase for entirely new appli —
cations made possible by the advent
of the i860 RISC processor.
Technical Features: 25 or 33MHZ
486/860.4 Mbytes of high speed
RAM expandable to 64 Mbytes shared
between i486 and i860 processors
•Socket for optional Intel 'ffirbo Cache
485Tmand Weitek 4167 - 7EISA I/O
slots. 64 bit expansion slot for
optional high-speed graphic frame
buffer • 1parallel, 2serial ports and
abuilt-in PS/2- style mouse port.

Why give you this capability? Because
you'll enjoy alevel of processor performance never before seen in aPC. Our bet
is that you'll he so impressed, you'll
come back for more!
APC Revolution: In the PC environment,
the 4860 is a486- based MotherBoard with the new
EISA I/O bus. It runs over 2times faster than 386 computers and delivers mainframe power for applications
including CAD, LAN and desktop publishing. This board
is fully compatible with DOS, IBM's OS/2, Novell
Netware and SCO UNIX. What's more, Hauppauge's
4860 supports up to 64 MBytes of memory without a
RAM expansion board.
RISCYBusiness: The i860 processor is ideal in complex applications, performing up to 25 million floatingpoint operations per second. It adds to the power
of the 486, so you can run rings around ordinary PCs.

Enjoy aRISC- free investment. Our 4860 MotherBoard
is designed with the world's highest performing
microprocessors. So you can have the world's highest
performing PCs and workstations.
For more information, call 1-800-443-6284.
Hauppauge Computer Works, Inc.
91 Cabot Court
Hauppauge, New York 11788
Telephone: 516-434-1600

Hauppau e!

Fax: 516-434-3198
In Europe (49) 2161-17063
In Australia: (7) 262-3122

Available at your kcal computer dealer.

In England: 0
71-378-7309
Trademarks: OS/2: IBM • Intel 386, i486, i860 and 'ffirbo Cache 485ne Intel Corp. • DOS and Xenix: Microsoft Corp. • 4860, 4860 MotherBoard: Hauppauge
Circle 68 on In quiry Card.
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Create an instant report: hit the outlining alTOW to collapse or expand your worksheet, showing
as much or as little detail as you need to. Then create achart in one step, display
it right on the worksheet, and voilà—what you see on-screen is what you get at the printer

trick: charting, format change/s,
Just macros,
apoint and
click it.
d° w
you a
name

°°°

Inkl%ale

cisheet to make
the equation.
Excel
Is

Macro

Window

Help

There's one very
important factor that
most spreadsheets don't
know how to handle: you.
But Microsoft'
Excel 3.0 for Windows'
Microsoft Excel, the leading
Windows spreadsheet.
has changed all that.
With plenty of easy-to-use features like the Toolbar; you may start
to think of Microsoft Excel 3.0 as an
extension of your thought process instead of aspreadsheet.
Which makes it easy for you to
do some powerful things, such as consolidating up to 255 worksheets at a
time, regardless of format or structure.
Or take Solver. It lets you start
with adesired result and work backwards to find the variable you need.
It's also easy to share results

with other Windows applications, like
Microsoft Word for Windows. (Just what
you'd expect from the people who pioneered the first Windows spreadsheet.)
And Microsoft Excel reads and
writes Lotus' files. And converts 1-2-3'
macros. And offers online help to guide
you through your transition from Lotus
to the friendliest spreadsheet ever seen
on the personal computer.
Finally, consider that, even if you
are using Lotus 1-2-3, you can upgrade
to Microsoft Excel 3.0 for only $129:
Just see your local reseller or give us a
call at (800) 323-3577 Dept.W15.
Microsoft Excel and you. It all
adds up.

Microsoft

•Plus freight and applicable safes tat. Offer good for current morns of Lotus 1-2-3 SeeperCalt- Quattre Pro and VP/larval: Please allow 24 weeks for delivery upon receipt order by Microsoft. Offer expires12/31/91. Limit one pet reetentet »seller Prices
may vary. Call for mina requirements. Offer good only in Me 50 United States. © 1991 Microsoft Corporation. All nets reserved. Printed in the US.A.Inthe United States, re (800)323-357Z Dept. W/5. For information on/y.InCanada, call (800)
563-9048; outside the United States arsd Canoda. CW1(206)936-8661. Microsoft and the Miermott logo on registered trademarks ond Aselasum. Toolbar and Windous are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Lotus and 123 car registered trademarks of
Lotus Development Corporation.
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Solve Geometry
Problems
by Sketching
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Circle 1300 on Inquiry Card.

Viewdac Adds
GPIB, RS- 232
Support

V

iewdac, the data acquisition, analysis, and
graphics program for 386and 486-based PCs, can now

Tools

Attributes

Help

.,1,sistently Dimensioned'
Equation Calculator
Input
Resold

new Windows-based
geometry solver called
Apollonius lets you describe and solve geometry
problems by drawing them.
Once you sketch out aproblem in Apollonius, you can
make the problem exact by
specifying known distances
and angles. The program will
then solve the geometry
problem by giving unknown
distances, angles, and
areas. It also provides ascale
drawing of the geometry.
Two-way DXF links let the
program communicate with
popular CAD programs.
Price: $98.
Contact: Saltire Software,
P.O. Box 1565, Beaverton,
OR 97075, (503) 642-1874;
fax (503) 642-5705.

Delaults
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Apollonius for Windows 3.0 can solve geometry problems
without requiring you to remember formulas. The program
offers asketch-based drawing package and avariational
geometry solver.
communicate with generalpurpose interface bus (GPIB)
and RS-232 instruments.
Viewdac 2.0 also adds an external language interface,
Lotus 1-2-3 I/O, and graphics output to Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language and
PostScript plotters and
printers.
The GPIB IEEE 488
standard interface offers a
way to connect peripherals
to the PC through a24-pin
parallel connector. Version
2.0 lets you automate arange

of monitoring, test, and experimental applications
without programming.
Viewdac 2.0 can control
up to 56 GPIB instruments at
once. The new external language interface, which lets
you import custom analysis
routines into the system, supports C and assembly
language.
Price: $2495.
Contact: Keithley Asyst
Software Technologies, Inc.,
100 Corporate Woods,
Rochester, NY 14623, (800)
348-0033 or (716) 2720070; fax (716) 272-0073.

Serial Line
Analysis
for the PC
p: firTS-1

Sotgreints
aft Jima* 4.11119%.
(Cb7R--]O.A Output 4.91 u

Viewdac 2.0, adata acquisition, analysis, and graphics
program for 386- and 486-based PCs, integrates its features in
amultitasking, window-based system.
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eliminating the guesswork
in working with serial line
transmissions and can collect up to 8MB of data with
microsecond time-stamp
resolution.
Price: $249.
Contact: Paladin Software,
Inc., 3945 Kenosha Ave.,
San Diego, CA 92117,
(619) 490-0368; fax (619)
490-0177.
Circle 1302 on Inquiry Cord.

Mac Data
Analysis for
Oscilloscopes

Circle 1301 on Inquiry Card.
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SOFTWARE

A

new version of DataScope, which transforms your PC into apassive or active RS-232 dataand signal-line monitor and
protocol analyzer, lets you
run up to four concurrent
active displays in any window
arrangement. Paladin says
that version 2.0 can outperform expensive dedicated
hardware line monitors while

uperScope/488, adata
acquisition and analysis
program for digital-storage
oscilloscopes and black-box
digitizers, offers atransparent interface between your
instrument and the Mac.
Using dialog boxes and a
front panel that resembles
that of an oscilloscope, you
can configure the program
to transfer data and measurements to the computer for
display or processing.
To transfer data from the
oscilloscope to the program,
you open achannel from
within the program. All acquisitions are sent to the
program without requiring
programming on your part.
SuperScope/488 supports
instruments from companies
such as Tektronix, HewlettPackard, IOtech, Nicolet,
and LeCroy. In addition to
supporting IEEE 488 instruments, the program supports the MacADIOS line of
digitizing hardware.
Price: $990; 488 Instrumentation Library, $290.
Contact: GW Instruments,
Inc., 35 Medford St., Somerville, MA 02143, (617)
625-4096; fax (617) 6251322.
Orel. 1303 on Inquiry Card.

This is your dot matrix,
printing.

This is our new quiet 2624,
printing

This is the one you've been waiting for.
Panasonic* presents the first of anew
generation of quiet dot matrix printers.
The KX-P2624 wide- carriage.
It doesn't scream, it whispers. Through multi- part forms,
those 'industrial strength' spreadsheets, and your customer
correspondence. And does them all with ease, speed and the superb
reliability we've built areputation on. It has all the features you've come to expect
from the leader in dot matrix printing. And then some. One super letter- quality
and seven letter- quality fonts. Multiple paper paths. An LCD display. Atop speed
of 300 cps in draft mode, 100 cps in letter quality. Atwo -year limited warranty on
parts and labor.* And serene quiet.
Printers,
For more information call us toll- free:
Copiers, tvpewriters
Coinputers, &Peripher
Facsimiles
als,
1-800-742-8086. Or, better yet, see your
Panasonic dealer.
A
You'll like what you don't hear.
PQ8 -BY

*
See your dealer for details.

Panasonic
Office Automation

Circle 119 on Inquiry Card.
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Are you missing the big picture? Do the

little things just disappear? The new generation of MultiSync monitors were designed
to solve these problems with a larger, more
readable display for windowing environments. Introducing the 15" 4FG - and the

17" 5FG - monitors. Larger screens combined with our FullScan - capability provide edge-to-edge images in amuch bigger display area. A high-contrast
surface delivers exceptionally crisp text and graphics.

*The new MultiSync 4FG and
5FG monitors. Images so big
and sharp, you'll see more
details in more detail.

Our innovations never stop.
The new MultiSync 4FG,
5FG, and 6FG monitors
feature our AccuColor'"
Control System. An
amazing advance in
computer monitors
that lets you match
on-screen colors to
printer output,
other monitors,
and color
reference
systems
such as
Pantone

Advanced screen technology gives you aflatter screen both horizontally and
vertically, so images appear flat with less distortion at the edges. Higher
refresh rates enable flicker-free images. Plus, on-board memory and digital
controls store preset graphics modes and automatically size and center
screen images. You can also adjust image size, position, on-screen color,
and pin cushion.
Both monitors are compatible with MS-DOS based systems and the Mac II
family and Quadra7 The 4FG supports arange of video standards from VGA
to 1024 x 768 ( 70 Hz) non-interlaced. The 5FG supports video standards from
VGA to 1280 x1024 ( 74 Hz) non-interlaced and many workstation modes.
The all-new 4FG and 5FG. So big, bright, and sharp it's easy to see
their advantages.

CIC
Computers and Communications
MultiSync 5FG Monitor
Yugerm • • .1,19.1•141......d.

, e5cdo•••
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Because. is the way you want to go.

NE

MultiSync 4FG Monitor
Call 1-800- NEC- INFO. ( In Canada: 1-800-343-4418.) For immediate info via fax call NEC FastFacts, 1-800-366-0476. Request 1531 for 4FG and 1741 for 5FG.
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What- If Analysis
for Claris CAD
ntended for use as acompanion application to
Claris CAD for the Mac,
Vision Software's designPower lets you focus on the
overall structure of your designs and experiment with
different aspects of your
work. designPower features
relational layering, object
linking, and parametric or
what-if design tools. Geometric Resolver technology
ensures that your design conforms to your predetermined specifications.
designPower includes a
library of parametric symbols of doors and windows
for use in architectural design settings. The program
also features MacDraw II and
DXF capabilities for integration with other Mac CAD
and graphics programs.
Price: $399.
Contact: Vision Software,
3160 De La Cruz Blvd.,
Suite 104, Santa Clara, CA
95054, (800) 800-8476; fax
(408) 748-9584.
Circle 1304 on Inquiry Card.

Create Gigantic
Posters

V

ersion 2.1 of S. H.
W Pierce's poster production program, PosterWorks,
lets you create posters in
sizes of up to 10,000 square
feet. Using the Mac and any
PostScript output device,
you can use PosterWorks 2.1
to design tiled posters, displays, and billboards. The
program lets you adjust imported color type, line-art
objects, and scanned
images. It also supports System 7.0, 32-bit addressing,
and enhancements for AppleTalk devices.
PosterWorks 2.1 lets you
import scanned images from
Mac and DOS TIFF files
and from Scitex CT files.

86
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West 32nd Ave., Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6L 2C1,
(800) 663-8045 or (604)
266-5380; fax (604) 2665348.
Circle 1306 on Inquiry Card.

Major Visual
Impact, Minor
Wallet Damage

A

By moving or rotating designPower 'srelational layers, you
can see how this robotic arm will move.
The program features improved color and image control tools, including imported illustrationcorrection, type-correction,
and image-saturation-control
capabilities.
If you opt to have aprofessional large-format service
bureau produce your hard
copy, you'll appreciate
PosterWorks' BureauFile
export option. BureauFile
contains the poster layout,
imported elements, settings,
and font listings in an editable format.
S. H. Pierce also offers a
professional version of PosterWorks, designed for use
by reprographic service bureaus in producing output
on large-format devices. The
Bureau Edition has all the
features of PosterWorks 2.1
and takes advantage of the
Mac's FPU for faster processing.
Price: PosterWorks 2.1,
$295; Bureau Edition,
$2995.
Contact: S. H. Pierce &
Co., Suite 323, Building 600,
1Kendall Sq., Cambridge,
MA 02139, (617) 395-8350;
fax (617) 395-1281.
Circle 1305 on Inquiry Cord.

Customize Your
CAD Linetypes
he professional-looking results of linetype
annotation are now available for users of all CAD programs that can read and
write DXF files. Originally
available only for AutoCAD, Universal C-Line lets
you assign meaning to different types of lines and
routes in engineering, mapping, and many other
applications.
Universal C-Line is
available in three versions—
Lite, Standard, and Professional—and supplies up to
130 linetypes, depending
on which version you use.
Price: Lite version, $295;
Standard version, $495; Professional version, $695.
Contact: M. Slinn Engineering Services, Inc., 3158

imed at the nonartistic
user who needs an easy
tool for producing polished
presentation materials, Micrografx's Windows Draw
provides aheavily featured
illustration program at a
relatively low price.
Windows Draw provides
Bézier curve editing, outline
fonts, and effects such as
text on acurve and blending.
Drawing tools include freehand, line, and curve, and
you can use rotate and reshape functions to alter your
view of your work.
Windows Draw includes
ClipArt Manager, which lets
you search the program's
2600 clip-art images by symbol name or by filename. If
all that clip art doesn't meet
your needs, you can import
images using Windows
Draw's 30 import and export filters. You can import
24-bit scanned color TIFF
and PCX images for display,
manipulation, or printing.
Price: $ 149.95.
Contact: Micrografx, Inc.,
1303 Arapaho, Richardson,
TX 75081; (800) 733-3729
or (214) 234-1769; fax (
214)
234-2410.
Circle 1307 on Inquiry Card.

In this Universal
C-Line map, the
light blue line
represents a
stream, pink
shows elevation,
dark blue shows
gas lines, green
represents the tree
line, and yellow
marks adirt road.

WE HAVE A FEW WORDS FOR PEOPLE
WHO DEMAND HIGH PERFORMANCE AND
EXPECT TO PAY PEANUTS FOR IT.

MORE POWER TO YOU.

You wanted it, you got it.

Atrue power user's desktop. For its

to 1024 x768 non- interlaced video at

Introducing the Dell 486P/20. A

low price, the Dell 486P/20 has alot of

afast 70 Hz refresh rate for aflicker-free

computer that gives you an i486-SX

technical innovations you wouldn't expect

display. Unlike the kind you get on some

processor at the price of an i386" DX

to find on even higher end machines.

competitive machines that are limited

machine.

Things like programmable Flash EPROMs,

to 60 Hz non- interlaced.

for example, that make conventional

An i486SX processor with the future

methods of upgrading system BIOS seem

built in. Because the Dell -186P/20

almost obsolete.You wort have to take this

upgrades via aprocessor chip instead of

computer apart and lose your patience

traditional processor cards, upgrading

trying to pry out areluctant chip. Just slip

takes the form of asingle, economical step:

An incredible performance boost of
up to 40% at virtually no additional cost.

in adiskette— that's all.
Expanding memory is equally conGenerating enough processing power

venient. One of the few PCs to support

Just remove one chip and replace it
with ahigher performance version.
On the other hand, if you never need

to exploit the full potential of future

16 MB SIMMs, the 486P/20 carries 4

to upgrade at all, you don't end up having

versions of Microsoft! Windows-and CS2':

memory expansion sockets, on its main

paid aprice penalty to get the system

board. So as your needs grow, you can

in the first place. Either way, you win.

Making whatever software you run,
run that much faster.

keep adding RAM in 1. 4. or 16 MB

Apart from the processor, the 486P/20

increments up to atotal of 64 MB.That's

is also designed to allow easy upgrading

plenty of room to run your networking

of hard disks, memory and video capability

In short, getting rid of excess wait.

software, Microsoft Windows and just

So when your needs change, the rest of

And if that isrit impressive enough,

about any high-performance graphics

your computer can, too.

Giving you quicker recalcs, database
compiles and screen refreshes.

the Dell 486P/20 comes with an
upgradeable processor that can go from

application.
And talking about graphics, asmall

a20 MHz i486SX chip all the way up

expansion of video memory to 1MB ( 512K

to ahigh-end 33 MHz 1486DX system,

is standard) will put over 32,000 colors at

and even beyond.

your disposal, letting you create images

Which, considering that we're talking
about acomputer under $2,000, is nothing
short of revolutionary

that approach photographic quality.
The 486P/20 also makes those images
alot easier on your eyes. It supports up

DELL

COMPUTER
CORPORATION

800-545-1580
#1

TO ORDER, CALL PL£ASE REFERENCE
E54
HOURS: 7AM-9PM CT MON - FRHIAM- WM CT SAT 10AM - 3PPACT SUN
IN CANADA 800-668-302T IN MEMCO 95-800-010-0664.

THE MORE YOU GET, THE MORE YOU SAVE.
If your requirements call for amore powerful or specialized system than the one

e've ¡ ust mentioned, here's an amazing fact: feature for feature, you can get an

even better deal with our higher- end i486 systems. From $248 all the way up to awhopping $1,348, our savings increase with the sophistication of the Dell System you buy. So go ahead, read on.
And if you still have any doubts, call us.We'll be happy to explairi how the more our i486 systems cost, the less they actually cost.

MORE VALUE
The Dell 486P/20 is a20 MHz i486SX general purpose workstation
you can upgrade to 33 MHz and beyond.
For aconfiguration that costs so little, you sure get alot.

The Dell 486D/25 is asophisticated productivity workstation that
was designed with your future in mind. To upgrade from a25 MHz

From desktop publishing to spreadsheet applications, there's one
feature that's always welcome, and that's speed. With quick recalcs and

i486SX processor to afaster processor when available, all you'll need to

lightning fast screen refreshes, you'll get your work done faster with

Like programmable Flash EPROMs for easy BIOS upgradeability.

do is replace aprocessor chip. Not acard. And starting with 4MB,

the Dell 486P/33.

And an 80 MB hard disk drive with 15 ms access time.

you can keep adding RAM up to amaximum of 64 MB.

And an 8KB cache built into the processor for increased throughput.
And 4MB of RAM on 32-bit SIMMs with gold-plated connectors
for greater reliability.
And 2floppy drives.
Surprised? Keep reading.
You'll also get a1024 x768 14" color monitor with long persistence
phosphors.

This new system is priced on par with 33 MHz i386DX machines,

video memory to 1MB.
And factory-installed MS-DOS* 5.0 and Microsoft Windows 3.0.

There's asuperfast 33 MHz i486DX processor, with 8KB internal

than 33MHz i386DX systems. If that leaves you craving for more, you
can upgrade to afaster i486 processor when available.

processor chip. So you can upgrade inexpensively as soon as new chips
hit the market.
Should your workload, heaven forbid, triple by then, you'll still find
the 200 MB hard disk more than adequate.

backed by a100 MB hard drive with a32 KB cache for increased

This 486P/33 configuration features a100 MB hard drive with a

throughput. A dual floppy drive completes the excellent storage

phenomenal 15 ms average access time. An 8KB cache in the processor

arrangement.

boosts performance. And dual floppy drives allow you to read any

you can keep adding to the 486D/33's 8MB RAM. With amaximum of

diskette, regardless of MS-DOS format.

64 MB, there's plenty of room to grow.

A 1024 x768 14" color monitor with a70 Hz refresh rate gives you
aflicker-free display. With 32,000 colors, if you make asmall expansion

And the power to display 32,000 colors simultaneously, if you expand

The Dell 486D/33 has every high-end feature you'd expect in an
outstanding graphics workstation. Except ahigh- end price tag.
cache. For even greater performance, all you'll need to do is replace a

The 33MHz i486DX processor generates up to 80% more performance

yet performs up to 40% faster. And its sheer processing power is amply

MORE GRAPHICS

MORE SPEED

MORE PRODUCTIVITY

A 1024 x768 non- interlaced big 15" color monitor with overscan

And as your requirements become increasingly more sophisticated,

Talking about room, we have alarge 15" flat square monitor with

of video RAM. Should anything go wrong, the built-in SmartVir

gives you 30% more viewable area than the standard 14" you get with

30% more viewable area than astandard 14" monitor,

diagnostic display can find the problem, even if the monitor goes down.

any competitively priced system. For even more versatility on desktop

which makes those large spreadsheets and high

publishing or graphic-intensive applications, just expand video RAM

resolution documents much easier to read.

The 486D/25 comes with six expansion slots and five drive bays

And aMicrosoft Mouse.

for added flexibility. You'll also get factory-loaded MS-DOS 5.0, Microsoft

And, considering it's from Dell, awhole lot of peace of mind.

Windows 3.0 and aMicrosoft Mouse.

to 1MB and you'll get a32,000 color, near-photograph quality display.
The system comes with 4MB RAM on 32-bit SIMMs with gold-plated

That, by itself, is worth afortune.

connectors, MS-DOS 5.0, Microsoft Windows 3.0 and aMicrosoft Mouse.

The Dell 486D/33 comes with factoryloaded MS-DOS 5.0, Microsoft Windows 3.0
and aMicrosoft Mouse.

$3,799

$2,999
$2,499

LEASE. $138/M O"

LEASE 5112 MO -

LEASE $93/M0* •
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THE DELL 486P/20 20 MHz i486SX SYSTEM."

iàgâti3E711:1

SYSTEM INCLUDES 100 MB HARD DRIVE, ULTRASCAN' 14C MONITOR,

SYSTEM INCLUDES 1C0 MB HARD DRIVE, ULTRASCAN 15C MONITOR,

5.251.2 MB AND 3.51.44 MB FLOPPY DRIVES AND 4MB RAM.

5.251.2 MB AND 3.51.44 MB FLOPPY DRIVES AND 4M8 RAM.

525 -1.2 MB AND 35'1 44 MB FLOPPY DRIVES AND 4MB RAM

SAVE $248°

SAVE $748 7
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THE DELL 486D/33 33 MHz 1486DX SYSTEM."

THE DELL 486P/33 33 MHz i486DX SYSTEM.*

THE DELL 486D/25 25 MHz i486SX SYSTEM."

SYSTEM INCLUDES 80 MB HARD DRIVE, SUPER VGA (1024 o768) COLOR MONITOR,
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Gold-plated SIMMs
increase system
reliability by
elirninating connectionrelated errors.

••••••

m04.5>

There are
plenty of
companies
anxious to sell
i486 systems at

alow price. All
they really need is
asupply of parts ( the
cheaper, the better ) and a
garage to assemble them in. Once
the "production line" gets going, they place

11111

LEASE : $ 75/MO

-

THE DELL 486P/20 20 MHz i486SX SYSTEM. °
SYSTEM INCLUDES 50 MB HARD DRIVE, VGA COLOR MONITOR, AND 2MB RAM.

The 486P/20 is
one of the fete
computers to
feature 16
MB SIMMs.

To see
hou. our 486
systems stand up to air

afew ads in the paper. After

deliteiy, we use a Black Box. Or, in

that, of course, it's anyone's

technical parlance, aportable accelerom-

successful

guess as to which will last

eter/thermometer. This little device is fitted

in helping us

longer: the computer or the

into atest computer which we then send

improve our packaging,

"company" it came from.

out through regular delivery channels,

we've won an international

At Dell, on the other hand, we offer

much as if you had ordered it yourself.

award for package design.

lower prices by cutting down on traditional

When we bring it back, the "Black Box"

To make our computers more

retailer mark-ups, not quality. In fact,

tells us exactly what the computer went

reliable, we cook them. After our

we're almost fanatical

through, in terms of shock,

computers are fully assembled and con-

about the quality of every

vibration and temperature.

figured, randomly selected units are

machine that leaves our

This innovative test is part

"burned-in" and tested at 104°F.

state-of-the-art factory.

of aseries that's been so

That attitude is reflected
in the way we design, test,

In perhaps the most grueling
temperature test we've ever come up with,

Our Black Box test makes sure your
Dell computes never amies this uuy.

pilot Dell systems must survive astorage

manufacture and ship

chamber where temperatures vary rapidly

our i486 systems.

between — 40°C and + 60°C.

JUST BECAUSE YOU PAY LESS
DOESN'T MEAN YOU GET LESS.

Our computers have a heart of gold.

it goes to the dealer, who then doe&

At Dell, we take quality consciousness

his own configuring. That's 2stages of

so seriously, we fit our i486 systems

with SIMMs that have gold-plated
connectors. If you're wondering what
such expensive components are doing
in relatively inexpensive computers,
the answer is simple: they cost us
abit more, but by eliminating
And if
you think

that's rough,
consider our
shock test. Sample
i486 computers are

strapped to aguillotinelike apparatus which
repeatedly drops them to the

A Dell i486 system, on the other
Random Dell
computers are
"burnt in- at 104
degree, Fahrenheit.

hand, is manufactured
only once. We customconfigure memory boards,

network cards and advanced video,
testing the system as aunit.

It's exactly this kind of commitment

We even load select software packages

to quality control that's enabled us

you buy from us, at no cost to you.

to meet CSA, UL, TUVGS, FCC and

That includes MS DOS 5.0, Microsoft

VDE standards, earning worldwide

Windows 3.0, and many popular

regulatory approvals.

applications programs.

There are thousands of ways to use

With 20 diskettes and 2hours to load

aDell 1486 system. Dell i486 systems

and configure just one system, imagine

are tested for compatibility with major

the time you'll save and the potential

tolerance level.

peripherals, software

hassles you'll avoid. Which gives you yet

applications, network

another reason to buy aDell i486 system:

topologies and network

Our power supply units

operating systems,

undergo an equally rigorous

including Banyan and

quality control process. In atest

Novell, in several
A small expansion of video memory
give, you °ter 32,000 colors for anear
Phokgraphic quality disPia>

hundred permutations
per system. They're

test units are switched on and off 1,200

even tested for AS 400 connectivity.

times; only then can they be approved.

So you can use our machines in virtually

While our testing may seem alittle

to go wrong.

connection-related errors, they're worth

can do to improve their shock

actual usage, randomly selected

as many opportunities for things

their weight in gold.

ground. This tells us what we

that simulates several years of

manufacturing, which means twice

any environment.

extreme, it's based on arather simple fact:

50% fewer opportunities for things

if our machines don't fail with us, they haven't

to go wrong. After the traditional

much chance of failing with you, either.

computer manufacturer builds asystem,

When you open the box, you're
ready to go.

DELL
COMPUTER
CORPORATION

800-545-1580
TO ORDER, CALL PLEASE REFERENCE * 11E56
HOURS, 7AM-9PM CT MON - FRI 8AM-4PM CT SAT 1DAM- 3PM CT SUN
IN CANADA 800.668-3021. IN MEXICO 95-800-010-0664.

WE THINK A COMPUTER
SHOULD COME WITH
SUPPORT THAN THIS.

As apotential buyer, you'll receive
lots of attention from most computer
companies. Until they receive your check,
that is. For all practical purposes, once
the sale is closed, so is the company.
At Dell, on the other hand, half
our story begins after you receive your
computer. Despite our
low prices, we've built
areputation for the
highest level of support

will

in the industry.

be automatically

To begin with, aDell expert wor
with you to figure out which computer,

faxed back

with which options, works best for you.

to you from the

We help you arrange financing from a

Dell Technical Library.

wide variety of credit, lease and

We even have aspecial section on

lease-to-buy plans. Then we

CompuServe's PC vendor forum. So
you can view other users'

test, pack and ship your
rsonalized
personal computer
wu via two-day air

problems,

REVENUE
600

546.2
MILLION

500

that you have aproblem

400

But what makes o

300

with your computer, it won't
last long. Our technical
support staff solves 90% of

159.0
MILLION

200

100

reported problems over
the phone. Usually in six
minutes or less.
You can also get technical help 24 hours aday

importantly,
our solutions.

standard.
In the unlikely event

and, more

62
MILLION
1985

1988
FISCAL YEAR

1991 --

Dell has built a $546 million dollar business
by building arelationship with every customer

bulletin board special is

On-site

that we constantly

service is an

monitor what goes on

ambiguous term.

there. Which means we

To some enterprising vendors,

can keep track of any

it conveniently means that the

small problems, and stop

replacement parts, and not the service

them before they

technician, will arrive on-site. Which isn't

become big ones.

as crazy as you may imagine; there are

But what if you

via our innovative TechFax' line. Just

have aproblem that just can't be solved

dial up and detailed system information

over the telephone?

any number of do-it-yourself computer
whiz kids in this business.
If you dort count yourself among their

ranks, you'll prefer Dell's way of supporting

same story. We've more than doubled o

our machines.

overseas sales in the last 3years in a

If needed, atrained technician can be

and won in customer satisfaction sury

at your home or office with asolution

in the UK, Germany and France.

in hand, usually by the next business day.'

Still can't decide? Take 30 days to

What's more, every time you call Dell
Tech Support an entry is

make up your mind. Within that time

de in our cus-

if you arerit

tely satisfied, jus

tomer database. So over
time, we'll know y
computer as well as you

return your Dell
DELL

system and we'll

COMPUTER
CORPORATION

refund your money,

MEN iNser

14ermne.,

Maybe even better.

no questions asked.

0/12, AUSITN Tn. 71,1.7'.
ILL

And you get

We're proud to

1this support

out getting

ter C011ià ide
computer staff
who knows your COMPUIel" as well as wu do. Maybe better.

Because the price of your
system includes on-site service coverage

add, though, that
this unconditional

guarantee has been used so sparingly,
only 1.2% of the over half amillion

for ayear, and phone support forever.

computers we've sold so far have ever

Buy acomputer and get the

come back.

company.

By standing
firmly

What does keep coming back, in ever
increasing numbers, are our customers.
Over 70% of the people who buy aDell

behind every

computer buy another. That's perhaps

machine we've ever sold, we've

the strongest statement of satisfaction any

built up a $546 million company

manufacturer could ever hope to receive.

in just seven years, one customer

So before you buy an 1486 system, ask

at atime.
the way, we've acquired quite
owing. For example, the editors
tPC Week have described the Dell
service and support package as "overkill:'
J. D. Power and Associates' ranked Dell

epoR4,

I
,
'•er.

e

IWEEK
I
111111
CTIO S

Our 53 pnxluct asierds in 1991 alone make Dell one of the
most awarded PC companies in the world.

"Best PC in Customer Satisfaction in
Small to Medium Sized Businesses'
We've won PC Week's Customer
Satisfaction Poll an unprecedented
eight times.
And in the last 12 months

around; there are plenty of Dell users out
there. And if there's anything you need,
call us. But you'd better hurry.
Great computers may last along time
but great deals don't.

alone, we've collected 53
product awards, including
PC Magazine's Editor's Choice,

InfoWorld's Buyer's Insurance and
PC Wind's Best Buy and World
Class Awards.
Last yar, Dell won
customer satisfaction polls
in the 1../ S. , U.K.,
Gennany and UwLQ.

DELL
COMPUTER
CORPORATION

And it's not just the smaller
users that are satisfied, either:
Dell computers are now used

by over two-thirds of the FORTUNE 500'
Overseas, it's been pretty much the

800-545-1580
TO ORDER, CALL PLEASE REFERENCE # 11E56
HOURS: 7,4J6-9PM CT MON-FRI 8AM- 4PM CT SAT 10AM-3PM CT SUN
IN CANADA 800-668-3021. IN MEXICO 95-800-010-0664.

IIIIIMMIIIIMMMIIIMIIMMMIMIIMMIIIIMIMIMIM1
FAX SHEET

SEND US THE FAX AND
WE'LL SEND YOU THE FIGURES.

Fill this out, tax it to us and we'll send back aprice quote, spec sheet and
any other information you may need on our line of i486 systems.
PROCESSOR
O i486SX, 20 MHz

4MB
8MB

O i486SX, 25 MHz
O i486, 33 MHz
O i486, 50 MHz
ARCHITECTURE
D EISA
ISA
CHASSIS
El Small Footprint
0 Mid-Size
O Floor-Standing

5.25"

UltraScan 14C, le 1024 x768, . 28mm
dot pitch non-interlaced, 70Hz

16 MB
HARD DRIVES

▪ UltraScan 15C, 157 1024 x768, . 28mm
dot pitch non-interlaced, 70Hz

D 50 MB

O GPD-16C, 16:1280 x1024, . 31mm dot pitch

80MB

E GPD-19C, 19Y:1280 x1024, . 31mm dot pitch

CI 100 MB

OPERATING SYSTEMS

D 200 MB

▪ MS-DOS 3.3

D 320 MB

MS-DOS 4.01

E 650 MB

MS-DOS 5.0

E Other

E MS-OS/2 1.21
El Dell UNIX' System V

MONITORS
VGA Color, 14 640 x480,
.39mm dot pitch

DISKETTE DRIVES
3.5"

D Super VGA Color, 147
1024 x768, 28mm dot pitch

MEMORY

OTHER ( i.e.: tape drive, network card,
mouse or modem)

D VGA Color Plus, 147
640 x480, . 3Imm dot pitch

Name
Title
Company

DELL

(If Applic.ele)

COMPUTER

Address
City

CORPORATION

State

Zip

800-727-8320

Fax Number
Please have aDell representative call me at

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE FAX US
#11E56

MMIMMIMIll
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NEWS
WHAT'S

MenuWorks
Keeps Private
Data Private

M

enuWorks Total Security provides PC security via awide variety of
tools. The program offers security through start-up control, access control, auditing
and tracking, and data encryption. Access control is
provided through user logon, locking of selected drives
and directories, controlling
access to individual files,
and locking DOS
commands.
Menu Works Total Security provides Data Encryption Standard-compliant
encryption through the creation of multiple virtual
drives on any one storage device. The administrator
designates the virtual drive
or drives that are to be
encrypted.
Price: $ 149.95.
Contact: PC Dynamics,
Inc., 31332 Via Colinas,
Suite 102, Westlake Village, CA 91362, (800) 8881741 or (818) 889-1741;
fax (818) 889-1014.
Circle 1002 on Inquiry Card.

Power- Launch
with hDC

ir

he latest offering by
hDC is aWindows utility that combines the functionality of asystem menu
launcher, avirtual screen
driver, acommand scheduler, and atask manager.
Power Launcher lets you
launch, individually or in
combination, any application, document, script, or
macro with asingle click of
the mouse. You can expand
the desktop's virtual screen
to as much as 64 times the
current size.
Price: $99.95.
Contact: hDC Computer
Corp., 6742 185th Ave. NE,

NEW

•

I

Menu Burls Total Security 2.00

UTILITIES

(C) PC Dynamics, Inc.

Card, Bernoulli Box, or
floppy drive running DOS or
Windows.
Price: $ 139.
Contact: AddStor, Inc.,
3905 Bohannon Dr., Menlo
Park, CA 94025, (800)
732-3133 or (415) 688-0470;
fax (415) 688-0466.
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Circle 1004 on Inquiry Card.
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Press 16 to Select Iron File or Directory Lists

M
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MenuWorks' password-protection control is one of the utility's
many security tools.

Redmond, WA 98052,
(206) 885-5550; fax (206)
881-9770.
Circle 1000 on Inquiry Card.

Get the Most
from Your
Memory

S

tuffIt SpaceMaker incorporates two compression functions in asingle
software package. The Aladdin product features on-thefly and automatic background compression capabilities.
To compress afile or
folder, you need only attach a
preset keyword to the document's name. Once you've
attached the keyword,
SpaceMaker works transparently.
SpaceMaker's Idle-Time
Compression feature automatically compresses data
while your Mac is idle. You
can specify particular
disks, files, or folders that
should not be compressed
by Idle-Time, or you can turn
off the feature altogether.
SpaceMaker compresses
most files to half their original size, and it can compress some files, such as
graphics and database in-

formation, by as much as 98
percent. According to Aladdin, the software works with
all Mac applications, and it
can compress data at speeds
comparable to those of
hardware-based compression
boards.
You can also create
StuffIt Deluxe and self-extracting archives. The program includes Aladdin's
StuffIt Engine.
Price: $59.95.
Contact: Aladdin Systems,
Inc., 165 Westridge Dr.,
Watsonville, CA 95076,
(408) 761-6200; fax (408)
761-6206.
Circle 1003 on Inquiry Card.

uperStor removes data
redundancy and can
automatically compress
your files to athird of their
original size when you
write them to disk. AddStor's
new package performs onthe-fly data compression
transparently.
Because it is asoftwareonly product, SuperStor does
not require an expansion
slot or additional hardware.
According to AddStor, the
program's compression capabilities equal or exceed
those of plug-in boards.
SuperStor is compatible
with any hard drive, Plus

onitoring your computer's power source is
ajob more easily done with
alittle help. Systems Enhancement offers two products that provide power monitoring across ahost of
operating environments.
PowerMon (for OS/2
LAN Manager, 3 + Open
OS/2 LAN Manager, and
OS/LAN Server) and SmartMon (for SCO Unix, SCO
Xenix, System V release 4,
DEC VMS, SunOS, and
Interactive Unix) alert you to
changes in your system's
power supply and let you set
up aprocedure for the monitoring system to follow in
the event of apower
disruption.
PowerMon comprises
software and cables that
monitor your uninterruptible power supply (UPS) by
constantly checking for
power failure. On discovering afailure, PowerMon
follows your predetermined
directions, which can include asystem shutdown.
SmartMon lets you display or print information pertaining to the status of your
UPS's batteries and utilities.
Price: PowerMon, $ 149;
SmartMon, $ 199 and up (depending on operating
system).
Contact: Systems Enhancement Corp., 761 Spirit of St.
Louis Blvd., Chesterfield,
MO 63005, (314) 532-2855;
fax (314) 537-2791.
Circle 1001 on Inquiry Card.
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WORD

PROCESSING

Wang Integrates
Non-GUI
Applications

Create Font
Special Effects

W

ang's new UpWord
2.0 document-processing program for Windows
3.0 integrates with Windows
and non-Windows applications and offers workgroup
computing and image management. The program's
compound document management capability lets you
keep documents and related
external images together
when copying, renaming,
moving, or deleting files.
Wang says that Up Word
2.0's ability to link with nonWindows applications, such
as Lotus 1-2-3 and dBase,
lets you enjoy Windows
document processing without
having to shift all your applications to aGUI.
UpWord's workgroup
functions support redlining
and revision tracking.
Price: $495.
Contact: Wang Laboratories, Inc., 1Industrial Ave.,
Lowell, MA 01851, (508)
459-5000.
Circle 1005 on Inquiry Card.

Two DTP
Programs for
Windows 3.0

E

xpress Publisher for
Windows is for the business user who wants to
create professional-looking
ads, newsletters, brochures,
flyers, and other designintensive documents. The
program offers templates
called Express Designs that
include layouts and styles.
Express Publisher for
Windows provides thumbnail
previews, which are live
thumbnail graphical representations of document templates, clip art, fonts, spacing, and alignment options
that you can edit. With Express Publisher for Win-
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UpWord 2.0 lets you crop, scale, or size images as needed.
Within the cropping editor, you can invoke agraphics editor,
such as CorelDraw for Windows 3.0, for further image
enhancement.
dows, you can rotate text,
text frames, and other page
elements. The program
comes with Adobe Type
Manager, 13 font outlines,
and 20 predesigned templates. A built-in spelling
checker is also included.
Price: $249.95.
Contact: Power Up Software Corp., 2929 Campus
Dr., San Mateo, CA 94403,
(415) 345-5900; fax (415)
349-1356.
Circle 1006 on Inquiry Card.

W

indows users looking
for an inexpensive
desktop publishing program
can buy PagePlus for Windows for less than $ 150.
The program offers text and
image rotation, typographic
control, and an electronic
pasteboard for creating
publications.
PagePlus for Windows
lets you control text point
sizes from 4to 250 points
in % 0point increments, Serif
says. The program offers
expand, condense, slant,
kern, letter-space, outline,
and pattern features. It imports text and graphics
from avariety of appli-
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cations.
Price: $ 149.
Contact: Serif, Inc., P.O.
Box 803, Nashua, NH
03061, (603) 889-8650; fax
(603) 889-1127.
Circle 1007 on Inquiry Card.

Page Layout
for the Amiga

P

ageSetter III, an enhanced version of Gold
Disk's entry-level page layout program, provides text
and graphics creation as
well as alayout system for the
Amiga. Along with aword
processor and spelling
checker, the program offers
acolor paint program and
clip art.
New output capabilities
include PostScript compatibility and color printing of
bit maps and art. PageSetter
III runs on any Amiga, and
it is compatible with Workbench 2.0.
Price: $ 129.95.
Contact: Gold Disk, 5155
Spectrum Way, Unit 5, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
L4W 5A1, (416) 602-4000;
fax (416) 602-4001.
Circle 1010 on Inquiry Card.

M

akeUp, aprogram
for Windows 3.x that
lets you create special effects with type, combines
text manipulation and
graphics for creating logos,
illustrations, banners, and
mastheads. MakeUp supports PostScript Type 1,
TrueType, and Bitstream
Speedo type, and it doesn't
require aseparate font-scaling utility.
MakeUp ships with five
typefaces. You can rotate,
stretch, flip, and otherwise
manipulate text with MakeUp. You can even pour text
into customized shapes, Bitstream reports. The program supports color.
Price: $149.
Contact: Bitstream, Inc.,
215 First St., Cambridge,
MA 02142, (617) 4976222.
Circle 1008 on Inquiry Card.

P

ower Up Software's
TextAppeal for Windows lets you create more
visually interesting documents with custom headlines, logos, bursts, and
other text effects. It combines type manipulation,
drawing tools, and the ability to import and export
graphical images.
With TextAppeal, you
can curve, rotate, shadow,
and stretch type to create an
image for your document.
You can combine text with
lines, curves, and boxes
created with the program's
drawing tools and clip art to
produce custom logos,
bursts, and headlines.
Price: $129.95.
Contact: Power Up Software Corp., 2929 Campus
Dr., San Mateo, CA 94403,
(415) 345-5900; fax (415)
349-1356.
Circle 1009 on Inquiry Card.

486/33 Features
80486 33MHZ 32 bit INTEL CPU
4MB RAM-Expandable to 32MB
AMI BIOS with Extended CMOS Setup
256K Static RAM Cache
8Expansion Slots ( ISA 16 bit)
14" SuperVGA Color Monitor, 1024x768, 28inrn dot
1MB VGA Card, resolves 1024x768 at 256 colors
1.2 and 1.44 MB Floppy Disk Drives
120MB IDE Hard Drive, 19ms
Desktop Style Case ( Tower Option Available)
220W Switching Power Supply
Serial, Parallel, and Game Ports
MS-DOS 5.0, Serial Mouse included
Full IYear Limited Warranty-Parts and Labor
EISA System. 32 bit Bus

add $ 1000

(EISA has 732-tits104, 116-1311 Mot)

jj.„3
- • ,

iiJ tí

33661B ESDI ( 16ms)

addS1150

7601A0 ESDI ( 14rns)

add $ 1950

760MB SCSI ( 14ens)

add $2250

Sony 1304 ( non Interlaced)

add $450

200M13 IDE ( 19m.)

add $300

ESO/EISA 32- bit Controller add $795

!•"

1 1_

SHOPPER'S ADVISORY-- If you're finding yourself stuck in the confusing forest of computer dealers,
you won't find many that can claim: I) A Large National Customer Rase, 2) Major Corporate Clients, 3) Retail/
Mail Order and Wholesale business, 4) An Established Tradition of Customer Support
But WE CAN!
Since 1984, we continue our commitment to providing the highest quality components and service at the best price.

Stay on the cutting edge with Lucky Star International!
AU LS! Professional Systems Are FCC Certified.

386/25 Super VGA

286 and 386 SX

42kfEt Hard Drive, 11,1B RAM, SuperVGA

421113 Hard Drive. 1k113 RAM. Mono Monitor

80386 25MHZ 32 bit CPU

1MB RAM-Exp. to 4MB(286) or 8MB(SX)

1MB RAM- Expandable to 16MB
14" SuperVGA Color Monitor
5I2K Super VGA Card
I.2MB Floppy Disk Drive (
add $65 for 2nd Floppy)

12" Monochrome TTL Monitor, 720x348 res.
MonoGraphic Card, Hercules Compatible
I.2.MB Floppy Disk Drive
42MB IDE Hard Drive, 28ms
Desktop Style Case, 220W Switching PS

42MB IDE Hard Drive, 28ms
Desktop Style Case
220W Switching Power Supply
Serial. Parallel, and Game Ports
Full IYear Limited Warranty-Parts and Labor

Serial, Parallel, and Game Ports
Full IYear Limited Warranty-Pans and Labor
386SX/20

$845. 00

$1295. 0°

386SX/16

$795 .00

286/12

645.°°
'4' SuperVGA, 512K VRAM add $350

"
120MIABB
Hil
ar
a
drdpO
ri rlie' 19
1:0

aard $ 100

Memory Upgrade ( per MB)

add $65

MS-DOS 5.0 (with System Purchase Only)
Logitech Mouseman, Serial
Logitech Mouseman. Bus
Logitech Trackman, Serial
Logitech Grayscale Scanman
TEAC 1.2 Floppy
TEAC 1.44 Floppy vir bracket
Microscience 8040, 42MB IDE HD, 23ms
Conner 30104. 120MB IDE HD, 19ms
120MB Tape Backup
CM7 SuperVGA. 14" ( Imerlaced at 1024_28 dot)
CM8 SuperVGA, 14" ( Non Interlaced 1024, . 28 dot)
AM9 SuperVGA, 14" ( Sony Tube, Non-Intl., . 25 dot)

$65
589
$79
$89
$315
$85
$69
$235
$415
$275
6345
$475
$575

386/33 Power System
120MB Hard Drive. 411113 RAM. SuperVGA

80386 33MHZ 32 bit CPU
4MB RAM-Expandable to 32MB
64K Cache- Expandable to 128K
14" SuperVGA Color Monitor, 1024x768
512K Super VGA Card, 1024x768 at 16 color
1.2 and 1.44 MB Floppy Disk Drives
120MB IDE Hard Drive, 19ms
Desktop Style Case
220W Switching Power Supply
Serial, Parallel, and Game Ports
MS-DOS 5.0, Serial Mouse included
Full 1Year Limited Warranty-Parts/Labor

1695. 0°

Limited Time
At This LOW
LOW PRICE!!!

Non- Interlaced SVGA, .25mm dot ( Sony tube)
16" Non- Interlaced SVGA, .28mm dot
20" Non- Interlaced SVGA

add $350
add $850
CALL

Above Video Upgrades Include 1MB VGA Card

Quality Service and Support Since 1984

Locations Nationwide

Fl

[Leh's
; rumpui(tst
Retail Hours
Mon-Sat 9am-6pm

Eastern/Central/Pacific Time
/
UBE
e
MEER II

NOW OPEN IN ATLANTA. GA!

Mail Order

Hours 9am-6pm Central Time

SOUTHWEST REGION
2132 N. Collins
701 Greenville Ave #602

r

1-800-966-5825
NORTHWEST REGION
10773 SW.Bvtn.-Hills. Hwy
14220 NE 20th #13

Richardson, TX 75081

Arlington, TX 76011

Beaverton, OR 97005

Bellevue, WA 98007

Sunday Noon-5pm
Addison. TX
Tukwila. WA
Locations ONLY

(214)690-6110

(817)265-1883

(503)671-0961

(
206)643-2673

12110 Westheimer
Houston, TX 77077

17338 Southcenter Pkwy.
Tukwila,WA 98188

GREATER ATLANTA
5939 Jimmy Carter Blvd.

.12V.

4151 Beltline Rd. # 120
Addison, TX 75244

(214)702-8588

(713)497-7887

LIC 55 STAR INTERNATIONAL
.

Circle

558 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 559).

(206)575-9060

Norcross, GA 30071

(404)416-9605
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•
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Convert Fonts
Into TrueType

Speed Up Your
Graphics
Windows Display

T

he FontMonger typemanipulation program
for PCs lets you convert
your existing type library
into TrueType format for
use with Windows 3.1.
FontMonger converts
font files in any direction
among the major font formats. It can also automatically convert selected characters or entire fonts into
Adobe Illustrator and Encapsulated PostScript file
formats (for both Windows
and Mac graphics applications) and the Windows
metafile format. Like the
Mac version of FontMonger, the Windows version offers ablend of typemodification capabilities.
FontMonger enables you
to generate inferior and
superior characters for
mathematical and scientific
formulas, pricing, and fractions directly from your
keyboard.
Using FontMonger, you
can combine type with graphics and merge it back into a
font for immediate access
and quick placement of frequently used graphics and
logos.
Price: $99.95.
Contact: Ares Software
Corp., 561 Pilgrim Dr.,
Suite D, Foster City, CA
94404, (415) 578-9090; fax
(415) 378-8999.
Circle 1013 on Inquiry Cord.

W

Using FontMonger 's Alter Character window, you can assign
specialized characters to specific keys on your keyboard.

Paging
Doctor PC
he next time you're
feeling ill, try asking
your PC for medical advice. Schueler's Home Medical Advisor ( HMA) is areference system that provides
information on self-care,
preventative medicine, and
symptom analysis.
Designed by ateam of
emergency-room physicians,
the program uses an interrogative format to diagnose
your problem. HMA's topic
files cover symptoms, diseases, injuries, poisons,
drugs, medical tests, and
specialist referrals.
HMA includes hundreds
of images to help you distinguish between similar conditions. The program is not

U.S. and Soviet
polar-orbiting
satellites provide
the weather feeds
to Sat View.

SNE4
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intended to be asubstitute
for the doctor. Once you've
consulted HMA, you'll
know what to expect when
you seek treatment, and
you'll be better able to
choose specialists.
Price: $99.95.
Contact: Pixel Perfect,
Inc., 10460 South Tropical
Trail, Merritt Island, FL
32952, (407) 777-5353; fax
(407) 777-0323.
Circle 1011 on Inquiry Cord.

Weather Images
from Space

N

ow you can receive
real-time U.S. and Soviet satellite images on your
Macintosh. SatView gathers
data from satellites that orbit the earth every 100 minutes, and it displays cloud
cover and ocean surface temperatures worldwide. SatView offers image-processing and -analysis software
and aNuBus card with an onboard processor for image
digitization and storage.
Price: $3950.
Contact: Marisys, Inc.,
2905 South Federal Hwy.,
Suite C-10, Delray Beach,
FL 33483, (407) 272-3490;
fax (407) 272-3485.
Circle 1015 on Inquiry Cord.

inSpeed for Windows 3.0, an alternative to speed-up cards, will
boost the speed at which
graphical images are displayed on your screen by two
to five times. The program
supports about 85 percent of
the Super VGA cards on the
market.
Price: $79.
Contact: Panacea, Inc.,
Post Office Sq., Suite 4, 24
Orchard View Dr., Londonderry, NH 03053, (603)
437-5022; fax (603) 4342461.
Circle 1014 on Inquiry Card.

New Authorware
Supports
Multimedia

W

ith Authorware Professional for Windows, you can develop interactive applications that
support CD audio, MIDI,
animation, and Windows
sound. Authorware says
that the Windows 3.0 version
is acomplement to the Mac
version, providing almost
100 percent conversion of
application structure and
content.
The program comes with
an object-authoring interface
for nontechnical users. You
can build sophisticated applications without scripting,
the company reports. As you
create your application,
Authorware guides you
through development with a
graphical map.
Price: $8000.
Contact: Authorware, Inc.,
275 Shoreline Dr., Suite 535,
Redwood City, CA 94065,
(415) 595-3101; fax (415)
595-3077.
Circle 1012 on Inquiry Cord.

JUST HOW FAST IS
PROGRAMMING IN APL*PLUS?
This fast. APL*PLUS streamlines the whole
programming process and screams through complex
data manipulations with turbo speed.
APL*PLUS notation is like the math you already
know. So you can solve problems the way you think
about them, instead of wasting time figuring out how to
solve them. And it's concise. Afew lines of APL*PLUS
can replace pages of code written in other languages.
Explore complex "what if" scenarios using built-in
functions that manipulate tables of data like single
objects. Prototype solutions and quickly put them to the
test. Develop complete applications in record-breaking
time with editing, graphics, screen windowing and communications facilities, mouse support and interfaces to
spreadsheets and subroutines written in other languages.

Use our tutorial to jump start the whole programming process. Then, use APL*PLUS' speed
and power to zoom through your development cycle so
fast it's almost illegal. APL*PLUS. The programming
language to use when you have miles of data. And
the need for speed. Call today and we'll rush you a
free demo disk.

APL*PLUS®
(800) 592-0050 Ext. 875
In Maryland (301) 984-5123

APL*PLUS is aregistered trademark of STSC, Inc., and is available for IBM PC's and compatibles, UNIX workstations, VAX minicomputers and
IBM mainframes. Fax: (301) 984-5094 TELEX: 898085 (STSC ROVE)
1991 STSC, Inc. Germany: 069-80053-0/0212-33-90-99; France: 0145-27-20-61;
U.K.: 071436-9481; Canada: 416-369-1630; Spain: 01-556-6056. All other countries. call ( 3011 984-5412 for the name of alocal dealer.
Circle 561 on Inquiry Card.
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A

nupgrade of the Adept
expert-system development tool lets you model
business and technical procedures and turn them into interactive software applications that guide an end user
through complex tasks.
Adept 2.0, which runs
under Windows 3.0, lets you
create agraphical depiction
of expert procedures—much
as you would create aflowchart—to develop aclear picture of the choices and the
alternatives. Adept 2.0
doesn't force you to create
an expert system using ifthen statements.
Other new features include graphical debugging
and Dynamic Data Exchange. The program uses a
visual programming method and lets you insert
changes into your system at
any point.
Price: $695.
Contact: Symbologic
Corp., 15379 Northeast 90th
St., Redmond, WA 98052,
(206) 881-3938; fax (206)
881-7198.
Circle 1016 on Inquiry Card.
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By creating agraphical depiction of the procedures that
experts use, Adept 2.0 turns real-life decisions into interactive
software programs.

Testing
for Unix, OS/2,
and Windows

A

sGUI applications become more complex, especially LAN-based and
groupware programs, it's
getting harder to find,
track, and fix software bugs.
Software Quality Automation's SQA:Robot lets you execute astandard test and
play back the results during
system testing.
SQA:Robot can record
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SQA:Robot 'srecord/playback functions let you conduct
performance and regression tests on GUI modules. The version
for Windows 3.0 is shown here.
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all functions of the GUI environment, including mouse
and keyboard activities and
window moving, resizing,
and scrolling. Advanced
script logic and test-execution/validation techniques
are also included. SQA says
the program is integrated
with Visual Basic, which
lets you interact with nonproprietary scripting languages
in modifying test scripts.
SQA:Robot works with
SQA:Manager, SQA's software test management program. SQA:Manager consists
of three tools: the test manager, the problem tracker,
and the analyzer.
SQA:Manager works
under DOS, Windows 3.0,
OS/2 Presentation Manager, and the X Window System under Unix. SQA:Robot works under Windows
and OS/2.
Price: SQA:Robot for Windows, $695; SQA:Robot for
Presentation Manager,
$995; SQA:Manager, $3500
and up.
Contact: Software Quality
Automation, 1Parker St.,
Lawrence, MA 01843,
(800) 228-9922 or (508) 6890182; fax (508) 689-4195.
Circle 1019 on Inquiry Card.

use with any Winn— dows dialogue editor
(e.g., the dialogue editors
of the Software Development
Kit or WindowsMaker Professional), Magic Fields offers acollection of objects
that perform data-field
validation. The collection
includes objects that perform
numeric, text, date, and
other data-field validation.
Without programming, you
can also define fields such as
employee number and invoice number.
Price: U.S. version, $295;
international version, $369.
Contact: Blue Sky Software Corp., 7486 La Jolla
Blvd., Suite 3, La Jolla, CA
92037, (619) 459-6365; fax
(619) 459-6366.
Circle 1018 on Inquiry Card.

Learn Windows
Programming
Fast
ninteractive system
from IntelligenceWare
teaches you Windows 3.0
programming techniques
with hypertext, graphical
tutorials, and source code annotations and explanations.
Source code explanations in
WindowsTeach are provided with hypertext clarifications in amultiwindow
environment.
WindowsTeach's concepts component explains the
structure of Windows, and
the programs component offers 21 structured programs, each illustrating a
feature of Windows.
Price: $ 123.
Contact: IntelligenceWare,
Inc., 5933 West Century
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA
90045, (213) 216-6177; fax
(213) 417-8897.
Circle 1017 on Inquiry Card.

To assure you'll get the most for your
systems, we offer you:

Pre-Sale Consultation
We believe your thorough understanding of how our systems work
for you is vital in making the right purchasing decision. Our consultants are
specially trained to ease the decision
process by answering even the most
intricate questions you may have.

Leasing Program
Affordable price is only half the
reason why our systems give you the
best value. We also offer aleasing
program which enables you to make
installment payments and get great
tax advantages.

Datatrans Express Loaner
Policy (
One-year free)
For your peace of mind, we offer this
bonus with each one of our Host or
Server system in addition to the
regular one-year warranty. In the
unlikely event our Host or Server
system has ahardware problem and
cannot be resolved over the phone,
we will ship you astandard loaner via
UPS Next Day Service. And we'll pay
for shipping both ways.

Designed for today's growing multiuser environment. our 433e Host/Server
and 4331 Host are equipped with the powerful Intel 80486 CPU and Datatrans
Speedboard.

Both systems come with SCO UNIX operating system pre-

installed and fully tested, so you can get it up and running quickly and easily.
Our 433i Host is atruly affordable solution for small- to- medium sized
businesses. Our 433e Host/Server is Ethernet ready, thus acts simultaneously
as aUNIX multiuser host and aUNIX network server.

DIS Host/Server

PC /
PC
Workstation )(terminal

Terminal

Terminal

PC as
Terminal

r

r
I I 1=1

Other computer
Systems

Ethernet

DIS Speedboard

Datatrans Speedboare is aproprietary serial I/O
controller, developed by Datatrans to handle heavy data
transfer in amultiuser computing environment. With its
on- board 16 MHz 80186 processor, up to 512 KB of
memory buffer, and statistical supporting software,
Speedboard relieves main CPU overhead and effectively
accelerates I/O speed.

SCO

aééo

The UNIX Multiuser Solution
DIS 4331 Host

DIS 4331 Xterminal/PC

la 80486.33 MHz ISA
• 8MB RAM ( max. 64 MB)
al 1.2 MB 5.25" floppy drive
• 1.44 MB 3.5" floppy drive
• 210 MB hard drive
• 120 MB tape backup
NI Monochrome VGA display
• 8- user subsystem
(max. 64- user)
• SCO UNIX V/386 OS installed

• 80486-33 MHz ISA
• 4MB RAM ( max. 64 MB)
• 1.44 MB 3.5" floppy drive
• 90 MB hard drive
III 17" SVGA 1024 x768 color
display, non- interlaced
• Logitech mouse
• SCO PC Xsight-TCP/IP
installed
• 3COM Ethernet

$4,095

$3,495

433e EISA Host/Server .... Call

MS 4331 UNIX/DOS
Workstation
• 80486-33 MHz ISA
II 4MB RAM ( max. 64 MB)
• 1.2 MB 5.25" floppy drive
• 1.44 MB 3.5" floppy drive
• 120 MB hard drive
• 14" SVGA 1024 x768 color
display, non- interlaced
• SCO UNIX V/386 OS installed
• MS-DOS installed

$2,549

AUTHORIZED
RESELLER

Call Toll Free

1-800-368-1688

Ask about our 30-day trial offer

&deem ecuregetereaciuce cued
et-eite dewlee ane ctecuidde

DATATRANS
Datatrans Systems, Inc.
35-28 154th Street, Flushing, NY 11354
Tel: 718-445-6970 Fax: 718-461-2822
Circle 556 on Inquiry Card
(RESELLERS: 557).
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Software
Engineering
for X

IDB Object
Database for
Mac and Unix

R

ational Rose, agraphical object-oriented analysis and design tool, offers
aclient/server software tool
for language-independent
analysis and design on the
IBM RISC System/6000
and Sparcstation compatibles.
You can access Rose
from any X Window Systemcompliant display running
Motif or Open Windows.
Rose supports languages
such as C++, Ada, Smalltalk, and C. It also supports
the Booch programming
method.
Rose offers class
browsers and reusable libraries. The semantic information stored in Rose's repository is accessible through a
set of open interfaces, letting
you integrate the program
with third-party tools and
frameworks.
An object-oriented database and adesktop publishing system come with Rose.
Price: $3995 per license.
Contact: Rational, 3320
Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, CA
95054, (408) 496-3692; fax
(408) 496-3638.
Circle 1022 on Inquiry Card.

Unix Desktop
Without Clutter

T

he new version of the
I Wish ( for Window Iconic Shell) program development and delivery desktop
for Unix, Motif, and Network File System distributed
computing minimizes the
use of screen space and provides file and application
management. Non Standard
Logics says Wish eliminates the proliferation of windows that you often find in
graphical desktops. Wish2
includes Wx2, the com-

8614E-8

Rational Rose shows the highest-level view of aproblemreporting system in the class-diagram editor at lower left. The
upper left window contains aclass-diagram editor that shows
adecomposition of one of the class categories—that of user
applications. At right, the class specification editor lets you
examine the behavior of each class, and the object diagram
editor lets you examine key mechanisms and how they work in
the system. Also shown at right is the hypertext help system.
Rose integrates with applications from Frame and Saber.
pany's graphical programming editor for Motif.
Wish2's main window
has acurrent-directory panel
and atool-tray panel for
docking frequently used
tools, files, and applications. Wish2's command
window uses the AutoRecall feature to supply you
with lengthy path names
automatically. You can type
rm and click on an icon.
Once you click on the file
icon, along command sequence, such as rm / liar/
export / sony/ns / demo/
newf 1.1e, can appear on the
command line. On-line
help is available. Wish2 requires OSF/Motif 1.1.
Price: Starts at $695 (depending on platform and
quantity).
Contact: Non Standard
Logics, Inc., 4141 State St.,
Suite B-11, Santa Barbara,
CA 93110, (805) 964-9599;
fax (805) 964-4367.
Circle 1020 on Inquiry Card.
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An X Debugger
for Real-Time
Unix

A

debugging tool for
real-time Unix and Posix that operates in the X
Window System interface or
the ASCII terminal mode,
LDB offers source- and kernel-level debugging of
multiple threads and processes. LDB's features include signals debugging;
support for break, watch,
and trace points; stepping;
and stack examination.
LDB can also debug aprogram on aremote system
via an Ethernet link.
The initial release of
LDB supports Lynx0S. Versions are planned for standard variations of Unix.
Price: $895.
Contact: Lynx Real-Time
Systems, Inc., 16780 Lark
Ave., Los Gatos, CA
95030, (408) 354-7770; fax
(408) 354-7085.
Circle 1023 on Inquiry Card.

he IDB Object Database is now available on
the Mac, Next workstations, and Hewlett-Packard
machines running HP/UX,
joining versions for Windows, Sun, and HP/Domain operating systems.
Version 1.1 supports
controlled sharing of information across heterogeneous networks with any mix
of supported platforms, according to Persistent Data
Systems. The program can
also store and manipulate
complex information.
Price: $2500 for PCs or
Macs; $3500 for Next; $6000
for HP/Apollo, HP/UX, or
Sun workstations.
Contact: Persistent Data
Systems, Inc., 75 West Chapel Ridge Rd., Pittsburgh,
PA 15238, (412) 963-1843.
Circle 1024 on Inquiry Cord.

Objectworks \
C++ Supports
Teamwork
bjectworks \ C++,
ParcPlace Systems'
programming environment
for C++, now supports
team programming and integrates with popular Unix
development tools such as
make. It runs on the Sun-3
and Sparcstation platforms.
Version 2.4 of the environment is now suited for
teams of programmers
working on medium to large
C++ projects, the company says.
Price: $3000.
Contact: ParcPlace Systems, 1550 Plymouth St.,
Mountain View, CA 94043,
(415) 691-6700; fax (415)
691-6715.
Circle 1021 on Inquiry Card.

GRAND

SLAM
MATC

EVEREJE
EVER to, EX

& MANCHESTER

eiet

LX

FULL POWER
NOTEBOOK
COMPUTER
Powered by the Intel 80386SX
processor running at 20 megahertz,
this EVEREX Computer is a
lightweight and powerful portable
computer. The TEMPO LX is an
aggressively priced and feature
rich high quality product from an
American company, EVEREX EVER for EXcellence.
• Weighs iess than 7 Pounds
• 3-1/2" 1.44MB Floppy
II 40MB or 60MB Hard Disk
MI

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME OFFER

1MB RAM ( Expandable to 5MB)

• Parallel Port, Serial Port
• Backlit High Contrast VGA Display

Windows 3.0, EVEREX Mouse
and Carrying Case included,

• External Monitor Port
• NiCad Battery with AC
Adapter/Recharger
• DOS 4.01
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
NETWORKING
CONNECTIVITY
CAD/CAM
DESKTOP PUBLISHING

Authorized EVEREX Dealer

MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.
"The Computer Supply and Equipment Experts"

50 MARCUS BOULEVARD • HAUPPAUGE, NEW YORK 11788 • ( 516)435-1199
New York City: ( 212) 629-6969 U Boca Raton: ( 407) 241-7900 U Tampa: ( 813) 962-8088 U Boston: (617) 739-1555
Circle 560 on lnquiry Card.

NEWS
WHAT'S

Risk Analysis
for Excel
in Windows 3.0

File

Circle 1025 on Inquiry Cord.

Professional
Spreadsheet
for the Amiga

P

rofessional Calc, a
high-end spreadsheet
and graphing program for
the Amiga, provides more
than 125 functions. A
graphical control panel provides fast access to commonly used functions.
The program supports
multiple fonts and colors
within aspreadsheet. Userdefinable style tags control
attributes such as font and
color. An outlining feature
lets you collapse and hide
rows and columns.
Professional Calc can
generate 2-D and 3-D bar
graphs and other charts. It
can import Lotus 1-2-3 files,
Maxiplan files, and dBase
text files.
Price: $395.
Contact: Gold Disk, 5155
Spectrum Way, Unit 5, Mis-
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No More
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C

rystal Ball, the financial-risk-analysis program that runs inside Excel
for the Mac, is now available
in aversion for Excel for
Windows. Crystal Ball generates forecasts that include
arange of possible outcomes
instead of providing you
with asingle number.
Crystal Ball for Windows
helps you predict the best,
worst, and most likely results for an uncertain situation. Through Monte Carlo
simulations, the program displays agraph of the relative
probabilities of different
outcomes.
Price: $ 195.
Contact: Decisioneering,
Inc., 1727 Conestoga St.,
Boulder, CO 80301, (800)
289-2550 or (303) 447-6464.

edit
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Crystal Ball for Windows offers forecasting and risk analysis
for the Excel spreadsheet.
sissauga, Ontario, Canada
LAW 5A1, (416) 602-4000;
fax (416) 602-4001.
Circle 1029 on Inquiry Cord.

A Database
for Surveys
and Marketing

A

syou can guess from
its name, Survey 2.0 is
designed for marketing,
business, and other applications in which you need to
collect, review, analyze, and
present data from surveys.
The program supports formbased data entry, and its
editor lets you generate your
own surveys.
Analysis capabilities include statistical templates
and, for advanced users,
cross-tabulation and chisquare options. You can use
the program to generate
tables and bar and pie
charts.
Price: $395.
Contact: Raosoft, Inc.,
6645 Northeast Windermere
Rd., Seattle, WA 98115,
(206) 525-4025; fax (206)
525-4947
Circle 1030 on Inquiry Cord.
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An Express
Ticket to
Financing

L

oan Express helps you
determine what type of
financing is right for your
business and generate the required reports to help you
secure the loan.
The program's Loan
Decision Tree asks you questions to determine what
loan is correct for you. Once
you answer the questions,
Loan Express automates the
analysis and produces a
proposal with financial
schedules, awritten report,
and graphics.
Not only does the program help you secure financing, but it can help you decide on the best way to use
extra funding. The program also helps you answer
questions such as how you
will pay back the money,
how you will use the loan
proceeds, and whether your
financial projections are
reasonable.
Price: $ 195.
Contact: ValuSource, Inc.,
1939 Grand Ave., San Diego,
CA 92109, (800) 825-8763
or (619) 483-1172; fax (619)
272-0307.
Circle 1028 on Inquiry Card.

ecent reports in the financial press say that as
many as one-third of all adjustable rate mortgages have
at least one mistake made
by the lending institution. A
new program for the PC
called ARM Alarm can
check ARM calculations
during the life of the loan.
Using ARM Alarm, you
can check for errors in your
loan by referring to your
loan documents for specific
information, entering information into the program, and
letting it perform the calculations for you.
Price: $79.
Contact: Selfware, Inc.,
6734 Curran St., McLean,
VA 22101, (703) 506-0400;
fax (703) 506-0580.
Circle 1026 on Inquiry Card.

Make Your
Connections
on the Mac

C

onnections, anew program for the Mac, gives
you instant access to telephone numbers, notes, and
addresses, and it integrates
scheduling, communications,
and note-taking in one program. The group calendar
coordinates the schedules of
as many as 30 people in a
workgroup and is System
7.0-savvy.
You can customize Connections' telephone directory
into acontact card file. The
program supports instant letter and envelope addressing
from the telephone directory.
Price: $ 199.
Contact: Concentrix Technology, Inc., 1875 South
Grant St., Suite 760, San
Mateo, CA 94402, (415)
358-8600; fax (415) 3589742.
Circle 1027 on Inquiry Cord.

Built To Evolve.
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PUBLICLY TRADING

OTC SYMBOL SOMX

Upgradable
AST

ALR

Dell

PCBrand

25MHz

16MHz

20MHz

20MHz

25MHz

2MB

2MB

2MB

2MB

2MB

1.2MB FD

Included

Included

Included

Included

1.44MB FD

Included

Included

Not incl.

Not incl.

Included

Included

40MB

40MB

40MB

40MB

40MB

386SX CPU
Memory

Hard Disk
Serial Port

2

2

1

2

Parallel Port

1

1

1

1

1

Mouse Port

1

1

1

1

Mouse
VGA Monitor

Not incl.

Not incl.

Included

1MB

Not incl.

512KB

1MB

1MB

1024x768

Not incl.

800x600

1024x768

1024x768

Included

MS DOS 5.0

Included

Not incl.

Not incl.

Included

Included

Windows

Included

Not incl.

Not incl.

Included

Included

Price

recently become apparent
1 that upgradable, modular computer
systems are an excellent approach to
preserving abuyer's investment. Upgradable computers have been priced substantially higher than conventional,
non-upgradable ones; UNTIL NOW.

Not incl.

2

Included

VGA Card

T t has

Non upgradable

SUMEX

$1,595

$2,895

$2,393

$2,516 $ 1,825

MODULAR, UPGRADABLE SYSTEMS
386DX/33 $2,395
386DX/40 $2,595

486SX/20 $2,595
486SX/25 $2,795

486DX/25.....$3,195
486DX/33.„....$3,395

4MB RAM. 64KB Cache,
120MB HD. SVGA

4MB RAM. 64KB Cache,
120MB HD. SVGA

4MB RAM. 64KB Cache,
200MB HD, SVGA

Add $ 200 for 256KB Cache systems. All prices are introductory offers.

30- DAY MONEY BACK* • 1- YEAR WARRANTY • MADE IN USA
SUMEX Corporation is introducing anew, low-cost upgradable
computer system line called DATAstationTm. It is upgradable from
386SX to 386DX to 486SX to 486DX by changing asingle Processor Module. This upgrade procedure is very simple. It does not
require any jumper or switch settings. The system will automatically reconfigure. The system memory will also automatically
rescale to match the CPU Module ( 16- bit or 32- bit) so that no
"bottle- neck" is created to hinder the CPU performance.
SUMEX Corporation, incorporated in 1985, is engaged in the
development, manufacture and marketing of " upgradable, modular computers". Following the current introduction, there will be a
high- power, 32- bit EISA-MCA based modular computer product
line and many others involving leading- edge, patent pending
"modularity" technologies. SUMEX is acompany that dares to
innovate.

technologies, competitive pricing, and commitment to total customer satisfaction are some of the solid building blocks for SUMEX
Corporation's growth.
Give us acall today and find out how you can better preserve your
computer investment.

SUMEX
MI" CORPORATION

Toll Free ( 800) 257-8639

800-25SUMEX
Hours: 9AM-6PM M- F, PST

Tel: ( 714) 563-7456 Fax: ( 714) 563-1804
431 N Brookhurst Street, Unit 130, Anaheim, CA ,
)2801
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. Call for details of terms & conditions. All

SUMEX Corporation is also poised to grow.

The leading-edge

trademarks belong to their respective companies. • Refunds do not include shipping & handling
charges. Return Affihoriration Number is required before returning products.

Circle 567 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 568).

NOW YOU CAN COMMUNICATE WITH
YOUR MODEM OR FAXBOARD ON MULTILINE, DIGITAL,
PBX & HOTEL TELEPHONES
KONEXX is your UNLIMITED CONNECTION product that
allows you to connect your modem or inboard
to the OFFICE telephone right on your desk.
No more searching for the wall jack or sharing
dedicated phone lines.
CONVENIENT, EASY TO USE,
QUICK INSTALLATION, AND
SAVES MONEY!
qr.
OVER 30,000
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KONEXX
HAND
SET
PAT. 4.907,267

Available at
Egghead Discount Software

VOICE

M.
MODEL 106

DATA
PORT

DATA
OUTPU1

LEVEL

UNLIMITED SYSTEMSmuum
SAN DIEGO, CA.
2
3

MODEL 106- $99.00
Manual VOICE/DATA Switch. Recommended for Laptops,
Notebooks, and Portables. Amust for computerized sales force.

MODEL 108 -$ 139.00

5555 MAGNATRON BLVD., STE J
SAN DIEGO, CA 92111

Supplies telephone line voltage and an AUTOMATIC
VOICE/DATA Switch. Recommended for Desktop PC's,
Fax machines, and Modems that require voltage.
DIAL YOUR VOICE CALLS WITH YOUR PC!
(Great for Contact Management Software Applications)

CALL 1-800-275-6354

Circle 613 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 614).
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FAXALL:

AI

your

‘e3I lax tormard

Network Facsimile Servers

ALLFAX,

Inc.

3772 Plaza Drive, Suite 3
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108

ATTN:

F.

B.

Jones,

From:

C.

T.

Merryweather,

Message:

MIS

Voice:
Fax:

313/668-7859
313/668-7856

Director
Network Administrator

Per your request,

we've

found

the way to

improve our

productivity and image.
We can now send faxes from within
our word- processors, DTP, CAD tools, etc.
We've chosen the
FAXALLTM solution because of its ease- of-use, affordability
and outstanding features:

• Send and Receive

complete independent
at every workstation

capability

• Automatic

built-in,

confidential

Inbound Routing

and
• Unlimited Users

convenient

we can start with, and add, as
many users as we want, with no
additional charges or site fees

• Network Neutrality

• HP Laserjet

FAXALL 7m is compatible with
NetBios, Novell, Banyan, etc.

Emulation

faxing is as easy as printing a
document

• Windows

Support

FAXALLTM has

it

all.

efficient,

to an Epson

or HP Laser

we're set for the future!

And

FAXALLTM does

it

all.

Suggest we call ASAP.

FAXALL'
Clearly the best.

To see the amazing FAXA.LLTM clarity for yourself, call 313/668-7859.
Circle 564 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 565).

NEWS
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Data Acquisition
for Visual Basic

NEW

•
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Ltd., P.O. Box 265, Station
A, Nanaimo, BC, Canada
V9R 5K9, (604) 756-0956.
Circle 1033 on Inquiry Card.

CIF
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Amphl

riverLinx for Visual
Basic offers aseries of
real-time data acquisition
engines for third-party, highspeed analog and digital
I/O boards. DriverLinz,
which takes the form of a
custom control that is added
to the Visual Basic toolbar,
enables you to drop adata acquisition engine into your
application. Users can choose
from more than 100 functions for creating both foreground and background
tasks.
Price: $400.
Contact: Scientific Software Tools, Inc., 30 East
Swedesford Rd., Malvern,
PA 19355, (215) 889-1354;
fax (215) 889-1630.
Circle 1031 on Inquiry Cord.
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DriverLinx for Visual Basic comes with complete source code
for this two-channel function synthesizer to show you how to
develop real-time applications.

Nonlinear
Modeling in C++
utodif is aC++ array
language extension with
automatic differentiation
for use in nonlinear modeling

and statistics. Derivatives
are calculated with the same
accuracy achieved by analytical formulas and with
minimal overhead.
Price: $99; $ 149 after
April 1.
Contact: Otter Research,

atterned after Novell's
C Interface, QuicicNet
consists of more than 250
assembler routines that let
you write applications in
BASIC that access Novell
networks.
QuickNet works with
QuickBasic and version 4.0
and higher of Microsoft's
BASIC Compilers.
Price: $ 199.
Contact: Mirage, 8086
South Yale, Suite 1, Tulsa,
OK 74136, (918) 251-8086.
Circle 1032 on Inquiry Card.

otection!
Now

for OS/2!

Dr. Solomon's Anti-Virus Toolkit, the
first anti-virus package to win both
the Byte Magazine Award of Merit
and PC Magazine's Editor's Choice,
introduces another first - virus
protection for the OS/2 environment.
Dr. Solomon also leads the pack in
quick detection - we're three times faster
than the competition!
Dr. Solomon has the
jump on viruses.
Do you?

Cr SOLOMON'S

011

ANTI-

'VIRUS

TOOLKIT

Ontrack
1-800-752-1333

Network support and Windows compatibility.
86NE -14
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Internatanal: 612-937-1107 • Fax 612-937-5815
6321 Bury Drive, Eden Prairie, MN 55346

PC/Mainframe
File Transfers
from aDifferent
Point of View
egoommetiewes"--mir;
i
'emanniPowtrZ 41Peee

Most'sysîems require the end mmesellialleig
to initiate the transfer.
OUTBOUND is different.
Transfers start &curia host or aPC
without interrupting ‘end users. ie
4rnae

•1111 •

•
e0s,
,

*1
4'«ijee'
/

OUTBOUND starts atransfer from the mainframe or the PC.
This lets you move files to and from the host at your convenience.
VVfniout invoIsingottte end users. In fact, thoy e
have to be
logged onigiost
the transfer takes place.

ft

"41e.

With OUTBblIND, your host can issue commands to PCs just as if
you were seated at the keyboard. You can even have aPC DIRectory
sent to your host. ,It makes taking asoftware inventory simple.
..OUTBOUND operates on IBM mainframes undeLy inkelVS,
using VTAM to communicate with the PCs P e
OUTBOUND is ideal for unattended PC backups, distributing software,
collecting data, startineC jobs and much more.
It's simple to use, reliable, secure, fast eafford*.

di

CalStile Software at 1-800-777-714) foranore inform
Call today, and you can start stilving your pffilties
ierom adifferent perspective.

ep

Alb

Stile Software, L
AC. • PO Box 150 : Orford, NH 03777
Circle 606 on Inquiry Card.
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You Deserve A Derby. . .
Power, Price and Performance. All with unparalleled service!
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Performance:

Power:

If Power is what you want then Derby is what yot. need. W2
use the latest technology in every system. IDE, Cache RAM, and 2the
Max VGA ( IMeg Video, I024x768 resolution with 256 colors, 24-bit
Color Option - 32. -n8 ,imul
u
oc). All systems include
Windows 3.0, which has been pre-loaded and fine-tuned for Jptimum
performance. The NEW MS-DOS 5.0 featunes, advanced memory
management, improved graphical shell, ft.11-screen editar and
MS-QBasic. NOW! AR systems come standard in our space saving
ergonomic Mid- Tower case.

Price:

a.8YbN41.lcvsr84.i2as78=.r1 9h=. 90.l
pLnd5ipmaMrIk.ehzL/S1I

By using only high performance components such
as Intel, Chinon, Toshiba, Teac, Quantum. Microscience, Maxtor, Focus,
and CTX, Derby systems can outperform any comparable system. To
ensure the Highest Quality & Reliability possible all systam go through
our 7-step, 72 hour burn-in, test.

72 Hour Burn- In Testing
n Life Time

TOI:

Free Technical Stspoon

All Systems Built In the USA

Cc-Fr.) and SK Internal Cache
• 4115 RAM. 64K Cache
•

2131MB Hard Drive. < 15ins
wi:11.64KCiehe
I.2MB

III

I
A4MB 3 If2" Drive

(Less any shipping charges)

•

215e Nam. VGA,

Shipping & Handling $45.00

No Surcharge on Credit Cards

All Software pre-loaded & fine-tuned
New sales hours: 9am - 8pm CST M- F

1/4' Drve
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• CTX-1024, Super VGA Cake Monitor
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2Serial. Parallel.Garne Pons

• New IMS-0135 5.0 & Windows 3.0
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$2,695
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1- 800- 24- DERBY
718 - 15th Avenue /

t>
MpUt O

811486M-33. 32-bit

30 Day Money Back Guarantee

In the areas of Power, Performance, and Pi-ce, no one
compares to Derby. With the best service and quality in the industry,
why go anywhere else? So, CALL NOW and talk with your own
Personal Consultant!

°

•

•

Same Day Shiwing

or byTe ci
l

486/33C-200 PRO

DERBY DELIVERS
n One Year Wananty

While supplying all the Power and Petformance you demand,
Derby also gives you an affordable price.

Conclusion:

$1,995

$2,195

r°

Inc

ast Moline / IllItlolS / 61244 / ( 309) 755-2662

1-800-243-3729

Circle 607 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 6081

USER'S COLUMN
JERRY

CONFIGURATION
TRIBULATIONS

T

his month started with atrip to the World Science Fiction Convention, and it ended with atrip
to Washington for avisit to the Pentagon as well
as attending the tenth anniversary of the founding of High Frontier. While we were there, we
dropped by the Smithsonian, where they still have
Ezekial, my old CompuPro CP/M system, on display.
Between trips, Larry Niven and Inearly finished The
Moat Around Murcheson's Eye. Meanwhile, stuff poured
into Chaos Manor: alas, much of it experimental, or developmental, or simply not worth writing about.
The result is that this will be arather odd column,
opening with some gripes. But hang on, because there
is plenty of good stuff Ican recommend, and I'll get to
that, too.
Setup Programs
If you have aspare day, you might try updating Windows when you are using Quarterdeck's QEMM-386
and Symantec's Norton Desktop for Windows. It will
take at least aday; it took me longer.
My apologies if these comments get out of hand: at
the moment, Iwould like to find and beat senseless the
designer of the installation programs for both Windows
and Norton Desktop. Then I'd like to burn their houses
and sow the site with salt. After that, Imight calm down.
For the past 12 hours, Ihave tried to get back to where
Iwas when Istarted. Ifinally managed, and thereby
hangs atale.

POURNELLE

them. In addition, Windows Setup makes changes to the
SYSTEM.INI and WIN.INI files. Exactly what Idon't
know; if Ihad known, Iwould not have wasted the entire
day trying to get back to where Iwas. All Iknow is that
Ihad no choice but to plunge onward, because attempts
to restore by copying the D\C1 subdirectories to the appropriate places on C didn't help: Iwas unable to enter
Windows at all.
There was no help for it: I Mixing the latest
had to reinstall Windows from
scratch. This takes awhile, and
versions of some
Ididn't do it right at first, so I
software can put you
had to do it several times. Every time Idid it, Setup would
on the " bleeding edge"
tell me that Ihad already installed Windows from those
of technology
disks, and this was acopyrighted program, and Iwas
probably violating the law.

QEMM-386, EMM386,
and Doom
Originally, Ihad Windows 3.0
and abeta version of QEMM386 6.0. This was installed by a
Quarterdeck technician, and it
gave me alot of system RAM.
Windows ran Norton Desktop
as ashell, and Ihad anumber of
customized icons. Ihad installed
the Icon Pairs, I'd used the NorWarning!!
ton Icon Editor to customize othIf you have Windows working properly and decide to
ers, and Ihad grouped everyupdate to anew version, save everything: the Windows
thing nicely. Icould run DOS
subdirectory, all subdirectories (particularly SYSTEM)
games such as The Lost Admibelow that, and all your CONFIG.SYS and AUTOral and Railroad Tycoon under
EXEC.BAT stuff. But do not save them on the same maWindows, and Ihad nice cuschine. Imean that literally. Save them on floppy disks, or
tomized icons for those.
use LapLink to connect to adifferent machine entirely and
Notice Isay had. Now I
then disconnect the wires between machines. Iwouldn't
can't run any of those proeven leave the computer connected to anetwork.
grams, my icons are gone, and
In my case, Itransferred the CONFIG.SYS, AUTOEXEC.BAT, and other such files to logical drive D, in a my files are ungrouped. In aword, I'll have about 3
hours of work to get back to where Iused to be. (Actually,
subdirectory called Cl. Iwent on to copy the Windows
it was more like 5hours; Iwrote parts of this as things
subdirectory to D \C1 \WINDOWS and the Norton Deskhappened.)
top subdirectory over to D\Cl\NDW as well. That way,
My problems started when Idecided to replace my
Ifigured, at worst Icould get back to where Istarted.
beta QEMM-386 6.0 with the shipping version. Then I
Wrong.
wanted to upgrade to aWindows 3.1 beta version. The upThe Norton Desktop and Windows Setup programs
grade setup seemed to work all right—but when it was
go off and find all the previous copies and do things to
ILLUSTRATION STEVE TURK 01992
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true: Ican run QWINFIX until doomsday,
each time getting the message that all is
well, and Windows still won't run. OK,
scrub QEMM-386. (Ihave since learned
that QEMM-386 6.0 will work if you start
Windows with WIN\D:X.)
Next thing: try 386Max 6.0 from Qualitas. That installs easily, once you get past
their obsession with making sure you know
about the copyrights—you need the serial
number off the box to make it work, and if
you throw the box away you're doomed—
but then Windows would not work: not
enough extended memory. Because my
Cheetah 486 has 16 MB of memory, this
didn't seem reasonable. It turns out that
386Max defaults to making all your memory into expanded memory, and Windows
oberta stood
can't use that. Fortunately, the 386Max
documents are clear enough on what to
on one foot like a
do. Iput the notation EMS=2048 in the
CONFIG.SYS line invoking 386Max, and
flamingo while Idid
it made 2MB of expanded memory and
14 MB of extended memory.
the installation of
Once that was done, the new version of
Windows wouldn't work. The error mesWindows 3.0.
sages, as usual, were completely uninformative. No Windows with 386Max 6.0 or
QEMM-386 6.0.
In other words, Icould stay with Microsoft's inadequate memory management
software so that alot of my DOS applicaabunch of former Apple software designtions wouldn't run under Windows, or I
ers. Could be.
could dump the new version of Windows.
The next thing to do was to erase all
There wasn't much choice about that, so I
that stuff and start over. After all, Norton
Desktop would take care of things; or so I scrubbed everything and went back to
Windows 3.0, installing from scratch. I
foolishly thought. First things first, then:
have completely given up on update inget rid of QEMM-386 and set up with
stallations to Windows. Sigh.
HIMEM.SYS and EMM386.EXE until
Roberta must have become weary of
things are working right. Iused the instalmy screaming at the software, because this
lation program again, noting the infuriating
time, just for luck, she stood on one foot
little message about how Ihad installed
like aflamingo while Idid the installation.
from these disks before; and lo!, Windows
Iasked her why she was doing that. "Why
ran, and Norton Desktop put my old connot? It can't hurt," she replied. Irecall that
figuration back on-screen. Joy.
when we travel she raises her feet when
Except that most of my applications
the airplane takes off: same reason.
wouldn't run. There'd be aflash on the
Maybe that was it, but the Windows 3.0
screen, something about no ERROR.DAT
installation went very smoothly, and it ran
file, and something about memory. It was
fine. Of course, that was under Microsoft's
too fast to read, so Idon't quite know what
memory management software, and it proit said. Just that abunch of my programs
duced windows too small for Railroad Tywould not run. Eventually Ifigured it out:
coon, but at least Ihad Windows up again.
they didn't have enough memory.
Now to switch to 386Max.
Oddly enough, Icould run Norton ComThat worked. More than a600-KB temmander—and inside Norton Commander,
porary program area, and Iwas in Winrunning under Windows, Icould run some
dows. Now for the acid test: install Railof the programs that would not run directroad Tycoon as aDOS application and try
ly under Windows. Really odd.
to run it under Windows.
Voilà! Qualitas has come through:
Stepping Back
there's more than enough memory to run
Next thing, then, was to try to make more
Railroad Tycoon; indeed, Ihave six difmemory by using QEMM-386 with the
ferent Railroad Tycoon games running at
updated Windows. No joy. Although
the same time. Wonderful! Now try The
QEMM-386 6.0 says that it knows how to
Lost Admiral... yep, that runs fine, and
make Windows work properly, that isn't

finished, Windows wouldn't work. "Missing some device," the error message said.
No clue as to what device, and the system
locked up about half the time Ibooted up.
So Itried to restore from drive D and
get back to where I'd been. No joy. After
Icopied everything back over, Igot the
exact same error messages. Apparently,
the Setup program had gone over to drive
D and mucked that up, too. Note that the
Mac does that kind of madness all the time.
Roberta suggests that Microsoft has hired

ingston's mass storage
products offer avariety
of disk upgrade solutions

Removable 3
1
/
2n
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C++PLIJS.

ONLY ZORTECHIT++ OFFERS
ATRUE MULTI-PLATFORM
COMPILER AND MUCH MORE.

to edit, compile,
link and debug any
Windows application, you won't
When it comes to building larger,
need to buy
more complex applications, C++ is
the Microsoft
the language of choice. And now with
Windows SDK.
Zortech C++, Symantec presents
We've also added
the only C++ compiler that provides
ahelp compiler
professional tools for Windows',
.Nopsuge-ir"'
and engine, a
DOS and OS/2 in asingle, integrated
Zortech C++ dramatically cuts resource
package.
your multi-platform development compiler,
Zortech C++ goes well beyond
time by "Peeingthe complete
Windows
range of PC architectures.
the other C++ and Ccompilers
header
by delivering more of the tools serious
files and libraries, and printed SDK
programmers demand—plus acoldocumentation.
lection of exclusive features designed
For unmatched performance,
to increase your productivity and
Zortech C++ offers globally optimizreduce your development time.
ing compilers that boost program
All of which means youll
speed and significantly reduce
get your applications to marprogram size. So regardket faster than ever before.
less of the platform,
For starters, our
Zortech C++ delivers
unique WINC library autoperformance and security
matically converts DOS
where it matters ... in your
command line
finished application.
programs to true
In fact, as the safest choice
Windows applicayou can make, Zortech C++
tions. And you won't
ensures total C++ and ANSI C
need to switch
compatibility It's also supported by
The securit
development
leading third-party utilities,
of one ,y,,nniJpr across
systems, because multipkplafforms has never been more libraries and other tools.
youll have the
essential. With Zortech C++, developing
That's probably why
applications has never been easier
flexibility of movor more efficien
more and more corporations
ing to different platforms.
are moving to Zortech C++ for their
Zortech C++ even includes
application development.
royalty-free 32-bit and 16-bit DOS
UPGRADE TO ZORTECH C++
extenders, for the cost-effective develFOR JUST $199.
opment of programs with advanced
memory requirements.
There's never been abetter time
And since Zortech C++ proto take advantage of the world's first
vides absolutely everything you need
multiple-platform C++ compiler.

Because, for just $199, users of Borland
C++ and Microsoft Ccan now upgrade to Zortech C++ For Windows,
DOS & OS/2—that's asavings of $500!*
And if your applications require
even greater numerics support, pick
up the Zortech C++ Science and
Engineering Edition (which offers
everything from the Windows, DOS
and OS/2 version, along with the
M++ array language extension,
IEEE-754 and NCEG 91-015 numerical support, and much more).

Zortech kindustrial-strength compiler breaks
through the DOS 640K barrie, enabling you to
develop programs of up to 16MB and beyond

Either way, you'll get unmatched
Zortech quality backed by Symantec's
outstanding service and support.
So visit your dealer or call us at
1-800-228-4122, Ext. 804Y for more
information about Zortech C++
and our competitive upgrade offer.

SYMANTEC.

'Promotion ends March 571992. Offer good in the LS and Canada only. In Canada, call 1-800-465-2266. Re more information in Europe, call 31-71.151111 In Australia, call 612-879-6577 Everywhere else, call 408-252-3570.
C 1991 Symantec Corporation All rights reserved Zortech is atrademark of Symantec Corporation All other brand or product names mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders
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it will blow up with no explanation if Ireset using EMM386.EXE. Joy.
Fortunately, 386Max does everything
it should do, and it makes for bigger DOS
windows than QEMM-386 6.0 to boot. I
like QEMM-386, and if you use Desqview,
you ought to use it. But for use with Windows, at least for the moment, it's 386Max
for me. It's easy to install ( only do remember to adjust expanded memory size)
and seems to work flawlessly. Highly recommended.

AT! Graphics Ultra
Clearly, Ilike Windows; but do understand, Ihave the hardware to support it.
One of those hardware items is the AT!
Graphics Ultra video coprocessor and Super VGA board. This thing takes all the
sting out of Windows: it's very fast, the
resolution is good, and when it isn't doing Windows, it's an excellent Super VGA
board. On the big 19-inch Hitachi monitor,
you can actually make use of software and
modes that put hundreds of lines of text,

Move to Windows,
stay with the VAX..

Considering Windows? But can't afford to lose contact
with your host? KEAterm 420 is the solution: DEC V1420
terminal emulation software for Windows 3. Now, you can
have the best of both worlds!
KEAterm 420 is atrue Windows 3application which
provides the functionality of DEC's V1420, VT320 and
VT220 terminals in awindow. KEAterm 420 version 2
gives you the features that count multiple pages, multiple
sessions, file transfer, multilingual support (English, French
and German), script language and DDE support as well as
network connections. Using the familiar Windows interface,
KEAterm makes it easy to move between servers, hosts
and PC applications. With KEAterm, you can do it easier,
do it faster, do it better!
To tie it all together, use KEA's network connection

software: KEAlink LAI, KEAlink TCP/IP, and KEAlink
IPX for concurrently connecting to your Novell network
and your VAX or UNIX host. To eliminate keyboard
remapping, select KEA'sPowerStation VT layout
keyboard to plug into your PC. And if you're aDOS or
UNIX user, KEA Systems offers the ZSTEM family of
VT graphics and text emulation software for desktops
running DOS or UNIX.
For superior PC-VAX-UNIX connectivity, call today!

KEA Systems Ltd.

Orders: 1-800-663-8702
Telephone: (604)431-0727
Fax: (604)431-0818

M

VT Emulation Under Windows
KEA Systems Ltd. 3738 North Fraser Way, Unit 101, Burnaby, BC, Canada V5I 5G1.
The KEA logo. KEAterm. KEAlink. ZSTEM and PowerStation art trademarks of KEA Systems Ltd. All other brand and product names are trademarks or
registered trademarks of their respective holders Copyright C KEA SYSTEMS LTD. 1991. All rights reserved.
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or spreadsheet boxes, on your screen.
Moreover, the Graphics Ultra is easy
enough to install. It comes with amouse
port and its own three-button mouse. Of
course, having amouse bus on the video
board saves aslot (or aCOM port).
There's lots of software for using the
Graphics Ultra with AutoCAD, Ventura
Publisher, and so forth. You get Bitstream
scalable fonts. Mostly, you get displays
that look as if you have alaser printer right
there on your screen.
If Ihad to do much desktop publishing
with aPCompatible system, I'd run out
and get the Graphics Ultra. The time saved
in proof copies would be significant. This
board isn't amemory hog, and it has performed wonderfully for every task we've
asked of it. Ireally like it.
Desqview
Irun Windows on aCheetah 486. That's
the machine that Larry Niven uses when he
comes to work here: it has an older Zenith
keyboard, which Larry prefers to my nice
new Northgate OmniKey keyboards. It
also has the 19-inch Hitachi screen (which
Larry can see without his glasses), an ATI
superfast video board, and the Perceptive
Solutions superfast hard drive controller.
Irun Windows on that machine largely
because Ilike to be able to get at Norton
Commander without exiting the word processor. Niven and Iuse "sneakernet" to
transfer text files: when he works on a
chapter, he saves that onto the hard disk.
When it's time for me to see it, the files
are transferred to afloppy disk, which I
put into my machine, automatically making abackup copy.
If Larry has made changes to several
chapters (each chapter is afile in our system), there are several files to be transferred to afloppy disk, and that is accomplished by using Norton Commander.
Thus, what Iwant available on Larry's
machine is atask-switching system that
will get me from Q&A Write (configured
with Word Finder and the Definitions Plus
version of The American Heritage Dictionary as TSR programs that are available in
background) to Norton Commander.
On my own system, Ido that with
Desqview; but the problem with Desqview
is that the hot key is the Alt key, and Larry Niven is perfectly capable of striking
that key inadvertently. When he does,
Desqview pops up, and it confuses him.
We both hate when that happens; and since
Windows was doing the job quite nicely,
and Niven is exceedingly unlikely to hit
Control-Escape, Iused Windows for his
machine.
That also means that Ican play Railroad Tycoon and switch back to either

DO YOU MAKE THESE
SIX COMMON MISTAKES
ON YOUR TAXES?

America's # 1 tax
software.

1.THE SIMPLE ARITHMETIC ERROR.
Just one of these invalidates your return. With
all the late- night scrambling, you might be
lucky to limit it to just one.

Not only does TurboTax protect you from dozens
of potential mistakes, large and small—it makes the
whole business quicker and easier than you ever
imagined possible. PC Magazine says " It makes
doing your taxes almost fun."
Tax paying consumers resoundingly agree.
They've made TurboTax America's top selling tax
software by far. Last year over 6million returns
were prepared using TurboTax—and it's won more
top awards than any other tax software you can buy!

2. THE TRANSCRIPTION ERROR.

Juggling all those figures from one schedule
to another, it's easy to put adigit or two in the
wrong spot or enter it incorrectly.

3. THE OMITTED FORM.

Even ordinary returns now require as many as
adozen forms, so it's easy to miss one.

4. THE MISINTERPRETE) DIRECTION.
Some IRS instructions baffle the best of us,
leading to the wrong number at the bottom
line.

5. THE OVERLOOKED DEDUCTION.

Few people know all the deductions they're
entitled to. Fewer still remember them all on
April 15.

6.

THE EXCEEDED GUIDELINE.

NOW TRY IT FREE. . FREE BONUS TOO!
file acomplete, legal return is included. There's no
chance of you leaving out an obscure form because
you couldn't locate it or didn't know about it.
TurboTax walks you through selecting the forms
you need.

TURBOTAX KNOWS ABOUT
DEDUCTIONS, TOO.

TurboTax is so powerful, foolproof and simple to
use, the software itself is its own best salesman.
That's why we'll send you apreview copy now on an
unconditional free trial basis. Plus, when you pay for
it you'll get aFREE bonus, Norton Utilities (a $ 179
retail value).
Your FREE Norton Utilities is today's best selling
automatic disk maintenance and data recovery
program. It performs the most extensive diagnosis
and recovery of any utility product for the PC and
Macintosh. And, you'll be glad you have Norton
because backing up important files like your tax
return is critically important.

Like agood tax advisor, TurboTax helps you
identify relevant deductions—along with awealth of
other tax-saving guidance and tips—ensuring that
you don't pay the government apenny more than
you must.
For fastest service call TOLL- FREE
Best of all, TurboTax helps you avoid setting off
audit alarms by exceeding IRS guidelines. If an item
ext. 719
WHAT CAN RESULT FROM SUCH
seems out of line, TurboTax lets
or mail coupon to TurboTax, Personal Order
OVERSIGHTS?
you know, so you can make an
Dept P0 Box 85709, San Diego, CA 92186-5709
Delays, for sure. Lost tax-saving opportunities.
informed bant
More questions than you might
decision
1.y... expect. Perhaps afull-blown IRS
ese
lode.TaX
before you 1
audit of your current and past
file.
returns.
Not valid with any other offer, over expires 4/15/92.
Considering the potential cost in
worry, time and money... wouldn't
Please send me aFREE trial copy of TurboTax®. Bill my credit card just
it be better to eliminate errors like
$8.50 now ( not refundable) for shipping and handling. If Idon't like it I'll just send it
these altogether?
back. Otherwise, after 30 days, bill my card for the version specified below and send
my FREE copy of Norton Utilities t$179 regular price).
Go beyond " normal" deduction ranges for
certain items, and your return may be pulled
for closer scrutiny. Some taxpayers trigger an
audit simply because they don't know what
the IRS looks for.

1.800.487.8297

,

FREE

SOFTWARE
BONUS

YES.

THE TURBOTAX@ SOLUTION.

Do your taxes with TurboTax software on your
own PC or Mac, and mistakes and misunderstandings are virtually impossible. Filing accurate,
reliable tax returns has never been easier or quicker.
The program asks you simple questions in plain
English - gathering all the facts and figures it needs.
Your receipts and other records don't even have to
be organized. TurboTax does the organizing for you,
then makes all the calculations flawlessly.
Every number is checked for consistency, then
placed on the right line on the right form. Arithmetic
and transcription errors simply can't happen in
TurboTax.
Every form required for your return is printed out
by TurboTax in an IRS-approved format on your
own printer—ready to sign and mail ( or transmit
electronically if you prefer). Everything you need to
OChipSoft Inc., 1991, 1992. All rights reserved.
TurboTax is aregistered trademark of ChipSoft Inc.
MacInTax is aregistered trademark of ChipSoft, CA, Corp.

Or . YES. I'm already convinced about TurboTax, and I'd like to get going with Norton
Utilities right away. Charge my credit card now for the version I've specified ( or check enclosed), and
send everything right away. Isave shipping and handling charges. And if I'm unsatisfied, I'll return
everything within 30 days for afull refund.

Send me the following:
5 'binch disks - OR 3 inch disks
Payment Method:
Please charge my:

TurboTax for DOS ($69)
TurboTax for Windows ($79)
MacInTax for the Macintosh ($79)

Check enclosed payable to TurboTax
(full payment only- save S&H)
Visa
Mastercard
Discover

Account Number:

Exp. Date:

Signature:
Day phone: (

For faster service
call Toll- Free

1.800.487.8297
ext. 719
or mail coupon to:
TurboTax
Personal Order Dept.
P.O. Box 85709
San Diego, CA 92186-5709

(it we have ,luestions about your order)

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Requires IBM XT. AT, PS/1, PS/2, or compatible with ahard disk. Also requires 512K RAM, DOS 2.0 or higher Windows
Version requires Windows 30 with 1MB RAM and ahard drive. Macintosh requires Macintosh System 0.2 or greater with 1MB RAM and ahard drive.
Offer expires 4/15/92
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Q&A, Norton Commander, or to adatabase (when Iplay Railroad Tycoon, Itend
to be serious).
However, my own machine, aCheetah
386, still has Desqview. I'm used to it;
and, indeed, Desqview really is more flexible than Windows, and once you have
some experience with it, it's easier to use.
Among other things, you can close aDesqview application much more easily than
you can get rid of aWindows application;
and you can quit Desqview regardless of
whether other applications are running.
Isuppose over time Windows will replace Desqview. It does have some advantages; but for the moment, Iam content
to use Desqview—except that once more
Ihave aweird problem to relate.
My Cheetah 386 runs DOS 3.3, and thus
my hard drive is partitioned into logical
drives C through L. This isn't areal hardship except that sometimes Iforget where
afile has gone.
Ihave two large TSR drivers set up with
my Cheetah 386: aHitachi CD-ROM and
LANtastic. With LANtastic, Ican access
the Pioneer Minichanger CD-ROM drive
and the Pioneer read/write optical drive
that doubles as aWORM; and, of course,

I

Norton Desktop for Windows
If you do change to Windows, get Norton
Desktop. It makes Windows alot more
fyou do change
fun, as well as easier to work with. There's
even an icon editor to let you customize
to Windows,
things, and afast-open panel that's quite
nifty for getting things started in ahurry. It
get Norton Desktop.
does take up alot of disk space—about 5
MB. Ithink it's worth it, but then Ihave a
lot of disk space.
One caution: if you update your version
of Windows, you may lose all the work
you did with Norton Desktop in making
Ican send stuff to the network server for
things pretty. In theory, you can save
backup on the Palindrome tape drive, as I things; but in practice, Iwas not able to
described last month. All these assets are
do that.
available in all Desqview windows, and
If you do reinstall with the notion of
my windows can be 544 KB in size, which
getting some of the saved stuff back, forisn't really enough, but it will serve.
get it. Isaved mine in D\C2\NDW, and
However, Ikeep thinking Iought to
the Norton installation program went over
have larger windows and that Ican get
there and found it and insisted on workthem by switching to DOS 5.0. But whening with that no matter how much Itold it
ever Ido that, Ihave much smaller
not to. The designer of that installation
Desqview windows. This doesn't make
program is another prime candidate for
much sense; but Ihave twice changed to
mayhem.
DOS 5.0, and each time Ihave fished out
Except for the installation program,
the DOS 5.0 uninstall disk and gone back
though, Ireally like Norton Desktop for
to the old system. More when Ilearn more,
Windows, and Ithink you will, too. Recbecause Ireally do like DOS 5.0. Sigh.
ommended.

GOLD UP
A
All the experts agree, the value of Gold is
up. Over amillion computer users have
invested in XTree for improved productivity because it's the industry's most
logical and easy-to-use high performance
file and disk management software. And
XTreeGold 2.5 is the one file and disk
management utility that builds on the
strengths of every MS-DOS package,
including DOS 5.0.
To list just afew highlights in our XTree
Gold 2.5 portfolio; there's unsurpassed
power and speed to enhance your PC
performance and productivity, including
awealth of viewers - over 50 for
spreadsheets, database, word processing

XTree Easy, the file and disk
management choice for laptop users
and those new to computing.
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reM• ViruSafe catches viruses before they
have achance to attack your PC. And
ViruSafe/LAN protects the PC's on
your network.

AllSafe, the comprehensive security
product that includes virus protection,
access control and security reporting.
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riety, from formal to fun, with patterns,
More Goodies
outlines, shadows, reverses, and all the
Although you don't need them for Winother stuff you'd expect. They're easy to
dows, afew other products make it agreat
install, and they work fast and efficientdeal more fun. Icon Paks Iand II provide
ly. If that's not enough, there's also Disall kinds of nifty little icons—balloons,
play Faces, 26 more typefaces ranging
birds, government buildings, trains, tanks,
from Geneva to cursive script to Zbats,
flags, programmer symbols, you name it.
which are Dingbats for the PC. What more
After Dark, the famous Flying Toasters
could you want? Recommended.
screen blanker, will put fish, lightning, and
other stuff, including messages, on your
It's Me, Blast You!
screen when you're not using it.
Ilike MathCAD. It's easier to use than
One reason to adopt Windows is that it
most
other math programs, and MathCAD
helps make PCompatible computers fun
again. Maybe not quite as much fun as a makes it alot easier to create documents
that have numbers in them. If you're lookMac, but it's getting there. One warning:
ing for apresent for acomputer-using high
once you start customizing your icons, it's
school or college student—regardless of
hard to know where to stop.
major—Ihave no hesitation in recommending this program. Iwould have killed
And Yet More
for it when Iwas in school.
One problem with Windows is that the
MathCAD lets you simply muck about
standard fonts are, if not really yucky, at
with numbers and equations, doing comleast not very sparkling. The Graphics Ulplicated things and getting the right antra board comes with some better fonts,
swer. In other words, it lets you get afeel
but there aren't enough of them.
for how mathematics works to describe
There's an easy fix for this: More Fonts
the world. That's terribly important for
gives you scalable typefaces, about as
any educated person, whether he or she is
many as you'll ever want, with more comgoing to teach English, go into accounting. They look nice, especially with the
ing, become aphysicist, or just wants to
Graphics Ultra board. There's awide va-

understand the world better. The new version of MathCAD for Windows integrates
into the Windows environment nicely, and
on a386 or a486 with amath chip, it runs
so fast you hardly notice the delays.
I'm fond of MathCAD, but this seems to
be amonth for complaints. When Iinstalled the program, it insisted that Igive it
my name. All right, that's becoming a
common way of trying to control software
piracy, and Idon't disapprove. Then it
wanted acompany name.
I'm not acompany. I'm just me. Sure,
there's alegal entity known as J. E. Pournelle & Associates, but Idon't need that
splattered over every program Ihave. So I
put in my name and left the company name
blank; it wouldn't install. Itried spaces.
Same story. Ifinally typed in BLAST
YOU!!, and that worked fine; so now my
copy of MathCAD for Windows identifies itself as being used by Jerry Poumelle,
BLAST YOU!! Oh, well. MathCAD isn't
the only program with silly installation
rules. Highly recommended.
Math Blaster Plus
We have awhole slew of new educational software. Igenerally let Roberta pick

MARKET UNCHANGED.
HALE REST OF
get an enhanced Application Menu with
AutoBuild that installs, displays and runs
popular
more than 1,000 programs. Plus the
graphics file
Compare/Search function that lets you
formats like
easily find old or duplicate files. As well
TIFF, PCX, GIF,
as the Undelete command that will
AutoCAD
XTreeGold file archiving lets you compress
recover accidentally deleted files. Whew!
files into the industry standard Zip formal to (
DWG and
free up disk space making stow? simpler
The
list goes on and on.
DXF), Postscript
Plus
you'll find all the 24 karat features
(EPS), Microsoft Windows Paint and
that have made XTreeGold the
more. Then there's the
international standard for file
integrated file compression
and disk management, like
with Zip archives that'll save
pull-down menus, fast, singleall kinds of space on your hard
keystroke commands,
disk. You can even create selfintegrated mouse support, text
extracting Zip files! And with
tiou XlieeCold lets you mu graphics file
editor, context-sensitive help
ginal
colors
and
free
of
&mats mall the on
your investment in Gold you
and all the

,

and extensive, easy-to-follow documentation.
So put away your
wagon; ask your
software broker about
XTreeGold 2.5 - the
investment with built-in
productivity to get you
moving and shaking faster. For the name
of the XTree broker nearest you, call
(8001843-o888 Ext. 550.
Buying "GOLD" pays interest! Registered
XTreeGold investors can upgrade anytime to

XTreeGold 2.5 for as little as 819.95. Anyone can
sell short other file managers and receive XTree
Gold 2.5 for 849.95. Call (800)282-5003 Ext. 975.

urn screen distortion. Plus you're giton size
dimension and color spec information, too

XTreeNet simplifies file and network
management for Nover Netware
administrators.

xtree for UNIX ®systems, the first
easy-to-use file and disk management
system for the multi-user UNIX
environment

XTREE
COMP

ANY

4330 Santa Fe Road, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Used to be, when your hard disk got full you had
to empty your wallet and buy abigger one.
Or, you could buy yourself some time by
deleting abunch of your files.
At Stac; we didn't think this was much of a
choice. So we invented Stacker.
In the process, we created an instant
bestseller. Which isn't surprising, considering
that Stacker instantly gives you twice the disk
capacity you had before.

You see, Stacker is fast. So fast, in fact, that it
actually improves the performance of many of
your applications.
Stacker is also 100% safe—something no other
data compression product on the market can say.
Which explains why every leading utility
software publisher and tape drive manufacturer
uses our technology in their own products.
Speaking of software publishing and hardware
manufacturing, we do both.
Which means we give
you achoice.
If your PC can't spare
aslot, or if your PC is a
portable, alaptop or a
notebook, the software on
the opposite page is just
what you need.
But if you're one of those
who insist on smaller driver size and the highest
possible speed and compression ratio, you'll want
to install one of our three hardware versions.
Installation, by the way, is asnap. Just plug the
board into
any slot—no
jumpers
reEs
or switches
HARDWARE
to set.
The
YOUR DISK
software
practically
installs
In addition to the software-only

Now, arerit you glad
you diet rush out and buy
anew hard disk?
How?
By compressing all the files on your disk—
applications, utilities, documents, spreadsheets,
data, everything—using our patented Stacker
LZS data compression technology
Don't know athing about data compression?
Dont worry. You don't have to.
In fact, you don't have to think about Stacker
at all.
Stacker works behind the scenes, expanding
your data when you need it and compressing it
again as it goes back to disk.
Automatically.
It doesn't even matter
what kind of software you
use. Because Stacker is
100% compatible with
everything from business
As data is stomd on
and graphics programs to
your disk, Stacker
undelete utilities and lowinstantly compresses it.
Then, when your PC
level formatters.
muds the dala,
Not to mention the latest
Stacker instantly
versions of DOS .and
eapands it.
You dont have
Windows:
to do athing.
If you think doubling your
disk capacity will slow you down, think again.

DAP

WO

CAPACITY.

itself It even

optimizes
your disk
for you.

version, Stacker is now available in three
co-processor-with-software
versions: Sto,c1c,erX7/'8, Stacker ATA6 and
Stacker MC/16, eachfeaturing the
unique Stacker 1.7S chip.

To find just how much Stacker can do for
your disk, your data and your wallet, call
1-800-522-7822 Ext. 298. Or ask your dealer for a
demonstration.
And see how well we Stac up.

Circle 156 on Inquiry Card.

STAC
The Data Compression Company
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through that pile to see what she'll recommend. One she likes is Math Blaster
Plus for the Mac; this evaluation is based
on her notes.
The start-up program is asnap. Enter
your name at the prompt, and Blasternaut
and his robot Spot invite you to join them
in outer space, where ships race across the
sky. The program is built around four adventure games. The graphics are neat, even
on the tiny Mac SE screen.
The 750 math facts cover most elemen-

tary school arithmetic facts, from addition
through percentages. The program is far
from perfect. The error loops aren't as well
thought out as we'd like, and sometimes it
will tell you that you got aperfect score
when you didn't. You'll always reach the
Hall of Fame no matter how lousy you do.
However, Math Blaster Plus does make
flash-card drill more palatable. There's an
editor, so ateacher or parent can customize
the drills to concentrate on areas where
more work is needed. Probably nothing is

Sure your backup is covered!
But, have you tried to
restore lately?

aft takes lets'
one minute to access
afile un any of GigaTrend s,
1, 2.5, or 4gigabyte computer grade
DAT drives. With their elegant Quick File
Access (UFA, implementation, our data can
be restored easily and efficiently everytime
Gigarrends triple layer of tape library protection
assures us that we always find our data during
restore Imagine abackup system that really does
what its supposed to do, restore "
Do hyour way. GiguTtend offers you the convenience and pace
of mind that corns, with specifying your own network backup plan.
Whether you choose our serverbascd solution: ServerDat' . ( NIA or YAP).
workstation solution. Lin% or our revolutionary. new system approach.
MasterDat" , GigaTrend has arestore solution for you
We don't tell you whera ss hen. how or who to back up. You can select from Gigalienes
completely integrated line of products and have total supervisory control over your
saluable data. Whether you hase Novell NetWate 286. 386. Portable NetWare.
Banyan VINES. ISA. MCA. EISA, SCSI. or 01CO2. we lit right in.
Fact flexible. and Huy souse. GigaTrend offers you high performance backup and
instant restore You can be conhdent that you will have the b., combination of
flexibility. performance. reliability and most of all, security.
So. avoid the pitfall, sloths, inferior backup systems.
Try our restore solutions for fast access so hr data
you need. when you need it Call u, for aGigaTrend
Authorized Resell« GAR ,near you. 18191 911-9122.

r/
GIGA //
TREND
THE DAT SOLUTION CONIPANY :41444„ ,
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Circle 64 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 65).

going to make math drill really fun, but
this gets closer than most methods. If you
have aMac and achild in the relevant
grades, this will likely do some good.
Disney World
For best results with Disney software, first
buy the Disney Sound Source. This is a
little speaker that plugs into your PCompatible's printer port ( you can do this
while your printer is still active; install
Sound Source and forget it). It didn't come
with any software, so its only use seems to
be to run Disney software, but that's quite
enough reason to have one.
One Disney program is Mickey's
ABC's: A Day at the Fair. It comes in living color with music and speech. Roberta
says: "The ABC program is recommended
for preschool kids ages 2to 5. Installation
takes only three steps. Beware of the copyprotection scheme. The adult installing the
software needs to match up ablack drawing of Mickey in aparticular pose on
brown paper with acartoon cell on the
screen. The black drawing is almost impossible to see on the very deep brown paper. Don't give up on this, because the part
designed for the kids is worth it."
In fact, she says alot more, all enthusiastic. The program is self-prompting: if
you do nothing, afemale voice gives you
directions. Then Mickey talks to you, leads
you around the house, and generally does
things in response to your typing in letters. This is about as painless away to
learn the alphabet as you'll find.
Roberta continues: " Pressing aletter
can initiate different actions depending on
Mickey's location. Press the uppercase or
lowercase F, and Mickey slides down a
firepole in his bedroom floor (every boy's
dream) and he's off to the fair. He meets
different animals at the fair and competes
with Donald Duck. Donald or Mickey wins
the contest depending on, the sequence,
and Goofy shoots the starting gun, which
presents the word bang, like in avaudeville
scene. After the contest, Goofy presents
the prize ribbon." And so forth.
The cartoons are Disney quality, the
voices are true to the characters, and the
various actions you get from pressing different letters are fun to watch. All told,
it's another painless way to get kids to do
alphabet drills.
Roberta, who has taught about 15,000
people to read, sums it up this way: "This
software is astep in the right direction and
would probably have enough variety to
keep most children's interest at that age.
No software designed for this age group
will last very long. Learning that letters
have sounds is the first step in learning to
read. This software can help you explore
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AMI EISA

THE LEADING
EISA aOS
AMI is the worldwide st andard for
BIOS. AMI's EISA BIOS provides the
reliability, compatibility, and features
you desire. Plus, it's compatible
with AMI's BIOS Configuration Utility, providing
on-site customization
for the Integrator
or OEM.
Circle 15 on Inquiry Card
(RESELLERS: 16).

MOVE AHEAD 2SPACES

ADVANCED EISA & MODULAR CPU MOTHERBOARDS
With AMI leading the way in EISA
motherboard designs, you wil benefit
from bulletproof performance and proven
reliability.
•EZ-Flex—A new modular CPU design
offering easy upgrades to future
technology.
•Enterprise 1I—Aproven EISA performer, popular for critical applications.

EISA UTILITIES MAKE THE JOB
SIMPLE
AMI designed and
=
44
developed the EISA
Ift› Configuration Utility
to make configuring
EISA products asnap.
Run the ECU and select
the auto configuration option,
or modify the I/O ports, interrupts, or DMA settings as you desire.
EISA ADD-ON CARDS
The Fast Disk EISA SCSI Host Adapter,
with a
combination
of 16 MB
cache, and
intelligent
386SX I/0 management, is the fastest SCSI
host adapter on the market today. Look to
AMI for other EISA cards in the near future.

GO BACK 3SPACES

For EISA, there is only one
player to consider—AMI.
Whether it's motherboards,
BIOS, utilities, or SCSI
host adapters, AMI is
the single source
for advanced EISA
technology.

'O BACK 1SPACE

The OrLy Game In Town

THE AMI DIFFERENCE
AMI's expertise covers the entire EISA
environment. With research, engineering
and support functions under one roof,
AMI is unmatched in knowledge
and support. Call AMI, and
you will understand why
AMI's " monopoly" on
EISA makes it the
only game in town.
SINGLE SOURCE TECHNOLOGY

AMERICAN MEGATRENDS. INC.
800- U- BUYAMI or 800-828-9264, 404-262.-8181, fax 404-263-9381

o
GO TO BANKRUPTCY

Discount EISA boards
have high failure rate

Discount board has
slow video speed

Use highly compatible
AMI EISA BIOS

GO BACK 3SPACES

LOSE TURN

PROFITABLE PARKING

USER'S COLUMN

ITEMS
After Dark
$49.95
Berkeley Systems, Inc.
2095 Rose St.
Berkeley, CA 94709
(800) 877-5535
(510) 540-5535
fax: (510) 540-5115
Circle 1151 on Inquiry Card.
Desqview 2.4
$ 129.95
Desqview 386 2.4 $219.95
QEMM-386 6.0
$99.95
Quarterdeck Office Systems
150 Pico Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(800) 354-3222
(213) 392-9851
fax: (213) 399-3802
Circle 1152 on Inquiry Card.
Disney Sound Source $39.95
Mickey's ABC's: A Day at the
Fair
$39.95
Walt Disney Computer Software, Inc.
500 South Buena Vista St.
Burbank, CA 91505
(800) 688-1520
(818) 841-3326
fax: (716) 873-0906
Circle 1153 on Inquiry Card.
Graphics Ultra
with 512 KB
$599
with 1MB
$799
AT! Technologies, Inc.
3761 Victoria Park Ave.
Scarborough, Ontario
Canada M IW 3S2
(416) 756-0718
fax: ( 416) 756-0720
Circle 1154 on Inquiry Card.

the sound/symbol connection requisite to
learning to read. Highly recommended."

The Literacy Connection
You're probably tired of my mentioning it,
but Robena's reading program, known as
The Literacy Connection, continues to get
results in field tests. She's got it in half a
dozen schools now. Teaching reading is
tricky, because alot of kids—between 25
percent and 33 percent—are "natural readers" who pretty well learn without in98 BYTE • JANUARY 1992

DISCUSSED

Harpoon
$59.95
Three- Sixty
2105 South Bascom, Suite 380
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 879-9144
fax: (408) 879-9739
Circle 1155 on Inquiry Card.
Icon Pak I
$49.95
Icon Pak II
$99.95
Software Workshop
75 South Mountain Way Dr.
Orem, UT 84058
(800) 762-9550
(801)224-6865
fax: (801) 224-8121
Circle 1156 on Inquiry Card.
Knowledge Finder
$495—$4995
Aries Systems Corp.
One Dundee Park
Andover, MA 01810
(508) 475-7200
fax: ( 508) 474-8860
Circle 1157 on Inquiry Card.
The Literacy Connection
$100
The Literacy Connection
3960 Laurel Canyon Blvd., Suite 372
Studio City, CA 91604
Circle 1158 on Inquiry Card.
The Lost Admiral
$59.95
Quantum Quality Productions, Inc.
1046 River Ave.
Remington, NJ 08822
(908) 788-2799
Circle 1159 on Inquiry Card.
Magazine Rack CD-ROM....$89.95
Bureau of Electronic Publishing, Inc.
141 New Rd.
Parsippany, NJ 07054
(800) 828-4766
(201) 808-2700
fax: (201) 808-2676
Circle 1160 on Inquiry Card.

struction. Another 25 percent or so will
learn quickly and easily. The rest have
problems, and the worse the problem, the
more important it is to be systematic about
reading instruction. Unfortunately, given
today's classroom problems, being systematic is precisely what many teachers
cannot do.
Roberta's program proceeds systematically. It has 70 lessons. Most children don't
need them all. Somewhere around lesson
35, they take off on their own—which is,

Math Blaster Plus
$59.95
two-disk teacher's edition $69.95
five-disk lab pack $ 179.95
Davidson & Associates, Inc
3135 Kashiwa St.
Torrance, CA 90509
(800) 545-7677
(213) 534-4070
fax: (213) 534-3169
Circle 1161 on Inquiry Card.
MathCAD
$495
MathSoft, Inc.
201 Broadway
Cambridge, MA 02139
(800) 628-4223
(617) 577-1017
fax: ( 617) 577-8829
Circle 1162 on Inquiry Card.
More Fonts
$149.95
MicroLogic Software, Inc.
1351 Ocean Ave.
Emeryville, CA 94608
(800) 888-9078
(510) 652-5464
fax: ( 510) 652-5040
Circle 1163 on Inquiry Card.
Norton Desktop for Windows
Symantec Corp.
10201 Torre Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(8003441-7234
(408) 253-9600
fax: (408) 252-4694
Circle 1164 on Inquiry Card.

$149

386Max 6.0
$99.95
Qualitas, Inc.
7101 Wisconsin Ave., Suite 1386
Bethesda, MD 20814
(800) 733-1377
(301) 907-6700
fax: (301) 718-6060
Circle 1165 on Inquiry Card.

after all, what you want to happen. We've
never heard of anyone who got through
all 70 lessons and was still unable to read.
But then when Roberta was the teacher of
last resort in the L.A. Juvenile Justice system. she got plenty of "hopeless cases"
and never failed to teach any of them,
either.

Winding Down
The big problem with CD-ROMs is that
the access/retrieval software isn't up to

Discover the MastersPort 386SL and
MastersPort 386SLe. The first notebook PCs
with the intelligence to manage power for you,
so you can use them hour after hour without giving
battery life amoment sthought.
The MastersPort 386SL was first to set the
standard for notebook performance. Stretching
Intel's revolutionary i386 SL microprocessor to offer
you up to 8hours* on asingle charge.
Now the MastersPort 386SLe takes the
revolution one step further. Setting the pace with
25 MHz and astandard 85MB hard drive.
Plus both let you recharge the battery in less
2hours, press on ekey and continue where you
than
left off. The advanced restmode always br i
n gs you
re, no matter what operatin
back to whe re you we
g
environment
you're
in.
For more
information
and the name of your
Zenith Data Systems Medallion Reseller, call
nearest
1-800-5a-9393 in North America.

Premier System .11anagemenr
- exit, ReNUfIlt
ra 14,111X.
ys ,
_
- nattcrsled 0111111.11,llii

-
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pre-Mstalleti.
Microsoft' Windows"'
v. t,U included

P\lEW P
ERSPEnvE. \he*
ZENITH

data systems
Groupe

Bull

i386 and the Intel Inside Logo are trademark., of Intel
Corporation. MastersPort and Premier SyMem Management are
trademarks of Zenith Data Systems Corporation. MS- IX P. and
Microsoft Windows are trademarks of Microsoft ( Yirporation.
'1 .nder normal rest/resume condition, Battery life varies with
application. C.18: clock ypeed, memory configuration, peripheral
options attached, hard disk access, and display. settings.
Copyright C 1991 Zenith Data Systems Corporation

Circle 187 on Inquiry Card.

Circle

178 on Inquiry Card.
1
VSRSNAP, the

VSRSNAP

handy screen

version 1.03 for OS/2 PM

snapshot utility for

The PM
capture
program

capturing screens,
windows or parts of
a screen in the OS/2
PM environment

Features:
•The whole desktop or any area of the screen can be captured
•The current pointer shape is always captured
•Many different file formats are supported
•Full support of the OS/2 PM clipboard
•Online help
•Changeable time lapse between choosing and grabbing, giving you
time to pull down amenu, select text etc., before capturing
•Runs under OS/2 PM version 1.2 or higher
Supported file formats:

To order VSRSNAP

•All OS/2 PM bitmap formats
•All Microsoft Windows 3.0 bitmap formats
•OS/2 PM metafile format
•TIFF 24 bits
•ZPIXMAP ( X _Windows)

write or fax to:
VSR Holland
P.O. Box 2584,
3500 GN Utrecht
The Netherlands

Prices:

Single user license
Site license

Fax: + 31 30 31 04 26

$195.=
$3,900.=

(Phone: + 31 30 32 49 44)

Q

uickTrace for Windows 3. 0
The Scan & Paint
&Autotrace Program
1111i id'

i(111 111111111111111111i
Vector Based
Graphics

Bit Map

Now you can scan, create, edit, print and even
vectorize images — all with one program. You can
work easily and quickly with large black-and-white
images upto 4Mbytes such as logos, maps, clip
arts and drawings.
QuickTrace for Windows supports ScanJet and
Scan Man scanners with full painting functions,
and handles TIFF, PCX and Windows bitmap image
Files, automatically converts into CGM, EPSF, DXF,
Micrografx PICIDRW and Adobe Al vector Files.
a

le

d
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Windows
$295
DOS versiors (supports Autotrace function only)
for DTP ( = 0=Z' )
$245

for

Goner! into EPSF, CGM, Micrografx PIC, DRW

for AutoCAD DXF
$295
for Lotus Freelance Plus
$245
PLEASE CONTACT: 212-605-2339
OR SEE EGGHEAD NEAREST YOU IN U.S.
CONTACT REFLEX IN U.K.: 0734-314611

Developed >

Information 8, Control Lab. Co.

Nakapma Bldg., 5F, 11-22, Shinjuku 5-chome.
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160, Japan
Phone: 3-5379-7470 I Fax: 3-5379-7471

mu Mitsubishi

International Corporation

Technology Affairs Dept.
520 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10022
Phone: 212-605-2339 / Fax: 212-605-1847

fflOuicktrace can input images scanned by Niscan, Logitec ScanMan and etc. «POEM inquiry welcome
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Circle 74 on Inquiry Card

the technology. However, Irecently received adisk from Aries Systems that
demonstrates their Knowledge Finder
software; this one is for avery large medical-reference text database. Knowledge
Finder is neat stuff, and if you're contemplating making aCD-ROM, you will want
to look into it.
The CD-ROM of the month is Magazine Rack, which is published by Information Access (355 Lakeside Dr., Foster
City, CA 94404, (800) 227-8431 or (510)
378-5000) and is available from the Bureau
of Electronic Publishing. It includes about
100,000 articles from 300 different publications, indexed to make things fairly
easy to find.
While I'm at it, Meckler ( 11 Ferry Lane
W, Westport, CT 06880, (203) 226-6967)
has abook that if you need it, you need it
bad: CD-ROM Research Collections, An
Evaluative Guide by Pat Ensor ( 1991,
ISBN 0-88736-779-8). This lists nearly
every known CD-ROM database—and
there are alot of them—along with addresses, prices (if known), equipment requirements, and some comments on usefulness. It covers everything from
chemicals to sports to psychiatry collections.
The book of the month is Lois MacMaster Bujold's The Warrior's Apprentice, action adventure science fiction of
the old school. The woman can write.
The game of the month is The Lost Admiral. It has some flaws and probably is the
silliest role-playing game Ihave ever seen,
but as agame it grows on you. The game
mechanics are simple enough to learn,
even from the wretched documentation.
This is agame, not asimulation, but most
of the principles of naval war can be applied.
Of course, if you want modern naval
realism, get Harpoon. It has some new scenarios.
All told, agood month, and Ilearned
something: you can install Windows with
no trouble at all, provided that your Very
Significant Other doesn't mind standing
on one foot like aflamingo.... •
Jerry Pournelle holds adoctorate in psychology and is ascience fiction writer who
also earns acomfortable living writing
about computers present and future. Jerry
welcomes readers' comments and opinions. Send aself-addressed, stamped envelope to Jerry Pournelle, do BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458. Please put your address on the letter as well as on the envelope. Due to the
high volume of letters, Jerry cannot guarantee apersonal reply. You can also contact him on BIX as "jerryp."

The "Notebook Of TheYear"
And Two Powerful Sequels.
IOWEEI(
ANALYST'S
CHOICE

BRITISH EDITION

Preiriiume Exece 386SX/20
Model 43V

Premium Exec 3865X 25
Model 63V 4

New Lower Prici

$2395

20 MHz, 386SX Processing
2MB RAM, 40 MB Hard Drive
VGA Monochrome Display
With 32 Gray Shades

Only one year after its introduction, the
Premium Exec 386SX/20 has become one of the
most popular notebook computers today, with
sales of more than 70,000 units and climbing.
And among industry experts, the Premium
Exec 386SXr20 is winning such coveted awards
as "Notebook of the Year!' "Analysts Choice,"
"Best Buy" and the "VIP Award!"
So, you can be assured AST delivers the best
combination of price, performance, quality and
customer support on the market today.
And if you need acolor display, or 25 MHz
processing power, here are two more winners to
meet your specific portable computing needs:
Premium Exec 386SX/25 For Split-Second
Processing — When every minute counts, ask
for this speed demon. It delivers super-fast
25 MHz speed to conquer any number of applications with ease. And at acost comparable to
other manufacturers' 20 MHz systems, AS1"s

New Lower Pricing!

Premium Exec 3&5SX/25C
Color Model 63V 4

$2995

$4995

25 MHz, 386SX Processing
4MB RAM, 60 MB Hard Drive
VGA Monochrome Display
With 32 Gray Shades

25 MHz, 386SK Processing
4MB RAM, 60 MB Hard Drive
VGA Color Display
With Up To 256 Col;

Premium Exec 386SX/25 gives you a25% increase
in performance. Now that's value
Premium Exec 386SX/25C For Fabulous Color
At A Fabulous Price — Here's your chance to
take advantage of atop-notch 256-color noteBacked By AST's Award-Winning
Service And Toll-Free Support
For More Information Ott .; ST Products

all

1-800-876-4AST
book with 25 MHz processing for only $4995.
Its bright, fast VGA display offers aresolution of
640 x480, perfect for Windows-based software.
Made In America To Stringent Quality Standards — Designed and manufactured right here
in the US., our Premium Exec notebooks offer
state-of-the-art features and performance

Backed By Award-Winning AST Service and
Support — We're never out of touch. Whether
you need to reach us by computer, telephone,
mail, or even by FAX, you can count on AST for
afull range of service and support programs.
This includes ExeCare an optional program
which guarantees your Premium Exec will be
replaced within 24 hours.
Ask For The "Notebook Of The Year" — For
the best all-around notebook computer, look to
the experts. Their choice is unanimous — the
Premium Exec. For more information, or the
name of the dealer nearest you, call AST today
at 1-800-876-4AST.

Asr

COMPUTER
The Power Of Choice

Pnces are MSRP, dealer pnces may vary Awards Notebak Of The Year, PC laprap, December 1991, VIP, Ported/Tea/rue November 1991, Analyst's Choice, PC Week April 1991; Best Buy PC Migaztree ¡
Mush Edneint April 1991
AST markets products worldwide, (Anode of the United States and Cella& call AST International on (714) 727-9292 or FAX to (714) 727-8585.
AST, AST logo and Prernsum registered Exec, ExeCare trademarks AST Research, Inc. Copynght
1991 AST Research, Inc. All rights reserved.
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When It ComesTo
Offers The Corn
Graphics Controllers

System Boards
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High-Resolution EISA Graphics Controllers
>TI 34020 32/40Alliz graphics processor
>1600 x1200 or 1280 x1024 resolution, 8bit, 256 colors
>TIGA 2.05, Wmdows 3.0, AutoCAD, X-Window support

„
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MNE486

HighPerformante ENA486System Board
>486 25/33MHz ( Upgradable to 51)/66MHz)
>128KB of external write-back cade
>IDE, floppy, SIP, PS2 mouse ports
>Mylex BIOS, surface mount design
>50MHz available Q1, 1992

Fast EISA Graphics Accelerator
S3 graphics accelerator
>1280 x960 x16 or 1024 x768 x256 resolution
>Windows 3.0, GEM 3.1, AutoCAD, X-Window, AutoShade

Ethernet LAN Adapters

SCSI Host Adapters

I

III
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DNE960

EISA SCSI-2Host Adapter
>SCSI-2 (fast and wide), 20 \ 1B/s peak throughput
>EISA bus-master transfer rates up to 33MB/s
>Support for all popular SCSI devices
>Disconnect/reconnect, scatter/gather, synchronous drive support,
disk mirroring and duplexing
>DOS, OS/2,UNIX, NetWare support

1111 ' 1111

II

Multi-Channel EISA Ethernet LAN Adapter
>Four 10Base-T Ethernet ports
>Four Intel 82596 32-bit Network Interface Controllers N1C)
>256KB dual-ported SRAM (64KB per NIC)
>Up to lb individual 10Mbps Ethernet 10Base-T ports per host
>Supports Novell NetWare 3.11, UNIX TCP/IP and NDIS

Wild 11111111,1,' ,

EISA Caching SCSI Host Adapter
>Intel 80516, up to sMB cache, bus-master transfer rate up to 25MB/s
>Disconnect/reconnect, scatter/gather, mirroring, duplexing,
tape backup
>DOS, OS/2, UNIX, SCO UNIX, NetWare, Windows 3.0

EISA Ethernet LAN Adapter
>DP8390 Network Interface Controller
>EISA shared-memory up to 16MB/s
>Novell certified
>NetWare v2.15, 2.2, 3.0, 3.1 and 3.11, UNIX, OS/2 LAN Manager

EISA, Only Mylex
plete Solution.
Multiprocessing
System

64-bit 267MB/s fully symmetric multiprocessing bus
>Four 486/50 CPUs with up to 5I2KB of write-back cache
>All EISA peripherals available from Mylex, Mylex BIOS
"UNIX V.4, Novell Netware 286/386, SCO MPX, MS-DOS,
Windows 3.0, LAN Manager support

Available Q1,1992

Multiprocessor Interrupt Controller

ECC Memory Con( roller
EISA Bus Interface Backplane

CPU Board

Disk Array Subsystem (Multi Channel)
Q 1.1992

The most advanced and unique disk array subsystem— includes disk array
enclosure, controller, host adapter and software
p. Five fast and wide SCSI-2channels on asingle-host adapter card—
each channel supports up to 20MB/speak throughput
EISA SCSI host adapter uses Intel i960CA 32-bit RISC processor
Up to 64MB of write-back cache provided
Striping with built-in support for various RAID levels
Fault tolerance features including automatic drive failure detection, hot
replacement and transparent rebuild

DAC960

mum weianaur
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For more information on these or any Mylex products, please contact
us at 1-800-77-MYLEX or 1-510-796-6100. Or, fax the domestic sales
department at 1-510-745-8016 and international sales at 1-510-745-7521.
All trademarks are the property of their respective holders. 01991, Mylex Corporation. Specifications subject to change without notice.
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Rely On The MINUTEMAN UPS
For LAN Protection
Spikes. Surges. Overvoltage.
Undervoltage. Brownouts.
These things happen. And they
can do irreparable damage to
your equipment and data —
unless you're protected with
MINUTEMAN Uninterruptible
Power Supplies.
MINUTEMAN protects all
your equipment and data. All
the time. In fact, in the event
of power failure, it will safely
and automatically shut down
an unattended network.
No matter what your needs
are, MINUTEMAN can protect and interface with
everything from a stand alone
workstation to the largest of
the IBM AS/400s. We also
provide 220-volt international
models and Automatic Voltage
Regulators.
So call the experts for LAN
protection and receive a free
power protection package.

1-800-238-7272

MINUTEMAN detects power failure, alerts network and continues to
provide computer grade power until shut down command is issued.
STANDBY UPS MODELS

ON -LINE UPS MODELS

UNATTENDED SHUT DOWN

300 VA to 2300 VA

500 VA to 10,003 VA

Sinewave output

True double conversion

MINUTEMAN UPSs are
network ready for unattended,

Small, lightweight design

Static by-pass standard
Sinewave output

orderly shut down of every
available operating system.

Lower pricing than ever

See us at

CeBIT ' 92
Hall 17
USA Pavilion

MINUTMAN®

FOR LA N

îglib L
ANDS
APPROVED
Novell approved UPS monitor boards

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLIES

© Para Systems. Inc. 1455 LeMay Drive. Carrollton, Texas 75007 Phone: 214-446-7363 FAX: 214-446-9011
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M URPHY'S LAW
AND I
NTEROPERABILITY

M

any people in the computer industry have a
deep and abiding interest in Murphy's Law.
They firmly believe that when you examine
something up close, much of it doesn't work.
These people are pessimists, of course. Unfortunately, they're frequently right.
For those of us who have had to deal with moving
complex information between platforms, it's clear that the
person who first wrote "interoperable systems won't"
knew what he was talking about. For years, interoperability was an unrealized dream, and so-called compatible hardware and software packages frequently weren't.
Times have changed. It's now possible to find implementations of popular PC programs for avariety of computer systems. You can use the same spreadsheet package on your Mac, your DOS PC, and your Unix system.
You can process your prose on the same word processing program, whether you're using aPC, aMac, or even
aVAX. No longer do you have to worry about finding
ways to convert files. After all, you're using the same
package on different systems. Or are you?
Defining " Compatible"
One of the best ways to ensure software compatibility
between systems would seem to be to use the same applications software across platforms. Using WordPerfect on your DOS, OS/2, Mac, and Unix personal computers and on your DEC, Data General, and IBM host
systems should guarantee common access to any word
processing file from any machine. That's true, but using the same software on all platforms doesn't necessarily ensure total interoperability. The problem is that there
are several levels of compatibility.
The ability to transfer files between two word processing packages means only that you don't need to retype the document text. You probably won't be able to
preserve any special characters, formatting commands, or
other attributes, although in some cases aword processor
from one vendor, for example, will recognize some or
all file attributes of another.
Applications that run on several platforms may support
all file attributes across all systems. Often, however,
the different versions are out of sync. That means that features available to PC users may not yet be available to
Mac or Unix clients, or vice versa.
Still other packages have incompatible file formats,
and nothing you can do short of custom programming
will allow you to exchange data between them. You
might find yourself in this situation if you try to exchange
ILLUSTRATION
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data between afinancial package running on an IBM
mainframe and aDOS word processor.
Work-Flow Changes
The reason that there's something of agap between the
way applications treat foreign files and the way uses
want them treated has alot to do with apparent differences
between the way users work in groups and the way applications developers write applications. When people work
Sharing files among
in teams—project teams, departments, hierarchies, or the many systems
whatever—they normally share
and applications in
responsibility for the ultimate
work product. They may, for
today's office inevitably
example, parcel out sections of
areport- writing project and
leads to confusion
then assemble the sections for
final editing. Other companies
delegate the initial work on a
project to ajunior member,
who then passes it to others
who edit, add material, or otherwise change it.
Once the initial writing for
aproduct is complete, it passes
to final production, where it
gets afinal scrub for formatting changes, minor corrections, and layout before taking
its final form. So the document,
spreadsheet, or other work file
passes through many hands before it shows up in finished
form. Until recently, most office workers performed these
functions on paper, and asecretary did most of the work.
Now, with the popularity of
heterogeneous LANs, electronic versions of adocument
pass among many users who are often on different systems and running different application programs. The
file changes its form many times as it passes through
this process. Often, something gets lost in the shuffle.
Common Denominators
LANs make exchanging files very easy. That's why it
is so important for applications to handle conversions
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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Multimedia CIA World Tour É
MPC Title! With into straight from the CIA -Plus Maps from Hammond, Inc. and flags &
National Anthem segments s
$99 E

Monarch Notes on CD-ROM
Over 200 Notes on One CD-ROM Disc
The Entire Collection
Only $99 -=-E= L.re definitive multimedia source for understanding the
E
,:101 greatest Ttera'r.Tre PC 8, "." ac

P.= Greatest Books Ever Written
The Ultimate Electronic Book

$295

P
I Countries of The World P_
M Full text of over 100 Study Books, Mops,
E

National Anthems, Flags & more!

Mac $495

f-. U.S. History on CD-ROM
,NNER 1991 OPA BEST EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT
Text & Images PC/Mac MO rebate-final cost S349

E

f- Pioneer CD-ROM 6 Pak
6PC/MAC DISCS BUNDLED FOR ONLY

.

.

.

.

.

Six Pack & Minichanger _

.

$
395!

.

$1489 7=1
-

e

= SONY Laser Library
--- Enhanced BUNDLES! CA1.1.
With Monarch Notes!
—
=,
-==

-.-

High Performance SONY
CD-ROM Drive Kits

=
—_
=

Fast, MPC compatible drive kits in-stock

=

SONY CDU-535 kit (internal)
CALL '.
e
.
SONY COU 541 kit (internal) MPC ready
CALL -M=_- .
SONY CDU-7201 kit (desktop)
CALL E
SONY CDU-7211 kit (desktop) MPC ready
CA.. --- SONY Disc Caddies (5or more)
$10 eac' E
---' Also: Pioneer Minichanger, CDT, NEC, Hitachi, =—
-= WORM & Erasable drives, In-stock - Call
—

-----«

_
a
g
=
=
Multimedia CD-ROM Titles
--_
--- Microsoft Bookshelf :-.es' selling CD-ROM dec Best Pnce E
---- Mixed Up Mother Goose fun educational disc $59 •-•=-

E
Beethoven's Multimedia MPC classic disc
579=—
_-- Grolier's Encyclopedia 21 volumes. VGA pictures Coll =
''- Mammals Nat. Geographic/IBM pictures & text Call E
ECompton's Multi- Media Encyclopedia
795 E
_
—
=

.-=.
'-=--

Libraries / Science / Business

==.---=
=
-M

Speed Dial entire U5Yellow Pages on one disc
Sole
Oxford Textbook of Medicine general reference 595
PC-Sig Library new edition. newest version
Coll
Oxford English Dictionary over 250.000 heodwords! 889
Phonedisc USA Telephone Directory - East or West
989
• MORE! Over 300 different titles available •

Between Heaven & Hell II even stronger $99
78 m
E.
Magazine Rack ' 7,0s of current magazines
-.'.• Voyage to the Planets astounding Voyager trip
119 =
=
Coates Art Review colorful. classic ors
129 E
..
TIME Magazine Compact Almanac 5.000 articles Coll E
=
Family Doctor home medical guide
98 E
Variety Video Directory Home wdeo reference
189 E
E zip++ ... • . , saddress
195 _-''-- McGraw-Hill Ref. Set 100.003 terms 7,300 articles
495 E

E

E
=-E
E

E
E
E
=
LOWEST PRICES! Free tech support =—
=
—
.=..
=

Bureau Or- toe CD-ROM Library. FREE access to
=
12 different CD-ROM Discs. CALL ! !! _—

G_SAft GSOOK91AGsneo
=
=
=
HOURS M- F 8:30am - 6:30pm EST —
".-.
_-..
Lsr!_
,
f
tm.
,.Ia
e--

71£40111111:11
Bureau of S=Z
g- Electronic Publishing, Inc._
SCI

-

C

Dept. B. 141 New Road. Parsippany, NJ 07054 E

1314,14811e111:15,7Nen
CALL: 8004284766ORDERS
201-808-2700 INFORMATION
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transparently. Unfortunately, the process
usually isn't transparent. Often, complete
conversions aren't possible, and you may
have to settle for conversions to and from
ASCII as the least common denominator.
Most applications can convert files to
and from ASCII. You might, for example,
convert aMicrosoft Excel spreadsheet to
ASCII in order to import it into aWordStar
document. You retain the numbers but lose
special characters, formatting, and formulas. Even ASCII doesn't always work as an
intermediary, because some programs still
don't support it. In that case, you'll need a
conversion utility to serve as an intermediary. It's unfortunate that afile must pass
through all those permutations just so you
can get aplain text copy.
Fortunately, there is life beyond ASCII.
For example, Lotus 1-2-3 can read dBase
files, and Excel can read Lotus 1-2-3 files.
The program importing the file converts
it directly into the native file format. This
works better than converting to ASCII,
but you still usually lose some attributes.
There are exceptions: Excel, for example,
can interpret formulas and other attributes
from Lotus 1-2-3 and afew other spreadsheet file formats.
Some developers design their packages
to work with other programs. When I
wrote my recent book WordPerfect Office
3.0: The Basics (
John Wiley & Sons,
1991), Isent WordPerfect 5.1 files to the
publisher, who used PageMaker for the
page layout. The typesetting equipment
accepted the text from PageMaker but rejected the embedded WordPerfect graphics-format illustrations. Ihad to use Inset
Systems' HiJaak to convert these images
to TIFF.
In such avast wilderness of file formats,
you'd think that the best salvation would
be to use the same software on all the computers at your business. If you're using
WordPerfect on your IBM clones, for example, perhaps you should use WordPerfect on your Macs and your VAX as well.
Then you'd be able to move documents
around with no problems of any kind whatever. Right? Not quite.
The Big Iron
Differences between platforms become
more noticeable when you move into the
world of minicomputers and mainframes.
Companies like Lotus and WordPerfect
also make software for larger computers
outside of the personal computer market.
WordPerfect got its start writing word processing software for Data General minicomputers. Regardless of their background,
though, differences between software versions remain.
You can create aWordPerfect file on

your personal computer that you can't use
with the version of WordPerfect that's
running on your VAX down the hall.
Why? Because the versions for the minicomputer and mainframe worlds tend to
lag behind the personal computer versions.
WordPerfect 5.1 for the PC was out
months before VAX customers using version 5.0 received their upgrade. The spread
between WordPerfect versions for some
versions of Unix is even wider, so choosing WordPerfect for acorporate standard
may still require file conversion.
Some companies respond by ignoring
the problem, but most companies can't do
that. Others plan to convert everyone to
one system. Unfortunately, many companies have such alarge investment in the
central computer and its attendant terminals that conversion to personal computers
proceeds slowly. It's not at all unusual to
find workgroups in which some users have
computers while others are still using
dumb terminals. For these groups to work
ITEMS
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HiJaak
Inset Systems
71 Commerce Dr.
Brookfield, CT 06804
(203) 740-2400
Circle 1239 on Inquiry Card.
Lotus 1-2-3
(Unix, DOS, Windows,
IBM System/370)
Lotus Development Corp.
55 Cambridge Pkwy.
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 577-8500
Circle 1240 on Inquiry Card.
Microsoft Word
(Windows, DOS, Macintosh, Unix)
Microsoft Excel
(Windows, Macintosh)
Microsoft Corp.
1Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052
(206) 882-8080
Circle 1241 on Inquiry Card.
WordPerfect
(Windows, DOS, Macintosh, Unix,
VMS, IBM System/370, Data
General)
WordPerfect Corp.
1555 North Technology Way
Orem, UT 84057
(801) 225-5000
Circle 1242 on Inquiry Card.

What aracket!
3,000 bucks for aCAD program?
Are you kidding?
DesignCAD 2D is only $ 349, and it has more and better
features than the other CAD programs that cost $ 3,000!
And, if you're ready for a three dimensional CAD
program, there is the state-of-the-art
DesignCAD 3D ... for only $ 499!
DesignCAD is the software used in the design of Andre
Agassi's tennis rackets, the Patriot missile, and scores
of other high tech, low tech, and no tech products.
So what's all the racket about? It's because we
believe that it's silly to spend more on a CAD system
than you would on a word processor. Agree?
Well, the ball's in your court.
Your product designed with DesignCAD?
Let us know, and maybe we'll put it in one
of our ads.

o
For a free demo disk
and 16 page color brochure,

i
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contact:
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/e" American

MAGAZINE
DI IORS'
CHOICE

EDITORS
CHOW'

Small Business Computers, Inc.
One American Way. Pryor, Oklahoma 74361

CAD/CAM Software

(918) 825-4844• FAX ( 918) 825-6359
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European Headquarters:
102 Rue La Fontaine. 75016 Paris, France
Phone 331 4520 6540 • FAX 331 4520 6539
Other offices in:

.•••

17417
- -.eleektreeneXia
eire
Brussels • Bucharest • Istanbul • London
- •
Mexico City • 131ileft_elague • Sao Paulo • Tokyo • Warsaw
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People are talking about us.
F77L-EM/32 & Lahey Ergo OS/386
Port mainframe programs as large as 96MB to 386/486's with this 32-bit DOS-Extender
compiler. The Winner of PC Magazine's 1988 lèchnical Excellence Award just got better. New
Version 4.0 includes: Programming Tools, Popular Fortran 90 features, Virtual Memory
Support, DESQview Support, New Documentation and Free Unlimited Runtime Licenses.
F77L-EW32 $995 OS/386 $395
F77L
The fastest real-mode compiler available.
F77L can take advantage of your 386 PC by
generating 32-bit instructions. New Version
5.0 includes: Fortran 90 features, Weitek
support, and Video Graphics. $595

Lahey Personal Fortran 77
Version 3.0: Full ANSI 77, Editor, Debugger,
Linker, Library Manager, Microsoft and
Borland Cinterfaces. Agreat learning tool
at an unbeatable price. $99

t
When people talk about FORTRAN
the name mentioned most often is
Contact us to discuss our products and your needs. (
800) 548-4778
Lahey Computer Systems, Inc. P.O. Box 6091, Incline Village, NV 89450
Tel: ( 702) 831-2500 FAX: ( 702) 831-8123
FORTRAN IS OUR FORTE

PRICES HARD TO MEET — SERVICE HARD TO RFAT!
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World Wide Inquiries Promptly Filled
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together, they must share information bidirectionally. What should be asimple
task, such as sending apage of text from
one user to another, may require afile conversion, afile transfer, or even an upload to
the host system, followed by afile conversion. For the process to be useful, it
needs to work effectively. Often it doesn't.
What's the bottom line? There's no way
to be certain that you can use the same
software on multiple platforms transparently unless you can find someone who
has done it already. About the only thing
you can assume is that there will be glitches, but hopefully minor ones, from time
to time.
Coping with the Confusion
Clearly, you'll find no magic solution if
you're dealing with users and workgroups
that must work together yet have evolved
with their own unique systems and applications. But that should be no surprise by
now. What you can do is manage the situation by recognizing these limitations and
restructuring your work flow and the resources you use to avoid them. You have
three basic choices. Your approach depends on your business situation, your
corporate culture, and your current investment in hardware.
Solution 1: You can simplify your situation by restricting everyone's choice of
computers and software and by replacing
those systems that don't fit. If everyone
has DOS PCs running WordPerfect, Lotus 1-2-3, and PageMaker, you won't have
any problems. This solution avoids compatibility and file-conversion problems
and minimizes training and upgrade procedures. It's abit rigid, though, and can
get quite expensive if you have to replace
much of your computer equipment. It
might also make some operations in the
work-flow process less efficient: Mac users
in the production department won't enjoy
learning to use aPC. Nevertheless, acompany that depends heavily on moving documents from one user to another may find
compatibility to be more important than
flexibility.
Solution 2: Let each user retain his or
her chosen system but choose software for
each platform that's interoperable with
your other applications. This more relaxed
approach is more suitable to the way many
businesses work. You might select Microsoft Word as your word processor and
Excel as your spreadsheet if your workgroups consist of Macs and PCs running
Windows 3.1, for example. This works
well only if the applications you need are
available on all your systems. Be prepared,
however, for unforeseen difficulties. You'll
maintain workgroup efficiency, but you

When there's only
one LaserJet to go around...
It's alesson you learned long ago — how
to share with others. But unfortunately, no one
ever informed you of the ways to share a
LaserJet® printer.

...you learn how to share.
So now you've got several people in an
office all vying for the rights to asingle
printer. What do you do? Learn to share with
Pacific Connect—.
This printer sharing device for the HP
LaserJet Series II, IID, III, and IIID is perfect for
environments with several PCs and/or
Macintoshes. Why spend money on multiple
LaserJet or PostScript® printers when you can
share one LaserJet with up to five PC and
Macintosh users?
Pacific Connect slips conveniently into the
optional I/O slot on aLaserJet printer. So it's
easy to install and easy to use. No other
LaserJet printer sharing device comes complete with all the cables, adapters and Macintosh support needed. Of course, PostScript
operation requires Pacific Data Products'
award-winning PostScript language emulation
cartridge, PacificPage- and the additional
printer memory needed for printing PostScript
files.
As if each user were printing to his own
printer, Pacific Connect eliminates the need
for mechanical switch boxes or networking software. And print jobs
are placed in the user-upgradeable
buffer memory of 256k or 1.25 MB,
and printed in the order that they
are received.
For product information contact
Pacific Data Products at 9125 Rehco
Road, San Diego, CA 92121, USA,
(619) 597-4609 FAX (619) 552-0889.

:die Connect and Pacific Page are trademarks of Pacific Data Products, Int. 1
-IP and LaserJet are regime ed trademarks of Hewlett :lard Co. PostScript is aregistered trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated. Macintosh is aregisteree trademark of Apple
mputer Inc. EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS: SwItzerland Tel ( 41) 22-4.2650. Fas(41) 22-410682.
991 Pacific Data Products, Inc.

PACIFIC
DATA

PRODUCTS
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may still lose some flexibility as files pass
between groups.
Solution 3: Go for total flexibility. Allow users on each platform to use the best
possible application for their task, and live
with the limitations. You'll have to accept
the fact that moving information between
platforms might be acumbersome process, and you'll have to be willing to live
without some file attributes that simply
aren't recognized by other applications
further down in the work-flow process.
You might, for example, end up with
software that can read the data format of
another application, or you might select
conversion software—such as HiJaak—
that will perform such conversions for you.
If you don't move many files, don't transfer much data between groups, or don't
need alot of nontransferable file attributes.
this approach makes sense.
What's Ahead
There was once atime when data compatibility wasn't aproblem. People transferred their documents on paper. If they
had to move information in electronic
form, they did so by modem or by passing
along afloppy disk. Now, word processing

documents, spreadsheets, and graphics
files are immediately accessible to everyone on anetwork. Work flow is now an
electronic process, and file compatibility is
abig issue.
WordPerfect and other vendors are
rushing versions of their packages for
Mac, DOS, Windows, and Unix users to
market. They're not, however, rushing to
support other vendors' file formats or to
develop abetter intermediate file format.
Why isn't there abetter least common denominator for file interchange than ASCII?
The reasons lie partly in the difficulty of
determining such astandard, partly in
selfish marketing concerns, and partly in a
lingering vendor ignorance of how computer networks have changed the workflow process. Why encourage acustomer
to buy anything but your product? Ultimately, products that attempt to lock in
users in this way will find themselves
locked out of tomorrow's LANs.
The more egregious file compatibility
problems should be solved soon. There's
no good reason for Mac, Unix, and Windows versions of the same word processing program to have problems exchanging data. And users shouldn't have to go

through an arcane conversion process in
order to read common file formats such
as ASCII.
Today's software manufacturers are
much better at allowing users to move their
information between platforms, but they
have along way to go before file exchange
between applications becomes transparent. Until the industry gets there, you'll
have to balance the desires of your employees against the efficiency of moving
information around and against the flexibility you need to match computing resources to needs. •
Wayne Rash Jr. is a contributing editor
for BYTE and aprincipal and technical
director of the Network Integration Group
of American Management Systems, Inc.
(Arlington, VA). He is coauthor of two
books for business network users: The Executive Guide to Local Area Networks and
The Novell Connection. You can contact
him on BIX as " waynerash," or in the
to.wayne conference.
Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

You Build the Bitmaps.
We Build the Show.
If you need to show true-color images for your technical
seminars or client presentations, ImageQTM for Windows

PROYEnlY.11441

gives you the power to get the show on the road. Whether it's
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asimple slide show or afully interactive presentation, use the
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programmability, speed and quality of ImageQ to display your
24-bit TARGA, BMP or 111-•"1- files. Use ImageQ to
communicate your visuals with the clarity they deserve.
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• • • •
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ImageQ offers you: High speed display of images from disk • Visual slide sorting • Portable
presentations • 'On-the-fly' conversion of true-color images to super VGA • Powerful control
scripting language • Transitions between images with control over direction and style • Support
for PCX, GIF, TIF, BMP, TGA, VST, VII and others • Cut and paste of text and images from
other Windows applications • Automatic creation of presenter notes and viewer handouts
ImageQ $349

Image() Demo $ 19.95

MUNI:
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Contact: 1-800-363-3400

Image North Technologies Inc. • 180 King St. S., Suite 360 • Waterloo, Ontario, Canada • N2J 1P8 • Dealer inquiries welcome
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MoreColartiling Know How
Get the most from your computer— our books show you how.

Windows System
Programming
The bible for Windows
programmers. Includes
the tools you need to
program professional
applications for operation under Windows.
Contains
sample
applications
with
exhaustive
documentation and
background
Program your globe applica
information
with
programming
examples in C. Topics
include using GDI,
bilmaps and the color
palette manager; using
DDE ( Dynamic Data
Exchange) between
applications; Windows
memory man' e
the DDL
Link Libraries)conc
and much more. 740
pages with companion of skette.
#B116 ISBN 1-55755-116-2 $39.95*
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Turbo Pascal System Programming
Gives you " know how" to program faster, easier,
tighter and better. Find out how to use Turbo for
system programming tasks; writing TSRs; performing multi-tasking; using SAA windowing and
implementing expanded and extended memory.
Learn how Turbo generátes machine code, handles
the mouse, scans the keyboard, uses UNITS and
OOPS, performs fast screen display and more.
750 pages with companion diskette of more than
800K of source code.
#B124 ISBN 1-55755-124-3 $44.95*

DR DOS 6.0 Complete
is an everyday user's
guide to running Digital
Research's brand new
DR DOS 6.0 operating
system. An encyclopedia of practical info
makes this the most
authoritative DR DOS
6.0 reference book
available. Shows you
how to use DR DOS
6.0's new features
including: SuperStor
disk
compression,
MemMAX memory
saving, FileLink data
transfer and more. Both
beginning and advanced
users will find that the
techniques
will make t
productive with
DOS 6.0. Includes 3.5"
companion disk.
#B144. ISBN l-55755-144-8. $34.95*

Turbo Pascal for Windows
Provides an in-depth look at programming using
this popular development system. Includes an
extensive introduction to the integrated
developmental environment and a practical
overview of the fundamentals and special features
of Pascal programming under Windows including
Object Windows. Also includes techniques for
using Units - avital topic for unders
oriented programming. Includes 3.5"
diskette.
#B141 ISBN 1-55755-141-3 $39.95*

In US & Canada Order Toll Free 1-800-451-4319

PC System Programming
An encyclopedia of PC technical and programming
knowledge. Features parallel working examples
written in Pascal, C, Assembly and BASIC.
Explains how to use extended and expanded
memory, hard disks, PC ports, mouse drivers,
graphics and sound. Also explains memory layout,
DOS operations, fundamentals of BIOS and TSR
programs. Includes complete ap
and 2companion disks with over 1
ISBN 1-55755-036-0 #B036 $59.95*

EXT.

21

For fast delivery Order Toll Free 1-800-451-4319 EXT. 21, oi FAX (
616) 698-0325
"J Yes, please rush the following items
J Yes, please rush your free PC catalog
Apply to my: J Visa J Master Card :_lAm.Express / J I
have enclosed acheck / M.O.
PC System Programming $59.95
DR DOS 6.0 COMPLETE
34.95
Turbo Pascal for Windows
39.95
Windows System Programming
39.95
Turbo Pascal System Prog.
44.95
In US and Canada add $5.00 Postage and Handling.
*Foreign orders outside North America add $ 13.00 surface rate or $20.00 air mail per book.
Card#:

Expires:__

Signature:
Available at most B. Dalton Booksellers. Waklensoftware, and Software Etc and other bookstores nationwide
In the UK contact Computer Bookshops 021-705-118B • In Australia contact Pa, tronics 02-748-470h

Abacus

Dept. B1, 5370 52nd Street SE
Grand Rapids. MI 49512

Orders: 1-800-451-4319 • Phone: (616) 698-0330 • Fax: (616) 698-0325

in US and Canada add $ 5.00 Postage and Handling. Foreign orders outside Norm' America add 513.00
surface rate or $ a).00 air mail per book.
We accept Visa. Master Card or American Express. Call
write for your ' me catalog of PC Books.
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Toshiba 1.44MB 3.5"
Floppy Disk Drives
Fans, Enclosures,
and Components
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Weller Soldering Stations

Jameco 8088, 80286 and 80386
Computer Kits
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Terms: Prices are subject to change without notice. Items subject to availability and prior sale. Complete list of terms/warranties is available upon request.
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Integrated Circuits
and RAM Modules

Get Your Free
Jameco Catalog
Today. Call Our
24- Hour Hotline
1-800-831-4242

Our catalog is a
natural resource for all
your computer and electronic product needs.
You'll find over 4000 different items in this
easy-to-use source book. Whether you want
the latest computer kit, computer upgrade
component, or accessory
integrated
circuits, test and measurement equipment
or aspecial technology book, you'll find it at
the most competitive price. And this wide
selection is backed by our record of assured
quality and solid customer support.
For 16 years, Jameco has been the resource
of choice for large and small businesses,
schools and universities, government, and
individuals. And we make buying as natural as
one phone call. Use our 24-hour order processing, toll-free 800 number and fax, BBS
access and expedited shipping.
Let us become your natural resource
today. Call now for our latest catalog. When
you're ready, shop by phone or stop by our
catalog-store/headquarters located in
Belmont, CA, serving Silicon Valley and the
Stanford Technology Park area.

JAMECII
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
COMPUTER PRODUCTS
1355 Shorcu a) Road, Belmont, CA 94002

Books

Jameco 16MHz
80386SX Motherboards

1-800-831-4242 (415) 592-8097
FAX: 1-800-237-6948
Circle 83 on Inquiry Card.

Ali trademarks are registered trademarks of their respective companies. © 1/92 Jameco Electronic Components/Computer Products
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he Difference.
'Using each adapter at
VGA, 800-hy-600 and
1,024- by- 768 pixel
resolutions, all test
images were displayed crisply. "

_________11111111111111111111111,

"The image is the
brightest we've ever
seen, even in the
brightly-sunlit new
CADalyst office. "
CADalyst

"The intelligence
built into this monitor
eliminates all of the
arm stretching and
wheel turning so often
associated with video
mode changes. "
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—PC Magazine

"Nana° thoughtfully
places the seven mostused controls on the
front of the monitor,
unobtrusively tucked
below the faceplate.
Macworld

See the difference that the industry experts

The Difference Will Comfort You.

agree has set the Nanao Flexscan 90801
apart from other monitors.
The Difference Will Impress You.
Color yourself impressed by the Nanao Flexscan 9080fs
multiscanning abilities and high resolution. The 1280 x1024 noninterlaced resolution increases productivity
and enhances graphics applications
beyond compare. Its high refresh rate
(74Hz) is easy on the eyes. And with
sharper text and brighter colors, the 9080i
delivers the high quality professionals
need...and want!
The Difference Will Excite You.

Sometimes for high performance you need to give up
creature comforts. But not with the 9080i. Sit back and
relax in front of your Nanao monitor and its convenient
front control panel. Almost every adjustment is within
your reach. Nanao Flexscan monitors even align
themselves with the Swedish MPR standards of low
radiation emissions and give you an anti-static coating,
fulfilling your ergonomic needs.
See the family of monitors ready for the next
step in high resolution. To see the difference
for yourself, contact your local Nanao dealer or
call us at 1-800-800-5202.

NAN/10®

I

Get excited about doing what you've
always wanted to do with Windows on
the 9080i's larger 16- inch screen area. Highly compatible,
in compliance with the Video Electronics Standards
Association. Convergence & pin-cushioning controls.
Dual inputs for two computers or two boards. The little
Circle
differences that make for an exciting new monitor.

NANAO U.S.A. CORPORATION
23535 Telo Avenue
Torrance, California 90505
(213) 325-5202
Inquiry Card
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"Cutting Edge' image, created ny

LorenziniValerie Bernescia. Huntington Beach " Living Boom' image created by Neolux, Pasadena. NANAO and FLEXSCAN are registered trademarks of Nanao U.S A Corporation

ROUNDTABLE
W HAT Do BENCHMARKS
REALLY TELL YOU?

R

oundtable is a forum in which BYTE editors, columnists, and contributors debate
key issues that affect how you purchase and

use hardware and software. The " conversations"
take place on BIX, where you can participate in the
round.table conference.
KEN SHELDON Benchmarks: You can't live with
'em, and you can't live without 'em. Or can you?
BYTE spends much time and effort making sure that
its benchmarks are fair, are sensible, and produce meaningful results. It takes alot of work and isn't alot of fun;
anyone who dares release asuite of benchmarks is almost begging the world to take potshots at their efforts.
Some companies optimize their products specifically
so that they'll get good ratings on benchmarks. And with
the rapid rate of technological advance, today's benchmarks are outdated tomorrow. In view of that, does benchmarking make sense?
DENNIS ALLEN: Let me start by clarifying what benchmarks and benchmark tests are. A benchmark is nothing more than astandard used for comparison. A benchmark test, on the other hand, is atest or asuite of tests that
provides measurable results that you can compare back to
the original benchmark. For example, the BYTE lowlevel benchmarks tell you precisely how fast asystem
performs discrete functions that exercise the CPU, memory, video, and hard drive subsystems. BYTE's DOS application benchmark suite consists of avariety of popular application programs that exercise the system as a
whole. By comparing the test results from, say, anotebook PC to the test results of BYTE's IBM AT benchmark system, you can gauge its relative performance.
How important is that? Assuming that performance is
acritical issue for the work you do on your computer,
those benchmark test results are invaluable. They provide an insight to the type of performance you can expect
on agiven system. Other considerations depend mostly on
the applications you run. But benchmark tests provide a
meaningful starting place for evaluating systems.
BEN SMITH: Benchmarks invaluable? Piffle! The only
true (.\ alma ion of performance is to actually run the ap-

BYTE

columnists,

staff, and contributors
de ufte the issues

plications that you intend to use in the environment in
which you intend to use them with the data that you will
be handling. The value of abenchmark is determined by
how closely the benchmarking method approximates
your actual needs.
STAN DIEHL: Benchmarks give you objective data to
cite when talking about performance. Iput more stock in
the product rating of areviewer who runs aspecific suite of
tests than that of areviewer
DENNIS ALLEN
who merely runs afew appliSenior Editor and Director,
cations and concludes that "the
BYTE Lab
system seemed kind of pokey
STEVE APIKI
under Windows." A good
benchmark will consistently exTechnical Editor, BYE Lab
pose poor performers and reSTAN DIEHL
ward the good ones.
Testing Editor/Engineer,
We recently tested a486 sysBYTE Lab
tem that consistently returned
abnormally poor benchmark reTREVOR MARSHALL
sults. The vendor finally adConsulting Editor
mitted that it was using a 16bit data path between the CPU
ROB MITCHELL_
and memory. It helped to have
Senior Editor, Columns
hard, tangible numbers to back
up our assertion that the maMICHAEL NADEAU
chine ran like adog.
Executive Editor

SMITH: I'm not saying that
benchmarks are without value;
just that they can be misleading if you don't know what
they represent. Indexes force
the confusion onto the reader.
And even knowing this, Iwill
often refer to an index as an indicator of asystem's performance. Why? Because it is convenient; not because it is
informative.

JERRY POURNELLE
Senior Contributing Editor

ANDY REINHARDT
News Editor

KEN SHELDON
West Coast Bureau Chief

BEN SMITH
Technical Editor

TREVOR MARSHALL: No single performance index is useful, but Iuse benclunarking daily to judge performance improvements in the systems I'm designing.
Say an engineer comes to me and says, "Ihave this neat
idea for improving our RAM interface." My reaction is to
try and identify how much better it is than the current
technique. The only way to do this is to use benchmarks.
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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Having an adequate repertoire of tests and
knowing which tests are likely to detect
the changes you've made is the art of a
good systems designer.

benchmark set as another machine that's
not crippled will perform. Even today,
benchmarks can indicate only one data
point in comparing systems.

MARSHALL: The ultimate benchmark
is real life, but whose life? A scientist
would be afool to look at benchmark tests
constructed to show spreadsheet performance. He or she needs data on arithmetic
speed and accuracy. No one set of benchmarks can cover all cases.
This is the failing with SPEC, but there
are many other benchmark suites out there
that give potential purchasers some idea
of what they're getting. Knowing which
to use is still an art form.
Graphics benchmarks are even worse,
but heaven knows we need them. How do
you benchmark the performance of the X
Window System, for instance? And what
about the Windows accelerators that everybody is talking about? How much faster
are they in real life? You could just say,
MICHAEL NADEAU: The benchmark
tests do no more than indicate whether a "Well, the accelerator from company X
looks alot faster when running the Turbo
machine is fast enough for agiven task.
Pascal editor," or you could construct
The problem lies in how benchmarks are
benchmarks to give aquantitative assessrepresented, and both purveyors of benchment. Iprefer the latter approach.
marks and system vendors share the blame.
Benchmark graphs provide nice visuals,
NADEAU: SPEC is not perfect, but it is
but magazines should explain how to ineffective for providing aquick-and-dirty
terpret them; that doesn't always happen.
performance ranking of workstations.
Vendors promote good benchmark
scores heavily, sometimes to the excluMARSHALL: SPEC is good for worksion of other selling points. This creates
station comparisons but was designed only
the impression in some buyers' minds that
for Unix systems. You also have to assign
benchmarks are the most important purat least two programmer-months to comchasing factor.
pile and run them all, and you need to assign your in-house compiler group to the
JERRY POURNELLE: The problem
continuing task of optimizing your comwith benchmarks is that it is often possible
pilers for abetter SPECmark. (Remember
to work around them. If you know enough
when arecent software upgrade gave IBM
about the benchmark, you can design to
it; and that has been done, since getting a ahuge boost in its RISC System/6000
SPECmark?) Both these investments are
high score on benchmarks has, in the past,
beyond what smaller computer manufacbeen worth considerable prestige and, thus,
turers can afford.
money in this competitive business.
Years ago, Idevised what Icalled "a
ANDY REINHARDT: The RISC Sysbenchmark of sorts" that consisted of gentem/6000's performance boost didn't reperating some matrices, their floating-point
resent an increase in CPU power, but if a
multiplication, and then the floating-point
company can achieve aperformance insummation of the elements of the answer.
crease by introducing anew FORTRAN
Igenerated the matrices by taking recipcompiler (whose benefits would also acrocals of numbers, thus making for concrue to any other program recompiled with
siderable division. That, at least, had both
it), that represents afair and legitimate exinteger and floating-point loops and nupression of system performance. The immerical calculations, meaning that it would
portance of agood optimizing compiler in
be hard to design to that test and not proRISC systems—especially ones with the
duce auseful machine. It wasn't perfect,
parallelism of the RISC System/6000—is
but it seemed better at the time than most
paramount. It's not asleight of hand.
benchmarks Iknew then.
Not long ago, Iheard atale of horror
MARSHALL: Iam askeptic. Iknow that
about how, if you know what you are dothe fastest compilers are designed specifing, you can make acrippled machine
ically to recognize the code constructs that
score as well on one famous magazine's

ROB MITCHELL: BYTE's low-level
and DOS application benchmark indexes
show the reader the tip of the iceberg. The
graphical presentation of index numbers
gives only ageneral impression of how a
machine has performed. The BYTE Lab
goes over the raw benchmark numbers to
pick up any unusual events, such as particularly slow doubleword moves, that
need mention. In some cases, above-average performance on one set of tests will
compensate for below-par performance in
another category. That means that two
computers with similar CPU indexes, for
example, might not truly perform similarly. We always try to point these things out
in areview.
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Dhrystones and Whetstones benchmarks
use. Those changes may not affect the code
that you or Iwrite.
REINHARDT: Iwould like to see a
price/performance rating in which the cumulative score on the BYTE high-level
benchmark tests is divided into the price of
the review system, as configured for the
test. The end result would be to show
which systems provide not just the best
performance but also the most for your
money. This raises all kinds of problems,
though—among them the issues of "suggested list price" versus "street price" and
configuration differences.
STEVE APIKI: The primary problem
with this approach is that many systems
we receive include goodies that aren't performance related. Say we get a486 with a
CD-ROM drive, aSuper VGA monitor,
and 16 MB of system RAM. What price do
we use for the price/performance ratio?
We can eliminate the CD-ROM drive right
off. But additional memory translates to
increased performance under Unix, and
the full complement of 16 MB allows for
memory interleaving, where the standard
1-MB version does not.
Does the Super VGA monitor mean you
test applications using Super VGA drivers?
If not, Icould argue that your application
benchmarks are unrealistic, because most
users will run the machine in Super VGA
mode. Price/performance would be nice
to report, but coming up with afair system for doing so is an intractable problem.
MITCHELL: BYTE does ask for exactly
the same configuration for all machines
in ahead-to-head comparison. But if the
configuration it requests is different from
how the vendor typically sells the system,
BYTE may bend the rules abit. In this
case, aprice/performance ratio would be
meaningless.
What makes BYTE different is that it
doesn't publish price/performance numbers. Computer systems are much too complicated to reduce to asingle ratio. Which
index number would be used for the performance denominator? Which price and
configuration would be used as the numerator?
Benchmark numbers make for good
graphics, but the real story lies in the
telling. Why did amachine do extremely
well in the low-level video tests yet not
excel in the application tests? Why did a
machine with aSCSI caching hard drive
controller not perform better than others
with standard IDE hard drives? A good
reviewer puts the numbers in perspective
for the reader. •

SOFTWARE

DEVELOPERS

Rainbow Technologies
Protects Software Better.
In More Places.
For More Developers.
And For More Good Reasons.
For the most solutions, best support and
worldwide availability in PC, MAC and LAN
software protection, there's no reason to
look further than Rainbow Technologies.
Rainbow Technologies features:
•DOS, OS/2, Windows, UNIX, XENIX and
MAC compatibility
•Protection for SPX/IPX and NetBios
networked software
•Algorithm and
memory devices to
suit your application
•The most drivers/interfaces for quick
implementation
•Proprietary ASIC designs for confidentiality
•Proven reliability— more than 1.5 million
keys installed
•Transparent operation for the end user

1-800-852-8569
Protect your revenues. Call toll free
today to plug Rainbow Technologies into
your software plans. Evaluation packages
are available.

Rainbow Technologies provides:
•World class technical assistance
•Custom application engineering
•Toll free Hot Line support
•Delivery in 5days or less
•In stock availability in 15 countries
•Clear and comprehensive
documentation
•The broadest warranty coverage
available

Copyaiet 01991 Rainbow Technologies, Inc. All product
names are trademark, of the respective holders.
Rainbow Technologies stock is traded on NASDAQ-RNBO

The NetSentiner
Network Site License
Management Key For Novell,
OS/2, 8z NetBios Based LANs.
Call Today For Details ... 1-800-852-8569

t
r
)

RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES

9292 Jeronimo Road, Irvine, CA 92718 • TEL: ( 714) 454-2100
(800) 852-8569 • FAX: ( 714) 454-8557 • Apple Link: D3058
Rainbow Technoiogies, Ltd., Shirley Lodge, 470 London Rd., Slough
Berkshire SL3 8QY. U.K. TEL: (44) 0753-541512 • FAX: (44)0753-543610
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Notebook.

MHz Only 1795!
"King of the
Sensational... The
best price-performer
`UMW
EDITOR'S
... Astonishing value
BEST BUY
CHOICE
... The number one
contender..." The praise goes on and on.
Winner of PC Magazine's Editor's Choice
Award and PC World's Best Buy Award, the
experts love the ZEOS Notebook. And you'll
love it too. Because as PC Magazine said,
the ZEOS Notebook is
simply "the hottest deal
on the notebook market."
%1=-ACI I)

411111

INCREDIBLE DESKTOP
FEATURES IN A
NOTEBOOK.

Pick your power. Choose
our '386SX-16MHz version
or go for the incredible new
ZEOS '386SX-20MHz version. Combine that with our
high speed hard disk, built
in 144MB floppy drive,
VGA and more— you've
got the greatest notebook
going at any price!
Look closely at the details. Like our crisp
10" VGA display. The ultimate in sparkling
clarity featuring advanced fluorescent backlighting for vivid VGA graphics. And then
the drives.
Two drives are better than one! First,
you're getting our whisper quiet high speed,
high capacity hard disk. Then we've built in
an industry standard 144 Megabyte, 3.5 inch
floppy as well. And we don't stop there.
DETAILS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!

For instance, the battery system of your
new notebook is the most advanced on the
market. You can quick charge, or trickle
charge, any time your system is plugged in.
Or, you can use the optional charging stand
if you wish.
Either way, you're sure to appreciate our
light weight snap-in, snap-out battery packs.
They're so light and easy to use, you can easily
take an extra one with you on those really

long trips. Plus, you can get even more life
out of asingle charge by using our programmable power management system. Hour
upon hour of Notebook computing power!
CONNECTIVITY TO01

Your new ZEOS notebook is agreat
connectivity tool! Using our optional built-in
2400 baud MNPe Class 5modem, connectivity buffs will find themselves logging
on at every turn.
And speaking of connectivity, we've kept the I/O
easy to use too. Because
unlike many of the others,
your new ZEOS notebook
has the same industry
standard port connectors
you'll find on your larger
desktop system. Serial and
Parallel ports; even an
external VGA connector.
Completely compatible!
ZEOS 24 HOUR A DAY
SUPPORT.

Don't forget your new
ZEOS notebook is backed
by the best Technical and Sales support in
the industry, 24 Hours aDay. We're always
here to help, any time of the day or night.
And we don't stop there either.
Your new notebook is also backed by our
30 Day Absolute Satisfaction Money Back
Guarantee and One Full Year Limited Warranty. You're going to be very satisfied. We
don't just say it. We guarantee it.
ORDER YOUR OWN
ZEOS NOTEBOOK NOW!

You can order your own ZEOS Notebook
right now. Simply pick up the phone and give
us acall now at 800423-5891 Larger hard
drives, carrying cases and more are also
available! At last, afull featured notebook
that lets you compute anywhere. You're
going to love it!
ORDER NOW TOLL FREE:

800-423-5891

Purchase Orders from Fortune 1000 companies, Governments and institutions subject to approval. Leasing Programs are available. All prices and
specifications are subject to change without notice. Please call to confirm pricing, specifications and warranty details. The following are trademarks
of their respective companies: ZEDS (ZEOS International, Ltd.), MNP ( Microcom Systems, Inc.); C 1991, ZEOS International, Ltd., 530 5th Avenue,
KW, St. Paul, MN 55112 USA. ZEOS is apublicly traded company ( NASDAQ symbol: ZEOS).
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ONLY $1795!

20MHz ONLY $ 1995!

"THE HOTTEST DEAL ON THE NOTEBOOK MARKET— PC MAGAZINE

;;
n

NOW. YOUR
COMPLETE '386SX-16
NOTEBOOK! VGA,
20MB HARD DRIVE,
1.44MB FLOPPY AND
MORE. LIGHT AND
LOADED! INCREDIBLE.

'386SX-16 or 386SX-20.
1MB DRAM, expandable
to 3 or 5MB.
20MB High Speed HDD.
Built in High Density 3.5"
1.44MB floppy drive.
High resolution VGA display. Fluorescent backlit
640x480, 32 grey scales.
Bright and clear!
Removable quick charge
NiCad battery. Two hour
plus battery life typical,
more using Programmable
Power Management!
Quick charge or trickle
charge using included AC
power adapter.
Extra battery packs and
external charging stand
available.
82 key keyboard. True
101 key emulation.
Industry standard Serial
and Parallel Ports.
VGA port for external
VGA color display. Great
for demos!
Total system weight 7 lbs.
with battery.
30 Day Absolute
Satisfaction Money Back
Guarantee and ZEOS
Customer Satisfaction
Package.
One Full Year Limited
Warranty.
24 Hour a Day Toll Free
Technical Support, 365
Days a Year.
ORDER NOW TOLL FREE

800-4121-6R01
FAX Orders: 612-633-1325
Minnesota: 612-633-4591
Hearing Impaired ( TOD)
Orders: 800-228-5389
Outside US and Canada:
612-633-6131
MasterCard, VISA, Discover,
Am Exp. Z-Card and COD.
Open 24 Hours a Day,
365 Days aYear!
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THE

1991
BYTE
Awards
The best products of the last year get the recognition they deserve

T

he 1991 BYTE Awards provide asnapshot of the most important events that
occurred in the computer industry last year. Each of the 84 winners represents
an achievement in its category that pushed the industry forward. Apple, for
instance, answered the challenge posed by Microsoft's Windows 3.0, last
year's top vote-getter, with its System 7.0, this year's number-one winner.
Meanwhile, Microsoft was busy producing products to support Windows. Three of
those packages, Visual Basic, Word for Windows 2.0, and Excel 3.0, are among the
award winners for 1991. Apple, in turn, built on System 7.0 with QuickTime 1.0.
Many products in the portable category won awards, including two notebooks from
Toshiba, Psion's 8-ounce hand-held system, Citizen's PN48 portable printer, and Zenith's Mastersport 386SL. The most important winners in this area are not end-user
products, however. Chips & Technologies and AMD introduced CPUs that should
provide ashot in the arm for portable system developers.
Criteria
To be eligible for the 1991 BYTE Awards, aproduct must be new within the last year,
and we must be reasonably sure that it will be commercially available by the time you
read this. We chose products or technologies based on their impact; specifically, we
looked for innovation, superior performance, and price breakthroughs.
BYTE editors and contributors nominate products or technologies for awards. Each
editor or contributor then votes for his or her 10 most important products of 1991.
Products with the highest number of votes receive Awards of Excellence, and midrange vote-getters receive Awards of Distinction. Those products receiving the fewest
votes are given Awards of Merit. No awards are given to nominees that do not receive
any votes.
A World View
BYTE has many licensees around the world. These publishers reprint BYTE articles
in their native languages. This year, we invited all BYTE licensees to participate in
the 1991 Awards. We received lists of winners from three: Nikkei BYTE from Japan,
RAM from Greece, and Binary from Spain.
The editors of these magazines chose winners based on their importance to the
regional computing community. Many of their selections match those of the BYTE
staff's. This represents the increased globalization of the computer industry. Products
today are more likely to be launched on aworldwide scale than in only one particular
region. We hope you find the selections of Nikkei BYTE, RAM, and Binary as fascinating as we did.
—Michael Nadeau
120
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System 7.0,
Apple Computer

I'net n1 reoels

The delayed release of Apple's System 7.0 was worth
the wait: It offers an easier-touse interface that includes a
built-in file-search capability
and icons that represent file
aliases to often-used applications, files, or remote volumes. Internally, System 7.0
provides enhanced communications functions, 32-Bit
Quic1cDraw, virtual memory,
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Ethernet and token-ring drivers, and the ability to share
hard disks or folders with other networked users. Its Interapplication Communication
and Open Scripting Architecture provide mechanisms for
dynamically sharing information and automating repetitive tasks. Another bravura
performance by Apple's software engineers.
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Visual Basic, Microsoft
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With Visual Basic, Windows programming becomes almost
easy. Visual Basic combines astructured version of BASIC with
auser interface for designing the graphical elements of an application. You can create windows; drop in text boxes; and position command buttons, radio buttons, and other graphics-control elements. You can then double-click on the control element
(e.g., amenu or acheck box) and write the BASIC code that
defines the function of each element. Visual Basic combines
your BASIC code with the Windows interface code. You can
compile the code to create an executable Windows program.
You never have to know the nitty-gritty of Windows; you just
need some experience with BASIC programming.

FoxPro 2.0, Fox Software V
FoxPro is the acknowledged
speed leader among dEtasecompatible database programs and deserves the 1991
"most improved" award for
its remarkable version 2.0.
A new retrieval technology
called Rushmore crunches
through million-record dataysto.

ile

Databases
AUTHORS
PARTICLES

dit

atabase

ecord

bases with stunning speed.
Other major enhancements
include compressed compound indexes, a Structured
Query Language subsystem, a
WYSIWYG screen builder, a
project manager, an interface
to Watcom C, and an extended-DOS version.
regrew
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PCMCIA 2.0 h.

A
TITLE
DEPT
AUTHOR
EDITOR

I Print Options...

PCMCIA 2.0 is the specification that could launch tiny IC
cards into wide use as interchangeable storage devices
for personal computers,
palmtops, and hundreds of
other noncomputer applications. The specification now
122
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defines how IC cards can
execute programs directly,
rather than your having to
load software into main memory, and spells out how you
can use PCMCIA slots for
general I/O devices like
modems or printer ports.

Selection
Criteria

SELECT AITICLES.AITIUM, AITICLES.1SSUEIEY. AITICLES.TITLE, ASTI
FROM AUTHORS, ARTICLES;
WHERE ART)CLES.AUTHOR
AUTHORS.LASTAAME:
ARTICLES.ISSUENEY . "April";
AND ARTICLES.DEPT "Mews"):
INTO TOILE C:\JOMMIIIL.IIT
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QuickTime 1.0, Apple Computer
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DR DOS 6.0, Digital Research A
It has taken awhile, but Digital Research's DR DOS 6.0 seriously threatens to dethrone MS-DOS as king of the text-based
operating systems. It features abetter memory manager, atask
switcher, and proven utilities for disk caching and file compression. Free lifetime support is another plus. DR DOS also comes
with several networking tools, which suggests that new owner
Novell might have even more interesting things in mind for this
DOS challenger.
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Excel 3.0, Microsoft
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Apple's system
software has always been outstanding, and now
QuickTime 1.0
sets the stage for a
marked advance in
the use of multimedia technology
in practical applications. With its
new movie file format, QuickTime
allows a standard
way for applications to dynamically exchange
data from one
computing platform to another.
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You really can improve an application years after it first arrives. Microsoft's Excel 3.0 represents aquantum leap over its
predecessor, adding new icons, an auto-sum feature, best-fit
column sizing, and a new outlining capability that lets you
shrink your view of the spreadsheet. Most important, Excel 3.0
embraces direct manipulation, making it by far the most graphical spreadsheet available.
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GatorBox CS, Cayman Systems I>
Cayman Systems' GatorBox
CS is simply the easiest way to
tie together networks of Mac
and Unix systems. For network administrators grappling with the thorny issues of
interoperability, the GatorBox is a refreshingly elegant
solution in a realm that usually requires working with
partial solutions from anumber of vendors that never quite

dovetail. The GatorBox CS is
a plug-and-play LocalTalk/
Ethernet gateway that supports AppleTalk Phase 1and
2, TCP/IP, and DECnet Level
1protocols. Optional GatorShare software takes the link
one step further by offering
Network File System hosts
(disguised as AppleShare volumes) to Macs on the connected LAN.
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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V LaserJet
Hewlett-Packard

EXCELLENCE

As it has in other segments of
the printer market, HewlettPackard is leading the way in
network laser printers with
the LaserJet IIISi. Fast and
reasonably priced, this 106pound beast is heavy duty all
the way, yet its output quality
is excellent. If your current
workgroup laser printer is
creating long lines and short
tempers, the IIISi could be a
godsend.
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PC/Chip,
Chips & Technologies

PenPoint, Go Corp. A
PenPoint is the first operating
system for pen-based computers designed from the very
beginning for anew and revolutionary input method. At
every stage, Go Corp. considered how the operating system
and the machines and applications using it would interact
with users and their pens. As
aresult, PenPoint-based systems feel truly natural when
operated with a pen—there
are no awkward or uncomfortable compromises. PenPoint is also a truly objectoriented operating system that
has not had to accept any of
the limitations imposed by
having to work with existing
software.
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NetWare 3.11, Novell
Used with NetWare for the
Macintosh, NetWare NFS,
and NetWare FTAM, the 386
version of NetWare now supports Mac, Unix, and PC
client types ( e.g., DOS
and OS/2). NetWare 3.11's
"name spaces" feature maintains machine-specific name
information for each client
type, preserving data and resource-fork information on
the Mac and extended attributes on OS/2 clients. NetWare 3.11 is an expensive—
but fast and reliable—LAN
operating system for users
who need to integrate multiple client types.

r>

The PC/Chip is the first true single-chip PC
It finally allows manufacturers of systems to build acomputer using only
one chip plus some memory.
That alone would be an
achievement, but Chips &
Technologies has added to this
with its architectural innovation of SuperState—a way to extend the PC architecture and
add all kinds of new capabilities
without affecting or compromising its
compatibility with the original.
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Sketch, Alias Research
The Mac-based Sketch is one
of the fastest and coolest
three-dimensional CAD/solids modelers we have ever
seen. With such features as its
Curve-o-Matic tools, you can
produce complex 3-D wireframe models using 2-D techniques. It is coming soon in a
Windows version, too.

Now YOU CAN BE OUT IN THE FIELD,
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Safari NSX/20
Notebook Computer
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Mobile Computing. It's the hot new buzz:
word for people whose business takes th
&out of the office, But•when it comes, to connectivity, you calfind yourself stranded.
That's where the AT&T Safari comes in.
ft's the first notebook PC designed for
Mobile Networked Computing, so you can
network anywhere, to anyone. With the
386SX power you need to run most any
application. An integrated modem and
optional pocket LAN adapter for wired communication. And innovative Mobile Mailbox
data pager for wireless E-mail, plus cellular
modem to deliver two-way connectivity.
See how easy it cart be to stay in touch
in the field. Call 1-800-247-1212, ext. 836V,
for the name of your nearest authorized
Safari reseller.

scs
PORTABLE
SOLUTIONS

Circle 313 on Inquiry Card.

POWERFUL 20MHz 80386SX PRCCESSOP, • 40MB DRIVE WITH 2TO 6MB OF RAM OR 801113 DRIVE WITH 4108 MB OF RAM • 1.44MB FLOPPY DRIVE
COMMUNICATES FROM ANYWHERE INTEGRATED 2400BPS MODEM (40MB VERSION) • INTEGRATED 2400BPS DATA/ 9E008PS FAX CELLULAR MODEM
(80M8 VERSION). POCKET LAN ADAPTER • MOBILE MAILBOX (WIRELESS E-MAIL) EASY TO USE DUAL BATTERY PACK (UP TO SIX HOURS OF OPERATION).
PORTABLE MOUSE • PRELOACED SOFTWARE: IAS-DOS 4.01, M&WINDOWS 3, AT&T MAIL TOURGUIDE TUTORIAL UTILMES
Safari is aregistered trademark of AT&T. All other product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies

AT&T
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Am388,
Advanced Micro Devices
The Am386 does not break
new ground— it is a faster
clone of the Intel 386DX—but
it certainly has lit afire under
Intel. It is probably the main
reason we now have 486SX16, -20, and -25 machines.
Grolier Electronic
Encyclopedia
(1991 edition),
Grolier Electronic
Publishing
With the addition of sound
and more pictures, this CDROM is an inexpensive and
useful introduction to multimedia. It is agreat excuse for
buying aCD-ROM drive.
NCR 3125, NCR
The first ( but not the last)
pen-based computer designed
to run both Go Corp.'s PenPoint and Microsoft's Windows for Pen-Based Computing. The NCR tablet features
aclear screen, awireless stylus, and good power management.
Norton Desktop
for Windows, Symantec
An essential add-on to Windows, Norton Desktop for
Windows replaces the clumsy
Program Manager and File
Manager with an elegant
drag- and- drop desktop. It
also tosses in a grab bag of
goodies ranging from Norton
Utilities and Backup to afile
shredder and screen saver.
PN48 Professional
System, Citizen America
Small and cute, the PN48 represents abig improvement in
output quality for portable
printers. If appearance is everything to you, this is the
printer you want as a travel
companion. y
eeetiedeas27,,,.„
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Quest for Windows,
Gupta Technologies
Getting information from a
relational database usually
involves constructing queries
in Structured Query Language—a language that does
not enjoy asterling reputation
for user-friendliness. Quest,
aWindows 3.0-based graphical data-access tool, changes
that. It allows you to create
SQL queries simply by pointing and clicking with your
mouse. You can use the dataaccess tool to access everything from the tool's built-in
relational database engine to
your corporate DB2 database.
Client-server computing has
never been so easy.
Stacker 2.0,
Stac Electronics
Couple a compression utility
that's 30 percent faster than
version 1.0 with a 16-bit AT
add-in card, and you can double the size of your hard disk
with no performance degradation.
T2200SX, Toshiba
To borrow an automaker's advertising slogan, the Toshiba
T2200SX "just feels right."
The company has made the
notebook as small as is practical, while providing a superb keyboard, an excellent
screen, and adurable carbonreinforced case.
The Network Archivist
2.0, Palindrome
Palindrome's latest release
adds workstation backup capability, Mac file support,
and tape diagnostics to an already outstanding backup
product. TNA 2.0 retains the
support for different storage
levels and automatic file migration that distinguished earlier versions.

Word for Windows 2.0,
Microsoft
The folks who designed Windows prove again that they are
the ones who best understand
the concept of Windows applications. While Word for Windows 2.0 is filled with every
feature you'd ever imagine,
its biggest claim to fame is an
elegant interface that lets you
get useful work done with a
minimum of effort.
Ami Pro 2.0,
Lotus Development
Lotus's unique SmartIcons
make this powerful word processor easy to use and highly
customizable.
The Far Side Computer
Calendar, Amaze
Couple Gary Larson's offbeat cartoons with a good
personal information manager, and you get auseful application that's fun, too.
LaserWriter Ilf and lig,
Apple Computer
These two 68030- powered
laser printers are optimized
to incorporate graphics and
photos with top-quality text.
Both networkable, the IIf and
IIg feature PostScript Level
2, an 8-page-per-minute Canon laser engine, and an 800dot-per-inch equivalent output via Apple's Photograde
technology.
PowerBook 170, V
Apple Computer
Torquing
at 25 MHz,
Apple's PowerBook 170
puts the company smack into
the middle of
the mainstream
notebook market. Better yet, it
can do what no
386SX notebook
can do—run Apple's System 7.0
operating system.

Mac Quadra 900,
Apple Computer
What comes after " wicked
fast?" A lot of memory and
board expansion, as well as
the killer 68040 processor.
Moby Brick,
Ergo Computing
Classy-looking and powerful,
the 486-powered Moby Brick
is a great high-end solution
for travelers who need all the
capabilities of adesktop while
on the road.
Net Satisfaxtion 1.0,
Intel
The best of the non- standalone fax servers. You get fax
management, ascanner port,
and acommunications coprocessor for the amazingly low
price of under $500.
Psion Sedes 3, Psion
Although it weighs 8ounces,
the Series 3 is arguably the
most useful pocket computer
you can buy today. Using a
proprietary MS-DOS-like operating system, it can multitask up to 28 operations simultaneously.
Sparcstation IPX,
Sun Microsystems
A machine that's everything
a workstation (or any computer, for that matter) should
be— small, fast, loaded, and
reasonably priced.

Who says agood idea
cant be rushed?
Maybe we can't speed up your creative juices. But we can speed up your
output. And free up your computer quicker than before.
All with the new ColorPoint PSX color printer.
Besides being PostScript language compatible, it comes with afaster chip,
abigger memory and anew memory management scheme.
Which, in English, means it'll ' remember' your entire job — not to mention
everyone else's. As well as process one image while printing another.
Call 1-800-873-4561, dept. SI J6, to find out more.
About how your good — no, great — ideas can be rushed, after all.

Introducing the ColorPoint PSX printer SII O.
Circle 146 on Inquiry Card.Instruments

Seiko

This 11.7" x17.1" irnege
printed on the PSX. Total
print time out 5minutes,
computer free to use
;titer 49 seconds.
1991 Seiko
Instruments.
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CDR- 1000, Tandy
Another example of Tandy's
aggressive push to make multimedia common in the computer community. At $399,
it's hundreds of dollars less
expensive than its competitors
and has the high-speed data
transfer needed to handle Microsoft's multimedia extensions to Windows.
IBM 3.5" RewrItable
Optical Drive, IBM
The storage wave of the future. IBM has managed to
combine, in one device, support for both rewritable (magneto-optical) and optical readonly 31
/2
inch discs, opening
up new possibilities for software and data distribution, as
well as local and network data
storage.

technology—the only way to
do serious word processing
and desktop publishing
work—from the Mac to the
PC platform.
OT488/40, Falco
If you push a486 to 40 MHz,
couple it with 32 MB of
RAM, a426-MB hard drive,
a1024- by 768-pixel graphics
system, and put it all in abox
that's the size of alarge book,
you have an ultimate graphics
system that will easily compete with high-ticket Unix
workstations—for $6000.

Borland C++ 3.0,
Borland International
The combination of C++ 2.0,
the Integrated Development
Environment, the Object
Windows Library (the C++
application framework for
Windows), and Turbo Vision
(the C++ application framework for character- mode
DOS GUIs) makes for astupendous offering.
CorelDraw 2.0,
CD-ROM edition,
Corel Systems
Despite fierce competition in
the Windows illustration
package market, CorelDraw
2.0 consistently comes out
ahead: It manages to combine
professional-level power with
usability by mere mortals.
The CD-ROM edition has
over 4000 clip-art images and
symbols, along with all the
drawing, type manipulation,
special effects, and tracing
features of the standard edition.
AddressWrfter, CoStar
The logical extension to label
printers. It makes the pesky
job of printing envelopes almost apleasure.
Full Page Pivot, Radius
Radius brings its unique portrait and landscape monitor
128
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HP 98LX,
Hewlett-Packard
Yes, the keyboard is not good
and the screen is small, but
this is an incredible pocketsize computer. It is also the
only system of any size with
built-in Lotus 1-2-3 and infrared connectivity.
HP Apollo 9000/Serles
700, Hewlett-Packard D.
Defying the trend toward
building Unix workstations
and servers around standard
processor platforms, HewlettPackard came out with anew
generation of its homegrown
lkecision Architecture RISC
chips and blew the lid off the
competition. The HP Series
700 family of systems offers
the best price/performance on
the market, and it puts HP
squarely back in the workstation race.

NuVlsta +, Tkuevision
This NuBus video board for
the Mac does everything—
composite/RGB/S-video in,
composite/RGB/S-video out,
multiple programmable resolutions (both interlaced and
noninterlaced), and the ability to be programmed for digital effects. It also includes a
built-in chromakey.
2861D05- Extender,
Phar Lap
The Phar Lap 286 IDOSExtender now supports Borland
Iris Indigo, àeà
C++ and Microsoft FORSilicon Graphics
TRAN as well as Microsoft
Petite yet powerful, the Iris
C. That'll make it acinch for
Indigo brings three-dimenprogrammers writing hordes
sional graphics computing to
of DOS applications to have
an affordable level. Silicon
those applications run in proGraphics has sacrificed little
tected mode and, thanks to
in the process. The Iris Indigo
the DOS Protected Mode Inhas a33-MHz Mips R3000A
terface, to multitask under
CPU and aproprietary backplane and bus that allow a Windows enhanced mode.
133-MBps transfer rate.
PowerLAN 2.10,
Performance Technology
LapLInk Pro 4.0,
The fastest peer-to-peer LAN
Traveling Software
available today.
Traveling Software's venerable file transfer utility steps
Rapport, Clarity
into the 1990s with anew inA Unix document processor,
terface and even faster speed,
spreadsheet, E-mail utility,
keeping the package comfortdrawing program, and audio
ably ahead of its competitors.
editor. Rapport does anumber of things and links them
MS-DOS 5.0, Microsoft
together nicely.
It is not just the extra 40 KB
of workspace that makes MSNanao T5601,
DOS 5.0 a significant product; it's also the integration of Nanao USA
Nanao's 17-inch T560i sets a
the Smartdrive disk cache,
new standard for desktop disthe ability to handle large disk
plays. Once you've seen Winvolumes fast, and the Undedows at 1280 by 1024 pixels
lete feature. Unlike Windows,
(with 70-Hz refresh), you'll
this package was largely bug
never go back.
free.

Imagine getting
twice the Bernoulli for
two-thirds the price.
The new Bernoulli 90MB.

BERNOULLI

MEANS SECURITY
FOR YOUR DATA'

Welcome to
the next
generation of

removable storage, the new
Bernoulli °90 from Iomega"
At 90 megabytes per
removable disk, we've more
than doubled our capacity.
Yet the new Bernoulli 90 is
actually less expensive than
the Bernoulli 44. A lot less.
And with anew, 19-msee
effective access time, alot
faster, too.
The best part is, it's all
Bernoulli. Rugged, reliable,
endless storage. Just what
storage-intensive users—like
Windows users— demand.
More value.
If you need more storage,
you'll welcome the Bernoulli
but

90, since it's now comparable in price to

with a98

ahard disk upgrade. So why not buy ahard
disk? Consider what you don't get with ahard disk.
You don't get infinite storage in 90-megabyte
increments—hard disks fill up. You don't get 180MB of
easy backup. You don't get the physical security of

liews

Our users enjoy worldwide support and a24hour- drive replacement service. To further protect

removable data disks, or headcrash-resistant technology. You

their investment, we've designed the Bernoulli 90 to
read 44MB disks. And we're instituting an upgrade

don't get compatibility with all

program to help get every Bernoulli user into the 90s.

major operating systems, and
workstations. And you don't
get Central Point's Backup
software.
In short, you don't get
aBernoulli.

Mt%

percent satisfaction
rate, our biggest supporters are Bernoulli users.

Call 1-800-777-4084:
Questions? We dont blame you. lhere's alot more you
should know about—like our free, 90MB disk offer,
drive configurations, Bernoulli Technology' and specific pricing. So we've prepared abrochure that's yours
with aphone call. Find out

More recognition.

what awelcome change

Leading publications have

Bernoulli can be. Before

given us welcome recognition,

the 90s leave you behind.

in

Makers of Bernoulli

Circle 81 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 82).
6:7 1991

lomega, the ' omega logo, Bernoulli and Bernoulli Technology are registered trademarks, and Bernoulli Means Security For Your Data is a trademark of ! omega Corp. All other products are registered trademarks of their

respective companies. • Less than 13 msec with included caching software. " U.S only. tPhone number for U.S. and Canada. Internationally, call 322720-9916, For customer service questions. call 1-800456-5522.
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Lotus 1-2-3
for Windows,
Lotus Development
This is akey product that
Windows users have been
waiting for.
4th Dimension 2.1,
Acius
The most powerful relational database development
system available for any
microcomputer.
386Max 6.0, Qualitas
Neither MS-DOS 5.0 nor
Windows 3.0 can yet match
the memory management
capabilities of this utility.
ATI 8514- Ultra, ATI
An inexpensive, fast, highresolution graphics adapter
that helps deliver the promise of Windows 3.0.
Adobe Illustrator 3.0,
Adobe Systems
The premier professional
graphics package for the Mac
gets even better. Now there
is aNext version, too.
Altair, Motorola
Altair uses microwave radio
in the gigahertz region, giving it bandwidth high
enough to support Ethernet at
full ( 10-Mbps) speed.
Chaos: The Software,
Autodesk
A cutting-edge application
that lets you explore the new
science of chaos.
ClarisWorks, Claris
Integrated software for the
rest of us—powerful, inexpensive, and easy to use.
Distributed Computing
Environment, Open
Software Foundation
DCE is asolution to the
seemingly intractable problem of getting all your different types of computers to
work together.
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Dr. Solomon's
Virus Toolkit,
Ontrack Computer
Systems
Good medicine for when
your personal computer
catches the flu.
EktaPlus 7016 Printer,
Eastman Kodak
A hybrid printer and copier
that demonstrates innovative
engineering by Kodak.
Harvard Graphics
for Windows,
Software Publishing
This package offers the best
compromise between ease of
use and presentation power.
MacDraw Pro, Claris
A Mac-based drawing
package upgraded to handle
32-bit color.
Mac Topas and
Topas VGA, AT&T
Graphics Software Lab
Two affordable, featurepacked three-dimensional
rendering and animation
programs for the Mac and
the PC.
Mastersport 386SL,
Zenith Data Systems
The first 386SL notebook,
and still one of the best SL
designs.
Apple Mode32,
Connectix
Apple Mode32 patches Mac
II, IIx, and SE/30 ROMs to
make them 32-bit clean.
Apple now distributes it for
free.
Momenta Pen System,
Momenta
The first notebook PC to
provide practical pen-assisted
applications.
Nisus 3.06,
Paragon Concepts
This slick Mac word processor continues to get better
and better.

ObjectVision,
Borland International
ObjectVision allows visual
programming of forms and
includes aParadox-compatible database manager.
On-Target, Symantec
The first project management package that lets you get
serious planning work done
without needing amaster's
degree in the subject.
Outbound Notebook
System Model 2000,
Outbound Systems
The first Mac-compatible
notebook PC gets better.
PacificPage XL,
Pacific Data
For $999, this hardware
and software package turns
your Hewlett-Packard LaserJet into ablisteringly fast
PostScript printer.
PageMaker 4.0,
Aldus
Aldus got rid of many of
PageMaker's limitations in
this new release. It can now
handle larger documents and
multiple documents.
QuickC for Windows
1.0, Microsoft
The decision to include a
simple applications generator
will probably push this tool
to the number-one spot
among Windows developers
in ahurry.
Realizer,
Within Technologies
BASIC for Windows programmers, amateur and professional alike.
Safari NSX/20,
AT&T Safari Systems
A snazzy notebook PC with
well-integrated communications capabilities.
HP ScanJetilc,
Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett-Packard brings
full-page and full-color 24bit scanning to both the PC
and the Mac at alow price.

Shortcut,
Aladdin Systems
Performs file searches on a
Mac using multiple criteria,
even from archived files.
T4400, Toshiba
Only slightly taller than the
T2200SX, the T4400 is a
486SX system with long
battery life.
The World of C++,
Borland International
Borland's irrepressible
David Intersimone takes
much of the pain out of
learning essential objectoriented programming
concepts.
Thunder/24,
SuperMac Technology
This is a68040-compatible
accelerated display board for
the Mac.
Timbuktu 4.0 and
Timbuktu/Remote 3.0,
Farallon Computing
These packages allow you
to view and control remote
Mac screens.
Ashlar Vellum for
Silicon Graphics, Ashlar
An excellent CAD program
that shines on aserious workstation like the Silicon
Graphics Iris Indigo.
WinPrinter 400,
LaserMaster
The first laser printer designed to work specifically
with Windows. It is hostbased, using your PC's CPU
for processing power.
Z-Mall 2.0,
Siren Software
A Unix GUI-based mail
program that sets new standards in simplicity,
programmability, features,
and performance.

CSS/3 -

Complete Statistical System with over 1,000 presenta-

tion-quality graphs fully integrated with all procedures and on-screen
graph customization • The largest selection of statistics in asingle
system; in-depth, comprehensive implementations of: Exploratory
techniques; multi-uay tables with banners; nonparametrics; distribution fitting multiple regression; general nonlinear estimation; logit/probil analysis; general ANCOVA/MANCOVA; stepwise
discriminant analysis; log-linear analysis; factor analysis; cluster
analysis; multidimensional scaling canonical correlation; item
analysis/reliability; survival analysis; time series modeling; forecasting lags analysis; quality control; process analysis; experimental design (with Taguchi); and much more • Manuals with
comprehensive introductions to each procedure and examples •
Integrated Stats Advisor expert system • Extensive data management
facilities (powerful spreadsheet with formulas; relational merge; data
verification; flexible programming language) • Optimized (plain

PkODUCTI01.1 111

English menus/mouse) user interface: even complex analyses require
just few self-explanatory selections (CSS can be run without manual;
Quick Start booklet explains all basic conventions) • Macros, batch/
commands also supported • All output displayed in Scrollsheets"
(dynamic tables with pop-up windows and instant graphs) •
Extremely large analysis designs (e.g., correlation matrices up to
32,000x32,000) • Unlimited size of files; extended precision;
unmatched speed (Assembler, C) • Exchanges data (and graphics)
with many applications (incl. Excel®, Lotus 3e, dBASE IV®, SPSS®) •
Highest resolution output on practically all printers ( incl. HP,
Postscript), plotters, recorders, typesetters • IBM compatibles, 640k
or more • Price: $
595.
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Quick CSS

Subset of CSS/3: all basic statistical modules
(incl. data management) and the full, presentation-quality graphics
capabilities of CSS/3 • Price: $
295.

CSS:GRAPHICS"

A comprehensive graphics/charting system with data management • All graphics capabilities of CSS/3
and, in addition, extended on-screen drawing, 19 scalable fonts,
special effects, icons, maps, multi-graphics management • Hundreds
of types of graphs • Interactive rotation and interactive cross-sections
of 3D graphs • Extensive selection of tools for graphical exploration
of data; fitting; smoothing; spectral planes; overlaying; layered compressions; marked subsets • Unique multivariate (e.g., 4D) graphs •
Facilities to custom-design new graphs and add them permanently to
menu • Import/export of graphs and data, 15 formats • Optimized
(menu/mouse) user interface; even complex graphs require feu
keystrokes: all graphs on this page can be produced from raw data in
less than 20 minutes • Macros, batch/commands also supported •
Unlimited size of files • Highest resolution output on all hardware
(see CSS/3) • IBM compatibles, 640k or more • CSS:GRAPHICS is
included in CSS:STATISTICA (available separately for $
495).
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Megafile Manager -

Comprehensive analytic data
base management system • Unlimited size of files (up to 32,000 fields
or 8MB per record) • Megafile Manager is included in CSS/3 and
CSS:STATISTICA (separately: $
295).
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CSS:STATISTICA

A fully integrated system that
combines all the capabilities of CSS/3 and CSS:GRAPHICS into asingle
extremely comprehensive data analysis system • Price: $
795.
Domestic shit
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product: I
4-day money back guarantee.

Circle 157 for DOS. Circle 158 for

MAC.

StatSofr

2325 E. 13th St. • Tilsa, OK 74104 • ( 918)583-4149
Fax: ( 918) 583-4378
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STATISTICA/Mac -

A (12i-compatible, comprehensive data analysis
and graphics system designed for the Macintosh • large seleaten of statistical
methods fully integrated with presentation-quality graphics ( incl. WA. muluplots, a
wide selection of ioteractnely rotatable 3D graphs; MacDraw-sh,le tools) UUnlimited
size of files • Exchanges data with Excel and other applications • Price: $495.

Quick CSS/Mac moduleN and the
Price $295.

Asub>et of STATISTICVNIac: all basic siatkaical
full. presentation-quahtv graphics capabilities of STHISTIQ/Mac •

Overseas Offices: StatSoft of Europe ( Hamburg, FRG), ph: 040/4200347, fax: 040/4911310; StatSoft UK (London, UK), ph: 0462/482822, fax 0462/482855; StatSoft Pacific ( Melbourne,
Australia), ph: 613-866-1766, fax: 613-866-3318; StatSoft Canada-CCO (
Ontario), ph: 416-849-0737, fax: 416-849-0918. Available from: CORPORATE SOFTWARE and other Authorized
Representatives Worldwide: Holland: Lemas By 02065-98701; France: VERSION US ( 1) 40590919; Sweden: AkademiData 018-240035; Spain ADDLINK. SRL; ph: 34-3-459-0722.
css

CSS 3. CSS GRAPHICS Mode. Manager Clack CSS STATISTICA SlatSog OBase IV Excel. Lotus. MacDraw Macontos. Postscre are trademarks • tMen respecuve compares SPSS

a ragralered ,acternark of SPS.S. Inc

BYTE AWARDS
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EXCELLENCE
DD-DR1, Sony

FM R-Card,
Fujitsu

The Fujitsu FM R-Card fits in
abriefcase and offers the features of adesktop machine. It
weighs only 2.2 pounds, measures 11.6 by 8.3 by 1.04
inches, and has a full-size.
keyboard. It runs for 8hours

The Sony DD-DRI is an electronic book— a CD-ROM
drive handling 8-cm discs. It
is linked through an RS-232
interface for read processing.
This makes it possible to insert CD-ROM data into PC
files. The system also has a

on two AA-size alkaline batteries— the result of major
new technologies, like dropping the operating voltage to 3
volts and halting the supply of
power to circuits not in use. It
costs 238,000 yen.

BYTE AWARDS

DISTINCTION
PTC-300, Sony f>
The Sony PTC-300 is
the third model in
Sony's palmtop line
of pen computers. While the previous models were designed to fit in an attaché
case, the PTC-300 fits in your
pocket, measuring only 105
by 165 by 28 mm and weighing 355 grams. It costs
65,000 yen, or about US$400,
and will run for about 9hours
on two AA cells.
In spite of its size, the PTC300 is a full-fledged computer with an 8-MHz 68000
CPU, 2.5 MB of ROM, and
288 KB of RAM.
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256- by 200- mm dot-pitch
monochrome graphics display
and an ADPCM (adaptive differential pulse-coded modulation) audio playback function (asubset of the CD-ROM
XA standard).

RAM

EXCELLENCE
MS-DOS 5.0, Microsoft

DOS J4.0/V (Japanese
version), IBM Japan
DOS J4.0/V is an epoch-making new technology that allows the display of Japanese
language on IBM AT-compatible machines equipped with
a VGA display. No specialized hardware, such as aJapanese language character generator, is required. This
means that if you use DOS
J4.0/V, you can purchase inexpensive IBM compatibles
from overseas. It spells an acceleration of the reduction of
PC prices in Japan.

The new full-featured edition
of the world's most popular
operating system is a major
upgrade that conforms well to
the elevated needs of today's
applications software. Several application programs can
use extra breathing space;
MS-DOS 5.0 provides that.
With MS-DOS 5.0, the average user has a flexible and
powerful set of commands
and tools available right at the
DOS prompt.
Excel 3.0, Microsoft;
Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows,
Lotus Development
The new generation of graphical spreadsheets for Windows
offers a whole new class of

capabilities combined with a
much higher level of ease of
use than previous generations. Even novice users can
now comprehend the basics of
spreadsheets and start using
them in afew hours. By using
Windows' Dynamic Data Exchange, you can integrate
Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows and
Excel with other applications
in a modern and powerful
desktop environment that improves productivity considerably.
System 7.0,
Apple Computer
The long-awaited System 7.0
delivers countless new features to the Mac. It is very stable and has few compatibility
problems. It requires as little
as 2 MB of RAM and runs
without problems even on a
Mac Plus.

TECHNOLOGY
ish all you want, but your standard 300- dpi
business printer just isn't designed to be a
high performante Windows" printer. That's

(3) you can add future WinPrinter advances
with asimple software upgrade.

why LaserMaster' created our new WinPrinter'
line— the first business printers specifically
designed for optimal Windows printing. Our
new WinPrinters give you:

/ THREE PRINTERS IN ONE

Our new WinPrinters are really three printers
in one. You can get fast, high-resolution printing from PostScript® adirect Windows GDI
driver, or PCL print modes.

/FAST WINDOWS PRINTING

Our new WinPrinters give you the fastest
Windows printing in the industry. Even your
complex pages print in seconds, not minutes.
/400 OR 800 dpi QUALITY

Today's graphically rich business documents
need more than 300- dpi resolution. Our new
WinPrinters provide 400- or 800- dpi output
for sharper text and crisper graphics to make
all your documents more effective.
UPGRADABLE TECHNOLOGY

The WinPrinter's power comes from intelligent
software instead of an expensive controller.
This technology taps into the existing
processing power of your ' 386 or '486 for
increased printing performance without
reducing your system performance. This design
also gives you three ways to upgrade your
WinPrinter: ( 1) when you upgrade your CPU,
you'll automatically upgrade your WinPrinter,
(2) as Windows improves (Version 3.1), so
will the performance of your WinPrinter, and
Circle 88 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 89).

/ EXPANDED FONT CAPABILITY

All WinPrinters come with 50 premium PostScript Type 1typefaces so you can give your
message the perfect typographic look. And our
advanced font- management technology means
never having to download fonts again.
/ AFFORDABLE WINDOWS PRINTING

Whatever your need, LaserMaster has a
WinPrinter for you. Our WinPrinter 400
provides fast, 400- dpi output at just S1,995.
Our WinPrinter 800 provides fast, 800- dpi
output at just S2,795. And our S995 Winter
800 gives you the option of using your HP
LaserJet II or Ill as afast, full-featured,
800 dpi WinPrinter.

CALL TODAY:
800-365.4646
OR

612.944-9330
DEPT.
028

LASERMASTER can make your business

printer dreams come true. Call us today to see
how our WinPrinters can turn your Windows
printing wishes into reality.
ASERIWASTER'
22
r !;ii71
TURSORES PRINTER DIVISION

MORE: SPEED, FONTS EL RESOLUTION!

(D1991 LaserMaster Corporation.
LoserMaster is o trodemork and the
I.A1 Logo and TurboRes are
registered trademarks of LaserMaster
Corporation. PostScript is a
registered trademark of Adobe
Systems, Inc. All other product or
brand names are trademarks nf
registered trademarks of their
respective holders.
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HP LaserJet Illp,
Hewlett-Packard
By providing its classic 4page- per- minute " p" box
with PCL-5 and resolution enhancement capabilities, Hewlett-Packard has once again
redefined the basic, low-cost
laser printer.
HP LaserJet
Hewlett-Packard
The new top-of-the line Hewlett-Packard laser printer offers a 16- page- per- minute
printing engine, PCL-5 with
resolution enhancement, and
elevated processing power,
giving network users amuchneeded tool.
PowerBook 170,
Apple Computer
The most powerful of Apple's
new notebook trio, the PowerBook 170 packs all the characteristics you can imagine in
avery compact and light case.
Its price is high, but it offers
advanced technology, a 25MHz 68030 processor, and
the best black- and- white
screen you can buy for aportable computer: Apple's backlit AMLCD.
Quadra 700,
Apple Computer
Even though Quadra is not
Apple's flagship, it offers the
best price/performance ratio
for those who really need
power. Almost two times
faster than the 11f x, it is the
ideal machine for demanding
applications such as CAD and
desktop publishing.
Visual Basic, Microsoft
Microsoft's Visual Basic has
brought Windows programming to thousands of BASIC
users. It offers programmers
all the necessary tools for designing a Windows application. With Visual Basic, it is
easy to create the user interface, one of the most complex
and time-consuming tasks of
the GUI environment.
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Turbo Pascal
for Windows,
Borland International
Borland has done it once
again. In fact, it has kept its
promise with a highly extended version that remains
compatible with the last
Turbo 6.0. Turbo Pascal for
Windows offers acompletely
integrated environment. The
programmer has a powerful
language with object extensions that ease the job and invoke creativity.
DeFacto, Computer Logic
DeFacto from Computer Logic
is abusiness software package
targeted to medium- and bigscale companies. DeFacto
deals with the whole process
of abusiness: It takes incoming orders, controls customer
support, keeps information
on cash flow, has afully featured inventory control, and
produces the invoices in an
easily adaptable format.
Photoshop 2.0, Adobe
The original version of Adobe's Photoshop received
worldwide acclaim and also
won a 1990 BYTE Award of
Excellence. Now, Adobe outperforms itself with the second release of Photoshop,
which gives artists incredible
power. Direct CMYK (cyan,
magenta, yellow, black) editing is supported, and you can
import Illustrator 3.0 files.
Photoshop 2.0 can easily
match the power of dedicated
prepress systems like Hell or
Scitex.
3D Studio, Autodesk
The name Autodesk is usually
associated with hallmark
products in the CAD category, with AutoCAD being
the •most famous example.
The same seems to be happening in the area of animation. 3D Studio seems to be
the first mainstream PCbased application that allows
the production of professional-looking applications.

DISTINCTION
Sharp TFT,
Sharp Electronics
Sharp has amazed everyone
with this TFT color LCD
screen for the PC-8500 portable computer. The price is
high, but so is the temptation.
CorelDraw 2.0,
Corel Systems
CorelDraw 2.0 offers outstanding capabilities to the
graphic artist and the novice
alike. Besides its excellent
handling of type, it offers a
large number of clip-art images and symbols.
XGA Video Adapter, IBM
IBM's new video adapter offers improved resolution, a
wider choice of colors, and
some local processing. IBM
has also popularized the standard by permitting its free use
by manufacturers.
AutoCAD release 11,
Autodesk
The latest release of the bestknown design program has an
environment that facilitates
the development of the already-numerous add-on programs that are in the market.
SCO Unix MPX,
The Santa Cruz Operation
The MPX extension of Unix
from SCO takes full advantage of the new double-processor structure of today's top
machines. It can allocate the
jobs to be executed to either
processors, thus better utilizing the system.
OLE Specification,
Microsoft
The Object Linking and Embedding specification, although not fully implemented
at the moment, is agreat step
forward. No application is an
island anymore, and this
specification allows applications to interact seamlessly.
QuickTime 1.0,
Apple Computer
Apple is setting new standards for multimedia with

this excellent piece of software. On aMac, QuickTime
1.0 ensures that all movies are
played at the same speed.
Canvas 3.0, Deneba
Deneba's popular drawing
program is now even more
powerful. Fully supporting
System 7.0, with a huge library of add- ins, Canvas 3.0
is an excellent tool for everyone—novice or professional.
Tekton, LH Software
This design program provides
three-dimensional tools that
help an architect easily design
and edit natural objects, such
as awall, roof, or staircase.
WordPerfect 5.1, Greek
edition WordPerfect
WordPerfect 5.1 is the first
major player in the word processing market to appear with
full support of the Greek
language.
PC Tools 6.0,
Central Point Software;
Norton Utilities 5.0,
Symantec
PC Tools and the Norton Utilities are a pair of packages
that can save valuable data
that has been struck by computer gremlins. Both programs are a must for every
computer user.
ScanMaster 1850S,
Microtek
Microtek's 35mm slide scanner is areal breakthrough in
price and performance. With
astreet price close to that of a
color scanner, the ScanMaster can be the slide scanner
for everyone.
SuperBase 4,
Precision Software
SuperBase 4 offers a powerful and integrated platform
for developing applications
under Windows 3.0.
Am386,
Advanced Micro Devices
Besides being the fastest 386
processor, the Am386 has
also established a price/performance ratio that is better
than ever before.

HMA

DOS 5.0

XMS

BUFFERS

UMB

386MAX

486SX

DRIVERS

386SX

NETWORKS

TSRs '› LUEMAX

C&T 286

011S5witIMG.
I

here's no doubt about it.
DOS 5is the sleekest,
most convenient, most
powerful DOS upgrade in
history.
And it's agreat place to
start if you really want to get
the ultimate in PC performance—
without even lifting afinger.
New MAX 6— the driving force in
automatic memory management.
Top performance requires as much
conventional memory as possible. So
applications can run faster. And so
you can load Windows, TSRs, even a
network, and have memory to spare.
Of course, DOS 5helps with its
smaller program size. And it does let
you load programs high— if you want
to do it by hand.
But for optimal memory management that's totally automatic, you need
new MAX version 6-386MAX® for PC
compatibles, and BlueMAXV4 the
only memory manager designed to
recover up to 250% more high DOS
memory on IBM PS/2s.
They're the dramatically advanced
versions of the fastest growing brand
of memory managers in the world. Now
with better memory recovery, superior
optimization, and amazing ease of use.

Intelligent, thoughtful,
and totally reliable.
Just type mo..rimize,
and MAX takes over with
its automatic memory management tools.
Like new 386MAX
ROMsearchn" that recovers
massive holes of unused system BIOS
memory. New 386MAX VGAswapTm
that creates more contiguous memory
on all VGA/EGA systems.
Like SmartMemoryi'' that takes
care of memory allocation for you, so
you'll never again have to think about
what kind of memory your computer
needs. And new Maximize Reordering
that helps fit more programs into high
DOS by automatically arranging programs for optimal loading, every time.
And using MAX 6is
acinch thanks to
the new graphical
interface, complete
with pull- down menus,
mouse support, and
context- sensitive help.
There's even anew
improved version of
ASQT,m the intellgent
system analyzer and
tutorial, right on board

The ultimate in power and luxury
is more affordable than ever.
New 386MAX 6for 286t 386,
and 486 PC compatibles is now just
$99.95. And new BlueMAX 6for 386
and 486 IBM PS/2s is only $ 124.115.
Frankly, whether you use DOS 5or
not, only MAX 6will have you on your
way to maximum PC performance with
an absolute minimum of effort.
See your dealer or call toll-free
today.

1-800-676-0386
Call to upgrade for just $29.95 plus
$5 S&H:e*

Oung.rrns

FFERS

UMB

386MAX

486SX

DRIVERS

386SX

NETWORKS

TSRs

BLUEMAX

C&T:286

19,91, fl)92 Qualitas. Qualitas, 7101 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 1386, Bethesda, MD 2081-1. All company and product naines eue trademark,
or registered trademarks of their respective owners. System Requirements: Any 386 or 486 PC or PS/, min. 256K of extended memory.
DOS 3.0 or higher, and hard disk drive. *
386MAK supports 286 systems with Shadow RAM. Feature
AlA
A
availability and memory recovery may vary. **Offer valid in North America only.
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Open, Singular

Open from Singular is acommercial program generator
that uses the " open" concept.
It consists of basic rules and
entities for each business
package, and afully flexible,
adaptable, and customizable
environment for the user and
programmer. Although it
runs under DOS, the user interface is very well designed.

MERIT

High Refresh
Specification, VESA

The vertical refresh rate of
72 Hz proposed by the Video
Electronics Standards Association deserves praise for its
comfortable way of interfacing humans with computer
monitors. Whatever combination of resolution and colors
you use, there's no flickering
on the sides of the screen.

LaserWriter 11g,
Apple Computer

Trackball, Microsoft
Touchbase Worldport
Fax/Modem 2496,
USRobotks

Radius Rocket
Accelerator Card, Radius

FrameMaker 3.0,

Personal R:Base,

Frame Technologies

Microrim

PN48 Professional
System, Citizen America

Now Software

Now Utilities 3.0,

BYTE AWARDS
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EXCELLENCE

BYTE

DISTINCTION

Visual Basic, Microsoft

NEC MultiSync 3FG,
4FG, NEC

Norton Desktop for
Windows, Symantec

NCR System 3125, NCR

MS-DOS 5.0, Microsoft

Canon Ion, Canon;
Photoman, Logitech

AWARDS

CorelDraw 2.0,
CD-ROM edition,

Lotus 1-2-3 for
Windows,

Corel Systems

Lotus Development

MERIT

SCSI-2 standard
T2200SX, Toshiba

Mathematica for
Windows,
Wolfram Research

HP Apollo Series 9000
Model 42, Hewlett Packard

Phaser II PXI, Tektronix

Ventura Publisher 4.0
for Windows,

SoundBlaster Pro,
Brown Wagh Publishing

IBM PS/2 Model P75,

Zortech C++ 3.0,

Ventura Software

IBM

Symantec

System 7.0,
Apple Computer

LSX -5000, Olivetti
DR DOS 6.0,
Digital Research

PC Tools 7.0,
Central Point Software

PowerBook, Apple
Computer

Excel 3.0, Microsoft
Sony 128- MB rewritable optical disks, Sony
NetWare Lite, Novell
Desqview/X, Quarterdeck
Teac 2.88- MB floppy
drives, Teac America

HP LaserJet11151,
Hewlett Packard

Idea I + D, WinLogo
FesMath, Cyrix
Dell 325NC, Dell;
NB-SL/25c, Epson
PenPoint, Go Corp.

WordPerfect for
Windows, WordPerfect

3D Studio, Autodesk

QuickTime 1.0,

NetWare 3.11, Novell

Apple Computer
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HP ScanJetlIc,
Hewlett Packard

Lotus Notes 2.0,

Hercules Computer
Technology

Lotus Development

NetWare 2.2, Novell

CodeBase 4.2, Sequiter

Borland C++ 2.0,

MultiAccess Serles
3000,

Borland International

Advanced Logic Research

IBM XGA Display
Adapter/A, IBM

FoxPro 2.0, Fox Software

Mastersport 386SL,

GeoWorks Ensemble,

Zenith Data Systems

GeoWorks

QuickC for Windows,

TrackMan Portable,

Microsoft

Logitech;

Ultra 144, Hayes
Dell 450DE, Dell

PC/Chip F8680,
Chips & Technologies

Iris Indigo, Silicon Graphics

Am386DXL 40,

Quattro Pro 3.0,

Advanced Micro Devices

Borland International

HP 95LX, Hewlett-Packard

Ami Pro 2.0,

HP DeskJet 500 Color,
Hewlett Packard

136

Hercules Graphics
Station Gold,

Lotus Development

BaliPoint, Microsoft
VRAM II, Video Seven
PhotoStyler, Aldus
HP LaserJet ¡ hp,
Hewlett-Packard

Readers may send comments
or queries to Nikkei BYTE,
RAM, or Binary c/o BYTE,
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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TURN IT INTO A

PAGE COLOR DISPLAY,

SPREADSHEET DISPLAY

AND • . •

FOR FREE.

NOW FOR $ 1249 you can own the only color portrait display for the PC. Introducing the Radius
Full Page Pivot, the display that shows you an entire page at one time. Pivot displays 65% more
information than standard 12" or 13" monitors, so
you can see aletter or full page layout from top to
bottom. Image quality is superb — anywhere from
VGA resolution all the way
up to102-1
x 768. • You can also
rotatt.
Pivot into landscape mode
a complete spreadsheet.

to view
Pivot

combines with the advanced Radius SVGA
MultiView Interface for real-time pivoting. When
given agentle turn, Pivot automatically reorga-

tion

full-page

drivers

for

Windows

3.0,

WordPerfect, Lotus 1-2-3, AutoCAD and others,
displays up to 32,768 colors and meets the Swedish
standards for low ELF/VLF magnetic emissions.
We might also mention that MultiView—the fastest
SVGA card you can buy today—works with avariety of multi-frequency displays, sells for $449
and comes

with a seven-year war-

ranty.
of Full
MuhiView

• If the combination
Page Pivot and SVGA
sounds like the perfect

display system for all your applications, it's probably because it is. Pivot and MultiView are available
from Radius, the leading manufacturer of high resolution graphics systems for personal computers. To

nizes your application, so you can quickly and
gracefully go from one orientation to the other.

find your nearby Radius reseller

• In addition, Pivot with MultiView provides 100%
VGA and SVGA compatibility, offers high resolu-

or to receive aFull Page Pivot
video tape, call 1-800-227-2795.

ra

Circle 139 on Inquiry Card.
01991 Rodittei In.. Radium. tin limbo> lug, Full Page. Pivot, and SVGA MultiView ant trademark , fRadius Inr. All other products are trademarks or registered trademarks of
For thr name of your Radius International Distributor, ran 408434-1010. Screen image courtesy of Don &tarns' Flint Team.
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The Fourth Annual
BYTE Award Winners
Acius, Inc.
4th Dimension 2.1
10351 Bubb Rd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 252-4444
(408) 252-0831
Circle 985 on Inquiry Card.

Ashlar, Inc.
Ashlar Vellum for Silicon Graphics
1290 Oakmead Pkwy., Suite 218
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 746-1800
fax: (408) 746-0749
Circle 993 on Inquiry Card.

Citizen America Corp.
PN48 Professional System
2450 Broadway, Suite 600
Santa Monica, CA 90404
(213) 453-0614
fax: (213) 453-2814
Circle 1064 on Inquiry Card.

Adobe Systems, Inc.
Adobe Illustrator 3.0
1585 Charleston Rd.
P.O. Box 7900
Mountain View, CA 94039
(800) 833-6687
(415) 961-4400
fax: ( 415)961-3769
Circle 986 on Inquiry Card.

AT!Technologies, Inc.
AT! 8514- Ultra
3761 Victoria Park Ave.
Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada M I
W 3S2
(416) 756-0718
fax: (416) 756-0720
Circle 994 on Inquiry Card.

Claris Corp.
ClarisWorks
MacDraw Pro
5201 Patrick Henry Dr.
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(408) 987-7000
Circle 1065 on Inquiry Cord.

Advanced Micro Devices
Am386
P.O. Box 3453
Sunnyvale, CA 94088
(800) 222-9323
(408) 732-2400
Circle 987 on Inquiry Card.
Aladdin Systems, Inc.
Shortcut
165 Westridge Dr.
Watsonville, CA 95076
(408) 761-6200
fax: (408) 761-6206
Circle 988 on Inquiry Card.
Aldus Corp.
PageMaker 4.0
411 First Ave. S
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 622-5500
fax: ( 206) 343-4240
Circle 989 on Inquiry Card.
Alias Research, Inc.,
Style Division
Sketch
110 Richmond St. E
Toronto, Ontario,
Canada MSC IP I
(800) 267-8697
(416) 362-9181
fax: (416) 362-0630
Circle 990 on Inquiry Cord.
Amaze, Inc.
The Far Side Computer Calendar
11810 115th Ave. NE
Kirkland, WA 98034
(206) 820-7007
fax: ( 206) 823-0568
Circle 991 on Inquiry Card.
Apple Computer, Inc.
LaserWriter Ilf and Ilg
Mac Quadra 900
PowerBook 170
QuickTime 1.0
System 7.0
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408)996-1010
Circle 992 on Inquiry Card.
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AT&T Graphics Software Lab
Mac Topas and Topas VGA
3520 Commerce Crossing, Suite 300
Indianapolis, IN 46240
(317) 844-4364
fax: ( 317) 575-0649
Circle 995 on Inquiry Card.
AT&T Safari Systems
Safari NSX/20
I4K World Fair Dr.
Somerset, NJ 08873
(908) 302-5800
fax: (908) 469-4578
Circle 996 on inquiry Cord.
Autodesk, Inc.
Chaos: The Software
2320 Marinship Way
Sausalito, CA 94965
(415) 332-2344
fax: (415) 331-8093
Circle 997 on Inquiry Card.
Borland International, Inc.
Borland C-F-f- 3.0
Object Vision
The World of C+I1800 Green Hills Rd.
P.O. Box 660001
Scotts Valley, CA 95067
(408) 438-8400
fax: (408) 439-9344
Circle 998 on Inquiry Card.
Cayman Systems, Inc.
GatorBox CS
26 Lansdowne St.
Cambridge, MA 02139
(800) 473-4776
(617) 494-1999
fax: (617) 494-9270
Circle 999 on Inquiry Cord.
Chips & Technologies
PC/Chip
3050 Zanker Rd.
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 434-0600
fax: (408) 934-1552
Circle 1062 on Inquiry Cord.

Clarity Software, Inc.
Rapport
2700 Garcia Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 691-0320
fax: (415) 964-4383
Circle 1066 on Inquiry Card.
Connectix
Apple Mode32
2655 Campus Dr.
San Mateo, CA 94403
(415)571-5100
fax: (415) 571-5195
Circle 1067 on Inquiry Card.
Corel Systems
CorelDraw 2.0, CD-ROM edition
1600 Carling Ave., Suite 190
Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada K1Z 8R7
(613) 728-8200
fax: (613) 728-9790
Circle 1068 on Inquiry Card.
CoStar Corp.
Address Writer
22 Bridge St.
Greenwich, CT 06830
(203) 661-9700
fax: ( 203) 661-1540
Circle 1069 on Inquiry Cord.
Digital Research, Inc.
DR DOS 6.0
Box DR!
70 Garden Court
Monterey, CA 93942
(800) 395-2480
(408) 649-3896
fax: (408) 646-6248
Circle 1070 on Inquiry Cord.
Eastman Kodak Co.
EktaPlus 7016 Printer
Personal Printer Products
901 Elm Grove Rd.,
First Floor, Building 14
Rochester, NY 14650
(800) 344-0006
fax: (716) 726-3108
Circle 1071 on Inquiry Cord.

Ergo Computing, Inc.
Moby Brick
1Intercontinental Way
Peabody, MA 01960
(800) 633-1925
(508) 535-7510
fax: (508) 535-7512
Circle 1072 on Inquiry Card.
Falco Data Products, Inc.
GT486/40
440 Protero Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(800) 325-2648
(408) 745-7123
fax: (408) 745-7860
Circle 1073 on inquiry Card.
Farallon Computing, Inc.
Timbuktu 4.0 and
Timbuktu/Remote 3.0
2000 Powell St., Suite 600
Emeryville, CA 94608
(510) 596-9100
fax: (510) 596-9023
Circle 1074 on Inquiry Cord.
Fosc Software
FoxPro 2.0
134 West South Boundary
Perrysburg, OH 43551
(419) 874-0162
fax: ( 419) 874-8678
Circle 1075 on Inquiry Card.
Go Corp.
PenPoint
950 Tower Lane, Suite 1400
Foster City, CA 94404
(415) 345-7400
fax: (415) 345-9833
Circle 1076 on Inquiry Card.
Grolier Electronic Publishing
Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia
Sherman Tpke.
Danbury, CT 06816
(800) 356-5590
(203) 797-3500
fax: (203) 797-3197
Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card.
Gupta Technologies, Inc.
Quest for Windows
1040 Marsh Rd.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 321-9500
fax: (415) 321-5471
Circle 1078 on Inquiry Cord.
Hewlett-Packard Co.
HP Apollo 9000/Series 700
HP LayerJet 111Si
HP Scanlet
19310 Pruneridge Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(800) 752-0900
Circle 1079 on Inquiry Cord.

itet- 132486/860 Speed...
Microway Quality.
Microway has engineered four distinctive black tower
systems. The 486-B 2T is designed for high-end users.
It comes standard with American 486 motherboards and
power supplies, yet has a reasonable starting price of
$2,195. A broad range of options can be installed including
high speed and capacity hard disks, intelligent serial controllers, tape back-up units, high end graphics adapters
and our Number Smasher-860. These systems are ideal
for configuring Novell or UNIX file servers, multiuser
systems, and workstations for graphics, CAD and scientific uses. The 486-B 2T comes with dual fans, Across the
Board im Cooling and American industrial grade power
supplies. All systems are thoroughly tested, burned in and
include the best technical support in the industry, which
we've provided since 1982.

•

„Ni..mber Smasher-860

Microway's 40MHz Number Smasher-860. Ii features a
four-way interleaved 64-bit memory system that runs at
160 megabytes/sec The Number Smasher's 1860 has
been clocked at 80 megaflops doing matrix multiplies, 67
megaflops doing FFfs and 118 Double Precision Unpack
Megaflops on large arrays—ten times the speed of a486
and twice the speed of a Cray 1FI One happy user
recently reported that his " Baby Cray" was happily
humming away saving him : housands of dollars per
month in 3090 rentals. The Number Smasher comes with
the finest 1860 compilers on Vie market, your choice of
Microway's NDPTM FORTRAN, CiC++ or Pascal
Call or write today for more information on Microway's
new black tower systems.

Microway

Technology You Can Count On

Corporate Headquarters, Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA • TEL 508-746-7341 • FAX 508-746-4678 • U.K./Europe 081-541-5466
France 01 43 269593 • Germany 069-75-2023 • Holland 40 836455 • Italy 02-74.90.749 • Japan 0474 23 1322 • Norway 6-892020

BYTE AWARDS

The Fourth Annual Byte Award Winners ( continued)
Hewlett-Packard Co.
HP 95LX
1000 Northeast Circle Blvd.
Corvalis, OR 97330
(800) 443-1254
fax: (503) 750-4689
Circle 1080 on Inquiry Cord.
IBM
IBM 3.5" Rewritable Optical Drive
U.S. Marketing and Services
1133 Westchester Ave.
White Plains, NY 10604
(80(1) 426-2468
Cirda 1063 on Inquiry Card.
Intel Corp.
Net Satisfaxtton 1.0
5200 Northeast Elam Young Pkwy.
Hillsboro, OR 97124
(503) 696-7086
Circle 1081 on Inquiry Card.
LaserMaster Corp.
WinPrinter 400
6900 Shady Oak Rd.
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(800) 365-4646
(503) 629-7000
fax: (612) 944-0522
Circle 1082 on Inquiry Cord.
Lotus Development Corp.
Ami Pro 2.0
Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows
55 Cambridge Pkwy.
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 577-8500
fax: (617) 693-1197
Circle 1083 on Inquiry Card.
Microsoft Corp.
Excel 3.0
MS-DOS 5.0
QuickC for Windows 1.0
Visual Basic
Word for Windows 2.0
1Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052
(800) 426-9400
(206) 882-8080
fax: (206) 883-8101
Circle 1084 on Inquiry Cord.

Nana() USA Corp.
Nanao 75601
23535 Telo Ave.
Torrance, CA 90505
(800) 800-5202
1213) 325-5202
fax: (213) 530-1679
Circle 1087 on Inquiry Card.
NCR Corp.
NCR 3125
Workstation Products Division
1601 South Main St.
Dayton, OH 45479
(800) 225-5627
(513) 445-6160
fax: (513) 445-2008
Circle 1088 on Inquiry Card.
Novell, Inc.
NetWare 3.11
122 East 1700 South
Provo, UT 84606
(800) 346-7177
(801) 429-5900
fax: (801) 429-5155
Circle 1089 on Inquiry Card.
Ontrack Computer Systems, Inc.
Dr. Solomon's Virus Toolkit
6321 Bury Dr.
Eden Prairie, MN 55346
(800) 752-1333
(612)937-1107
fax: (612) 937-0196
Grcle 1090 on Inquiry Card.
Open Software Foundation
Distributed Computing Environment
11 Cambridge Center
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 621-8700
Circle 1091 on Inquiry Card.
Outbound Systems, Inc.
Outbound Notebook System
Model 2000
4840 Pearl East Cir.
Boulder, CO 80301
(800) 444-4607
(303) 786-9200
fax: (303) 786-8611
Circle 1092 on Inquiry Card.

Momenta Corp.
Momenta Pen System
295 North Bernardo Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 969-3876
fax: (415) 969-3877
Circle 1085 on Inquiry Card.

Pacific Data Products
PacificPage XL
9125 Rehco Rd.
San Diego, CA 92121
(619)552-0880
fax: (619) 552-0889
Circle 1093 on Inquiry Card.

Motorola, lot
Altair
Altair Product Operations
3215 Wilke Rd.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(800) 233-0877
(708) 632-4723
fax: (708) 632-7811
Circle 1086 on Inquiry Card.

Palindrome Corp.
The Network Archivist 2.0
850 East Diehl Rd.
Naperville, IL 60563
(708) 505-3300
fax: (708) 505-7917
Circle 1094 on Inquiry Cord.
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Paragon Concepts, Inc.
Nisus 3.06
990 Highland Dr., Suite 312
Solana Beach, CA 92075
(800) 922-2993
(619) 481-1477
fax: (619) 481-6154
Circle 1095 on Inquiry Card.

Performance Tech nolog.) , Inc.
PowerLAN 2.10
800 Lincoln Center
7800 IH 10W
San Antonio, TX 78230
(800) 327-8526
(512) 349-2000
fax: (512) 366-0123
Circle 1096 on Inquiry Cord.
Phar Lap Software, Inc.
286IDOS-Extender
60 Aberdeen Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 661-1510
fax: (617) 876-2972
Circle 1097 on Inquiry Card.

Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Sparcstation IPX
2550 Garcia Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 960-1300
fax: (415) 969-9131
Circle 1261 on Inquiry Card.
SuperMac Technology
Thunder/24
485 Protero Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408)245-2202
fax: (408)735-7250
Circle 1262 on Inquiry Card.

Peton, Inc.
Psion Series 3
57 River St.
Wellesley, MA 02181
(617) 237-8538
fax: (617) 431-2155
Circle 1098 on Inquiry Card.

Symantec Corp.
Norton Desktop for Windows
On- Target
10201 Torre Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(800) 441-7234
(408) 253-9600
fax: (408) 253-4092
Circle 1263 on Inquiry Card.

Qualitas, Inc.
386Max 6.0
7101 Wisconsin Ave., Suite 386
Bethesda, MD 20814
(301) 907-7400
fax: (301) 718-6060
Circle 1099 on Inquiry Cord.

Tandy Corp.
CDR-I000
700 ITandy Center
Fort Worth, TX 76102
(817) 390-3300
fax: (817) 878-6508
Circle 1264 on Inquiry Card.

Radius, Inc.
Full Page Pivot
1710 Fortune Dr.
San Jose, CA 95131
(800) 227-2795
(408) 434-1010
fax: (408) 434-0770
Circle 1100 on Inquiry Card.

Toshiba America Information
Systems, Inc.
72200SX
T4400
Computer Systems Division
9740 Irvine Blvd.
Irvine, CA 92718
(800) 334-3445
(714) 583-3000
fax: (714) 587-6034
Circle 1265 on Inquiry Card.

Silicon Graphics, Inc.
Iris Indigo
2011 North Shoreline Blvd.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 960-1980
fax: (415) 961-0595
Circle 1257 on Inquiry Cord.
Siren Software Corp.
Z-Mail 2.0
750 Menlo Ave., Suite 200
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 322-0600
fax: (415) 322-4023
Circle 1258 on Inquiry Card.
Software Publishing Corp.
Harvard Graphics for Windows
3165 Kifer Rd.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 986-8000
fax: ( 408) 980-0729
Circle 1259 on Inquiry Card.
Star Electronics
Stacker 2.0
5993 Avenida Encinas
Carlsbad, CA 92008
(619) 431-7474
fax: (619) 431-0880
Circle 1260 on Inquiry Card.

Traveling Software, Inc.
LapLink Pm 4.0
18702 North Creek Pkwy.
Bothell, WA 98011
(800) 343-8080
(206)483-8088
fax: (206) 487-1284
Circle 1266 on Inquiry Cord.
Truevision
NuVista+
7340 Shadeland Station
Indianapolis, IN 46256
(317) 841-0332
fax: (317) 576-7700
Circle 1267 on Inquiry Card.
Within Technologies
Realizer
Laurel Corporate Center, Suite 201 S
8000 Midlantic Dr.
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054
(609) 273-8881
fax: (609) 231-8991
Circle 1268 on Inquiry Card.
Zenith Data Systems
Mastersport 386SL
2150 East Lake Cook Rd.
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
(800) 553-0331
(708) 808-4300
Circle 1269 on Inquiry Cord.

Why Is Northgate Going Public
With Confidential Information?

Quality Through Engineering
Manufacturing high-performance, quality
systems takes more than just atop-notch
Research and Development team. It requires
astrategic alliance with the industry's premier
component vendors. To meet our rigid standards, Northgate engineers work in tandem
with our suppliers to design afull range
of components. Then, they test hundreds
of configurations to find the optimum
combination of performance and reliability.
Throughout the entire vendor relationship,
Northgate uses sophisticated failure analysis
techniques (including microphotography)
and statistical process control methods to
ensure our suppliers consistently produce
high quality componentry.
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New Northgate 386 and 486 Systems

TIMM
Adic

aidtaila
Northgate 3865X116 or 20
•Intel® 80386SX/16 or
20 MHz Processor
•IMB RAM (Expands tol6MB)
•52MB IDE Hard Drive with
17 ms Seek Time
•Five-Bay Case; Three 5.25'
and Two 3.5' Bays
•Six 16-Bit Expansion Card
Slots

$1599"/$1699"

•Choice of 1.2MB 5.25' or
1.44MB 3.5' Floppy Drive
•Exclusive OmniKey® Keyboard
•VGA 800 x600 Card and
Color Monitor
•MS-DOS 33, 4.01 or 5
•FCC Class BCertified

Northgate 386DX/25 or 33
•Intel 80386DX/25 or 33 MHz
Processor
•2MB RAM (Expands to 32MB)
•52MB IDE Hard Drive with
17 ms Seek Time
•64K Cache
•Choice of 1.2MB 5.25' or
1.44MB 3.5' Floppy Drive
•Six 16-Bit and Two 8-Bit
Expansion Card Slots

•Five-Bay Case: Thite 5,25'
and Two 3.5' Bays
•Exclusive OmniKev Keyboard
•VGA 800 x600 Card and
Color Monitor
•Microsoft® Windows' 3.0
and Mouse
•MS-DOS 33, 4.0I or 5
•FCC Class BCenified

$2099"/$2199"

Circle 113 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 114).

Northgate 386DX/40
•AMD 386DX/40 MHz
Processor
•4MB RAM (Expands to 32MR)
•52MB IDE Hard Drive with
17 ms Seek Time
•64K Cache.
•Choice of 1.2MB 515 or
1.44MB 3V FIcppy Drive
•Six 16-Bit and Two 8-Bit
Expansion Card Slots

$2399"

-Five-Bay Case; Thrt e5.25'
and Two 3.5.* Bays
•Exclusive anniKry Keyboard
•VGA 800 x6DC Card and
Color Monitor
•Microsoft Viindow . 3.0
and Mouse
•MS-DOS 33. 4.01 x5
•FCC Class BCertiEed

ore

Quality Through Compatibility

11111

Once our components meet our highest
expectations, adifferent set of engineers takes
the helm. System configurations are set up
on our own LAN test bed and undergo a
grueling month-long battery of tests. We check
hundreds of business software packages
to ensure our systems run applications
under MS-DOSe, OS/2e, Novelle, SCO/UNIXe,
Banyan® and other operating systems.

/V 386

Through this process, Northgate has earned
an industry-wide reputation for flawless
compatibility. Be assured that when you
purchase Northgate systems, you're getting
compatibility you can rely on.
CALL TOLL- FREE 800-345-8709
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Northgate Slim Line Scalable Processing ( SP) Upgradable Systems
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Northgate Slimline SP 386/25 or 33

Northgate SlimUne SP 486SX/20

•:ntel 80386DX/25 or C
IMHz
?rocessor on Power Module

•1.2MB 5.25' and t.44MB 3.5'
Floppy Drives

•Intel 80486SX/20 MIL
Processor on Power Module

•I.2MB 5.25' and 1.44MB 3.5'
Floppy Drives

•Fast, Affordable Upgrades —
Simply Replace PowerModule

•Exclusive OmniKey Keyboard

•Fast, Mfordable Upgrades —
Simply Replace Powei: Modale

•Exclusive OmniKeyKeyboard

•4MB RAM (Expands to 32MB)

•VGA 1024 x768 Color
Monitor

•4M13 RAM :. Expands tc 32MB)

•VGA 1024 x768 Color
Monitor

•52MB IDE Hard Drive with
17 ms Seek Time

•Microsoft Windows 3.0
and Mouse

•52348 IDE Hare Drivr with
17 xis Seel( Tire

•Microsoft Windows 3.0
and Mouse

•O4K Cache Memory

•MS-DOS 3.3, 4.01 or 5

•64K Cache Miniaory

•MS-DOS 3.3, 4.01 or 5

•. 7
ontin uous Edge Graphics Chip

•FCC Cass BCertified

•Continuos Edge Graphics Chip

•FCC Class BCertified

$2799"/$3099°°

$3149•°

Circle 113 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 114).

Northgate Slimline SP 486DX/33
•Intel 80486DX/33 MHz
Processor on Power Module
•4MB RAM (Expands to 32MB)
•52MB IDE Hard Drive with
17 ms Seek Time
•64K Cache Memory
•Continuous Edge Graphics Chip

$33 29oo

•1.2MB 5.25' and 1.44MB 3.5'
Floppy Drives
•Exclusive OmniKey Keyboard
•VGA 1024 x768 Color
Monitor
•Microsoft Windows 3.0
and Mouse
•MS-DOS 3.3, 4.01 or 5
•FCC Class BCertified

Quality Through Manufacturing
Northgate has studied manufacturing methods
and has selected aprocess that gives the greatest
quality and productivity.
Our technicians are skilled in all phases of manufacturing. Working in teams of fouc they bring
the elements of quality together with craftsmanship
that knows no equal. Adetailed system of checks
and balances ensures strict adherence to our rigid
quality control standards. When all is complete,
comprehensive burn-in and final testing begin.

Northgate Elegance Scalable Processing (SP) ilpgradable Systems
•

Northgate Elegance SP ' 386/25 or 33

Northgate Elegance SP 4865X/20

•Intel 80386DX/25 or 33 6IHz
Processor on Power Module

•1.2MB 5.25' and 1.44MB 3.5'
Floppy Drives

•Intel 804869(120 MHz
Processor on Power Module

•1.2MB 5.25 and 44-MB 3.5'
floppy Drives

•Fast, Affordable Upgrades—
Simply Replace Power Module

•Exclusive armilierKeyboani

•Fast, Affordable Upgrades—
Simply Replace Power Module

•Exclusive OmniKeyiCeybaard

•4MB RAM (Expands to 32MB)

•VGA 1024 x768 Cardand
Color Moni:or

•Microsoft Windows 3.0
and Mouse

•106MB IDE Hard Dnve with
17 ms Seek Time

•Microsoft Windows le
and Mouse

•64K Cache Memory

•MS-DOS3.3, 4.01015

•64K Cache Memory

•MS-DOS 3.3, 4.01 or 5

•Desktop Case

•FCC Class Certified

•Desktop Case

•FCC Class BCertified

•4MB RAM(Expands to 32MB)

•VGA f024 x768 Card and
Color Monitor

•106MB IDE Hard Drive with
17 ms Seek Time

$3299°°/$3399°°

$3699"

Circle 113 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 114).

L.J

Northgate Elegance SP 486DX/33
•Intel 80486M 33 Mli:
Processor on Power Module
•4MB RAM (Expandsto 64MB)
•106MB IDE Hard Drfit with
17 ms Seek Time
•64K Cache Memory
•Vertical Power Case

$3999"

•1.2M1t5.2 I
.and 1.44M113.5'
Floppy Drives
•Exclusive annilley Keyboard
•VGA 111124x 768 Card and
Color Monitor
•Microsoft Windows 3.0
and ?douse
•MS-DOS 3.3, 4.01 or 5
•FCC Cbss 6Certified

Quality Through Service
Northgate backs every system with an awardwinning package of service and support.
Including a30-Day Money-Back Guarantee,
full parts and labor warranties (one year
on systems, five years on keyboards) and free
overnight shipment of replacement parts.
You also get toll-free technical support
24 hours aday, seven days aweek. We track
every detail concerning your system,
including configuration, raara
previous questions and
correspondence This gives our staff
immediate access to your system's history
the moment you call. Should you require
on-site help, we'll dispatch atrained
NCR!' technician to your doot This service
is free for one year
CAR TOLL- FREE 800-345-8709

Northgate "Specialty" Systems

Walt
sss.

Northgate FJegance 486/25 or 33 LISA

Northgate

386SX/20

Northgate OmniArray"

•Intel 80486DX25 or 33 MHz
Processor

•Intel BO 436SX/2C MHz
Processor

•AC Adapter

•RAID- 3Parallel Drive Array
with 1.1GB to 4GB Data Storage

•4MB RAM (Expands to 32M 61
•200MB :DE Hard Drive with
15 ms Seek Tine
•128K Ctche
•EISA Bus
•1.2MB 5Wand 1.44MB 3.5'
Floppy Jrves

$4599°”5599°°

•Vertical Power Case
•Exclusive OmniKeyKeyboarcl

•I
MB RAM Expanesto 5MB)

•VGA 1024 x768 Card and
Color Monitor

•40MB Hard Drive

•Microsoft Windows3.0
and Mouse

•84-Key Keyboard Emulating 101

•I.44MB 15 Floppy Drive

•Sucker" Software (Provides
LID to 80MB of Storage)
•Magic Cursor" for
Windows orNa-Squint Il
far DOS

•MS-DOS 3.3, 4.01 or5

•8.5' I.CD S:reen Supports 32
Shades cf Gray; VGA 640x 480

•MS-DOS 4.01 or 5

•FCC Class BCertified

•11.7`x 6.23' x1.9;61 Lbs.

•FCC Class BCertified

$2399°°

Circle 113 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 114).

•Four Data Drives with 512K
Total Cache; One Redundant
Drive with 128K Cache
•Fast SCSI Engineering Delivers
IOMB/Second Performance
•ISA/EISA SCSI Adapter for
NetWaree File Servers

Call For Pricing

•Novell Certified for NetWare
3863.11
•Failed Drive Supports Keeps
Unit Operational with Single
Drive Failure; Rebuilds Data
on Replacement Drive
•SCSI Cable and Terminator
•Vertical Power Case

Quality Custom Configurations
Monitors
Northgate offers 12" VGA monochrome, 14"
monochrome (amber), 14" VGA monochrome,
14" VGA colo4 16" VGA color and 19" VGA
color monitors. Resolutions include 640 x
480, 800 x600,1024 x768, and 1280 x1024.
NEC 15", 17" and 21" flat-screen, lowradiation monitors also available.
Math Coprocessors
Speed up processor-intensive business applications with an Intel or Weiteemath coprocessor
ANorthgate Systems Consultant can help
you select the right one for your system.

Northgate custom configures every system
to meet your most demanding needs. We offer
acomprehensive range of top quality cornponents, giving us the capability of tailoring
asystem over 3,000,000 ways. To find
out which is best for you, call one of our
Systems Consultants toll free.

Tape Backups
To protect your valuable data, Northgate
offers an array of high-speed tape backup
devices. Choose internal or external designs
in the following capacities: 40/120MB,
80/304MB, 80MB, 150MB, 300MB and 1.3GB.

Hard Drives
Options include IDE hard drives with
capacities of 52MB,100MB, 200MB or 340MB.
Also available are FSDI and SCSI hard drives
with capacities as high as 1.2GB. Call for
other drive size options.

Communications
Northgate has the right equipment to link
your system to other computers or fax
machines. Products include internal and
external MNP-5 modems in 2400 and 9600
baud speeds. Also available is Northgate
FaxIt for Windows, arevolutionary fax
card designed to work from within your
Microsoft Windows applications.

Memory Expansion
Northgate systems have avariety of memory
expansion capabilities. Our Systems
Consultants can help you decide how much
memory you need for both current and
future applications.

Printers
The best thing to have beside your computer
is aprinter from Northgate. Printer options
include low-cost 9-pin and 24-pin dot matrix
printers as well as laser printers and
PostScript-compatible laser printers for
the very best print quality.

Floppy Drives
Floppy drive options include 5.25" models
in 360K and 1.2MB designs and 3.5" models
with capacities of 720K and 1.44MB.
CD-ROM & Other Hardware
We can also configure your Northgate
system with many other hardware options,
including CD-ROM drives, high end video
cards, and I/O cards. Call and ask a
Northgate Systems Consultant for the
latest options and prices.
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CALL TOLL- FREE
24 HOURS EVERY DAY

800-345-8709

Major corporations, volume purchasers and government
agencies call National Business Accounts: 800-545-6059
Fax your order! 800-323-7182
Notice to the Hearing Impaired: Northgate has IDO
capability. Dial 800-535-0602.
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"Smart Tools For Business"
7075 Flying Cloud Drive. Eden Prairie. Minnesota 55344

Northgate OmniKey Keyboards — Quality Designs No System Should Be Without!

OmniKey/101NI
•12 F-Keys On Top
•Alps Click/Tactile !Cey Switches
•Independent Inverted
TCursor Control And Numeric
Keypads
•Rate Select From 3.120 CPS

$89 00

OmniKey/102
•Penod/Comma Lock
Key Locks out < > Even
When Shifted
•Interchangeable CTRL, ALT.
CAPS LOCK Keys
•Unmatched IBM®
Compatibility
•FCC Class BCertified

•12 F-Keys On Left
•Alps Click/Tactile Key Switches
•Independent Inverted
TCursor Control And Numeric
Keypads
•Rate Select From 3-120 CPS

OmniKeyAILTRA
•Period/Comma Lock
Key Locks out < > Even
When Shifted
•Interchangeable CTRL. ALT,
CAPS LOCK Keys
•Unmatched IBM
Compatibility
•FCC Class BCertified

$89°°

•12 F- Keys On Left And Top
•Alps Click Tactile Key Switches
•Independent Inverted
TCursor Control And
Numeric Keypads
•Rate Select From 3-120 CPS

•Period/Comma Lock
%
I
(
v%
. Wks out < > Even
When
•Interchangeable CTRL, ALT,
CAPS LOCK Keys
•Unmatched IBM
Compatibility
•FCC Class BCertified

$129"

Copyright NorthgateCninputer Systems. Im 1991. AllOghts reserved. Notthgete. Omnlifey. Elegance. Oronlarray.
SlImelre and the Worths.. TV logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Northgate Computer Systems 8038650. 804865%. 80486
and the Intel Inside logo .. ie trademarks Mime, IBM 1st. registered trademark of licernatIonal Business Machines Corp /45C,05. Micros., Windows and 05 2are trarternaMs or reg. eeeee d crademarks of Microsoft Corporation All other product and brand names
are trademarks and regwdered trademarks of then respective companies Prices akd specifications subject to change without notice Northgwe tecerves Me right to substitute components of equal or vetoer quality or performance All items sublect to availaMlity
We support Me ethical ire of software To report software copyright violations. call Me Software Publishers Association's Anti- Piracy Floilme at IMOO i88.-P1118
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CLASSIC
LANGUAGES,
PARTS

SNOBOL
Aclassic language for character-string manipulation
DORIS APPLEBY

0

fthe languages considered so far in this series—
FORTRAN, COBOL, Lisp, and APL—each has associated with it apublished standard that has been
agreed upon by the interested parties and approved
by the ISO. The main purpose of such standardization is
portability: Any program conforming to the standard will
compile and run, producing the same results, regardless of
the language implementation you use.
SNOBOL, on the other hand—alanguage that implements
pattern matching—has neither a standard nor any group
working toward such uniformity, and it still has one version
in the public domain. According to Ralph Griswold, one of
SNOBOL' sinventors at Bell Labs in 1962, it was named as a
joke. His coworker, Dave Farber, believed that this new
language didn't have a " snowball's chance in hell" of surviving. Thus it was named SNOBOL. Later, a phrase—
String-Oriented Symbolic Language—was thought up that
made the name into an acronym. To some of the personnel at
Bell Labs, the name SNOBOL was an improvement over the
language's former name, SEXI, but the puns have continued, with other versions named ELFBOL, SPITBOL,
and even SLOBOL.
Who Uses It?
SNOBOL is used largely as aresearch tool, rather than for
commercial applications. Daryl Gibb, acomputational linguist, has written SNOBOL programs for clients here and
abroad. He carried out one of his latest projects at the Moscow Linguistic University, where athesaurus based on Margaret Thatcher's public speeches was being developed. Before that, he spent two years in Finland developing bilingual
dictionaries. Another of his SNOBOL applications reformats publisher's files into dBase I
II format. It took him
about amonth to write SNOBOL code for this last application, but Linguatech of Orem, Utah, expects to spend about
ayear rewriting the code in C for amarketable product.
Zonda Freese, astudent of Alan Forte at the Yale School
of Music, uses SNOBOL to analyze posttonal (not based on
ILLUSTRATION

CATHARINE BENNETT

1992

any fixed scale pattern) music. Using the Mengelberg coding system, which translates two-dimensional music scores
into conventional computer-readable strings, Freese's programs pick out hexachords (six notes) from a score and
break them down further into trichord (three-note) subsets.
Forte has devised amethod of grouping trichords into sets
called genera. He did much of the analysis for his book The
Structure of Atonal Music (
Yale University Press, 1973) in
SNOBOL3. He has since switched to SNOBOL4 and finds
that SPITBOL (for speedy implementation of SNOBOL),
which is compiled for 386 and 486 machines, eliminates the
problems of slowness encountered with the interpreted
SNOBOL code.
The analysis of literature sometimes involves, for example, word counts and typical sentence length or the development of concordances, dictionaries, and thesauri. SNOBOL
is the language of choice for such activities. It is also useful
for comparative language studies or the development of
computer-assisted instruction. There is no other computer
language whose string-handling capabilities approach SNOBOL's level (except, perhaps, its successor— Icon).
None of these linguists, musical theorists, and language
experts have found SNOBOL adifficult language to master,
even though their prior computer experience was either minimal or nonexistent.
Computer experts
ACTION SUMMARY
also find SNOBOL
useful when ajob inIf your work is primarily with
volves pattern match-

BYTE

ing. Database programs do not always
provide the particular
procedure you might
want, but writing a
quick SNOBOL program to reorganize a
text file will often
prove productive.
continued

analysis of text or languages,
then SNOBOL or one of its descendants is the language for
you. It is unique in its use of
the pattern as adata type.
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CLASSIC LANGUAGES: SNOBOL

Listing 1: An example of SNOBOL using tables and
arrays. The spaces in the SNOBOL program are all
meaningful—especially those at the beginning of lines.
1.
2.

&TRIM = 1
UCASE =" ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ"
LCASE =" abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz"

3.
4.

Unquestionably
the most powerful pocket-sized computer
in the world
The new standard for palm top computers!

PSION SERIES 3
Winner - Best International Product at Best of COMDEX/Fall Awards'
Psion Series 3 Features:

RAM: 128K or 256K

*Read a line, convert uppercase letters to lowercase
5. READ

LINE = REPLACE(INPUT,UCASE,LCASE) : F(SORT)

*Get and remove next word from LINE,
*place in variable WORD
6. NXTWRD LINE

WRDPAT =

:F(READ)

*Increment the count for this word
7.
TALLY[WORD] = TALLY[WORD] + 1 :( NEXTWRD)

8. SORT

*Display the results
9.

OUTPUT="Word Counts"
I=1

END

removable storage
• 240 X 80 graphics screen, 40 characters by 8lines
• 58 Key QWERTY computer style keyboard

Data Types and Patterns
The basis of SNOBOL is its three data types: integers, reals,
and patterns. This last type defines a class of strings, with
substrings matching the pattern. If apattern is defined as PAT =
'A ' , any string containing an uppercase A would be included in
the class of strings containing PAT. The following are two types
of statements involving patterns:

• 8Touch sensitive keys for built in task selection
• Loudspeaker with DTMF autodialing
• Powered by 2-AA size Akaline Batteries,
2-4 months life
• Standard Lithium backup cell protects RAM
• Optional AC Adapter
• Dimensions (6.5" X 3.3" X .9"), Weighs 10 ounces

(label] subject pattern (: goto]

• Built in Software includes:
Word Processor (Microsoft Word compatible)

and

Outliner
Database Filing and Management
Agenda Scheduler
Scientific, Programmable Calculator

(label] subject pattern = (pattern to be substituted]

Time and Alarm
World Information
Powerful OPL Programming language
• Connectivity:
Optional Serial RS232 Comm ( IBM-PC or Macintosh)
Optional Parallel Interface for Parallel Printers
Built in printer drivers for B1- 10E, Epson Dot Matrix, and
IBM Proprinter Printer and many Lasers

Now you can have it all!
Put the concentrated power of adesk top computer
and its software into your pocket!
Distributed by

XEC Computer Products, Inc.
13630 58th Street North, Suite 103
Clearwater, FL 34620
Tel: ( 813) 531-1422 Fax: (813) 530-5975

If the pat tern is found in the subject string of the first type of
statement, the match succeeds; otherwise, it fails. The goto
can be : (label), : S( label), or : F(label) , where the label
indicates where program control continues unconditionally or
upon success (S) or failure ( F) of the match. If the goto is
omitted, execution defaults to the next line of code. In the second type of statement, if the pat tern is found in the subject,
pattern is replaced in subject by pattern to be substituted. If there is no pattern to be substituted after the =, pattern is deleted from subject.
Associative Features
Associative programming involves the association of objects
with other objects in an arbitrary way. The simplest associative
feature of SNOBOL is its ability to assign objects of any type to,
any variable. But two more unusual associative features are the
indirect reference operator, $, and an array with completely unrestricted indexes, called atable. The SNOBOL fragment
X = ' Y'
Y = ' Z'

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Circle 183 on Inquiry
(RESELLERS: 184).

RESULT=SORT(TALLY)

10. PRINT OUTPUT=RESULT[I,1] " - " RESULT[I,2] : F(END)
I=I + 1
:( PRINT)

• 2 Plug in SSD's provide up to 4Mbytes
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WORD

*Convert the table to an array, and sort the words

• 16 bit, 80086, 3.84 Mhz processor
• Internal Memory:
ROM: 384K multitasking, window operating system, MSDOS Flash Filing System, and software applications
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WRDPAT=BREAK(LCASE) SPAN(LCASE "-'")
TALLY = TABLE()

Card

CompuServe puts the whole world
at your fingertips.
product manufacturers, all over the
world. Meet in special interest forums
to discuss everything from science
fiction to sharing software. And keep in
touch through electronic mail and faxes,
as well as by "talking" over 72 CB
Simulator channels.
CompuServe also lets you shop coasttocoast at hundreds of nationally known
stores and take advantage of aworldclass reference database. It gives you
access to the latest national and international news. And our special financial
files offer complete statistics on over
10,000 NYSE, AMEX, and OTC securities. You can even trade online with
local discount brokers.

Global travel
and world-class fun.
CompuServe also offers airline schedules, so you can check out the bargains
and book your own flights on almost
any airline worldwide. You can get
travel news, frequent flier information,
and country and travel facts. As well as
listings from over 30,000 hotels.
Plus, there are games. Sports, trivia,
educational, space fantasy... you can go
it alone or compete against players from
all over the world. Only on CompuServe
can you test your wits in the only online
TV-style game show with real prizes,
or leave the earth entirely in one of our
interactive space adventures.

Just give us acall.

When you connect your computer to
CompuServe, you join the world's largest
international network of people with personal computers. You have access to
more than athousand services that offer
asource of support, information, entertainment, communications, and benefits
of all kinds.

A world of advantages.
CompuServe lets you take advantage of
your personal computer in athousand
different ways.
For instance: communication. You'll
get invaluable personal computer software and hardware support from other
CompuServe members, as well as
Circle 36 on Inquiry Card.

To become aCompuServe member, you
need acomputer and amodem. We'll
send you everything else, including a
$25.00 usage credit with your Membership Kit. In most places, you'll be able
to go online with alocal phone call.
To buy aCompuServe Membership
Kit, see your nearest computer dealer.
To receive our informative brochure
or to order direct, call us today.
And put the whole world at your
fingertips.

CompuServe

800 848-8199
Outside U.S. and Canada: 614-457-0802

Space - Savers
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Z = ' Julie Andrews'
OUTPUT = $$X

will produce Julie Andrews.
A table differs from an array in two important ways: First, a
table's size is not fixed, and its indexes can be anything—not
just integers, as in an array. Listing 1is an example of tables
and arrays. An example of output is
Stand-Alone LCD Monitor $995.00
Featuring Sharp's brightest 640 x480 resolution black on white 10"
diagonal screen with high refresh rate and triple super twist
nematic technology for awide viewing angle this new DATALUX
monitor occupies desk space of only 29.0 x 14.1 cm. With easy
adjustability it also folds for transport or mounts on avertical
surface. Included with the unit is a 1.5m cable and its own VGA
adaptor card. No external power is required. IBM AT compatible.
Select this monitor also for its flicker-free image and low radiation.

Popular Space- Saver Keyboard $124.50
First successful alternative to conventional keyboard saves 60%
desk space with afootprint of 27.3 x 15.2 cm. Has full travel
tactilly responsive keys with standard left- right spacing for easy
touch typing. 100 keys, compatible with IBM XT/AT PS/2. Many
language versions available.

Word Counts
a - 147
able - 18
above - 3
aren' t - 2
SNOBOL has avariety of useful housekeeping functions for
dealing with textual input and output. One of these, &TRIM, is a
toggle function. When &TRIM is set to 1, trailing blanks are removed from any input. UCASE and LCASE are strings of possibilities for the built-in function REPLACE, which will scan
and replace uppercase letters with lowercase letters in the entire input line LINE. BREAK ( LCASE) matches up to—but does
not include—any character in LCASE, and SPAN( LCASE "-" ")
matches the longest subsequent string of lowercase letters, including possible hyphens or single quotation marks. Thus,
WRDPAT will match asingle word in LINE. Lines 5and 6form a
loop, which transfers to line 8when INPUT fails. Lines 6and 7
also form aloop, which returns to line 5at the end of each line.
These loops behave like
while not EndOfFile do
while not End0fLine do
for each word do
Tally word.

As the interpretation of the program progresses, TALLY acquires as indexes the words from the input file, with values that
are equal to the frequency of each word. The built-in function
SORT converts the table TALLY into afixed-size 2-D array with
integer indexes called RESULT. An element of RESULT will be
RESULT [ 1] = (word, frequency), with sorting on word. Note
that RESULT was created at run time, after the size of TALLY
became known.
9" VGA Monochrome Monitor $ 198.00
640 x480 resolution black on white screen with afootprint to
match the Space-Saver Keyboard of only 25.0 x25.7 cm. Tilt
and swivel stand. No adaptor card included.
To Order
Call Toll Free

1-800-328-2589

1year warranty on all products shown. Order direct from stock
with 15 day full return privileges. Visa, Mastercard, AmEx charges
and COD accepted.OEM and reseller volume discounts available.
Spec Sheets Sent
By Automatic 24 hr
FAX Transmission

1-703-662-1675

The First Choice In Space-Saver Peripherals
-

2836 Cessna Drive • Winchester, VA 22601
Phone 703 662-1500 • Fax 703 662-1682
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History
The SNOBOL language was designed to process nonnumeric
data, including text and symbolic expressions, and it was a
first. Its pattern-matching facilities remain unsurpassed by any
language today. Areas of mathematics such as algebra, calculus, and graph theory include methods that follow rules—for
example, (x + 1) x (
x + 2)
x2 + 3x + 2. Such computations
should be easily solved by computer, but because they are symbolic problems rather than numeric problems, they are good
candidates for SNOBOL rather than anumeric-intensive language like FORTRAN.
The designers of SNOBOL chose the string (i.e., asequence
of characters) as their fundamental data type, because almost
anything can be considered astring, including all existing computer programs. One of the first practical applications for SNOBOL was to generate a FORTRAN program to analyze telephone networks.
SNOBOL matured at Bell Labs through three versions, with
SNOBOL4 in 1967 representing amarked change. It was designed using string macros, which realized avirtual SNOBOL
machine that could be implemented on avariety (at that time) of

Power Packed & Built To Last.

STANDARD 200XT

$69

Economical This UL approved, fully tested
unit is one of the best generic 200s available.
Costs no more than our Standard 150 it replaces.

$129

SILENCER 200

Ultra-Quiet Stop that irritating noise with
the Silencer 200. Its large, low speed, German
fan keeps your system 5
°to 15 °cooler and 84%
quieter. Virtually inaudible! Great in the
executive suite or home office.

TUBOCOOL 200

$169

STANDARD 220

$99

Economical This UL approved, fully tested
unit is one of the best generic 220s available.
Ideal for basic systems.

SILENCER 220

$139

Ultra-Quiet Unrattle your nerves with the
Silencer 220. Its custom, thermostaticallycontrolled fan maintains the correct system
temperature while reducing noise by up to 95%.
Great in the executive suite or home office.

TURBO-COOL 300

High Performance Upgrade your AT/386
with our powerful Turbo-Cool 300. This
popular OEM unit features built-in line
conditioning,
approval, 2-year
warranty, and ahigh-capacity, thermostaticallycontrolled fan that automatically keeps your
system up to 35° cooler. Great value!

TURBO-COOL 300S

TURBO-COOL 450

Slim and Powerful Give your Slimline or
Mini-Tower computer up to 100% more power
and cooling with our low profile, direct
replacement Turbo-Cool 300S. With apeak
capacity of over 350 watts, it will easily start
even the largest hard drives and peripherals!
lemmTurboliml, and InnerSource arc mdemobnf PC Paver 8, Coolim, Inc Compaq

$169

Original Portable Upgrade Double your
power with our direct replacement CP160.
Allows 286, 386, and hard disk upgrades.

CD270

$249

Deskpro Upgrade The power user's power
supply! Our direct replacement CD270 gives
your 8086/286/386 Deskpro up to 70% more
power and the reliability it deserves. Prevents
nuisance rebooting. Advanced design includes
autoselect 110V/220V. 2-year warranty.

$ 189

High Performance Put AT power and 200%
more cooling under the hood of your PC/XT
with our UL approved Turbo-Cool 200. Its
patented twin fan, sloped-cover design keeps
your system 30° to 45° cooler, preventing data
errors and other heat-related problems. Perfect
for hot rod PCs and Mini AI!

$ 169

CPI60

INTERNAL UPS!

uucsivruv

$349

Maximum Performance The choice of PC
professionals, our Turbo-Cool 450 features
built-in line conditioning. autoselect input,
independent regulation, external DC voltage
adjustment, triple-stage output filter, 50cfin
cooling fan, UL/CSA/TUV approval, 100,000
Hr. MTBF and 2-year warranty! Ideal for
high-end workstations and network file servers.

Most orders shipped sanie day. We accept Visa, MC, COD or PO on approved credit.

"An excellent product"
-PC Magazine. Nov. 27. 1990

Our UL approved InnerSource is the first
AT/386 power supply with abuilt-in UPS.
Its auto-recharge battery provides up to 15
minutes of reliable backup power for both
your PC and monitor. This integrated
protection costs less than abulky 550VA
external UPS, and it saves space, too. A
Novell NetWare interface is available. $395

PO POWER & COOLMIO,
5995 Avenida Encinas, Carlsbad, CA 92008 • (619) 931-5700 • (800) 722-6555 • FAX (619) 931-6988
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mainframes. However, when alanguage like SNOBOL4 tries
to be machine independent, efficiency must be sacrificed significantly. Thus, today's versions, although similar, do not
conform to any formal standard and have been designed to take
advantage of aparticular machine's characteristics.
The main source of SNOBOL implementations today is a
company called Catspaw of Salida, Colorado, which markets
SNOBOL4+ for MS-DOS systems from 8088s to 486s. There
is afreeware version called Vanilla SNOBOL4 with documentation included on the disk. Catspaw also offers a32-bit SPITBOL for the Macintosh, 386 and 486, Sun-4/SPARC, and some
680x0 Unix platforms, such as the Apollo 3000 and the Sun-3.
SPITBOL's compiler is written in MINIMAL and compiles
SNOBOL code into an intermediate assembly language called
ITC (for Indirect Threaded Code), which is interpreted when
the program runs. (A Macro SPITBOL compiler for the IBM
PC is available from Robert B. K. Dewar, 73 Fifth Ave., New
York, NY 10003.)
Italked with several researchers in the humanities who claim
that much of the success they have had with SNOBOL is due to
Mark Emmer, president, consultant, hand-holder, and chief
guru at Catspaw. He persists, as he says, "out of love and loyalty to the language," and, Imight add, to his customers, for
whom SNOBOL remains the language of choice.
Icon
Griswold, who has always been aresearcher rather than alanguage developer, has moved on to develop aSNOBOL successor, Icon, that continues the emphasis on string manipulation

and pattern matching but differs enough from SNOBOL to warrant a new name. He has added control structures, such as
IF...THEN...ELSE, WHILE. . . DO, EVERY...DO, and
CASE . . . 0F, removing the need for SNOBOL's heavy reliance
on GOTOs.
Icon programs are broken into procedures as in Pascal or C,
while allowing aprocess to succeed or fail as in SNOBOL. Pattern-matching functions have been fully integrated into the language, eliminating the need for declaring patterns such as
LCASE, UCASE, and WRDPAT in the SNOBOL program shown in
listing 1. All versions of Icon (the current one is 8) have been
put in the public domain and are available from the Icon Project
at the University of Arizona for essentially the cost of copying,
shipping, and handling. Catspaw also has aversion of Icon,
called ProIcon, for the Macintosh.
SNOBOL has never been much of acommercial success, but
there is adevoted and long-lasting community of users who
continue to train their followers in SNOBOL as well. Emmer
believes that Griswold and his colleagues created in SNOBOL a
language that parallels the workings of part of the human brain.
It seems to parallel the associative and intuitive aspects of
human thinking. •
Doris Appleby writes about mathematics, computer science,
and pedagogy. She is also the chairperson of mathematics/
computer science/information systems at Marymount College
in Tarrytown, New York, and the author of Programming Languages—Paradigm and Practice (
McGraw-Hill, 1991). You can
reach her on BIX clo "editors."

AccSysm for

RS-232
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e
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• Set

• Diagnose comm problems
• Install new equipment
• Determine baud rates
• Reduce development time
• Troubleshoot faster
• RS-422 option available
• SDLC, HOW, X.25. BISYNC • Panty & CRC check
• 40 hours on 9v battery • 8K buffer with printer dump
BitView shows you bidirectional data in ASCII, EBCDIC, or Hex for async and sync data
lines at baud rates from 110 to 64 Kbaud. Now find your comm problems in minutes
instead of hours!

Call (212) 229 -2141

or Fax ( 212) 229-2938
MEASUREMENT & CONTROL PRODUCTS, INC.
126 W. Twenty-Third St., New York, NY 10011
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of C libraries for easy access
to dBASE data and index files.
•Source available but not required.
•Increased performance shortens
processing time.
•Total control over data memo, MDX
and NDX index files.
•Network and single-user versions available

Copia International Ltd.
Wheaton, Illinois 60187
708/682-8898 FAX 708/665-9841
Instant into

via FaxFacts• 708/924-7465
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SHOOT-OUT

II World's leading, award-winning objectoriented programming system
• Complete prototype-to-delivery system
Ill Zero-cost runtime
• Simplified application delivery for
creating standalone executable (.EXE)
applications

MOWS AND OS/2:
PROTOTYPE TO DELIVERY.
NO WAITING.
In Windows and OS/2, you need prototypes. You have to get asense
for what an application is going to look like, and feel like, before you can write it.
And you can't afford to throw the prototype away when you're done.
With Smalltalk/V, you don't.
Start with the prototype. There's no development system you can buy
that lets you get aworking model working faster than Smalltallc/V.
Then, incrementally, grow the prototype into afinished application.Try
out new ideas. Get input from your users. Make more changes. Be creative.
Smalltallc/V gives you the freedom to experiment without risk. It's

• Code portability between Smalltalk/V
Windows and Smalltalk/V PM
II Wrappers for all Windows and OS/2
controls
• Support for new CUA '91 controls for
OS/2, including drag and drop, booktab,
container, value set, slider and more
• Transparent support for Dynamic Data
Exchange ( DDE) and Dynamic Link
Library ( DLL) calls
• Fully integrated programming environment, including interactive debugger,
source code browsers (all source code
included), world's most extensive Windows and OS/2 class libraries, tutorial
(printed and on disk), extensive samples
III Extensive developer support, including
technical support, training, electronic
developer forums, free user newsletter
• Broad base of third-party support,
including add-on Smalltalk/V products,
consulting services, books, user groups

made for trial. And error. You make changes, and test them, one at atime. Safely.
You get immediate feedback when you make achange. And you can't make
changes that break the system. It's that safe.
And when you're done, whether you

writing applications for Windows

or OS/2, you'll have astandalone application that runs on both. Smalltallc/V
code is portable between the Windows and the OS/2 versions. And the resulting
application carries no runtime charges. All for just $499.95.
So take alook at Smalltallc/V today. Call your local software dealer, or
call Digitalk at ( 800) 922-8255 for

tau

(

more information. It's time to make

This Smalltalk/V Windows application
captured the PC Week Shootout award— and
it was completed in 6hours.

that prototyping time productive.
Smalltallc/V is aregistered trademark of Digitallc, Inc. Other product names are trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective holders.
Digitalk, Inc., 9841 Airport Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90045
(800) 922-8255; ( 213) 645-1082; Fax ( 213) 645-1306

DIGITALK

LOOK WHO'S TALKING
HEWLETT-PACKARD
HP has developed anetwork troubleshooting tool called the Network Advisor.
The Network Advisor offers acomprehensive set of tools including an expert system,
statistics, and protocol decodes to speed
problem isolation. The NA user interface is
built on awindowing system which allows
multiple applications to be executed
simultaneously.

NCR
NCR has an integrated test program development environment for digital, analog and
mixed mode printed circuit board testing.
MIDLAND BANK
Midland Bank built aWindowed Technical
Trading Environment for currency, futures
and stock traders using Smalltalk/
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Smalltalk/V PM applications are used to
develop state-of-the-art CUA-compliant
applications— and they're portable to
Smalltalk/V Windows.

STATE OF THE ART

AMOVING
TARGET
Windows, Macintosh, assorted Unix flavors, and GUIs—how do you deal with all the platforms
that make up today's computing environment?
BOB RYAN

D

eveloping computer applications used to be a
breeze— relatively speaking. Back when computing
was synonymous with IBM 360/370 mainframes,
MIS organizations and commercial developers
didn't have to worry about supporting multiple platforms for
their software—most computing environments were homogeneous and proprietary.
Today, the situation has changed radically. Organizations
typically employ a smorgasbord of computers— micros,
minis, and mainframes—from many different companies
running lots of different operating systems. This situation
makes developing and supporting mission-critical applications adaunting task. Cross-platform development has become away of life for MIS departments and commercial developers alike. Too often, however, it is away fraught with
setbacks and peril.
This article and the two that follow it examine many of the
aspects of cross-platform development in the 1990s. No
longer is it enough to have astandard compiler for each platform. As complex GUIs and distributed processing take the
place of character-based PCs and dumb terminals, the problems of supporting aheterogeneous environment grow exponentially. The challenge is to develop across-platform strategy and acquire astandard set of tools that can deal with
multiple platforms and let you adapt to rapid changes in
technology.
As the Intel/IBM/Microsoft monolith fragments and
more and more applications migrate from the " big iron" to
the desktop and LAN server, confusion will reign both in
the marketplace and inside organizations of all sizes. The
ability to make sense of the results will differentiate the winners from the losers.
Issues and Answers
Cross-platform development encompasses so many different
ideas that it is impossible to define simply. In its purest
sense, it means writing programs that perform the same
functions on different hardware and operating-system plat-

forms. As networks become more pervasive and organizations become more thoroughly connected, the need for different applications to share common data or even common
computing resources will grow in importance. Cross-platform development will become an integral part of any cooperative or distributed-processing environment.
One major issue in development across various types of
systems is how to develop applications that will run identically—or nearly so—on several different platforms.
Many large commercial deA Moving Target
velopers have multiplatform
BY BOB RYAN
marketing strategies: They
158
support as many different
popular platforms ( e.g.,
Tributaries and Deltas
DOS, Windows, Macintosh,
BY RANDALL D. CRONE
and Unix) as their resources
177
permit. Consequently, their
cross-platform development
Let the System Do
the Porting
tools and tactics have beBY ELLEN ULLMAN
come strategic assets. The
191
ability to deliver applications for many different
platforms in a timely manner gives acompany amajor
competitive advantage: Its
applications have lower development costs, and they
are quicker to market.
For example, Lotus Development ( Cambridge,
MA) has stated that it intends to make its flagship
product, Lotus 1-2-3, available on all major computing
platforms. At first, Lotus
went with astraight porting
strategy to achieve this goal,

Resource Guide:
Cross-Platform Application
Development Tools
201
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You can control any IEEE-488 ( HP-IB, GP- 113, 488.2)
device with our cards, cables and software
04?

for the PC/AT/386, EISA, Micro Channel
and Macintosh II. You get fast hardware

•
r '41V%1‘11

and software support for all the
popular languages, plus a software
library of time saving utilities.

Windows over OS/2 by awide margin did
Lotus give priority to its Windows development efforts.
Wolfram Research (Champaign, IL),
publisher of Mathematica, is another
company that pursues an aggressive multiplatform strategy. Wolfram supports
dozens of different platforms by cleanly
separating interface code from the computational engine. The result is asystem
that makes it possible to automatically
update and maintain versions of aprogram for many different platforms (see
the text box " Concurrent Multiplatform
Development" on page 162 for more details).

Local Concerns
Cross-platform development is not the
been easier.
exclusive domain of big-time commercial developers. In-house developers also
FREE
must suppport many different desktop
Informative Catalog 800-234-4CEC
standards. The days when MIS departApplications help
617-273-1818
ments dared—or cared—to dictate one
hardware standard and one operatingsystem standard for every desktop in a
Capital Equipment Corp.
medium or large organization are rapidly
Burlington, MA. 01803
disappearing. The computing infrastrucMicro Channel le a treeemark of IBM
ture in most companies consists of aheterogeneous mix of desktop platforms and
networks. With end users clamoring for
with software engineers translating code
1-2-3, with ahigh percentage of the code
greater access to data repositories from
developed originally for the DOS envishared among different versions of the
their desktops, many MIS departments
ronment to run on other platforms. It
program (the exact percentages are a confront the task of supporting avariety
wasn't too long before the company realtrade secret). Lotus is building adevelopof platforms in their in-house developized that straight ports were not the way
ment environment that consists of aset of ment efforts.
to achieve areasonable time to market.
high-level application programming inWhen developing across platforms,
Lotus decided that it had to build crossterfaces (APIs) that access a platformyou have to decide how closely you wish
platform capabilities into its code.
specific layer above the core application.
to support the native environment of each
According to Eileen Rudden, director
Platform-specific functions provide the
one. This is a concern mainly for inof spreadsheet marketing for Lotus, the
glue between Lotus 1-2-3 and the differhouse developers; commercial developcompany uses one code base for Lotus
ent platforms. All custom development
ers who don't fully support the interface
takes place at this layer.
standards and capabilities of different
As Rudden puts it, " The application itplatforms usually find alimited demand
ACTION SUMMARY
self is not ported. Our energy goes into
for their products.
the platform-specific layer. The reason
On the other hand, in-house developwe can do it this way is that we've engiers have achoice: They can adhere to the
In today's multiplatform
neered our application to recognize that
standards of each platform, or they can
world, you can no longer
certain services are handled differently
try to make their applications appear the
on different platforms." So, Lotus takes
same on every platform. The approach
write for one platform and iga proactive approach to cross-platform
you take depends entirely on the goals of
nore the rest. We all want the
development. It starts with an application
your organization and the needs of its end
that is " cross-platform-aware" so that it
users.
freedom to put our favorite
can devote its energies to refining the
If, for example, it is the goal of your
type of system on our desk.
platform-specific parts.
company to supply the same interface to
Of course, even the best cross-platcorporate data from every desktop to
With that freedom, crossform development system can't save you
save on training and software-support
platform development is a
if you misread the market. Lotus is curcosts, you'll want to create acommon inrently playing catch-up in the booming
terface across platforms. But if seamless
necessary complication of
Windows software market—not because
integration of in-house and commercial
the modern computing
of any major weakness in its cross-platapplications on each platform is the
form efforts, but because it made an
stated goal, you'll have to tailor in-house
world.
early commitment to OS/2 and Presentadevelopment to the needs of the different
tion Manager (PM). Only after seeing
supported platforms.
that the business world was choosing
The decision may come down to the
Instrument control has never

cec
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relative importance of commercial and
in-house applications in your computing
environment. If most of the work in your
organization is performed with commercial tools, you'll probably want a " go
native" cross-platform strategy. If most
people are running homegrown applications, the one-size-fits-all strategy may
be the way to go.
Two Looks for Smalltalk
The strategies employed by the two principal publishers of Smalltalk illustrate
these two distinct approaches to crossplatform development. ParcPlace Systems (Mountain View, CA) takes the approach that an application should always
look exactly the same, regardless of the
platform on which it is run. Digitalk
(Los Angeles, CA) approaches the problem differently. It believes that an application should reflect the standard interface and use all the special facilities of
each specific platform. Assuming that
you use either ParcPlace's or Digitalk's
version of Smalltalk to develop your applications, you will, by default, adopt
that publisher's philosophy.
If you choose ParcPlace's Smalltalk,
your porting work will be essentially
complete once you have written your application on one machine. Your Smalltalk code will look and operate the same
on any machine that has ParcPlace's
Smalltalk. The price you pay for this
convenience is the difficulty you encounter in taking advantage of the special attributes of the host platforms. For example, it is not atrivial task to take complete
advantage of Windows dynamic link libraries (DLLs) with ParcPlace's Smalltalk.
Having your application always take
on the ParcPlace look has advantages and
disadvantages, depending on your reasons for developing on multiple platforms. If you are porting acommercial
application from Windows to the Macintosh, you want your application to follow
the Macintosh style guidelines: You want
your Macintosh version to look and act
like all other Macintosh applications.
After all, the common look and feel
among Macintosh applications is amajor
reason for the machine's success. But if
your application is developed with ParcPlace's Smalltalk, your program will
look like a ParcPlace program running
inside a Macintosh window—kind of a
kludge.
On the other side of the argument,
once people have learned to run aParcPlace application on one system, they are
totally familiar with it no matter what
system they happen to be using. This cuts
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down on retraining. The ParcPlace philosophy is attractive if your application
is for in-house use, especially if your
"house" uses many different kinds of
systems. You can train users for all systems in the same course.
If, however, you choose Digitalk's
version of Smalltalk, porting an application can require amajor effort. After you
have written the code that is common to
all computer platforms, you then have
to write separate code that takes advantage of each of the distinct operating systems and user interfaces of the individual
platforms.
On the bright side, Digitalk's class designs reach deep into each host's GUI
and operating system with common methods and classes, but you still have to
write some of the expected behavior
methods for each environment. On the
dark side, Digitalk itself has become victim to one of the pitfalls of cross-platform development: It has not produced
concurrent revisions for all the platforms
that it supports.
The Impact of GUIs
One reason that cross-platform development has grown more complex in the past
few years is the growing demand for applications to sport agraphical interface.
GUI applications are inherently more
difficult to develop—and hence to port—

than are text-based applications. Mastering asingle GUI is difficult enough for
an individual or an organization; mastering multiple GUIs is even more difficult.
As aconsequence, anumber of companies provide toolkits to aid in developing cross-GUI applications. These toolkits are analogous to the cross-platform
compilers and assemblers that were the
only cross-development tools you needed
when the computer world was younger—
and the choices fewer.
The best known of these toolkits is the
Extensible Virtual Toolkit (XVT Software, Boulder, CO). Consisting of C libraries for Windows, Motif, PM, Macintosh, and character-based interfaces,
XVT lets you write an application once
and compile it on the different target platforms. In effect, you write to the XVT
API rather than to the individual target
APIs.
Tools like XVT have acommon shortcoming: the least common denominator.
Creating aportable library that accesses
the functions of many different GUI platforms means that you can include only
those elements that all the platforms
share. The platform-specific functions
and features (e.g., the DLLs of Windows
or Publish/Subscribe on a Macintosh)
must be added after the common application is built. For in-house development,
the least common denominator approach
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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Concurrent
Multiplatform Development
Janet J. Barron

A

ccording to an old saying, you
can't be all things to all people.
Evidently, when Wolfram Research first developed Mathematica in 1986, it chose to ignore this
homily. When they started their firm,
Wolfram's leaders decided not to get
locked into using only two or three platforms internally or having their application available outside of the company
for only afew of the most popular machines.
Wolfram was already sensitive to the
trends in the market that showed rapid
acceleration in the pace of technology in
desktop systems. Historically, every six
months there is anew generation of machines with anew level of performance.
The firm wanted to make sure its software would continue to be consistently
compatible with the technology as it
changed.
Market Requirements
Looking at its primary potential customers— scientists, educators, and engineers—Wolfram noted that people in
these disciplines are not bound to one
machine. They might use one machine
in their office, another at home, and a
combination of systems in the laboratory. It made sense to provide them with
the flexibility to develop aMathematica
application on one machine and to be
able to run it on another.
Prem Chawla, chief operating officer
of Wolfram, says that before it came out
with Mathematica, Wolfram not only

may be OK, but for commercial development, it usually isn't.
Beyond cross-platform tool kits lies the
realm of cross- platform operating systems. In the past year, a slew of initiatives, consortia, and joint ventures have
cropped up that promise to provide crossplatform interoperability between industry- standard Intel-based PCs and one or
more of the latest RISC platforms ( see
"Let the System Do the Porting" on page
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studied the domestic scene but also performed an in-depth study of the international market. It found that, in the U.S.,
one platform dominates the market for a
while, and then it is replaced by another. In contrast, in the international
market, people in specific countries develop aconsistent loyalty to certain platforms; temporal considerations have little impact on their choice of systems.
Wolfram decided to make sure Mathematica was useful in both the domestic
and the international markets.
When you look at Mathematica's
architecture, you see two major parts,
a kernel and a front end, Chawla explains. " The front end is very specifically machine-bound; the kernel is very
portable. The way we made it very portable was to use dual coding— reasonably modular techniques. At the same
time, we coded the kernel in C so we
could take it from machine to machine.
"Both the kernel and the front end are
very discrete pieces, and they don't have
to run on the same machine. The front
end can take advantage of a specific
GUI environment, such as the graphical
interface of the Macintosh or Windows.
If there isn't aGUI environment available on a platform, we provide an X
Window System-based interface that is
consistent across the board."
The cost of porting to many machines
is quite high, Chawla explains. " Basically, we do primary development of
the code on Sun and Next machines. In
1986, when we started this project, we

191). Pink (the Apple-IBM joint venture), the Advanced Computing Environment (with Mips, Microsoft, DEC, Compaq, et al.), and Solaris from Sun
Microsystems all promise cross-platform
interoperability, but who is going to provide interoperability among them?
Pulling Together
Beyond running the same application on
different platforms, cross-platform de-

set up anetwork of all the various platforms. Every night, after our developers have added new functionality and
features, the changes are compiled on
the Sun. Immediately, new versions of
the software are built on all the different
platforms. Every day, we can literally
have a new version of the product that
was created automatically the night before."
According to Chawla, this approach
to cross-platform applications development provides major benefits to the customer. " If you want to use Mathematica," he says, " you don't have to worry
about the hardware—you'll be hardware
independent. With new hardware, you
can get up to speed fairly fast, and you
can keep up with the technology. You
don't have to be stuck with old technology."
With Mathematica, the kernel that
runs on one machine is the same kernel
that runs on another. Every machine
has the same functionality. Files that
are supported by Mathematica are all
text-based, so you don't have to do any
file conversion from one platform to
another.
"Another reason our front end plays a
very important role," says Chawla, " is
that one of our front-end design criteria
was that you should be able to take what
is created on one platform—say aMacintosh—load it on aWindows platform,
and run it without any change.
"Suppose you are writing atechnical
report in Mathematica on a Macintosh

velopment has also invaded the domains
of cooperative and distributed processing. Before computing environments became heterogeneous, computing over a
network was achallenge; today, it can be
anightmare. Even here, however, anew
generation of tools is making it easier to
share data and computing cycles.
In its simplest definition, cooperative
processing describes the sharing of data
by many computers over a network.
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and you want to distribute that report in
electronic form to your colleagues who
have IBM PCs running Windows. They
can take that format as it comes out
and run it, because they will get exactly
the same graphics, equations, scientific
text, and compound documents—all the
things you have created on the Macintosh."
Build and Test
Rory Murtagh, Wolfram's director of
engineering, addresses some other issues associated with in-house and external cross-platform development efforts.
"In-house," says Murtagh, " we run
on about 30 platforms, most of them
Unix, afew DOS. A couple of platforms
that we dial out to are Convex and Alliance, and we contact them by Internet 2.
In-house, all our machines are connected by Ethernet. For DOS machines, we
use PCNetwork File Server, which
shares Unix file systems with PCs. On
the Mac, we do equivalent things on the
Hierarchical File System.
"Our core product consists of about
300,000 lines of source code— that
comes out to one large binary [file] and
several small binaries. We have apublic
domain software-control system called
Revision Control System. RCS keeps a
history of added changes to the source
code files so we can progress and regress.
"In the Unix environment, the RCS
builds anew binary nightly. More than
20 machines concurrently update their
own copies of the source codes; they
synchronize a local copy of the source
codes with a master copy and build a
new version of the product. Then, our
software engineers can test it on any
platform with the latest copy. By building it as frequently as possible, it will
show machine-specific problems right
away, because it will fail to compile."
An early method Wolfram employed

BACK BY
POPULAR
DEMAND!
was to build on the same file system
using anetwork. When this procedure
was performed several times simultaneously using ashared file system, however, the network bogged down. A year
and ahalf ago, the firm changed to its
current method, which is working fine.
"Some other software houses—such as
Lotus, Microsoft, and Oracle—do this
number of platforms, but most vendors
do only afew," says Murtagh.
Regarding upgrading Wolfram's system, Murtagh explains that if the firm
had unlimited funds, it would use software network technology (e.g., Fiber
Distributed Data Interface), but that
technology is still very expensive.
"We are dealing with concurrent development. Several developers can work
on the same code at the same time using
Concurrent Version System. which runs
on top of RCS. We are just beginning to
use it, but it's adefinite improvement.
"Earlier, Wolfram had one canonical
source code, and several developers
would work on it. Theoretically, one developer could preempt the others. Now,
each developer gets a copy of all the
source codes (one person works on a
particular algorithm) and has to wait
until that copy is in a consistent state
and is ready for testing. Then those
changes are committed to acentral repository.
"If more than one person is working
on the same part of the code, the system
will warn them and help merge the two
[sets of] changes. This process is much
better than it was when we were constantly overwriting each other's work or
when we had to lock our files. You want
to make point changes to many source
code files, particularly in porting. Logistically, that was kind of aproblem."
Janet J. Barron is atechnical editor for
BYTE. You can reach her on BIX as
"neural."
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When every computer in your department or enterprise shared the same architecture and operating system— and
was connected by a single-protocol network—cooperation between applications
that accessed the same body of data was
not too difficult. Today, sharing data
over anetwork is more of achallenge, although the rewards can be well worth the
effort.
Cooperative processing in practical

terms means common access to a relational database that resides on one or
many servers. These servers can be other workstations, a LAN server, a large
minicomputer, or a mainframe. Today,
the most popular way to access a relational database is via Structured Query
Language.
SQL is anonprocedural language used
to create and access relational databases.
It is supported by all major database
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The Vertical View

M

ost of us take ahorizontal view
of cross-platform development.
We worry about getting the
same software up and running
on both aSun workstation and aWindows- based desktop PC. Such concerns
can seem positively provincial when
you consider the cross-platform dilemma facing MIS organizations. Their
concerns are more universal in scope:
how to create and maintain software
systems that span the gaps among mammoth mainframes, slick personal computers, and workstations.
John Tibbetts sees these concerns
firsthand. He is aprincipal of Kinexis,
aSan Francisco-based consulting firm
that works with companies to develop
cooperative- processing systems that
span personal computers, LANs, and
mainframes. He has avaluable perspective on the issues you face when integrating personal computers and mainframes—one that is not often heard in
the community of personal computer
users.
"My impression of the world right
now is that we've seen the first phase of
computing development, where over a
couple of decades mainframe activity
spread and we knew how to use only
these big, centralized machines. Phase
two, of course, was the personal computer and LAN revolution, which really
represented adifferent culture—a ' power to the user' culture. That is where a
lot of people still are today, certainly in
the downsizing arena.
"I work with what happens next, with
what happens when those two environments hit. This is more than atechnical
collision; it's acultural collision. How
do you put all these pieces together into
unified applications that can tie into
transaction- intensive terabyte databases
on the one hand but still give power to
the user on the other? How do you think
about the roles of each platform as you
proceed from enterprise server to LAN
server to client?"
Enterprises and Clients
Unlike many observers, Tibbetts does
not think that LAN-based client- server
architectures, taken alone, are a com-
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plete solution to the problems of providing both community-level processing
and corporate computing, although he
does see client-server computing as a
component of corporate computing.
While the economics are obviously attractive, Tibbetts also sees the downside
to moving all processing to desktops.
"You need to deal with environments
that contain machines whose job it is
to represent the concerns of the enterprise and its accompanying security and
integrity constraints. You also want to
incorporate the power-to-the-user movement. Personal computers and workstations have allowed individuals to exercise more initiative and creativity in
solving their own problems. You have to
be able to put that together into ameaningful environment without open warfare breaking out. In a lot of organizations right now, open warfare has
broken out between [the Information
Systems ( IS) department] and desktop
users.
"I have aclient—one of the world's
largest chemical companies—that has
an old mainframe environment that isn't
very responsive to its needs. The company's order volume is projected to increase by afactor of 10 over the next decade, and the current teleprocessing
system on the mainframe is at capacity.
The IS organization has responded by
fielding a huge project to rebuild the
system. It is in the second year of a
seven-year study, preliminary to doing
the design work that will replace the
system.

There are two camps at war: The personal computer people see the LAN as
everything in computing, and they see
mainframes—if they survive at all—
serving as disk-farm handlers. Mainframe people look at the same platforms
and see the mainframe as everything,
and they look at the personal computer
as away to put pretty new front ends on
[the mainframe]—but don't let personal
computers get near the data. The idea is
to build anegotiated settlement between
the two environments."
Tibbetts sees the need for organizations to determine what is the best role
for all types of platforms in an organization. In his view, desktop computers
and mainframes have very different but
complementary roles.
"At one extreme, you have highly
trusted back-end community processors
whose job it is to hold the enterprise
data, something everyone recognizes as
important. Ithink that it is also the job
of the back end to be a repository for
enterprise function as well. This is less
recognized right now. For example,
when considering distributed databases, alot of people view the back-end
machines as exclusively database engines. Idisagree with that view. In acooperative environment, they ought to be
viewed as transaction engines. They
hold not only enterprise data, but also
those transactions whose job it is to ensure that data's integrity. The back end
does not just hold the credit table; it
owns the credit-check procedure."

"In the meantime, there is this really
dynamic guy, probably five years away
from retirement right now, who learned
how to program Lotus afew years ago,
an event that completely changed his
life. He happens to be in charge of international operations at this company,
and he's now brought up three countries
doing order entry using Lotus 1-2-3. In
my judgment, that is acompletely inappropriate tool, although he solved the
problem using guerilla tactics, using
these very-easy-to-manipulate personal
computer tools along with bulletinboard software to send the data.
"This is very typical of what you see.

Freedom to the Desktop
Tibbetts adds, " At the other extreme,
the client level, we have awhole culture
of powerful tools and proficient users.
The focus of the front end is not integrity, reliability, and security. Just the opposite: Everything about personal computers is about accessibility—even the
way they are screwed together. Their
beauty is that they make computing resources accessible. That's what makes
them great.
"I believe that in most corporate computing environments, you want to keep
those machines free. You maintain the
ability to run programs of your choice,
continued
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The Vertical View (continued)
to boot up your own machine, and perhaps to have amedium such as adisk for
moving data and programs on and off
the machine.
"To the extent that they are free,
those machines should be considered
untrusted—not untrustworthy, but untrusted by virtue of their openness and
accessibility. One of the flaws in the client-server model is the notion that the
application moves down to where the
client is. The problem is that the application is every bit as valuable an enterprise asset as is the data. It's not only
valuable to keep information about how
much somebody has spent; it's just as
valuable—just as important as an enterprise asset—to deal with the ownership
of the rule that runs acredit check. To
that extent, you don't want to be putting
enterprise assets onto machines that you
can stick screwdrivers into, just as you
wouldn't put acash box out in the middle of abank lobby.
"I believe it's the role of clients to be
untrusted but free. Their job is to provide very high powered, object-oriented
user-interface environments that send
messages toward the enterprise—the
mainframe or the LAN server. Ilabel
these messages PUOWs, for proposed
units of work. Their role is not to participate in transactions, but to simply suggest to the enterprise that atransaction
[should] occur.
"Once you make this leap, you see
that you can still let the client machine
be very free. You don't have to worry
about viruses and things like that, because the only communication, the only
hook between the client and the next
level up, is a message stream that is
making suggestions.
"I believe that the personal computer
should be viewed architecturally as the
agent of the user, not the agent of the enterprise, which is to say its job is to amplify the capabilities of the user, whether the user is smart or dumb, honest or
malicious."
Where you draw the line between
freedom and trust varies from organization to organization. In most instances,
Tibbetts sees the trust line falling in between mainframes and micros: at the
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LAN server.
"That implies a couple of things.
First, the LAN server should be locked
up—at least that server that is the gateway to the enterprise. Obviously, you do
not want to lock up aprint server. Architecturally, you can do a lot of nice
things if you make the LAN server
trusted. For instance, you can download
some of the enterprise transactional
rules and have them close and quick to
the clients.
"There are environments, however,
where you can't trust the LAN. I've recently been looking at an environment
in agovernment agency that has about
2000 LANs connected to amainframe.
They don't think they can administer
2000 trusted LANs. So, in that case,
they've moved the trust boundary up to
the mainframe.
"When we do these designs, the trust
line is not static. If you move it further
down toward the client, you start restricting freedom but creating more
trust. You have to tune it to the type of
application and the type of human structure you're modeling with the information system."
The Role of Objects
Recognizing the nature of the different
platforms in a cooperative-processing
environment clarifies many design issues. In the end, however, you have to
implement your design. Tibbetts sees
object orientation as the paradigm that
will make enterprise-wide cooperative
processing an attainable goal for any
organization.
"The place where object orientation
is so great that it has an unfair advantage
over any other alternative is at the user
interface. Object-oriented user interfaces are incredibly powerful. Irecommend that organizations be very aggress;ve and use tools—Smalltalk or [some
powerful object-oriented GUI builder]—that can support multiple windowing environments. It gives you enormous productivity. The closer you get to
the user interface, the more aggressive
you should be with objects. However, at
some point in the system—usually about
the LAN server area—you're going to

discover that an object-oriented infrastructure does not exist for the type of
community processing needed at this
level."
In Tibbetts's view, the lack of aformal object-oriented infrastructure at
the back end doesn't mean you should
jettison the object paradigm.
"Although the formal infrastructure
isn't there, object orientation is still a
useful paradigm as you move away from
the user interface. In fact, the easiest
place to see this is at the back end of the
system, where the database lives. However, Ithink the relational data model
will be with us for along time, because
it provides unbiased views of the data.
Ialso believe an object-oriented shell
around arelational database makes alot
of sense. Many people who take an object-oriented approach to the front end
are also taking a ' wrappering' approach
to the relational database.
"You can create object wrappers that
render aparticular view of the database
as aparticular hierarchy and use your
transaction manager to put rules and behavior around it, making a simulated
object, or aset of simulated objects, that
wraps the relational database. Ithink
that's avery effective approach, and it's
one that preserves alot of the existing
transactional and relational machinery—but still gives you object views of
the application-building process."
Tibbetts isn't shy about his views on
object orientation. As he sees it, object
orientation represents the best way to
create cooperative systems that span
multiple platforms and meet the needs
of both the enterprise and the end users.
He is anything but shy about predicting
the future.
"Presently, you have terrific objectoriented capabilities on the front end.
On the back end, you want to keep it relational and representational. And in
the middle, you have a mixed bag. As
we move along in the decade, the objectoriented paradigms will eventually extend throughout. As we go more and
more into distributed and parallel systems toward the end of the decade, we
are absolutely going to require the object-oriented paradigm throughout."
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The Third Wave
Jon Udell

N

ew processor architectures and
operating systems burst out of
the starting gate each year. Time
was, software developers who
bet on ahorse that zigged when the market zagged were ruined. That can still
happen today, but, increasingly, developers are finding ways to hedge their
bets.
The widespread adoption of ANSI C
helped enormously. Finally, you could
count on the ability to abstract programs
away from the details of Intel, Motorola, SPARC, VAX, and other architectures.
Then the next challenge arose. Each
platform evolved its own GUI—or several of them. ANSI C alone could not
help you move programs from one GUI
to the next.
Homegrown and commercial toolkits
that spanned the differences between
GUIs sprang up. As aresult, developers
now successfully field versions of their
applications for two or more GUIs.
Some favor C or C++ libraries and
prototyping tools, and others rely on
pure object-oriented programming environments. But nearly everyone sees
the need to abstract away from the raw
minutiae of GUI programming.
What's next? The coming challenge
will be to create distributed applications
that cross operating-system and network boundaries.
Few applications exemplify this third
wave, although businesses now commonly deploy amixture of computing
resources. PCs, Macs, and workstations
stand side by side and may even share
common network cabling. Thanks to an
emerging class of interoperability prod-

engines in one form or another. So, it can
act as aglue between front-end applications and back-end databases.
The most talked-about cooperativeprocessing scheme today is the clientserver architecture. With this architecture, anumber of different applications
running on several different platforms
can all access acommon data repository
by sending SQL queries over anetwork
168
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ucts (see "The Perfect Pitch," December 1991 BYTE), these different cultures can sometimes even emulate on
another's file- and printer-sharing services. Programs that support the same
file formats across different platforms
(e.g., Wingz, PageMaker, and dBase)
benefit accordingly.
More sophisticated and less widespread are client-server applications
that depend on networked interprocess
communication. Even though database
vendors (e.g., Oracle) offer tools that
shield developers from acertain platform's operating system, GUI, and network transports, the leverage they confer extends only to applications in the
database realm.
Integrators looking for ways to deliver networked software on multiple platforms really need ageneral-purpose solution. Just as ANSI C adapts to 68000,
80x86, and SPARC architectures, and
GUI toolkits can work with the Mac,
Windows, and Motif, what's needed is a
communications layer that handles IPX,
Net1310S, TCP/IP, AppleTalk, LU6.2,
and other protocols.
Pipe Dream?
PeerLogic claims that its Pipes platform
fills the bill. The Pipes kernel supports
a range of operating-system and network-transport pairs. Up to now, the
list has included DOS-IPX, DOS-NetBIOS, NetWare-IPX, NetWare-TCP/IP,
OS/2-NetBIOS, SunOS-TCP/IP, and
AIX-TCP/IP. An MVS-LU6.2 version
is all but complete, and AppleTalk now
waits in the wings.
Written in C, the Pipes kernel augments each host's native interprocess-

to the database engine. The engine processes the query and returns any resultant data back to the application. By separating the front-end applications from
the database engine, the client-server
scheme allows you to use any application
to access the database—even a spreadsheet or aword processor—as long as the
application can generate standard SQL
queries.

communication services with amessageoriented peer-networking subsystem.
The Pipes application programming interface (API)—just adozen well-chosen
verbs—is, as you'd expect, common to
all supported Pipes platforms.
Pipes irons out the differences among
transport protocols and abstracts away
from the details of network programming. That means you can build adistributed application for aNetWare LAN
without any references to IPX (a neat
trick) and then port it immediately to a
TCP/IP or NetBIOS LAN with equal
disdain for the nuts and bolts of these
other transports.
What's more, the same distributed
application can run in amixed environment in which DOS-IPX and Uni xTCP/IP nodes work as peers. Communicating nodes need not share acommon
transport protocol—and that's amajor
boon. Most DOS-to-Unix network scenarios, for example, rely on protocol
multiplexing at each DOS node to accommodate NetWare and Unix at the
same time. This side-by-side approach
not only burdens DOS with extra protocol processing, but, more significantly,
it does little to facilitate communication
among the parallel networks.
DOS stations can have peer-to-peer
or client-server relationships with Unix
nodes, but only on the terms dictated by
Unix—either TCP/IP sockets or remote
procedure calls. Contrast this with the
Pipes approach, in which aDOS node
running IPX can reach aUnix node running TCP/IP through acontext bridge.
The bridge, which can be any node in a
Pipes network, runs dual protocols, so
the rest of the nodes don't have to.

Because it's astandard across all types
of computer platforms (e.g., desktop machines, minicomputers, and mainframes
alike), SQL has the potential to provide
access to large corporate databases from
PC-based applications. It is also one of
the driving forces behind the downsizing
movement, where core corporate applications that formerly ran exclusively on
mainframes migrate to PC LAN envi-
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A particularly strategic place to locate aPipes kernel would be in aNetWare 3.11 server. Although Novell now
offers arobust TCP/IP (with NetWare
NFS), a NetWare 3.11 server isn't a
context bridge in the Pipes sense. DOS
clients must still run TCP/IP in order to
communicate with the Unix side of a
mixed Unix/NetWare LAN.
That is why Novell released LAN
Workplace for DOS—the company's
own protocol multiplexer and DOS
TCP/IP stack—at the same time as NetWare 3.11. With aPipes NetWare loadable module in place, however, the DOS
TCP/IP stack could become superfluous. A DOS-IPX node can converse
with aUnix-TCP/IP node through the
context bridge; each speaks its native
dialect and is unaware that its partner is
foreign.
The virtual network that is the set of
connected Pipes nodes offers other benefits as well—notably, fault tolerance.
You can have several context bridges active in anetwork. If one fails, message
traffic automatically seeks an alternate
route. Routing information is distributed everywhere, and at each of the
levels of the deeply hierarchical logical
network there is aprivileged manager
node that runs the show.

as sets of communicating processes.
While conceptually small, the Pipes
kernel consumes afair bit of RAM. The
current version of the DOS kernel uses
200 KB of extended memory and another 40 KB of conventional memory.
That will be partly offset if Pipes saves
you from loading one or more foreign
transports.
Still, it is a lot for DOS to digest,
particularly because Pipes' asynchronous messaging thrives best when supported by real—preferably threaded—
multitasking. Even though it supports
DOS and Windows, PeerLogic wisely
recommends Unix and OS/2 to developers who are serious about building mission-critical distributed applications.
The AppleTalk version of Pipes has
been delayed—for an interesting reason.
American Express asked PeerLogic to
port Pipes to IBM's MVS operating system and LU6.2 transport protocol.
Perhaps this shouldn't be surprising
at all. Without adoubt, the most prevalent sort of cross-platform application
today uses the personal computer as a
mainframe terminal. While preserving
its investment in this venerable but lopsided architecture, American Express
hopes to usher in an era of more equal
distribution of computational work, relying on Pipes' superior portability as a
hedge against the volatility of the personal computer market.
In the meantime, despite endless talk
about client-server computing, today's
heterogeneous LANs often fail to add
up to more than the sum of their parts.
That will change when developers can
routinely target their applications for
the diverse networks that now wreath
our desktops. Technologies like Pipes
will play akey role in the transformation.

The Programmer's View
To the developer, the Pipes API looks
alarmingly thin. There are verbs to register an application with the kernel, advertise aservice (or " resource"), find
resources advertised elsewhere, establish sessions, send messages—and that's
just about it. PeerLogic points out that,
simplicity notwithstanding, writing applications for asymmetrical network of
peers requires amajor conceptual shift
analogous to the entry to GUI programming. It took us awhile to get used to
the idea of applications as collections of
overlapping windows. It'll be a while
longer before we learn to think of them

Jon Udell is aBYTE senior technical editor at large. He can be reached on BIX
as "Jude!!."

ronments.
If the client-server architecture sounds
too good to be true, that's because it is.
Marvelous in theory, it is less easily implemented in practice. For one thing, not
all database engines speak the same dialect of SQL—and some databases only
process queries from front ends developed by the same company. In addition,
you must overcome the problem of uni-

versal network connectivity before your
organization can implement universal
database access. Finally, there are basic
security problems that must be dealt with
when you try to integrate networks of
PCs with acorporate data repository (see
the text box "The Vertical View" on
page 164).
Despite the obstacles, the client-server
architecture is catching on—although

more slowly than its boosters envisioned.
Products such as Microsoft Excel and
Lotus 1-2-3 are being built with the ability to generate SQL queries, and many
companies are providing back-end relational databases that run PC-based
LANs. One of the more aggressive companies in the client-server field is Gupta
Technologies (Menlo Park, CA). Gupta
markets query tools, applications builders, connectivity solutions, and database
engines. By offering aseries of gateway
products, Gupta gives you all the tools
you need to access an IBM DB2 database
from aWindows desktop.
Sharing the Load
SQL connectivity solutions from Gupta,
Oracle, and other companies make it
possible to share acommon database engine, but they are not capable of the more
general task of sharing processing among
all the computers on anetwork. In other
words, it takes something other than
SQL to create network-aware applications.
Sharing machine cycles, whether in
a peer-to-peer environment or a clientserver arrangement, can greatly increase
the power and efficiency of acomputing
environment. An application can take advantage of the computing power of an entire network and access subroutines that
reside on any machine. Computational
servers that specialize in floating-point
math or vector processing could provide
services to any number of other computers. Once you step over the line into
shared computational resources, you
enter the domain of distributed processing.
One of the better-known tools for producing distributed applications is the
remote procedure call. RPCs are conceptually simple. All programs make
procedure calls; in the vast majority of
cases, these procedures are contained
within the calling program or are at least
located on the same machine. RPCs are
procedures located on different machines. They still take parameters and
return results; they simply execute on
some other machine that is on the network.
For RPCs to work, you need acommon format for the calling application
and the called procedure, and anaming
service that lets the application find the
proper remote procedure. Less sophisticated RPCs use early binding, where you
have to explicitly state the location of the
remote procedure when you compile the
application. More sophisticated systems
use late binding, where anaming service
matches calling applications and called
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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Object Request Brokers
Herbert M. Osher

D

uring the last few years, the
computer industry has reverberated with news of the coming
revolution in object-oriented
software. The commotion has reached a
crescendo over the last few months as
the Object Management Group (OMG)
has attempted to create anew platform
standard called an Object Request Broker (ORB). What's all the fuss about,
anyway?
First, you should understand what the
OMG is and why its members are interested in creating object-oriented standards. Today, the OMG consists of 150
companies, mostly hardware and software vendors, as well as asmall number
of end users. The OMG's major objective is to work with computer industry
vendors and end users to create objectoriented standards and avoid a multiplicity of incompatible systems.
One of the OMG's first forays into the
standards arena was its call for submissions for an ORB. From the original
10 submissions, two became finalists.
HyperDesk and DEC submitted one
proposal, and Hewlett-Packard and Sun
submitted the other.
The ORB has attracted so much attention because it promises to revolutionize
software and the way it is created, integrated, and deployed. This technology
will deliver the benefits of object-oriented development as well as those of
client- server computing. Its marriage of
network-based systems and object orientation will let developers create applications that are truly independent of the
system and the network architecture—
in effect, software without walls.
Objects and Their Uses
Put simply, an object is the specific instance of a generalized software template. This template is a flexible and
open-ended mechanism that describes
certain data and the procedures that
work on that data. The template layout
(see the figure) is called a class. It is
only when the fields in that template are
filled in with specific information that
you create an instantiation of the class
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CLASS STRUCTURE
Object name

FOO

Attribute 1

(An integer value)

Attribute n

(A spreadsheet filename pointer)

Method 1

PROG.0

Method n

SHELLSCR

(A C program binary file)

(An interpreted shell script file)

Objects of class FOU contain anumber of attributes and methods. The
attributes correspond to the data, and the methods are the code that acts on the
data. You access and manipulate an object's data by invoking the methods.

template: the object. Therefore, aclass
is adescription of the set of specific implementations or instances called objects.
A class template consists of a set of
attributes and a set of methods. Attributes can be simple data items (e.g.,
integers or character strings) or more
complex data (e.g., files, bit maps, or
digitized voice—in these cases, the attributes are pointers to the complex data
items). The methods can range from
compiled subroutines written in conventional languages, such as C, to code
written in interpretive languages, such
as BASIC, REXX, or even shell scripts.
Objects permit you to take acomponent
approach to building large software systems. Using relatively simple and reusable objects makes it considerably easier to produce and maintain complex
applications.
Distributed Object Management
The ORB represents the core of anew
area of object- oriented technology
called Distributed Object Management.
Basically, the ORB acts like anetwork
operating system that sits on top of any
conventional operating system, such as
Unix, OS/2, or DOS. It implements one

basic command: EXECUTE. The format of this command looks like this:
EXECUTE [ object_name, method,
parameterl, parameter2...
parameterN].
It's the job of the ORB to locate the
named template (i.e., the object), start
the specified operation ( i.e., the method), and pass it the parameters. Because
objects can exist anywhere on a network, you need a name service or a
unique identifier—a handle—to locate
them. If this handle is known, the object
can be directly accessed.
In addition to this basic invocation
function, the ORB must provide other
capabilities associated with object-oriented systems. These capabilities are
what make software development in an
object-oriented environment as productive, maintainable, and extensible as the
evangelists have proclaimed. Although
these concepts have fancy computer science names (e.g., subclassing, inheritance, and polymorphism), they are
simple to understand when put in the
context of the software-class templates
described above.
Subclassing allows you to create new
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classes from existing ones. You can revise the behavior of any of the existing
(inherited) methods and add new methods and attributes of your own (specialization). By doing this, you've created a
new version of the class that is similar,
but not identical, to the original. Subclassing lets you take advantage of an
existing template—perhaps one developed for an application unrelated to
your own— and modify it to suit your
needs. It provides the reusability benefits of object orientation and promotes
cost-effective software systems that are
easier to develop, maintain, and enhance.
A slight variation on subclassing is
the substitution of a different method
(with the same name) for one in the
original template. Because methods are
invoked by name, this lets you leave an
application unchanged yet still benefit
from the modified behavior—be it abug
fix, an enhancement, or whatever. This
process is referred to as overloading.
For instance, say you have a textbased template called " document" that
contains a " print" method. If you copied the template for use in agraphicsbased class (graphics document), you
could replace the original print method
with one (still called print) that knows
how to output bit maps. You would invoke this new template just as you did
the old one, but the behavior would
change. This capability, called polymorphism, lets you maintain a consistent interface and hide differences in
implementation. Any object-based system needs to support these capabilities.
The ORB supports these capabilities
by including some primitive, or root,
templates (also called base classes) as
part of the basic ORB. Built into these
base classes are methods that provide
the functionality of subclassing, inheritance, and polymorphism.
The presence of base classes lets you
use the EXECUTE command, which
provides the basic object-oriented functions by letting you invoke asubclass or
substitute method. In fact, adding more
of these intrinsic operations to the base

classes enhances the system's capabilities and makes them available through
the same simple interface mechanism.
What's more, you can now define your
own functionality by adding and changing methods. Because these methods
can be inherited by newly defined classes, you can create and specialize more
functionality as the system evolves.
So, the ORB is essentially acontrol
module with asimple interface for manipulating objects and asmall number
of operations defined by a set of base
classes and their built-in methods. This
is the starting point for building more
complex and extensible software. One
interesting point is that even these builtin objects are predefined classes (templates), manipulated by the same basic
interface. Because these classes can be
changed or replaced, even the system's
basic capabilities can be modified and
extended. This raises acouple of interesting points.
First, you need a bootstrap process
that loads the initial set of classes. This
capability is provided by the Genclass
compiler. Second, because basic functionality can be redefined, you must establish astandard for these basic functions and classes. This is exactly the role
that the OMG is expected to play. In this
arena, the base classes and their object
life-cycle methods are known as atype
repository. To provide true interoperability and compatibility between different implementations of an ORB, a
standard for these classes and methods
is essential.
Software Without Walls
With an ORB, you have amethod of accessing objects located anywhere on a
network using aname service. This permits you to build complex client- server
applications using objects located on
network servers that you access by invoking their methods through the ORB.
Building applications in this manner lets
you move pieces around easily, change
services without affecting the clients,
create prototypes quickly, and generally attain great flexibility in building

network applications.
In addition, HyperDesk envisions an
ORB with the following attributes:
• A developer of the class template
should be able to modify or add new
code without bringing the system down
or affecting applications that are already running. This is known as dynamism.
•A developer should be able to provide
several methods ( with the same name).
The system would determine the proper
method at run time based on user preferences, such as the machine the user
is running, the language that is being
used, or other cultural or system preferences.
•The user (or client application) should
be able to ask the object to describe itself ( i.e., its methods, parameter requirements, and attributes) so that, by
exploration, you can discover new capabilities and services that can be used at
run time. This is also a capability of
dynamism.
•All this software should be portable
across different hardware, operating systems, and networks.
The functionality provided by Distributed Object Management and the ORB
reduces cost and creates more maintainable software for client- server and LAN
applications, and it enables true applications interoperability across diverse
computing environments. Additionally,
the dynamic application- integration aspects of the software provide the developer and the user with greater efficiency and productivity.
Through the standards leadership of
the OMG, the capability to develop applications that are truly independent of
system and network architecture is now
areality.
Herbert M. Osher is president of HyperDesk Corp. (Westborough, MA), which
develops distributed-computing software based on object management technology. You can reach him on BIX do
"editors."
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procedures at run time.
RPC toolkits are available from many
sources. Netwise (Boulder, CO) offers
interoperable RPC implementations for
dozens of different platforms. The Distributed Computing Environment from
the Open Systems Foundation (Cambridge, MA) is built on RPCs. With its
sophisticated naming, time, and remote
file services, DCE lets you create globespanning distributed applications.
Although they are extremely powerful, RPCs don't deal with the lower-level
protocol issues that you must face to
create network-aware applications. One
innovative solution to building applications over multiple-protocol networks is
Pipes. It gives you everything that you
need to create LAN-spanning applications (see the text box " The Third Wave"
on page 168).
Networks of Objects
Software development is hard and getting
even harder. Throw in multiplatform networked environments, and it becomes almost impossible. In increasing numbers,
developers are turning to object-oriented
technologies to help them create and

Ill
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maintain usable software.
The point of object orientation is to
shield developers from the incredible
complexity of software systems. Using
objects whose functions are well understood—but whose internal workings may
be amystery—developers can create and
maintain sophisticated systems much
more easily than they can with standard
procedural code. This way, you need
only understand what an object does, not
how it does it.
Objects are showing up in many places
in cross-platform environments. For example, the ParcPlace and Digitalk implementations of Smalltalk discussed
earlier are object-oriented environments.
In fact, one company even offers an object-oriented interface builder for ParcPlace's Smalltalk that further abstracts
the problems of building aGUI for your
Smalltalk applications. The Tigre Programming Environment from Tigre Object Systems (Santa Cruz, CA) enables
you to create Smalltalk GUIs for many
different platforms with a minimum of
coding.
Given the advantages of object orientation and of distributed computing, you

shouldn't be surprised that people are
trying to put the two together. The Object Management Group ( Framingham,
MA), a consortium devoted to setting
practical standards for object technology, has recently announced its choice
for an Object Request Broker, which will
let applications access objects anywhere
on anetwork just as an RPC lets aprogram access aprocedure anywhere on a
network. The ORB is the first step toward the definition of atruly transparent
cross-development environment (see the
text box " Object Request Brokers" on
page 172).
Are objects the be-all and end-all of
cross-platform development? Given the
enormous complications of cross-platform development and the powerful abstraction capability of objects, the answer is undoubtedly yes. The question
now becomes whether it is cost-effective
to move hundreds of billions of dollars'
worth of software into the object-oriented realm. That answer is just as obvious—not yet. •
Bob Ryan is aBYTE technical editor. You
can reach him on BIX as "b. ryan."
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DATA COMPRESSION LIBRARIESTM

PKWARE's' Data Compression Libraries'm allow software developers to add data compression
technology to software applications. The application program controls all the input and output
of data allowing data to be compressed or extracted to or from any device or area of memory.
• All Purpose Data Compression Algorithm Compresses Ascii or Binary Data Quickly with
similar compression achieved by the popular Pi(ziP software, however the format used by
the compression routine is completely generic and not specific to the PKZIP file format.
• Application Controlled I/O and memory allocation for extreme flexibility.
• Adjustable Dictionary Size allows software to be fine tuned for Maximum Size or Speed.
• Approximately 35K memory needed for Compression, 12K memory needed for Extraction.
• Compatible with most popular Languages: C. C+ +, Pascal, Assembly, Basic, Clipper, Etc.
• Works with any 80x86 family CPU in real or protected mode. $295.00
• No runtime royalties.

RUNNING OUT OF EXPENSIVE DISK SPACE?
Pi(ziP

can help! PKiIP compresses your files to free up disk space and reduce modem
transfer time. You can compress a single file or entire directory structures with a single
command. Compressed files can be quickly returned to their normal size with PKuriziP.
Software developers can reduce the number of diskettes needed to distribute their product by

I

using PKZIP. Call for Distribution License information.

The included PK1IP utility lets you store
compressed files as a single self- extracting
.EXE files that automatically uncompresses
when run. Only $47.00

9025 N. Deerwood Dr.
Brown Deer, WI 53223
(414) 354-8699
Fax (414) 354-8559
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Circle 129 on Inquiry Cord.

We understand how you feel when
your presentation goes badly.

ir your
panel
doesn't perform as well as you do,
you're the one that ends up looking
foolish. That's why we gave the
MagnaByte' 6001 true color saturation and outstanding image clarity
And we made it so easy to set up
and use, virtually anyone can give a
professional, glitch-free presentation.
Anywhere.
With the lightweight MagnaByte
6001, whatever appears on the
computer screen is projected in
thousands of crisp, rich colors

through an overhead projector. And
you can still use your mouse or key
commands to manipulate graphics,
call up different screens or type in
new text. All in brilliant 640 x480
resolution.
Seeing is believing. Ask your
AV dealer for acomparative demonstration. For the Telex dealer nearest
you, call 1-800-828-6107.
Because if you can't show it as
well as you know it, your presentation
isn't the only thing that will suffer.
01991 Telex Cernmunuanems, Inc.

Circle 167 on Inquiry Care.

The MagnaByte® 6001.

System Architect has the power to handle
your most complex applications. And it's so
easy to use, even beginners will be productive in no time.
Use such methodologies as
DeMarco/Yourdon, Gane
& Sarson, Ward dz Mellor
(real-time), Entity Relation
diagrams, Decomposition
diagrams, Object Oriented
Design (optional), State
Transition diagrams, &
Flow Charts.

that "System Architect stood out from many other
prospects because it had the best core technology."
System Builder called System Architect " truly aprice/
performance leader."

Swett," Agchder, ::‘SYSAFICHVIIOJECTI%
nflow
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Work in the Windows 3.0
environment, or OS/2 Presentation Manager (
call for
availability), and count on
context-sensitive help.
Stay within your budget. At
$1,395, System Architect is
quite affordable -- and it runs
on almost any PC.

14 Pies It

Call (
212) 571-3434 today for
introductory 35% off optional
Database Schema Generator.

Create an integrated data
dictionary/encyclopedia,
and get multi-user support
both with and without a
network.

Supports DB2, Oracle, INGRES, 0S2, Sybase,
SOL Srvr, ROB, Progress, Paradox, SOL Base,
AS400(SOL), XDB, and Informix.

Take advantage of such advanced features as:
•Normalization • Rules 8z Balancing
•Requirements Traceability * Network Version
•Import/Export Capability • Custom Reporting
•Extendable Data Dictionary * Auto Leveling
Rely on aproven CASE product. System Architect
has received rave reviews from the press and users.
IEEE Software Magazine called System Architect "a
useful, well-planned, affordable CASE tool." CASE
Trends found System Architect "to be extremely easy
to use. ... with many features that are completely
lacking in higher priced competitors." Toshiba found

POPKIN

Software 8r Systems Inc.
11 Park Place, NY, NY 10007
Tel: (212) 571-3434
Fax: (212) 571-3436

MICROSOFT

SystemArchitâ

WINDOWS
We.*

,11Comp..hk

Prklu.n

Supporting IBM's AD/Cycle
System Architect logo is atrademark of Popkin Software & Systems Incorporated. Other
product names used herein are for identification purposes onl y and may be trademarks of
their respective companies. Price shown valid only for USA drCanada. Price and specifications subject to change without niptice at the sole discretion of the company Product delivery
subject to availability. Please call for the name of the nearest international distributor.
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STATE OF THE ART
1

TRIBUTARIES
AND DELTAS
Tracking software change in multiplatform environments
RANDALL D. CRONK

D

espite the best efforts of the
computer industry's many standard-setters (official and unofficial), the world is still adangerous place in which to write software.
It is bad enough that there are still Hewlett-Packard, IBM, DEC, Sun Microsystems, Silicon Graphics, Mips, and about
ahundred or so other variations of Unix
to contend with—there remain all the
proprietary platforms, too. Several represent huge markets, and woe to the vendor who introduces exciting new features
for the Macintosh now and asks its Unix
and DOS customers to wait ayear.
The challenges of cross-platform development, however, do not affect just
vendors, nor are they limited strictly to
compatibility issues. By far, the biggest
problem is code management. Anyone
who has ever written more than one version of the same program knows the frustration of trying to make sure that bug
fixes and updates are applied appropriately to all versions. Changes to the X
Window System version of a Unix program may work in the DECwindows version of a VMS program, but not in the
command-line version. The addition of
TCP/IP to an E-mail application may affect different software modules for different users, depending on whether they
have Chipcom, Proteon, or some other
hardware.
For large development efforts, managing code for applications that run on different platforms can become very complex indeed. The definition of aplatform
can include not just the operating system
and CPU hardware but also such things
as database managers, communications
servers, and math coprocessors. And
ILLUSTRATION
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SEQUENTIAL-CHANGE MODEL
vi

V2.2

V2.3

Figure 1: The boxes indicate versions of the file. Each version is the immediate
successor of the previous version. One or more logical changes are made between
versions, and every version in the tree has alinear sequential history.

these are only the technology factors.
There are also nontechnology factors.
These can include accounting rules, demographic preferences, legal requirements, and distribution-channel restrictions. Nontechnology factors often have
alot of influence on what features are
implemented on what platforms. For example, acompany might want to allow
third parties to develop local variations
of its DOS product in non-U.S. markets
while developing all its Macintosh versions itself.
There can be as many different versions of aprogram as there are ways to
define users. You don't need to have too
many versions before the potential for
overwhelming complexity becomes clear.
Every time achange is made, the following questions must be answered:
•What versions are affected by the
change?
•How will the change be migrated to
those versions?
•What other code in each of those
versions is affected by this change?

13M

ACTION SUMMARY

Software revisions can turn
your multiplatform computing environment into a frustrating tangle of conflicting
code versions. The way to
avoid the problems caused
by revisions is to adopt the
right approaches to managing software in these environments.
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•What else is affected (e.g.,
documentation)?
•How are selected versions created
from the software inventory?

Wanted: A Good Code Manager
The general practice of keeping track of
multiple software versions is known as
software-configuration management. A
number of automated SCM tools exist,
and each one addresses some or all of the
cross-platform development issues. All
SCM tools share certain features. For
example, they all view software development as an incremental process in which
any version equals abase version and the
changes. All SCM tools also exploit the
idea that less storage should be required
to hold one release and the changes than
to hold entire copies of all releases. Saving storage space during product development, however, is not usually amajor
concern in multiplatform development
efforts.
There are major differences among the
various SCM tools. These differences
broadly affect the tools' ability to cope
with cross-platform development. The key
differences center around the following
issues:

The last two questions raise issues that
go beyond making certain that the correct changes are successfully implanted
in the right release. External dependencies (e.g., documentation) are also part
•whether the tool is file- or
of a software release. For example, if
object-oriented
only the DOS version of aproduct feature
•whether the tool represents changes
is changed (say, to reflect the existence
physically or logically
of abrand-new coprocessor chip), all the
•whether the tool applies changes
appropriate references must, obviously,
sequentially or selectively
be identified and changed in the documentation.
For all but the most simple design efFinally, there is the issue of version
forts, asystem that captures change as an
creation itself. This can be more compliobject rather than as afile of source code
cated than it might first appear. For exis better. Source files lack the ability to
ample, who's to say that the latest verrepresent all the things that need to be
sions will always reflect the most recent
managed in acomplex cross-platform dechanges? At some point, the developer
velopment effort. They can only include
may want to undo some prior changes for
the physical code itself and the various
some of the platforms supported (e.g.,
name tags (e.g., the name of the file and
because afunction becomes available in
the name of the version to which the file
hardware that was previously implementbelongs). Some of the things that cannot
ed in software).
be easily represented include platform
It is also possible that the vendor will
dependencies, code dependencies ; and
want to institute a " reusable code" polidocumentation dependencies.
cy. The company may adapt code from a
A better candidate for achange "conprevious version as abase for anew plattainer" than afile would be an abstract
form migration. That might happen if the
data type called achange set. Such an obmost recent version supports one win- ject can be defined to incorporate all the
dowing system and anew target platform
features that are meaningful to the crosscalls for another that is completely difplatform development process.
ferent. Rather than use the existing winA big advantage of using change sets is
dowing system as a development base,
the ability to represent software changes
the developer may opt to start with the
as logical change rather than just physioriginal command-line version of the
cal change. A logical change is what the
product. Finally, the developer might
change accomplishes (e.g., converting
want to create acompletely new version
output to PostScript format). A physical
of the software from the existing source
change is the physical evidence that recode inventory. Rather than select an
sults from the implementation of the logiexisting version and add changes, the decal change (e.g., changes to source files,
veloper might want to simply select code
executables, and documentation). SCM
out of the inventory and build aversion
tools based on files are only suited to
from that.
deal with physical changes, and primar-
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SELECTABLE-CHANGE MODEL

Change deselection

/Change selection

Figure 2: The circles indicate changes. A version specifies acollection of selected
changes. The diagram shows the change selections for V2.2 shown in figure Ias
though asingle logical change were made between the versions.
uy one kind of physical change at that:
changes to the source code. A change object can just as easily capture changes to
executable code, graphical data, imaging
data, or documentation.
Change sets can also have features
called attribute tags, which allow them
to be manipulated on the basis of abstract
criteria. As an example, the developer
could ask the SCM system to list all
change sets that support aspecific function on aparticular platform and that include references to specific subroutines.
Fundamentally, the benefit of expressing change logically rather than physically is that it conforms to how people
think. People are more likely to understand achange called " Convert output to
PostScript format" than achange worded
"version 3.2 of File 123, version 5.1 of
File ABC, and version 3.7 of File XYZ."
The third criterion that differentiates
SCM tools is the way they select software
to be included in aversion. There are two
basic types of version-selection models:
the sequential model (see figure 1) and
the selectable-change model ( see figure
2). In the sequential model, the SCM
tool is, in essence, an archiving mechanism for recording the sequence of file
versions as they are generated. The fundamental unit in the sequential model is
the file version; changes are just bridges
from one version to the next.
In the selectable-change model, the
changes are the fundamental unit. A version is, in effect, acollection of changes.
Systems that use the selectable-change
model are always implemented in away
that permits individual changes to be included or excluded independently of each
other.

The Sequential Model
SCM tools that are based on the sequential model are not really management
systems; they are archival tools ( i.e.,
they select previously named versions).
A previously named version is one that
was created by making changes to an older named version. SCM lets you pull together established versions from an inventory of source code files, not create
new versions from the source code.
There are anumber of variants of the
sequential model. They share the following fundamental assumptions:
•The fundamental unit of
specification is the version.
•Changes are represented as the
differences between an old version
and its successor.
• Each version (except the original
base) has an immediate ancestral
version.
•The only versions recorded in the
system are those that are read into it;
these are the only ones that can be
retrieved from the system.
The simplest model is the linear sequential model. In this model, the system records asequence of versions, each
being the successor of the one immediately preceding it. Prior versions can be
retrieved on demand, but only the latest
version can be updated. The linear sequential model is fundamental; in most
development efforts, it represents the
normal sequence of events. Files are usually altered in a cumulative sequence
of changes. SCM systems must be able
to handle linear sequences of versions in
aconvenient manner. The fundamental
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SCM-MODEL IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
A comparison between the "manual" model of control divergent sources and the two structured models for SCM.
Manual

Sequential change

Selectable change

Elements managed

Files

Files

Change- set objects

Information
available to
developer

Filenames

Filenames
File-version names
Sequence of deltas that make up
afile version

Filenames
Software- release names
Changes that make up arelease
Files affected by achange
Software changes
Documentation
Hardware platforms
Releases
Operating systems
Relationships and dependencies among
software routines

Software
development steps

Select an existing
file version

Select existing versions of all
needed

Select an existing release of the
whole system
Create anew release by selecting desired
change sets

Product examples

None

SCCS
RCS
CMS

Aide-de-Camp

problem with the linear sequential model
is that it does not provide agood method
of dealing with parallel versions.
The branched sequential model is a
natural generalization of the linear sequential model. From a given version,
you can create branch versions, each
with its own linear sequence of versions.
The versions recorded in abranched sequential system form atree of versions.
All versions in the tree are retrievable,
but only the version at the terminal nodes
can be updated. Linear sequential and
branched sequential models often use a
simple version-numbering system for
specifying versions. This is natural, because it corresponds to the sequences that
are recorded. DEC's Code Management
System is an example of a system that
uses the branched sequential model for
specifying names.
The basic problem with the branched
sequential model is that branches, once
established, diverge and are never reunited. This is not satisfactory. There are
two major reasons for creating branches.
The first is to create aparallel path of development that will later be merged into
the main path. This is known as version
merging. An example of this is when one
development group works on anew release of aproduct while another group
maintains the current release. At some
point, the old bug fixes must be merged
with new functionality.
The second reason for branching is to
maintain parallel versions that have some
specific difference (e.g., software that
runs under two different operating systems). A bug fix often must be moved
across all software releases of aproduct.
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This is known as change migration. In
both cases, there must be communication
between branches, which the branched
sequential model does not inherently
provide. There should be, for example,
some way to know which changes made
in one branch should be applied to another branch.
The Selectable-Change Model
The selectable-change model leads to
true management tools rather than simple version-retrieval systems. The developer has the option of selecting new combinations of prior changes to produce
previously unnamed versions. Given the
additional capabilities of data-type abstraction provided by an object-oriented
change definition, the selectable-change
model enables true cross-platform software management. Developers can mix
and match their source code to correspond to virtually any combination of
hardware, software, documentation, marketing, or other criteria.
In this model, changes are created by
comparing an old version of the file to an
altered version. Each change receives a
name. The changes are stored in such a
way that each change set can be applied
independently of the others. A version is
specified by alist of changes to be applied. In principle, if there are Nchanges
in the system, any of 2N possible combinations of included and excluded changes
may be a version. Versions can be defined at any time, but aversion name is
not automatically created for each change
added. The changes are treated as independent, selectable units of change that
are not tied to aparticular version.

The major assumptions of the selectable-change model include the following:
•The fundamental unit of
specification is the change.
•Versions are specified as collections
of changes. This can be done
implicitly or explicitly.
•In principle, achange need not
represent the difference between two
versions.
•Any combination of changes can be
used to specify aversion, even
though the version so specified did not
previously exist.
These assumptions are not always explicitly implemented in aparticular system; however, they are implicit in the
model. The only system with afull implementation of the selectable-change
model is Aide-de-Camp from Software
Maintenance and Development Systems.
So-called update systems (e.g., IBM Update, CDC Update, and Historian Plus
from Opcode) ordinarily lack a good
method for referencing and representing
versions. The modern implementation of
the Source Code Control System (SCCS),
generally packaged with Unix, is an interesting hybrid system; operationally, it
behaves like asequential-change model
system, although its underlying technology uses the selectable-change model.
Model Implementations
The table describes the implementation
strategies for tools employing the sequential-change and selectable-change
models, along with specific product examples. For purposes of comparison, the
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GENERATION OF X CHANGE OBJECTS
FROM MIT DISTRIBUTION
XV2
Distribution

X V1
Base

Sun.MIT.2

Sun.MIT.1

SCO.MIT.2

SCO.MIT.1

DEC.MIT.2

DEC.MIT.1

Figure 3: A change set results from the difference between an existing version of the
Xfiles for each platform and the updated files provided in the MIT distribution
version for that platform.
manual model is also listed. This is the
familiar scenario where the developer
maintains various software versions as
files in a directory. When selecting a
version, the developer searches through
the directory and picks out the proper
files to be included in the release. Because it is the manual model that all SCM
tools were invented to improve on and replace, no SCM products are listed in the
manual category.
Only the selectable-change model has
been implemented as an object-oriented
system. This makes sense: Files impose
asequential way of looking at data, and
objects do not. The next feature on the
table is information available to the developer. This relates directly to whether
change is represented in logical ( i.e.,
abstract) or physical terms. If the data
structures being managed are files, the
system is limited to the kinds of information available in files (i.e., the names and
contents of files). If the data structures
are objects, achange can be associated
with whatever information is meaningful
to the developer.
Next, the table lists what the developer
does to build arelease. Only in the object-oriented, selectable-change model
does the developer have the option of defining arelease as something other than a
previously named version. Finally, the
table lists product examples.
How versions are built is afunction of
how versions and changes are represented. The manual approach represents arelease as anumber of complete program
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files that the developer selects, links.
and builds as aversion. There is no way
to manage platform-dependent change,
because there is no way to isolate these
changes within files. Moreover, unless
the developer uses awell-disciplined and
robust naming convention, it may be difficult to know which files go with which
platforms or versions of platforms.
Sequential-change models represent
change as files: as complete source files
and files of differences to source files.
Only by creating an external naming table can developers equate these differences with meaningful units of change
(e.g., new functions or platform migrations).
Defining change in terms of files also
encourages the developer to represent
multiple program versions within the
same file. For example, Mips', The Santa Cruz Operation's (SCO), and Ultrix
versions of aproduct would probably be
contained in the same file on an SCCS
system. To express the appropriate code
on the appropriate platform, the developer will probably insert conditional statements in the code.
The purpose of these conditional statements is to check to see on which platform the program will run and to " turn
on" the parts of the program relevant to
that platform. In essence, the developer
implements acode management scheme
in the source code. This approach also
results in the developer always seeing all
existing code variants every time afile is
viewed, irrespective of the one version

currently of interest.
The object-oriented approach also uses
the idea of deltas, except that in this case
the deltas are not the objects that are being manipulated by the developer. Deltas, or collections of source code changes
to agiven file, are defined as features of
achange set. Unlike deltas, change sets
can include features other than source
code (e.g., the author and date of the
change, relevant documentation, software relationships and dependencies,
and hardware relationships). These features can be used to collect and apply
changes that are relevant only to specific
platforms or other operating conditions.
In contrast to deltas, change sets are
not necessarily defined as the difference
between two successive versions. Several
change sets, or a single change set, can
represent all changes that result in anew
version. Several changes can also be tied
together by acommon attribute (e.g., a
work-order number) and treated as asingle object. This gives the developer the
flexibility to handle change with varying
degrees of granularity.
In some instances, the developer may
find it convenient to implement all the
changes that define anew version with a
single identifier. At other times, the developer may find it necessary to examine
or manipulate a particular part of the
overall change (e.g., the new passwordretry restriction). Not only can change
objects that implement part or all of a
named version be defined, but change
objects that implement entirely new versions can also be defined, including versions that merge changes from several
development paths. This means that once
a feature has been implemented on one
platform, it can be selected or deselected
for other platforms as well.
An Object Lesson
A good application for an object-oriented
SCM system would be if acompany had
to make updates to its many X-based
products every time another X distribution arrived from MIT. Every two or
three months, MIT sends out adistribution disk containing acomplete directory
for each X platform MIT supports. The
directory includes alist of bugs fixed or
changes made since the last distribution,
but with no reference to files changed. A
software company receiving the distribution must integrate the changes into its
own software releases for the various
platforms it supports.
In an object-oriented SCM environment, the company would do this by
comparing source files, identifying deltas, and defining change sets containing
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these deltas. As shown in figure 3, a
change set results from the difference between an existing version of X files for
each platform and the updated files provided in the MIT distribution for that
platform. Although figure 3 shows the
difference for each platform as asingle
change set, in practice there would probably be many change sets, depending on
the number of logical changes contained
in the distribution for each platform.
Each change set is also assigned appropriate attributes (e.g., version number,
platform, and feature name).
The sum of all the change sets for all
platforms could also be represented as a
single change object. This collection of
change sets, representing the new X features, can then be migrated to the company's various platforms.

As shown in figure 4, anew version of
the software company's products (i.e.,
ones with the new X features) results
from the application of the change sets to
the existing version of each of the company's products. For some platforms, no
doubt, not only would the new change set
have to be selected for aparticular platform, but some prior changes, such as
those from a previous X distribution,
would also have to be deselected.
Because the new code on the X distribution disk comes from outside the path
of the company's own sequence of development, it cannot manage these changes
using asequentially oriented SCM system. The only alternatives are to handstitch (and later perhaps unstitch) the X
code into its product—or else use objects
to turn these changes on and off. continued

APPLICATION OF X CHANGE SETS
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Figure 5: A simplified model of aproduct port of generic files to Sun, SCO, and DEC

platforms'.
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COMBINATION OF SINGLE- AND MULTIPLE- PLATFORM
DEVELOPMENT WITH CHANGE SETS
Generic
base

Sun
N.11

SCO
V2

Sun
V11

SCO
V21

Generic
no. 45

DEC
V31

Generic
no. 23

Sun
V12

Generic
no 23

SCO
V2 2

Sun

Change
deselection

/Change
selection

Figure 6: Simultaneously developing software in two directions means that changes are made to successive versions of aproduct
on each platform, and changes made to aproduct on one platform are migrated to products on other platforms.
Figure 6illustrates the process of deThe benefits of an object-oriented apveloping software in two directions at
proach become even clearer in the X-uponce. Changes are made to successive
date example when one remembers that
versions of aproduct on each platform,
the X-related changes are not the only
and changes made to a product on one
kinds of changes likely to be happening
platform are migrated to products on
to the product at any one time. Among
other platforms. Again, to keep the picthe other types of changes that are also
ture simple, only a few change objects
occurring simultaneously are ports to
and afew releases are shown. Whether
other platforms, as well as general prodporting the product to other platforms,
uct-feature innovations.
Figure 5shows asimplified model of a developing successive versions on the
same platform, or importing external
product port of generic files to Sun, SCO,
code, as with the previously mentioned
and DEC platforms. For purposes of ilcase with X, changes are managed in a
lustration, the changes needed to turn the
consistent and coherent way. Where softgeneric base into aplatform-specific reware originates—or is used—does not release are represented as just afew change
strict the management process.
objects for each specific platform.
The ability to move changes between
Again, there might very well be many
development paths does introduce one
change sets associated with each logical
complication not encountered in sequenchange required for a platform migratial-change SCM systems—conflict. A
tion; however, all change sets could be
linked to one object—and the number of conflict might be created when achange
on one development path removes asubchange objects involved does not alter the
routine and achange on another path inbasic methodology. For this company,
cludes the subroutine. If the two changes
changes have been organized into change
are merged into the same path, someone
objects so that aport is implemented by
must review the changes to see that the
selecting the change set associated with
conflict is resolved.
the desired platform and deselecting any
Conflict can occur any time two develother port's platform-specific changes
opment paths change the same file. For
that may have been present in the code.
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example, if file.list.mit is the list of
files changed between MIT VI and MIT
V2, and file.list.local is the list of
files changed between local version VI
and local version V2, then the intersection of these lists consists of files to be
checked for conflict. Even though no
system has been invented that resolves
logical conflicts automatically, an objectoriented system is ideal for identifying situations where such logical conflicts can exist. That is because it can
sort changes by attribute (e.g., all the
changes made to arelease that reference
the same subroutine or hardware device).
Complexity issues such as conflict are
more likely to occur in the multiplatform
environment, where most software writers work today. These are the kinds of
issues that computer technology, especially object-oriented technology, is particularly well suited to address. It is ironic that software developers have waited
so long before applying these techniques
to their own work.
Randall D. Cronk is aBoston-based freelance writer on computer technology and
the industry. You can reach him on BIX
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Whether you're working to keep the space shuttle in orbit or analyzing complex census data, SPSS has
the right statistical software for you. The same company that helps NASA get off the ground safely through
problem-trend analysis, can help make your systems go with in-depth, easy-to-use software. Software
that gives you the power to access, manage, analyze and present data. Software supported
by the documentation and training that's set the industry standard for over
25 years. Take off with SPSS, suppliers of statistical solutions
to over 2million users worldwide. Call 1(800)543-5835 or
FAX (312)329-3668. The sky's no longer the limit.
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Statistical Software For All Leading Computing Environments.
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•Dick Williams ( Digital Research)
•Esther Dyson ( EDventure Holdings)
•Stewart Alsop ( InfoWorld)
•Ken Wasch ( Software Publishers
Association)
•Fred 'pangs
•and others.

•Status of the USSR computer market;
business opportunities
•Future of PC market
•Workstations market
•Macintosh
•UNIX applications
•LAN policy
•LAN practice
•Windows and OS/2 market
•Pen- based technologies
•etc.

If you're a part of the emerging Soviet and east European computer industry, or if you want to learn more about doing
business with that rapidly- growing market, you need to attend the Third Annual International Computer Forum!
SAVE MONEY BY
PRE- REGISTERING

RESERVE YOUR
EXHIBITION SPACE

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

The registration fee covers access
to keynotes, sessions, presentations,
exhibitions, cultural programs,
3 lunches and 3receptions.
Register before March 31, 1992
and receive the special
discount rate of Just US$760.
After March 31, 1992
the normal fee of US$840 applies.

Price Includes exhibition
space itself, labor for
building the booth, power
supply (220 volt, 50Hz),
and furniture ( tables,
chairs, etc.). The fee is
US$3400 for each 9sq.m.
($2800 for the members of
ICC).

Contact the ICC at:
Mall: 101813 USSR,
Moscow, Proyezd Serova, 4.
Fax/phone: 7-095-921-09-02.
MCI ID: 439-1034.
Internet: levon©stafficc.msk.su.
San Francisco- Moscow
Teleport: ICC.

JUNE 15-18, 1992
WORLD TRADE CENTER, MOSCOW, USSR
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There are plenty of places to get information in this
industry. Too many. But if you want the best quality
information, there's only one that rises to the top:
BYTE WEEK.
BYTE WEEK is aweekly newsletter from the same
professionals who produce BYTE Magazine. Each
week, the most important news and information
from the previous week is presented in areadable
and concise manner. BYTE WEEK offers you what no
other publication can: timely news on the rapidlyevolving computer industry as it happens with the
interpretation and evaluation that only BYTE's
experienced editorial staff can provide.

Subscribe now and take advantage of aspecial
subscription rate of $395 ($495 outside the U.S. and
Canada). Your subscription to BYTE WEEK also
includes afree subscription to BIX, BYTE's exclusive
on-line conferencing system. Don't miss this
opportunity!
For fastest service, call toll-free 1-800-258-5485 (
in
N.H., call 603-924-9281) and charge to amajor credit
card or we'll bill you.

13VIEWEeril
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NI-I03458.
BYTE WEEK offers amoney-back guarantee if you are not completely satisfied.

Clip Coupon Here

Li

YES! Sign me up as asubscriber to the Cream of the Crop, BYTE WEEK at the special subscription
rate of $395 ayear for 50 issues ($495 ayear outside the U.S. and Canada).

Name
Title
Company
Mail Address
City/State/Zip
Business Phone
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MasterCard
Check enclosed
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You must have heard how SOUND BLASTER
took the PC market by storm...
Now the HURRICANE...

SOUND
"It's the next-generation sound card
and it is loaded! The operative word is
"twice." It has twice the sound
channels ( 22) of the original Sound
Blaster with twice the quality of sound
in stereo, as well as stereo DACs for
digitized speech and sound effects."

BLASTER ée
The Multimedia Sound Standard

"With its associated software, it has
quietly ( no pun intended, but what the
heck) become the standard sound system
for advanced PCs."

Computer Gaming World
August 1991

Jerry Pournelle,

COMPUTE August

1991

Creative Labs is now turning
up the volume with the Sound Blaster
Pro It's basically two Sound Blasters
on asingle card with additional
multimedia features thrown in It has
twin FM chips capable of creating 22
individual voices, two DACs for stereo
voice and sound- effects playback, a
stereo microphone jack, and abuilt-in
stereo mixer that can adjust the
volume of all your Sound Blaster audio
sources ( stereo DAC, stereo FM,
microphone, stereo line- in, CD- Audio
and PC internal speaker).
The built-in mixer makes the
Sound Blaster Pro fully compliant with
Microsoft's Multimedia Level 1
Extensions to Window,5. Multimedia
software will be able to fade-in, fadeout and pan the various audio sources
to create elaborate sound montages.
The Sound Blaster Pro includes
aCD-ROM interface for either an
internal or external CD-ROM player.
There's also an internal connector for
CD- Audio. The MIDI interface is
compatible with the original Sound
Blaster's MIDI interface but adds the
MIDI time- stamp that's part of
Microsoft's new multimedia standard.
All in all, the Sound Blaster Pro
is chock-full of new features, yet it's
fully compatible with its younger

At a devastating price of

$299.95

"The big question is, at alist price of
$249.95, is the Sound Blaster worth the
investment? Yes, yes, athousand times
yes!!!" PC HOME JOURNAL

and you get a " chock-full of features":
• Stereo DAC for digitized sound output
• Stereo voice recording from mic, CD or Line- in
• Sampling rate 4KHz to 44KHz
• Stereo 22-voice FM music synthesizer
* Stereo mixer with digital volume controls
• MIDI interface with adaptor and cables
• Built-in CD-ROM interface
* Joystick Port
* Microphone AGC amplifier
• Power amplifier ( 4W per channel)
and loads of FREE bundled software:
• MIDI Sequencer
• Pro-IntelligentOrgan
• VEDIT2 - Voice Editor & Utilities
• SBTALKER - text-to-speech
synthesizer with DR SBAITS02
• Talking Parrot - voice in/out
application.
• MMPLAY Multimedia Presentation
• CD music player
* Windows 3.0 DLL and
sound applications

BYTE June 1991

How many "yes!!!" would you give now
that the Sound Blaster list price is reduced
to $169.95! And you get:
*DAC for digitized voice output
ADC for voice recording
*11-voice Ad Lib FM synthesizer
•Full duplex MIDI interface
Joystick Port
•Microphone amplifier
*Power amplifier (4W per channel)
•Bundled software: • Intelligent Organ
•Talking Parrot • Voice Toolkit
•SBTALKER • DR SBAITSO
•Jukebox for Windows 3.0
Sound Blaster Micro Channel Version
is also available.
North America master distributor:
Brown-Wagh Publishing
130D Knowles Drive Los Gatos CA 95030
For your nearest dealer, call 1-800-451 0900
Tel ( 408) 378 3838
Fax ( 408) 378 3577

CREATIVE LABS,

INC.

2050 Duane Avenue Santa Clara CA 95054
Tel ( 408) 986 1461
Fax ( 408) 986 1777
Outside North America, contact:

brother."

CREATIVE TECIDIOLOCIT PTE. LTD.

Reprinted by permission of COMPUTE (D1991,
COMPUTE Publications International Ltd

75 Ayer Rajah Crescent #02-04 Singapore 0513
Tel (
65) 773 0233
Fax (65) 773 0353

Corp and Ad Lib is a registered trademark of Ad LID Inc
Sound Blaster is a trademark of Creative Labs. Inc

HE PC SOUND STANDARD

Largest support of Multimedia. Music. Education. Entertainment & Productivity software under DOS and Windows 3.0,
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STATE OF THE ART

LET THE SYSTEM
DO THE PORTING
New cross-platform operating systems are coming in the 1990s
ELLEN ULLMAN

T

he operating system used to be
the last place you would look for
help in writing applications for
multiple platforms. Traditional
system software looked down deep into
the iron. The operating system was part
of the hardware—designed to complement it, fix its limitations, and highlight
its good features. The system software
was like an iceberg: One-tenth of it was
visible above the surface, and nine-tenths
had asecret existence deep below.
Suddenly, the operating system is cutting off its longtime relationship with
hardware. Microsoft, SunSoft, the Apple/IBM alliance, The Santa Cruz Operation (SCO), and other vendors of system
software are falling over each other to offer portable operating systems (see the
table). All these companies are promising to deliver systems in the first part of
the 1990s that will run on multiple processors using both CISC and RISC architectures.
A number of these new systems will
offer full binary compatibility across
microprocessors and some source code
compatibility. Some will run programs
designed for other application programming interfaces (APIs). But whatever the
degree of portability, the new operating
systems will free the developer from dependence on asingle type of hardware.
The idea of the portable operating system, which began with Unix, now seems
to be everywhere.
Vested Is as Vested Does
Will the new portable operating systems
solve the problem of cross-platform development? Not completely. System vendors aren't going to make it easy to port
ILLUSTRATION: JIM LUDTKE @ 1992
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NEXT-GENERATION PORTABLE OPERATING SYSTEMS
Operating systems that have been announced for the first part of the 1990s include four brands of Unix, one of Windows,
and one altogether new breed of object-oriented system. The ideal of the portable, scalable operating system—which
started with Unix— will live on into the next decade.
Company

Description

Platforms

Supported APIs

Release

The Santa Cruz
Operation

OSF/1 - based Unix
with YJMotif user
interface; ACE
operating system

Mips R3000;
Mips R4000;
Intel 80x86

OSF/1 Unix; Posix;
DEC Ultrix; SCO
Unix System v/386;
SVR4 kernel

PowerOpen

Apple and
IBM

PowerPC RISC*
on machines
from Apple and IBM

AIX Mac

Solaris 2.0

SunSoft
(Sun
Microsystems)

IBM AIX with
Apple and
OSF/Motif user
interfaces
SVR4 Unix with
Open Look user
interface

Mid- 1991 for Mips
R3000/R4000
(Open Desktop for
Intel shipped
January 1990)
1993-1994

SPARC, Intel 80x86

First half 1992

Platform-independent;
object-oriented

Windows NT

Taligent
(Apple and
IBM)
Microsoft

PowerPC RISC*;
Intel 80x86;
Motorola 680x0
Mips R4000;
Intel 80x86

SVR4 Unix;
on Intel platform
only: DOS
(emulation),
Windows 3.0
(emulation)
Mac; OS/2;
AIX

1992

USL SVR4
(ACE version)

Unix Systems
Laboratories

The original portable
operating system

32-bit Windows;
16- bit Windows
(emulation); DOS
(emulation); Posix;
OS/2 1.3 and 2.0
Posix; SVR4;
OSF/1 AES

Operating system
Open Desktop

Taligent

32- bit, multitasking
Windows; ACE
operating system

Mips R3000;
Mips R4000;
Intel 80x86

Mid- 1990s

Second half 1992

'single-chip version of RS/6000

applications between their own platforms
and those of their competitors. Until
clear leaders begin to emerge from the
new operating-system pack, vendors will
continue to have avested interest in touting the competitive advantages of their
own systems. The code for Windows NT
is not likely to translate into SCO Desktop code, and Solaris applications probably will not easily migrate to the Taligent object-oriented system.

EWE

ACTION SUMMARY

Operating systems coming in
the early 1990s are being designed to run multiple types
of programs on multiple processors. Developers writing
applications for these new
systems may be able to reach
an unprecedented number of
platforms with little or no
porting effort.
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However, new portable systems will
offer developers achance to reach an unprecedented number of hardware platforms with a single version of source
code. If you can run on every Sparcstation and every Intel 386 and 486 machine, why would you need to develop for
any other platform?
With the nascent Apple/IBM system,
Taligent, your code could run on Macs,
IBM RISC System/6000s, and Intel machines. If you choose SCO Open Desktop, your code will run on every Mips
R4000 machine and every Intel 386 and
486. Why would you ever want to port
again?
Never have to port again? Just being
able to hope for autopian goal such as
this is almost reward enough. Will the
new portable systems make that goal
possible? I'll discuss some of the technical advances that made possible the advent of portable system software. Iwill
look at the systems about to emerge over
the next decade, the companies behind
them, and the cross-platform strategies
they are adopting.
Why Portable Operating Systems?
Why now? Why is there the sudden competition to offer multiple-processor operating systems? The answer is that porta:

ble operating systems had to wait for two
long-term developments. First came the
need for more powerful desktop microprocessors. Then came the need for the
desktop market to agree on the proper
role of the personal computer's operating
system.
Consider the evolution of the desktop
microprocessor. Advances in chip design
and integration have given us CISC and
RISC chips with processing power unimaginable in the days when CP/M and
MS-DOS were born. Md to that factor
the advent of cheaper memory and faster
I/O channels, and suddenly desktop systems can supply more cycles than you
can possibly use when you are running a
single program.
Existing operating systems were created during a period of scarce system
resources. At that time, traditional system software was based on the idea of
limitations— in processor cycles, memory, and I/O channels. Developers of operating systems had to devise a way to
dole out resources to hungry programs—
the third-world model of needy processes
and not enough goods to go around.
Scarcity—The Mother of Invention
During the bad old days of " legacy systems," what differentiated one operating
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system from another was its approach to
the condition of scarcity. Memory was
chopped up into regions or segments,
fixed or variable, real or virtual. Processor cycles were scheduled by time slicing
and round- robins and so on.
Some systems could handle only one
task at atime; some, only afixed number
of tasks; some, avariable number. And
applications were not shielded from the
particularities of these internal designs.
The API was little more than aset of calls
that directly reflected the architecture of
the underlying operating system.
At that time, atraditional system took
its name and flavor from the set of design
solutions chosen by its developers. MVS
(Multiple Virtual System), VM (Virtual
Machine), and VMS (Virtual Memory
System) are but afew of the classical operating systems that were named for the
type of architecture they used. To see
how things have changed, consider the
names of forthcoming systems—Open
Desktop, Windows, Taligent, and Solaris. None of these monikers even attempts to describe an operating-system
design solution, except perhaps to hint at
the heady and slightly misleading idea of
openness.
Then prevalent resource rationing applied to the operating system as well as to
the applications it had to support. Kept
busy loading programs, allocating memory, keeping track of registers, and so
forth, the operating system had little time
left over for extra services. Operating
systems and hardware had to work in
concert as tightly tuned and tightly related mechanisms.
As hardware became more powerful,
the operating system began to offer more
services to support applications. Like
any other program, system software can
take on more than basic housekeeping
tasks. User input support, graphics display, i
nterappl icat ion communication,
even object linking—all these services
are now seen as essential operating-system work.
Now, sitting atop powerful processors, the modern operating system not
only can offer more services, it can also
afford to abstract those services: The
system can present memory, devices,
and user inputs as metaphors, not machines. With many more processor cycles available, the system can absorb the
overhead of abstraction without significantly degrading its performance. In
other words, the operating system can
begin to present itself as atruly virtual
machine. It can interact with the hardware below the surface, all the while
offering an entirely different face to

The convergence of
the user's view of
the system is shown
in (top) the SCO
Open Desktop and
(bottom) SunSoft 's
Solaris, both of
which use the
multiwindow
"messy desktop"
metaphor.
the application program.
The more powerful the hardware, the
less the application has to be aware of it.
The operating system, freed from squeezing every last drop of performance from
the hardware, can pay more attention to
the application. The API is no longer a
by-product of system design; it is the reason for the system design. It's as if the
iceberg has flipped over: The operating
system has begun to spend less time looking down and more time looking up at its
client programs.
Agreement on the Role of
the Operating System
We hear little argument among vendors
these days about what an operating system should be—their lists sound almost
interchangeable. Just about all system
vendors, it seems, will support multitasking. symmetric multiprocessing, 32bit addressing (at least), a flat memory
model, and virtual memory. Every system will have aGUI, and there will be
support for networking and distributed
processing. Systems will be event driven
and will have interprocedure communications mechanisms and some form of
object-linking scheme.
Even the look and feel of the new oper-

ating systems is beginning to converge.
All the new systems present themselves
to the user as desktops filled with icons
and palettes. Point and click, copy and
paste, drop and drag—by now almost
everyone knows how to perform these
operations.
Generally speaking, this convergence
in operating- system features (see the
screen) helps users, operating- system
designers, and applications developers.
Users can carry their experience from
one system to another, no longer confronted with that terrible blank screen
waiting for input. Operating-system designers, freed from having to reinvent the
wheel, can concentrate on applications
services and portability strategies. And
developers inherit the extra work being
performed by the operating system.
Notice that this agreement about operating systems is only occurring on mature platforms. Don't look for portable
operating systems yet on palmtops, handheld computers, and pen-based systems.
In those arenas, hardware standards are
still emerging, and resource scarcity—
especially scarcity of power—is still a
major factor in system design. For now,
where machines are portable, system software is not.
continued
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Debug Windows at the systems level!
Soft-ICE/W takes you inside Windows! Debug and explore with
power and flexibility not found in any other Windows debugger!
Soft-ICE/W allows you to debug at the systems or applications
level or simply learn the inner workings of Windows.
•Debug VxD's, drivers and interrupt routines at source level
•Debug interactions between DOS T&SR's and Windows Apps
•Debug programs ir DOS boxes
•Display valuable system information
(from the total memory occupied by a Windows application, to the
complex internal structures of Windows)

Soft-ICE/W uses the 386/486 architecture to provide break point
capabilities that normally require external hardware. Nr..-Mega,
which pioneered this technology with the introduction of its
award winning Soft/ICE for DOS, now gives Windows programmers the same debugging power... and still at a software price.
Own the debugger that combines the best " view" of Windows
internals with the most powerful break points of any software
debugger.

CodeView for
Windows users
See what you're debugging
without flash
CV/1 version 2.0 runs CodeView in a
graphics window letting you see
CodeView and the program screen
at the same time. If you're spending
more than 10 minutes a day in your
debugger you should be using CV/1.
•Runs CodeView on any monitor that
supports Windows. ----•No more " Flip-Swap-Flash".
Step through code without the
annoying flash.
•Small Window Mode shrinks the
debugging window to a few lines
of source

CV/1 v2.0 ... $129

Soft-ICE/W. . . Only $ 386
Call
FAX

(
603) 889-2386
(
603) 889-1135

P.O. Box 7780
Nashua, NH 03060-7780 U.S.A.

Nu-Mega
L

RISK = NULL
30 DAY
MONEY- BACK GUARANTEE

TECHNOLOGIES INC

MICROSOFT WINDOWS IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF MICROSOFT CORP

Sor.-ICE/W AND CVil ARE TRADEMARKS OF NU- MEGA TECHNOLOGIES. INC
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ACE Initiative: Deuce or Joker?
In April 1991, 21 companies affiliated
and announced the formation of the Advanced Computing Environment (ACE)
initiative. At the onset of this liaison, the
computing world was overwhelmed with
the idea of unprecedented software portability across two processors and two
operating systems, available from multiple hardware and software vendors. Then
reality set in.
Once there was time to look more
closely at what ACE was offering, it was
clear there would be no magic portability
pill. The group had chosen to standardize on two operating systems, aUnix system called Open Desktop, from SCO,
and a new version of Windows from
Microsoft, to be called Windows NT (for
New Technology).
Each of these systems would run on
two architectures, the Mips R4000 RISC
chip and the Intel 386/486. However, although each system would be portable
across hardware platforms, ACE would
not even address the question of aporting
strategy between the two operating systems. In other words, the two operating
systems would be competitors, not portability partners.
To further complicate the picture, a
dissident group within the initiative was
protesting the choice of SCO's OSF/1based version of Unix. The self-proclaimed Apache Group within ACE was
fighting for a System V release 4.0
(SVR4) version of the Unix operating
system in place of, or along with, the
SCO system.
As of this writing, ACE has agreed to
add support for the SVR4 kernel, and
Unix Systems Laboratories has joined
the ACE group. This ACE support for
SVR4 may mean the first step toward a
merged Unix API, or it may mean more
intense competition within ACE over the
future of Unix. USL intends to supply its
own " ACE-compliant" operating system, placing itself toe-to-toe with SCO.
ACE, as it turned out, was really a
deuce. The group of 21 had chosen two
of everything: two " standard" operating
systems, two competing versions of
Unix, two microprocessors, and, as was
later announced, two standard hardware
buses. There would be not one applications binary interface, but two—one for
RISC architectures and one for CISC architectures. The initiative would not deliver on the tantalizing promise of
shrink-wrapped applications able to run
on all " ACE-compliant" hardware. According to Richard Treadway, manager
of the Western Software Laboratory at
DEC and an ACE participant, there

Microsoft makes sure
you fly realistically It's up to
you to fly responsibly
So you get an urge to
buzz the Golden Gate Bridge.
Okay. You can ignore the
FAA-but not the crosswinds.
Because in the world of
Microsoft' Flight Simulator*
4.0, everything that happens
is true to life.
Banking, climbing or
dodging un er ea s,your plane responds with perfect realism
to your every move. Plus, you have 100,000,000 square miles of
land to fly over. And four planes to choose from: aCessna, aLear
Jet, asailplane, or adogfighter's dream-the Sopwith Camel.
Ask your Microsoft dealer about PC Flight Simulator.
Take it into the air. And
find out what they really mean
by "the wild blue yonder:'

Microsoft

C1991 M11)..))11Corporulo. All nghl
rd Ieeeee dmare l'S A In Id 0 50 I otrel Slate. call 000) A 1 1261 DrM 1
- 7
dr 11), 50 lI.,Ie4 Slates. call (2(16)93e8661
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might be " incompatibilities" between
the hardware platforms, even within operating systems.
Reviewing the ACE portability road
map, it was soon clear that developers
wishing to write applications for all
ACE-compliant hardware would need
four compilers and two architecturally
incompatible versions of source code.
They would need source code for Windows NT and for SCO Desktop, as well
as compilers for Windows NT on Intel,
Windows NT on Mips, SCO Desktop on
Intel, and SCO Desktop on Mips. This is
portability? Is ACE ajoker?
To be fair to ACE, the portability
benefits of the initiative should be looked
at one operating system at atime. A certain amount of cynicism is unavoidable
when you look only at the hoopla of the
overall announcement involving multiple
processors, software vendors, and hardware manufacturers.
But, putting aside the political complications, you can see that ACE is offering
developers competition in the very area
that will benefit them: cross-platform
operating systems. Two very different
operating systems, SCO and Windows,
are competing for precedence across the
CISC/RISC divide. This competition can
only be good for developers.
What follows is aroundup of the new
cross-platform operating systems due in

the first part of the 1990s, starting with
the two ACE offerings.
SCO Open Desktop
SCO' sversion of Unix for the Intel 386/
486 platform quickly became apopular
system environment. As an example of
the burgeoning success of SCO Unix, a
recent survey of the members of UniForum, a Unix users organization, reported remarkable growth in the use of
the SCO system. Between 1990 and 1991,
use of SCO Unix went from somewhere
in the " other" category to second in
overall use among UniForum members,
ahead of SunOS and second only to Unix
System V.
SCO no doubt hopes to find the same
response to its version of Unix for the
Mips R4000 platform. SCO Open Desktop for Mips will allow developers who
have switched to SCO Unix to follow
their operating system to the RISC platform. Open Desktop for Mips will offer
source code compatibility with Open
Desktop for Intel-based applications and
with applications written for SCO/Unix
System V/386. In addition, SCO Desktop offers binary compatibility with DEC
Ultrix systems.
SCO describes the Open Desktop as
consisting of three components: operating- system services, networking services, and the GUI. According to reports
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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RealTime.
New
24-Bit
••
• 11
•

Color Video

•
•

Frame

New, affordable video frame grabber
for IBM computers. ComputerEyes/RT
includes everything you need to
capture high- resolution 8- or 24- bit
color ( or 8-bit gray scale) images from
any standard composite or S-video
source in real time.

Grabber
For Under
$600.

VGA and Super- VGA compatible. All
popular file formats are supported.
Call today for more information and
free demo disk.
Other versions available for IBM PC
and Macintosh from under $250.

Digital Vision

Digital Vision, Inc.
270 Bridge St., Dedham, MA 02026
(617) 329-5400
To order call ( 800) 346-0090

0

UPI,

from SCO, the kernel of the Open Desktop is based on OSF/1 technology.
The system incorporates technology
from USL's System V/386 release 3.2.
The operating system is compatible with
multiple standards for the Unix system,
including the following: X/Open Portability Guide Issue 3, Posix 1003.1; Posix
1003.2; Posix 1003.4 (draft); FIPS 1511, OSF Application Environment Specification; System V Interface Definition
Issue 2; and System V Interface Definition Issue 3.
The networking component, like the
core operating system, will support
multiple standards. The SCO system will
support TCP/IP, Sun's Open Network
Computing (ONC), Microsoft's LAN

W

indows NT is a

32- bit operating

TERE

Y

E

system that uses a
flat- memory model.

How to

d Beast

Clip'nSave

lets you have your screen in aflash
The simple.t and most intuitive
screen captute program is now
available for Microsoft Windows.
Many options available including
freehand capture and single-key
ORDER

screen printing. Works in mono.
gray, and 16 to 16 million colors.
Reads and writes BMP, DIB, TIE
PCX, GIE and EPS. Also available
for OS/2 Presentation Manager.

NOW! SATISFACTION
TO ORDER:

GUARANTEED!

1-800-522-4624

or

1-514-489-3007

Dynallnk Technologes Inc. P.O.Box 593. Beaconsfield ( CDC Canada H9VV 5V3
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Manager for Unix Systems Client Support, Simple Network Management Protocol Agent support for network administration, and, as specifications are
finalized, Open Software Foundation's
Distributed Computing Environment.
The SCO Open Desktop graphical interface uses the OSF/Motif window manager and is based on the X Window System 11 release 4 standard. When you
start up the system, you see a desktop
showing icons of available programs and
services. You can use drop-and-drag operations to execute interactions among
applications. For example, you can drag
text from aword processor to an E-mail
program to send amemo.
The desktop will also include some
form of encapsulation of programs and
data, afeature known as object linking.
At the first demonstration of the system,
given last October at aMips event in San
Francisco, SCO announced that opening
afile could start up the application that
had created the file (e.g., opening atext
file could start the word processor).
This encapsulation feature hasn't been
demonstrated as of this writing, nor has
SCO literature described the mechanism.
However, given the competition with

LET THE SYSTEM DO THE PORTING

How to land a747
in an area no bigQer
than your des

Microsoft, which has made much of Object Linking and Embedding in its Windows product for Intel, program/data encapsulation is sure to be a must-have
feature for SCO.
Windows NT
Windows NT has its history in the tortured relationship between Microsoft
and IBM. The two companies jointly began working on a new graphical 32-bit
operating system to replace DOS on Intel
platforms. That new operating system
was supposed to be OS/2 2.0 with Presentation Manager. Then something happened. According to Microsoft, its Windows 3.0 sold about 2.75 million copies
in its first seven months on the market.
Microsoft, finding its fortune in the
Windows platform, began parting ways
with IBM. After months of rumors and
confusion, the two companies announced
their separate plans. IBM would work on
OS/2 2.0, and Microsoft would take on
OS/2 3.0. In ashort time, though, Microsoft abandoned all pretense of working on any operating system called OS/2.
The company began referring to its new
system software as portable Windows,
then as Windows New Technology. With
the announcements of the ACE initiative
and the Mips R4000, the issue was settled once and for all: Microsoft's new operating system would be Windows New
Technology, or NT.
Windows NT is a grown-up form of
the popular Windows 3.0 environment.
The familiar graphical interface is there,
but the system is no longer just apretty
task switcher for DOS. Windows NT is a
32-bit operating system with support for
preemptive multitasking, multithreading, and symmetric multiprocessing. It
uses a flat-memory model with a protected paged-memory design. The specifications include certified security and
support for the 16-bit Unicode character
set, which will enable the system to support non-Roman alphabets.
But the design of Windows NT had to
be more than that of an advanced operating system with agraphical interface. To
save its investment in its current user
base, Microsoft had to build into NT an
upward migration path from the current
Windows 3.0 and DOS platforms. The
company approached the problem by
turning to a microkernel approach, a
technology used in the Mach operating
system developed at Carnegie Mellon
University. A layered system—consisting
of a microkernel, privileged processes,
protected subsystems, and applications—
lets the operating system run on multiple
processors and support multiple APIs.

What do you need to
bring in a400-ton, fivestory jetliner? Nerves. Skill.
And the Microsoft® Flight
Simulator® Aircraft & Scenery Designer.
Add it to our Flight
Simulator 4.0, and you're off
on the most realistic flight
expenence is sis eo aPC. You get aBoeing 747-400, complete
with computerized flight display. You can also try out aPiper
Archer, aBeechcraft Starship or aseaplane. Fly them stock,
or push the envelope and modify them to your own specs.
See aMicrosoft dealer.
Because now ifs possible to buy
excitement. In the jumbo size.
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Windows NT concentrates the core of
its system services in amicrokernel, or
the NT Executive, as Microsoft calls it.
This kernel, which consists of 50 KB of
compiled code, contains the machine-dependent portion of the operating system,
including support for thread dispatching
and multiprocessor synchronization. The
kernel is rewritten for different processors. It serves as the native portion of the
system, isolating machine dependencies
from other more machine-independent
operating-system services.
Above the NT Executive layer are the
privileged-mode extensions—processes
such as device drivers, file systems, and
LANs, which have direct access to hardware resources and file-system services.
For example, Microsoft is implementing
LAN Manager, its PC LAN software, as
aprivileged process.
The protected-subsystems layer is the
component that makes NT capable of
supporting multiple APIs. Protected subsystems run as separate " fire-walled"
tasks (i.e., they cannot cause one another
to crash), each supporting adifferent API.
Microsoft plans to provide three subsystems: Windows, OS/2, and Posix.
The Windows subsystem will support 32bit Windows programs, 16-bit Windows
programs (via emulation), and DOS programs (also via emulation). The OS/2
subsystem will run OS/2 1.3 and 2.0 pro-
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grams. The Posix subsystem will run
programs adhering to the Unix standard
1003.1. Because subsystems are implemented as separate tasks and NT is a
multitasking operating system, the three
protected subsystems can run simultaneously. For the user, this means Windows NT can run multiple types of programs (e.g., Windows, DOS, Posix, and
OS/2) at the same time.
The outermost layer of the NT system
is the application. Applications are seen
as clients of the protected subsystems.
Clients issue requests for system services, which are passed to the appropriate subsystem for handling. In this sense,
NT uses aremote-procedure-call model
between the client application and the
server subsystem.
The final shape of Windows NT is not
yet clear. The system will run all those
applications, but how much interaction
will be permitted among them? Will you
be able to cut and paste or drop and drag
between Posix and Windows programs
or between OS/2 and Windows? And
what about networking support? NT has
provided the structure for networking ( in
the privileged-mode extensions layer),
but company literature describes the extensions as " avery general architecture"
that " can be used by vendors of other networking services." It appears that network implementations will provide the
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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proverbial third-party opportunities, and
may therefore come sometime later than
the operating system itself.

SOLARIS'S LAYERED
ARCHITECTURE

SunSoft Solaris
Sun Microsystems has been nearly synonymous with SPARC. The company designed the SPARC RISC architecture and
led the efforts to manufacture and license
the standard. Then, in February 1991,
Sun announced it would become the parent company for three subsidiaries, each
one chartered to succeed on its own. SunSoft, the new system-software subsidiary, must have looked with great longing
at the enormous installed base of Intel
machines. In September 1991, the company announced Solaris (see the figure),
aUnix operating environment that would
run on both Intel 80x86 and SPARC platforms.
Solaris 2.0, due out in the first half of
1992, will be the cross-platform version
of the Solaris 1.0 operating system currently available for SPARC. The entire
operating environment will be portable,
from developer tools to operating system
to user interface to desktop accessories.
Solaris 2.0 will offer the developer the
advantage of a completely symmetrical
development environment across CISC
and RISC architectures. The source code
is carried to the other platform, and, using the same tools as were used on the
original platform, the program is recompiled.
The layered architecture of Solaris 2.0
Solaris is based on SunOS 5.0, an from SunSoft. Microsoft also describes
SVR4 version of Unix. The system has
its Windows NT system as "layered."
support for multitasking, multithreading, and symmetric multitasking. Like
facets of this momentous agreement was
most Unix systems, Solaris provides extensive networking support, including
a relatively prosaic element: a partnership on anew joint version of the Unix
ONC and the beginnings of Project DOE
(for Distributed Objects Everywhere), a operating system, later dubbed the Powernetwork-transparent object-messaging
Open system.
The PowerOpen system, due in 1993
facility under joint development with
or 1994, will combine IBM's AIX verHewlett-Packard.
sion of Unix with Apple's Macintosh
The Solaris user interface will employ
user interface. In addition, the system
anew version of the Open Look X Winwill support the OSF/Motif user interdow manager. You will be able to perface; you will be able to choose between
form drop-and-drag and cut-and-paste
operations among applications running
the GUIs.
PowerOpen will run existing applicaanywhere on the network. And, unlike
tions for both the Mac and AIX, giving
other Unix systems, Solaris is prepared
you access to applications that previously
to run " foreign" programs: Solaris 2.0
required adistinct architectural choice.
on the Intel platform will provide DOS
and Windows emulation, and you will be
The combined Apple/IBM system will be
Unix with afriendly face, and it will ofable to cut and paste between DOS/Winfer access to all those friendly Mac applidows applications and Unix programs.
cations. As described by Apple president
Michael Spindler, PowerOpen is deApple/IBM PowerOpen
signed to be a " Unix for the many."
In 1991, just before the Fourth of July,
PowerOpen will run on the new PowerApple and IBM stunned the computer industry with the announcement of atechPC RISC processor, a single-chip version of IBM's RISC System/6000 chip
nology partnership. Among the several
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set, which both Apple and IBM will use
in their machines. Designed for one processor, PowerOpen is therefore not technically a cross-platform operating system, as are the others discussed here.
Although PowerOpen will run on only
one processor, it will provide the first
unified development path that crosses the
previously trackless Apple/IBM divide.
The system will represent the first joint
effort of two companies whose differences have been nearly religious in character. It is in the ecumenical spirit of
PowerOpen that Icharacterize it as a
cross-platform system.
Apple/IBM Taligent
The most ambitious piece of the new
partnership between Apple and IBM is
their joint venture to build anew objectoriented operating system. This operating-system venture is also the most uncertain part of the agreement. Not due
until the mid- 1990s, the new operating
system is still mostly promise and promotion.
What is really known about this most
ballyhooed of ventures? Apple and IBM
will form anew 350-employee company
called Taligent. Taligent will build a
"platform-independent" object-oriented
operating system. The system will be designed as across-platform operating system, running multiple types of programs
on multiple processors. As it is now described, Taligent will run Mac, OS/2,
and AIX applications on PowerPC RISC,
Intel 80x86, and Motorola 680x0 processors.
However, little is known about, the details of the Taligent system, and even less
about how the two companies will solve
their technical and business differences.
The final shape of Windows NT is not yet
clear. It will be difficult, if not impossible, for Apple and IBM, opposites in corporate culture, to learn to work together.
Industry representatives wonder how
Taligent will merge the technical contributions of these two competitors.
Taligent had its origins in what appeared to be just one more unpromising
IBM technology partnership. The answers to the questions concerning this
new effort may lie in the history of the
joint venture.
In September 1990, IBM announced
the formation of Patriot Partners with
Metaphor Computer Systems, a Mountain View, California, software company. Patriot was to build across-platform software development environment.
At that time, IBM already had two unsuccessful partnerships under its belt.
The company had licensed NextStep but
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had done nothing with it, and the relationship with Microsoft on PC operating
systems had already gone sour. No one
expected the alliance with Metaphor to
be any different.
Yet Patriot Partners went on to become
one part of Taligent. Shortly after the announcement of the Apple/IBM alliance,
IBM acquired Metaphor, and with it the
work done by Patriot. Patriot, renamed
Constellation to avoid association with
the now-famous Patriot missile system,
would become IBM's contribution to the
Apple/IBM joint operating-system venture. Apple would contribute its nascent
object-oriented operating system, codenamed Pink.
Looking at the two technical contributions to Taligent—Constellation and
Pink—you can predict afew things about
the new operating system to be offered by
Taligent. Although there is no assurance
that Taligent will represent ablending of
these two technologies, Pink and Constellation should provide clues about the
directions Apple and IBM consider important.
Constellation was designed to be a
component-software platform. Using the
metaphor of machine tools, the component- software model sees applications as
assemblies of replaceable parts. Just as
the pieces of one machine can be taken
and reused in another machine, component software is made up of individually
made parts that can potentially be recombined to build anew application.
Developers would write small, highly
focused programs—the components. The
Constellation platform would provide the
mechanisms for assembling the components, protecting some of the assemblies
from being disassembled ( for program
copyright protection), and letting users
and vendors freely recombine some assemblies to construct new applications
out of existing ones.
The entire Constellation platform was
supposed to be portable. As first described in March 1991, Constellation
would run on OS/2 2.x, AIX, OSF/Unix,
PenPoint, the Mac (depending on the capabilities of System 7.0, which had not
been released at that time), and 32-bit
Windows.
The Pink operating system has been
shrouded in mystery. All we know for
sure is that the system is object-oriented.
From remarks concerning the design of
portable systems made by Edward Birss,
senior vice president for object-based
systems at Apple, you can assume that
cross-platform design was part of the
work done on the system. Pink is said to
consist of about 1million lines of code,

Create ascene
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Make mountains. Build bridges. Give rise to rivers and runways. When you add Microsoft® Flight Simulator® Aircraft & Scenery Designer to Flight Simulator 4.0, the world is literally yours.
Because now you can choose from 34 different objectsnatural or man-made-and change their size, shape, color and
even location to your liking Ask your Microsoft dealer about it.
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most fun on earth.
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the result of years of effort at Apple.
If Taligent represents a merging of
these two technologies, you can expect
an operating system that uses an objectoriented model from top to bottom, from
the API to the GUI. Above asmall, machine-dependent kernel, user- and system-interface services are likely to be
implemented as object classes. Programs
will be similarly object-oriented. Code
will consist of objects, and the programs
themselves will also be objects—coarser-grain objects, or components. The
user interface will provide mechanisms
for encapsulating the objects, or, in Constellation's parlance, the assembling
components.
On the other hand, there is no assurance that Apple and IBM will accomplish
any significant amount of technology
sharing. Reports coming out of the two
companies tell of Apple engineers' low
regard for Metaphor software and of Apple employees' unwillingness to work directly for the former president of Metaphor, David Liddle. The reported
discord bodes ill for Taligent as abusiness and as an operating system. We will
have to wait and see— probably until
sometime around 1995.
Will Programming Get Easier?
The operating systems of the next decade
will probably consist of four versions of
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Unix, one of Windows, and one altogether new breed. The new systems will do
more work for the developer. They will
put cross-platform design where it rightfully belongs: in the system software.
The new operating systems will provide
an extensive range of user-level services
(e.g., interapplication communication,
object linking, and distributed computing).
But nothing is free. As system software takes on more work, it also becomes more complex. Although solving
many problems for developers, the new
systems will also introduce new levels of
complexity.
Programming environments are growing ever more complicated. Meanwhile,
user expectations grow. The future of
software development includes a programming environment with many more
layers— software is expected to do more
work more quickly. Operating systems
will accomplish more, but no one is
promising that, as aresult, programming
will become any easier. For programmers, somehow, the degree of difficulty
remains aconstant. •
Ellen Ullman is asoftware engineer and
senior consultant with Ideation in San
Francisco, CA. She is aBYTE consulting
editor. You can reach her on B1X as
"ullman."
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Abanquet of colors- 16.7 million outrageously brilliant shades.

With PostScript-Language compatibility and HP-GL
with 35 fonts, they'll read you loud and clear.

ot agood idea? Put it down on
Or on transparencies.

Presen
color for
big eyes and small budgets.
How do you buy acolor printer when your eyes say yes, but your budget's begging for
mercy? Easy. Just get aPhaser II PX.
It gives you millions of rich, brilliant colors to play with, all at 300 dpi. So you can satisfy
your eyes. And it works with Macs, PCs, UNIX workstations, Windows, you name it.
Now to soothe your budget— the Phaser II PX is the lowest-priced, full feature color
printers on the market. The one with " the brightest colors and the smoothest blends" * that
"stands head and shoulders above the rest." **
So go ahead and let your eyes choose the printer. And tell your accountant not to worry.
Call 1-800-835-6100, Dept. 20J for afree output sample.
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Circle 166 on Inquiry Card.
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Cross-Platform Application
Development Tools
Cross-platform application development makes it possible for you to take the outcome of your work on one system and use it in anoncompatible environment.
Some companies are in the process of developing "industrial-strength" applications that will include the benefits of both visual
programming and object-oriented reusability.

Absoft Corp.
(MacFORTRAN II/Aux)
2781 Bond St.
Rochester Hills, MI 48309
(313) 853-0050
fax: (313) 853-0108
Circle 1166 on Inquiry Card.
Bawamba Software, Inc.
(Multiplatform Compatibility
Package)
150 East Olive Ave., Suite 203
Burbank, CA 91502
(818) 843-1627
fax: ( 818) 843-8364
Circle 1167 on Inquiry Card.
CACI Products Co.
(ModSim II)
3344 North Torrey Pines Court
La Jolla, CA 92037
(619) 457-9681
fax: (619) 457-1184
technical support:
(619) 455-6300
Circle 1168 on Inquiry Card.
CYMA
(Cause 2.0)
1400 East Southern Ave.
Tempe, AZ 85282
(800) 292-2962
(602) 831-2607
fax: (602) 345-5703
Circle 1169 on Inquiry Card.
DaIcon Computer Systems
(U-BASIC)
1222 16th Ave. S
Nashville, TN 37212
(615) 321-9000
fax: (615) 321-5944
Circle 1170 on Inquiry Cord.
Digitalk, Inc.
(Look&Feel Kit)
9841 Airport Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90045
(800) 922-8255
(213) 645-1082
fax: (213) 645-1306
Circle 1171 on Inquiry Card.
Dimension Software Systems, Inc.
(FreeForm 7.1)
1717 Walnut Hill Lane, Suite 104
Las Colinas, TX 75038
(214) 580-1045
fax: (214) 580-0794
Circle 1172 on Inquiry Card.

Exsys, Inc.
(Exsys Professional 3.0)
1720 Louisiana Blvd. NE,
Suite 312
Albuquerque, NM 87110
(505) 256-8356
fax: (505) 256-8359
Circle 1173 on Inquiry Cord.
Falcon Software, Inc.
(cT)
P.O. Box 200
Wentworth, NH 03282
(603) 764-5788
fax: (603) 764-9051
Circle 1174 on Inquiry Cord.
Graphic Software Systems, Inc.
(Graphics Development Toolkit)
9590 Southwest Gemini Dr.
Beaverton, OR 97005
(503) 641-2200
fax: (503) 643-8642
Circle 1175 on Inquiry Card.
Gupta Technologies, Inc.
(SQL Windows)
1040 Marsh Rd., Suite 200
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 321-9500
fax: (415) 321-5471
Circle 1176 on Inquiry Card.
ImageSoft, Inc.
(Common View)
2Haven Ave.
Port Washington, NY 11050
(800) 245-8840
(516) 767-2233
fax: (516) 767-9067
Circle 1177 on Inquiry Card.
Information Builders, Inc.
(Level5 2)
1250 Broadway
New York, NY 10001
(800) 969-4636
(212) 736-4433
fax: (212) 967-6406
Circle 1178 on Inquiry Card.
Informix Software, Inc.
(Informix-4GL 4.0,
Informix-ESQL/C)
4100 Bohannon Dr.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(800) 438-7627
(415) 926-6300
fax: (415) 926-6593
Circle 1179 on Inquiry Card.

Interactive Systems Corp.
(Architech Application Series)
2401 Colorado Ave.,
Third Floor
Santa Monica, CA 90404
(800) 346-7111
(213) 453-8649
fax: ( 213) 828-6453
Circle 1180 on Inquiry Cord.
Ithaca Software
(Hoops 2.22)
1001 Marina Village Pkwy.
Alameda, CA 94501
(510) 523-5900
fax: ( 510) 523-2880
Circle 1181 on Inquiry Cord.
Knowledge Systems Corp.
(KSC ChangeManager 1.0)
114 MacKenan Dr, Suite 100
Cary, NC 27511
(919) 481-4000
fax: (919) 460-9044
Circle 1182 on Inquiry Cord.
Manx Software Systems, Inc.
(MS- DOS- Macintosh Cross)
P.O. Box 55
Shrewsbury, NJ 07701
(800) 221-0440
(908) 542-2121
fax: (908) 542-8386
Circle 1183 on Inquiry Cord.
Meta Software Corp.
(Design/OA 2.6)
150 Cambridge Park Dr.
Cambridge, MA 02140
(617) 576-6920
fax (617) 576-0519
technical support:
(203) 222-9087
Circle 1184 on Inquiry Cord.
Microsoft Corp.
(Visual Basic)
IMicrosoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052
(800) 426-9400
(206) 882-8080
fax: (206) 883-8101
Circle 1185 on Inquiry Cord.
Mortice Kern Systems, Inc.
(MKS Make)
35 King St. N
Waterloo, Ontario,
Canada N21 2W9
(800)265-2797
(519) 884-8861
fax: t519) 886-8619
Circle 1186 on Inquiry Card.

Neuron Data
(Open Interface)
156 University Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 321-4488
fax: 415) 321-3728
Circle 1187 on Inquiry Cord.
Oracle Corp.
(SQL*Forms 3.0)
500 Oracle Pkwy.
Redwood Shores, CA 94065
(415) 506-7000
fax: (415) 506-7200
Circle 1188 on Inquiry Cord.
ParcPlace Systems
(Smalltalk)
1550 Plymouth St.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(800) 822-7880
(415) 691-6700
fax: (415) 691-6715
Circle 1189 on Inquiry Card.
Parsytec, Inc.
(MultiTool)
245 West Roosevelt Rd.,
Building 9, Unit 60&61
West Chicago, IL 60185
(708) 293-9500
fax: (708) 293-9525
Circle 1190 on Inquiry Cord.
PeerLogic, Inc.
(Pipes Platform 3.0)
555 De Haro St.
San Francisco, CA 94107
(800) 873-7927
(415) 626-4545
fax: ( 415) 626-4710
Circle 1191 on Inquiry Card.
Pixar
(Developer's RenderMan Toolkit 3.2)
1001 West Cutting Blvd.
Point Richmond, CA 94804
(800) 937-3179
(510) 236-4000
fax: (510) 236-0388
Circle 1192 on Inquiry Card.
The Progeni Corp.
(Micro-GLE)
3150 Holcomb Bridge Rd. NW,
Suite 220
Norcross, GA 30071
(404) 840-7550
fax: (404) 840-7907
Circle 1193 on Inquiry Cord.
continued
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Circle 101 on Inquiry Cord.

RACPACK.
IFS ADRIVE OF A
DIFFERENT COLOR.

QCAD Systems, Inc.
(QParser+)
1164 Hyde Ave.
San Jose, CA 95129
(408) 727-6884
fax: (
408) 727-6105
Circle 1194 on Inquiry Card.
Ralma Corp.
(db Query 2.20)
3245 146th Place SE, Suite 230
Bellevue, WA 98007
(800) 327-2462
(206) 747-5570
fax: (206) 747-1991
technical support:
(206) 562-2622
Circle 1195 on Inquiry Card.

Add adiskette drive without
and 3.5" and comes complete
horsing around inside your comwith everything you need. So
puter — just plug Backpack into
don't horse around inside your
your parallel port! Connect
computer, add on external
your printer to the Backpack
kleermerreg, drive the easy way—plug
drive. No tools. No hassles. ----inno Backpack! Hard Disk
No interface cards.
models and tape backup
,
available soon.
Backpack works with IBM
and compatibles including
PCs, Xis, Ais, PS/2s, PS/ls, and
MIcroSolutions
Computer PrOdUCtS
laptops. It's available in 5.25"
132 W. Lincoln Hwy., Dekolb, IL 60115
815.756-3411 For 756-2928

Protects
while y
type!

• Remains in Place while you use your computer.
• Avoids Costly Repairs. Protects delicate electronics
from dust, spills, smoke, ashes, staples.
• Soft, Flexible, retains normal keyboard feel.
• Washable, Durable High-Tech Polymer lasts years.
• Hundreds of Models. SafeSkin is available for most
PCs, laptops, workstations and clone keyboards.
• Office Home • Factory . Classroom • Laboratory
List Price $ 29.95. Please call or write for free color
brochure. Dealer inquiries encouraged.

Sedreri
KEYBOARD PROTECTOR
Merritt Computer Products, Inc.
5565 Red Bird Center Dr., Suite 150 • Dallas, Texas 75237
(214) 339-0753 • FAX ( 214) 339-1313
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Circle 98 on Inquiry Card.

Ryan McFarland Corp.
(RM/COBOL-85 6.0)
8911 Capital of Texas Hwy. N
Austin, TX 78759
(800) 762-6265
(512) 343-1010
fax: (512) 343-9487
Circle 1196 on Inquiry Card.
SBT Corp.
(SBT Developer's Platform)
1Harbor Dr.
Sausalito, CA 94965
(415) 331-9900
fax: (415) 331-1951
Circle 1197 on Inquiry Card.

Tigre Object Systems, Inc.
(Tigre Programming
Environment 1.6)
3004 Mission St., Suite D
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
(408) 427-4900
fax: (408)457-1015
Circle 1202 on Inquiry Card.
TPS Publishing, Inc.
(PS Menu. PS Net, PS Lock)
25 South Livingston Ave.,
Suite A
Livingston, NJ 07039
(800) 777-2663
(201) 740-1750
fax: (201) 740-9118
Circle 1203 on Enquiry Card.
Unify Corp.
(Accell/SQL for Oracle RDBMS)
3901 Lennane Dr.
Sacramento, CA 95834
(800) 328-0073
(916) 928-6400
fax: (916)928-6406
technical support:
(916) 928-6433
Circle 1204 on Inquiry Card.
Via International Corp.
(Via/DRE)
8000 Tower Crescent Dr
Suite 290
McLean, VA 22182
(703) 761-4920
Circle 1205 on Inquiry Card.

The Small Computer Co.. Inc.
(filePro Plus 4.0)
41 Saw Mill River Rd.
Hawthorne, NY 10532
(800) 847-4740
(914) 769-3160
fax: (914) 769-3653
technical support:
(914) 769-2150
Circle 1198 on Inquiry Card.

Windstar Corp.
(WindCode)
475 Cochrane Dr , Suites 2-3
Markham, Ontario,
Canada L3R 9R4
(416) 479-6621
fax: (416) 479-6086
Circle 1206 on Inquiry Card.

Software Translations, Inc.
(B-Tran/B+)
1114 Lost Creek Blvd.,
Suite 350
Austin, TX 78746
(512) 327-6001
fax: (
512) 327-6005
Circle 1199 on Inquiry Cord.

The WNDX Corp.
(WNDX GUI Development System)
1550 Eighth St. SW, Suite 305
Calgary, Alberta,
Canada T2R 1K1
(403) 244-0995
fax: (403) 244-1039
Circle 1207 on Inquiry Card.

Sybase, Inc.
(Open Client)
6475 Christie Ave.
Emeryville, CA 94608
(800) 879-2273
(510)596-3500
fax: (510) 658-9441
technical support:
(510) 596-3555
Circle 1200 on Inquiry Card.

XVT Software, Inc.
(XVT-Design. XVT Extensible
Virtual Toolkit 2.0)
1800 30th St.. Suite 204
Boulder, CO 80301
(303) 443-4223
fax: ( 303) 443-0969
Circle 1208 on Inquiry Card.

TGV, Inc.
(X View for VMS)
603 Mission St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
(800) 848-3440
(408)427-4366
fax: (408)427-4365
Circle 1201 on Inquiry Card.

inclusion in the resource guide
should not be taken as aBYTE
endorsement or recommendation. Likewise, omission from
the guide should not be taken
negatively. The information here
was believed to be accurate at
the time of writing, but BYTE
cannot be responsible for
omissions, errors, or changes that
occur after compilation.

HASP
The
Professional
Software
Protection
System

Aladdin is aworld leader in the field of software
protection. During the last six years we have helped
thousands of software producers in more than 40
countries to protect their software.
The HASPTM system is based on advanced
ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit)
components and sophisticated encryption
algorithms. State-of-the-art engineering ensures full
protection of your software with no hassles
for your customers.
HASP plugs are designed for the IBM PC & PS-2
families and their compatibles, as well as for
Apple-Macintosh computers. Full software support
is provided for dozens of languages and compilers
under DOS, OS/2, WINDOWS-3, SCO XENIX,
SCO UNIX 386, ADC, PHAR-LAP, and AUTOCAD.
NetHASP TM,the latest addition to the HASP family of
software protection systems, makes it possible to
activate aprotected program from several stations
in anetwork using only one plug.

See us at
HANNOVER MESSE
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NetHASP works both on Novell networks and on
those based on the NET-BIOS protocol, and it can
therefore be used on almost any LAN.
To learn more about why so many professionals
have chosen HASP, please contact:

KNOWLEDGE
SYSTEMS LTD

15 Belt Oved St., Tel-Aviv, Israel
P.O.Box:11141 Tel-Aviv 61110,
Tel: 972-3-5375795
Fax: 972-3-5375796

In North America:

ALADDIN

SOFTWARE SECURITY

306 Weymouth St..
Dix Hills, NY 11746, LsA
Tel: 800-223 4277, 516-586 2845
Fax: 516-586 1602

Circle 13 on Inquiry Cord.
Australia Conlab Pty. Ltd., Tel: 38985685, Fax: 38995759
Belgium Akkermans Intl. bvba, Tel: 32338826, Fax: 32315438
Czechoslovakia ATLAS Ltd., Tel+Fax: 2821280
Denmark SC Metric a/s, Tel: 42 804200, Fax: 42 804131
France Logidata Intl., Tel: 50707375, Fax: 50753144
Germany CSS GmbH, Tel: 201 74970. Fax: 201 748644
Greece Unibrain SA, Tel: 16465195, Fax: 16423648
Holland Akkerrnans Automatisering By, Tel: 45 241444. Fax: 45 245515

Italy Partner Data S.r.1., Tel: 233101709, Fax: 2347564
Korea Ilanil System Inc., Tel: 25639161-5, Fax: 25538079
New Zealand The Training Solutions Co., Tel: 4666014, Fax: 4697190
Poland Systherm Tel: 061 45065, Fax: 061 324134
Portugal Futurmatica Lda., Tel: 14116269, Fax: 14116277
Spain PC Hardware, Tel: 32493193, Fax: 33337497
Switzerland Opag Informatik AG, Tel: 61 7112245, Fax: 61 7115355

O Aladdin Knowledge Systems Ltd. 1985-1991 Design: Ilan Peen
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SOLUTIONS FOCUS IDatabase Libraries

DATABASE
BUILDING
BLOCKS
A database library

ometimes prepackaged applications
don't cut it. Sometimes you really
lets you custom- craft
have to get inside adatabase to forge
your own database
that program you are not able to buy
off the shelf. Or perhaps your department
applications, but you
requires an application that demands the
kind of control you can get only from a
must be ready to
carefully crafted C program. Maybe it is
roll up your sleeves
essential for you to be able to di splay
graphics on-screen side by side with data
fetched from a database: Just try doing
that in dBase.
RICK GREHAN, BEN SMITH,
In-house programming often requires
AND JON UDELL
that the programming staff produce ondemand applications with an intricacy not
easily achieved with adatabase applications builder. You also face speed and size considerations. Running afull-blown
dBase or FoxPro environment, for example, can place significant memory demands on the workstation. Database development libraries let programmers draw
on the flexibility and power of standard programming languages such as C,
C++, and Pascal. Essentially, you buy adatabase engine: acollection of routines
for creating and manipulating databases that you'd rather not have to write yourself. Some libraries actually include source code, so intrepid programmers can
incorporate only those routines they actually need. If your target application only
searches a database, why force it to carry around routines for inserting and
deleting?
In this review, we examine seven software database engines. All provide what
we call " low-level" access to database files via function calls you make from aC
or C++ program. Additionally, all the packages can operate in multiuser environments, either on networks or under Unix. The packages that include libraries
for DOS and DOS-based networks are Btrieve 5.10 Developer's Kit from Novell,
CodeBase 4.2 and CodeBase++ 1.05 from Sequiter, db_Vista 3.20 from Raima,
and Paradox Engine 2.0 from Borland. The two entries for Unix are db_Vista in
its Unix incarnation and c-tree Plus 6.0 from FairCom.
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ACTION SUMMARY

• WHAT DATABASE LIBRARIES DO
These libraries give programmers
low-level access to database files.
• LIKES
For programmers looking to wrap
an application around adatabase,
these packages provide the only
real alternative to building a
database application from
scratch.
• DISLIKES
The low-level access that these
products provide makes them
powerful but difficult to master.
• RECOMMENDATIONS
If you're already using dBase to
manage your databases,
CodeBase 4.2 or CodeBase++
1.05 will let you keep your files
while integrating specialized
database applications into your
workplace. Otherwise, db_Vista
3.20 is apowerful package that
you can run under DOS, Unix,
NetWare, and most PC- based
networks.

How Low Is Low?
We should be careful here about the term
low-level—it's easy to misinterpret it in
the multilevel realm of database programming. Some Structured Query Language (SQL) programmers may think
that Clipper is alow-level environment,
while Clipper programmers may view
carefully rolling a database written entirely in C as low-level programming.
Using adatabase library like the ones reviewed here places you somewhere between aClipper programmer and apoor
soul building a database system in C
from scratch.
As its name implies, a database library provides you with acollection of
functions that you can link into a program. Generally, these functions give
your program access to two kinds of
files: data files and index files. Data
files consist of the information stored in
your database. Typically, a data file
looks like aseries of fixed-length records
composed of fields.
Certain fields within a record are
unique for that record and specify the
route by which the record will be accessed. For example, in a database of
student records, the social security number of each student is unique. There will
be reports to run that require access to
student information via the SSN. Such
unique fields are referred to as keys, and
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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Database Glossary
B-tree A data structure that is especially suited for manipulating a large
collection of keys on secondary storage
devices. The B-tree derives its name
from its treelike structure of pointers.
field A member of arow that holds a
data value associated with an attribute.
index A collection of keys, usually
stored in adisk file. The keys within an
index are embedded in some data structure that facilitates rapid searching, inserting, and deleting. Such data structures can include hash tables, binary
trees, and B-trees.
ISAM ( indexed sequential- access
method) An ISAM system lets you access records within afile in either indexed or sequential fashion. Indexed access is aform of random access: You
specify avalue for afield, and the system fetches one or more records that satisfy that specification. Sequential access means that you can access records
in ascending or descending order based
on the value of afield. In both cases, it's
understood that the target fields are key
fields.
join A merging of records from two or
more tables to create aresulting table.
The merge is usually guided by acommon field.

key A data quantity composed of one
or more fields from arecord. A key's
value is often unique. Keys are kept in
an index, and each key usually has an
attached data pointer that leads to the
associated data record.
rollback The act of returning adatabase to some previous state, usually on
the failure of atransaction.
row Physically, arow is usually arecord in adata file. Logically, arow is
one horizontal member of atable: acollection of fields.
table Usually, acollection of rows all
stored in the same logical file. In some
cases, atable also includes any indexes
associated with the data.
transaction A collection of operations
on adatabase whose processing is considered to be atomic. That is, if any operation within the transaction fails, all
operations fail, and the database is returned to the state it was in prior to the
execution of the first operation (see
rollback).
union The process of combining specified rows from two tables into one table.

keys are typically kept in aseparate file
value. The library routine will search the
called an index file.
index for the matching key, fetch the
Inside an index file, keys are arranged
data pointer, and use that to retrieve the
in one of several structures that permit
associated record from adata file.
rapid insertion, deletion, and retrieval.
Programming with adatabase library
Often this data structure is aB-tree, a requires not only that you map out key
kind of elaboration on the binary tree. A fields but also that you be intimately fadata-record pointer is associated with
miliar with the internals of your records.
each key in the index file. (For more on
In many cases, you are working at the
B-trees, see " Trees ' nKeys," Januarylevel of C structures. Some packages
March 1989 BYTE.)
help you maneuver through the internals
Many database libraries provide funcof a record with collections of " fieldtions that distinguish between key fields
handling" routines that can manipulate
and other fields. Such functions are necvarious data types. Once you have speciessarily aware of the relationship befied the layout of arecord, the field-hantween keys in the index files and data in
dling routines let you extract from or
the data files. You need only call aroustore into the record such things as
tine that searches for any record with a strings, dates, numbers, and sometimes
particular field matching a particular
specialized data types, such as currency.
206
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Elaborate database operations familiar to SQL users (e.g., joins and unions;
see " Database Glossary" at left for definitions of these and other terms) must be
constructed manually if you're using a
database library. A database library provides record-at-a-time access; hence,
any database-wide activity, such as a
join, turns into aloop that must examine
each record in the member data files.
However, there's auniverse of database
activities for which record-at-a-time access is sufficient. Point-of-sale order
entry, reservations tracking, and inventory searching represent three good
examples.
To test the database libraries, we developed a simulated inventory system
complete with aparts table, asuppliers
table, a salesman table, and an orders
table. We developed programs to run the
same tests on each package (for details
about the performance tests, see the text
box " Racing the Engines" on page 210).
Besides giving us ahandle on the performance of each package, developing
our inventory application enabled us to
uncover the important similarities and
differences among the libraries. We have
given ablow-by-blow features list in The
table. More subjective analysis follows.
Btrieve 5.10 Developer's Kit
Most of the packages we examine here
are strictly libraries of code; Novell's
Btrieve is the exception. Btrieve is a
record manager that can be either aDOS
TSR program (for single-user DOS applications) or acombination of aserverbased record manager and workstationbased Btrieve requesters. In the singleuser configuration (which we tested),
the record manager is aTSR that hooks
interrupt vector 7B hexadecimal. In a
server-based scenario, each workstation
runs aBtrieve requester TSR that redirects calls to the record manager running
on the network server. The server-based
record manager is implemented as aNetWare loadable module (NLM), which is
included with NetWare 386.
The Btrieve Developer's Kit helps you
build client applications for the Btrieve
record managers. For $595 you get the
DOS TSR version of the Btrieve manager; source code files for building interfaces to Btrieve for high-level languages
such as C, BASIC, and COBOL; and several utility programs for things like file
repairs and crash recovery.
Btrieve's design has two advantages.
First, the single-user manager and the
server-based managers both look the
same to client applications. You can
write a Btrieve client application using

YESTERDAY
WAS
/ TOMORROW

Are you waiting until tomorrow for asystem
board that was available yesterday?
There is abetter way. MICRONICS.
Tune is ticking away... OEMs,
Systems Integrators, VARs,
and end users, it's the same
for all.
No Product— No Business!
If you're waiting for your
system board vendor to
supply you with the latest
system boards, go ahead and
put your feet up on your
desk... you might as well do
something while your
competition is taking your
business away!
Yesterday, Micronics
customers were shipped the
latest 80486SX, and 80486
EISA system boards. In tact,
we ship thousands of
advanced technology system
boards amonth with less than
a1% failure rate.

Our reputation for high
quality and superior design
has made our customers the
price/performance industry
leaders in fully compatible
system products.
Along with being EISA/ISA
standard compatible, our
products are designed to be
compatible with Novell,
UNIX and other platforms.
Micronics' leadership in
advanced technology can be
seen in our ability to provide
new architecture
breakthroughs, such as local
bus architecture, and
80486 multiprocessors in
our product lines.
We even have anew program
to certify 32-bit EISA peripheral cards to run with our
EISA system boards!
Circle 100 on Inquiry Cord.

You don't find this kind of
support anywhere else.
Micronics customers are
capturing marketshare now.
So can you.
Call us at 1-800-659-5901.

Micrones EISA Board

MICRONICS
232 E. Warren Avenue
Fremoni, California 94539
(510) 651-2300
FAX 15101 651-5612
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DATABASE ENGINE FEATURES
All packages support at least Cprogramming in the DOS environment. Many support avariety of languages and
environments, from VMS to Microsoft Windows. (0 = yes; 0 = no.)
Btrieve 5.10
Developer's
Kit

c-tree Plus
6.0

Novell

Seclude(

Sequiter

FairCom

Price

$595

DOS: $295
Unix: $495

$295'

$595

C, Pascal, BASIC,
COBOL, others

C, C++

C++

DOS, Windows, OS/2

DOS, Windows,
OS/2, Unix

DOS, Windows

NetWare

Any PC- based
LAN

Operating environments
Networks supported

DOS, Windows

Any PC- based
LAN

Any PC- based or
Mac LAN

NetBIOS, Unix

Any PC- based LAN

•
•
•
•

o
o
o
•
•
o
o
•
o

•

•
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•

o

o

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

o

•

File locking

0
o

Borland
$495

DOS, Windows, VMS, Unix
System Vand BSD 4.2

•
•

Raima
Single- user DOS: $895
Multiuser DOS,
$1295
SCO Unix: $ 1895

DOS, Unix,
Macintosh

o

Key compression

Paradox Engine
2.0

C, C++, Pascal?

Variable-length records
Record locking

db_Vista
3.20

C. C++

Source code

Data-file encryption

•

Customizable sort orders

•

e
o
o
•

Key length

255 bytes

100 bytes 5

100 bytes 5

4gigabytes

246 bytes

6

Data length

4090 bytes'

32 KB
9

32 KB
9

4gigabytes

32 KB

1350 bytes8

Depends on OS

16 million

Undelete
Transactions

•

Records per table

No limit

Screen management routines are a$95 option.
3

CodeBase 4-i.
1.05

Company

Languages supported

2

CodeBase
4.2

Supports any language that supports DLLs.
Vanable-length records supported with memo fields.
File locking is automatic within transactionx.
dBase compatibility; 338 bytes for Clipper compatibility.

the developer's kit, test it using the single-user record manager, and be reasonably confident that it will work on aNetWare network. Second, it is possible to
call Btrieve from virtually any language.
Novell's documentation provides you
with sample source code for C, Pascal,
COBOL, assembly, and even interpreted
BASIC.
To write aBtrieve program, you have
to be willing to get down. You access
Btrieve functions by loading up aparameter table, placing the address of that
table in aCPU register, and calling an interrupt. The parameter table is ablock in
memory that carries aset of pointers to
the current record buffer, the current key
buffer, the position block, and similar
information. Fortunately, Novell provides an interface routine that wraps a
function call around the interrupt call,
so you end up with astandard-looking C
function. Btrieve files consist of pages
(i.e., fixed- size blocks on the disk).
Btrieve will not let fixed-length records
cross page boundaries, so any space left
on apage after Btrieve has filled it with
the records is wasted. You specify the
page size when you create aBtrieve file,
which lets you minimize wasted space.
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o
o
•

o
•
o

o

•

lo

Record- length dependent
Fixed portion. Btrieve allows up to 56 KB for the variable portion of arecord.
• Keyed tables Nonkeyed tables can be up to 4000 bytes.
,7 Depends on component fields.
.3 Depends on record length; maximum table size is 256 MB.
.
3

7

When you begin designing a Btrieve
database, you'll be glad to find an entire
chapter in the documentation devoted to
calculations of page size.
A Btrieve file is acollection of pages.
All data and all data- index information
reside in the same file. Each page is
either adata page or an index page. An
index page holds keys, and adata page
holds records. Each Btrieve file can contain the equivalent of one data file and
several index files; Btrieve's file organization is often referred to as " super
files." If you examine part bof the figure, you'll see that Btrieve's file size appears larger than that of files created by
other packages. This is an effect of combining index and data into asingle file.
(However, the total disk space taken up
by each package is roughly the same.)
Btrieve's keys can be multisegmented,
which means that asingle key can be the
concatenation of various portions (fields)
of the data record. When you create a
key, you specify its component field offsets, their types, and their lengths. You
can also specify whether each segment is
sorted in ascending or descending order.
For example, you can build a key constructed of dates in descending order and

check numbers in ascending order. This
would let you print areport showing most
recent checks first.
Btrieve supports alternative collating
sequences for all 255 ASCII codes. You
can completely respecify how one ASCII
code sorts with relation to another, so
you can have B sorting before A and Z
sorting before B, if you like.
We were impressed with Btrieve's
fine-tuning options. As we mentioned
above, Btrieve constructs indexes that
place keys on fixed-size pages. As your
program adds more keys to the file, the
pages fill up and their contents must be
redistributed to new pages. You can
specify whether Btrieve is to be intelligent about this redistribution process. If
you choose intelligent redistribution,
Btrieve tries to keep key pages packed as
densely as possible. Otherwise, it simply
distributes the keys so that pages are at
least half full. The former produces indexes that are smaller and quicker on
read operations but slower on insert operations; indexes produced the latter way
are larger, but they are quicker on insert
operations.
Btrieve 5.10's most interesting new
feature is its support for extended func-
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DATABASE ENGINE PERFORMANCE
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Engines compared for speed and database size: (
a) Benchmark results showing the time to create the company information
and parts databases, followed by the times to post orders against the parts database and run areorder report. Shorter bars
mean better performance. (
b) File sizes (in KB) for the 4000-record orders database. Notice that Btrieve keeps both index
and data in asingle file.
tions. Extended functions permit you to
operate on multiple records with asingle
call; for example, you can insert aset of
four records with a single call to the
Btrieve insert function.
Btrieve has various levels of file recovery and data-integrity protection. It supports crash recovery with preimaging.
With preimaging activated, acopy of the

page about to be changed is written to a
preimage file before the file is modified.
Btrieve will discard the preimage file's
contents only after the operation is complete. If the system crashes before the operation has finished, Btrieve can use the
preimage file to restore the original file
to its state prior to the crash.
For even tighter safeguards, you can

use Btrieve's transactioning system,
which handles rollback. Btrieve can
group a set of operations into a single
atomic transaction. Once you execute a
"begin transaction" command, any subsequent file that you access is automatically locked. This keeps other users
from modifying files controlled by your
transaction until you have executed an
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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D

atabase developers can appreciate the elegance of object-based
field access and the utility of a
logical approach to file locking,
but these factors mean little to users.
Next to questions of data integrity, the
most important consideration for users
is speed.
Naturally, the engine you choose will
make abig contribution to the speed of
the application you develop. We chose
an inventory application of intermediate
size to get afeel for the kind of performance you can expect from the products
that we reviewed. The database consisted of four components: aparts table,
asuppliers table, asalesman table, and
an orders table. We ran anumber of tests
against this database.
First, we created the suppliers table.
The system read an ASCII-format data
file and created the table. Each record
included an ID number, a company
name, an address, and aphone number.
Our suppliers table consisted of 1000

"end transaction" command. If afailure
occurs or your program issues an " abort
transaction" before the transaction completes, then changes made to any files
since the " begin transaction" command
are discarded. Keep in mind, however,
that activating transactioning can significantly degrade performance.
The graphs in the figure are for the
DOS version of Btrieve without preimaging and without transactions. Btrieve
scored at the bottom of our performance
tests, although not so far behind the other
packages as to be unusable. We should
point out that we did not specify index
compaction when we started Btrieve.
Consequently, insert operations performed well, but search operations were
probably less than optimal. We also
tested the NLM version of Btrieve on a
486-based Dell server with 16 MB of
RAM. As expected, those parts of the
benchmark that depended heavily on
search operations showed a significant
performance improvement, running as
much as four times faster than the nonNLM version.
To test the overhead for transactions,
we ran the daily orders portion with
210
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entries. Next, we created the parts
table. Each record here consisted of an
ID number, adescription, a supplier,
cost each, sale price each, current quantity, reorder level, and back-order quantity. There were 4000 parts in our table.
Once we had created the tables, we
ran adaily orders application. The system generated 4000 orders that were
posted against the parts table. Additionally, the salesman table was updated to
tally each salesman's current sales. If
the quantity in inventory dropped below
the reorder level, the back-order field
was updated accordingly.
Finally, we ran areorder report. The
system simply stepped through the parts
table and generated areorder request for
each item that had anonzero back-order
amount.
The idea was for the tests to mimic
what might take place in areal-world inventory management system. Orders
were posted against the inventory table;
salesman records were updated to re-

cord year-to-date sales; and reorder reports were run so that depleted inventory items could be replenished.
We performed our DOS tests on a
Compaq Deskpro 386/33L running
DOS 4.01 with 4MB of memory and a
120-MB hard drive. For the Unix packages, we used an Everex Step 386/33
with 8MB of RAM and a300-MB hard
drive. The results are shown in part aof
the figure on page 209. As you compare
the benchmark figures for DOS packages with those for Unix packages, keep
in mind that applications running under
Unix enjoy that operating system's
built-in disk I/O buffering (which, for
an 8-MB system, is substantial).
Part bof the figure shows the size of
the data and index files each package
created for the parts inventory. In all
cases, we used neither data- nor indexfile compression. It is interesting to note
that the aggregate file size for both data
and index files was comparable for all
packages.

transactioning activated whenever we
added anew order to the orders database.
The difference was significant—times
rose from an average of 392 seconds to an
average of 1200 seconds.
You may find yourself developing applications in various languages that must
draw on the same database. In that
case—and as long as you don't need to
run your application on Unix—we recommend Btrieve. It runs on single-user
machines as well as on NetWare networks, you can interface it to just about
every language imaginable, and its integrity and crash-recovery features are topnotch.

CodeBase's dBase compatibility also
means that all fields—numeric or otherwise— are stored as alphanumeric
strings. Interestingly, CodeBase boasts
special routines that let it parse strings
carrying dBase expressions. Usually,
you'd use these routines to define the
structure of keys within an index file.
For example, suppose that you define a
dBase-compatible journal-entry file with
the fields ENT_DATE and REF_NUM.
Assuming that REF_NUM is a string
value, you can make the following call:

CodeBase 4.2
If you're already using dBase, you might
consider development with alibrary that
can understand dBase files. Sequiter's
CodeBase 4.2 easily digests dBase-compatible files, which means that you can
rapidly integrate programs written in
CodeBase into your existing system.
Data and index compatibility is clearly a
valuable asset, since abig chunk of the
world's PC-resident data is tied up in
.DBF files.

and the static variable data_ptr will receive apointer to an internal field holding the result. You can use this result to
construct the key with which your program would search an index that is sorted
by date and reference number.
Our biggest complaint with CodeBase
is its odd naming convention. For example, d4go() means " read the specified
record into the record buffer." We assume there is some connection (however
tenuous) to the dBase verb GO, but we

data_ptr=
e4eva.1( " DTOS ( ENT_DATE)+FtEF_NUM" )
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Identical Project. Diffe
. rent Project Manager
Can You Spot The Difference?
Efficiency Accuracy Dependability.
ment of resources and gives you compleRequired skills for any project manager. But not
CASuPerProjece tion dates you can bet your career on. Ws
also incredibly easy to use. You can create
CMOs as common as you'd think. In arecent
independent study of the five leading proprojects in minutes.
ject managers— all scheduling the same
And with afew clicks of the mouse, you'll have preproject— the completion dates varied by as
sentation quality Gantt, PERT, Cost/Resource and
`,'=Z5 much as five months.
Work Breakdown charts.
The 905.
CA-SuperProject® finished first in 214
So cal11-800-645-3003 today to find out the location
working days. Microsoft° Project finished last in 323
of your nearest dealer. Because
working days.
once you've worked with the mostOMPUTER
That's why serious project managers trust CA-SuperProject. efficient project manager, the difference
IS5I475
It offers more efficient scheduling algorithms, better manage- will be obvious.
Software superior by design

w«

01991 Computer Associates International, Inc., 711 Stewart Avenue, Garden City, NY 11530-4787. All trade names referenced are the trademarks or registered trademarks of their re›pective companies.
•March 1991 study published by 1Soft Decision, Inc., including CA-SuperProject 2.0, Microsoft Project For Windows, Symantec's Timeline 4.0, ABT Project Workbench and Scitor's Project Scheduler-5.
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never became fully accustomed to the
convention.
The CodeBase data-access model assumes one active database at atime. To
do anything with adatabase, you must
activate it with a call to d4select().
From that point on, all the database
functions target that database. You don't
have to explicitly tell each function what
database you're working on.
You also don't need to explicitly tell
CodeBase to write arecord once you've

modified it. If you use the field-manipulation functions provided, CodeBase recognizes record modifications and makes
updates to disk whenever the record buffer is about to be overwritten (or when
you close the file).
CodeBase supports variable-length
records in the form of memo fields. A
memo field is actually apointer into another file (i.e., the memo file) that holds
the variable-length portion of your data
records.

BY HAND. OR BY NOON.

Flow Charting Tm 3
Now, even complex flowcharts that
once took days to perfect can be presentationperfect— in no time!
Quick to master and asnap to use,
Patton & Patton's flowcharting software is the
standard of both large and small businesses
around the world— and is available through
all major software dealers.
See your dealer today! Or, for a
"live interactive demo disk, call:

800-525-0082, ext.1113.

International: 408-778-6557, ext. 1113.

PATTON &PATTON

Software

Corporation

Excellence in charting the flow of ideas!

Works on IBM & 100% compatible PC's, supports CGA/EGA/VGA and over 150 dot matrix and laser printers,
with multiple print densities and 10 font sizes. Creates multi-page charts, portrait or landscape, on
most standard paper sizes. Mouse or keyboard controlled.
IBM is eregistered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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We should note that CodeBase provides routines that go beyond database
access. For example, CodeBase includes
screen management routines that you can
use to build windows, pull-down menus,
pop-up menus, and even Lotus 1-2-3style hierarchical menus. CodeBase can
also handle data-entry chores.
If you're already using dBase and must
preserve your investment, you should
check out CodeBase 4.2. It gives good
performance, and the input-handling
functions provided will take you along
way down the road to developing your
final application. Its one great weakness
is its lack of any kind of transactioning.
Remember, though, that CodeBase 4.2's
$295 price tag for DOS ($495 for Unix)
gets you the complete source to the library.
CodeBase++ 1.05
Sequiter's CodeBase++ wraps C++
packaging around the core functionality
of CodeBase 4.2. Like its procedural
cousin, CodeBase++ reads and writes
dBase IV data (. DBF) files and•multitag
index (. MDX) files and supports standard dBase primitives such as SKIP,
GO, RECNO, and ZAP. While retaining the essential dBase verbs might seem
strange in aproduct that takes an objectoriented programming approach to data
management, it's actually afine idea. If
you've used any of the so-called xBase
family of products (e.g., dBase, FoxPro,
or Clipper), you will instinctively know
how CodeBase++ deals with filters, index files, and locking. Bringing the leverage of C++ to bear on these familiar
mechanisms makes agreat deal of sense.
In aCodeBase++ program, you normally declare a single instance of the
class named CodeBase, which handles
errors and stores global settings on behalf of one or more database objects.
Next, you declare the database objects.
The database classes form ahierarchy.
Class Data defines the basic . DBF capability, but you're more likely to use its
child, DataIndex, or its grandchild,
DataMemo. The idea is that your program
need accrue only minimum overhead. If
you require index files but will not be
needing memo ( i.e., variable-length
character) fields, use class DataIndex
and avoid linking in the extra memofield functions of class DataMemo.
You use the separate database class
DataFilter to restrict the set of available records. With the dBase equivalent
(SET FILTER), you supply an expression that defines the filtered record set
(e.g., SALESMAN == "JONES" . AND. ORDERS > 100). Similarly, in CodeBase++,

WHY
SOFTWARE
COMPANIES
ARE
CHOOSING
HARDLOCK

Developers Say...
"Since the Hardlock uses an algorithmic
response chip, Iam assured of the
highest level of protection. Also, the
optional programmable memory
means Ican keep custom
configurations in Hardlock
rather than in afile. Ican
protect my . EXE or .COM
files directly and/or incorporate
Glenco's high level language interface routines into my software.
And, Ifeel confident I'll have Glenco's support if Iuse other
programming languages."

Accountants Say...
"Hardlock provides our
company with ahealthier bottom
line. Since our software can't be
copied, our revenue has steadily
increased. The unique programming board allows us to
program the Hardlock in seconds.
This ensures optimum delivery
schedules from Glenco and alower
inventory cost for us. Hardlock's
field programmable feature
means asingle Hardlock can
protect more than one product."

End Users Say...
"Hardlock allows me to backup my
software investment.
Ijust plugged
Hardlock into the
printer card,
connected the
printer cable,
and forgot about it.
Since Hardlock
doesn't require a
battery, Iam
assured of reliability
and no down time.

Actual size shown.

Hardlock — programmable, algorithmic
response and memory option — all in one

GLENCO
ENGINEERING INC.

HARDLOCK'

SERVING THE SOFTWARE INDUSTRY SINCE 1979

270 Lexington Drive
Buffalo Grove, Illinois 60089-6930
(708) 808-0300 FAX 808-0313
1-800-562-2543

H

A

The Preferred Protection System!
1-800-562-2543
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D
For a distributor in Europe contact, FAST Electronic GmbH

49-89-539800-20

FAX 49-89-539800-40
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you can declare instances of class Expr
that you use to evaluate arbitrary dBase
expressions. Expressions can be useful
not only for filtering but also for index
creation and interactive querying. More
general-purpose classes include Date
and LinkList.
There's also a set of field classes.
These classes naturally derive from the
string class Str, because . DBF files represent all kinds of data, including dates,
numbers, and Booleans, as characters.

Class Field handles character fields.
More specialized field classes, such as
DField, NField, and MField, derive
from Field and handle date, numeric,
and memo fields.
Class Str overloads comparison operators, such as == or <, and type-casting
operators, such as int and double. The
field classes inherit these operators, and
that makes field objects extremely easy
to use. To compare the contents of acharacter field called SALESMAN to the

out of Sight
LAN Performance.
Hard Disk Access LoadiFour Stations
400 0

Beguests oe/ second,
BES /

0001
2000
1000

./960M02460 . 66o rnol,o122; Poo 1060 era

.1413ee

Dala counesy of PC Mage,e,

The
Fastest.
Check the latest comparison
studies. They're saying what we've said
all along.
That Invisible's Net/30 is flat out
the fastest DOS based LAN (
PC Magazine). And the # 1rated network for
all-around, peer-to-peer performance
(InJOWorld).
Plus Invisible brings the easeof- use of Windows to network management. 'Diming adifficult task into a

e
Best.
virtual piece of cake. As to support: for
technical savvy, availability, and friendliness, nobody outshines Invisible.
Nobody.
These things are important.
Because they help you get faster, easier
access to the information you need. For
more information call 415/570-5967
(don't be surprised if an engineer
answers). Or FAX 415/570-6017. Or write
1142 Chess Dr., Foster City, CA 94404.
Invisible. Out of sight.
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contents of another character field called
LASTNAME, you can simply write if
(LASTNAME == SALESMAN). Or, if
ORDERS is a numeric field, you can
write (long) ORDERS * 100, casting the
field's digits to along integer on the fly.
The field classes themselves define—
and overload—the assignment operator
to ease dealing with differing data types.
To assign the value 100 to ORDERS, you
can write ORDERS = ( double) 100 or
ORDERS = " 100" or ORDERS = QUANTITY
(where QUANTITY is another field object).
CodeBase++ makes fields into firstclass data types that you can treat just
like C integers and strings. That meant
that our CodeBase++ version of the test
program could use fields directly, without requiring araft of intermediate variables. Our first cut at the program, however, did use extra variables to help move
data from text files into the databases
and from the databases back out to the report file.
Then we rewrote the program to exploit the power of C++. From the input
and output stream classes in the Borland
C++ class library, we derived new
classes that added the ability to read and
write CodeBase++ fields. By overloading the stream insertion and extraction
operators, we eliminated the need to explicitly manage abuffer for field input
and output. To perform field input, for
example, we could simply write code
like this:
f > > Cost » Description »
SalePrice >> CurrentQuantity
>> BackOrders;
where fis aC++ file stream and Cost,
Description, and the rest are CodeBase++ fields.
The end result was aprogram that was
shorter, more readable, and more maintainable than any of the other solutions.
Whatever the other merits of CodeBase++ —and they are considerable— its
C++ orientation makes it acompelling
choice. It was quite straightforward, for
example, to build awindowed database
browser by blending the text scroller developed in one of the TurboVision sample programs with CodeBase++ database and field objects. Also, because
CodeBase++ provides adynamic link library, we could have done a Windows
version of the browser in terms of Borland's Object Windows Library.
Like dBase, CodeBase++ handles
basic record and file locking automatically. When you seek to arecord or append anew one, it locks the record; when

When You Think 381,
Think Faster.
Introducing The Price Performance Leader In Math Coprocessors.
The benefits of our new SuperMath coprocessors are very easy
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Lotus, Lotus 1-2-a, Macrosoft. Micro-eft Encei. AutoCad 386, Intel. 387IDX and 38750 are registered trademarks of the, respectave holders
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you reindex or zap adatabase, it locks
the database and associated index file. If
you're using only one of many tags in an
index file, CodeBase++ will lock the
entire index file when it updates that
tag— which could cause alot of contention in certain situations.
However, there is no equivalent to the
dBase SETRETRY command, which
specifies how long to wait for a locked
file. CodeBase++ defaults to infinite retry with a 1- second wait; if you disable

waiting, it returns immediately with an
error. To get reasonable throughput in
the multiuser order-entry test, therefore,
we disabled waiting and explicitly polled
for locks on the orders file.
CodeBase++ supports Turbo C++,
Borland C++, and Zortech C++. Commendably, Sequiter provides full source
code so that, with some fiddling, you
should be able to use the class library
with any compiler that supports AT&T
C++ 2.0. CodeBase++ costs $295 with-

PERISCOPE

JUST RELEASED
Model IV for 3869ts

Professional Software and
Hardware-Assisted Debuggers
for 80386 & 80486 Systems

092 Driver Support
32- But Toolkit
Rent Model IV
Windows 3
Driver
Support
Soon!

I

f
you need adebugger but have no mom left in the lower 640K of your 386"
or 486 system, Periscope now has anew SOFIWARE-ONLY solution for you—
Periscope/EM.
• Periscope/EM takes advantage of the extended memory you already have,
rather than using any memory in the lower 640K.
• No runaway program can corrupt Periscope/EM because its write-protected.
• You don't have to use aslot since there's no boartl to install.
• You can add an optional break-out switch to recover from crashes.
• Periscope/EM costs only $295, half the cost of Periscope Model I, with most
of the same functionality.
Periscope/EM requires 386MAr or BlueMAX", version 5.11 or later, a386 or
486 system with about 300K of extended memory; 32K of memory between 640K
and one megabyte; DOS 3.0 or later.

New Debugging Tools
-I
needed ameans to debug
interrupt handlers where I
could really see what was
going on. The hardware trace
buffer is great. Iwas able to
debug code in 3dim that I
have been trying to debug for
months!"
...writes Peg Sestrich with Prime Computer.
on why she chose Periscope Model IV.

If you need more than your current software-based debugger gives you, Periscope
Model IV, with these advanced NEW features, may be just what you're looking for:
IN Supports 386 and 486 systems running up to 33MHz with its ICE-like
capabilities.
• Real-time hardware trace buffer holds up to I6K CPU events.
Ill Enhanced analysis and display of trace buffer makes you more productive.
• Periscope/EM functionality, built-in at no extra cost, saves you money

Just call toll-free 800/722-7006
for details or to order.

The

Perisco-pe

Company, Inc.
1197 PEACHTREE ST,
PLAZA LEVEL
ATLANTA, GA 30361
404-875-8080
FAX 404-872-1973

Real-time Periscope Model IV, shown with new 33M1-$ zboard and 486 pod.
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out the screen-handling routines that you
will find in CodeBase 4.2. If all you
need is adatabase engine, you're set; but
if you want to incorporate 4.2's screen
handling in your CodeBase++ programs, you can have them for an additional $95.
c-tree Plus 6.0
As with CodeBase++, the c-tree Plus libraries are distributed as source code.
We tested c-tree Plus under SCO Unix,
but the code is portable enough to make it
useful for most Unix implementations.
The library we tested sells for $595.
FairCom also markets a version for
building DOS applications.
To get under way, you run ascript program to compile the library modules and
utilities. In this way, you can be sure that
the library object files are compatible
with your development system. You can
use c-tree Plus to generate stand-alone
programs or to build client applications
for FairCom Server, a database server
that FairCom markets for Unix systems.
There are three distinct levels of database programing with c-tree Plus: what
we've been calling low-level, ISAM, and
SQL. We built our sample application
using both low-level and ISAM techniques.
c-tree Plus is remarkably flexible. You
can program with fixed-length or variable-length data records. If you are programming with the low-level functions,
you have several options for how the key
values are stored in the index file: fixedlength keys (the fastest), leading-character compression (less file space, particularly for keys that are very similar), padding compression (avariable-length key
useful when there is variation in key
data), and a combination leading/padding compression when file space is more
important than speed.
At the low level, programming with
compound keys (i.e., keys that are composed of several key fields) requires additional code for building and breaking
down the compound keys. At the ISAM
level, however, you can define compound keys from the start, and the ISAM
routines know how to handle them. One
of the most valuable skills in database
design is knowing when to use compound
key files, which keys should be combined, and which should have their own
index files.
Programming with the low-level functions requires a great deal of planning
and care—and lots of lines of code. For
each step in a database operation, you
must program the relationship between
the index files and the data files. Even
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Now Adobe type-handling software and 180 Type 1fonts
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after you create the files, opening each
requires afile ID, afilename, and an access mode. And all this is independent of
the structure that you intend to stash in
each record.
Nonetheless, the 39 functions that
constitute the low-level library provide
all that you need. (There are an additional five functions for variable-length records.) These data-record-manipulation
functions handle basic record functions
such as create, lock, unlock, read, and

write; they also let you count and release
records.
As records are released, they continue
to consume space in the file. There is no
function available that lets you rebuild
the file and thereby return this unused
space to the operating system.
The c-tree Plus low-level libraries also
include an impressive collection of functions for working on index files. There
are the expected functions for creating
and deleting key entries; searching for a

You Can
Take It
WithYou.

Introducing Simplicity Portable Drives

Simplicity portable drives give you the confidence and convenience of
taking all your programs and files with you, wherever you go-- home,
office or client. Use any PC, anywhere, as easily as your own!
Simplicity's rugged construction and small size -- 7.5" X 4.5" X 1.2"-lets you put it in your pocket and run to ameeting. No juggling floppies
and leaving the information you need most back on your desktop.
Simplicity drives are easy to use, too. They attach instantly to any
IBM PC compatible or laptop parallel printer port. No card is needed.
There's no easier way to add extra storage!
Simplicity drives also come with an exclusive one-year warranty
with 48-hour express replacement, toll-free technical support and a
30-day money back guarantee.

INTRODUCTORY SAVINGS!
NOW SHIPPING!
40MB $499, 80MB $699, 120MB $899
Optional five-hour battery $79

ORDER NOW! 14100-275-6525

C

Simplicity Computing, Inc. 126 W. 23rd St.. NYC 10011 (212) 229-1625 Fax: (212) 229-2938

o
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specific value, the first value, and the
last value; and stepping forward and
backward through the index file. But
there are also functions for searching for
key values greater than, greater than or
equal to, less than, and less than or equal
to atarget.
There is anasty twist to all this flexibility with keys and indexes, and that is
that the data in the key-field space is
typeless. It's merely a string of bytes.
This means that when you create akey
string, you cannot simply terminate the
string with anull character; all characters are considered significant up to the
length of the key. You must pad the entire
string space with nulls (or some other
character).
Low-level programming gives you
some access to FairCom Server. In spite
of the necessary reduction in data
throughput, accessing the data through
the server buys you alot of comfort. This
comfort includes transaction accounting,
which allows you to tie multiple database
operations to a single transaction. The
operations within atransaction are committed to the associated files in asingle
function call. FairCom Server also adds
resources, customizable information
stored in file headers that describes the
state of each file and provides some file
specifics.
If you don't need or want to program at
the level of the bronze age, you probably
will want to start your application using
the c-tree Plus ISAM functions instead of
the low-level functions (the two are nearly exclusive). Our test application using
ISAM took 30 percent less code than the
low-level version.
The biggest saving in code and effort
comes about because the relationship between indexes and data files is defined
outside the source code. The catch is that
the file that defines these relationships
(i.e., the parameter file) consists of a
Byzantine organization of data-file and
index- file parameters and descriptors
(see listing 1). Fortunately, once you
have got past writing the parameter file
for your database, you're on easy street.
All you need to do to find a record in
your data file is to issue a GetRecord
from an associated index file. Likewise,
adding new records with their associated
keys in the index files is asimple single
step.
You can avoid the parameter file by
hard-coding definitions for all the parameters and relationships using IFIL,
IIDX, and ISEG, the internal typedef
structures for incremental ISAM file
operations. These structures contain
essentially the same information as the
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Listing 1: The parameter description file for c-tree Plus ISAM programming. The information in this file is scanned
whenever the database is opened. The indentation reflects the hierarchy of data structures used internally by ISAM
functions to describe the relationship of indexes and data records. Compare this description method to the DDL file used
by db_Vista (see listing 2).
12 4 4 4

4 orders.dat 31 0 1 1 or_del or_last

0 parts.dat 54 0 1 1 pt_del pt_last

5 orders.1dx 9 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 or_key

1 parts.1dx 9 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 pt_key

090
6 salesman.dat 19 0 1 1 sm_del sm_last

09 0
2 company.dat 70 0 1 1 co_del co_last

3 company.1dx

7 salesman.1dx 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 sm_key

9 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 co_key

04 1

09 0

parameter file but give you the flexibility
of working with the database either as a
complete entity or as acollection of data
and index files. This means that you can
trim the number of buffers for open files
down to the minimum needed for the operations at hand. Be warned, however,
that working with these structures is almost as complicated and confusing as
groping your way through the parameter
file.
Unfortunately, the low-level complications of building the key fields for index files also apply to ISAM records.

You will want to use the special function
TransformKey for building anything
more complex than the simplest character-string keys. There is no performance
cost associated with using the ISAM
functions. In fact, since the error handling is simplified, you may find that
your ISAM code is faster than your lowlevel code.
c-tree Plus gives you alibrary of flexible database functions for developing
a wide variety of applications. Performance is good, and the design is outstanding.

db_Vista 3.20
If you prefer not to feel the earth of database development between your toes and
would rather travel by coach, you may
prefer the db_Vista libraries and utilities
from Raima. What db_Vista may lack in
low-level flexibility it makes up for in
sophistication.
db_Vista is not based on the simple
data- file and index-file design that is
typical of relational database systems (although you can use it that way). Rather,
db_Vista provides access to your data
through the simple sequential method,

2"x 4" EMBEDDED PC

Microcontroller.

Microcomputer.

"Megatel Wildcards provide PC functionality in aflexible, small format."

Wildcard 88'"
•CPU clock to 10 MHz
• Replaces full PC motherboard
•Co-processor and BIOS socket
• DMA. Bus. DRAM. Keyboard
controllers

Multi/1O
•On-board SCSI Host Adapter
(supports up to 7devices)
• Floppy Controller ( 1.44M, I.2M
• 2 RS- 232, IParallel, 1RS-485
multi-protocol serial port

All Wildcards are low power single + 5 volt operation

125 Wendell Ave., Weston, Ont. M9N 3K9 Fax: ( 416) 245-6505

VidlMem:
•640Kb User memory
• Video/Colour LCD controls
CGA. Hercules®. IBM® Mono:
(runs LCD Panels)
For information on our representatives please
contact our head office at the number below

(416) 245-3324

megatel

tick ard 88 and Megatel are trademarks of Megatel Computer Corp Hercules is a trademark of Hercules Corp IBM Is a trademark of IBM Corp
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End of Problem.
New
Mathcad 3.0.
When number-crunching time comes,
does work grind to ascreeching halt?
Want abetter way to do technical calculations than aspreadsheet or calculator—an
obstacle ckarer instead of an obstacle creator?
You need new Mathcad 3.0, the crunchthose-numbers, and deliver-results-in-asecond calculation software.
As in-depth as you want, as routine as you
need. Mathcad 3.0 does everything from
averages to FFTs, from percentages to matrices. Almost every function you'll ever need
is built in for rapid, effortless calculations.
New Electronic Handbooks make it easy
to click-n-paste hundreds of standard formulas, useful data, even entire calculations
into your documents. And afull range of
add-on Applications Packs help you solve
problems specific to your profession.

Mathcad's new easy to learn and use
Windows 3.0 interface has you up and
running in hours—not days. Best of all,
Mathcad is just plain fast.
Simply plug in data and you're done—
Mathcad does all the work for you. It does
the calculations. Automatically updates
results when you change avariable in the
live document. It graphs in 2-D or 3-D.
And prints results in presentation-quality
documents, complete with equations
in real math notation. In the blink of an
eye—numbers crunched—and you're back
to work.
Meet the Mathcad 3.0 power list:
•New easy to learn and use Microsoft
Windows 3.0 interface
•New Electronic Handbooks and Applications Packs provide solutions for Electrical,
Mechanical, Civil and Chemical Engineering, Statistics, Advanced Math, andNumerical Methods
•New symbolic calculations performed
more easily than with any other product
•Does exponentials, integrals, matrices,
and more

1-

•2-D and 3-D graphics
•Prints high-quality
documentation
•PC DOS, Macintosh°, and
MAGAZINE
EDITOR'S
Unix* versions also available
CHOICE
For afree Mathcad 3.0
Nuke 2.5
demo disk, or upgrade informa34449 kn.
Bon of 18
tion, cal11-800-MATHCAD
Best of 17
(or 617-577-1017, Fax 617577-8829). Or see your software dealer.
Available for IBM ° compatibles, Macintosh
computers, and UNIX workstations.
TM and 09 signify manufacturer's trademark or registered trademark
respectively.

1-800-MATHCAD

The answer is

Mathcad®
MathSoft, Inc.
201 Broadway, Cambridge, MA 02139 USA

Australia: Hearne (03)866 1
-66; Belgium: SCIA 013/55 1775; Denmark: Engberg 42 25 17 77; Finland: Zen.= 90-692-7677; France: ISE-Cegos ( I
) 46 09 24 00; Gerrruny: Softline (078 02) 4036; Italy: Channel 02-90091773; Japan: CRC 03-36654741;
Netheflintk: Klaasing 01620,91600; Norway: Protech 09-959020; Switzerland: Redacorn 032 41 01 11; U.K.: Adept Scientific (0462) 480055. In other locations, contact MatIsSoft, USA.
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Listing 2: The DDL file for the
db_Vista test database. The
syntax is almost the same as that
of C (in contrast to the syntax of
the parameter file used by c-tree
Plus ¡SAM). The db_Vista DDL
processor utility generates a
database dictionary and an
include file from the information
in the DDL file.
database partlist {
data file parts_dat =
"parts.d01" contains parts;
key file parts_key =
"parts .k01"
contains parts.stock_no;
data file company_dat =
"company.d01" contains company;
key file company_key =
"company.k01"
contains company.co_id;
data file orders_dat
"orders.d01" contains orders;
key file orders_key =
"orders .k01"
contains orders.ref_no;
data file salesman_dat =
"salesman" contains salesman;
key file salesman_key =
"salesman.k01"
contains salesman. Id;
record parts {
unique key char stock_no[9];
char description[16];
char co_id[9];
long cost;
long sale;
long curr_quan;
long backorder;
long reorder_level;
record company {
unique key char co_id[9];
char co_name[16];
char co_address[21];
char co_state[3];
char co_zip[10];
char co_phone[11];
record orders {
unique key char ref_no[9];
char stock_no[9];
long quan;
long backorder;
char status;
int salesman_id;
record salesman {
unique key int id;
char name[13];
long sales;
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the familiar indexed method, and the set
method.
The set method uses the network database model, ahybrid of relational and hierarchical models, and it allows you to
organize your data as a tree of linked
lists. The set method will be familiar to
most programmers; for example, the
model of inheritance in object-oriented
programming follows the structure of
sets.
Unlike the exclusivity of various levels
of database library functions in c-tree
Plus (i.e., low-level, ISAM, and SQL
functions), the three access methods of
db_Vista can be mixed within a single
database. You can also develop programs
that access more than one database at the
same time. However, to do so safely requires you to become familiar with the
db_Vista concept of current database
state. At any given moment, the current
state points to only one database and one
record within that database. Any database operations that you specify are applied to that current state. This programming model greatly reduces the number
of arguments passed to functions but requires additional functions to change the
state from one record (or database) to
another.
When you open adb_Vista database,
you specify one of three modes in which
you want to operate: single-user mode,
shared-access mode, or exclusive-access
mode. If you are new to db_Vista, we
recommend that you prototype amultiuser application using only single-user
mode. Once your application opens a
database in shared or exclusive mode, it
requires an access (lock) server (an external program that comes with db_
Vista) to handle database-access requests. Since multiuser database operations require interprocess communications with the access server, the dataprocessing time can be two or even three
times greater than that required for single-user access. For this reason, you
should design data-access-intensive applications using exclusive or single-user
mode with the database locked (i.e.,
batch mode). Only interactive operations
should use shared file access.
To design adatabase, you define the
records and indexes in adata description
language file (see listing 2). Before compiling (or even writing) your application,
you run the DDL processor utility, ddlp,
to generate aheader file that describes
all the structures and alias # def ines that
pertain to your database description. The
ddlp utility ensures that each database
file has a unique handle and that the
structures are appropriate for the appli-

cation. The ddlp utility also generates a
database dictionary file that the db_Vista
functions use.
Most db_Vista functions perform
high-level operations and require only
two or three parameters. For example, to
find arecord, the function is d_keyfind
(field_ID, target, db_ID), where
field_ID and db_ID are aliases defined
by the database header file.
The step up from single-user access to
multiuser access requires only a few
more function calls but a significant
amount of foresight, because you must be
careful that one user doesn't lock another user completely out of the data.
The access manager can queue requests
with an application-specified time-out,
but the application must include appropriate code to handle locking so that
other users are not locked out of records
and files for unbearably long amounts of
time.
The value of db_Vista does not stop
with the simplicity of its function calls.
Its utilities simplify the business of applications development and database
maintenance. db_Vista can take you all
the way from asimple, single-user database to a complex, multiuser database
with transaction safeguards. db_Vista
performed at the top in almost all our
benchmark tests. Combine that with its
cross-platform support, and you've got
one powerful database package. The
price is alittle steep: $895 for asingleuser DOS version, $ 1295 for amultiuser
DOS version, and $ 1895 for an SCO
Unix version. But those prices get you
source code and aroyalty-free license, so
the power may well prove to be worth the
pPraicrea.dox Engine 2.0
Although the Paradox Engine provides
database access at avery low level, while
using it you always feel that you're working much higher—as though you were
performing relational activities rather
than simply reading and writing individual records. It's an illusion, of course.
Much of the illusion comes from the relational terminology Borland uses in the
documentation: A database is a " table";
arecord is a " row."
The Paradox Engine places very tight
controls on how your program accesses
fields. When you build atable, you must
first define apair of arrays that you pass
to the PXTb1Create() routine. One array specifies the field names within the
table, and the other specifies the field
data types. You build each record by
writing into fields with calls to type-specific routines, such as PXPutAlpha()

hile the PC
industry
continues to
talk about performance
in terms of CPU
and disk speed,
we at Quarterdeck
think the biggest
issue for most users
is getting rid of
"out of memory"
messages.

DATABASE LIBRARIES

and PXPutDate(), which write character
strings and dates. In order to retrieve the
contents of fields, you call the corresponding PXGetAlpha() and PXGetDate ( ) routines.
Such routines allow the Paradox Engine to provide data types beyond those
of standard C. They also add alevel of
protection, since it's unlikely that aprogramming mistake will overwrite anumeric field with astring. However, the
result is code that is bulkier than that of a
system that simply relies on C structures
to map out the record structure (e.g.,
Btrieve).
Sometimes the Paradox Engine approach to data typing can get frustrating.
Just extracting the contents of a record
into aform that you can display requires
a slew of function calls. We also wondered why the function for packing alphanumeric values (
PXPutAlpha) does
not require a length count, while its
counterpart for extracting alphanumeric
information (
PXGetAlpha) does. Apparently, PXPutAlpha can derive length information from the field-definition
array, while PXGetAlpha cannot. We
suppose that the idea is to allow programmers to selectively unpack only a
portion of a string, but that selectivity
gets you only the leading bytes of the
string. A properly placed memcpy ( ) can
achieve the same thing.
The Paradox Engine uses handles everywhere; you access everything through
them. You make handles for files, handles for records, and even handles for
each field within arecord.
This handle concept gives the Paradox
Engine added flexibility. Database packages like CodeBase provide only one
record buffer per database. The handle
orientation of the Paradox Engine allows
multiple record buffers for each database. In this way, Paradox permits several different simultaneous views into a
single database.
You can use the Paradox Engine in single-user mode or on anetwork. The library is compatible with avariety of network operating systems. However, you
need to decide whether or not an application will run on a network at compile
time, since you have to set constants to
tell the engine what type of network
you're running on, what your application's user name will be, and the directory where the PARADOX.NET file will
be found. (PARADOX.NET is afile that
the Engine uses to control concurrent
access.)
Initially, we speed-tested the Paradox
Engine using its defaults and with writebuffering off. This meant that the en224
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gine's own internal buffers amounted to
only 32 KB and that all writes went immediately to disk. The effect was apainfully slow orders update. The results
given in the figure show how the Paradox
Engine performs with the write-buffering on and its own internal cache set to
the maximum (256 KB).
The ability to turn write-buffering off
is an important feature in critical situations where an up-to-date image on the
disk is more important than speed. Such
situations often occur in networked applications.
We tested the $495 Paradox Engine for
Borland C. Borland also offers aTurbo
Pascal interface that has two Turbo Pascal units—one compatible with version
5.5, the other with 6.0.
The Paradox Engine's documentation
is superb. Borland provides the right
number of examples at just the right level
of complexity. The reference guide is
easy to read and navigate through. Paradox fared very well in our benchmarks,
leading the DOS pack in the post-orders
test. Just as CodeBase will attract dBase
users, so will the Paradox Engine attract
users with Paradox databases already in
place.
Check Out These Libraries
Although most of the packages are closely clustered in their performance times,
db_Vista appears to be the overall winner in speed. We were impressed with
the performance results for CodeBase
and CodeBase++, especially since these
packages use standard dBase index and
data files.
However, your choice for adatabase
library will be determined more by what
your application requirements are than
by abenchmarking horse race. To put it
another way, it doesn't matter how fast a
database package can run if it can't run
on your chosen operating system.
If you want compatibility with existing
dBase files, either CodeBase package
will serve your needs. We really liked
the simplified model of programming
database applications in CodeBase C++.
Likewise, if you already have asignificant amount of data stashed in aParadox
database, Paradox Engine is the logical
choice for you. For developing databases
on NetWare LANs using almost any programming language, we would recommend Btrieve and the Btrieve Developer's Kit.
Our overall favorite is db_Vista. It
scored at or near the top in the performance tests we ran. It's apowerful system loaded with all the features you'll
ever need. Most important, db_Vista

offers portability to ahost of operating
systems at atime when developing applications for diverse networks is often a
critical requirement. •
Rick Grehan is technical director of the
BYTE Lab. He has aB. S. in physics and
applied mathematics and an M. S. in
mathematics/computer science. His work
with database systems extends back to the
late 1970s. Ben Smith is aBYTE technical editor, aformer database consultant,
and the author of UNIX Step by Step
(Howard W. Sams, 1990). Jon Udell is a
senior technical editor at large for BYTE.
You can reach them on BIX as " rick_g,"
"bensmith," and "judell," respectively.
COMPANY

INFORMATION

Borland International, Inc.
(Paradox Engine 2.0)
1800 Green Hills Rd.
P.O. Box 660001
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-8400
fax: (408) 439-9344
Circle 1308 on Inquiry Card.

FairCom Corp.
(c-tree Plus 6.0)
4006 West Broadway
Columbia, MO 65203
(800) 234-8180
(314) 445-6833
fax: (314) 445-9698
Circle 1309 on Inquiry Cord.
Novell, Inc.
(Btrieve 5.10 Developer's Kit)
5918 West Courtyard Dr.
Austin, TX 78730
(800) 733-9673
(512) 346-8380
Circle 1310 on Inquiry Card.

Raima Corp.
(db_Vista 3.20)
3245 146th Place SE, Suite 230
Bellevue, WA 98007
(800) 327-2462
(206) 747-5570
fax: (206) 747-1991
Circle 1311 on Inquiry Card.
Sequiter Software, Inc.
(CodeBase 4.2, CodeBase++ 1.05)
9644 54th Ave., Suite 209
Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada T6E 5V1
(403) 437-2410
fax: (403) 436-2999
Circle 1312 on Inquiry Card.

Introducing QEMM 386 v6

Technology, art and magic make the
best memory manager better still.
Stealth: The Ultimate Weapon. QEMM 6
introduces an amazing new concept: Stealth.
This new feature, the first of its kind, actually maps ROM into other
areas of memory, resulting in amemory gain of up to 211K. Now
you can load larger TSRs and device drivers into high-memory
(the area above 640K), to give your applications more room.
Stealth works on most IBM and IBM compatible computers.

e

New Optimize Makes it Easier. QEMM 6
includes acompletely new version of Optimize, the
program which automatically
configures and optimizes your
memory. Now, it includes simple onscreen instructions, the ability to play
"what-if" games, and a "view,
browse and play" feature.

Squeeze: Flexible

Memory at Start-up.
leeOften TSRs you wish to load into
high-memory require more memory
while they are initializing than they do once resident. Squeeze
recognizes this, and can temporarily increase aHigh RAM region
during aprogram's load and initialization.

More Memory
by Default.
QEMM's Optimize will
now, automatically, find
up to 211K of highmemory. No other
memory manager is able
to accomplish this feat.
QEMM Shares
Memory. QEMM
automatically gives
programs any kind of
memory they need (i.e.
EMS or XMS). Other
memory managers
require manual allocation
of memory, which means
you have to change
your config.sys file and
reboot to change
memory configurations.

Help for Beleaguered Laptop Users.
QEMM 6now fully supports most battery-operated
Illee laptops, with detection of "suspend/resume".
4

Much More Speed. QEMM makes your machine faster,
because it can place sluggish ROM into high-speed RAM.
(QEMM is also alightning fast memory manager.)
Even More Memory.
QEMM's VIDRAM feature extends
conventional memory by 96 on EGA or VGA systems. VIDRAM
disables graphics, but can easily be turned on or off.

Model

DOS
Frog
Size

IBM PS/2 80 581K
Compaq 20e 581K
ALR VEISA 582K

DOS 3.3
DOS 4.0
Avail
DOS Avail
High Avail Frog High Avail
Mem FlivIA Size Mem HMA
211K
211K
211K

64K
64K
64K

572K
572K
573K

211K
211K
211K

64K
64K
64K

DOS
Frog
Size
620K
620K
620K

HIGHLIGHTS

•STEALTH: MAPS SYSTEM ROMs
INTO OTHER AREAS OF MEMORY.
POTENTIAL MEMORY GAIN:

211K.

•NEW OPTIMIZE: SIMPLE MENUING INTERFACE, "WHAT-IF" MODE,
"VIEW, BROWSE AND PLAY" MODES,
AND FIVE NEW PARAMETERS.

•SQUEEZE: TEMPORARILY
INCREASES AHIGH-RAM REGION
DURING APROGRAM'S LOADING.

•SUPPORT FOR SUSPEND-RESUME
FEATURES ON LAIMPS.
•TEN NEW PARAMETERS FOR

QEMM386.SYS AND LOADHLCOM.
•SUPPORT FOR SCAT SHADOW RAM.

QEMM Practices Safe Memory
Management. Optimize can now
automatically detect areas which may present
conflicts during operation. Additionally, PS/2
users can sleep well, since QEMM recognizes a
wide variety of adapters that may conflict with
certain PS/2" memory areas.

A

Manifest Changes Destiny. QEMM includes acopy of
Manifest free. This amazing memory diagnostic and analysis tool
is vital when configuring today's complex PC systems.

NEW FEATURE

Much More Compatibility. QEMM-386 can run
Windows 3.0 in any of its three modes.
Chart data is based on the following: Automatic Memory Gain: DOS 5will
automatically gain up to 76K (using the DOS=high and devicehigh commands),
QEMM v5 will automatically gain up to 172K (using QEMM's Optimize
command and DOS=high), whereas QEMM 6will gain up to 255K using the new
Stealth feature, DOS=high and the new Optimize. As with any utility, these
features are dependent on type of machine and application. All trademarks or
registered trademarks are property of their respective owners.
©1991 Quarterdeck Office Systems

DOS 5.0
Avail
High Avail
Mem HMA
211K
211K
211K

OK
OK
OK

Quarterdeck Office Systems, 150 Pico Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90405
(213) 392-9851 Fax: (213) 399-3802
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DOS DATA
AT WORK
The first BYTE Lab

I

fthis is indeed the information age— and all the
Product Report
signs point in that directakes a look at 10
tion—then you had best
make managing information
databases for DOS
your top priority. In the absence
of a unified storage- and- retrieval method, apile of imporRICK GREHAN AND
tant facts and figures usually
STANFORD DIEHL
turns out to be just that: apile.
But when you arrange your
information systematically, that
same data becomes apowerful tool. Enter database management systems ( DBMSes), the filing cabinets for the electronic age.
If you dig into the paperwork of virtually any organization worldwide,
you probably will come upon stacks of documents whose contents cry
out for adigital home in adatabase: the customer list for the video-rental
parlor, the cassette-tape inventory at abusy music store, or even your
own company's employee records. Lots of data already has found its way
into dBase, Paradox, and other database files, but still more lies locked
up in ink.
In this special product roundup, the BYTE Lab examines 10
database packages that can help convert reams of printed material into
auseful electronic data bank. Our selections include such well-known
packages as dBase IV ( a former Ashton-Tate product now marketed
and supported by Borland International), Borland's Paradox, Microrim's R:Base, DataEase from DataEase International, Nantucket Software's Clipper, and FoxPro from Fox Software. Other packages include
new or lesser-known products that are no less interesting: WindowBase
from Software Products International and Alpha Four from Alpha Software. We also look at Informix Software's durable Informix- SQL and
226
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Precision Software's Windows offering, Superbase 4.
All of the products we tested run
under MS-DOS or Windows 3.0, but
our choices by no means represent
an exhaustive survey of database
packages for the DOS world. Rather,
they provide a cross-sectional sampling of packages equipped with
similar capabilities ( see the features
table). We should point out, however, that what you see in the product
descriptions isn't necessarily all you
can get. In many instances, you can
expand the core capabilities of the
databases reviewed here by purchasing upgrades such as multiuser modules, C- language interfaces, and
fourth-generation programming language add-ons.
The Gauntlet
The primary focus of our testing was
to analyze the ease of use and overall
capabilities of each database package: How easily can you get data into
the package? Is it difficult to construct adata-entry form? How effective a tool is the program's report
generator?
To help answer those questions,

BASES

File Cabinets
For
The Future
we drew up a specification for an
inventory system that enables us to
put the programs through their paces
in acontrolled fashion. The specification required importing start-up
data into four tables: an orders table,
aparts-inventory table, a supplier's
table, and asalesperson table. Next,
we built an orderentry screen of the
type a mail-order distributor might
need for its orderentry clerks. For
each package, we also created a
reorder report and a batch- mode
order-entry program for processing
orders and comparing them against a
salesperson table and parts table.
Because raw performance also
was aconsideration, we ran two timing benchmarks ( see the benchmark
graphs on page 240). The first measured how long it took each package
to index a4000item parts file and
import that file into the parts table.
Although most packages let you create an index before or after reading
data into a table, to really put the
packages to the test we purposely
created the parts table index before
reading data in. This method often
slows down performance, not only
during importation but anytime you

subsequently access the index. If you
create the index after the table is
filled with data, the index tends to be
more compact, and searches performed on that index are significantly faster than if you had created the
index before importing data.
Our batch order-processing benchmark reads an 800item order table
and posts its orders against a100-item
salesperson table and a4000- item
parts table. This benchmark requires
the system to perform searches on the
salesperson and parts tables, so we
indexed those tables on the proper
columns whenever possible.
The packages we tested share a
rich set of features. All of them, for
example, include some form of
browser, aquerying screen that permits you to search a database for
particular information. Many of
these browsers include an edit mode
for modifying information in the
database. All of the packages also let
you create forms and reports. However, each package's methods for
supporting standard features is
unique; benchmarking a specific
group of operations enabled us to
uncover these idiosyncrasies.

EIVIE

ACTION SUMMARY

•WHAT THEY DO
Database packages allow
you to store information so
that it can be retrieved and
manipulated rapidly and in
some structured form.
II WHAT YOU'LL LIKE
With most packages you can
quickly import your data and
easily browse and edit your
database once its built. Most
DBMSes include aform
designer for constructing
custom data entry screens
and some form of reportbuilder for generating custom
reports.
•WHAT YOU WON'T LIKE
A complex database often
requires programming in the
database package's DML
(database management
language), which can be as
complex as any high-level
language.
• RECOMMENDATIONS
The performance and
functionality of FoxPro 2.0
can't be beat. We also liked
Paradox for its intuitive
interface and outstanding
documentation.
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ALPHA FOUR 1.1
Alpha Four is adatabase package that
wraps a spiffy, menu-driven interface
around adBase-compatible engine. The
advertisements touting it as a "relational
database for nonprogrammers" are right
on target; Alpha Four lacks areal database
management language (DML), so there's
not much for aprogrammer to do. In fact,
Alpha Four's programming capabilities
are so limited that it couldn't perform our
batch order-processing benchmark. ( A
future release of Alpha Four, however,
reportedly will include apowerful scripting language that will make the program
more versatile.)
On the bright side, Alpha Four's
import capabilities are among the best of
any package we tested. If you select the
option to import an ASCII file with fixedlength keywords, Alpha Four guides you
comfortably through the process of mapping data from the source file to the taiget
database. It even displays the first record
of the input file, highlighting sections of
the record so you can see instantly what
portion of the record you are importing
into each field. As you would expect,
Alpha Four can read dBase III and dBase
III Plus files directly.
You specify relationships among files
using the program's set editor (the programs uses set to mean database). Once
in the set editor, you define the primary
table (called aparent database) and its
link fields, its connections to any child
databases. The links may be one-to-one
or one-to- many, and parent/child relationships may be nested, but you may
not create more than 10 databases in
each set. The set editor displays links
graphically, so you can see atree diagram of file relationships at aglance.
Alpha Four's forms builder is sufficient for simple data retrieval and querying, but we had trouble using it to do
anything complicated. It includes all the
basics—multiple file access, verified
fields, and calculated fields—but expressions within calculated fields can be only
228
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254 characters long. This restriction
quickly limits your ability to set up a
form that uses complex decision-making
sequences during field updates.
Alpha Four does include some very
powerful utilities, though. If you have a
search query that you execute frequently,
you can save the expression for reuse. If
you often use your database to do mailings—creating mailing labels and form
letters, for instance—then Alpha Four
may be just the ticket. It has functions for
just such purposes. Even more useful is
Alpha Four's Post Database command, which presumes that you keep a
database of transactions that you periodically post to amaster database. A transaction of this type might be ajournalentries database whose contents you post
to your general ledger database on a
monthly basis. You tell Post Database
what the linked field is—the account
number, in the previous example—and
the command races through the transaction database, tallying its contents into
the proper rows of the master database.
You can select among four tally functions: add, subtract, replace, or none
(although we can't figure out why anyone would conduct aseries of null operations on adatabase).
Alpha Four might be ideal for asmall
business that uses adatabase primarily
for tracking clients and maintaining an
inventory containing several thousand
items. The company's claim of providing
apackage for nonprogrammers is accurate; Alpha Four's ability to easily create
mailing labels and churn out form letters
attests to that. However, we found the
package's simple approach too restrictive overall.
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CLIPPER 5.01
Clipper takes the opposite tack from
Alpha Four: This database development
package is decidedly for programmers.
Although it lacks some of the nifty codegeneration utilities of the other packages,

Clipper offers a wealth of tools and
capabilities that programmers need.
Two of those tools are areport generator ( called RL) and a utility ( called
DBU) for creating and managing
database files, but even these programs
come with atwist: They are written in
Clipper's own programming language
and the source code is included. You can
use this code as reference or tweak it and
add it to your database applications.
You'll especially appreciate the database
utility when you're building database
structures and objects.
Although Clipper is built for users
who understand programming, an interactive working environment still is
important, particularly when it comes to
doing mundane database management
tasks. DBU is helpful here, too. The
main DBU screen lists options across the
top of the screen, along with the function
keys assigned to them. The rest of the
screen is devoted to avisual representation of the active database view, which
consists of acolumn split into three sections. The first group displays the names
of the active database. If you include an
argument when invoking the DBU program, the database or view you specify
will appear here. The next section shows
the active indexes associated with the
active database, and the bottom grouping
displays the field names for the active
database. The column itself represents a
work area. If the column is blank, you
simply press the Enter key to see alist of
the databases in the current directory.
You can select one of them to load into
the work area or create anew database
by pressing the appropriate function key.
This setup lets you quickly and easily
load different databases into separate
work areas, use or create indexes, and
modify the structure of your database.
We especially appreciated the ease with
which this system let us create different
views and set up database relationships.
The RL report generator isn't as flexible. It does not support aWYSIWYG
outline of the report, nor does it let you
see apreview of the output as you work.
The program simply prompts you for a
column name and definition. You then
type in the field name you want to
appear in the first column, along with the
title for the column. You also can define
summary fields from the column-definition screen. That's it. You can add only
one column at atime. After you set up
your columns, you can specify groups
and set up parameters for the entire
report. But even though its procedures
aren't slick, RL does the job with ease.
Clipper's real power lies in its coding.
continued
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Accelerated Database Performance
Compared to conventional relational databases, retrieval
of records can be 10-20—even 50 times faster with
db_VISTA III from Raima.

Propelling The Biggest Names In Business
Companies like General Motors, Hewlett-Packard, IBM,
Eastman Kodak, Rockwell and others are using
db_VISTA III in their competitive environments. Today's
most critical, most demanding applications demand the
high performance of db VISTA III.

Powerfully Efficient Leading-Edge Technology
Raima's combined technology merges the flexibility of
relational databases with the lightning speed and efficient
storage of the network model. It's written entirely in C,
so you can "fine-tune" the db_VISTA III engine for
optimum performance in any application.

Put Yourself In Fast Company

Give yourself the competitive advantages of db VISTA
•Speed—faster access to data
•Portability—supports most environments
•Royalty-free—increase your profits
•Source Code Available—total programming flexibility
•Full Raima support services—including training
Whether you're writing astand-alone DOS application,
or one for UNIX accessing thousands of records,
db VISTA III will put your application on the fast track.
Race to the phone and call for more information!
In the U.S. or Canada, call:

1-800-DB-RAIMA

In Washington state or international, call: (206) 747-557()

e

RAIIVIAm
CORPORATION

Specifications
Raima Corporation

Relational B-tree indexing. Network data model. Relational SQL query and report writer. Single & multi-user. Automatic recovery. Built-in referential integrity.
Supports: VMS, ONX, ULTRDÇ UNIX System V, Berkeley 4.2, ADÇ SunOS, SCO, MS DOS, MS Windows, and OS/2. Most CCompilers and LANs supported.

3245 146th Place S.E., Bellevue, WA 98007 USA

(
206)747-5570

Fax: (206)747-1991

International Distributors: Australia: 61 2419 7177 Belgium: 322 734 9818 Finland: 358 080405350 France: 33 I46 09 27 84 Germany: 49 7022 34077; 49 0214 91051 Italy: 39 49 829 1285
Japan: 81 33 865 2140 Mexico: 52 83 49 53 00 The Netherlands: 31 215 946814 Norway: 472 38 48 88 Singapore: 65 334 0061 Sweden: 46 13 Ill 588 Switzerland: 41 64 517475
Taiwan: 886 2552 3277 United Kingdom: 44 992 500919
Copyright 01992 Rah« Corporation, All rights reserred. Photo: Dak LaFolkat
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As the benchmarks indicate, the program's compiler is very fast, but the package also has anumber of interesting capabilities. One new feature is its support of
so-called code blocks, small chunks of
executable code that you can store as
variables or pass as arguments to other
programs. You use an EVAL ( ) function to
execute acode block. Another helpful
feature is Clipper's use of make files for
tracking which files in aprogram depend
on other files to run properly and keeping
them up to date. With this system in
place, you can invoke the Make utility to
perform only those compiling and linking
operations needed to keep all the files in
sync. Clipper also supports functions to
read from and write to binary DOS files.
A file pointer follows the read or write
sequence, or you can set the pointer yourself with the SEEK ( ) function.
Programmers also will appreciate
Clipper's debugger, which lets you step
through your program code, enter commands, and monitor the state of particular
variables, field names, or expressions. A
status window lists the databases open in
all active work areas, as well as the values of all Set commands. The debugger
also keeps ahistory of all routines called
as the program code executes. Clipper is
not for the database novice, but database
programmers will find alot to like.

if you want to create anew one. The program also prompts you for auser name
and password. You can press the Enter
key if you don't wish to protect the
database from prying eyes.
At the main menu, your choices are
listed next to option numbers. You can
use cursor keys to highlight an option or
press the number of your choice.
DataEase does not support amouse.
Usually, the first thing you do with a
new database is create atable (called a
form in DataEase). DataEase follows this
approach but gives you extra mileage.
As you create your form, you are creating an entry screen and atable structure.
You start with ablank screen on which
you can type text (aheading that reads
Company Name:, for instance). When
you press FIO to enter information in a
field, afield-entry form containing the
text you just typed appears. This
sequence is typical of how DataEase
works: The interface is made up entirely
of menus, function key options, and
blanks for you to fill in.
The form used to define your fields
exposes some of the powerful features
DataEase offers; no programming is
required. You can define the field type as
you would in any database program, but
DataEase also lets you specify numeric
formats, such as aphone number or social
security number, without using functions
or formatting code. You then can desig••Iallornhue.
IOLUIrtalaBLUIPIILlikeanfiLaIreki,
nate the field as arequired field or a
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DataEase makes sure the connection is
retained during all subsequent operations. For instance, you can pull up aprimary form that tracks company names
and press FI
0 to access a secondary
When you work in DataEase, you get the
form listing the parts aparticular compafeeling that the program is taking you by
ny supplies. DataEase keeps track of the
the hand, patiently guiding you along
relationship between the two tables.
step by step. This can make things easier,
DataEase's structure made it especialbut at times you may want to break loose.
ly easy to generate our report. We desigIf you've worked with databases
nated aprimary table to use and aform
before, don't expect DataEase to work
came up with the field names. Next, we
like anything you're used to. It follows a pressed the space bar to select the fields
unique, structured approach. When you
we wanted to show up on the report.
start up DataEase, you are greeted with a DataEase also let us enter keywords in
log- on screen. You must indicate the
the field list so that we could group
name of the database you'll work in right
selected fields or accumulate statistical
off the bat. If you enter the name of a information such as running totals. This
database that isn't listed, DataEase asks
enabled us to call up arelated table or,

easier still, create a lookup field for
pulling the associated information into
the report. For the company field, for
instance, we entered the keywords group
and sum and designated part numbers as
the lookup field. This produced areport
listing each company name and the part
number of the products the parts table
indicated that the company supplied. The
total replacement cost for all backordered parts from each company was
listed at the end of each company's parts
list, and agrand total was supplied automatically at the end of the report.
The program is easy to work with, but
in the end we felt confined by DataEase's
environment. You must use the DataEase
editor to build code, and it won't let you
save a file that contains bad code or
nonexistent variables. We also had problems with the batch-entry code because
we started out using lookup fields.
DataEase's lookup fields are updated
only when you enter data in aform; they
do not change when the data referenced
by the lookup changes. This limits their
usefulness for programming purposes.
Restrictions such as this won't help
programmers feel comfortable in the
DataEase environment, but novice users
who need to set up their own applications should do well with the package.
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DBASE IV 1.1
Gone are the days when dBase set the
standards for DOS-based database management. dBase rose to the top mostly on
the strength of its powerful programming
language. Delays and buggy releases
opened the door for packages that
included the same programming prowess
hidden beneath simpler interfaces.
dBase is becoming easier to use: In
addition to the dot prompt so familiar to
old-time dBase hackers, the program
now offers a menu- driven interface
called the Control Center. Although the
Control Center represents an improvement for users intimidated by asingle
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Finds needed information quickly.
ZyINDEX simultaneously searches all files,
thousands of pages, entire networks, with
results in less than 3seconds!
Searching is easy. To find a word, just type it.
Instructions are clear and readily available.
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Type asearch
request.

Versatile. Powerful. ZyINDEX provides
the widest range of search techniques:

au

•Boolean Logic • Thesaurus

111

•Comments • Phrase Searches

53.2.1 00C
1.11 11X1

•Numeric Range • Field Searches
•Wildcards • Conceptual Searches

411.• 1...1•Need hem news

Btl

•Proximity Searches... and more.
Prepare your entire drive for
sea•ching with just one keystroke.

talihein

List of files found.

Ideally suited for networks and
frequently changing text.
View file with hits highlighted.

ZyINDEX finds every occurrence of
your search request.
Select any file for viewing.
Browse or jump from hit to hit.
Copy, paste and print.
Available for DOS, Windows and UNIX.
Supports WordPerfect, Word and most other
word processor formats.

Information
Dimensions, Inc.
100 Lexington Drive
Buffalo Grove. Illinois 60089
(708) 459 -8000
FAX ( 708) 459-8054

Call 1-800-544-6339
Demo disk available
Free Demo Download

617.861.9767*
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We never dreamed
for creating the best PC
FoxPro 2.0 is the state-of-the-database-art,
an object-oriented, event-driven DBMS that
runs in DOS to protect your information
systems investments.

Object-oriented, event-driven operation
means that you get the benefits of a
Graphic User Interface (GUI) on your DOS
PCs, and code that's reusable from
application to application.

Ile

4GL Tools (Fourth Generation
Language) simplify the creation
of Mac-like applications on your
DOS PCs, using keyboard
shortcuts or amouse.
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Optional Distribution Kit creates
stand-alone . EXE files for
distributing your applications.
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Event-driven operation allows
you to work with any number
of resizable, scrollable
windows, get to all of your
data all of the time.
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(.) Printer
() Disk
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Fort Smith

Rushmore query optimization is unique
to FoxPro and gets your answers as
much as hundreds of times faster than
competitive products.

Customer

For users, the View window makes
it easy to work with multiple tables
of data, ROBE (Relational Query
By Example) simplifies the
creation of business queries.

Crater Lakes, Inc.
Fox Software
James, King and Ole
Karyatid Construction
Dancik Enterprises
Customer James, King and 0 Matrix Systems, Inc.
The Pawluk Group, Inc.
Contact Kingsley, Mary

Customer
Contact
Phone
City

Fox Software
Xermaner, Walt
419-874-0162
Perrysburg

< Cancel >

USE C:\FOXPROMEMO\DETAILDB
SELECT A
SET ORDER TO TAG 1110 OF C:\FO

Application Program Interlace (API) links
to external libraries written in Cor
assembler. Third-parties are currently
developing communications, client/server
access and other packages. (Optional
Library Construction Kit available.)

Response to FoxPro 2.0 has been
overwhelmingly favorable.
And that's the problem: the response has
been overwhelming.
We're hearing of callers being on hold for
20 minutes or longer!

FoxPro 2.0 runs your industrystandard dBASE programs today,
lets you build on your current
systems for your needs tomorrow.

Applications you write in FoxPro 2.0 can
exchange data with our FoxBASE+/Mac on a
LAN today, will run virtually unchanged under
our Windows, Mac and UNIX versions currently
in development (no release date yet).

And this in spite of ramping up our
support months in advance of the release.
Well, we're adding another 40 phone
lines and hiring more people. And if that's
not enough, we'll add even more.
In the meantime, we'd like to say

we'd be apologizing
database in the world.
Results from an extensive suite of query tests independently performed by Micro Endeavors, Inc. and
published in the 8/91 issue of Data Based Advisor.

FoxPro 2.0 is far faster than the other PC
database management systems and raw
compilers like Clipper, both single-user and
on aLAN.

"Thanks" to the tens of thousands of you
who put up with the wait, and "Sorry" to
those who didn't.
But please try again. We think we've got
things under control now
And FoxPro 2.0 really is worth the wait.

Call 1-800-837-FOX2 or 419-874-0162 again.
Foxpio (
We believe we've fixed it.)

Fox

SOFTWARE

Query benchmark tests performed by Micro Endeavors, Inc. (215) 449-4680. FoxPro and FoxBASE+/Mac are trademarks of Fox Holdings Inc.: other products and services are not. © Fox Holdings Inc. 1991
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dot on a blank screen, the simple addition of pull- down menus doesn't make
this a user-friendly product. First of all,
the package doesn't offer mouse support.
You must rely on Alt-key combinations,
cursor keys, and function keys to get
around. The Control Center doesn't help
the cause much by requiring confirmation whenever you move out of one
operation and into another. Even when
you've saved the data in the window and
you press the Escape key to return to the
main menu, the Control Center asks if
you really want to do that.
Once you get used to the key sequences, the Control Center offers afew
nice features. Among them is the pro-

gram's query builder. As with many other
packages, you start out with askeleton of
the active database structure. You can add
multiple databases to the query from the
menu and switch among these databases
with function keys. By pointing to field
names in the skeleton, you can create
links between databases, specify fields to
include in the query, organize the
database using specific fields and sort
methods, and set the conditions for the
query. A query also can trigger multiplerecord updates; you can save the result as
aview or as anew database.
We really missed mouse support
when building forms and reports. Worse,
the interface offers no obvious way to

ATaste of SQL

T

„,,) of the database packages we
\\ orked with— Informix and
WindowBase—used SQL as
their database management language. Another, R:Base, retains SQL
compatibility while adding a few
other capabilities.
To work effectively in any SQL
database, you need to start by placing
yourself in a "table" frame of mind.
That involves adjusting to the idea
that you have to manipulate your
database as awhole, rather than as a
collection of individual records. At
times, this approach offers distinct
benefits. For example, when we
imported the salesperson information
into the SALESPERSON table in
Informix, we noticed that we had set
the ID field incorrectly. It should
have ranged from 1000 to 1099 but
instead ranged from 0 to 99. In a
database not based on SQL, fixing the
problem might have required writing
a looping structure to read in each
entry, changing the ID number, and
writing the change back to the
database. In SQL, the solution is as
simple as adding 1000 to each ID
number. The statement to do this is:
UPDATE SALESPERSON SET ID =
ID + 1000.
But because SQL implementations
are far from standardized, not all
structures are as predictable across
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the board. In Informix- SQL, for
example, we used the following
sequence to move the contents of a
field from the parts table into our
orders table:
UPDATE ORDERS SET PRICE =
(SELECT PRICE FROM PARTS
WHERE ORDER.STOCK_NO =
PARTS.STOCK_NO);
WindowBase's SQL, however, does
not permit an embedded SELECT
command within the SET clause of an
UPDATE statement. To combine fields
from two tables, you must create a
third table and link them along a
common field. To complete the operation described above, for instance,
you would create atemporary orders
table and issue an INSERT command
with an embedded SELECT command. The SELECT command would
include all the fields from the first
orders table, along with the price field
from the parts table. The WHERE
clause would look similar to the one
above and would specify the join
field (
STOCK_NO, in this case):
INSERT TEMPORDS
SELECT <fields from ORDERS>,
PRICE
FROM ORDERS, PARTS
WHERE ORDER.STOCK_NO =
PARTS.STOCK_NO

relocate text and fields. You won't find
cut-and-paste capability ( not even in the
editor), and you can't simply select a
field and move it. After consulting the
menu and the documentation, we finally
resorted to deleting fields and replacing
them. The forms generator did not support multiple database entry forms without some tweaking of the code. When
we first loaded different databases from
the menu and placed the fields on the
design screen this looked possible, but
when we ran the form, it could not find
the field designators. We loaded all the
databases used in the form into different
work spaces and set up relationships for
each of them, but the form still didn't
understand any references for fields outside of the active work space. Fortunately, the fix was simple. We loaded the
generated code ( saved with a . FMT
extension) into an editor and prefaced
the external field names with the
databases they belonged to. Not ahuge
undertaking, but the form generator
should have been able to do it.
Usually, the best way to work with
multiple databases is to create aquery
first. This worked well with the report
generator but was less effective with the
form generator. We couldn't use the
dBase form templates for operations that
allow updates ( browse and edit, for
instance). The view created was set to
read only. To create our report, we set up
aquery and used the result to design the
report. That worked and didn't require
additional tweaking. We added a group
designation and placed the company
name in the group header so that the
company name was listed first, followed
by all the part numbers for that company.
We then moved to the end of the highlighted band below the group and added
a summary variable to compute the
back-order replacement cost. This gave
us a cost summary at the end of every
group listing. The report generator automatically set up report summaries for all
our numeric fields. We deleted those we
didn't want to use.
Because of the state of the documentation we received, however, the process
did not go as smoothly as it sounds.
While we were reading about update
queries, the discussion suddenly
switched to forms. Finally, we discovered that the manual had jumped from
page 8-6 to page 9-19. We started looking around for the last part of the chapter
on update queries and noticed that chapter 10 also ended abruptly, cut off once
more by page 9-19. The rest of the pages
then fell in order, but we didn't find the
last part of chapter 8until we rustled up
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$2,899 $ 3,499
486-33 ISA*

THE 7OI1J COMMITMENT TO
QUALITY AND VALUE KEEPS GROWING!

486-33 EISA**

•
OUTSTANDING. That is the word PC Magazine used to describe our
system! We're very proud of our 486-33 review and we encourage
you to read it.

• 32 -Bit Intel 80486/33 MHz CPU • Burst Mode Support
• Zero-Wait 64KB (Exp. to 256KB) High Speed Cache*
• Zero-Wait 128KB High Speed Cache"
• 4MB Zero-Wait State 32-bit memory on the World's Best Motherboard
made by AMI (Expands to 32MB•/96MB• •)
• 8Expansion Slots 16-bit•r7-EISA and 1-32/8 bit' •
• SONY 1304 HG 14" SVGA Monitor ( 1024 x 768 Non- interlaced)
• Orchid ProDesigner II VGA Card with 1MB RAM
• 207MB 15ms Maxtor IDE Hard Drive
• Teac 1.2 AND 1.44 Floppy Drives
• 2Serial/1 Parallel Ports 1/0• • 2Serial/2 Parallel Ports I/O''

One example: Of 30 systems reviewed, 7(m
.
ranked # 1 in the
small-record DOS access file test and # 2 in the large DOS access
file test for speed! To achieve this feat we relied on Maxtor and
Ultrastor, two fantastic product partners.
Maxtor and Ultrastor are just two companies on along list of
companies we obtain high-quality components from to custom-build
high-quality systems. AMI—SONY—Intel—Teac—Orchid—Keytronics—
Micropolis—CYRIX—SIEMENS—PC Power & Cooling—BOCA are
all names you'll easily recognize. You'll never see us offer components
from Fui-Manchui or other tongue- twisting companies you've never
heard of before.

• PC Power & Cooling 300 Watt Power Supply
• Vertical Case: 6 Bays/Security Lock/LED
(Also shown is our optional deluxe case 450 W PS)
• Keytronics 10I-key Enhanced Keyboard
• AMI BIOS/CMOS Set-up/Diagnostics/Clock/Calendar
• 3-Ring Cloth Binder for Manual and Software
• 10-year Lithium Battery/ Were Tool
• 800 number for Lifetime Technical Support
• TRW On-Site Service Available to Most Locations
• Federal Express Replacement of Defective Components
• FCC B Certification

WYSIWYG is aterm used in desktop publishing. What You See Is
What You Get is also astandard we use in building our systems.
That means you get exactly what you expect when you receive your
order from us. No hidden surprises or cut corners that many of our
competitors try to sneak by with cheap or low quality components.

Made in the USA

$1,899 386-33 MHz
COMPLETE SYSTEM
Upgradable to 486
A PCPROS tompLy
8205 South Cass Avenue Danes I;hrot, 6e5D
70E1/8104010 Fax 708t810-9490

386 20SX Starting at $799
COLORADO 120MB Tape Back- Up Option $249
BOCA 2400 Baud Internal Modem Option 469

The use of AMI motherboards guarantees full DOS-UNIX-0S2
compatibility. We custom-build every system and offer special prices
on enhancement items to upgrade your system like CD ROM's,
digitizers, laser printers, scanners, 20" monitors, and hundreds of
other products.
Our parent company, PC PROS, was founded In 1982. Before you
buy any system, ask all the bard questions and compare. Who
makes the motherboard? This is one of the most important questions
to ask since this is the heart and soul of any computer. We use more
AMI motherboards than anyone in the world. Don't be fooled by
claims of an AMI BIOS equating an AMI motherboard. Insist
you receive asystem with the best motherboard money can buy . . .
an AMI.
Whether you're government, FORTUNE, major institution or just
need amachine œ two for your home or office, we offer the
absolute best quality and service anywhere!

WHO YA GONNA CALL?
708/810-1010
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another dBase package from the BYTE
library. Hopefully, quality control will
improve under Borland.
The latest release of dBase IV is an
improvement over past incarnations.
Still, if you like the power and maturity
of the dBase language, FoxPro is the better product.

database. FoxPro offered adialog box
with alist of key fields. We selected the
stock number field to link the two
databases. Because we would need to
repeat this operation later when writing
code for the batch-order test, we called
up the command window, copied the
commands generated in the operation,
and pasted them into aprogram file.
When we designed the input screen,
ten
the screen generator saved environment
information. We didn't have to worry
about opening databases first and setting
up the relationships. The screen builder
/11110,)
-E.
starts off as ablank screen in which you
-ruteCI TUUNITIMALIS11N1 LIBO
can enter text and place fields. You also
ntICT
-1SIT MO 10 DIG STOW« OF C' 11SSIUTIVOS \TWITS
can create command buttons, check
SIT 111L011111 ID SIDOCIU1 INTO NEIS 4011111111
SOI 11101.11 lO IMG SALLS_10 10 C,1111S11111\1101\1111.1171
boxes, "radio" buttons, and pop-up lists.
SIT 1111011121 10 SALLS_Ili 11110 SALEM 01011150
.
And you can attach pieces of code to any
object, including the fields. From the
4.
setup screen, you can designate code to
run before and after the screen-entry program. When you generate code for the
screen you've designed, you can attach
other screens to it, which saves you time
once you build a library of generic
If your primary criterion for adatabase is
screens. We simply added a control
performance, you need look no further
screen included in the tutorial for navithan FoxPro 2.0. But that's not its only
gating through records, adding acomselling point. FoxPro has alot to offer
mand button for processing an entry and
casual users and developers alike. The
attaching code to update the parts
interface includes pull-down menus—
database and the salesperson database
along with aconvenient command wineach time an order is entered.
dow—so you can use menus or type
The easiest way to create the reorder
commands without either interface getreport was to build aquery first. To do
ting in the way of the other. Mouse supthis, we opened anew query screen and
port is the best of any character-based
selected the company database and the
package we've worked with. The comparts database for our query. A dialog
mand window keeps arunning history of box, which included three blank boxes,
FoxPro instructions. This makes it easy
prompted us to enter the linking criteria.
to repeat commands used throughout a Clicking on the box on the right brought
session. You also can select portions of up alist of fields in the parts database,
the command history and paste them into
while the left box offered fields from the
your applications. If you trigger operacompany database. The middle box protions from the menu options, FoxPro
vided achoice of relational operators
places those instructions in the command
(like, less than, and so on). With afew
history—agreat tool for building appliclicks of the mouse, we had created a
cations. You can perform an operation
simple query. Next, we selected the
using FoxPro's menus, capture instrucfields we wanted to include, grouped the
tions from the command history, and
query by company name, and sent the
paste them into aprogram file.
result to a report. When we ran the
FoxPro made child's play of our proquery, FoxPro generated areport file,
ject. To create the data-entry screen, we
which we could call up from the report
opened the databases and set up the necbuilder for reformatting. As in the screen
essary relationships. FoxPro's View
builder, we could drag text and fields
Window assisted these setup chores. The
around with the mouse or group inforwindow graphically depicts available
mation and then move it. To keep track
work areas; you can select awork area
of running totals, we defined acouple of
and open adatabase in it by clicking on a variables and put them in the group footcommand button. FoxPro provides alist
er and the page footer. A query is saved
of databases from which to choose. After
as aprogram file and since aformatted
loading the three databases we needed,
report is part of the query, you can genwe highlighted the orders database and
erate the final output directly from the
selected the command button to set a command line by invoking the ro comrelationship between it and the parts
mand and using the filename as an argu,

FOXPRO 2.0
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ment, or you can include the command
sequence in an application.
FoxPro was abarn burner on our performance tests, thanks mainly to FoxPro's proprietary Rushmore technology.
Our one complaint about the package is
its unwieldy documentation. Finding
information quickly was aproblem, but a
strong on-line help facility got us
through the rough spots. FoxPro is simply an outstanding product.
.
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INFORMIX-SQL
Informix- SQL is astructured-query- language ( SQL) database through and
through. The program's look is more
Spartan than that of the other systems
we examined; you'll find no multicolored screens with pop-up menus and
windows here. The package's Lotusstyle, menu-driven screens automate the
more significant database operations,
such as creating a table, defining and
altering fields, and so on. Informix also
includes areport generator and asystem
for executing form-definition files that
you design and write in akind of pseudolanguage. But at its core, Informix is
aSQL system.
You build aform in Informix, not by
moving a cursor about on the screen
with amouse or arrow keys, but by writing aform-specification file, a kind of
screen definition coupled with executable instructions. This file comprises
five parts: a database section, which
identifies the database on which the
form will operate; a screen section,
which defines the layout of the screen; a
tables section, which identifies which
tables the form will access; an attributes
section, which describes each field displayed by the form; and an optional
instructions section, which defines operations to be performed on fields within
the form. Simply put, the database and
tables sections tell the system what to
show, the screen section tells where to
show it, the attributes section tells how
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Design CodeBase
Browse/Edit screens using
any resource toolkit.
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•Portable (DOS, Unix, ...)
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Use CodeBase 4.5 from Visual Basic
or Turbo Pascal for Windows.
Use the super- fast. super- small FoxPro 2.0
CDX or the Clipper NTX index files.
"Our product was too slow under FoxPro 2.0,
so we rewrote it in C using CodeBase. Now
it is incredibly fast."

•C++ interface included

Jeff Reed. DCS Computer Services
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The C Library for DataBase Management
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in inventory control. Start thinking
creatively and anything's fair game. A
,high-security prison,
for example, uses
Superbase 4to handle
the toughest inventory control problem
anywhere. Keeping track of their
prisoners.
Or how about video? Through DLL
you can store still shots from afull-motion
video camera. So you
can monitor remote locations
in real time.
Or grab key images
from apreviously recorded tape. A
petrochemical facility, for example, uses
Superbase 4to
el IA
store camcorder
images in a
training file for new
engineers.
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Imagine this.
AWindows'database that can handle
virtually any data type.
It's called Superbase®4 from Software
Publishing Corporation. With it, the development possibilities are, well, thought
provoking.
Consider bar
coding. The
state of the art

Handycam

Imagine, afree demo disk just by calling 1-800-336-8360, Operator 617.
Superhase Isa registered trademark and Superbase 4is atrademark ol Soll.areroblniong , rpoi

eq. OIIIII.0I ‘ atrademark of Mo rosolt Corporation. C3. 1991 Software Publishi ng Corporation, 3165 Kiler Road, Santa Clara. CA 95051.

Superbase
Dur imaination.
iing

What's more,
any photographic or
graphic image can
be included in any
data file. So you can dress up product
catalogs. Personnel records. Insurance
claims files. Or anything
else you can think of.
And through DDE
you can even pull in more
MICROSOFT:
YsD1Pc
familiar business accessories. Like maps, graphs, charts, and
spreadsheets.
But don't think for aminute that this
versatility comes at the expense of raw
power. Superbase 4is fast. It lets you
include an unlimited number of characters in any text
field. And supporting SQL,
it easily connects with some
formidable databases—SQL
Server, Oracle, Sybase, dBase,

and DB2, among others.
In fact, Superbase 4already manages
adirect mail database containing over one
million records. It could handle alot more.

Astock market ticker. Aticket sales network.
You know, big stuff.
And our Data Management Language
(DML) gives you unsurpassed ease and
flexibility in customizing screens.
So it's no wonder Superbase 4
is the worldwide market leader in
Windows databases. Just imagine
what it can do
for you.
2*.

YOU'LL NEVER HAVE TO WORK AGAIN,
quo,. ore rho rronnor oi our oult.rodlton
SWEEPSTAKES.

" sPeou woos own

SUPERIIASE"

'SOFT WARE
ti PUBLISHING

CORPORATION

111
WIN orbwrï

'Ir.:Teets .-

to show it, and the instructions section
tells the system what to do before, during, and after showing it.
There's a catch to Informix's form
system, though: You can operate only on
fields displayed by the form. This ran us
aground when we were building our
order-entry form. Each order carried a
salesperson ID number, which referenced arow in our salesperson table. We
naturally wanted the appropriate salesperson's year-to-date sales field updated
whenever an order is committed. But we
didn't want to let an order-entry clerk
see asalesperson's year-to-date sales, so
we tried to update that field without displaying it. No chance. Another annoying
shortcoming is how fast error messages
come and go. In most cases, they appear
on the last line of the screen, heralded
by a beep. If you don't get your eyes
down there quickly enough, the message
is gone before you've read it. This happened twice while we were trying to
create an index for one of our tables.
Ultimately, we did get the index built,

but to this day we don't know what the
error was.
Included with Informix- SQL are a
number of utility packages. BCHECK
verifies the integrity of indexes; if it finds
adiscrepancy between adata file and one
of its indexes, it lets you recreate the
index. DBLINK and DBLOAD are handy
for ferrying data between Informix and
the outside world of Lotus 1-2-3, dBase,
or ASCII files. With DBSCHEMA, you
can produce the SQL statements needed
to create atable or database (if you've
already built the table in Informix).
The Informix-SQL documentation is
well presented, and the software certainly is solidly crafted. Informix-SQL runs
on avariety of platforms; if you're interested in portability this is a DBMS to
consider. In addition, Informix sells
numerous add-ons that extend the capabilities of Informix- SQL. One such
package, ESQL, lets you embed SQL in
C programs so that you can write code to
more efficiently perform operations that
SQL is ill equipped to handle.
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PARADOX 3.5
One of Paradox's most notable characteristics is its speed. Not only did Paradox perform well in our speed tests, its
response time for browsing and editing
tables was quick-as-a-blink fast.
You do complex querying and editing
using the query by example (QBE) technique. It works like this: Paradox presents you with a grid that mimics the
layout of the target database. You enter

BENCHMARKS
I Better

BATCH ORDER-PROCESSING Worse

4 Better

IMPORTING AND INDEXING

Worse

Alpha Four
Clipper

1127

DataEase

1. 290

dBase IV

•

FoxPro

I
73

309

198
2

InformixSOL
Paradox

3904

257

In 286

R: Base

2289

290

Superbase 4

MI 178

WindowBase

1189

o

1000

2000
Seconds

3000

4000 0

500

1000

1500

Seconds

'Product proved incapable of running this benchmark.

For the Importing and Indexing benchmark, each program had to create a4000record database of parts information from an ASCII file. The
Batch OrderProcessing benchmark tests the time it took each package to post abatch of 800 orders and update three separate database files. In
each case, FoxPro displayed the most impressive performance.
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And get powerful fonts and graphics,
ease of use and more speed than ever.
By now you've heard how fast and
easy Microsoft® WindowsTM makes it
to tap all that PC power you've got on
your desk.
Well now there's an affordable, easy
way to put that power on paper —
microLaser from Texas Instruments.
Right out of the box, microLaser
comes with what you need to print the
dazzling pages of text and graphics
you've dreamed of.
ü
POSTSCRIPT'
Just plug it in and go.
That's because microLaser PS models
come with PostScript® software from
Adobe® and the memory it takes to use

it. Plus you get your choice of either 17 or
35 scalable fonts, starting at just $1,399*.
New model. More speed. Same price.
When it comes to print speed, the
new microl aser Plus zips along at
9ppm. If you need ashared printer solution, turn to the 16 ppm microLaser XL
If all that isn't enough, just look at
what else you get with microl aser. It's
the smallest printer in its class. It handles more paper and envelopes in more
ways. And it supports more than 4,000
software packages, induding your
Windows applications.

So when you add it all up, you'll
understand why the power of your ideas
needs the power, convenience and economy of microLaser. Let microl aser open
new windows for you.
For the name ofthe nearest dealer, call

1-800-527-3500.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

11 suggested retail price. (Dealer prices may vary.) microLaser is atrademark of Tams Instruments Incorporated. Microsoft is aregistered trademark and Windows is atrademark of Miaosoft Corporation.
Adobe, PostScript and the PostScript log, are registered trademarks of Adobe Simems, Inc. C 1991 11 71860
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relational operations and filters within
the fields you want Paradox to evaluate.
For example, if you want to set all current sales figures to zero, you would type
>0,
CHANGETO 0 in the appropriate
field slot in the template. When you turn
Paradox loose, it uses the information in
the template to guide its actions.
Paradox supports the most important
import and export formats, but we ran
into trouble importing information stored
in ASCII format. During the portion of
our testing involving importation of
ASCII data, Paradox demanded that the
fields for each record of the import file
be arranged in the same order as the
fields in the destination table. ( In contrast, Alpha Four allowed us to map input
fields to target fields in the database.)
With Paradox, you must plan carefully before jumping into building a
form. This is particularly true with
forms that access multiple tables. Multitable form design involves creating a
master form for the master table, then
inserting into that master form embedded forms from other tables. So to create
the full master form you should design
your embedded forms first—unless you
don't mind flipping back and forth
among forms as you work. Upfront
design will eliminate lots of down-theroad headaches.
Paradox's database management language is PAL, though to present PAL as
simply a DML is a m i
srepresentat i
on.
PAL is not what we expecte d. Bei
ng a
procedural language, PAL i
s not a SQL
derivative. Nor doe s its repertoire include
typical database manipul ati on l
anguage
statements such as SEEK_KEY and
READ_RECORD and DELETE RECORD.
Rather, PAL is alan guage that automates

the Paradox enviro nment. For example,
the PAL command f
or mov i
ng to the next
record in afile is DOWN, w hi chsi
mulates
the effect of pres si
ng th e d
own arrow key
(hence the command' s name )
.
What makes PAL programming difficult is that it rese m bl es sen di ng commands to arobot that' s si
tt i
ng at a k
eyboard running Pa ra dox. For example,
the DOWN comma nd moves to the next
record if you are vie w i
ng a ta bl e. However, if you are i
n a f
orm ( an d you can
execute forms from w ithi n PAL) , the
DOWN command moves th e cursor to the
next entry field on th e f
orm. A command reacts differently i
n diff erent
states of the Parad ox env i
ronment, and
Paradox has many different states. The
key to effectiv e PAL programming,
then, is to thoro ug hly l
earn Paradox '
s
menus and keyboa rd an d f
orm d
es i
gner
before you try to do an y ser i
ous work
with PAL. The re war ds w ill be well
worth the investment i
n ti me.
If, however, you si
mp l
y d
on '
t want to
have anything to do w ith PAL , you can
install the Personal Programmer. Essentially an application build er, thi s program
guides you through crea ti ng an app li cation—complete with menus and f
orms —
outputting PAL code as it s fi na lproduct.
The people who wrot
e th e d
ocumentation explaining all ofPara dox '
s i
ns
and outs had bett er be gett i
ng pa i
d well
recause

blue arrows under the page numbers to
help you quickly get your bearings as
you search for aparticular page number.
Well done, indeed. The quality of Paradox's documentation alone earns it a
high place among this roundup of
database packages.
Finally, we should mention the raft of
Paradox add-ons that Borland supplies:
SQL Link allows you to embed SQL
queries in PAL code and talk to SQL
servers, the Paradox Engine provides
low-level C and Pascal access to Paradox
tables (see "Database Building Blocks"
on page 204), and Paradox Runtime lets
you build applications and distribute them
to clients who don't own Paradox.

R:BASE 3.1

they're doing a bang- upjo b.
Borland is fast gainin g a reputat i
on f
or
s
When you start up R:Base, acommand
upplying good manual s w ith i
ts so f
tw
bar appears across the top of the screen.
are, and the documentat i
on that
a
You can use amouse or Alt key combiccompanies Paradox only bol st
ers th
at
r
nations to make selections that bring up
eputation. Each manual is a supermar k
a series of pull- down menus. But
et of illustrated examples, each heading
because the package's mouse support is
o
n a page is highlighted with a light
h
a bit uneven, we often resorted to the
hie bar, and Borland even put small
keyboard. Worse, R:Base does not

COMPANY INFORMATION
Alpha Software
1North Ave.
Burlington, MA 01803
(617) 229-2924
fax: (617) 272-4876
Circle 1136 on Inquiry Card.
Borland International, Inc.
Database Business Unit
1800 Green Hills Rd.
Scotts Valley, CA 95067
(408) 438-8400
Circle 1137 on Inquiry Card.
DataEase International
7Cambridge Dr.
Trumbull, CT 06611
(800) 243-5123
(203) 365-2317
Circle 1138 on Inquiry Card.
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Fox Software, Inc.
134 West South Boundary
Perrysburg, OH 43551
(419) 874-0162
fax: (419) 874-8678
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Informix
4100 Bohannon Dr.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 926-6300
fax: (415) 322-2805
Circle 1140 on Inquiry Card.
Microrim, Inc.
15395 Southeast 30th Place
Bellevue, WA 98007
206-649-9500
fax: 206-146-9350
Circle 1141 on Inquiry Card.

Nantucket Corp.
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Los Angeles, CA 90066
(310) 390-7923
fax: (310) 397-5469
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Software Products International
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San Diego, CA 92121
(800) 937-4774
(619)450-1921
Circle 1143 on Inquiry Card.
Software Publishing Corp.
8404 Sterling St.
Irving, TX 75063
(800) 562-9909
fax: (214) 929-1655
Circle 1144 on Inquiry Card.

Introducing Borland's Unified Solution
for Paradox, dBASE and InterBase
The future of dBASE
Borland,
Simply stated, were comleader in customer
mitted to revitalizing dBASE':
satisfaction
delivering more power, more
J.D. Power and Associates
flexibility and better support
just ranked Borland " Best
to the whole community of
application software in
dBASE users. We are using
customer satisfaction in
our object-oriented developSmall to Medium-sized
ment techniques to accelerate
Businesses."' Company for
releases and add substantial
company, technology for
new features. We're adding
technology, Borland is your
new SQL server links, event
best choice.
handling and object-oriented
extensions to the dBASE
Borland, your
language.
database partner
Soon, as quickly as 1992,
for the ' 90s
you'll see anew dBASE for
There you have it: the best
Windows and DOS, as well
Borland's object- oriented architecture will allow Windows versions of Paradox, dBASE and
technology and the best
Quattre Pro to work together in enterprise- wide information systems. giving you
as compilers that generate
support from the one cominstant access to more types of data.
fast, tight code. All based on
pany that guarantees your
Borland's proven technologies,
software investments now
all compatible with the existing dBASE
"By bringing two database
and in the future.
standard. That's the Borland commitment to
platforms under one strong
the dBASE community!
management and support organization, Borland is providing a
The future of Paradox
unified solution to our current
APPLICATION SOFTWARE
database needs."
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION INDEX'
Paradox® is entering the world of objects.

J.D. POWER AND ASSOCIATES

We're evolving PAL' and all the Paradox
interactive design tools. Using our leading
edge object-oriented technology, you'll
be able to visually create sophisticated
Windows applications. Instantly. We'll also
be introducing revolutionary databasepublishing tools as well as powerful new
data-modeling capabilities. More than ever,
Paradox gives you instant database power on
Windows or DOS.
InterBase, the database server
of the '90s
InterBase- is the first relational database
server to satisfy the demands of online
complex processing. The kind of real-world
applications used in finance, banking and
manufacturing. Designed for optimal performance in multi-platform networks,
InterBase provides features targeted at the
needs of highly complex database applications in dynamic, distributed environments.
InterBase is the clear technology leader with
advances such as true peer-to-peer architecture, highly efficient event alerters, "smart"
automatic two-phase commit and rollback,

— Carl Hane, Group Leader
Micro Applications Systems
MCI International, Inc.

"Now we know that dBASE will
have abright future in Borland's
hands."
Adam Green

2. WORD PERFECT
3. CLARIS
4. ALDUS
5. MICROSOFT
6. LOTUS

multi-threaded servers and instant recovery
from hardware failures. For Paradox and
dBASE network users, InterBase will work
wonders in helping integrate your data from
the desktop to the mainframe. All with
unprecedented simplicity.
Borland, the technology leader
Borland is the pioneer of object-oriented
technology. We're now at the forefront of
32-bit computing. What this all means to
you: more power, more performance and
lower support costs. And that's why IBM
and Novell have picked Borland as a
strategic partner.

IBM

NOVELL

BORLAND

Choose Paradox, dBASE and InterBase
today and join the thousands of corporations
worldwide who have discovered the Borland
advantage.
Special offer to database users
Buy either Paradox or dBASE right now,
and get your passport to upgrade to the
Windows version of the same product for
only $13911
And, to inaugurate the new era of dBASE
from Borland we're making this special,
limited-time offer. Purchase dBASE from
any dealer between October 14, 1991, and
January 31, 1992, and get a $ 100 manufacturer's rebate.
See your dealer today or
call 1-800-568-9092 for
rebate information!

Software Craftsmanship
•1991

CODE: MS16

JD Power and Associates Computer End User Satisfaction Study Phase IOffice- Based Small to Medium-sized Businesses sk1Response from Business End Users at 1784 business sites Small to medium- sired businesses were based on oftee sites wdh
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Database Features
Company

Alpha Software

Borland/Ashton-Tate

Borland

Product

DataEase International

Fox Software

Alpha Four

dame IV

Paradox

DataEase

Version

FoxPro

1.1

1.1

3.5

4.2

2.0

Platform(s)

DOS

DOS, Unix, Mar, VAX/VMS

DOS

Price

DOS, 05;2

$549

$795 (DOS version)

$795

$795

DOS
$ 795

Field Types
Integer

•

Floating Front

•

•
•

Currency
Dote

•

•
•
•
•

Time

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Text

•
•

Variable Length (
memo)
Other

•

N.imeric

•

•
•
Logical

Fixed-length memo

Import Formats

DBF

•
•
•

SDF
SYLK

•

ASCII
DIF

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

WK1

•

•

•

Other

•

PFS, WordPerfect merge

Quottro Pro, Reflex

Custom

Paradox

Query Language
dBase

•

SQL

•

•

•

Proprietary

•

• (OBE)

•
•

Pc , o

clementa ,or

Recommended Capacity

RAM

640 KB

640 KB

640 KB

570 KB

640 KB rec, 1.5 MB XMS

Disk

20 MB

5Mrs

3-4 KB

2.5 MB

6MB

Limits
Maximum # of Open Tables

10

10

24

255

99

Maximum It o; Indexes per Table

7

57

1per field

255

unlimited

Maximum Rows per Table

2billion

1billion

256 million

255

Maximum Fields per Row
Maximum Record Size

1billion

254

255

255

255

255

4000 bytes

4000 bytes

4000 bytes, indexed

4096 bytes

4000 bytes

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

e
•

•
•

•
e

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Password Security
User
Database
Table

Access Levels

r/w

Encryption
Multiuser Support

File/Table Locking
Record Locking

Tools
Form Generator
Report G,nercior
Database language

•
•

o

employ scroll bars, so you'll have ahard
time navigating with the mouse, especially when you're building areport that
is wider than the screen. You'll also wish
you could move fields around by click244
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•
•
•

ing and dragging the mouse while
designing forms and reports.
The first pull-down menu lists the
databases available to you; you simply
select the one you want. If you have

dBase files, you can open them from this
menu—along with indexes— without
importing or converting them. After you
select a database, another pull- down
menu lists the tables associated with the

DATABASES

Informix

Microrim

Nantucket

Software Products

SPC

Informix-SQL

R:Base

Clipper

WindowBase

Superbase 4

2.10.06

3.10

5.01

1.0

1.3

DOS, OS/2, Unix

DOS, OS/2

DOS/Windows

$795

DOS
$795

Windows 3.0

$795

•
•
•
•
•
Dec ruai, seria.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Numeric

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
Logical

•
o
e
•

•
•
PFS

$695

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Boolean, dotetime, image

•
•
o
o
o

640 KB teo1/1 MB pro?,
MB

640 KB

300 KB

6MB

3 MB

unlimited
unlimited

80
unlimited

unlimited

External text or graphes, logical

•
•
•
o
o

•
WKS, XIS, LGS, SOL, SBF

e
•

•
•
•
•

o
•

o
0

•

2MB
2MB

2MB
15MB

250

8
999

unlimited

unlimited

1billion

2billion

unlimited

1billion

400

1000

255

32,768 bytes

mlimited

4096 bytes

65,534 bytes

2billion bytes

unlimited

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

5

•
•

•

n/a
n/o

e
•
•

e
•
•

•
e

•
•

• • yin

•
no

active database. Selecting atable puts
you in browse mode, from which you
can view or edit your data. Other options
within the table menu let you modify the
structure of tables and create new tables.

unlimited

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

n/o = not opplicob e

All the elements of adatabase—reports,
forms, and views—are available from
the main menu.
To build aquery, you work from the
browse- mode menu. The query screen

displays the column names of the selected table; you can select the columns you
want to include in the query and set conditions by specifying them below the
column name. Another menu selection
lets you include up to five other tables in
the query and link them by columns.
This provides an easy way to build powerful queries, and you can view the
results in browse mode or save the result
as aseparate table or as aview file.
You can create an R:Base command
file with any ASCII editor. The code
you create is compatible with ANSI
SQL, so SQL programmers should be
productive right away. The applications
generator is especially slick, allowing
even nonprogrammers to create menubased applications without a hitch.
Experienced programmers can cut their
programming time by generating an
application automatically and customizing the resulting code.
We did run into some trouble building
input forms, however. Normally, R:Base
lets you refer to inactive tables by prefacing the column name with the table name
(as in company_table.company_id).
Unfortunately, the form builder does not
support this type of reference. You can
include multiple tables in aform, but only
one form may be active at atime, and you
can't refer to the columns of an inactive
table. Fortunately, other features make
this an easy limitation to get around. We
set up our form with only one active table
and used variables to look up related data
in the other tables. When you do this, you
may attach acommand file to any field so
that you can validate entries or process
input—to exclude parts that cost more
than $40, for instance.
The report builder easily handled our
sample report. We started with aquick
report that automatically displayed
selected columns from our parts table on
the screen. We then defined lookup variables to pull the name and address of the
company supplying each part. By defining the company ID number as abreak
point, we got R:Base to automatically
sort on that number. A variable in the
break footer summed the replacement
cost of back-ordered parts for each company. We also placed a variable in the
report footer to return agrand total for
the entire report.
R:Base's biggest drawback is its slow
performance. It lacks afacility to automatically link tables together; instead,
you must manually set up a pointer
(called acursor) and then update tables
by matching akey field. For this reason,
R:Base does not process batch orders
very quickly.
JANUARY 1992•BYTE
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Still, R:Base is agood choice for nonprogrammers. Its interface is intuitive
and easy to learn, and its applications
generator really works, churning out useful code from simple specifications.

SUPERBASE 41.3
Built to run under Windows 3.0, Superbase 4 is adatabase package with some
quirky but clever features. The quirk
you'll notice first is the list of controls at
the bottom of the program's main browsing screen. You'll think you're looking
at the front panel of atape deck: There's
arewind button, afast-forward button,
and even apause button. The tape-deck
paradigm fits neatly into database browsing. Once you enter asearch criteria and
skip to the target record, you can hit
Fast-forward to step rapidly through the
succeeding records. Hit Pause to stop on
arecord you're interested in, or rewind if
you passed it.
Because it has dynamic data exchange
capabilities built in, Superbase 4can act as
aDDE server or aDDE client. This lets
you, for example, link Microsoft Excel
and Superbase 4 so that data retrieved
from aSuperbase 4 data file is inserted
into the cells of an Excel spreadsheet.
Working with Superbase 4's form
designer is almost like using apaint package. When you open ablank form, atoolbox of icons appears across the bottom of
the screen. From the toolbox, you select
the kinds of objects to place on the form:
fields, calculations, boxes, even imported
images. The system uses an intelligent
hierarchy for displaying objects to govern
what happens if you try to place one
object on top of the other: Fields are displayed on the top, then text, then images,
and so on. Another nice feature is that the
designer lets you embed commands within forms. The commands remain invisible, jumping into action only when they
detect the right type of input.
Superbase 4's programming language,
DML, is based on BASIC. Luckily, it's
flAfl

n

r7 .

I Ale.T1T

TW

sufficiently structured— it includes
IF...THEN...ELSE and CASE statements—and uses labels rather than line
numbers. Writing programs in DML is
straightforward. Superbase 4 supplies a
simple editor ( it will sustain life, but
that's about it). You can load and save
ASCII files if you prefer to construct
your DML programs in another editor.
You also can enter single lines (each line
may contain as many as 255 characters)
of DML commands from apull-down
menu, which lets you use DML to take
shortcuts. For example, if you want to
clear out adatabase named Orders, you
can open the command line window and
type REMOVE FROM FILE " ORDERS".
In addition, you can use Superbase 4's
DML to create start-up programs that execute when you fire up Superbase 4. Other
helpful features include macros, abuilt-in
communications package you can use to
send files from machine to machine, file
viewing of external text or graphics files,
and aLAN version with extensions to the
DML for multiuser programming. In
short, an abundance of features like these
and good performance put Superbase 4
near the top of its database class.
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WINDOWBASE 1.0
Like Superbase 4, WindowBase is
designed to run under Windows 3.0, but
although both are graphically oriented
they neither look alike nor run alike.
One of WindowBase's many importation selections lets you specify that the
field types in the first record are stored
in the first record of the import file. WindowBase reads the first record and
"guesses" at the format of the remainder
of the file based on the contents of the
first record's fields. You can help it by
specifying the field names and their
proper types before WindowBase proceeds with the rest of the file. This technique made it easy to import our sample
data. That's good, because the rest of the
importation process was slow. Just

importing into an index-free table took
over 17 minutes for the 4000-item parts
file. We watched impatiently as a
counter displaying the percentage of
completion inched its way upward.
When the counter reached 100 percent,
we were only halfway to being finished.
After telling us it was done, WindowBase pounded the disk for at least 8or 9
minutes before returning cursor control.
Speed is definitely not the hallmark of
this package. Once we built the parts
table, opening it took nearly a minute
and ahalf. Perhaps WindowBase was
reading as much as it could into memory
so things would run faster.
As you would expect, WindowBase's
form designer is graphical. Object icons
appear across the top of the form-design
window; tool icons line up across the
bottom. You can import graphic images
and embed them into your forms.
Designing aform with WindowBase
requires some patience and lots of SQL
know-how, since SQL is the underpinning
for the form designer. Every form has a
governing SQL query ( typically, a
SELECT statement) that specifies the
tables covered by the form. Fields in
which data is entered or displayed are
referred to as cells. The cells within a
form may be controlled by the governing
SQL statement, or have their own "dependent" SQL query ( called dependent
because it is contingent on avalue stored
in another cell). The information stored in
acell may be data or the result of acalculation. Furthermore, you can use acalculated cell to update acolumn within a
table. WindowBase provides afunction
called external () that lets you pull
data in from atable outside the form and
enter that data into the current table.
You also may need abit of patience
with the WindowBase documentation.
Once, while we were updating the parts
table to clear the back-order amounts, we
got an "internal error - 120" error message. We searched the manual for an error
appendix but came back empty handed. A
call to the company's technical support
line revealed that we had uncovered a
bug; the solution was to put an exclusive
lock on the table. Unfortunately, this
required using acommand that was not in
the manual, either. The technical representative we spoke with assured us that
the next release would include the correction and the new command.
Other deficiencies in the manual
caused more problems. For instance, we
needed to know whether you can find
out if adatabase already has any indexes
defined. The manual offered no help,
and we concluded that, unless you keep

PC DIAGNOSTICS MADE EASY
or—
SPEED
TEST
YOUR PC

PC WON'T BOOT? THEN JUST
KICKSTART IT!

You've seen the
Landmark Speed
Rating advertised by
many major PC manufacturers, now you can have your own copy of the Landmark
System Speed Teal'. Accurately measure CPU, math, and
video speeds to make an informed purchasing decision,
determine the best PC for the job or maybe just win some
bets in the office on whose PC is realryfaster! Includes the
Landmark AT CMOS RAM Setup program to update your
system configuration on-the-fly. CALL for current pricing!

Don't replace your motherboard, use KickStart 2 ". When
serious hardware problems occur, nothing gets you up and
running as fast. KickStart 2measures power within 2.5%
on all four voltages, shows Power-On Self- Test (
POST)
failure codes, and features on-board ROM-based diagnostics allowing you to determine and remedy the problem
quickly, easily, and inexpensively!
Built-in serial and parallel I/O allows for testing via modem,
or simply logging results to aremote terminal, printer or
laptop. You can configure your own test routines and store
them in KickStart 2's battery backed-up CMOS RAM saving
valuable setup time. Includes serial and parallel loopback
plugs and Landmark JumpStart - AT ROM BIOS for testing
PCs that don't issue POST codes. KickStart 2tests your
system regardless of 0/S (even UNIX).
On-board switches, LEDs, and digital displays allow complete control over testing in systems lacking video or disk
(ideal for motherboard or system burn-in).
KickStart 2is the ultimate SECURITY CARD too! With both
supervisor and user levels of password protection, you can
prevent unauthorized use of your PC and accidental running of destructive tests. CALL for current pricing!
"KickStart 2system diagnostics board helps users
check out virtually every aspect of aPC's hardware
system... the board is aworthy investment for computer maintenance." David Claiborne, PC Week

THE 5MINUTE SOLUTION TO
FLOPPY DRIVE FAILURE
With Anger you can clean, diagnose, and align your floppy drives in minutes without ascope. Patented technology
requires only ascrewdriver to perform ANSI-accurate
alignments (.3mil).
Alignit is ideal for corporate users with 2or more PCs because it includes a"
GOLD STANDARD" feature so you can
align all your PCs to the same in-house standard, guaranteeing that all your floppies are perfectly interchangeable
between PCs.
80% of all floppy drive failures can be fixed with Alignit. So
don't replace your drive, save time and money instead.
Includes dual size floppies, (both high and low density)
and no- mess pre-lubricated cleaning diskettes ( both sizes)
good for 180 uses. Replacements and single drive size versions available. For all PCs and compatibles.
CALL for current pricing!

Intended for professional service and repair technicians,
Service Diagnostics is also easy to use for the novice.
Clear, concise on-line help and intuitive menus make
finding system problems abreeze. Tests all CPUs, math
chips, all memory, floppy, fixed and non-standard disk
drives, standard/non-standard printers, system board,
video, com ports and all keyboards. Utilities include lowlevel reformat, log bad sectors, edit bad sector table; the
partition editor allows you to set up multiple partitions;
back-up program transfers hard disk image on unformatted floppies and allows for restore after reformat.
Ideal for UNIX and other operating systems, the selfbooting version doesn't require DOS. The manual offers
troubleshooting tips to the component level. Also available
in acomplete Kit including: all CPU specific software, dual
size floppy alignment software (see Alignit), and PC/XT
AT ROM POSTs. PC Magazine Editor's Choice 8/90.
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HOW TO DEBUG ADEAD PC
Need an inexpensive solution for dead or problematic PCs
and motherboards? Try KIckStar11" or JumpStart ROM
posr, two quick and easy to use debugging tools.
KickStart 1test card shows power status on all four voltages and binary PORT 80 Power-On Self-Test codes. The
manual translates error codes for easy failed circuit isolation. CALL for current pricing!
JumpStart ROM POST is aplug-in chip designed to replace
your motherboard BIOS for testing purposes. Tests include
CPU register and logic, 8087 math coprocessor, 8253 timer, 8237 DMA controller, 8259 interrupt controller, parity
error and memory refresh logic, erroneous maskable/nonmaskable interrupt detection, display adapter (MDA, CGA,
EGA), keyboard, keyboard controller, floppy controller,
drive A: read Base memory at normal 8, slow refresh rates,
and POST checksum. Display of motherboard switch
configuration. CALL for current pricing!

PROFESSIONAL LEVEL PC
TROUBLESHOOTING
Landmark Service Diagnostics - is ideal for professionals
requiring the most exhaustive diagnostic test capabilities.
Each module is CPU specific, including PC, XT, AT, 386/
486, and PS/2. Since 1981 major manufacturers like
Wang, Xerox, Prime, Sony, DEC, NEC, and NCR have relied
on Service Diagnostics to tackle their toughest operating
problems.

KickStart 2is ideal for permanent installation. It eliminates the oeed
loran I/O card, provides remote and on-site diagnostic capabilities
for quick repair time and offers asolid hardware based solution to
unauthorized access with impenetrable password protection.

PC AT 1Th

•
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With PC Probe' you'll save time and money when you PC
starts acting up. In one easy-to-use package you get
Diagnostics, Virus Protection (for over 700+ known viruses), Benchmarks, Performance Enhancement Utilities, and
System Information. Combined, this arsenal of tools will
keep your system up and running at peak performance and
remove the mystery about what's inside.
PC Probe diagnostic testing quickly isolates the source of
hardware problems, even locating bad RAM chips. It tests
system board, RAM, video, keyboard, com ports, floppy
drive, hard drive, Ethernet card and more. Run PC Probe
tests in batch mode or single pass, remote or on-site.
PC Probe allows you to increase your hard drive data
transfer rate by determining optimum interleave and
changing it, prevent catastrophic data loss by performing
data revitalization, reformat the hard drive, run external programs, display and edit CMOS RAM on-the-fly, preverd
accidental hard drive data destruction with passwords.
diagnose problems with device drivers installed.
The 200 page on-line manual has built-in table of contents,
topic/text search, and troubleshooting tips. PC Probe comes
with dual size floppies and 98, 25 pin serial/parallel port
loopback plugs. For PC XT, AT, 386, 486 and compatibles
using DOS 2.0 or higher. CALL for current pricing!
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"Overall, Service Diagnostics:
The Kit was the best performer.
(You can) locale and identify most of the computer
problems you'll ever encounter. If you're running a
service department, Service Diagnostics is not an option,
it's anecessity." Bill O'Brien, PC Magazine
•Service Diagnostics XT/AT Kit...SAVE $5CALL NOW •--1
•Service Diagnostics PS/2 Kit...SAVE $5CALL NOW •
•XT ROM POST...SAVE $$ CALL NOW •
•AT ROM POST...SAVE $5CALL NOW •
-Individual peeing available on al components. please Inquire-.
Circle 161 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 162).

•Toll- Free Lifetime Tech Support
•90 Day Money- Back Guarantee
•Federal Express Shipping

CALL (800) 683-6696
Fax ( 813) 443-6603 • Voice ( 813) 443-1331
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

cc op le,

IIIANDMARK
RESEARCH INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

First in PC Testing... Since 1981
703 Grand Central Street • Clearwater, Florida 34616
CopyrIght , 1991 PC PIODA AbgnIt. lOckStan. JumpStart. ROM POST. and Serowe Dugnostfcs on trademarks of Undmark Research Internakonal Corp All % Ms Reerved
Crthernarnes are trademarks & then assalatedowners

good notes on your databases, the only
way to find out what indexes you have
defined is to create an index. If you don't
get an error message, you haven't
defined any indexes. Can you change a
column's data type? Again, no clue...
you have to try it. Apparently, you can
change its name, but to change its type
you have to delete the column and recreate it (which involves an additional
update step to put back the data that the
delete will destroy) or dip into SQL and
issue an ALTER COLUMN command.
WindowBase obviously is still rough
around the edges and needs a serious
performance tune-up. But the package
has promising features. It supports DDE
and SQL, and the forms designer can
create powerful data input screens. We
look forward to the next version.
So What Did We Think?
The results of our performance for this
crop of database packages tell some of the
story. As the graphs show, both SQLbased programs had trouble with our
batch-order test. Because we were simply
unable to modify our SQL version of the

batch-order test to run under WindowBase SQL, no results are posted for that
program. Informix could run the test since
it permits aSELECT subquery within the
SET clause of an UPDATE statement.
FoxPro was the overall performance
leader with Clipper and Paradox close'
behind. Except for the SQL packages, all
the products scored very well. In defense
of Informix's poor showing, a batchorder processing test doesn't give SQL
much of an opportunity to show off its
strong points. Those products that could
handle items one record at atime naturally fared better.
Our favorite Windows database package was Superbase 4. We were won over
partly by its responsiveness, but mainly
by its wealth of features. Paradox also is
at the top of our list. Its query-by-example format is easily mastered. The documentation is the best you'll find, so
you're never far from the solution to any
problems that arise with the package.
Our only caveat for first-time users is to
spend plenty of time toning up their
Paradox muscles before tackling PAL.
In the end, though, the laurel wreath

went to FoxPro. The interface boasts a
convenient mixture of easy- to- use
menus and aconvenient command window. FoxPro also delivers an outstanding help facility and all the tools for
automatic generation of forms, reports,
queries, and applications. And its performance is phenomenal.•
Rick Grehan is technical director and
Stanford Diehl is a testing editor/engineer for the BYTE Lab. Rick has a B.S.
in physics and applied mathematics and
an M.S. in mathematics/computer science. His work with database systems
extends back to the late 1970s. Stan
wrote the BYTE benchmarks for
database applications, notebook computers, monitors, and PCL printers. While
in the Air Force, he maintained secure
communications equipment for command-and-control operations. In industry, Stan worked at Raytheon as an engineer. Additionally, he developed a
database inventory control system for
the United Arab Emirates. You can reach
Rick and Stan on BIX as " rick_g" and
"sdiehl," respectively.
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"
ISYS replaces ZyINDEX for DOS
as the industry standard for unstructured
DOS text retrieval programs."' PC Sources UM

SEARCH CAPABILITIES
•Full range of capabilities: Boolean logic,
Proximity, Wildcard and Phrase searches.
EASE OF USE
•Terminate-and-stay-resident (TSR) option;
ability to run search without leaving your
document.
•Activate word processing documents
from within the search program.
•Cut and Paste to anywhere in your document.
•All functions from main menu. No need
to return to DOS to execute functions.

ISYS ZyINDEX
2.0

3.1 for DOS

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES

NO

PERFORMANCE
•Consistently faster indexing and retrieve
•Network pricing based on concurrent u.l,age.

YES
YES

NO
NO

TECH SUPPORT
•Unlimited toll-free technical support

YES

NO

Text retrievalfaster than aspeeding bullet...

.Usually, the time you want to find information most is when you're in the
middle of something. Without exiting your work, pop up ISYS, get what you
need, then copy and paste it into whatever you're working on!
Don't take our word for it,. PC Week, May.1991, rated ISYS•tops in flexibility
and functionality, as well as file compatibility and quality of documentationC

$99 TRADE-IN OFFER: Send us your ZyINDEX disk and
receive your ISYS replacement by return mail. $ 395 value.

•

ISYS Demo Disk:
1-800-992-ISYS

Free

II -MX1-9924797

17th Floor, 3900 West Alameda Avene, "Burbank, CA 91505, (818) 972-1798 Fax (818) 972-1636
*PC Week comparative review (May 20, 1991) revealed search times between 25% and 53% faster than ZyINDEX,
and index creation time 32% faster than ZyINDEX (tests performed by PC Week Late on identical databases).
t
PC Sources, November 1991
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The Windows Database
WindowBase is Easy to Use

The WindowBase Guarantee

Point and click Windows tools assist in defining
database tables, in designing forms and reports, and
in building simple or complex queries to make
retrieving data a snap.

No matter what business you're in, WindowBase is
guaranteed to work for you. It gives you the power
to easily organize, manage and analyze almost any
type of information.
Q.
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WindowBase
is Windows Integration

Powerful DDE supports
bo.•
the exchange of data
•••••••••.
Me.
and graphics with other
Windows applications
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such as spreadsheets
•
-^
and word processors.
The WindowBase
eeie.•
Menuing System enables
the user to automate the access of data
through forms, reports and SQL queries
via customized drop-down menu
selections. Or set-up menus to invoke a
spreadsheet and automatically open
charts and tables, or start-up a word
processor and initiate a mail-merge
application. WindowBase brings it all
together in a simple to use application.
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If you don't think
WindowBase is the
easiest database you've
ever used, return it with
your receipt within 30
days, and you'll get
your money back. It's
that simple.
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HARDWARE

Tweaking Windows:
New Adapters Boost Speed and Clarity
ALAN JOCH

N

ow that the dust over Windows 3.0
has settled, many businesspeople
are finding that this GUI is not
without its problems. The performance
overhead it levies on standard systems,
such as 386s and 386SXs, slows many
applications to less than blinding speeds.
Consequently, screen redraws, menu
displays, text scrolls, and other essential
Windows operations can be too slow for
some people to work comfortably. For
others, these delays are reason enough to
avoid Windows.
But in problems lie potential opportunities, and several hardware vendors
have recently introduced graphics boards
designed specifically to accelerate common Windows functions. Ilooked at six
of these new accelerators: AT! Technologies' Graphics Ultra, Actix Systems'
Quantum, STB Systems' Wind/X, Orchid Technology's Fahrenheit 1280,
BCC's TIGA-10, and Artist Graphics'
WinSpeed 100.
In addition to speeding Windows performance, these boards provide abridge
to another developing trend—the higher-than-standard- VGA resolutions that
provide sharper icon and text displays.
When teamed with new 15- to 18- inch
monitors, which are priced at points that
used to define the 14-inch market, the
accelerators give businesspeople large,
clear, and flicker-free video desktops for
the lowest prices ever.
The Playing Field
For this review, Ichose boards from vendors that were shipping commercial versions of hardware and drivers in time for
testing ( more boards will have been introduced by the time you read this). Each
adapter includes on-board processors
and software drivers optimized to accel250
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erate window scrolls, cursor movement,
redraws, and other tasks. All the boards
cost less than $900, and some sell for less
than $500. All come with 1MB of video
RAM (VRAM).
Similarities aside, this group of six
show some fundamental differences in
approach to the Windows acceleration
problem. The most obvious difference is
in coprocessors. For example, the boards
from Actix, Orchid, and STB rely on the
new 86C911 chip from S3, Inc. This
VGA-compatible processor boosts Windows performance by off-loading from
the CPU such functions as cursor movement, line drawing, and rectangle fills.
The other three boards variously use
a proprietary processor or competing
products from Chips & Technologies and
Texas Instruments.
Conceding the tough competition in
this market, some of the board vendors
don't stop at speeding up Windows: All
promised or were shipping drivers for
AutoCAD, Lotus 1-2-3, GEM Desktop,
Ventura Publisher, and other applications. A couple of vendors sell accelerators that come with abuilt-in mouse port
and mouse. One even includes its own
version of scalable screen fonts.
Speed Tests
Itested the boards under Windows 3.0
using NotePad and Windows applications
to re-create real-world experiences as
much as possible. My test system was a
Compaq 386/20 running Compaq DOS
4.01. My monitor was Nanao's FlexScan
9080i, a16- inch multifrequency display.
Itested each board at 1024 by 768 pixels
by 256 colors at the highest vertical refresh rate, which for this group of boards
was either 70 or 72 Hz.
My objective evaluations consisted of

timed tests, including a five-page text
scroll within NotePad. I recorded the
times of multiple trials scrolling text both
forward and backward. Next, Icreated
an Aldus PageMaker file made up of
three filled geometric shapes, and I
timed horizontal screen scrolls forward
PHOTOGRAPHY

SCOTT PARKER JAVIS STUDIO Y 1992
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ACTION SUMMARY

II WHAT WINDOWS
ACCELERATORS DO

These graphics adapters provide
at least 1024- by 768- pixel
resolution and coprocessors that
speed standard Windows
operations such as screen
redraws, text scrolls, and menu
displays.
• LIKES

Menu selections unfold
instantaneously, repositioned
windows redraw with amouseclick, and you can scroll through
pages of text two to four times
faster than with Super VGA
boards.
▪ DISLIKES

The lack of clarity in some
displays and only incremental
performance increases in others.
• RECOMMENDATIONS

The S3-based boards offer the
best values in price and
performance, and, of these, SIB's
Wind/X provides the added
advantage of amouse port that
can free up an expansion slot.
I PRICES

Fahrenheit 1280, $499
Graphics Ultra, $ 899
Quantum, $499
TIGA-10, $495 ($ 100 for
optional VGA daughtercard)
WinSpeed 100, $ 395
Wind/X, $499

and backward. Finally. I scrolled an
Ami Pro text file in 12-point Times Roman in a similar manner. In practice,
these tasks can mean the difference between getting your work done efficiently
or having enough idle time to ask yourself whether or not the Windows inter-

face is really worth its pokiness.
My baseline comparison was Orchid's
ProDesigner II, a1- MB Super VGA card
built around the Tseng Labs E14000
chip. Although relatively fast, the ProDesigner II isn't optimized for Windows. As the results in the figure show,

a natural break appears in the performance rankings. The Graphics Ultra and
the S3 contestants were invariably the
fastest boards. The 34010-based TIGA10 and the WinSpeed 100 fell between
the leading accelerators and the ProDesigner II. One exception to this came
in my PageMaker tests: The WinSpeed
100 actually lagged behind all entrants,
including the ProDesigner II.

In the Beholder's Eye
Similarly, Iconducted aseries of subjective tests to gauge how comfortably I
could work in the Windows environment.
Because winding through menu trees can
be tediously slow on some systems, I
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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APPLICATION TESTS

Graphics Ultra
Fahrenheit 1280
Wind/X

I 1
1 1

Quantum
TIGA-10

1 1

Il

1 I

WinSpeed 100
ProDesigner II

F 1 [
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40

II PageMaker

50

1111

60

70

1
80

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

lbU

Seconds
Ami Pro

AT! 'sGraphics Ultra and the three S3-based boards consistently ranked at the top of the performance tests. In most cases, the
leading boards ran four to six times faster than the baseline Super VGA adapter, Orchid Technology's ProDesigner
come standard with the board.
Unique among the tested products are
judged the speed with which each board
displayed pull-down selections and subthe scalable screen fonts that ATI bundles
menus. Timings were impossible bewith the accelerator. Like Adobe Type
cause most of the boards sped up reManager and similar products, these
fonts, called Crystal Fonts, produce
sponse times to aflash.
Again my basis for comparison was
high-resolution letters to make proofing
the ProDesigner II: When Iclicked on
and reading of small text easier. Appara main menu selection while running
ent resolution increases, thanks to the
that board, Inoted aslight but annoying
antialiasing algorithm that adds shades
hitch as Iwaited for the menu to unfold.
of gray to smooth jagged edges of letters.
Similarly, when Imoved open windows
ATI plans to offer apackage of 35 addiaround the screen, the redraws were not
tional Crystal Fonts and support for True
instantaneous. Only the WinSpeed was
Type and Bitstream and Adobe font conunable to eliminate these hitches; the reverters. The package should be available
maining boards boosted redraws enough
by the time you read this; however, ATI
Suable, Ultra
had not established final pricing at press
to achieve an almost immediate response
time.
time.
Based on performance and bundled exDisplay quality is also subjective, but I
After installing the board, Iloaded the
tras, the Ultra makes astrong case for
found generally good news in this area.
software drivers using ATI's installation
justifying its price tag.
All the boards produced clear displays.
program, which provides menus for conFor example, the Ultra leads the field
Some of them, including the plodding
figuring monitor types or adding device
in two of the three performance tests. It
WinSpeed, excelled with crisp icons and
drivers and Crystal Fonts. In addition to
ran six times faster than the ProDesigner
text that remained readable even at small
the Windows drivers Itested, the Ultra
II in the NotePad and PageMaker comalso ships with drivers for GEM Desksizes.
parisons, and it boosted Ami Pro screen
Overall, each board achieved its stated
top, Lotus 1-2-3, AutoCAD, and Ventura
scrolls two times faster than the baseline
goal of improving the Windows experiPublisher.
board.
ence, although differences in effectiveAs I've already mentioned, the Ultra
The Ultra teams aproprietary Mach 8
ness, degree of acceleration, installation,
placed at or near the top in each of the
coprocessor, an 8514/A clone, with an
performance tests. In addition, selected
and price were obvious.
on-board VGA controller for compatibilmenus and repositioned windows apity across the range of low and high resopeared instantaneously after my mousePerformance Leader
lutilins up to 1024 by 768 pixels by 256
At $899 for the 1-MB VRAM version,
clicks.
colors noninterlaced at 72 Hz. A mouse
ATI's Graphics Ultra commands the
Less impressive, however, was the
port and Microsoft-compatible mouse
highest price of the tested accelerators.
252
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The 13É Screen
ViewSonic 7Rated
#1 by InfoWorld!

ViewSoffic 7

These two new 1280 x1024 ultra high
resolution monitors will soon be in offices all
over the world.That's because they're sopowojiill
Consider this: Our 17" and 20" non-interlaced
microprocessor-ennanced monitors will
automatically adjust the image the way you want.
There are 16 preset modes which can be
programmed by the end-user. With hte,ijarmemo›.
these monitors do what you want...and they don't ,
forget. Plus the crystal clarity and sharp focus on the
non-glare, anti- static screen are simply unbeatable.
NQ distortion and low radiation. The ViewSonic 7
even has aflat/square screen.
The ViewSonic 7 ( 1
7") and ViewSonic 8 ( 20")
feature anew level of high performance for desktop
publishing. CAD/CAM and other graphics-intensive
applicaticas.- -They-are designed for PCs, Mac II and
Sun systems.

Visit your dealer TODAY and see for yourself why ViewSonic
monitors, from the 14" to the 20", are becoming astandard in
offices throughout the world.

ViewSonic®

12130 Mora Drive
" Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
(213) 946-0711" (800) 888-8583

Fax ( 213) 946-1618

product, and brand name, are trademark, of their re,pectim companies.

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBLTOKS: Australia (02-476-4777, Fax: 02-47-7561); Austria (04252-2700, Fax: 0452-3177); Canada ( 416-479-5525, Fax 416-479-1834 and 604-270-8561, Fax: 604 270-1953);
Germany ( 0-431-5 ,04030, Fax: 0431-5480366 and 05'32-101932, Fax:05732-10191 -)I
Tong Kong 1380-8252, Fax: 343-6479); Italy ( 02-82442156. Fax: 02-8256993); Korea (02-784-2915. Fax: 112-7t,42549): Poland ( 39-120314, Fax: 39-120314) Spain ( 93-419-2322, Fax: 93-419-11 -s /: Taiwan 02-248-4072. Fax: 02-240-82i8)
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screen display. The board provided noticeable improvement in display quality
over the ProDesigner II, but compared to
other contenders in this review, the Ultra's display was lacking. Icons in Ami
Pro were recognizable, but the scissors
and other toolbox items looked blurry.
Also, the boldfaced main menu text
looked muddy, while the Roman fonts
identifying applications in the Windows
Program Manager were fuzzy.

board's Windows
other S3- based
drivers through
boards, except that
the standard Winthe driver showed
dows-installation
a slight bug when
mutine.
I experimented
Documentation
within PageMakwas sparse, but it
er. Idrew some
did not leave me
squares and rectwith any unanangles, and when I
swered questions.
selected one of the
Once installed, the
shapes with the
board provided a
Marquee tool and
Gang of Three
crisp display. It
then deleted the
The S3-based products—the Quantum,
never led in any of
shape, unwanted
the Wind/X, and the Fahrenheit 1280—
my speed tests, but
castoffs in the
jockeyed for position at the top of the perit ranged in the
form of stray lines
formance tests. Although the Ultra often
upper tier. Actix
remained on the
prevailed, the lower-priced S3 pack was
plans to include
screen.
These
never far behind. In the three speed tests,
the Sierra RAMlines disappeared
DAC as part of the
with a screen reboard's price (the
paint. The comFahrenheit 1280
test board had neipany says that futher the RAMDAC nor the drivers).
ture versions of the software should
The Wind/X performed similarly to
correct this problem.
the Quantum and differentiated itself
The three S3 boards all performed
with some extras. The board includes a similarly. Displays were crisp and clear,
mouse port and Logitech MouseMan. If and menus appeared instantly. Iexperiyou already have amouse installed, you
enced no compatibility problems when I
can set ajumper to disable the accelerator-based pointer.
Like other graphics adapters from
Quantum
STB Systems, the Wind/X comes with a
the S3-based boards accelerated perforD/A converter that accepts the Sierra
mance from 21
h to 5times faster than the
chip. Pending availability, STB will ofProDesigner II. The base price of each
fer the RAMDAC as a $60 option over
board was $499.
the board's base price.
They each offer Windows resolutions
Various jumpers allow you to select 8of up to 1280 by 960 pixels with 16 colors
or 16-bit BIOS interfaces, depending on
interlaced at 43 Hz, or 1024 by 768
whether you'll be running in protectedpixels with 256 colors noninterlaced at
mode environments. Also, jumpers let
70 or 72 Hz. Upon availability, each venyou configure system clock speeds for
dor planned to offer the Sierra " highmonitor resolutions. Ileft the default setcolor" RAMDAC and driver for display
tings in place—except for setting jumpers
of 32,768 colors in the 800- by 600-pixel
for 1024 by 768 pixels at 70 Hz, nonmodes. In addition to the Windows 3.0
interlaced—and plugged in the board. I
drivers that Itested, the board vendors
loaded the drivers from the Windows
also planned to have available by the beSetup and quickly had the accelerator up
ginning of the year
and running.
applications drivInstalling Orers for AutoCAD,
chid's Fahrenheit
TIOA•10
Generic CADD,
1280 requires you
Ventura Publisher,
to check and perhad Windows set up in standard VGA
Lotus 1-2-3, GEM
haps reset various
mode.
Desktop, and othDIP switches for
er packages.
monitor resoluInexpensive 34010
The Quantum
tions and refresh
BCC's TIGA-10 accelerator illustrates
from Actix Sysrates. Software
how far prices for the TMS34010 coprotems was easy to
drivers load using
cessor have fallen recently. Once the doinstall. Ineeded
the standard Winmain of higher-end CAD applications,
only to set some
dows Setup.
Texas Instruments' 34010 chip is now
DIP switches to
Overall, the
economical enough to compete in the
configure it for
Fahrenheit 1280
general business market.
1024- by 768-pixel
performed as IexHowever, taken in this context, the
operation at 72
pected based on
TIGA-10 looks somewhat idiosyncratic
Hz. Iinstalled the
the results of the
compared to its challengers. Lacking
WIndiX
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NewWave for Windows.
Never has $89 done so much
for your organization.
The premier desktop managerfor Windows that does alot morefor your arganizaticm.
Now at aprice that alot less than what you'd expect. Mice alook at all you get:
Icons: NewWave turns all of your
existing DOS and Windows programs
and files into icons for an easier-touse desktop. Files can have 32
character names. Easily move files
around the desktop by "dragging
and dropping:'

Action

Edit

Objects

r:m7

Settings

Task

Help
Study Results (Arni Pro]

rinter:;.

File Cabinet: On your real desk are
documents in folders. Your folders are
in afile cabinet. NewWave organizes
your PC desktop the same way — by
project with folder icons, and with a
file cabinet for storing folders.
Folders: Finally, you can file your
spreadsheet, word processor and
graphics documents together by project, for easy access.

View

Action

Edit

Objects

Style

Page

Frame

View

Text

Tools

Help
Task

Action

Special Projects (
Folder]
Edit
Objects View Task

Help

is easy to
tend and
ethrough the
ndeed, it is ane
which

F'rojeciT

Study Result

the
tic mainfr ame

Advantages will be many. Minimal
tr aining is requir ed and wholesalers

Launch & Load: Just click on an icon—
both the file and it's program open
simultaneously—NewWave has linked
them together automatically. This
means you no longer need to understand the Windows program and file
managers to get your work done.

who have been exposed to NewWave ai
wildly enthusiastic.
Body

The Work Group Library makes it easier for you to
share information with co-workers. We've done away
with network menus and DOS commands, so you can
focus on what you want to do — to share information
with colleagues as you work together on the same
project lb share text, graphics, and even spreadsheets,
simply drag the file icon onto the server icon and
your document is immediately available to others on
your network. NewWave will track revisions, as well.
So an entire group can work on your project and you
will know when data has been changed and who has
changed it Welcome to document sharing, the easy
way; the NewWave way.

Call 1-800-848-WAVE ext. 31 and get NewWave for
price $ 195).

nano rà rà

Pg

1

NewWave's Agent brings automation to Windows. Let
"The Agent" watch you complete ataskjust once, like the
monthly update of abudget or sales report, and he'll complete the same job for you again and again using your
existing software applications. You can even automate
"The Agent" to work across applications and networks
to gather the information you need. And he's far easier to
set up than the Windows' macro-recorder—because he
remembers your steps while you execute them and allows
you to edit right then or make changes later. By using his
calendar, you can schedule work for him days or weeks
in advance. Just think of how much extra time you'll save
by turning " The Agent" loose on all ofyour recurring tasks.

Put NewWave to work for your organization and find out how easy it is
to get more done. Now it's only $89. At aprice like this it pays to be
organized.
only $89* (suggustei Iretail

rexi

But only if you call before 1/30/92.

'Limited time offer. Limit one per customer:
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NewWave
for Windows.
Weave made agreat
idea even better.
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VGA compatibility, the TIGA-10 must
connect to aseparate compliant graphics
adapter for when you're running DOS or
applications without TIGA drivers. As
an alternative to this two-slot solution,
BCC sells aVGA daughtercard for $ 100.
As part of the standard package, BCC
includes drivers for Windows, AutoCAD, AutoShade, 3D Studio, and WordPerfect with the TIGA-10.
The 60- MHz TIGA-10 displayed a
IllaA'im= of 1024 by 768 pixels by 256
colors noninterlaced. BCC provides a
utility to check for any potential I/0address or interrupt conflicts that might
exist before you install the TIGA-10.
After running this utility, Ithen plugged
the card into an expansion slot and connected the VGA pass-through cable to the
ProDesigner II in an adjacent slot. An installation program steps you through
configuring the board. After rebooting,
you load the Windows drivers in the standard way.
Windows performance improved noticeably, but the TIGA-10 lagged behind
the products that I've already mentioned.
Overall, the board ran the Windows tests
roughly twice as fast as the ProDesigner
II, yet this represented aclear and slower
difference compared to other products.
In use, this meant delays in seeing menus
unfold and windows redrawn.
In terms of display quality, the TIGA10 ranks as one of the best. Text was
sharp, and icons were easily identifiable.
In the scissors icon in Ami Pro's toolbox,
each blade and handle hole was clearly
defined.
Clear But Slow
Built around the Chips & Technologies
453 processor, Artist Graphics' Win-

may become even more important. The
growth of high-resolution, large-screen
monitors could also give impetus to the
popularity of these boards, as competition forces their prices down to commodity levels.
Then, as now, the accelerators provide
aneeded boost for those who have committed their workdays to Windows. Al"Inuninifinni 'lloilmonmiiàum
though quite economical, the WinSpeed
100 didn't offer enough of aperformance
advantage to compete effectively in this
category.
WInSpeed 100
The TIGA-10, with its proven 34010
coprocessor, is asolid product, but withSpeed 100 has the lowest price in this
in the narrow context of Windows acroundup: $395. Although that price procelerators, Ifound other coprocessors to
vides you with an inexpensive entry
be more efficient. Likewise, Iliked the
point into 1024- by 768-pixel by 256Graphics Ultra's overall performance
color displays, the board is aquestionable
and appreciated ATI's attempts at valueWindows accelerator.
added extras. However, the Ultra's list
In the NotePad and Ami Pro tests, the
price of $899 is more than I'd be preWinSpeed 100 ran only about 1 'A times
pared to pay if my primary goal was acfaster than the ProDesigner II. In the
celerating Windows. For those who also
PageMaker test, the WinSpeed brought
need to combine a powerful processor
up the rear—almost afull second behind
the baseline board. Menus opened with a with AutoCAD display list drivers for
faster redraws, pans, and zooms, the cadelay that appeared comparable to the
pabilities of the Ultra and the TIGA-10
ProDesigner's. The same was true for
become more valuable.
redraw times when Irepositioned winIn the end, Ifound the prices, speed,
dows.
and clarity of the S3-based boards imThis disappointing performance is
possible to pass up for Windows work.
tempered somewhat by the clarity of the
Within this group, price and perfordisplay. Like the TIGA-10's, the Winmance are equal. So, ultimately, Igive
Speed's display was among the clearest
the nod to STB Systems' Wind/X. Idon't
and brightest in this roundup.
need amouse, but, like many people, I'd
love to free up aslot as Iplow through
The Windows Winners
Windows applications with greater speed
To varying degrees, all these products
and clarity. •
deliver on the promise of faster, highresolution Windows applications. And as
new and more expansive versions of Alan foch is a technical editor for the
BYTE Lab. You can reach him on BIX as
Windows and OS/2 appear in the coming
months, hardware-based acceleration
"ajoch."
COMPANY

Actix Systems, Inc.
(Quantum)
4633 Old Ironsides Dr.,
Suite 310
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(800) 927-5557
(408) 986-1625
fax: (408) 986-1646
Circle 1233 on Inquiry Card.
Artist Graphics
(WinSpeed 100)
2675 Patton Rd.
St. Paul, MN 55113
(612) 631-7800
fax: (612) 631-7802
Circle 1234 on Inquiry Cord.
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INFORMATION

ATI Technologies, Inc.
(Graphics Ultra)
3761 Victoria Park Ave.
Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada M1W 3S2
(416) 756-0718
fax: (416) 756-0720
Circle 1235 on Inquiry Card.
BCC
(TIGA-10)
174 Component Dr.
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 944-9000
fax: (408) 944-9001
Circle 1236 on Inquiry Card.

Orchid Technology
(Fahrenheit 1280, ProDesigner II)
45365 Northport Loop W
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 683-0300
Circle 1237 on Inquiry Card.
SIB Systems, Inc.
(Wind/X)
1651 North Glenville,
Suite 210
Richardson, TX 75081
(214) 234-8750
fax: (214) 234-1306
Circle 1238 on Inquiry Card.

Fasten your
seat belt and
snap in the new
Hercules Graphics
Station GOLD!

WARNING!
FAST
WINDOWS
AHEAD

Windows acceleration plus:
• 32,768 colors
• Graphics processor
• High resolution
• High refresh rates

• VRAM
• DRAM ( optional)

$495
Hercules Graphics Station GOLD
High-speed, true color Windows . . .
and much more!

Call 1-800-532-0600 for details.
eCower let Hercules Cormier technology. Inc, VI Parker Street Berkeley. :A94110 910-90-60110. Hercules rs aregistered Heileman and Hercules Grades Simon
P

ol Hercules Sauer technology, Inc All order product awls are 'remarks el Men respective owners. who are nor assomed wan Hercules
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World Class
Windows
Performance.
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CONQUERS SPACE...
AND BEYOND

DR DOS®
6.0 is here.
Amajor
upgrade to
the awardwinning
DR DOS®
5.0, this is
the DOS
operating
system that conquers the limitations of your PC's memory and
hard disk space. Fully DOS-compatible, with free product lifetime
support, it's the best thing that
ever happened to DOS.
DR DOS 6.0 lets
Give your
you run even the
applications
more room
biggest DOS and
to run.
Windows applications. It loads itself into upper
and high memory along with
buffers, device drivers, TSRs, and
network drivers — delivering consistently more memory than the
competition on Intel 8088/86,
80286,386 and i486 PCs and
compatibles.
With DR DOS
Don't get
anew hard
6.0's optional file
drive. Just get
compression, a
anew DOS.
typical 40MB

More memory
for your
applications.
Twice the hard
disk space.
Superior
productivity.

hard disk
can hold up
to 80MB of
data! You
also get a
high performance disk
cache for
dramatically improved software performance.
And adisk defragmentation utility
for speedier data access.
DR DOS 6.0
Make your
PC work for
gives you the
you, not
most advanced
against you.
DOS technology,
plus comprehensive password
security to protect your system
and data, on-line help and documentation, lightning-fast task
switching for improved productivity, file recovery commands and
much more.
Expand
Get the
your PC's
facts by fax:
1-800-955-DOS6 universe
Request Document 602
with DR
Or call us at:
DOS 6.0.
1-800-274-4DRI
Let us fax
you the facts, or call us for details
and the name of the DR DOS
reseller nearest you.

RS DOS
3.%

14.111.,•••••fi

DR DOS 6.0
IMerwmal

DR DOS
6.0

FULLY DOS- COMPATIBLE

•

•

•

MAXIMUM MEMORY ON
i386 dAU PCs

5/5k

621k

627k

MAXIMUM MEMORY ON
80286 PCs

575k

621k

628k

MAXIMUM MEMORY ON
8086/68 PCs

583k

6I2k

DOUBLE THE STORAGE CAPACITY OF
TYPICAL HARD DISK

•

READ 8. WRITE HIGH-PERFORMANCE
DISK CACHE

•

DISK DEFRAGMENTATION

•

COMPREHENSIVE PASSWORD
SECURITY SYSTEM

•

UNDELETE

• •

•
14

TASK SWITCHING ( NO. OF TASKS)

20

FAST TASK SWITCHING VIA COMMAND
LINE OR GRAPHICAL SHELL USING
EXPANDED/EXTENDED MEMORY

•

CUT dPASTE BETWEEN TASKS
ON-LINE DOCUMENTATION I. HELP
PC- TO- PC FILE TRANSFER
FREE PRODUCT LIFETIME SUPPORT
FULLY 100EARLI
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Ample Waves of Data:
Five Tools to Help You Stay Afloat
PETER WAYNER

gram, perform calculations, and then
display the results graphically or numerically. However, there are many differences among the programs. Some, like
ne of the curses of the computer age
SAS PC or SPSS/PC +, come with opis the tidal wave of data that can
tional modules that provide an extensive
wash over us each day. For examrange of analyses and graph formats.
ple, my local supermarket now offers
Others, like Stata, are simpler and not as
coupon discounts to shoppers who proloaded with features.
vide their names along with cash-register
Some of the PC packages, including
receipts. Although this ruse raises conSAS PC, trace their lineage to old maincerns about privacy, Iworry more for the
frame-based statistical software and
poor clerk who must plow through the
have user interfaces that seem arcane on
terabytes of resulting data to discover
microcomputers. Other packages, such
possible correlations between ZIP codes
as Systat, were written especially for
and mozzarella sales.
microcomputers and provide astrong inComputers helped cause the problem
terface that would clog the I/O channels
of data overload, and fortunately they
of the old mainframes.
can also help solve it. In this roundup, I
Itested the PC programs with a486review five PC and Macintosh software
based system running DOS 4.1 with 4
programs designed to help business peoMB of memory and a 105- MB hard
ple, scientists, and engineers analyze
drive. My Mac was aIIci running Sysendless streams of quantities, ratios,
tem 7.0 with 5MB of memory and a105values, and quotients. For PCs, IevaluMB hard drive.
ated Computing Resource Center's Stata,
Ievaluated the packages according to
SAS Institute's SAS PC, and SPSS's
four main criteria: range of data-analysis
SPSS/PC + 4.0. For Macs, Itested Minifeatures, numerical stability, presentatab's Minitab 8.0 and Systat's Systat 5.1.
tion tools, and user interface. Ianalyzed
(SPSS also sells a Mac version, while
aset of data Ihad gathered for one of my
Minitab and Systat also sell PC versions
research projects. The research involved
of their products.)
using computers to match artists and
The programs are designed for people
their work. Specifically, the data reprewho must analyze vast quantities of data
sented the distribution of pen- stroke
and make decisions based on the results.
lengths across avariety of illustrations.
For example, marketing directors might
Ialso ran asample set of data through
use data-analysis software to track dethe programs to check for numerical stamand for their products and determine
bility; this determined how accurately
sales trends based on geography, seathe packages calculated very small and
sons, or income groups. As these packvery large numbers. Finally, Ievaluated
ages look for patterns, they can also plot
the user interfaces. Naturally, this is
the sales data in several different formats
subjective, and users of the original
to make the results accessible to everyone
mainframe packages may not care awhit
in the company.
about what they can do with the mouse.

0

A Range of Capabilities
Each program helps you cope with onslaughts of data, but this class of software doesn't collect information and
shouldn't be confused with data acquisition programs. Also, this genre doesn't
include related programs such as mathematics software (e.g., Mathematica) or
scientific visualization packages (e.g.,
Spyglass).
All the packages Ilooked at provide
simple ways to read the data into the pro-

Statistical Options
A range and depth of statistical operations is important if your work involves
complicated and rigorous statistical analyses. Because of space constraints, I
can't list all the analyses possible for
each package, but Iwill summarize each
product's range of capabilities.
Each package handles the basic statistics jobs, such as computing medians, averages, standard deviations, and correlations between different parts of the data

set. If you construct an equation that
models the data, all five packages will
do straightforward regression to determine how closely the model actually fits
the data. You can do the regression in one
swoop, or you can let the computer do it a
step at a time and add more and more
variables until the model and data match
well. All five packages will also analyze
the variation (called ANOVA) and determine how well the model predicts the
data.
If you want to check your data for

ti VIE

ACTION SUMMARY

• WHAT DATA-ANALYSIS
PROGRAMS DO
They compute various statistical
quantities that let you look for
trends and patterns in data.
• LIKES
They provide mathematically
sophisticated tests for finding
patterns and determining whether
the patterns could have been
caused by random chance.
• DISLIKES
Many of the user interfaces were
rudimentary and not well designed.
RECOMMENDATIONS
For Mac-based statistical
analyses and presentations, choose
Systat. Although rigorous in its
complexity, SAS PC reigned as the
most complete package for PCs.
• PRICE
Minitab 8.0 for the Mac, $695
(single-copy price)
SAS PC 6.04, $595 (one
workstation, first-time license, must
be renewed annually for $ 275)
SPSS/PC + 4.0, $ 195
Stata 2.1, $590
Systat 5.1 for the Mac, $ 795
(Mesosaur time-series statistics
module, $ 395)
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consistency, all five programs will compute the basic set of statistics, including
the t-test, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test,
and many other nonparametric tests.
These tests let you determine whether the
data is likely to be from a predictable
source. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test,
for instance, is useful for checking
whether the variable was produced by a
perfectly random source. The t-test is
useful for determining whether the difference between the means of two sam-

Put an end to software piracy!
Meet the growing family of security keys
from Software Security
Each one a specialist at enforcing your
license agreement in virtually any user
environment you can think of. Whether it's
DOS, UNIX, Macintosh or OS/2...whether it's
asingle user installation or a LAN.
Simply connect the appropriate key to a
single user computer, or a non-dedicated
file server in a network, and you control all
access to your protected application.
Users, however, won't even know it's there.
The keys are transparent and won't
impact software functionality or the ability
to make back up copies. Normal node
and LAN operations are unaffected.

ples could have occurred by chance.
Stata, Systat, SPSS/PC+, and SAS
PC also perform cluster analysis for segmenting several sets of data into subsets
with similar characteristics. These four
can also do factor analysis. The latter is a
more complicated version of regression
in which different variables are grouped
into meta-variables called factors; the influence of these factors is then computed.
SPSS's optional Advanced Statistics

Simple. Unassuming. Ever vigilant. Easy
to incorporate into your application
package. And quite possibly the most
profitable hardware investment a
software developer can make.
To find out more, call: 1•800-333-0407
IN CONNECTICUT CALL' 203-329-8870
FAX 203-329-7428
EUROPE AND UK: +44 784 43 00 60
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package provides sophisticated versions
of nonlinear-regression and multivariateregression variance analysis. Multivariate regression addresses numerous variables that might be related to the data.
Both regression analyses are also available in SAS PC's main statistics package
and in Systat and Minitab.
Systat, Minitab, SAS PC, and SPSS/
PC + offer packages for analyzing functions that vary with time. The basic purpose of time-series analysis is to look for
trends and counteract seasonal variations. Minitab builds these functions into
the main module; the other three programs offer theirs as options. Stata provides some of these functions, but not
enough for me to consider it acontender
in this area.
With the Systat and Minitab versions
of time-series analysis, you calculate a
Box-Jenkins ARIMA model of the data.
This model is helpful for looking for seasonal or periodic variations in a timedependent variable. Both packages make
it easy for you to analyze graphically the
auto-correlations between different
times and discover any periodic differences. Systat provides many built-in
functions for smoothing data.
SPSS and SAS offer more sophisticated time-series systems than either
Systat or Minitab. SPSS/PC+ and SAS
PC will estimate the various frequencies
of seasonal variation with Fourier analysis. This lets you determine whether
there may be more than one pattern at
work (e.g., vacation passenger loads on
airliners are higher on Fridays and in the
summer). Both programs also offer the
X11 ARIMA package, which was developed by government agencies to do seasonal adjustments of monthly data.
SPSS's version comes from Statistics
Canada; SAS's version comes from the
U.S. Census Bureau.
One important element in handling
seasonal data is dates. Although time
may be acontinuum, the way we represent it is more complex. Systat, SPSS/
PC +, and SAS PC offer ways to handle
the standard day, month, and year format. SAS, for instance, converts adate
into the number of days between it and
January 1, 1960. Thus, July 4th, 1776,
becomes — 67019. If you are using the
time of day as well, SAS stores this as the
number of seconds from midnight, January 1, 1960. Minitab sees time-series
data as simple sequences with data numbered case 1, case 2, and so on. These
data-handling features make Systat,
SAS, and SPSS much easier to use for
large projects than programs that don't
address the calendar format.
continued
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Available for PC, Macintosh, Unix, and VMS

Mathematica 2.0:
the standard for
technical computing

systems, Mathematica 2.0 brings arange of new
capabilities to Mathematica, the proven leader in
technical computing software. Interactively handling numerical, graphical, and symbolic computation at all levels, Mathematica 2.0 adds 50 percent
more functions. These include sound generation,
differential equations, external program communi-

"The importance of the program cannot be overlooked... it so
fundamentally alters the mechanics of mathematics."
New York Times
"Mathematica has the potential to change the world of science at
least as much as word processing has changed the world of writing."
InfoWorld
"Mathematica is astartlingly good tool."
Nature

cation, as well as enhancements to Mathematica's
built-in high-level programming language.
Mathematica has rapidly become the standard
for technical computing, with more than adozen
textbooks, aquarterly journal, and several newsletters devoted to the system. Mathematica is in use at
all of the 50 largest U.S. universities, all of the

Macworld 1991 World Class Software Award Survey
60 -

technical Fortune 50 companies, and most of the

50

world's larger engineering firms. In fact, more than
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Mathematics
MathCAD
Theorist
Eureka
PowerMath
MATLAB
All others

10

100,000 technical professionals and students
around the world are working with Mathematica
every day.
To find out what Mathematica can do for you, call

o

Wolfram Research at 1- 800- 441- MATH.

Mathematica has also received best software/new product
awards from:
Macworld, 1990-91

MacUser, 1989

Discover, 1990
BYTE, 1989

Business Week, 1988
infoWorld, 1988

Mathematica 2.0
A System for Doing Mathematics by Computer
For Macintosh information circle 180,
For IBM/Compatible information circle 181,
For UNIX information circle 182 on Inquiry Card.

Mathematics is currently available for:

MS-DOS 386, Microsoft Windows, Macintosh, CONVEX,
DG AVii0N, DEC VAX ( ULTRIX and VMS), DEC RISC, HP 9000,
Apollo, IBM RISC System/6000, MIPS, NeXT, Silicon Graphics,
Sony, Sun-3, and SPARC.
Prices in U.S. and Canada start at $595 Educational discounts are available.

Wolfram R
h. (nc.. 100 Trade Center Drive. Champaign. IL 61820-7237. USA
217-398-0700: fax: 217-398-0747; email: infoewri.com.
Wolfram R
h ( UK) Ltd.. P.O. Box 114. Abingdon, Oxon OX13 6TG. United Kingdom
441235) 550 440; fax -.44 1235) 550 445; email: info-ukewri.com
99, Wolnen,Research. Inc Marteerna.., ,epeered nedernarY of Wolfram %march. Inc
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cal operations are done with high precision. Other programs are looser and
sloppier when handling small and large
numbers.
The range of acceptable numbers can
cause problems. Minitab can only handle
numbers between 10 -18 and 10". The
manual suggests that you can rescale that
particular set of data when you get near
the boundaries of accuracy. This fix,
though, is cumbersome and potentially
confusing if you are not expecting it.
Every package has some limitation, but
most are much better than this. Stata, for
instance, can handle numbers between
10 -99 and 10 99 .
To test the number-crunching abilities
of each program, Icreated asimple file
with five variables and nine cases. In the
first variable, Iplaced the numbers 1
through 9. In the second, Iput the numbers 10001 through 10009. The third and
fourth columns were filled with the first
and second columns divided by 10 8.The
Numerical Stability
fifth column was filled with the first colOne of the most important features of a umn divided by 1000.
statistical package is numerical stability.
The purpose of the test was to deterSome software is written by people who
mine how well the programs responded
to numbers in awide range of sizes. The
are careful to ensure that the mathemati-

SAS PC and SPSS/PC + have many esoteric options too numerous to name
here. SPSS/PC+, for instance, offers a
separate package called CHAID, which
performs sophisticated cluster analysis
based on the chi-squared test and tree
analysis. SAS offers aseparate package
devoted to manufacturers who do quality-control analysis. (At press time,
Minitab introduced a similar package.)
SAS also sells apackage for managing
operations such as network flow calculations or linear programming.
It is impossible to say which package is
the most sophisticated for data analysis.
They all handle the core group of features successfully. For Mac-based analyses, both Minitab and Systat provide an
equally solid core of the standard statistical methods. For PCs, SAS PC has the
widest range of add-on features, so if you
need very complicated procedures, SAS
PC is the standout program.

numbers between 10001 and 10009
tested the programs' ability to recognize
small variations in size. These numbers
were within the range of acceptable
values for all five programs.
My test demanded that the programs
fit aline to all possible pairs of variables.
The numbers should generate perfect
lines, but the sizes throw the packages
abit of acurve. The results were quite
varied.
Only Stata and SAS PC handled all 10
cases without trouble. Both SPSS/PC+
and Minitab refused to handle the sensitive cases when the numbers 10001
through 10009 were the dependent variables. These packages said that the numbers were too close to aconstant. SAS
noted this problem, found an answer,
and then warned of apotential error with
asuggestion of how to fix the problem.
Stata plowed through the numbers without ablink and did not warn of any potential instability. Ifelt more comfortable
having SAS's warning message.
Systat, on the other hand, was bothered by the small numbers 10 -8 through
9 x 10-8 .It refused to draw the line
because the small numbers were too
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Blast into faster color imaging inWindows
with Truevision 1024-32m

ifuevision 1024-32
Graphics Engine
provides acceleration for graphics
and maging applications operating
under Windows.
This single-stot
solution features
32 bits per pixel
and resolutions up
te 1024 x708.

Truevision 1024-32 dramatically accelerates color imaging under
Windows and lets you slide into your next operation without losing acreative stride.

Just pick it up and move it.
With Truevision 1024-32, screen refresh in high res graphic applications
is almost instantaneous. And you can zoom in (up to 8x) and pan around your entire
image in real time. Want more? Truevision 1024-32 is also abootable VGA card.

Are you ready for 32 bit graphics?
Truevision has been for six years. So when your future calls for 32 bits
per pixel, you won't need hardware upgrades or awhole new accelerator. You're
ready now.

What are you waiting for?
Truevision knows all about high- resolution graphic standards and the
need for speed. The Truevision 1024-32 Graphics Engine satisfies both. Anything
less, and you're just standing still.
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close to O.
When Iexperimented with exceptionally large numbers (e.g., 10' 29 )SPSS/
PC + crashed completely and Ineeded to
restart the software. This could be arude
awakening if you are in the middle of a
calculation that goes awry. SAS PC managed to fit aline to numbers with magnitudes such as 10 ' 9°, but occasionally it
got the yintercept wrong. Stata truncated their values.
The data set Iused in this case is not
especially complex or sophisticated, but
it did reveal several important differences among the programs. Minitab,
SPSS, and Systat each refused to do the
problem and forced me to rescale the results. Note that Idid not test the accuracy
of the line fit, because this will vary
from machine to machine and more specifically from math coprocessor to math
coprocessor.
Mac-based analysts should be wary of
using either Minitab or Systat with difficult numbers. Minitab failed to draw
some of the lines, and Systat decided that
many small numbers were 0. The PC
users should be happiest with SAS, because it had no problems; Stata's performance, however, made it aviable alternative.
Presentation Power
The graphical presentation of data can be
just as important as equation crunching.
In many cases, you can spot important
correlations when the data is graphed in
the correct way.
Each package offers basic graphs, including scatter plots, that let you look at
the relationships between two dimensions of data, bar charts, pie charts, and
box charts. These graphs are handy ways
to visually describe the mean and standard deviation of a set of data. Histograms and line drawings are also all
standard with the reviewed packages.
Each of the five packages can handle this
basic set of graphs.
All the programs also let you combine
these graphs in many different ways. You
can overlay or juxtapose the basic graph
primitives. Stata, SAS PC, and SPSS/
PC + will place asymbol at each point in
ascatter plot and let you scale the symbol
in relation to data. For example, Systat's
graphics package will let you use several
different variables to control the shape of
the symbol. Thus, abig blob at the twelve
o'clock position of the symbol would signify abig value of one variable, and the
size of the protrusion at six o'clock might
signify another symbol. Systat will also
allow weather vanes to signify direction
at acertain place.
264
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Also important for data presentation
are 3-D graphics, which show relationships among numerous variables. Neither Stata nor SPSS/PC + offers this capability. SAS PC does anice job in 3-D
graphics, and it even lets you select the
placement of the lighting source.
However, Systat reigns as the best
package for 3-D graphics. You can create
3-D surface plots and scatter plots. The
fun begins when you start mixing graphs
together. One option lets you merge two
surfaces. Another option lets you place
the graph in a three-sided " box" with
scale tick marks. Systat can draw 2-D
plots on these walls to bundle even more
information into the package.
SAS PC, Systat, and SPSS/PC + can
all create map plots. The packages come
with outlines of the U.S. When you provide numerical data, the packages will
fill the states with apattern that corresponds to the values. SAS PC also provides aneat 3-D map option that extrudes
the shape of the state based on the data.
Thus, if you created aplot of earthquake
danger, you would see California towering over the other states.
Overall, Systat is my choice as the best
graphics package (see screen 1). Its plots
are sophisticated, and the program offers
many different format choices. Some of
the dialog boxes might be abit clearer,
but even so, the boxes are still better than
the rest.
For PCs, SAS PC provided the best
graphics among the test programs. It
even had some sophisticated options that
Systat doesn't provide. Stata offers good
2-D graphics. SPSS/PC + is the worst
among the test packages. If you ask for a
plot, you will get one generated by the
program's old teletype interface. The
mapping software is the only integrated
graphics format in the program. For
other types of graphics, you must use
File

Edit

Date

Bosch

SPSS/PC+ with Harvard Graphics or
Graph-in-the-Box.
User Interfaces
Some of the PC packages were developed
before the rise of GUIs, and the remnants
of old mainframe interfaces live on. This
is good for anyone who doesn't want to
learn anew command set. Unfortunately, this also means that some systems are
more cumbersome than they need to be.
For example, SPSS/PC +' sGUI is
merely OK. The top half of the screen
contains a tree-like menu system with
every possible command in the SPSS repertoire. At the bottom of the screen is a
command window. When you select a
command, the program types it for you at
the cursor in the command window (see
screen 2). Then you must use the function keys to drop into the command window and execute the command. Experienced users will want to avoid the menu
system and the added effort of looking
for the right command.
The advantage of this technique is that
you slowly build up aprogram to run in
the command window. If you need to run
it again, the program is already constructed. However, Ioften needed to refer to the manual to make sure Iwas
doing things correctly, because the menu
will allow unparsable commands to be
generated.
The SAS PC environment makes even
fewer nods to the invention of the GUI
(see screen 3). The interface provides
three main windows: one for aprogram,
one for commands that run programs,
and the third for the data. However, this
interface is not just aleftover from the
mainframe days, it's aform of torture.
When Ifirst tried to get the simple introductory example working, Ifailed repeatedly. If Imade one mistake, Iwould
get lost in a maze of errors. To make
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Frankly, paying anything at all is
pretty nauseating.
But that nothing compared to
the feeling you get in your stomach
when adrive full of data goes
down the drain.
So You pay
Then you pay again. For
upgrades. Or quarterly "updates:'
But even that doesn't buy you
much peace of mind. Because each
new day brings an average of six
new viruses into the world
Which means all anti-virus
programs are inherently obsolete.
Except one.
Introducing Untouchable7The
only software in the world that gives
you 100% protection.
Tbday.
And tomorrow
Like other anti-virus software,
Untouchable is equipped with aTSR
monitor for patroling your system
memory plus ascanner/remover
for examining the files on your disk.
Between them, these first
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olines of defense can
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know that Untouchable is equipped
with aunique third line of
defense, which has been mathematically proven to be, well,
untouchable.
Instead of looking for viruses,
this third line of defense looks for
changes in your eyeculable and
system files.
If the change is but asingle byte,
Untouchable will spot it and, using
our patent-pending recovery technique, reconstruct the file to is
original state.
The process is known as Generic
Differential Detection, and certain
other programs daim to perform
it too.
But only Untouchable calculates
file signatures using not one, but
two proprietary algorithms that
can't be reverse-engineered.
Only Untouchable guarantees
100% safe recovery of infected
files. (Unlike other programs
that proudly generate corrupted
files, Untouchable knows when
the jig is up and doesn't attempt
recovery)
Only Untouchable can provide
centralized network virus protection. In fact, Untouchable Network
has enough virus alerts and reporting mechanisms to settle the
stomach of even the most nervous
Netware administrator
And only Untouchable is backed
by our vaunted 2A-hour toll-five
technical support and aone-ear
money-back guarantee.
If youit worried about viruses —
and eu should be — don't reach for
the Maalox Reach for the phone.
Dial 1-800-926-4289 Ext. 77.
You'll feel better right away
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matters worse, SAS PC erased my carefully typed lines, so Iwould need to retype them to try again. Ionly discovered
that F9 was amagic recovery key after
retyping the commands twice. Ieventually got the hang of the program, and all
these problems were technically my
fault, but Ithink abetter-designed interface would fix many of them.
SAS offers two solutions. One is called
SAS/AF, which is another programming
language that enables you to create
menu-driven applications for SAS. It is a
product for programmers who need to
create easy-to-use interfaces for clerks
and data-entry people. A program called
SAS/Assist is amenu-driven alternative
to running with the standard SAS interface, but it is not as flexible as basic SAS.
The other solution is the new SAS for
Windows, which is scheduled to be released by the time you read this. The
mathematical core of SAS is very solid,
and Windows may provide it with amore
competitive user interface.
Using the main Stata program is like
using ateletype. This doesn't mean it is
.SPSXII.OUL
CHAP3.11Fil
CHAP1.0AI
CHAP5.SPS
CHAP3.SPS
CHAP13.SPS
SALE1.CHI
SPSAUCL.OUL

Size:

HINDIESI.INC
CHAP5.11AT
CHAP11.DAT
CHAP6.SPS
CHAP9.SPS
SPSSA.OUL

TANDIESI.LIS
CHAP9.DAI
CHAP6.DAT
CHAP7.SPS
CHAP18.SPS
SPSAFACI OUL

SPSHCF.OUU
CHAPH.DAI
CHAP.DAI
CHAP8.SPS
CHAP11.SPS
SPSS IR-

complex, however, and Ihad no problem
using it. The command syntax is abit unusual, but you'll be able to figure it out.
For instance, you need to type exit,
clear to leave the program instead of
simply typing exit. The program also
has aset of menus and dialog boxes that
are similar to the Mac interface. You
choose acommand and fill out some box
selections, and the program does everything immediately. There is no interplay
between command window, menu, and
program. This was an easier interface to
use than SPSS/PC + ' sor SAS PC's.
On the Mac side, both Systat and
Minitab have menu and command windows that work symbiotically, but they
differ greatly from their DOS cousins
(see screen 4). Although Minitab and
Systat are technically converting your
mouse-clicks into typing in the command
window, you need never move to the
command window to execute an instruction. Often, you can ignore the window
entirely if you want. Some of the more
complex operations, such as file merging
in Systat, can be accomplished only

SPSSA.ENE
CHAP2.DAT
CHAP12.0A1
CHAP4.SPS
CHAP12.SPS

1K.FX8
CHAP18.DAT
CHAP13.DAI .
CHAN SPS
CHAP1211.SPS '
SPSAMPT.OUL
SALEI.SAU
SPSAOMAY.OUL SPSATILS.DUL SPSARECR.OUL SPSAHU.OUL
SPSACL1e.OUL SPSARLIB.OUL SPSRPRS.OUL SIATIEST.INC srAirtst.Lie
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Press Esc

graph:

te tensan

thin Files menu

Display a graph

or tuteway scatterplots
.specify two variables. For other styles, specifg a
tsle on the options line
. The style Options are:
histogran
Fur bistograns ( specify une variable)
matrix
lar scatterplot natrix ( specify 3 or atare variables)
onevag
For one-nay scatterplots ( specify 1 or more variables
box
For box plot (
specify 1 or more variables)
stdr
for star chart (
specify 2 or more variables)
bar
or bar chart ( specify 1 or more variables)
pie
or pie chart ( specify 2 or more variables)
Iso see help fur graph.
Graph has many more capabilities.
Wridble(s):

SP ,

1p
1
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Inter

Quit

through the command window, but Ihad
no problem doing real tasks without it.
Many repetitive and complex tasks are
better accomplished by creating acommand file and executing it.
In addition, the menu trees have only
two levels, so you don't feel like you are
digging deeply for aparticular command. When you select agraph or statistical operation, both Systat and Minitab
open up adialog box that lets you set the
rest of the options. Systat's menus are
graphically based, and although this may
seem to be a cosmetic distinction, this
menu design was easier to use and understand than Minitab's.
PC users who care about user interfaces should consider Stata, which, despite its idiosyncrasies, is much cleaner
than SPSS/PC + or SAS PC (see screen
5). However, if the user interface is one
of the selection criteria you care most
about, you should buy aMac or wait for a
Windows version. For the Mac, Iliked
Systat's interface better than Minitab's,
but there was not agreat difference.

Manual Dexterity
The importance of the manuals varies
from package to package. Istarted up
Minitab and Systat on the Mac and generated statistics and plots without even
Screen 2:
consulting the manuals. The interfaces
SPSS/PC+
are good enough to make things easy.
executes analyses
Only when Iattempted some complicated
from tree-like
tasks did Ineed to turn to the manuals.
menu commands,
However, the three PC products are imwhich are
possible to use for the first time without
displayed at the
the manual next to the machine. The
bottom of the
companies recognize this, fortunately,
command window
and offer nice hand-holding segments,
as you select them
like quick-start guides, at the beginning.
Ultimately, this
The manuals vary widely in writing
interface proved
style. Parts of the SAS manuals seem
tedious.
aimed at Ph.D.s, while Stata's manual
is chatty. Both Systat's and Minitab's
are straightforward and simple. SPSS's
manuals spell out every detail.
The range of information about statistical analysis also varies among the manuals. Large parts of Minitab's manual
cannot be understood by statistics novices. The SPSS and Systat manuals do a
better job of providing solid introductions to the subject. SPSS's time-series
Screen 3:
manual, for instance, offers 13 case
Although SAS PC
studies showing how statistical methods
was the most
can be applied to analyzing data.
sophisticated
Most of the manuals were good, but I
package overall,
truly enjoyed reading some of SPSS's beits command
cause of their completeness, including
window will seem
plenty of case histories. So, when using a
antiquated to
PC, Iwould choose SPSS's manuals. For
many PC users.
the Mac user, it's atoss-up, but Systat's
are generally better than Minitab's.
continued
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Graphical jarms and arobust programming language
combine to create powerful Windows-based applications.
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Visual design tools provide agraphical unay
to create graphical applications.

With the Microsoft Visual Basic -programming system, you
can have it both ways.
Start with arobust, structured language, one of the fastest
compilers around, and an interactive source-level debugger. All
tightly integrated in aprogramming system that's extensible via
direct calls to the Windows' API or other dynamic-link libraries
(DLLs), and even new types of controls.
Of course, all that power can be put to good use.
Namely, remarkably powerful applications. Any app you
create can have agraphical interface that includes multiple windows, drag and drop, and all standard Windows controls. Not to
mention dynamic data exchange (DDE) for interoperability with
other Windows applications.
The result? You can produce any kind of Windows application— each one acompiled, distributable .EXE file.
So call us at (800) 541-1261, Dept. V68. We'll be glad to tell
you more about the system that has it all.
0 1991 Microsoft Corporation. All refs resenre Printed in the USA Far ntarr infarrnaturn inside the 50 United States, call '8001.541426I. Dept. WS Customers in
Canada. call (800)563-9048 Outside the US and Canada, call (
206) 936-866/ .
lficrose and the Microsoft logo are registered tradernadts and Windows and Visual
Rasa an- tradcnuans of Murosoll Corporatio,.

PROGRAMMER'S CHOICE
Key

Features

•Fast, full-featured programming
language.
•Create .EXE files with no royalty or runtime fee.
•Visual design tools for click-and-drag
development of graphical applications.
•Sophisticated Windows-based applications can include all standard Windows
controls, multiple windows, dialogs,
custom menus, drag and drop, and programmatic graphics.

At the 1991 Spring
Comdex/Wmdows World,
SPRING
the editors of BYTE
1991
judged Visual Basic the
"Best of Show." In theJuly
WINNER
1991 issue of BYTE, Editor-in-chief Fred Langa called Visual
Basic "amilestone product."
BEST

•Paste-link and programmable
dynamic data exchange (DDE).
•Support for dynamic- link libraries
(DLLs).
•Online, context-sensitive Help.
•Detailed online tutorial.
•Sample code and full-featured example applications.
•Incorporate bittnap graphics, metafiles, and icons.
•Sophisticated debugging tools.

Microsoft
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involves moderate-size jobs, and you are
mainly concerned with producing graphs
and seeing how well amodel matches the
data, Irecommend Systat. The Macintosh version is quite sophisticated and
user-friendly. The Minitab software also

What to Choose
In the end, there are many different reasons for buying data-analysis packages,
so any recommendations about which of
these five to buy depend on your applications. If you are Mac-based, your work
FIN
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uses the Macintosh user-interface paradigm well, but the program does not have
as large a range of graphics as Systat.
Stata is certainly asolid choice: Its user
interface is simple, and the statistical
core is solid.
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Screen 4: Although Minitab faithfully adheres to the style of
the Macintosh environment, the program's graphing abilities
fall short of those of other data-analysis packages.

Screen 5: To build charts and graphs within Stata, you simply
enter commands into input boxes at the bottom of the screen,
and then the program does everything immediately.

Whenever you want to process graphics or texts,
"ARTEC" scanner products will help you to reach your goal.
We also support "FAScinator" image processing software & " FAScinator OCR" OCR software.
The FAScinator is a highly inclusive image processing software, provides an unlimited
mutt- window working enviroment. It supports not only a variety of display modes from B/W
up to 16.7 million true colors. But also contains a powerful drawing & painting
capability including numberless text fonts. Also it provides many file formats
compatible with most popular packages such as colorix, pc paintbrush, ventura
publisher and so on.
The " FAScinator OCR", a
professional OCR software package,
makes text files of all image file that
you scanned through a scanner.
That will be useful without retyping.
For desk top publishing presentation
work or Advertisements, you will benefit from
using the "ARTEC" A400Z, A256C &
A4000C SCANNER.

notebook PC use scanner.

UL FIMA ELECTRONICS CORP.
MAIN OFFICE
9E. NO

OEM WELCOME!

SPAIN:

18. ALLEY 1. LANE 768. SEC

TEL (02) 788-5470 ( REP )

EROAD, TAIPEI. TAIWAN. RO C

FAX ( 886-2) / 88-5657 • 788-5655

C/PORTUGALETE 8 BAJOS 08014 BAFCELONA SPAIN
TEL 4312000

USA BRANCH

Circle 174 on Inquiry Card.

TWC COMPUTER SA
FAX 4227849

DENMARK:

HOLLAND:

115., ASTER AVENVE. SUITE A SUNNYVALE CA 94087 OSA

UNIPRO SCANDINAVIA BIREEMOSEVE.32. 8361 HASSELAGER. DENMARK

SOECOMA COMPUTERS NED BV REKVELDEN 46 5503 NO

TEL ( 4013) 246-9208

TEL 4586286366

VELDHOVEN THE NETHERLAND

FAX (408) 246-9207

FAX 4586286870

TEL 31-40-533515

FAX 31-40-544535

4, 8 or up to 20 devices

Remote
connectivity

LUJ
jgettez&\ /mama\
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MODEM
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t
tem\.

I
I
STAT MUX

HOUSTON

MODEM I

DIAL UP
OR LEASE
LINE

4, 8 or up to 20 devices

STAT MUX
STAT FAUX

/
•
MODEM

4— MULTI-USER SYSTEM
OR TERMINAL SERVER

STAT NRJX

EIA-422 FOR UP TO
4000 FT. AT 115.2K bps
—

r

STAT MUX

ICHICAGO HEADQUARTERS h

for multi-user
systems.
INZITRINATIONAL
DISTRIBUTORS

France
Gradco France
11/ 42949969

Australia
Shuttle Computer Systems
1031 596 88/01

Germany
Munich
ANIS Computech GmhII
1089) 126806-0

Netherlands
Multiwav Data
Netherlands
079-424 III
Norway
A/S Kiell-Bakke
47.2-830221)

Dlisseldorl
Nlulliwar Data Germany
0711-251875

Singapore
Mark Systems FE)
Pte.. Lid.
65.2261877

Denmark
trend Communications
ltd.
53 65 23 45

Italy
Torino
FIRM Italian.
10111771.00.10

Spain
Vidmar Control
1931 2454803

Milano
I. LD.
1021 655.9807

• Approaches ISDN throughout speeds
• Affordable prices
• 4, 8or up to 20 channels
• Composite port speeds selectable from 50 bps
to 115.2K bps
• Remote configuration and diagnostics
• Internal dial up or lease line modems available
• Unlimited toll-free technical support
BayTech gives you 15 years of data communications experience. Call now for affordable, high performance multiplexers, modems, peripheral sharing, and
data acquisition/control devices.
Because Resources Should Be Shared

Sollentuna
Beon Data
08-626 92 26

Belgium
Mulawny Data Belgium
03-666-3864

Finland
Genine Or Impdata
19211547i011

The Telplex line of asynchronous statistical multiplexers by BayTech are designed to provide user flexibility and to maximize speed by effective utilization
of high speed modem technology. Telplex stat muxes
support hardwire connectivity for distances to 4000
feet.

Sweden
Solna
Maldata Teknik AB
10817301439

Switzerland
Sengstag Computers Al.
0041.1.950.54.44
United Kingdom
Leicester & London
A Line Dataspeed
Devices Ltd.
105331 477989
Buckinghamshire
IrendCommunicalion,
ltd.
11162851 30611

Data Communications Products Division
200 N. 2nd St., P.O. Box 387, Bay Saint Louis, MS 39520
Fax: 601-467-4551

Phone: 601-467-8231 or toll-free

800-523-2702
All product or company names are trademarks of their respective holders.
'Over dial up line using a V.32bis/V.42bis modem.

Circle 308 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 309).

THE SPREADSHEET WARS

Circle 144 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 145).

COMPUTER SECURITY PRODUCTS
COMPLETE LINE OF PROVEN AND EASY TO INSTALL
COMPUTER SECURITY PRODUCTS FOR COMPUTERS.
PREVENT
COMPUTER THEFT!

Kabliem Security System
This system allows you to secure all your
computer components: CPU, monitor,
keyboard, printer. Internal component

security: Kablit fasteners secure the rear
panel of CPU protecting internal boards
and hard drives. Fasteners available for
all applications. Prices $34.95 to $49.95
depending on system.

ACCESS SECURITY

Disk Drive LockTm
Prevent anyone from copying your data.
Protect your data from harmful viruses.
Prevent unauthorized use of your drive.
Installs easily and quickly. Models
available for 31/2" and 5 1/4" drives.
List price $24.95.

Order your free catalog of these and many other security products.
Purchase orders accepted. Quantity pricing available. Shipping not included. MC/VISA
accepted. Dealer Inquiries invited.

Secure- It, Inc.
18 Maple Court
East Longmeadow, MA 01028

1-800-451-7592

is accomplished using editions, which
are documents stored on disk that contain
both shared data and lists of subscribers.
Changes made in apublished document
generate changes in its editions; the Edition Manager updates subscribers using
Apple events, the high-level IAC architecture built into System 7.0.
For example, say you need to include
in your company's annual report the financial data in aResolve worksheet. You
would select the data to share and choose
"Create Publisher" from the Edit menu
to create an Edition file on disk. Then
you'd switch to your System 7.0-savvy
word processor, load the report, choose
"Subscribe To," and select the Edition
file to complete the link.
From then on, any changes in the Resolve worksheet will be transparently
communicated to your word processor so
that the annual report will always display
current data. Using System 7.0's file
sharing, this communication can even
take place between different Macs on a
network. The Publish/Subscribe mechanism is nearly transparent, and the speed
with which changes ripple through to the
subscribers is surprising.

A Few Rough Edges
edre:ee%
Ï'e9 y"

Let's
Be Sure Our
Children Grow Up
Smart And Fit.

We know our children won't get very far in the world without agood,
working knowledge of the "3R's'' That's why school is such an important part
of their lives. But there's another part of their education that's just
as important to their future — physical education.
The healthy hearts they develop now will go along way toward helping them
grow into healthy adults. And the good fimess habits they learn can stay
with them for alifetime. So let's encourage our children to exercise their minds.
But let's be sure they do the same for their bodies.

The President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports
276
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Resolve is a robust program, but a few
missing interface elements mar an otherwise excellent package. They range from
small things, like the lack of auto-scrolling when moving charts and the lack of
a progress indicator for lengthy operations, to more serious deficiencies. The
most disappointing of these are a oneline formula bar, which makes building
complex formulas difficult, and the inability to split a window into multiple
panes, which makes adding formulas to a
large work sheet needlessly cumbersome.
I'd also like to see an auto-sum feature,
similar to Excel's, in afuture release.
There's little doubt that Resolve has
the right stuff to go head-to-head with
Excel in the business market. Its few
shortcomings are interface issues that
can be easily addressed, and its core
spreadsheet and scripting technology
will set the standard for some time to
come. Perhaps most important, Resolve
provides System 7.0's I
AC capabilities
today and demonstrates how powerful—
and simple—these features can be. •
Christopher R. Gibson is president of
Cloud Ten, a Macintosh software development firm in San Luis Obispo, California. Chris is amoderator of the BIX Macintosh exchange. He has also taught
spreadsheet classes since 1989. You can
contact him on BIX as "chris. gibson."
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SYSTAT is rated # 1by Software Digest'

In fact, SYSTAT is the only statistical analysis package to

receive top honors from InfoWorld, PC Magazine and PC Week. According to Software Digest: " It is
the only program that successfully blends robust features, good usability and performance, and many
areas of uncommon strength from analytical graphs to powerful programming."
SYSTAT. The statistics speak for themselves.
For more information call or write: SYSTAT, Inc. 1800 Sherman Avenue,

SYSTAT

Evanston, IL 60201-3793 Tel. 708.864.5670 Fax: 708.492.3567

e

For international representatives call: Australia 61.3.8661766, Canada 416.424.1700, Denmark 45.64.406575, Finland 358.0.6923800. France 33.1.40935000,
Germany 49.61.265950 ( DOS), 49.30.310423 (
Mac), Italy 39.587.213640, Japan 81.33.5902311, New Zealand 64.71.562675, Norway 47.3.892240, Sweden 46.7.6076207,
Switzerland 41.31.416611, The Netherlands 31.340.266336, UK London 44.81.6926636.
For IBM/compatible information circle 163; for Macintosh informa ©1991 SYSTAT, Inc. Software Digest is aregistered tradernar< of NSTL, Inc.
tion, circle 164; for Reseller inquiries, circle 165 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 128 on Inquiry Card.

AMPLE WAVES OF DATA

Make Your Best Work Look Its Best!
Definition

Name
Gamma

00

F(z) =

SAS PC and SPSS/PC+ are good
choices for people who already know the
respective languages or who are considering implementing alarge data management system. Both packages offer dataentry front ends that allow statistics
novices, such as store clerks, to enter information without regard to what the statistics experts may do with the data later.
These packages also offer awide range
of specialized statistics capabilities that
you can purchase as options. For its overall sophistication, Igive SAS PC the nod
for PC-based analyses. •

tz—t e—t dt

1
sin(x) = —
2i
00
Zeta

C(8) = Dr'

(as > 1)

k =1

PC TEX
Typesetting Software
For professional publishing and the power to produce high-quality technical
documents, scientific notation, mathematical formulas, and tables, rely on PCTEX
to make your work look its best. The next step beyond standard desktop
publishing, PCTEX is the difference between average and expert. You'll get
professional typesetting at amateur prices. And with our new PC TEX Systems, you
get everything you need, with no extra costs.

To(

The PC
System for Laser Printers includes:
• PC TEX and PC TEX/386, Version 3.1
• Our screen previewer and laser printer drivers
• AmS-TEX and
Macro Packages
• Free Technical Support

e-re

ire

PERSONAL

INC

For afree catalog and demo disk, call 415/388-8853. See the best for yourself!
Personal TEX, Inc. • 12 Madrona Ave. • Mill Valley, CA • Fax: 415/388-8865

FacetTerm
UNIX Windowing For
Character Terminals & PCs

O

ncrease productivity by giving users simultaneous access to
multiple UNIX applications on acharacter terminal or PC.

FacetTenn'm Features

• Multiple, concurrent UNIX
sessions for each user.
• Hot key between word processing, DBMS, office applications,
3270 emulation, and any other
UNIX application.
• Screen print.
• Cut & paste between
applications.
• Pull down menu interface.
• Full or split screen display.

214 / 985-9901
270
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Suite 205

INFORMATION

Computing Resource Center
(State)
1640 Fifth St.
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(800) 782-8272
(310) 393-9893
fax: (310) 393-7551
Circle 1228 on Inquiry Card.
Minitab, Inc.
(Minitab 8.0)
3081 Enterprise Dr.
State College, PA 16801
(800) 448-3555
fax: (814) 238-4383
Circle 1229 on Inquiry Card.
SAS Institute, Inc.
(SAS PC)
SAS Campus Dr.
Cary, NC 27513
(919) 677-8000
fax: (919) 677 -8123
Circle 1230 on Inquiry Card.

Systat
(Systat 5.1)
1800 Sherman Ave.
Evanston, IL 60201
(708) 864-5670
fax: (708) 492-3567
Circle 1232 on Inquiry Card.

Structured Software
Solutions, Inc.

4031 W. Plano Parkway

COMPANY

SPSS, Inc.
(SPSS/PC + 4.0)
444 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 329-3300
fax: (312) 329-3668
Circle 1231 on Inquiry Cord.

TRY IT! Full featured evaluation
for 30 days. Only $50 + shipping
and handling.

O

Peter Wayner is a consulting editor for
BYTE. He is also working toward a
Ph.D. in computer science at Cornell
University. You can contact him on BIX
as "pwayner."

Plano, TX 75093

Fax 214/612-2035
Circle 219 on Inquiry Card.

While Our Competitors
Are Diligently Trying
To Emulate The
SummaSketfil II, • •
ProucllyAlltiounce SomaSketch II Pills,
The world's bestselling, most
emulated, most acclaimed
desktop tablet just got better.
We've taken SummaSketch II,
the industry standard, and
added several new features to
create atablet that is, unquesC‘
tionably, the world's best.
Unlike some competitiors,
we put everything in the
box-4-button cursor and
2-button stylus (or 16-button cursor), interface
cables and autilities diskette with Windows® 3.0 and
ADI® drivers. Plus we've added things like 2000 lines per
inch resolution and 10 mil accuracy—standard. Plus the
fastest, easiest set-up and configuration procedure. Plus
an offer for afree AutoCAD® or CADKEY° Master
Template (a $245 value). Plus software compatibility

with over 400 programs, and
hardware compatibility with
PCs and Macintosh' Best of
all, it's still 100% pure SummaSketch—the editor's choice,
winner of every major editorial
accolade for graphics tablets.
•
.z
And the people's choice,
••.'
with well over one-half million
sold to demanding computer
graphics professionals.
Every
decision
should be this easy. In fact, the only
tough decision is which Plus to choose:
12" x12" or 18" x12" Professional.
For literature, or the name of your local
dealer, call 1-800-729-7866. For techI9 9 0
nical information call 203-881-5400.

Sunnagraphics.
Every decision should be this easy.
©1991

Summographics Corporation. Seymour, CT 06483. All rights reserved.
Circle 160 on Inquiry Cord.

Developers:

Lock Up Your Profits
We have the key for protecting your
software profits and your copyright.
Software piracy's acrime! What it can do
to adeveloper's profit margin is shameful.
The cost of development and marketing
products demands you receive the
revenue you are entitled to.
We have the solution.
*Custom hardware and software for each
developer
*Encrypted interrogation routines and debug
disablers. Over 140 language interfaces available.
*Available active read/write memory and on-board
microprocessor provide the ultimate protection
41$

* Keys for PC " compatibles," Macintosh,
UNIX and RS-232C standard
*Total compatibility, reliability and end
user satisfaction

We have the key.
Call us for more information
or ademonstration package.
1-800-843-0413
In EUROPE:

U MICROPHAR

MICROPHAR, 122 Ave. Ch. De Gaulle 92200,
Neuilly-Sur-Seine, FRANCE, Tel: 33-1-47,38-21-21 Fax: 33-1-46-24-76-91
For Distributors in:
•BELGIUM, E2S (091 21 11 17)
*GERMANY, AUSTRIA: Microphar Gmbh (06223 - 73730)
*HUNGARY, Polyware Kit ( 76-22-307)
*ITALY, Siosistemi (030 24 21 074)
•POLAND, Microphar Poland (32 586 848)
•PORTUGAL, HCR ( 156 18 65)
*SCANDINAVIA, Microphar Nordic (45 53 51 70 33)
•SPAIN, Microphar Espana (032 37 31 05)
*SWITZERLAND, SAFE (024 21 53 86)
*THE NETHERLANDS, Infotic (015 15 88 37)
*UNITED KINGDOM, Clearsoft (091 378 91 91)
For Europe, circle 133 on Inquiry Card.

IVIARKETINE, INC
9600-J Southern Pine Blvd.
Charlotte, NC 28217
Tel: 704-523-9500 FAX: 704-523-7651
Hours: Mon-Thurs: 8:30-7:00,Fri:8:30-5:30 ET
Open late to better serve our west coast clients.
Se Habla Español

For Americas & Pacific, circle 134 on Inquiry Card.
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Claris Enters the Spreadsheet Wars
Ale

CHRISTOPHER R. GIBSON

Friendly Front End
The professional Claris design is evident
even before you launch Resolve for the
first time. The reference materials are
thorough and well designed. They include a user's guide, a functions and
scripts reference, and a getting-started
guide with clear installation instructions
and an effective half-hour tutorial.
Installation is made quick and easy by

EWE

Format

Calculate

Chart

Script

Leo's Robot Assembly Service
Income Projection: 91-92

T

he battle for the hearts and minds of
Macintosh business users has heated
up again with the release of Resolve
1.0, Claris's System 7.0-savvy spreadsheet. Based on technology from Informix Software (the maker of Wingz), Resolve boasts the same impressive performance, graphics, and scripting that
made Wingz such abig hit.
Claris has sweetened the pot by adding
a smooth interface and support for the
Interapplication Communication ( IAC)
functions of Apple's System 7.0. Resolve's array of capabilities aims this
$399 spreadsheet squarely at both Microsoft Excel— the primary force in the
Macintosh spreadsheet market—and the
up-and-coming Lotus 1-2-3 for the Mac.
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the familiar Installer, the same utility
that comes with Apple's system software. Resolve is not small—the application alone weighs in at almost 1MB, and
complete installation requires 5 MB of
disk space. Claris has eased the situation
by allowing Resolve to share files (e.g.,
dictionaries) with other Claris products.
While Claris claims that only 1MB of
memory is required to run Resolve under
System 6.x, plan on 4MB of RAM to run
comfortably under System 7.0.
The distinctive Claris look is obvious
with Resolve. Each document window is

ACTION SUMMARY

• WHAT CLARIS RESOLVE 1.0 IS
Claris Resolve is afull-featured
spreadsheet for the Macintosh.
• LIKES
Every major spreadsheet
feature—graphics, scripting, and
fast calculation—are very well
implemented. Resolve makes
good use of System 7.0's IAC
capability. Finally, Resolve
caps these features with aclean,
intuitive interface.
• DISLIKES
Some convenience features—
most notably split windows and
amultiple-line formula bar—are
missing from the interface.

• RECOMMENDATIONS
Resolve's solid features and
excellent performance make it a
good choice for those considering a
new Macintosh spreadsheet.
• PRICE
$399
al FOR MORE INFORMATION
Claris Corp.
5201 Patrick Henry Dr.
P.O. Box 58168
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(408) 987-7000
fax: (408) 987-7440
Circle 1106 on Inquiry Cord.

In Resolve, chart
(the 3-D bar
graph), text (the
title block), and
graphics objects
(the logo) are
independent
entities that
share the display
space with the
worksheet grid.
split into two basic elements: the palette
panel, which includes drawing-tool palettes similar to Claris's MacDraw II, and
the worksheet grid, which contains the
cells and formula bar common to most
spreadsheets. When you're not using Resolve's graphics tools, the palette panel
can be hidden with aclick of the mouse.
Operating Resolve is intuitive for anyone who is familiar with spreadsheets. In
the worksheet grid, you type data and
formulas into cells. Virtually everything
other than cell data is treated as aresizable, movable " object" that sits over the
worksheet grid ( see the photo). Objects
include graphics figures (e.g., circles
and polygons), text objects to hold large
blocks of text (including scroll bars if required), and buttons that can be linked to
scripts. To create a graphic, you just
select the tool you wish to use and start
drawing right on the worksheet grid.
Resolve's powerful, if somewhat inflexible, charting abilities are also easily
accessible: You select the data to graph,
and Resolve creates one of 25 charts as
an object on the worksheet. As in Wingz,
text, graphics, and chart objects exist on
alayer above the worksheet cells, leaving
the data underneath untouched.
Behind the Interface
The graphics power of Resolve is so impressive that it's easy to overlook the
power of the underlying spreadsheet engine. Resolve's manual lists afull suite
of 147 business, statistical, mathematical, and text functions. The package
even has functions for matrix math (including solving simultaneous equations)
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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TEMPaâ

THE SPREADSHEET WARS

BYTE SPREADSHEET BENCHMARKS

File Open

Sort

Up to 16.7 million colors.

Over 25 painting options to create,
scan. edit. and print original ad
photographs, up to
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8 K resoluatnion.
rt

Mathmix

Savage
O
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150
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Seconds
1. Claris Resolve

Microsoft Excel

III Informix Wingz

Notes: File Open is the time it takes to open a1.2- MB file. BYTE's Sort benchmark is atimed sort of several thousand
records. Mathmix is atest that indicates relative integer performance. The Savage benchmark is ameasure of floating-point
performance. For afull description of these tests. see " Not Just for Numbers Anymore." February 1990 BYTE.
All benchmarks were run under System 7.0 on aMac Ilsi with no FPU, 5-MB RAM partitions for the application, and the
minimum system RAM cache of 16 KB.

DOS application that runs under
Windows, w ith .GIF, .TIF, .WIN,
.TGA, .PCX, and .AVC file formats.

TEMPRA PRO v1.02 $495
TEMPRA GIF v1.02 $149
TEMPRA Primer Demo $ 15.95*
*Shipping/Handling included
1-800-852- MATH (6284)

mathematica
INCORPORATED
402 S. Kentucky Ave.,Suite 210
Lakeland, FL 33801
Phone: 813-682-1128
Fax: 813-686-5969
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and frequency distributions. Resolve
also provides database facilities similar
to those in Excel, where aportion of the
spreadsheet can be defined as adatabase,
and various database functions allow you
to search, manipulate, and extract values
as you would with any database.
If there's afunction you need that Resolve doesn't have, you can roll your own
using Resolve's scripting language. But
Resolve Script, which resembles HyperCard's HyperTalk, goes far beyond userdefined functions. Resolve Script not
only lets you record and store repetitive
actions, but it also allows you to manipulate almost every facet of the Resolve
interface, including menus and dialog
boxes. Scripts can be stored separately,
or they can be attached to objects in a
worksheet. Scripted event handlers can
fire off actions at specific times, such as
when aworksheet is opened, closed, or
recalculated. With all these features, Resolve Script is powerful and flexible
enough to allow you to develop spreadsheet-based applications within Resolve.
The performance of Resolve's spreadsheet engine naturally rivals Wingz's for
best in its class. Using the BYTE spreadsheet benchmarks for comparison, Resolve easily bested Excel on most common operations; it showed times similar
to those of Wingz (see the figure). Re-

solve clocked in with recalculations at
least 30 percent faster than Excel's on
the math-oriented Savage and Mathmix
tests, but Resolve's speed isn't limited to
number crunching. Opening and saving
large spreadsheets in Resolve is refreshingly speedy. Even the largest spreadsheets—which took Excel almost aminute to open—were open and ready to run
in less than 5seconds with Resolve. Unfortunately, Lotus 1-2-3 for the Macintosh wasn't available at this writing, so I
was unable to make performance comparisons between Resolve and 1-2-3.
Resolve's one performance weakness
is its slow database sorts. On BYTE's
Sort benchmark, Excel outdid Resolve
by afactor of 3to 1. Claris says it put
most of its effort into optimizing common spreadsheet operations for this first
release, and it is working on more performance optimizations for the future.
System 7.0 Savvy
Resolve is fully System 7.0 savvy and
makes excellent use of the advanced IAC
features available under System 7.0's
Edition Manager (commonly known as
Publish/Subscribe). The Edition Manager allows a program running under
System 7.0 to publish certain areas of a
document and then lets other programs
subscribe to these published items. This

NEED ANETWORK?
HERE ARE 10 REASONS WHY
YOU NEED PC-MOS
l

• PC-MOS is the world's leading DOS-compatible multiuser operating system.
Over 150,000 users take advantage of PC-MOS's support of low-cost dumb terminals or graphics
workstations attached to a host PC.

2

.PC-MOS takes advantage of the latest PC technology to save you big bucks.
For acost less than that of a network of cheap 286 clones, your users can share the benefits of
today's 386- and 486- based hardware. Your investment is in current, not obsolete, technology.

3

. PC-MOS works with networks. The Software Link offers the PC-MOS Gateway to
Novell's NetWare for easy integration of shared processing work- groups into NetWare LANs.
Or you may choose to use our LAN, LANLink 5X, to connect your PC-MOS systems.

4

. PC-MOS gives users the advanced operating system features they need.
Multitasking, print spooling, memory management, disk caching, security and enhanced batch file
language capabilities are just afew of the advanced features of PC-MOS.

5

. PC-MOS reduces your hardware maintenance costs. PC-MOS typically requires less administration than a LAN or Unix system. And because it connects dumb terminals
or workstations rather than fully-configured PC's, maintenance costs are minimized.

6

. PC-MOS protects your investment in DOS. Because PC-MOS is DOS- compatible,
most of your current DOS- based applications can be used in the PC- MOS environment, eliminating
costs of new software and training.
• PC-MOS flexibility lets your system grow with you. As your needs change, you
can add remote or local users or workgroups, integrate local area networking, and add minicomputers and mainframe computers.

8

. PC-MOS is ideal for shared database applications. Because the computer's bus
provides faster communication than LAN connections, activities that require heavy disk access
perform better with PC-MOS.

9

. PC-MOS is easy to use for application development. Programmers familiar with
DOS can easily learn how to make the most of PC-MOS's intertask communication, data sharing
and other features.

10

. The Software Link is a company you can depend on. The creator of PC-MOS
has been a leader in the development of award-winning systems- level software since 1983.

The Software Link
3577 Parkway Lane

Norcross, Georgia 30092

1- 800-766- LINK

(
404) 448-5465

Products referenced are trademarks of their respective companies.
Prices, policies and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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FAX ( 404) 263-6474

aily ate Fortran
Prives Them

NDP Fortran"

NDP Fortran delivers mainframe performance
driving the Intel 387TM, 487 Tm SX or i86O TM .
Since 1982, Microway has provided numeric
coprocessor support for scientists and engineers. This
support has reached apinnacle with NDP Fortran, the
only PC Fortran available which efficiently drives all
Intel advanced coprocessors, plus the .i860 RISC, single
chip Super Computer.
Whether you are running DOS, UNIX,
DESQview, Windows, XENIX, or SunOS, there
is aversion of NDP Fortran which will give you
globally optimized access to the four gigabyte
address space of the 386, 486 or i860. Code
produced for their 32-bit flat model accesses
large data structures and arrays afactor of four
faster than 16-bit products which depend on the
huge model or EMS memory.
Because Microway's NDP compilers use acommon
back end for Fortran, Pascal, C and C++, you can
access code generation features from NDP Fortran that
until recently were thought to benefit C users only. For
example, the miming of small procedures, which is the
hottest optimization in both C and C++, was not
considered to benefit Fortran users. However, inlining
works for all modular code. When inlining was
applied to the Whetstone running on our Number

Microway®

Smasher-860, the benchmark jumped from 28.6 to 68.5
MegaWhetstones! Similarly, loop unrolling, which has
the reputation for being amainframe Fortran optimization only, dramatically improves the inner loops of
both C and C++.

umber Smasher'86O
NDP Fortran is afull ANSI 77 that is 99% compatible with VMS Fortran and has extensions from BSI),
DOD and Microsoft. The DOS version includes the
GREXTm library of 88 graphics primitives and I/O
functions that give it aBASIC-like flavor.
Finally, every Microway product comes with the
best technical support in the industry. Call 508-746-7341
for your free copy of the Journal of Numeric Data Processing to see how we used inlining to speed up the Whetstone, and loop unrolling to speed up Livermore Loops.
.860. 387, 487S5 and Intel are trademarks of Inie, Corp.
Microway and Number Smasher are registered trademarks of Microway, Inc.

The World Leader in PC Numerics
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DOS Extenders: Raising the Ceiling
MIKE SLASZCZAK

D

OS developers have long struggled
with the limitations of the PC environment. Strapped in by the backward compatibility of DOS, developers
could only look longingly at the advanced
features of the 286, 386, and 486 processors. DOS, running in real mode, demotes all these to the rough equivalent of
the 8086. How can you develop memoryintensive programs without sacrificing
DOS or relying on workarounds such as
overlays?
The solution is DOS extenders. Simply stated, these allow you to create DOS
programs that run in the protected mode
of Intel's more advanced processors.
Many vendors offer DOS-extender packages, which vary in their scope and features. The BYTE Lab staff selected four
packages for comparison: Rational's
DOS/16M and DOS/4G packages, Intel's 386/486 C Code Builder Kit, Symantec's Zortech C++, and Phar Lap's
2861DOS- and 3861DOS-Extender Software Development Kits (SDKs).
Protected Mode
The 286, 386, and 486 processors all
support aprotected mode of operation.
However, the Intel 286 chips are somewhat limited compared to the 386 and
486 chips. For example, the 286 can access only 16 MB of memory, while the
386 and 486 can virtualize their address
space to manage 4gigabytes of memory.
As aresult, extenders for the 286 are
significantly different from those for the
386. Some vendors, such as Phar Lap
and Rational, offer separate packages for
each processor type. And while Symantec's Zortech C++ compiler supports
286 and 386 systems, Intel's C Code
Builder Kit generates only DOS-extended 386 and 486 code. While it is possible to run 286 DOS-extended applications on 386 and 486 processors, the
converse is not true; the 286 can't support the expanded functionality of its
more powerful counterparts.
Compilers and Assemblers
Two of the packages in this group aren't
merely DOS extenders but complete development systems, compiler and all. Symantec's Zortech C++ is the most elab-

orate, since it implements version 2.0 of
AT&T's specification for C++. It is capable of generating code that is compatible with Microsoft Windows (without
requiring the Windows SDK) as well as
with OS/2 and DOS. The Symantec
package includes royalty-free 286 and
386 extenders but is also kind enough to
support code generation for 286 extenders from Phar Lap and Rational.
Intel's compiler accepts only C, but it
is designed to be somewhat compatible
with the Microsoft C Compiler. Since
many incompatibilities exist between the
Intel and Microsoft compilers, the Intel
manuals contain sections that explain the
differences between the compilers. Most
notably, the Intel compiler does not support mixed-language programming keywords.
Unfortunately, the Intel compiler does
not support the _asm keyword for in-line
assembly language. While some simpler
assembly language operations can be emulated by special functions provided in
the C Code Builder Kit run-time library,
many users of in-line assembly language
will have to invest in acompatible assembler. Zortech C++ and the Rational development kit both lack assemblers.
Phar Lap's 2861DOS- and 386IDOSExtenders include assemblers capable of
producing protected-mode code. These
packages are roughly compatible with
the Microsoft Macro Assembler and
should present no problem for programmers with MASM experience.
The 386 extenders from Phar Lap and
Rational are compatible only with 32-bit
compilers (e.g., those from Watcom and
MetaWare). Rational's DOS/16M package is compatible with abroader range
of compilers but is very difficult to install. Installation instructions are spread
throughout the manual, and you must
manually copy the files to the hard drive.
Phar Lap's 2861DOS-Extender supports
an equally impressive list of compilers
and includes an installation program that
makes it easier to install.
Virtual Memory Management
Intel's C Code Builder Kit and Rational's DOS/4G package provide virtual
memory managers that use disk space to
simulate a larger address space than
might be physically available. DOS/4G
has astronger VMM that you can configure at run time. Intel's VMM can only be

configured at compile time. Neither vendor gives many hints or rules for optimizing the performance of their VMMs.
The Zortech compiler's 386 extender
and Phar Lap's 386 IDOSExtender SDK
do not support virtual memory. As aresult, programs developed with these
tools are limited to the physical memory

VIE

ACTION SUMMARY

• WHAT DOS EXTENDERS ARE
Tools for developing DOS
applications that run
in the protected mode
of advanced Intel
processors.
• LIKES
Intel and Symantec offer
complete development
environments, compiler and all;
Rational's documentation and tools
for both 286 and 386 development are excellent; Phar Lap's
2861DOS-Extender includes an
assembler and can create DLLs.
MI DISLIKES
Symantec's DOS-extender
documentation is weak; Rational
and Phar Lap both charge
royalties; Intel's compiler
documentation assumes
familiarity with Microsoft C.
• RECOMMENDATIONS
For developers who need to
create DOS, extended DOS,
Windows, and OS/2 programs,
Symantec's package is the most
versatile; Phar Lap's 2861DOSExtender excels, while Rational's
386 product is the best choice
in its class.
• PRICE
Zortech C++, $ 699.95
Phar Lap 2861DOS- and
3861DOS-Extender SDKs,
$495 each
Intel 386/486 CCode Builder Kit,
$695
Rational DOS/16M
and DOS/4G, $5000 each
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"We're looking
for retired
managers
who want to
get back
into action."
Harold W McGraw, Jr .,
Chairman,
McGraw-Hill, Inc

We send retired U.S. managers overseas to help businesses in developing countries, which often respond by
increasing their imports of U.S. goods. In fact, developing countries consume about 40 percent of U.S. exports.
As an IESC volunteer, you would not get asalary. But
you would get expenses for you and your spouse, plus
aworld of personal satisfaction.
lESO leads the field in this kind of work. We've done over
9,000 projects in 81 countries. We could have aproject
that's jus: right for you. To find out, send this coupon to:
Harold W. McGraw, Chairman, McGraw-Hill, Inc., P.O.
Box 10005, Stamford, CT 06904-2005.

Dear Mr. McGraw: Tell me more about

Its not just doing good.
Its dong good business.

becoming an IESC volunteer. Iam a recently retired manager or technician— or
am about to retire— from a U.S. company. I'm free to accept an overseas assignment. Iunderstand that volunteers
receive expenses for themselves and
their spouses, but no salary.
Name
Address
City

CLIK
AP.. Sen.,» c/
P‘Aeste,
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felt at home

with the debugger
included in the Intel
C Code Builder Kit.

available at run time. Phar Lap, however, offers virtual memory management for its 3861DOS package as an extra-cost option.

I'm avolunteer supporter of the International Executive
Service Corps, anot-for-profit organization with avital
mission:

International
Executive
Service Corps

I

1

Linking, Binding, and Royalties
Any executable file generated by these
packages is dependent on the functionality of the extender's run-time software.
To make running the application convenient, most of the packages let you bind
the extender run-time software into the
executable file. This results in a much
larger executable file but also lets you
launch the application more easily. The
Symantec, Intel, and Rational products
all include bind utilities (although Rational calls it splicing), while Phar Lap's
utility must be purchased separately.
Rational's Instant- D debugger and
Phar Lap's debuggers support the debugging of executable files that are not yet
bound, saving the step of binding an executable file before testing it. Intel's debugger accepts only bound executable
files.
Phar Lap's 286IDOS-Extender supports the creation of dynamic link libraries, which are executable files that
also provide information about the code
and data names stored in the EXE file.
This lets other executable images make
references to functions or data structures
in the module without knowing the address of the reference until run time. Rational's extender supports DLLs with an
optional segmented executable toolkit,
while Intel and Symantec do not offer
DLL support for protected-mode DOS
programs.
Since the run-time software is most of
the DOS extender, vendors traditionally
charge royalties for the inclusion of their
extenders in your applications. Symantec
and Intel, however, let you distribute unlimited copies of your DOS-extended application without additional royalties or
fees. Both Phar Lap and Rational require
the payment of royalties, and they have

How the world seer you in Pseudo-Co/or

How the world seer you in Rea/-Co/or

Now you can afford to project abetter image.
The portrait on the left reflects a
pseudo-color LCD projection.
The portrait on the right reflects a
real-color In Focus 1600LC LCD
projection.
The difference in color is startling.
The difference in price is just afew
hundred dollars.
Which is almost nothing when you
consider the impact the In Focus
1600LC creates in presentations.
Featuring the 16 most commonly
used colors, the new In-Focus 1600LC
gives your audience adazzling view of
In Ewe Platterreg

2132.11L Heine TheNetitrimit

Circle 73 on Inquiry Cord.

real color charts, graphs, rainbows and
sunsets. With aresolution of 640 x480.
In seconds, the 1600LC can be set
on top of any ordinary overhead projector and connected to any
color Macintosh
The new In Fetus.
lútVLC LCD
or IBM compathin.
hrtion pane,
ible. It's that easy.
And the
1600LC is just
one of acomplete
line of In Focus
LCD projection
panels ranging

Fax..31-101-2503-21388

from monochrome to 5000 colors with
nearly photographic quality
For more information or to
arrange for afree demonstration, call
1-800-327-7231 or in
Oregon, 503-692-4968.
And get the image
you deserve.

nFocus

SYSTEMS

IOW IN FOCUS SYSTEMS INC 7770SW
Mohawk Steel, Tualatin, Orman 970621-SW327- 7231. In Oregun, 503-692-1968. Fax.
SW- 692-1176. In Focus, the In Focus logo and
Melt. FOCUS 164111,C arr regional trademarks
ofIn Fa-us Systems. Inc.All other trademarks
or nestend tradanarks age the property ofthe,
respenivr holden

DOS EXTENDERS

several payment plans based on the number of copies distributed and the selling
price of the application.
Debuggers
With the exception of Phar Lap's 2861
DOS-Extender, all the products tested
here include debuggers. Zortech C++
includes debuggers for Windows, DOS,
and OS/2, but it does not let you debug
programs generated for its 286 extender.
Strangely enough, 386 protected-mode
debugging is supported.
The 2861D05- Extender relies on
Microsoft's protected-mode CodeView
debugger, which is included with the
Microsoft C Compiler package. If you
have chosen to use the 2861DOS-Extender with a compiler other than Microsoft's, you are left to your own resources
to locate an appropriate debugger, although you can purchase the 2861Debug
package separately.
The 3861Debug tools in the 3861DOS
package have rich features for protectedmode debugging. Among these are several system-level debugging aids, such as
commands to show information about the
interrupt handler, the status of extended
memory, and the local descriptor table
and global descriptor table blocks in the
processor, and commands to manipulate
the DOS Protected Mode Interface. The
major flaw of the product is that it does
not support source-level debugging. For
an additional cost, 2861SRCbug and 3861
SRCbug are available to provide sourcelevel debugging.
Being an experienced CodeView user,
Ifelt most at home with the debugger
included in the Intel 386/486 C Code
Builder Kit. While not as robust as CodeView or the debuggers of any of the other
packages reviewed here, it did allow
source-level debugging.
Ifound Instant-D, the debugger included with the Rational products, to be
the most powerful of the packages reviewed. It includes an optimization profiler that you can use for performance
tuning. The screen shows adisplay of the
current stack frame, which is extremely
handy, and it also lets you conveniently
step up and down the call chain. To aid
system-level debugging, Instant-D includes many commands for checking up
on the state of the machine, just as Phar
Lap's 3861Debug tool does.
Documentation
Documentation for the Rational products
was the most convenient to use; it is
housed in three-ring loose-leaf binders
and is well written and easy to understand. While the documentation for the
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INFORMATION

Intel Corp.
(386/486 C Code Builder Kit)
5200 Northeast Elam Young Pkwy.
Hillsborough, OR 97124
(800) 548-4725
Circle 976 on Inquiry Card.

Mar Lap Software, Inc.
(2861DOS- and 3861D05-Extender
SDKs)
60 Aberdeen Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 661-1510
fax: (617) 876-2972
Circle 977 on Inquiry Card.

Rational Systems, Inc.
(DOS/16M, DOS/4G)
220 North Main St.
Natick, MA 01760
(508) 653-6006
fax: (508) 655-2753
Circle 978 on Inquiry Card.

Symantec Corp.
(Zortech C++)
10201 Torre Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 253-9600
fax: (408) 253-4092
Circle 979 on Inquiry Card.

Phar Lap tools is split into several volumes, each is littered with useful code
fragments.
Intel's package has sparse documentation. The volumes comprehensively detail the differences between the Intel and
Microsoft compilers but don't provide
good overviews of the compiler or the
run-time library for users who aren't accustomed to Microsoft's product. While
many rich examples are included on disk,
not much documentation accompanies
them; you're largely on your own in figuring out how the examples work.
The 286 and 386 extenders in Zortech
C++ receive only minimal treatment. A
chapter in the reference manuals briefly
outlines the functionality and limitations
of each extender. Absolutely no treatment is given to the special problems that
using an extender creates (e.g., accessing memory-mapped system I/O areas or
handling interrupts with protected-mode
code).

be best off with Zortech C++. Since this
package includes a feature-rich compiler, it can offer something to fit almost
every conceivable need, from DOS programming (with or without an extender)
to Windows and OS/2 development. Because it supports C++, programmers
who prefer an object-oriented environment will also favor it, and C programmers can grow into the object-oriented
extensions over time. However, if you're
just looking for an extender, you'll be
poorly served by this package. 386 developers won't miss the lack of a286 protected-mode debugger, but the lack of
extensive documentation for the extenders thwarts serious efforts.
Intel's package is set back because it
doesn't include an assembler, but it was
the easiest to install and set up. The compiler readily accepted much of my existing Microsoft C code with only a few
changes; it would therefore appeal to
those who already have abig investment
in Microsoft C code.
Since Phar Lap's 2861DOS-Extender
also supports Microsoft C, users who
need an assembler might want to pick it
over Intel's package. Its more complete
documentation is astrong asset, and support for DLLs is abig plus for projects
that are code- intensive. Remember,
however, that you will have to spend
extra for the source-level debugger.
Phar Lap's 3861DOS-Extender SDK is
comparable to the DOS/16M extender
from Rational. However, because of its
support for both Microsoft C and the
popular Borland C++, the Phar Lap
2861DOS-Extender SDK is an ideal
choice for those who already use these
compilers. Its bigger 386-compatible
brother, on the other hand, is only usable
with one compiler and could call for a
great deal of porting work. Assembly
language coders will appreciate Phar
Lap's assemblers, but Phar Lap's debugger pales in comparison to Rational's
elaborate Instant-D.
I thought that Rational's DOS/16M
extender had the best documentation of
all the packages reviewed here. Documentation provided with the company's
DOS/4G package suffered alittle, probably because the package is new. The
DOS/16M extender supports an impressive list of compilers, but, like Phar
Lap's products, the 386 extender supports only two 32-bit compilers. 11

Mike Blaszczak is a senior systems enOverall
gineer at Zinc Systems, aconsulting and
Developers who don't already have a education firm in Bloomfield, Connectcompiler and need ageneral-purpose deicut. You can contact him on BIX as
velopment environment would probably
"blaszczok
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Introducing the first notebook computer
designed to make WindowsiN abreeze.
Just turn it on and go. It's that simple.
The new TI TravelMaten" 3000 WinSXm
package is engineered to meet the challenges of running Windows on anotebook
computer. That's why it comes with MS.
Windows® 3.0 and MS-DOS® 5.0 already
installed on the 60MB hard drive. So within seconds, you're into Windows and ready
to load your application software.
But the TM 3000 WinSX offers so much

more. Like clicking in and out of applications with aspecially designed pointing
device. An extra-large, easy-to-see cursor
that keeps your place as you move from
screen to screen.
And Battery Pron'. Designed to extend
battery life when working in Windows, it
suspends functions you're not using while
keeping calendars and other background
programs current. So you can pick up

where you left off.
Best of all, these Windows features, and
more yet, come in the industry's smallest,
thinnest and lightest 386SXTm 20 MHz
notebook computer.
Finding out more is abreeze, too. For
the name of adealer near you, call

1-800-527-3500.

,re TEXAS
•

I
NSTRUMENTS

MS-Windows and MS-DOS are registered trademarks and Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation. TravelMate, WinSX and Battery Pro are trademarks of Tocas Instruments Incorporated. 386SX is a
trademark of the Intel Corporation.
1991 11
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The Notepad 386SX
THE ULTIMATE BUSINESS TOOL
The Notepad 386SX is the first notebook compute

in a notebook. It is a leather com-

puter that is rigidly affixed to acustom leatier notebook/portfolio and can be removed in
seconds. The Notepad comes standard with a bolt- in send and receive Fax/Modem,
20 Mhz 386SX, 2Mb Ra—i. Page Wh te VGA Display, Internal 3 1/2" Floppy and 40 MB
Hard Dives all in a 1.5" : hick compLter.
The Notepad 386SX combines leacing edge technolcgy with geruine leather for an
aesthetically appealing and elegantly functional business tool. The Notepad 386SX's
open face style. coupled with its sleek design. represents a uniquely different alterrative
to almost all other notebook computers available today.

Call for Further Information
or your Nearest Dealer

1-800-443-3446

Lighthorse Technologies, Inc.

4105 ToIowa St. San Diego, CA 92117

1-800-443-3446
Fax 619-483-1196
Circle 217 on Inquiry Cord [( RESELLERS: 218).

REVIEWS
HARDWARE

The Phaser III Fires Dazzling Colors
TOM THOMPSON

T

ektronix's new Phaser III PXi is a
standout color printer for anumber
of reasons. First, the machine uses
an advanced ink-jet technology, called
phase change, that lets you print on plain
paper or other media in a wide variety
of sizes and thicknesses. Second, print
samples from the Phaser III's 300-dotper- inch output will really catch your
eye: The colors almost crackle and glow
(thanks in part to the printer's support
for Adobe's PostScript Level 2). Finally,
the Phaser III's price of $9995 nearly
sparkles, too, considering the unit's versatility and output quality.
Meet the Phaser
The printer weighs ahefty 90 pounds and
measures 25 inches wide by 27 inches
deep by 13 I/2 inches high. Plan on giving
it its own table.
Inside, the Phaser III runs an AMD
29000 RISC processor clocked at 24
MHz. The processor powers the PostScript Level 2 interpreter and the Pantone-certified color simulations, and it
implements aHewlett-Packard Graphics
The new Phaser .111 color printer
Language (HPGL) emulation mode. The from Tektronix. Inset: A close-up
Phaser III comes with 10 MB of RAM,
view of the color reservoir and
upgradable to 18 MB. Its ROMs contain
its keyed slots that accept the shaped
39 typefaces, including Courier, Helvetsolid ink blocks.
ica, Times, New Century Schoolbook,
and ITC Bookman.
The source of this printer's brilliant
color graphics, however, is the phasechange ink-jet technology used to deposit the colors on avariety of paper types
Connections and Other Features
that can range from thin tissue to heavy
On the outside, the Phaser III sports the
paper stock. This technology uses speusual bevy of I/O ports and indicators.
cial, nontoxic, solid inks. These waxThere's a mini-DIN-8 LocalTalk port
based inks come as sticks that resemble
(whose driver, unfortunately, supports
large crayons. Their shapes are keyed, so
only AppleTalk Phase 1), aDB-25 serial
you can't, for example, accidentally inport, a Centronics-style parallel port,
stall magenta ink into the yellow color
and a50-pin Centronics-style SCSI port.
reservoir (see the photo).
This latter port handles SCSI hard drives
Inside the reservoir, heaters liquefy
for font caching. The Phaser III's firmthe ink at atemperature of 140°C. When
ware automatically detects and spools
the Phaser III begins printing, the print
data from the LocalTalk, serial, and parhead travels back and forth, spraying colallel ports so that different computers
ored ink droplets onto the paper at 300
can share the printer. However, the
dpi. At room temperature, these droplets
Phaser III doesn't automatically toggle
instantly solidify. Two rollers then coldback and forth between PostScript and
pressure-fuse the inks over the paper's
HPGL modes; you have to do that mansurface. (For more information on this
ually from the front panel.
process, see " Ink Jet Takes Off," OctoThe front panel includes asmall LCD
ber 1991 BYTE.)
screen that serves several functions.

During aprint job, it informs you about
the printer's activity (e.g., warming up,
imaging page, or initializing). The panel
notifies you of aprint jam and where it
occurred. Finally, it provides arough indicator of each ink level in the reservoir.
By using two front-panel buttons, you
can change the language used by the display from English to French, German,
Japanese, Italian, or Spanish.
To set up the printer, you power up the
unit, drop the four ink sticks (cyan, magenta, yellow, and black) into the keyed
openings, throw alever to drop the inks
into the reservoir, and wait for the printer to warm up. The warm-up time is
about 15 to 20 minutes, so you definitely
want to leave the Phaser III switched on.
To conserve power, the printer goes into
astandby mode if it sits idle for 2hours.
continued
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ACTION SUMMARY

• WHAT THE PHASER III PXI IS

A PostScript Level 2color ink- jet
printer with a300- dpi resolution
that prints solid inks on plain
paper and other media.
• LIKES

Solid ink technology is easy to
use and works with standard
paper; the printer can handle a
variety of paper stocks and sizes.
The superb color output is a
standout among color printing
technologies.
• DISLIKES

The printer is big, heavy, and slow.

Sample output from the Tektronix Phaser III PXi printer. Notice the rich, saturated
blacks in the NEON output. The rainbow bar shows the wide color range that the
Phaser III is capable ofproducing.

III RECOMMENDATIONS

This is awinner for those who
need bright colors, work with
different- size output, and want to
keep printing costs low.
• PRICE

$9995 for astandard 10- MB
configuration; memory is
expandable to 14 or 18 MB for
S995 per 4- MB increment.

la FOR MORE INFORMATION
Tektronix
P.O. Box 1000
26600 Southwest Parkway
Wilsonville, OR 97070
(800) 835-6100

fax: (
503) 682-3408
Circle 1105 on Inquiry Card.

An incoming job kicks the Phaser III
back into operating mode after adelay of
about 21
/ ntinutes to warm the ink and
2
clean the print head.
The Phaser III can handle practically
any paper stock and avariety of sizes.
The printer's standard 10 MB of RAM
lets you print on letter-size pages from
A-size (81
/-by 11-inch) up to B-size
2
(American tabloid, 11- by 17- inch)
sheets. With a4-MB expansion added,
you can print on A3-size (Metric tabloid,
297- by 420-mm) sheets.
The standard paper tray handles
American type A (81
/-by 11-inch) or
2
Metric type A4 ( 210- by 297- mm)
sheets, while an optional universal tray
handles A-, legal- (81
/-by 14-inch), B-,
2
A4-, and A3-size paper. By manually feeding the paper into a slot on the
288
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hanced mode and nearly 7 minutes in
premium mode to print apage.
Despite the delay, the results were gorgeous: Colors were rich, which made the
output glow (see the figure). Using the
Phaser III driver, the blacks were çrisp
and opaque, with aminimum of colorTrial Run
dithering artifacts. Because of the ditherThe printer comes with software drivers
for both Macs and PCs. On the Mac, a ing process, blue tones can appear purple
on PostScript graphics, but ablue correcChooser-selectable, System 7.0—compattion option in the printer driver fixes
ible driver is provided, along with supthis. Ieven got brave and printed some
port files for background printing. On
logos on some laser printer labels without
the PC, there are PostScript drivers for
problems, although Ihad to use the preWindows 3.0, Lotus 1-2-3, and Lotus
mium mode to get enough ink onto the
Freelance.
labels.
Iused aMac IIfx with 8MB of RAM
and equipped with an 8.24 GC display
Who Needs It?
board and an 80-MB hard drive for the
printing tests. I printed a mixture of Some folks like the translucent glow of
thermal wax output, but such printers rePostScript graphics and 24-bit scanned
quire specially coated paper. This drives
images, the latter of which can point out
the cost of thermal wax prints up to 45 to
dithering problems. Iused Adobe's Illus50 cents per page. Personally, Iliked the
trator 3.0 and Photoshop 2.0 for my apPhaser III's bright, snappy colors. For
plication tests and CE Software's Widprinting on 30 percent of aletter page's
gets to download PostScript code.
surface, the Phaser III's operating costs
The bad news is that the Phaser III is
are 25 cents per page. Naturally, coverslow. There are two reasons for this.
ing more of the sheet with ink or printing
First, the LocalTalk network connection
on larger pages ups the costs.
that I used is slow. At 230,000 bps,
Who needs this printer? Anyone who
multimegabyte 24-bit images take time
wants to print on plain paper, thin sheets,
to trickle to the printer.
thick stock, cards, or labels should conThe other delay is due to the print
sider the Phaser III PXi. The added bohead, which takes time to traverse the
nus, of course, is that the Phaser III's
paper. The traveling print head sounds
bold colors will make your artwork stand
like acar's windshield wiper on arainy
out from the crowd. •
day, and the printer is quite energetic
about moving it: Occasionally, the lab
Tom Thompson is aBYTE senior technibench vibrated in time with the head's
cal editor at large. He has a B.S.E.E.
shuttling. In standard mode, aletter-size
degree from Memphis State University.
sheet of paper took 21
/ minutes to print.
2
He can be contacted on BIX as
At higher-quality modes, the print job
thompson."
took longer, using about 4minutes in en-

printer's top, you can print from postcard-size (4- by 6-inch) to Tabloid-extra
(12- by 18-inch) sheets. You can also
print on a variety of papers, including
gummed labels and stickers.

WHEN IT COMES TO
MATH COPROCESSORS

THE CHOICE IS S
IMPLE!

4
/
1111
.
14>
HIGH PERFORMANCE

LOW POWER CONSUMPTION

1

'IT

3C87

MHz

20 MHz

25 MHz

33 MHz

IIT 2C87

8MHz

10 MHz

12MHz

20 MHz

3C87SX

16 MHz

20 MHz

25 MHz

387

16 MHz

20 MHz

25 MHz

8MHz

10 MHz

12MHz

16MHz

20 MHz

e

538,503

Leading
Competitor

HIGHEST SPEED GRADES

493,340
Leading
Competitor

No Moth
CoProcessor

10,800

117
Whetstone Benchmark
(Operations/Second)

leading
Competitor

Average Consumption ( mA)
with Clock Running at Full Speed

-16

287

38758

40 MHz

33 MHz

VALUE
FREE

Guaranteed 100% Compatibility with all 286, 386
and 3865X systems

Call now for more information

C,,np.V,b,I,ty
QAPLUS
Sandia

POWER METER Menindustry
llenshnueleftm.re

800-832-0770
408-727-1885

Warranteed For the Lifetime of Your System

k,o+Ao's-oFT Free QAPlus and POWERMETER Software
Test results obtained on a 20 MHz 386SX system

The IIT logo is atrademark of Integrated Information Technology, Inc. ( IIT). OAPlus and
POWERMETER are trademarks of DiagSoft, Inc.
All other trademarks are of their respective companies. © 1991 IT. All rights reserved.
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REVIEWER'S NOTEBOOK

SuperCalc Gets Supercharged
COMMTSSI
November Commission Summary
les

1
1 1F

I

Herzog
Lee

December Commission Summary
les
Herzog
Lee
A
T
I

North

South

521,556 56
S65,876.45

52.396.21
66,789.90

South

North

$
27,876.24

S2.655.45
6t.879.23
I

1991 Annual Sales Report
Total Sales
Total Commissions

South
$9,156,789.00
$1,134,814.60

North
$6.543.789.51
$185,254.71
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omputer Associates International
has sharpened up its popular SuperCalc 5 spreadsheet in preparation
for further jousting with Lotus 1-2-3 for
DOS spreadsheet dominance. CA-SuperCalc 5.1, the latest release, addresses
many weaknesses of SuperCalc 5, and at
$149 it offers an attractive alternative for
users interested in an inexpensive DOS
spreadsheet.
SuperCalc 5gained some success, but
it was hampered by slow performance,
inefficient memory usage, and less sophisticated three-dimensional manipulation than some of its competitors (see
"Not Just for Numbers Anymore," FebDory 1990 BYTE). CA-SuperCalc 5.1
includes enhancements in all these areas,
and it makes for aconsiderably stronger
package.
CA-SuperCalc 5.1 is atext-based DOS
spreadsheet in the mold of Lotus 1-2-3.
You can enter data, text, and formulas
into the worksheet area and use aslash
command to get to ahierarchical menu.
The hierarchical structure is very different from that of 1-2-3, but once you get
used to the organization, the menus are

Screen 1: CASuperCalc 5.1
retains the stacked
worksheet view
of SuperCalc 5
but is faster
and offers better
3-D support.

easy enough to follow. If you are adiehard 1-2-3 user, you can enter commands
using 1-2-3 syntax. CA-SuperCalc 5.1
reads 1-2-3 macros as well as data files.
Like Lotus 1-2-3 release 3.1, CASuperCalc supports a 3-D spreadsheet
model. Spreadsheets can be single worksheets, or they can include acollection of
stacked sheets or pages (see screen 1).
With a multipage spreadsheet, you can
work with 3-D ranges—that is, you not
only specify ranges with horizontal and
vertical borders, but you also specify
which pages of the stack of spreadsheets
are to be included. Three-dimensional
capability is most useful for collecting
data across similar sheets. For example,
you could set up acollection of monthly
reports in asingle multipage spreadsheet
and use 3-D ranges to create an annual
summary. Besides multiple pages, CASuperCalc also supports links to other
spreadsheets in memory or on disk.
The most significant enhancements
to CA-SuperCalc 5.1 are better performance and a more natural 3-D model.
BYTE's spreadsheet benchmarks demonstrate the marked improvement be-

BYTE SPREADSHEET BENCHMARKS
Computer Associates' updated CA-SuperCalc 5.1 shows vast performance
improvement compared to the older SuperCalc 5, but it falls short of Lotus
1-2-3 release 2.3. All times are in seconds.
Savage
CA-SuperCalc 5.1

52

SuperCalc 5

64

Lotus 1-2-3 release 2.3

26
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Mathmlx
1
22
2

Sort
77
108
34

tween SuperCalc 5and the newer release
(see the table). Most striking is the improvement in simple calculation speed,
as demonstrated by the Mathmix benchmark. CA-SuperCalc 5.1 not only beat
SuperCalc 5by awide margin but also
slightly outdid Lotus 1-2-3 release 2.3.
Floating-point calculation speed,
measured by the Savage benchmark, and
database sorts also show improvement.
On these tests, however, CA-SuperCalc
5.1 still falls short of overcoming 1-2-3.
There is less differentiation between
2-D and 3-D ranges in version 5.1 than
there was in previous versions. This
leads to amore natural extension of formulas and ranges into the "depth" dimension. For example, you can now copy
relative page references, whereas page
references were always absolute in SuperCalc 5.
CA-SuperCalc 5.1 retains the same
strong graphics and reporting capability
of its predecessor; you can generate and
annotate 3-D graphs and control fonts
and shading on reports. However, you
still can't embed graphics in reports or
see WYSIWIG previews.
This updated version of SuperCalc is a
genuine improvement over its predecessor and aworthy contender for those considering anew DOS spreadsheet.

A New Weapon
to Fight Jaggies

Screen 2: Although JAG does agood job
of antialiasing jagged curves, such as
those on the B, it also smoothes the
ascenders and descenders of large sans
serif type. Consequently, the base of the
Y tapered at the corners and looked
worse than before we ran JAG.
AG, from Ray Dream, gives Macintosh-based graphics professionals an
easy way to antialias gray-scale and
color PICT or PICS images. An acronym
for "jaggies are gone," JAG adds gray
tones or colors to image and text edges.
As aresult, the eye sees smoother lines
instead of the rough stair steps in images
created in paint packages, rendered 3-D

WHY P
AY MORE FOR
ADVANCED T
ECHNOLOGY?

ATronics offers you more for your hard-earned dollar. Highest quality
components; customer service and technical support second to no other! Systems
designed to avert obsolesence and protect your investment dollar. Motherboards
designed with upgradeability in mind.

We've been first since 1985. The very first AT-compatible; the first 486/50
on the market. Dollar for dollar and feature for feature, no competitive system
available today can match the ATronics line for technology, quality and value. You
owe it to yourself to check our prices. Call us today!

120MB Remouble IDE Hard Disk

386SX-20MHz Notebook

If you've been looking at
Bernoulli or SyQuest for
removable medio, ATronics can
provide abetter solution, one that offers the
ultimate in unlimited data storage, security, backup
and transportability.

•20MHz 386SX CPU
•2MB DRAM, 4M8 optional
•640 X480 I.CD VGA
screen, 32 shades of gray
•Dimensions: 8.6"x11 "x2, Weight 6.7 lbs.
•20M8 hard disk standard; 40 860M8 optional
• 1.44MB floppy disk drive
•Free carrying cose
•Other options available at odditional cost

$425

• BOMB, 200M8 8300MB • Completely DOS
IDE drives evadable
compatible
• No speciol drivers required • Free podded
• Keylock security
carrying case

Available as akit for your existing 3.5" IDE
hard disk for just 569.00.

$1,595

Superior performance from atruly portable
and affordable system!

Systems Proudly Made in the USA!
11'1-386/33

s1,595

• 33MHz 80386
• 64K coche
• 1MB DRAM
• 120MB IDE hard drive
• 1.44MB a1.2MB drive
• 1024 X768 SVGA cord
• SVGA monitor ( 1024 X768)
• 2serial and 1parallel port
• 101 enhanced keyboard
• Baby AT case

Ail-486/33

1195

• 33MHz 80486 $ 9
• 64K coche
• 4MB DRAM
LIV
• 120MB IDE herd disk
• 1.44 MB or 1.2MB drive
• 1024 X768 SVGA card
• SVGA monitor ( 1024 X768)
• 2serial and 1parallel port
• 101 enhanced keyboord
• Baby AT case

50MHz-486

CALL

• 50MHz 80486
• 256K cache
• 4M8 DRAM
• 120MB IDE hard disk
• 1.44 MB or 1.2MB drive
• 1024 X768 SVGA card
• SVGA monitor ( 1024 X768)
• 2serial and 1parallel port
• 101 enhanced keyboard
• Baby Al cose

For Price

Quaky: U.S. designed and made since 1985. On-Site Service: Available; Unlimited technical phone support included.
Circle 21 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 22).

ATronics
. International, Inc.
45635 Northport Loop East
Fremont, CA 94538-6415
Phone: 510-656-8400
Fax: 510-656-8560
Hours: 7am to 5pm 1
,..çr
(OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA ONLY)

1-800-488-7776

REVIEWER'S NOTEBOOK

ging, and dropping selections, you can
copy, move, or delete files using the icon
bar. SideBar can replace the task manager; however, we found that having
SideBar in addition to the standard windows task management tools was most
useful. SideBar also lets you select items
from program groups by clicking on the
desktop.
Many functions of SideBar are much
easier to use than to describe textually.
Documentation writers at Paper Software acknowledge this in the SideBar
manual; the manual consists almost entirely of screen shots with arrows pointing out relevant features. We liked Paper
Software's innovative approach to documentation and agree that it's easier to get
through than the standard sea of text.
Screen 3: SideBar combines file
We found SideBar to be avery handy
management and program management
utility that improves life within the Wintools behind aslick interface.
dows environment. If you need anew file
management tool but don't need (and
dious than they need to be. SideBar, a can't afford) all the accessories in shell
replacements like the Norton Desktop for
$99.99 organization tool for the WinWindows, give SideBar atry. •
dows desktop, has made the Windows en—The BYTE Lab
vironment amuch more pleasant place to
spend the day.
Reviewer's Notebook provides new inforSideBar is anarrow window that sits
mation—including version updates, new
on one edge of the Windows desktop. It
test data, long-term usage reports, and
combines file and application managereader feedback—on products and prodment tools in one accessible box (see
uct categories.
screen 3). SideBar has many functions,
but there are two primary components: a
command line and acollection of drive
ITEMS DISCUSSED
and applications icons. The SideBar
command line is a small window near
CA-SuperCak 5.1
$ 149
the top of the tool bar. You type in comComputer Associates
mands such as dir c: \*. com or copy
International, Inc.
foo.txt bar.txt, and SideBar responds
711 Stewart Ave.
by bringing up adialog box with which
Garden City, NY 11530
you can confirm or modify your com(516) 227-3300
mand. Having asimple command line infax: (516) 227 3937
side Windows is incredibly useful; it's
Circle 1226 on Inquiry Card.
difficult to imagine how much trouble
this saves until you've tried it.
JAG
$99.95
The second component is the icon bar,
Ray Dream, Inc.
which contains icons for applications and
1804 North Shoreline Blvd.
icons representing disk drives. ApplicaMountain View, CA 94043
tions icons can represent currently active
(415) 960-0768
tasks (SideBar replaces the collection of
fax: (415) 960-1198
minimized task icons that Windows
Circle 1224 on Inquiry Card.
would normally display in the lower left
corner of ascreen) or startable tasks that
SideBar
$99.99
A SideBar for Windows you select. Clicking on applications
Paper Software, Inc.
icons switches to or launches the selecP.O. Box 567
tion, as appropriate.
hen we have files to rename or diNew Palta, NY 12561
Clicking
on
drive
icons
displays
file
rectories to create, we'd rather
(914) 255-0056
lists for that drive. You can split the bar
switch to a DOS shell than fight
fax: (
914) 255-7572
vertically,
or
horizontally
as
it
is
in
the
the Windows file manager. But shelling
Circle 1225 on Inquiry Card.
photo, to get access to more than one
to DOS is atime-consuming process that
makes simple file operations more te- drive or directory. By clicking, drag-

objects, or animations.
Among JAG's more appealing features
is its simplicity. Once you transfer the
program to the System Folder, you open
asuitable file and choose the antialias selection from the menu, and JAG performs its duty. Alternatively, amenu selection lets you choose whether or not to
antialias single-pixel-thick lines. This
choice is important, we found when we
tested images with small text. Antialiased small type looked bleary and less
readable than before it received JAG's
treatment. You can also choose to let JAG
ignore single-pixel points of color.
Otherwise, intended design elements or
dots above an iwould disappear into an
antialiased background.
In our tests using aMac Mx and aMac
II, JAG performed at asnappy pace. For
example, JAG antialiased a72-KB PICT
file in approximately 37 seconds on the
IIf x. Using the program's batch queue
option, we easily antialiased apresentation consisting of 10 frames, which we
created in More 3.0. Similarly, we used
JAG to "clean up" ashort PICS file consisting of animated text. JAG allowed us
to antialias the individual frames as a
batch in the background.
In the end, we found ourselves ambivalent about JAG's results, primarily because JAG didn't know when to leave
well enough alone. It did a fine job of
smoothing the jagged edges around
curves in text and images. Unfortunately, the program also decided to smooth
the right angles on the ascenders and descenders of large sans serif type. Consequently, the base of acapital Ytapered at
the corners and looked worse than before
we ran JAG (see screen 2). Ray Dream
says a future version of JAG, which
should ship late in the first quarter, will
include a lasso that will let you select
only the areas that need sprucing up.
JAG's quickness can make it ahandy
utility, especially if your 3-D graphics
package takes forever to simultaneously
render and antialias an image. Just keep
in mind that questionable quality can be
the trade-off for expediency.
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THE NEW MICRO-CAP III.
SO YOU CAN TEST-FLY
EVEN MORE MODELS.
It wasn't easy. But we did it. Made the
long-time best-selling IBM® PC-based
interactive CAE tool even better.
Take modeling power. We've significantly
expanded math expression capabilities to
permit comprehensive analog behavioral
modeling. And, beyond Gummel Poon BJT
and Level 3MOS, you're now ready for
nonlinear magnetics modeling. Even
MESFET modeling.
Analysis and simulation is faster, too.
Because the program's now in "C" and
assembly language. That also means more
capacity— for simulating even larger
circuits.
As always, count on fast circuit creation, thanks to window-based operation
and aschematic editor. Rapid, right-fromschematics analysis — AC, DC, fourier and
transient — via SPICE-like routines. The
ability to combine digital/analog circuit
simulations using integrated switch

Transient analysis

—

Schematic editor

•

1

Monte Carlo analysis

Circle 154 on Inquiry Card.

models and parameterized macros. And
stepped component values that streamline multiple-plot generation.
And don't forget MICRO-CAP III's
extended routine list — from impedance,
Nyquist diagrams and BH plots to Monte
Carlo for statistical analysis of production
yield. The algebraic formula parsers for
plotting virtually any function. The support
for Hercules, CGA, MCGA, EGA and VGA displays. Output for plotters and laser printers.
Cost? Still only $ 1495. Evaluation versions still only $ 150. Brochure and demo
disk still free for the asking. Call or write
for yours today. And see how easily you can
get ideas up and flying.

1021 S. Wolfe Road
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 738-4387

DTK 486 drives high-performance software in PC Week Labs test.
When PC Week's editors asked PC Week Labs to
test Autodesk's® RendermanTTM software, aDTK
i486" computer was chosen to run the sophisticated,
high-level shading software program. (The drawing
shown above is representative of the high quality of
RendermanTM output.)
It takes alot of muscle to get the full benefits of
Renderman's" power; we build that muscle into
every DTK i486TM system".
We begin with Intel's® potent
i486' processor (with its built-in
cache and floating-point coprocessor circuitry) and add asecondlevel 64KByte static Ram cache
(expandable to 256KBytes) for even

more impressive productivity levels.
Add to these your choice of hard drives and controllers, afast graphics card and apost-VGA high
definition monitor, and you have aPC screamer that
can handle even the toughest of jobs ... while still
affordably-priced.
When power and dependability are
important, DTK is the computer of
choice of people who know.
Perhaps it's time you considered aDTK i486TM for
your next computer. Call
one of the DTK branch
offices below for the name
of areseller near you.

The DTK 486 Family • 486-33 ISA • 486-33 EISA • 486-25 ISA • 486SX-20 ISA

DTK Computer Inc.

A Reputation for Success.

17700 Castleton Street, Suite 300 / City of Industry ( Los Angeles), CA 91748 / ( 818) 810-8880 / FAX ( 818) 810-5233
Los Angeles
(818) 810-0098

San Jose
(408) 436-6361

Houston
(713) 568-6688

Chicago
(708) 593-3080

New York
(908) 562-8800

Miami
(305) 597-8888

Autodesk is aregistered trademark and Renderman is atrademark of Autudesk Inc. The DTK Logo is aregistered trademark of DI K Computer Inc.
Intel is aregistered trademark and the Intel Inside Logo and 486 are trademarks of Intel Corporation. Design and specifications subject to change
without notice. © 1991. DTK Computer Inc.
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SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED
HOWARD

EGLOWSTEIN

FINALLY,
AREAL KEYBOARD

I

fyou asked me to name the two most inconvenient
things about modern notebook computers, I'd
have to say their short battery life and cramped,
shrunken keyboards. There's not much we can do
about the batteries just yet—that will come in
time. In the meantime, however, any time you have
your notebook machine near your desk, why not use
your desktop computer's keyboard as a substitute?
You've probably got everything you need to do the job.
The Versatile Printer Port
Most of the newer notebook machines leave off I/O
ports to save space. Few, if any, include an external
keyboard connector anymore, and it's simply not possible to use any other port to drive akeyboard, since a
standard PC keyboard uses aclocked serial I/O stream
to move data to and from the keyboard.
However, the printer port, with 8bits of data out and
5bits of data in, is an incredibly versatile beast. When
the port is connected to aprinter, the 8output bits are
used for the printed characters. Five other control bits
take care of handshaking and control functions. The 5
input bits handle handshaking and status. (See the
table.) The ROM BIOS has the responsibility of manipulating these bits to make the printer port talk to a
parallel printer. But if you write your own software,
you can make the port do just about anything you want.
In my case, Iwas tired of dealing with scrawny little
notebook keyboards. Part of developing the notebook
ILLUSTRATION

battery-life tests (see " NoteA LapLink cable and
book Power Management at
Its Zenith," December 1991
your desktop's printer
BYTE) included sending status information between a port can take the place
host computer and the noteof acramped
book under test. The machines were linked through
laptop keyboard
the notebook's printer port.
With luck and some assembly
code, Icreated aTSR program for the notebook that
accepts keystroke information from the desktop machine and posts it in the notebook's keyboard buffer. A
companion utility for the desktop machine accepts keystrokes and passes them through the parallel cable.
Let's Talk Keystrokes
The printer port communications is only one part of the
project—I'll get to that in aminute. First, here's abrief
refresher course on the keyboard.
In aPC, the keyboard is linked through dedicated
hardware (in aPC or XT) or amicroprocessor (AT).
Either way, when akey is pressed, ahardware interrupt
occurs. BIOS Int 9hexadecimal (whose vector is stored
at location 0000:0024) fields the interrupt, looks at the
incoming scan code, and decides what it means. If it's a
Shift/Ctrl/Alt key, the BIOS just stores the key's status.
Most likely, though, the keystroke will be acharacter
key. A lookup table in the BIOS ROM contains every

MARK FISHER 0 1992

Two years ago, alot of people at Texas
Instruments found the mainframes difficult to use
and inflexible.
So Jim started to look at possible solutions.
He wanted to find asystem that would utilize their
existing equipment, allow MIS to rapidly develop
applications, and provide the end users with an
easy-to-use interface.
He discovered Microsoft client-server computing was just what Texas Instruments needed.
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Texas Instruments' migration to Microsoft's clientserver solution, call
us at (800) 992-3675,
Dept. X32. We'll tell
you how you can profit
from their experience. I

Microsoft

1991 Microsoft Corporation. All nets reserved. Printed in the USA Offer good ont> in the 50 United States. In the U ited States, rail (800)992-3675, Dept. X32 For information only: In Canada, roll (800)563-9048 Outside the United States and
Canada, .11(206)936-8661. Microsoft is aregistered trademark and Windows is atrodemar* of Microsoft Corporation.
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PC PRINTER PORT

KEYSLAVE'S DATA TRANSFER PROTOCOL
1

LTO

nata ni it frnm

2

3

T4

Depending on the hardware
configuration, the base address of
the printer port will be one of
three values. On most systems
with color monitors, the first
printer (LPTI) will have abase

T5

•••

1
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Listing 1: The desktop computer's data transmission routine. POR TIN transfers abyte ofdata from the desktop's status
port. To acknowledge and respond to arequest from the notebook, isolate the three nibble ID bits. Use the ID to determine
which of the four nibbles you want, isolate them, and send them out the data port. You'll know the data was received when
the notebook asks for another nibble.
sc_1:

; Now to that, add in the low bit of the nibble ID as
; bit O.

; See which nibble they want
call FORTIN
; value in bits 3-5
and
shr

a1,00111000b
a1,1

shr
shr

a1,1
a1,1

mov

ch,a1

shl

a1,1

shl

a1,1

mov

ah,ch

and
or

ah,1
al,ah

call

PORTOUT

sc_2:
; ch holds the nibble ID

.; Wait for them to ask for a different one
call FORTIN
value in bits 3-5
mov
ah,a1
and
a1, 00111000b
shr
a1,1
shr

a1,1

; We're going to rotate the bits 0, 4, 8, or 12 bits to

shr

a1,1

; the right. Multiply the number in AL by 4 and shift
; the contents of BX that many bits.
mov
cl,a1
mov
ax,bx

cmp
je

al,ch
sc_2

ror

ax,c1

and

ax,000fh

If we sent nibble 3, stop sending
cmp ch,3
inc sc_l
sc_out:

; shift it back to the left to make room for the nibble ID
rol
ax,1

Award Winning User Interface Classes Now for C+ +
on't start from scratch with your
text-mode user interfaces! Save
D
time with Object Professional"' for

Cs*. Over 100 classes provide
ready-to-use interfaces for your
programs, such as text editors,
dialog boxes, pick lists, scrolling
data entry screens, help systems,
and more. The objects are fully
functional as is and built-in calls
allow you to change the behavior.
Create text-mode Windows lookalikes (SAA/CUA) or your own
unique look and feel. All without
event-driven programming. And your
applications will be responsive even
on a640K 8088 based PC.

Interactive Screen Builders
Object Professional includes utilities
to help you build menu systems and
data entry screens fast. Design and
test interactively, then automatically
generate source code.
Object Professional for C++ requires Borland C++
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back within 30 days.
Includes dual media. Add 510 per onier for shipping in US
and Canada, add $40 per item for international airmail.
We accept MC, VISA, COD in US. ind checks in US dollars.
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Hot Demo Programs
Plenty of example programs get you
up to speed fast. One is adesktop
manager that
includes text and
file browsers,
pick lists,
modem dialer,
and more. It
provides you
with classes you'
can reuse and
illustrates how to build an ambitious
application using Object Professional.

Source Code and No Royalties
Object Professional includes
complete documentation, popup help, free technical support
direct from the authors by
telephone and on CompuServe.
You get full source code and pay
no royalties.

An Award Winner!
Object Professional
for Turbo Pascal was
chosen as one of nine
developmentproducts that "Jolted"
the industry during 1990. Object
Professionalefor Cifis the UI objects
from that library ported to Cif.
" Object Professional...a thoroughly
object-oriented, beautifully documented, immaculately designed,
comprehensive set of extensible
classes...You really can't afford
to be without this package."
Computer Language, April 1991

Object Professional
for C++, only $249.
Call toll-free to order.
1-800-333-4160
9AM - 5PM MST Monday through Friday, U.S. and Canada.
For more information call ( 719) 260-6641, fax to ( 719) 260-7151,
or send mail to CompuServe ID 76004,2611
TurboPower Software PO Box 49009 Colorado Springs, CO 80949-9009
O TurboPower Software, 1991
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fyou asked me to name the two most inconvenient
things about modern notebook computers, I'd
have to say their short battery life and cramped,
shrunken keyboards. There's not much we can do
about the batteries just yet—that will come in
time. In the meantime, however, any time you have
your notebook machine near your desk, why not use
your desktop computer's keyboard as a substitute?
You've probably got everything you need to do the job.
The Versatile Printer Port
Most of the newer notebook machines leave off I/O
ports to save space. Few, if any, include an external
keyboard connector anymore, and it's simply not possible to use any other port to drive akeyboard, since a
standard PC keyboard uses aclocked serial I/O stream
to move data to and from the keyboard.
However, the printer port, with 8bits of data out and
5bits of data in, is an incredibly versatile beast. When
the port is connected to aprinter, the 8output bits are
used for the printed characters. Five other control bits
take care of handshaking and control functions. The 5
input bits handle handshaking and status. (See the
table.) The ROM BIOS has the responsibility of manipulating these bits to make the printer port talk to a
parallel printer. But if you write your own software,
you can make the port do just about anything you want.
In my case, Iwas tired of dealing with scrawny little
notebook keyboards. Part of developing the notebook
ILLUSTRATION
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battery-life tests (see " NoteA LapLink cable and
book Power Management at
your desktop's printer
Its Zenith," December 1991
BYTE) included sending status information between a port can take the place
host computer and the noteof acramped
book under test. The machines were linked through
laptop keyboard
the notebook's printer port.
With luck and some assembly
code, Icreated aTSR program for the notebook that
accepts keystroke information from the desktop machine and posts it in the notebook's keyboard buffer. A
companion utility for the desktop machine accepts keystrokes and passes them through the parallel cable.
Let's Talk Keystrokes
The printer port communications is only one part of the
project—I'll get to that in aminute. First, here's abrief
refresher course on the keyboard.
In a PC, the keyboard is linked through dedicated
hardware ( in aPC or XT) or a microprocessor (AT).
Either way, when akey is pressed, ahardware interrupt
occurs. BIOS Int 9hexadecimal ( whose vector is stored
at location 0000:0024) fields the interrupt, looks at the
incoming scan code, and decides what it means. If it's a
Shift/Ctrl/Alt key, the BIOS just stores the key's status.
Most likely, though, the keystroke will be acharacter
key. A lookup table in the BIOS ROM contains every
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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PC PRINTER PORT

KEYSLAVE'S DATA TRANSFER PROTOCOL
12

T3

T4

T5

Data out from
notebook ( nibble ID

Depending on the hardware
configuration, the base address of
the printer port will be one of
three values. On most systems
with color monitors, the first
printer (LPT1) will have abase
address of 378h, and LPT2's
base address will be 278h. On
some color machines and all
machines with monochrome ports,
LPT1 will reside at 3BCh.

Unused notebook
data bits

OUTPUT BITS
Address
Base

Data out
from desktop

Base+2
Acknowledgment
(low bit of nibble ID)

Bit
no.

DB-25
pin

0

2

LSB data out

1

3

Data out

2

4

Data out

3

5

Data out

4

6

Data out
Data out

5

7

6

8

Data out

7

9

MSB data out

0

1

possible keystroke and a corresponding
ASCII value. The BIOS searches through
the table, finds the appropriate ASCII
value, and places the value and key-scan
code in the BIOS data area. Later, your
application or DOS itself makes aBIOS
call (Int 16h) to retrieve the keyboard
data.
One approach to extending the notebook's keyboard might have been to send
the raw scan codes from the desktop and
perform the lookup function on the notebook, but that seemed like alot of unnecessary work. The desktop's BIOS does
the same thing, so Idecided to have the
desktop send the completed keyboard
buffer data and have the notebook simply
store the data in its own buffer. The more
you mess with hardware interrupts on a
PC, the more trouble you're asking for,
so Iopted to take the safe way out and
simply intercept Int 16h.
294
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You Can't Always Get
What You Want
The next piece of the puzzle was getting
the data from the desktop to the notebook
through the printer port. It would have
been heaven to have enough bits to move
all 16 data bits (8bits of ASCII and 8bits
of scan code) in one fell swoop, but it
wasn't to be. The desktop can send out
the 16 bits as two groups of 8, but the
notebook can only receive them 5bits at
a time. Besides, there has to be some
kind of synchronization between the two
machines to ensure that the data made it
from one to the other.
Using 4of the notebook's 5input bits
for data and the fifth bit for control
seemed the obvious solution. Traveling
Software's LapLink cable is set up to
transfer data that way. Inside the parallel
cable, bits 0to 4of the desktop's data are
connected to the notebook's 5àtatus bits.

Data strobe

1

14

Auto linefeed

2

16

Initialize printer

3

17

Activate select

4
Flgure 1: To begin atransfer, the notebook sets its 2data bits (LW and LTI) to 0
to request the first data nibble (nibble ID value). Some time later, the desktop
recognizes anew request and places the data on four of its output lines. Taking a
copy of the nibble ID 'sleastsignificant bit (in this case, a0) and placing it on the
fifth data line tells the notebook that the data is ready. At the next notebook clock
tick (TI), the notebook sees the LSB and gathers up the data bits. After storing the 4
bits of data in memory, the notebook requests nibble Iand returns to the application.
The cycle continues until the notebook takes in the last nibble at time = T4.

Original
function

IRO enable

INPUT BITS
Address
Base+ 1

Bit
no.

DB-25
pin

Original
function
Error status

3

15

4

13

Selected

5

12

Out of paper

6

10

Data
acknowledged

7

11

Busy

Bits 0 to 4 from the notebook are connected to the desktop's status bits. Any
data output from one machine appears as
printer status on the other, shifted to the
5highest bits on the status port.
Moving 16 bits of data 4bits at atime
requires abit of protocol. Ichose asimple protocol that transfers 1 nibble (4
bits) of data per transfer cycle. Figure 1
shows the timing and data flow between
the machines. The notebook is in control
of the data flow and refers to the 16-bit
value as asequence of nibbles, numbered
0to 3.
To begin atransfer, the notebook asks
for nibble 0by putting a0on its output
port (LTO or LT1). The desktop machine
sees this as achange from the previous

JIM POWELL

Texas Instruments,
Manager of Distributed Information Ser..rices
Products: LAN Manager, SQL Server,
Windows, Microsoft Excel
Servers Installed: 12 mainframes,
3,500 minicomputers, 500 PC servers
PC Workstations.- 40„000
Business Purposes: Marketing, finance, administration,
manufacturing and office automation.

Texas Instruments' top executives get
to the bottom line instantly with Microsoft
client-server computing.
Every business wants to know the bottom
line.Thanks to Microsoft's client-server computing
solution,Texas Instruments' upper management
sees it instantly Right on their own PCs.
"PEOPLE DON'T JUST WANT ACCESS
TO DATA. THEY WANT TO CREATE IT,
CHANGE IT AND MAKE IT THEIR OWN."

They can also track inventory monitor sales,
check raw material prices and find other information needed to make decisions.
And that's how Jim Powell likes it. Because
as Texas Instruments' Manager of Distributed
Information Services, it's his job to provide his coworkers with the computer support they need.
And with Microsoft client-server computing, his
job is alot easier.
Two years ago, alot of people at Texas
Instruments found the mainframes difficult to use
and inflexible.
So Jim started to look at possible solutions.
He wanted to find asystem that would utilize their
existing equipment, allow MIS to rapidly develop
applications, and provide the end users with an
easy-to-use interface.
He discovered Microsoft client-server computing was just what Texas Instruments needed.

The WindowÉ"environment was placed on the desktops and Microsoft' LAN Manager and SQL Server
were integrated into the system.
There were dividends right away.
Jim's group was able to quickly develop clientserver applications, like the executive decision support system. Which means the users didn't have to
wait forever to get the computer support they
"NOW ICAN PUT APPLICATIONS INTO THE
HANDS OF PEOPLE THAT WOULDN'T HAVE
GOTTEN THEM OTHERWISE"

needed. And with Windows, the information on the
mainframes was easier to access. In short, Jim
was able to get the right information, to the right
people, the right way
For acase study on
Texas Instruments' migration to Microsoft's clientserver solution, call
us at (800) 992-3675,
Dept. X32. We'll tell d
you how you can profit r'
from their experience.

Microsoft

Canada.
C 1991 Microsoft
call (206)936.8661.
Corporahon. Microsoft
.411 rights isreserwd.
aregistered
Printed
trademark
in the USA
and Windows
Offer good
is a
ordy
trruknear*
lif Me 50fMiens«
United States.
Corporation.
In tire United States, call ( 900)9928675. Dept. X32 For information oldje.. In Canada, call (800)563-9048. Outside the United States and
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Listing 1: The desktop computer's data transmission routine. PORTIN transfers abyte ofdata from the desktop's status
port. To acknowledge and respond to arequest from the notebook, isolate the three nibble ID bits. Use the ID to determine
which of the four nibbles you want, isolate them, and send them out the data port. You'll know the data was received when
the notebook asks for another nibble.
sc_1:

; Now to that,
; bit O.

; See which nibble they want
call

PORTIN

; value in bits 3-5
and

a1,00111000b

shr

a1,1

shr

a1,1

shr

a1,1

mov

ch,a1

mov

ah,ch

and

ah,1

add in the low bit of the nibble ID as

or

al,ah

call

PORTOUT

sc_2:
Wait for them to ask for a different one
call
PORTIN

; ch holds the nibble ID

; value in bits 3-5
mov
ah,a1
shl

a1,1

shl

a1,1

and

; We're going to rotate the bits 0, 4, 8, or 12 bits to
; the right. Multiply the number in AL by 4 and shift
; the contents of BX that many bits.
mov
cl,a1
mov

ax,bx

ror

ax,c1

and

ax,000fh

a1,00111000b

shr

a1,1

shr

a1,1

shr

a1,1

cmp

al,ch

je

sc_2

; If we sent nibble 3,
cmp ch,3

stop sending

jne sc_l

; shift it back to the left to make room for the nibble ID
rol
ax,1

sc_out:

Award Winning User Interface Classes Now for C+ +
start from scratch withyour
D°let
text-mode user interfaces! Sane

time with Object Professionar for
C++. Over 1()ID classes provide
ready- to- use interfaces for your
programs, such as text editors,
dialog boxes, pick lists, scrolling
data entry screens, help systems,
and more. The objects are fully
functional as is and built-in calls
allow you to change the behavior.
Create text-mode Windows lookalikes
or your oval
unique look and feel. All without
event-driven programming. And your
applications will be responsive even
on a640K 8088 based PC.

Interactive Screen Builders
Object Professional includes utilities
to help you build menu systems and
data entry screens fast. Design and
test interactively, then automatically
generate source code.

Hot Demo Programs
Plenty of example programs get you
up to speed fast. One is adesktop
manager that
includes text and
file browsers,
pick lists,
modem dialer,
and more. It
provides you
with classes you
can reuse and
illustrates how to build an ambitious
application using Object Professional.

Source Code and No Royalties
Object Professional includes
complete documentation, popup help, free technical support
direct from the authors by
telephone and on CompuServe.
You get full source code and pay
no royalties.

An Award Iinner!
Object Professional
for Turbo Pascal was
choseade one of nine
development products that "Jolted"
the industry during 1990. Object
Professionefor OH- is the UI objects
from that library ported to C4-1-.
" Object Professional...a thoroughly
object-oriented, beautifully documented, immaculately designed,
comprehensive set of extensible
classes... You really can't afford
to he without this package."
Computer Language, April 1991

Object Professional
for C++, only $ 249.
Call toll-free to order.
1-800-333-4160

Object Professional for C++ requires J3orland C++
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back within 30 days.
Includes dual media. Add $ IO per order for shipping in US
and Canada. add $40 per item for international airmail.
We accept MC. VISA, COD in US. and checks in US dollars.

9AM - 5PM MST Monday through Friday. U.S. and Canada.
For more information call ( 719) 260-6641, fax to ( 719) 260-7151.
or send mail to CompuServe ID 76004,2611
TurboPower Software PO Box 49009 Colorado Springs, CO 80949-9009
TurboPower Software, 1991
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Circle 173 on Inquiry Card.
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SINGLE
USER

LAN

C-TREE
PLUS

MULTIUSER

CLIENT/
SERVER

FAIRCOM
SERVERS

• Use c- tree Plus as adata nanagement ergine, or as afront-end to the FairCom
Server or FairCom SOL Server!
Now you don't have to choose between different application configurations — c-tree Plus
supports them all! You can use :- tree Plus to create single user, multi-user, or LAN applications,
and easily adapt them to utilize the advanced : lient/server technology of
FairCom Server or FairCom SOL Server, ( which utters full ANSI- standard SOL
functionality)
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I c- tree Plus offers complete scalability!
No matter what kind of platform you're running on ( or moving to), c- tree
.us eliminates the tedious, time-consuming zeprogrammng normally
required to move from one environment to another. With c- tree Plus, you
don't change your source code at all — lust recompile, link and you're running on platforms ranging from Cray supercomputers to Zenith laptops!
• With the FairCom Server s, c- tree Plus efers powelul ( and affordable) transaction processing capabilities!
Using c- tree Plus as afront-end to the FairCom Servers, you can incorporate powerful transaction processing features directly into your applications,
including full commit/rollback intermediate savepoints and complete
logging
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o

• Order c- tree Plus, and pit yourself in the driver's seat!
Whether you currently need the power of client/server technology, or lust
need the most powerful data management system around, c- tree Plus is for you — order your
copy tcday!
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1
.

(800) 234-8180, Ext. 1
Circk 60 on Inquiry Card.
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value, isolates nibble 0 from the data,
and puts its value on its data port (DTO
through DT3). The notebook needs asignal of some sort, so the desktop uses the
low bit of the nibble select as an indicator
(data valid, or DAV). On the next clock
cycle, the notebook sees that DAV has
changed, grabs the data from its status
port, and sets LT to the next nibble. After
the desktop successfully transfers the
third nibble, it waits for another key from
the keyboard and repeats the process.

Stay Away from the Clock!
The desktop has nothing else to do during atransfer, so it polls the printer port
looking for the data to change. The notebook doesn't have that luxury—after all,
the point of this exercise is to let the notebook run normal DOS software from the
remote keyboard. Fortunately, when it
comes to clocks, the PC is afunhouse.
Every PC has ahardware clock built
onto the motherboard. An Intel 8253
timer chip provides three channels of

W

ow Cost
Multimedia Product Family
Add multimedia to your PC
Run under MS Windows 3.0,
HP NewWave, or MS DOS
Powerful new silicon otters
unbeatable functionality at super,
low prices

Super VideoWindows - $ 895
Display full motion video in awindow on VGA
monitor. Scale, crop, freeze. Image capture,
save and restore. Sound control. Accepts VGA
input for graphics/text overlay. Required software sold separately.
Super VGA Daughter - $ 395
Industry standard VGA (Headland's Video 7)
attaches to Super VideoWindows for compact
1-slot solution of graphics/text overlay. IMB
buffer.
Super TV Tuner - $ 395
Computer selectable antenna or 122 channel cable TV input. Combine with Super
VideoWindows to watch TV on PC.
Super Still -Frame Compression - $995
JPEG compression up to 75:1 of color or grayscale images. Takes only seconds. All TGA file
formats—TARGA 16, 24, and 32.
Celebrating Our 10th Year

NEW MEDIA GRAPHICS

‘16,—J

New Media Graphics Corp.
780 Boston Road
Billerica, MA 01821
TEL: 508/663-0666
FAX: 508/663-6678
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continuous, programmable time clocks.
One channel is wired to the memory refresh; playing with that channel is certain death. The second is tied to the PC's
speaker, letting the speaker make tones
independently of the processor's clock
speed. This channel is not only popular
with application programs, it's difficult
to read—so we'll pass on that one, too.
The last channel is programmed by the
BIOS to asteady 18.2 ticks per second
and feeds the DOS software time-of-day
clock as well as the floppy BIOS. During
normal operation, atick comes in each
1
/
18 second. A hardware interrupt (Int
08h) takes over and updates internal
counters and the DOS time-of-day clock.
It next transfers control to the user clock
routine at Int 1Ch and then returns to the
foreground program. The BIOS monitors
these ticks to provide astable time source
for the floppy disk software. This is an
important clock, but you can use it if
you're careful. The easiest way is simply
to key off the user clock interrupt, 1Ch.
Transferring a keystroke from the
desktop requires four clock events. If
each one takes Y
18 second, it will take
or 14, second for each keystroke. Idon't
know about you, but Ican type alot faster
than that. Ithink we can do better than
this, but it may help to see how the notebook handles the incoming data first.
Transfer Across State Lines
Unlike the desktop machine, the notebook has to be free to run other applications. The protocol software on the notebook must run as an interrupt-driven
process, timed by the PC's hardware
clock. On each clock tick, the software
takes control, checks to see if there's
something to do, and then exits back to
the foreground application.
If the notebook decides that the desktop has responded to its previous request,
it grabs the nibble into memory. If this
was one of the first three nibbles, you ask
for the next one in sequence. After grabbing the fourth ( and last) nibble, it
checks to see if there's room in the keyboard buffer to store it. If there is, it
stores the completed keystroke in the buffer and asks for the first nibble of the
next keystroke. If there isn't, it simply
exits and waits for the next clock tick to
check again. The desktop will wait patiently, forever if necessary, for the next
request. (See listing 1.)
A simple state machine forms the
heart of the notebook software. Listing 2
shows a hacked-up version of the state
machine, with the innards removed for
clarity. On each clock tick, the appropriate code is executed for the current state.
continued
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Listing 2: The notebook's state machine. Every time the clock-tick interrupt occurs (
72 times per second), control is
transferred to the state machine. Depending on where the algorithm left off, deal with one of the four incoming nibbles. If
successful, set up for the neat one; if not, keep the state the same and try again next time. The maximum transfer rate is 1
nibble every tick, or one complete keystroke every 4ticks (18 per second).
state_curr db

?

;

state_table dw ST_O,ST_1,ST_2,ST_3,ST_4

if the data return bit is the same as the low bit of

; the address ( in this case, a 1), then the data is valid
mov
ah,a1
; make a copy
and

al,Nibble_ret

jz

int_out

; not yet

bl,state_curr ; grab the current state

ST_la:

mov

bh,0

; The data is the high bits of AH, adjusted

shl
add

bx,1
bx,offset state_table

mov

jmp [ bx]
ST_O:
; see if nibble 0 is available
mov
or

jmp int_out
ST_2:
; see if nibble 2 is available

a1,0
al,Keyb_status

call PORTOUT
call PORTIN
; if the data return bit is the same as the low bit of

mov

a1,2

or

al,Keyb_status

call

PORTOUT

call

PORTIN

; the address ( in this case, a 0), then the data is valid
mov

ah,a1

and

al,Nibble_ret

jnz

int_out

; make a copy
; not yet

ST_Oa:
; The data is the high bits of AH, adjusted

ST_3:
; see if nibble

3 is

available

and

ah,Data_mask

xor

ah,Data_adj

shr

ah,1

shr

ah,1

shr

ah,1

shr

ah,1

and
xor

ah,Data_mask
ah,Data_adj

mov
xor
mov

al,ah
ah,ah
; AX is 0, except the low nibble
Input_data,ax

mov

bh,ah

xor
mov

bl,b1
ax,Input_data

add
mov

ax,bx
Input_data,ax

mov

state_curr,4 ;

That's the last one. Store it.
The data is the high bits of AH, adjusted

inc

state_curr

mov
or

a1,1
al,Keyb_status

call

PORTOUT

ST_4:

jmp

int_out

; output it

ST_1:
; see if nibble 1 is available

call

in case the buffer's full

store_buffer

; If al.°, no problem.

If al=l, then buffer was full.

mov

a1,1

or

al,Keyb_status

cmp
jne

a1,0
int_out

call

PORTOUT

mov

; couldn't save it
state_curr,a1 ; back to state 0

call

PORTIN

or

al,Keyb_status

call PORTOUT
int_out:

The first state clears a 16-bit word and
stores the nibble as the lowest-order bits.
States 1and 2store the data in the correct
positions. State 3stores the final nibble
and then tries to place the completed data
in the keyboard buffer. If there's room, it
resets back to state O. If not, it goes to
state 4, which simply retries the buffer
on the next tick. As long as the buffer remains full, the state remains at 4and the
transfer is stopped.
Keyboard Buffers
In listing 2, store_buffer is aroutine
that handles getting the data into the keyboard buffer. On machines with aPS/2-

compatible BIOS, that's simply amatter
of calling the BIOS keyboard-stuffing
function. Int 16h, function 5, takes a16bit scan-code/ASCII pair and places it as
the last item in the keyboard buffer, as if
it were typed.
Using the BIOS function is the preferred method because you don't have to
know any machine-specific addresses.
On many machines built before 1988, the
BIOS doesn't have aclue what function 5
is. To store data in the keyboard buffer
on these machines, you have to do it the
hard way: You have to duplicate the code
that the BIOS uses in its own keyboard
hardware handler (Int 9h). If you have

trouble getting this to work, you might
try disassembling the BIOS handler.
Figure 2shows the keyboard's buffering scheme. Somewhere in the 0040 segment, there's 16 words of memory reserved for storing keyboard information.
Normally, BIOS Int 9h puts its keystrokes there so you can read them back
through Int 16h. You're not supposed to
access the buffer directly. For one thing,
you can't assume that you know where it
is—that varies from BIOS to BIOS. Also,
programs that expand the keyboard buffer will replace this whole scheme with
something else—maybe. If you play with
the keyboard buffer and then crash the
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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KEYBOARD BUFFER SCHEME
Buffer head

Buffer end

0040:001A

Buffer tail

Buffer start

0040:0080

0040:001E

Storage for 16 keystrokes
Figure 2: The keyboard buffer has storage for 16 keystrokes, two pointers to the head
and tail of acircular buffer, and two more pointers that determine the physical
buffer boundaries. The ROM BIOS normally handles the buffer stuffing as part of
the keyboard hardware interrupt, but you need to do it yourself ifyou're running on
an old machine. Newer BIOSes have function calls to place data in the buffer.

Listing 3: Stuffing data into the keyboard buffer. First, use [buffer_tail]
to find the next empty location. Then [
buffer_start] and [
buffer_end]
tell you where the buffer boundaries are, unless this is aweird machine
(assume standard values). Finally, store the data if there's room, and advance
[buffer_tail].
; Scan code/ascii char in DX is to be stored in the keyboard buffer
; Returns: AL=0 if OK, AL.1 if buffer full
mov
mov

ax,40h
es,ax

; keyboard data in segment 40

mov

di,es:[buffer_tail]

mov
add
mov

bx,di ; this is where we'll store to
di,2 ; point to next location
ax,es:[buffer_end]

; Some machines don't store the buffer start/end in [ 80],[82h]
cap
ax,0
inc

sb_O

; For example, this one! Is this an old Compaq?
mov
sb_0:

ax,3eh ; the ' standard' buffer_end

cmp

di,ax

me

sb_nowrap

mov
cmp

di,es:[buffer_start]
di3O ; legit _start?

inc

sb_nowrap ; looks like it

mov
di,leh
sb_nowrap:

; the ' standard' buffer_start

mov

ax,es:[buffer_head]

cep

ax,di

je
mov

sb_err
es:[bx],dx

mov
mov
imp

es:[buffer_tail],di
a1,0
short sb_out

; If =, then no more room

sb_err:
mov
sb_out:

a1,1

; Note-- this is the equivalent of the following:
mov
ah,5
int

300
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machine, don't say Ididn't warn you.
In addition to the 16-word buffer, 4
other words define where the buffer lives
and its current status. Two words starting at 0040:001A are the buffer head
and the buffer tail. The buffer head
points to the next available word of keyboard data. The buffer tail points to
the next empty spot. To find out where
the buffer physically starts and ends in
memory, look in locations 0040:0080
and 0040:0082 for buffer start and
buffer end.
The idea behind buffer stuffing is this:
Check to see if the buffer has room for
new characters. If so, store the data and
advance the tail pointer, using the start
and end pointers to handle wraparound.
Listing 3shows the process. Take care to
disable interrupts while you're messing
with the keyboard buffer; if someone
presses akey on the keyboard while you
are doing it—well, it won't be pretty.
The next thing to consider is what happens if someone tries to print from within an application while you're slamming
on the printer port. You've got data coming in on the printer status bits, and you
don't want any applications sending data
out or interpreting your incoming data as
printer status. The easiest way to avoid
this is to install anew printer BIOS routine—one that eats any attempts to print.
KEYSLAVE.ASM uses asimple one that
flushes any calls to the printer BIOS (Int
17h) and reports the call as successful.
The Funhouse Closes at Midnight
Earlier, Isaid that the system clock runs
at 18.2 ticks per second. That seems an
odd number, but it makes sense if you
consider how the clock hardware works.
The 8253 timer is fed off a 1.19-MHz
crystal, regardless of the CPU speed of
the machine. For each of the three timers (remember the speaker and memory
refresh), you give the 8253 adivisor. A
divisor of 1divides the clock by 1and
generates a signal at 1.19 MHz. The
maximum divisor is 65,536, which generates an 18.2-Hz signal. The BIOS is
coded in ROM to expect asignal at that
rate. Changing it is easy, but that makes
the DOS time-of-day clock go bonkers
and freaks out the floppy disk BIOS software. If you're going to change it, you
have to take that into account.
If you want to speed up the clock, simply set adifferent divisor in the 8253's
registers and do something about the
BIOS. Say you want to speed up the clock
by afactor of 4. Instead of using 65,536
as your divisor, use 16,384. That will
make the clock run four times as fast and
confuse the BIOS beyond belief.
continued
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C-scape is the most flexible
user interface package for text or
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THE NOTEBOOK'S
END GAME

Is this the
nibble we asked
for last time?

Listing 4: At the end of the hardware clock interrupt, update acounter and see
if it's the fourth tick. If it is, simply jump back to the ROM entry point in effect
when you installed your own handler. By daisy chaining, the ROM software
will never know you had control. If this isn't the fourth tick, reset the interrupt
hardware and exit out of the interrupt routine. You won't call the ROM or any
user clock software, but that's OK—they only expect to be called 18 times per
second. To speed up the clock hardware, replace the default divisor with a
smaller one.
; part of the interrupt 08 handler...

Yes

chk_timer:

Process this one and
ask for the next one.

inc

clock_div

mov

al,clock_div

cap

a1,4

je
int_out2
; don't call the old one;
mov

al,E0I

out

020h,a1

it's not the fourth tick

int_out:

Was this
the fourth tick?

Yes

during the initialization...
Speed up the clock by 4. The old divisor was 65535; we want 16384.
cli
mov

Return directly to
the application.
We don't want the
BIOS to see this one.

B

IOS to the ROM
BIOS for processing.

Figure 3: After retrieving anibble ofdata
from the printer status port, see if it's
the nibble you asked for (by looking at
the returned least-significant bit from
the desktop). After processing the data,
increment atick counter. If the counter
reached 4, reset it to 0and branch back
to the ROM BIOS. If not, exit back to the
foreground application so the clock
software sees only 18 ticks per second.

out
jmp
jmp

a1,36h

; mode

mov

a1,00h

out

Timer_data,a1

jmp

short $+2

jmp

short $+2

mov

a1,40h
Timer_data,a1

out

3,

LSB then MSB

Timer_ctrl,a1
short $+2
; brief I/O delay
short $+2
; brief I/O delay
; LSB of 16384
brief I/O delay
MSB of 16384

sti

mand line. It would also be straightforward to try each of the three possible
ports, but this version doesn't bother.
Once you get both programs assembled
and cable the two machines with your
LapLink cable, you're ready to run your
notebook from your desktop's keyboard.
Some kinds of programs won't work:
Programs that take over the keyboard interrupts and provide their own buffering
won't find the data you're stuffing in the
default buffer. Windows is aprime ofNow say that you intercept the hardfender, as are XyWrite and many thirdware interrupt that normally goes to the
party keyboard-buffer enhancers. Also,
BIOS. Maintain acounter for each interprograms that look for raw unprocessed
rupt that comes in, and on every fourth
key presses won't see them; your desktop
interrupt, hand control back to the ROM
doesn't pass those along.
BIOS. On the other three, exit directly
Lastly, be careful of BASIC. BASIC
back to the foreground application. (See
doesn't know you've reprogrammed the
figure 3and listing 4.) You'll have a72clock, and it speeds it up four times, not
Hz clock, and the BIOS will have its
knowing that you've already done that.
18.2-Hz clock and be none the wiser.
When you exit back to DOS, BASIC puts
The faster clock means akeystroke transthe clock back to 18.2 Hz. Rerun KEYfers in % 8second instead of 14 second.
SLAVE.COM; it recognizes that it's already in memory and simply resets the
Goodbye, Wimpy Keyboard
clock rate. And note that while KEYThe last part is to tell the two computers
which printer ports to use, but that's a SLAVE feeds data into the keyboard buffer, it makes no attempt to disable the
simple matter of reading the DOS corn302
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notebook's keyboard. Both keyboards
operate in tandem.
Now when Itravel with anotebook, I
can use the machine's standard keyboard
on the road, and connect acable and use
my MultiMate Business Advantage keyboard when Iget back to my desk.
KEYSLAVE could also come in handy
in the BYTE Lab. We'll occasionally put
amachine in our environmental chamber
for low- or high-temperature testing.
Prior to KEYSLAVE, there was no way
to run the machine while it was under
test. Now, if avendor says its machine
can run Lotus 1-2-3 at 120°, we can
check it out. This could be the beginning
of anew BYTE benchmark.. . . •
Editor's note: KEYSLAVE and KEYBRD
are available in electronic format. See
page 5for details.
Howard Eglowstein is atesting editor for
the BYTE Lab. You can reach him on B1X
as "heglowstein."
Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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In 1982 when Microway introduced the first PC numerics
tools, an 8087 delivered 50 Kflops. Just ten years later,
Number Smasher- 860 delivers 1600 times the throughput
of the 8087. Its 80 megaflops of raw numeric throughput
and 10 Linpack megaflop vector rating give you the
speed of aCray. In addition, two Number Smashers
have been clocked at 135 Megaflops and are 90%
efficient running fine grained parallel problems.

The Number Smasher-860 is
available in 33 and 40 MHz
speeds with either 8 or 32
megabytes of 64- bit memory.
It consumes 35 watts running in
an ISA or EISA PC or the HP9000. The peak i860/host bandwidth of 12 megabytes/sec is
achieved in the EISA bus. Ideally, it is run in ahigh quality 486
system with the appropriate power,
cooling and fast hard disks, such
as Microway's 486-B 3 or 486-B 2T.

The Number Smasher-860 comes with your choice
of Microway's NDP Fortran, C, C++ or Pascal,
which feature extensions that make it easy to
port applications from the VAX or PC to the
i860. Each compiler includes GREX, alibrary
of 200 graphics primitives that runs on all
popular PC graphics adapters. Operating
system support includes DOS, UNIX,
XENIX, SunOS, OS/2 and HP-UX. The
MS-DOS version includes XTEND-860,
our proprietary i860 DOS Extender.

XTEND-860 makes it possible to write mixed applications
which use a286, 386 or 486 to handle human interfaces while
calling on the i860 to do computations. We offer libraries for
processing vectors, linear algebra, graphics and DSP. Optional
tools include avectorizer, symbolic debugger, and profiler. We
also develop custom versions of Number Smasher-860 for
OEMs who need to tailor the i860's power to their applications.

For more information on Microway products
or our i860 Seminar, please call 508-746-7341.

Microway

486-B 2T
The World Leader in PC Numerics

Corporate Headquarters, Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA • TEL 508-746-7341 • FAX 508-746-4678
U.K./Europe 081-541-5466 • France 01 43 269593 • Germany 069-75-2023 • Holland 40 836455 • Italy 02-74.90.749 • Norway 6 892020

UNDER THE HOOD
PETER

WAYNER

PROCESSOR PIPELINES

M

large, single unit that does all
Henry Ford would
aking modern processors live up to their
ntasks. The result is that the
rated speed is no easy task. Although much
have liked the Mips
processor effectively executes
of performance can be attributed simply to
n instructions simultaneousmaking chips smaller, a good bit comes
R4000, the IBM
from careful designs that keep data moving
ly. Each instruction still takes
in asmooth and highly optimized path. At the center of the same amount of time to
RISC System/6000,
complete, but the chip can go
modern chip architectures is the pipeline—literally, an
ntimes faster because anew
assembly line for computation. Pipelines speed up caland the Intel 486
instruction completes every n
culations in much the same way that Henry Ford revosteps.
lutionized car production.
The idea sounds quite simple, but there are problems
Automotive engineers examine the list of tasks rethat make implementing apipeline difficult. I'll comquired to build acar and then split the list into jobs to be
pare the pipelines of some modern chips like the Mips
performed at nsequential stations. Each stage does its
R4000, the IBM RISC System/6000, and the Intel 486
work and passes the result on to the next stage. If the
to illuminate some of the details and design constraints
engineers have done agood job dividing the work into
facing computer architects today.
nequal pieces, each car gets built in almost the same
amount of time it would take without the assembly
Superpipelined, Superscalar, and
line—and ncars get worked on at the same time.
CISC/RISC Hybrid
In the abstract, acomputational pipeline works the
A superpipelined processor like the Mips R4000 (see
same way. Computations are divided among n func"The Mips R4000," December 1991 BYTE) attacks
tional units. The first unit typically decodes an instructhe throughput problem by pushing compartmentalization into internal signals. When it finishes, it passes
tion to the limit. The R4000's predecessor, the R3000,
the instruction on to the next unit, which handles the
featured a five-stage pipeline. The R4000 goes furnext part of the computation—typically fetching data.
ther, subdividing instruction fetching and data cache
(Meanwhile, the first unit starts decoding the next inaccess to create an eight-stage pipeline that advances
struction.) Then the actual arithmetic is performed,
at double the processor's clock speed. The stages of
and the results are stored in registers or memory.
the R4000 chip's pipeline are Instruction Fetch First
The pipeline works faster because each small unit
completes its task in about 1/n the amount of time as a Half, Instruction Fetch Second Half, Register Fetch,
ILLUSTRATION
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Instruction Execute, Data Cache Access

of the pipeline running at the same time.

sor. RISC chips like the R4000 and the

First Half

The RISC System/6000's ninelines share

RISC

Data Cache Access Second

System/6000 feature simple in-

UNDER THE HOOD

stages. The writing back to registers happens right after the execution phase. This
means that only one bubble needs to be
inserted into the pipeline. Why, then,
does the R4000 expose itself to such severe stalls, given that these data dependencies must be quite common? Mips has
asolution: code reordering.
What if you had asmart compiler that
would recognize when there was going to
be a data dependency between two instructions? It might notice that there are
four instructions that have nothing to do
with register 3. It could move these instructions between Il and 12, and when
12 got to the register-read step, the result
of Il would be waiting for it. Mips, in
fact, has such acompiler that can reorder
code so it flows optimally.
Data dependency affects the 486 less
critically. The 486 pipeline is short, in
part because it is much harder to reorder
code for the 486. Chips belonging to the
486's family tree have only eight registers, and when you reorder code, you
need extra registers to hold the values between the different instructions. When
you spread out the instructions, you need
to keep more values " live" at the same
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he order of
instructions
can make abig
difference
in throughput.

time. It's like juggling. The Mips chip
can keep 31 balls in the air, but the Intel
chip can handle only eight.
The important lesson is that the order
of instructions can make abig difference
in throughput. One approach to ordering
places the burden on the programmer.
For example, The Intel i486 Programmer's Reference Manual advocates arranging code to avoid data dependencies.
Full-blown RISC chips, however, rely on
compilers that automatically produce an
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optimal ordering. If the compiler doesn't
do this, there are lots of pipeline bubbles,
and throughput suffers.
Branch Prediction
Data dependencies aren't the only way to
stall apipeline. Imagine that one instruction is abranch on the condition that a
register's value is greater than zero.
Which instruction should follow this
branch instruction in the pipeline—the
one that would follow if the branch were
taken, or the one that would follow if the
branch were not taken?
Engineers have analyzed traces of
thousands of programs running through
processors. They've found that when
branches point backward toward the beginning of a program, they are taken
about 90 percent of the time. This pattern
corresponds to loops that often execute
many times. When branches point forward, however, they are taken only 50
percent of the time. For this reason, the
486 and the R4000 will make aguess and
follow the path most taken. If the guess
turns out to be wrong, the pipeline must
be flushed clean and started again with
the correct instruction. The 486 loses
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in your work?
business has aproblem. It's over-

flowing filing cabinets. It's waiting for
someone to type it into our systems. Or to
find out where it's been filed. Quite literally,
it's burying our best ideas alive. • The problem is paper. Or, more precisely, how to
cope with all the information that comes
to us on paper. II We are pleased to report,
however, that there is a solution. Caleras
OCR (Optical Character Recognition) technology lets you convert any paper or electronic fax document to word processing,
spreadsheet, desktop publishing or database applications (with Windows). Ready
In moments for revisions, retrieval or
networking and E-mail.

Among our

powerful range of OCR systems and software: WordScan' and WordScan Plus. The
former, offering abroad set of features at a
price anyone can afford. The latter, with
productivity tools not found anywhere else.
Which is why Calera consistently wins first
place awards from PC Magazine, PC Week,
Infoworld, Byte Magazine and others
worldwide. II So call Calera today for information about our OCR productivity tools.
And let us take the wraps off new ways to
handle all that paperwork.
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three cycles when this happens, because
there are three stages between the execution unit that decides the branch and the
beginning of the pipeline. The R4000
only loses two, because it does not have
the extra address-generation step. This is
one place where the clean RISC instruction set pays off.
One standard solution to this problem
is adelayed branch. In this case, apipeline is not cleared, and the instructions
that are in it are allowed to finish. To a

Amputer

programmer, this means that a branch
may come into effect one or two instructions after it is executed. This can be
quite useful if it is possible to move an
instruction with no data dependencies
later in the instruction stream. For instance, consider the case where one instruction (I1) is R1 + R2 — > R3 and the
next instruction (12) is IF R4>0 THEN
Branch. It's possible for 12 to go down
the pipeline before Il does. Then, if the
branch is taken, I1can execute, and the

clebraling
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program is not required to insert bubbles. The compiler must be aware of this
problem and be able to shuffle the code
around without destroying dependencies.
The RISC System/6000's approach to
the branch dilemma differs from that of
the 486 and the R4000. Its instruction set
has an additional compare instruction
that will set a1-bit condition-code register based on the values in some data register. The branch instruction simply tests
the value of this condition register.
Just splitting the branch instruction in
two doesn't solve the problem of delays
when an unexpected branch is taken.
The compiler must still position this condition-code instruction at least three instructions before the branch to ensure no
lost time. In this respect, it's just like the
Mips delayed branch—the register values
being tested must still be ready three instructions before the branch.
The difference is that the RISC Systern/6000's instruction dispatch stage,
which comes second in the pipeline, decides branches. The R40Q0's branch instruction is computed by the execution
stage. The branch instruction must travel
the length of the pipeline, and if the
branch isn't taken, it ends up as abubble.
The RISC System/6000 doesn't prejudge
abranch. It fetches and starts decoding
the computational instructions from both
sides of the branch. When the condition
code is set and read by the second stage,
it then sends the correct instructions
down the pipeline to be executed. There
is no branch instruction traveling like a
bubble down the pipe.
Of course, this won't work every time.
There will be many situations in which
the IBM compiler will not be able to
move the condition test three instructions
before the branch. The chip designers,
though, analyzed the instruction streams
of many programs and decided that the
strategy would pay off on average.
The Resistance of Memory
Although silicon memory has gotten relatively inexpensive, it has not become
correspondingly fast. Several very fast
cycles of modern CPUs will be wasted
before the memory answers with the
right value. For this reason, RISC instruction sets are designed to decouple
the loading and storing of information
from the computation on that information. That way, acompiler can schedule
the load of avalue several instructions
before the computation takes place with
the value. The RISC System/6000 and
the Mips R4000 both take this approach.
It's one reason that RISC chips have
many registers: They need places to store
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values as loads and stores occur.
In the R4000, execution comes third
in the pipeline, and memory access
comes afterward. This is agreat compromise, because it means the chip has only
atwo-cycle latency when abranch is not
taken. The memory-access stages cannot
cause the pipeline to be flushed, so it
doesn't matter if they come later in the
pipeline. Mips is betting that the compiler will be able to move the load and
store instructions far enough apart to en-

sure that there are no data dependencies.
The 486's CISC instruction set includes instructions that load, compute,
and store in asingle operation. The loads
and stores are, therefore, bound to the
execution stage. Intel's engineers would
probably like to have made the 486's execution stage come third instead of fourth
so that a bad branch would result in a
shorter pause, but they needed the address-generation step. In the end, the engineers did a careful analysis and de-
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What if the Pipeline Stalls?
At this point, you should realize that
there is plenty of code being reorganized
to keep the R4000 and RISC System/
6000 pipelines from stalling. The RISC
philosophy has always assumed that
compilers will be able to make the right
decisions and reorganize everything. In
the worst case, this can be apretty difficult problem. A compiler might need to
consider an exponentially growing number of possible solutions before coming
up with an answer. In most cases, however, acompiler is able to find agood solution and make it work.
Even if optimization fails to avert a
stall, however, there's still merit in the
pipelined approach. Consider this short
section of code:
Load R1, Address #1
Load R2, Address #2
R1 + R2 -> R3
Store R3, Address #3

The NEW Back- UPS 250 offers even
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cided that the benefit of the addressgeneration step outweighed the cost of
lost cycles at branches.
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ut

finIT 8400 in Europe

The third operation—an addition—cannot finish until the two loads do. The addition operation stalls at the register-access stage until this happens. However,
when the information from the loads becomes available in the registers, the
arithmetic instruction has already been
decoded. A nonpipelined machine would
not have this head start.
Rearranging the Code
Although RISC chip users have always
known they would need smart compilers,
many PC users are not used to the notion
of pipeline optimization. The order and
arrangement of instructions can affect
the running speed of the 486 in a substantially different way than it affected
earlier chips. Although the 486 will still
run 8088 programs, some combinations
of instructions exploit the pipeline much
better than others do.
One example is indexed addressing.
The 486 works faster if you use simple
instructions that do not require it to add
an index register to abase register to determine an operand's address. Here is an
example from The Intel i486 Programmer's Reference Manual. The instruction
MOV EAX, [ESI]
uses ESI as abase register and loads from
the location it points to. The instruction
MOV EAX, [ESP]
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E

xecution and

write- back are
separate stages.

uses ESI as an index that is relative to another base register. In the first case, the
address-generation step in the pipeline
will be able to find the right address in
one clock cycle, and the pipeline won't
stall. In the second case, extra arithmetic
needs to be done in the execution stage,
during which the pipeline will stall.
A programmer should also bear in
mind that execution and write-back are
separate stages. The pipeline will stall if
one instruction computes avalue and the
next instruction needs that value for an
address computation. Here's another example from the Intel manual:
ADD ESI,EAX
MOV EAX, [ ESH
The first instruction puts the sum of the
EAX and ESI registers into ESI. The next
instruction needs that result. The problem is that the value from the ADD instruction isn't written back until the last
stage in the pipeline, so the MOV instruction must stall one cycle until the result becomes available. Assembly language programmers or smart compilers
can actually schedule athird instruction
between these two to get more work
done. The ADD instruction won't take
any longer to execute, assuming the intervening instruction introduces no new
pipeline conflicts. As it turns out, although Intel's own 386/486 Code Builder has a " 486 switch," that compiler
doesn't yet attempt such reorderings.
Watcom has tried some experimental
pipeline optimizations with its 386/486
C compiler and reports that although
speedups are possible, it is tricky to
achieve gains without spilling scarce registers. Still, given the intensely competitive nature of the PC compiler market,
you can be sure you'll be seeing advertisements touting 486 pipeline optimizations before too long. •
Peter Wayner is aBYTE consulting editor
and is working toward a Ph.D. in computer science at Cornell University. You
can reach him on BIX as "pwayner."
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Desktop Mapping
Held Responsible

them how to target customers, service
territories and optimize sales. It's
helping them plan land use, select site
locations, and efficiently manage
facilities and operations.
"In a word, it's allowing them to
visualize and take advantage of
options and opportunities that other
data analysis techniques simply can't
show."

For years organizations have had to
rely on spreadsheets and other data
analysis techniques to interpret
information. But apparently, they've
been missing alot. The new technology
of desktop mapping is revealing just
how much.
As spokesmen at MapInfoe
the leader in desktop mapping, put it: " By advancing
relational database technology to incorporate data
with maps, MapInfo has
produced a breakthrough in
analysis capabilities. It is
literally ' showing' its users
patterns, relationships and
trends that they never knew
existed.
"In the process, it's
allowing them to understand
and present information
more quickly, clearly and
thoroughly. It's helping
them deploy their resources With MapInfo, you can overlay data from dBASE ( DBF).
Lotus 1-2-3, Excel, delimited ASCII, plus many other formats,
more realistically and and relate it to thousands of maps, down to street level on
profitably. It's showing Windows, DOS, Macintosh, Sun and HP.
France (33) 148060648, Germany, Austria Switzerland (49) 2102 497 1000, Italy (39) 63455334, Scandinavia (46) 86440950,
Spain (34) 34143265, U.K (44) 81 5074601, Remaining European Countries ( 31) 3443 3004, Australia 02 437 6255, Israel 03 561 0946.

Circle 93 on Inquiry Card.

Free Demo Disk
Tells Inside Story
It's called Desktop Mapping
The MapInfo Way. Our
reviewers call it
the premier
guide to discovering
what's hidden
inside your data.
Call 800-358-7676 x100,
or Fax 518-274-0510 for your
copy. Then stay tuned for
more good news from The
Standard On The Streets.

The Standard On The Streets
All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
Mapinto is aregistered trademark of Mapinfo Corporation.

SOFTWARE CORNER
BARRY

NANCE

MEMORY MAPPING, EDIT II ,
AND AN ALARM CLOCK

T

his one has been done before.
Quarterdeck's Manifest, Norton's SI, and Kim Kohkonen's
Mapmem all show what's in
DOS memory. Programmers
have found dozens of ways to tell you why
you don't have afull 640 KB in which to
run your applications. But the interesting
part of these utilities is not so much the
results (0S/2 2.0 solves that problem by
giving me multiple DOS sessions), but
the way in which DOS sets up and manages its memory control blocks ( MCBs).
This month, I'll examine how these
programs work and offer aprogram that
lets you find out how big the resident portion of DOS is and what TSR programs
you have loaded. The C source code for
MAPRAM is only about 8KB, yet it tells
you how to gauge DOS and TSR RAM
use. MAPRAM detects the presence of
expanded memory ( the MAPRAM
source code shows one of the two techniques you can use to find out if an expanded memory manager is present) and
shows the total amount of expanded
memory and the amount currently free.
If you follow MAPRAM with any arguUNIX/Ben

definition for the device-driver header
structure, as well as for MCBs and for
the Program Segment Prefix (PSP).
blocks to track
Two hexadecimal bytes before the
special data area is anear pointer to the
memory use, aMac editor,
segment address of the first MCB. Each
MCB consists of aflag byte (" M" for all
and aUnix alarm clock
MCBs except the last one, which is " Z"),
2 bytes that indicate the owner of the
MCB (the PSP segment address for the
ment on the command line, it lists the deprocess that is using the MCB), and 2
vice drivers you've loaded as well. You
can compile MAPRAM.0 with either
bytes that express the size, in 16-byte
paragraphs, of the MCB's memory area.
Turbo C or Microsoft C, or just run
Once you have afar-pointer address to
MAPRAM.EXE.
the first MCB, you step through the
chain of MCBs by simply adding the size
Programming Techniques
field plus 1to the current MCB's segHere's the lowdown. MAPRAM uses
DOS function call 52 hexadecimal to loment address.
MAPRAM.0 also shows how to discate the start of both the device-driver
cover the name of the program that owns
chain and the first MCB. After the call,
the MCB. Beginning with version 3.0 of
the ES:BX register pair points to aspeDOS, the fully qualified name of the
cial data table within DOS itself, someprogram's executable file follows the entimes called the DOS INVAR area. At 22
vironment area for each program.
hexadecimal bytes into the table, you'll
Many programs show what's in memfind the offset (near pointer) of the first
ory. MAPRAM.0 shows how to get indevice driver; each device-driver header
side DOS and its MCBs, so you can use
thereafter points to the next device driver
in the chain. MAPRAM.0 contains a the information in your applications. •

Using memory control

Smith

MAC/Tom

Thompson

A Calendar Alternative

A Slick but Cheap Mac Text Editor

111 fyou're aUnix user who doesn't use the X Window System
and thus can't take advantage of the xcalendar program mentioned in the November 1991 Software Corner, don't despair.
There is an excellent text-based equivalent, remind, which was
written by David Skoll, an electrical engineer working at Carleton University in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Because remind was
originally written for DOS, the current version (2.3) can be compiled for either operating system.
The remind calendar and reminder utility uses sophisticated
parsing and date/time algorithms to generate messages (and
spawn processes) that are tied to specific dates or very complex
date and time specifications that can include offsets, repetitions,
and relations. For example, you can generate a reminder for
every three days prior to ameeting on the last Friday of every
month by specifying the key Friday 31 +3. You can use remind
as an alarm clock or even as an alternative to the Unix at and
crontab utilities.

O

ne of the problems that plagues the new Mac user is writing
something. There's no built-in utility, like EDIT.EXE on
PCs, where you can at least cobble together asimple text file.
Mac word processors cost plenty: $100 and up. (Remember when
MacWrite 1.0 was bundled with the Mac?) What's aperson who
wants to create simple text files to do?
The answer is Kenneth Seah's Edit II, which is modeled after
Consulair's old Edit text editor. However, Edit II sports many
improvements over its predecessor: It's compatible with the latest
Mac OS, and it uses the keyboard cursor keys for pointer positioning. Also, the standard command-key sequences let you save
and print files. But wait, there's more. Edit II can deal with text
files that contain only linefeeds ( you get such files when you
download text from Unix systems like BIX), the text search has a
built-in grep capability, and you can search for atext sequence
on multiple files. All this for amodest $25. Captain Video says
check it out.

Editor's note: Software Corner highlights freeware and shareware programs. The programs are available in avariety offormats.
See "Program Listings" on page 5for details. We solicit your contributions for this column. We'll pay $50 for any program we use.
Write to: Software Corner, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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Will DRAW_Master save you alot of time
and money too?
Alignment

DRAW Master is aconstruction kit for the easy development of drawing
tools. If you need to build adrawing application you can easily adjust
DRAW_Master to your exact needs and use it over and over again,
making the development of drawing tools easy, fast and predictable.

OTO drawing

f

O To grid

12* Horizontal

CB Vertical
Iop

0 Align

• Center

• Distribute

Product of the Master Series
DRAW_Master was built as an extension to our GUI_Master
object-oriented development environment for OS/2 PM and —
Microsoft Windows. GUI_Master itself consists of an
Interface Builder, aClass Browser and aclass tree with 85
user interface classes.

• to each other!

• Align

0 Left

0 Distribute

• Center
0 Right

O Bottom

Layers

Width

Current layer: overview

Inactive
Invisible

High Functionality
DRAW_Master consists of aclass tree of more than 120
classes. Together they form adrawing application which
offers alot of standard functionality such as undo/redo,
copy/paste, zoom in/zoom out, alignment, patterns,
drawing size. In addition it has features like layer control,
overview window and resizing. You can use DRAW_Master
as the starting point for your application. By subclassing
you can adjust and expand your new application. With
DRAW_Master you can build anew drawing tool in afew
weeks.

Layers
study
wardrobe
living
kitchenl
kttchen2
contour

Line pin

Mill

EMI

0 Beveled

0 Rounded • Mitred

Une end

Rename: overview

Draw Master
I-2

Source code included
To give you the best benefit of DRAW_Master we included the
source code. A cookbook and aclass reference manual are also
included.

File
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Edit
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Qptions
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Layout
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Arrange

Help
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11

12
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Prerequisites
•C++ 2.x compiler
•SDK (for OS/2or MS Windows)
•GUI_Master (source license advised).
Free drawing tool included
If you order now you will receive our 0S2DRAW tool. A powerful
drawing tool in the OS/2 environment made with DRAW_Master.
Prices
DRAW_Master source code license
GUI_Master source code license
There are no runtime licenses

$15,000.=
$50,000.=

FEATURES

Request for Information
VSR Holland
P.O. Box 2584
3500 GN Utrecht
The Netherlands

• Patterns
• Object

Fax: Intl. + 31 30 31 04 26
selection
Phone: Intl. + 31 30 32 49 44Printing
•

e

:I

Name
Company name
Department
Street
City
Country

L

State

Zip

Iu

nnaw_A4...nqrns.

• Multiple undo/
redo
• Changeable
palette
• Rotation
•Zoom in/
Zoom out
• Polygon
• Connections
• Scrolling
• Auto scrolling
• Rulers

Circle 179 on Inquiry Card.

• Grid
• Reshaping
• Fonts
• Background/
foreground
• Grouping/
ungrouping
• Automatic Page
numbering
• Page breaks
• Polylines
• Layering
• Colouring
• Keyboard
shortcuts
• Resizing

• Copy/paste
• Duplication
• Dashed Lines
• Line width
• Line joins
• Line ends
• Grid snapping
• Overview
•Alignment
• 135 changeable
classes
•Reuse of code
•Adding new
classes
•Class reference
•Cookbook

1VIACINATIONS
PROGRAMMING
UNDER SYSTEM 7.0

W

hat tools do you need to do
crackerjack programming on a
System 7.0 Mac? The answer to
that question depends almost
entirely on the type of programming that you expect to do. At different
times and for different purposes, Ihave
been happy with HyperCard, ParePlace
Systems' Smalltalk, Manx Software Systems' Aztec C, Apple's MPW and all its
languages, Symantec's Think Pascal, TGS
Systems' Prograph, and afew others.
Ihave noticed aphenomenon taking
place on Windows, though, that Iwish
we'd see on the Mac: the introduction of
competitors to the standard development
kit. In the case of Windows, the standard
development kit is Microsoft's Software
Development Kit. It functions like Apple's
MPW and MacApp, although the SDK
doesn't come with any compilers. Other
vendors, and even Microsoft itself, are
now producing competing development
products for Windows. Microsoft's own
Visual Basic and Within Technologies'
Realizer are good examples. With these
systems, Ican sit down to do Windows
software development without having to
strap alanguage onto the SDK and fool
with each of those tools.
A Real Need
It's certainly true that MPW and MacApp
are light-years ahead of the SDK, so third
parties who might provide systems like
Visual Basic or Realizer for the Mac might
not see amarket there. Ithink they are
wrong: The Mac has alarge enough installed base, supporting every stripe of developer (from in-house types, to commercial developers, to weekend hackers), to
make competition for MPW and MacApp
amarket to explore.
Still, the competition hasn't been forthcoming. Instead, most third-party development system vendors tout their compatibility with MPW tools and their source
and object compatibility with MPW compilers. With System 7.0 causing problems
ILLUSTRATION: ROGER BOEHM © 1992

in nonApple development environments
(either they aren't 32-bit clean, or they
can't use virtual memory— asignificant
limitation for any development system),
MPW and MacApp look better than ever.
Unfortunately, all of this has stifled development competition in away that's
probably not healthy for the long-term success of the Mac.
This is an issue of concern to the computer science labs at the University of
Chicago. While Ihave no qualms with
MPW's completeness and its general robustness, it's abit much for our introductory programming students. It's also a
bit much for some of our lab Macs, which

Some of your friendly
old language systems
don't yet work with
Apple's latest System

DON

CRABB

are still Mac Pluses (albeit with 4MB of
RAM, hard drives, and AppleShare server
connections). In other development environments, academia especially, most developers don't have Quadra 900s sitting
next to their desks.
Although we use MPW and MacApp
for our upperlevel classes, we need good
development tools for our lower- level
classes, preferably ones that are compatible with MPW but won't break our bank.
Think Pascal
The one program that has fit the bill better
than any other over the last two years is
Symantec's Think Pascal 3.0. Unfortunately, version 3.0 won't run under System 7.0, and the patched version (3.0.2)
that's supposed to work when you turn
off virtual memory and 32bit addressing
happens to be quite buggy. Fortunately,
Symantec was on the ball and revised the
product to include full System 7.0 support
(32bit and virtual memory). Think Pascal
4.0 will fill the needs of our lower-level
programming classes.
Think Pascal 4.0 works well under System 7.0, although the installation is annoying (it comes on four floppy disks and
includes aset of seven Compact Pro selfextraction archives). It includes ahellacious compiler that can crank about 60,000
lines of code per minute on astandard
Mac lIci. That's some serious code compilation for adesktop computer.
My favorite part of Think Pascal 4.0 is its
class browser. Yes, you heard that right. It
has an object-oriented programming (00P)
implementation of Pascal, and the class
browser helps tie it all together. It works
much like aSmalltalk class browser. With
the browser, you can edit and examine every class and method and all the bits of allied code you might have for aparticular
project. It's ahandy implementation and
one that other language vendors ought to
adopt.
Think Pascal 4.0 also supports the Standard Apple Numeric Environment math
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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Order BYTE Program Listings on Disk!

HANDS ON/MACINATIONS

Nie

M

BYTE listings are available on disk
if you want to compile or read the
complete source code listings of
programs. Disks include any
Software Corner programs
available for the format you have
chosen. BYTE listings are available
from December 1985 to the
present at the prices stated on the
order form.

ac buyers

no longer have
to pay a premium
for hard drives.

MEL

For direct ordering call TOLL-FREE: 800-258-5485. New Hampshire
residents call: 603-924-9281 M—F, 8:30am to 4:30pm, Eastern Time for
credit card orders only. Subscription Customer Service: 800-232-BYTE.
ORDER FORM: to place your order, complete the information below, and mail
to: BYTE on Disk, One Phoenix Mill Lane, P.O. Box 809 Peterborough, NH
03458-0809. Please complete in full.
Name

2/3 Vert Ad

Address
City
State

Zip

County or Parish

Country

Credit Card #

Exp. Date

Signature

Date
JANUARY

Please allow 6-12 weeks for delivery.
3-1/2 Inch:
ri Apple Macintosh

5-1/4 Inch:
IBM PC

LI IBM PS/2
IN USA/Single Month
BYTE listings $13

1l
1BYTE Listings $14

IN USA/Annual Subscription
BYTE Listings $1101 [ IBYTE Listings $ 120
OUTSIDE USA/Single Month
!IBYTE Listings $ 17

1

rIBYTE Listings $18

*Please indicate the issue
date below. If you are
beginning an annual
subscription, note the
starting issue.
BYTE Program Listings
Month
Year
LI
Check enclosed
I
MasterCard
II
VISA
II
U.S. funds enclosed. (If
ordering from outside the
U.S., please remit in U.S.
funds drawn on U.S. bank.
Thank you.)

OUTSIDE USA/Annual Subscription
BYTE Listings $ 140

BYTE Listings $150
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package, the full Think class libraries (including those shipped with Think C),
MPW object code, and in-line machine
code directives that are good for writing device drivers and getting them up to speed.
It can generate code for the 68000, 68020,
and 68030, and the 68881/2 math coprocessors, although there is as yet no support for the 68040. That will be aproblem
for Quadra buyers or others who plan to
buy the new 68040 accelerators from Radius and DayStar Digital.
Prograph
If you'd like to try something less traditional than aPascal implementation, another of my favorites, Prograph 2.5 from
TGS Systems, just got better. Prograph is
apersonal programming system for the
Mac. It's based on 00P, aGUI, and data
flow diagraming techniques (remember
those babies from your first structured programming class?). Prograph 2.5 includes
an improved compiler and full System 7.0
support, just like Think Pascal 4.0.
You see Prograph's data flow diagrams
when you edit or invoke anew method.
Instead of writing amethod script, as you
would do in Smalltalk-80 or C++, you
build Prograph methods using data flow
diagram components that you select and
connect in the programming sequence you
need. In other words, you construct your
method's algorithm using building blocks,
much like the tile-connection method
found in Odesta's Double Helix. You build
every Prograph 2.5 application using objects, methods, and data flow diagrams.
Prograph includes single inheritance,
which lets instances of the same class inherit properties or behaviors from all
those classes that precede it in your overall object-classification scheme. Inheritance provides great savings in repetitive coding, simplifies overall application
design, speeds up compilation, and lets
you concentrate on creating your application instead of the development environment.
If you don't really know much about

"I can't believe its not Mr'
—Sean Fulton, UNIX Today!
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Take it from the critics, Coherent
is so close to UNIX, you won't
believe your eyes. Or the price.
"Mark Williams Co. seems
to have mastered the art
of illusion; Coherent comes
so fully qualified as aUNIX
clone, you find yourself thinking
`I can't believe it's not UNIX.'"
—Sean Fulton, UNIX Today!,
November 26,1990

"...(Coherent) may be the best thing
that has happened to UNIX yet."
—William Zachmann, PC Week,
November 5,1990

"If you want to come as close as you
can to real UNIX for alow price,
COHERENT can't be beat."
—Warren Keuffel, Computer Language
Magazine, November 1990

"If you want aUNIX-like development and learning system for less
than $100...! don't see how you can
go wrong with Coherent."
—David Fiedler, BYTE Magazine,
November 1990

OVER 25,000 USERS,
AND MORE EVERY DAY!
Why is Coherent now the
world's best-selling UNIX clone?
MWC
SCO
COHERENT XENIX 286
Version 3.2 Version 2.3.2.
No. of Manuals

No. of Disks

8

1
5

21

Kernel Size

64K

198K

Install Time

20-30 min.

3-4 hours

Suggested Disk Space
Min. Memory Required
Performance'
Price

10 meg

30 meg

640K

1-2 meg

38.7 sec

100.3 sec

$99.95

$1495.00

'Byte Exed benchmark,1000 iterations on 20 MHZ 386.

Hardware requirements 1.2 meg 51/
4"
or 1.0 meg 31/
2"
floppy, and hard
disk. Doe not run on Microchannel machines.

NEW RELEASE 3.2

$9995*
Because like the original UNIX,
Coherent is apowerful, multi-user,
multi-tasking development system
with acomplete UNIX-compatible
kernel and Ccompiler.
Features include Lex and Yacc,
avi editor, SCSI support and UUCP
capabilities.
And Coherent comes with afull
set of over 200 UNIX commands
induding text processing, program
development, administrative and
maintenance functions. All of it fully
documented in our highly acclaimed
1200 page manual.
WHAT UNIX WAS MEANT TO BE.
Unlike current versions of
UNIX, Coherent is lean and efficient.
Small and beautifully powerful, the
way UNIX was originally designed.
Coherent runs on affordable
286 as well as 386 and 486 based
IBM-PCs and compatibles with
space to spare. Enough space to keep
DOS co-residing on your hard disk.
And it's so fast to install, so fast
to learn and just so fast, Coherent
leaves UNIX in the dust.

HARD TO BELIEVE?
IT KEEPS GETTING BETTER.
Coherent gives you more
value from the start and keeps on
giving. Like regular updates with new
and enhanced features. Our write-yourown device driver kit and COHware,
contributed software on diskette.
There's also on-going free technical support via telephone. An
active user network and aUUCP
Bulletin Board System. Plus, with
our new 3.2 release:
•A new Korn shell with sophisticated command-line editing.
•Postscript and PCL support for
troff adding access to hundreds of
new fonts.
•Improved UUCP support.
•International keyboard and
character set support.
TAKE 60 DAYS TO
CONVINCE YOURSELF
Will you agree with the critics
and Coherent's 25,000-plus users?
Try it. And if you don't think
Coherent is everything you ever
wanted in UNIX, we'll refund your
money. No problem. No hassle.
You can't go wrong. So get to
aphone, FAX or mailbox now and
order Coherent today. At $99.95,
it's unbelievable.

1-800-MARK WMS
(1-800-627-5967 or 1-708-291-6700)
FAX: 1-708-291-6750
60-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
Mark Williams
Company
60 Revere Drive
Northbrook, IL 60062
'Plus i/sipping and bandit% Coherent is atrademark of Mark
Williams Company. UNIX Is atrademark of AT&T. XENIX àa
trademark of Microsoft.
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Global
ReLeaf
comes in
all shapes
and sizes.

Planting trees is one of the best
and easiest ways to help reduce
global warming and other
environmental problems. You
can make adifference right
now by calling our special
Action Line —
1-900-420-4545.
The $5.00 charge actually pays
for planting atree and we'll
also rush you detailed
information on Global ReLeaf.
Take action now.

1-90o-420-4545
bAL
E LEM'

Aprogram of The American Forestry Association
Citizens caring for
trees & forests since /
875
P.O. Box 2000, Washington, DC 20013
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traditional programming, check out Prograph. It's asuperior environment in which
to learn how to create Mac applications,
and you don't have to learn all the overhead of the traditional systems.
Despite the usefulness and success of
systems like Think Pascal 4.0 and Prograph 2.5, I'd still like to see some fullblown competition to Apple's MPW. I'd
also like to see Apple give MPW acomplete overhaul ( Ihope that it takes aclose
look at NextStep when it does), so Mac
developers would have the same kinds of
growing choices as Windows programmers are now finding on their PCs.
Tip of the Month
If you follow such things, you know that .
hard drive prices from Mac vendors have
gotten so low they've become commodity
items, just like PC hard drives. That's great
news for Mac buyers: You no longer have
to pay apremium for hard drives. But as
prices have dropped, so has quality. And
the paper-thin profit margins that such
price drops engender are killing some
drive manufacturers. Some companies,
like Jasmine Technologies, have gone
bankrupt twice. That's pretty scary.
Where do you turn for your Mac hard
drives, then? Fortunately, Ihave found
several vendors whose products are both
reliable and fairly priced. GCC Technologies and Mirror Technologies are two
such companies. I've written about GCC's
UltraDrive S series before; Mirror Technologies underwent an internal reorganization in the last year and is better for it.
ITEMS
Hard drives
$279—$2597
Mirror Technologies
2644 Patton Rd.
Roseville, MN 55113
(800) 654-5294
(612) 633-4450
fax: (612) 633-3136
Circle 1146 on Inquiry Card.
MacApp
$275
MPW
$ 150
MPW C++
$ 175
MPW Pascal
$ 150
Apple Programmers and Developers
Association
20525 Mariani Ave., M/S 33G
Cupertino, CA 95104
(800) 282-2732
(408) 562-3910
fax: (
408) 562-3971
Circle 1147 on Inquiry Card.

I've been using Mirror hard drives for
about six months now. They are solid, well
constructed, and still low priced. And they
have all the basic features you need. Unlike some cheaper units that preterminate
their drives internally, the Mirror drives
are unterminated and come with external
SCSI terminators. You can easily set the
SCSI ID numbers from an external switch.
Ijust ordered afew dozen of the mirror
drives for my labs. The external units come
in sizes from 40 MB to 1gigabyte, and
each has arugged plastic case that's about
the same size as an Apple HD8OSC external drive.
Mirror also sells removable-medium
drives ( SyQuest Technology and Sony
magneto-optical cartridges), adigital audiotape drive, internal drives, small portable drives ( about the size of the Integrated Data Storage Systems' Wip drives
Iuse that work well), and RAM SIMMs. I
hope to check out the removable-medium
drives as part of acolumn I'm working on
for later this year.
For now, I'd put Mirror Technologies
on your short evaluation list when you're
thinking about buying hard drives. II
Don Crabb is the director of labo ratones
and a senior lecturer for the computer
science department at the University of
Chicago. Don is also acontributing editor
for BYTE. He can be reached on BIX as
"decrabb."
Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.

DISCUSSED
Prograph 2.5
$395
TGS Systems
1127 Barrington St., Suite 19
Halifax, Nova Scotia,
Canada B3H 2P8
(902) 429-5642
Circle 1148 on Inquiry Card.
Think Pascal 4.0
$249
Symantec Corp.
10201 Torre Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(800) 626-8847
(408) 253-9600
fax: (408) 255-3344
Circle 1149 on Inquiry Card.

Buy with

Confidence
Reputable computer dealers
will answer all these questions
to your satisfaction. Don't
settle for less when buying your
computer hardware, software,
peripherals and supplies.

Purchasing Guidelines

In an effort to make your
telephone purchasing amore
successful and pleasurable
activity, The Microcomputer
Marketing Council of the
Direct Marketing Association,
Inc. offers this advice, "A
knowledgeable buyer will be a
successful buyer." These are
specific facts you should know
about the prospective seller
before placing an order:

Ask These Important
Questions
• How long has the company
been in business?
• Does the company offer
technical assistance?
• Is there aservice facility?
• Are manufacturers' warranties handled through the
company?

• State as completely and accurately as you can what
merchandise you want including brand name, model
number, catalog number.
• Establish that the item is in
stock and confirm shipping
date.

This message is brought to you
by:
the MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
of the Direct Marketing
Association, Inc.
6 E. 43rd St.,
New York, NY 10017

MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
of the Direct Marketing Association. Inc

• Confirm that the price is as
advertised.
• Obtain an order number
and identification of the
sales representative.
• Make arecord of your
order, noting exact price including shipping, date of
order, promised shipping
date and order number.
If you ever have aproblem,
remember to deal first with the
seller. If you cannot resolve the
problem, write to MAIL
ORDER ACTION LINE, c/o
DMA, 6E. 43rd St., New York,
NY 10017.

• Does the seller have formal
return and refund policies?

bier)

Odisidij

• Is there an additional charge
for use of credit cards?

(L.

• Are credit card charges held
until time of shipment?
• What are shipping costs for
items ordered?

•••

«NO

<
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3780Plus
for:

Operating Systems

W6S-DOS
WrS.oncurrent DOS
System V/386
286/386

ejJNDC
rrENIX

46C/ix
Wrejjltrbc
rCldriiP-UX
Irllr)ICR UNIX
Wr r DG/UX
leVMS
GeFlexOS

Applications

it-of-Sale
inframe RJE
dical Claims Filing
Check Clearing and

J

eposits
ctronic Funds Transfer
Wredit Card Verification
ru.s. Customs Automated
oker Interface
SElectronic Tax Filing
Market Exchange
Data

weStock

...and More!

CLEO's 3780Plus• is the
preferred 3780/2780 bisynchronous communications solution
for applications requiring fast,
efficient data transfer.
It provides full IBM 3780/
2780 RJE emulation for IBM PCs,
PS/2s, and compatibles. It also
works with RS/6000, DEC VAX,
HP9000, NCR Tower, DG AVii0N,

Easy to install,
easy to use

Prime, Pyramid, Sequent, Altos,
and other systems.
With 3780Plus, you get a
powerful scripting command language, an integrated application
program interface, and acommunications line monitor. It
supports attended or unattended operations, operating system access,
and auto-dial/
answer. External modem
auto-dialing

capabilities include IUDS BSC, SADL,
AT Command Set, and V25 bis.
We offer 3780Plus on highspeed modem boards and economical synchronous interface boards.
Internal modems supported include
201/212, 208, 208/201/V.22bis, V32,
and others.
3780Plus is also available with
our intelligent SYNCcable+,
which allows synchronous
communications activity
through asynchronous
ports.

l

Over 50,000 worldwide t
installations

To learn more, call us today
at 1-800-233-2536. Or write
to us at 2652 Eastrock Drive,
Rockford, Illinois 61109.
Fax: 815/397-6535.

CLEO

CLEO Communications e
ADivision of Interface Systems, Inc.

AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE!
In Europe, call Sintec Peripherals Ltd. in Slough, England, at + 44-753-811888 (fax: + 44-753-811666).
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t's another new year. Has Unix taken
over the world yet? No, but it would
be hard to deny that Unix users are
in the mainstream. In fact, if you take
industry rumors, initiatives, coalitions, and consortia as abellwether of importance, Unix has figured in most of the
important computer announcements of the
past year.
MIS executives must be tearing their
hair out when asked to determine their
hardware and software strategy for the future. Mainframe shops are running on microcomputer networks, notebook Unix
systems aren't big news anymore, PC
companies are building workstations, and
workstation companies are selling their
operating-system environments to PC
users.
The Real Battleground
The Advanced Computing Environment
(ACE) initiative announcement last spring
confused many people, because it initially
announced support for three main standards that themselves raised questions.
Some observers focused on the CPU angle,
because that's considered the most important thing by many buyers, but it's only
one part of the story.
To summarize, ACE's chief players are
Microsoft, Mips Computer Systems, DEC,
Compaq Computer, and The Santa Cruz
Operation (SCO). The idea behind the
ACE consortium is to develop an open
standard for RISC computers based on
CPU technology from Mips. You might
think of ACE as Sun Microsystems'
SPARC developed by committee, and in
many ways, this is the computer industry's answer to SPARC.
Although SPARC is an open-architecture CPU and is available from anumber
of sources other than Sun, many people
see it as Sun's proprietary product. This
impression was not helped by Sun's attempt last year to stop its resellers from
selling SPARC compatibles.
Thus, heavy hitters DEC and Compaq
ILLUSTRATION: ROGER BOEHM ID 1992

(plus many ACE members, including
Sony, NEC, Acer America, and Silicon
Graphics) are backing Mips and its products instead of SPARC. Sun's share of
the market was more than three times as
large as Mips' in 1990, but the Mips line
of CPUs is still one of the largest in terms
of total workstation shipments. ACE is
therefore betting on acompany with
proven performance, and one that's not
afraid to loosen its technology grip: Five
other manufacturers will be making Mips
R4000 chips.
DEC has been in Mips' corner for years
and has based its entire RISC line of DECstations around Mips technology. Compaq, by throwing its support to Mips, is

The coalition complexities
of the ACE standard
and Sun's new Solaris 2.0

openly challenging Sun.
ACE is tacitly backing another company as well. By developing its standard
around the IBM PC's ISA, ACE is acknowledging the hold that Intel CPUs
have on the market.
Hidden Agendas
When ACE was introduced, the two software-related parts of the story were that
ACE would have two operating-system
platforms: Open Desktop from SCO and
OS/2 3.0 from Microsoft. The twin ideas
were that OS/2 would run on ACE RISCbased machines (as well as ISA PCs) and
that Open Desktop would be ported to
ACE RISC-based workstations (as well as
ISA PC workstations).
Standards have changed abit since
then. DEC is doing most of the Open
Desktop operating-system development
and porting, and Microsoft has completely dropped OS/2 in favor of Windows New Technology ( NT). And
AT&T's Unix Software Laboratories
has gotten into the act by coming up with
abinary compatibility standard for Unix
System V release 4 (SVR4) that is almost, but not quite, completely incompatible with the ACE standard.
These statements require abit more
background. SCO has traditionally played
more of adirector's role than that of a
Unix porting house. It's good at putting
pieces together, which is one reason why
Open Desktop—based on software from
AT&T, Locus Computing, IXI, Ingres,
Open Software Foundation, and others—
has been so successful. This is not to deny
SCO's own internal Unix kernel expertise. In this case, however, it seems as
though SCO's role in the new ACE Open
Desktop is to make sure that all the pieces
come together correctly, and DEC's role is
to do the actual kernel work.
As far as Microsoft goes, it's true that
OS/2 3.0 will no longer be produced (in
deference to the well- publicized Microsoft/IBM rift), but it's also possible
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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that Windows NT is basically OS/2 3.0
under anew and snazzier name.
Meanwhile, SVR4 for the Mips CPU
line uses the "big-endian" byte order, so
applications for it will be incompatible
with the "little-endian" ACE standard—
even though ACE and SVR4 will themselves run just fine on any R4000-based
computer.

A

Is ACE the Place for You?
When all is said and done, several implicit promises shake out of the hype. One is
that an ACE workstation could be made
simply by plugging an ACE CPU board
into an AT clone and rebooting with the
ACE operating system. Another promise is
that an ACE binary application will run
on any ACE-compatible computer unchanged (now, where have we heard this
before?). I'd like to see both these things
happen before Ibet my data-processing
budget on ACE.
There are also afew problems. The
most-advanced Mips CPU at the time of
the announcement was the R3000, which
didn't comply with the specifications designed by ACE. The 64-bit R4000 chip,
announced last fall, does meet the ACE

incompatible with

alarge amount of market acceptance when
they were released. Windows NT breaks
new technical ground and represents an
entirely new direction for Microsoft's
marketing skills.
By supporting Windows NT and Open
Desktop Unix on the PC and RISC platforms, ACE is hedging its bets. When real
products are introduced, Open Desktop
will have the advantage of several revisions and years of marketing. It will be an
interesting battle, particularly because Microsoft can't lose: It owns apiece of SCO.

pplications for

SVR4 for the Mips
CPU will be

the ACE standard.

specifications, but delays caused many
systems designers to work with the R3000
instead.
If Windows NT dominates the market
for high-end PC operating systems as Microsoft hopes it will, it could put the brakes
on the acceptance of Unix, just as people are starting to get used to the idea. But
to do this, Microsoft will have to duplicate the success of Windows 3.0 and MSDOS 5.0, which were mature products with

R01111131SK"

What About Sun?
The Sun empire struck back by announcing its Solaris 2.0 product for SPARC and
Intel 386/486 architectures. In one bold
move, Sun has postulated aworld where it
might use its name and quality recognition to become the leader in PC Unix
software.
Solaris includes not only SunOS 5.0
(based on SVR4), but also Open Windows
(a development system), Open Look (the
GUI), DeskSet (some basic applications),
and the OPENetwork utility services. It's
almost aSun version of Open Desktop in
abox at acompetitive price (although, like

A M ESSAGE TO
OUR SUBSCRIBERS

F

BYTE SUBSCRIBER
available to other companies who wish to
send our subscribers material about their
products. We take great care to screen these
companies, choosing only those who are reputable,
ROM TIME TO TIME WE MAKE TI IF
LIST

High Performance
Multimegabyte Disk Emulators
NEW MODELS / LOWER PRICES

•Floppy Drive and multimegabyte
emulators for ISA bus computers
•180K to 14 MB capacities
•EPROM, Flash or SRAM technologies
•Autobooting, Single or Dual disk
emulation under PC or MS DOS
•List prices from $ 195
CURTIS, INC.
2837 No. Fairview Ave. • St. Paul, MN 55113
612/631-9512 FAX 612/631-9508
PC DOS Is a trademark of IBM. MS DOS is a trademark of Microscott
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and whose products, services or information we feel
would be of interest to you. Direct mail is an
efficient medium for presenting the latest personal
computer goods and services to our subscribers.
Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled
use of our mailing list, and look forward to finding
information of interest to them in the mail. Used are
our subscribers' names and addresses only (no other
information we may have is ever given).
While we believe the distribution of this information
is of benefit to our subscribers, we firmly respect the
wishes of any subscriber who does not want to
receive such promotional literature. Should you
wish to restrict the use of your name, simply send
your request to the following address.

INIE
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Attn: Subscriber Service
P.O. Box 555
Hightstown, NJ 08520

Put more power in your PC
Plug MKS Tbolkit into any DOS or OS/2 •file processing • text manipulation
PC and you'll unleash more power and •compression • archiving • editing.
flexibility than you ever believed your
And MKS lbolkit is easy to use,
hardware could handle. You'll find that
with on-line manual pages, lots of
MKS lbolkit is the essential piece of
examples and quality documentation
DOS or OS/2 software after the operat- for both novices and experienced users.
ing system itself.
Advanced programming tools
once available only on UNIXTM systems
are packed into MKS lbolkit for DOS
or OS/2 - more than 150 of them,
including utilities for: • prototyping
•advanced command language
•command editing and history

It's not
powerful hardware it's powerful
software that
makes it possible.
"Toroorroialfi_

You'll be able to get the job done
effortlessly too, wherever you're working. For laptop owners, our installation procedure lets you load only the
utilities you want. For developers
working on aUNIX system and aPC,
we've made it easy to copy files
across systems. And MKS lbolkit
tracks the POSIX2 standard, aplus
for developers in open systems environments. Networks are perfect for
MKS lbolkit too.
Plug in MKS lbolkit and soar beyond
your hardware.

UniForum

t_t

CORPORATE SPONSOR

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Malalmaaamiganame

See us at UniForum
January 22-24, 1992
San Francisco
Booth #3425
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Price: DOS $249, OS/2
$349, DOS 'St OS/2 $399,
Upgrade $69 (DOS only).
Call for LAN and site license
prices.

VISA

lb order, call MKS at
1-800-265-2797 (continental U.S. only)
or (519) 884-2251; Ix (519) 884-8861
30-day money-back guarantee.
Circle 103 on Inquiry Card.

35 King Street North
Waterloo. Ontario
Canada. N2J 2W9
MKS and MKS Toolkd are trademarks lt Mortice Kern Systems Inc
UNI t , sa regoatered trademar, Dt Un., Sraem Laboratories. Inc
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Solaris for the SPARC, Solaris for the
386/486 will probably be delivered on CDROM, which also saves aheck of alot of
money on documentation).
If this weren't bad enough news for
SCO, it's likely ( as this column goes to
press) that Sun will buy Interactive Systems, SCO's archrival. Sun will thereby
get agreat deal of PC Unix and networking expertise in one package.
Sun is also hedging its bets, because the
creation of its SunSoft subsidiary and an

Intel port of SunOS mean that it can at
least pay some bills by selling software,
even if SPARC sales drop. After all, Sun
has been aleader in developing applications software, so what would happen if
it was suddenly in aposition to sell applications directly to millions of power PC
users?
The bottom line for users will be better, faster, and less expensive computers
capable of running the new graphical Unix
systems. That's good news. The final chap-

PROTECT YOURSELF FROM DATA LOSS

PARALLEL STREAM II

PORTABLE
TAPE BACKUP
SYSTEM THAT
NEEDS NO
CONTROLLER
BOARDS
ANew Generation of Portable Tape
Backup Systems

ANew Direction in Data Protection

The Parallel Stream Il supports all
IBM compatible computers that
utilize the MS/PC-DOS operating
system. The Parallel Stream ll has a

The Parallel Stream II is ideal for
all your backup needs because it
requires no controller boards
installed in your computer, no
jumpers or switch settings to

data backup rate of up to 5MB per
minute through the printer port, up
to 115.2 K Baud through the serial
port and 6MB-12MB through the
SCSI Port. The Parallel Stream II
was designed with ease of use in
mind as well as security by offering
such features as aDataset Library
and Password Protection.

QuanTech
InternatIonal
1-800-950-9327
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change, no DMA channels to select
and no complicated setup procedure. So whether you're backing
up aNovell Network or aNotebook
PC, Parallel Stream Il is the answer.
Watch for upcoming versions that
will support; Banyan, 3COM,
UNIX/Xenix, MS-Windows 3.0
and Apple Macintosh.

One Apple Hill • Natick, MA 01760
Telephone: 508-655-8287 • Fax: 508-655-4066
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ter on ACE will be written when the consortium delivers its hardware and software,
and it's abit early to commit to that platform. If nothing else, ACE and Solaris
prove that there's some life in ISA yet.
Some People Really Know Zip
There are several different, and incompatible, standards for compressing and
archiving files. These include Pack, Compress, Arc, Zoo, and Zip. Some programs
(e.g., the public domain Arc utility I've
been using for Unix) are capable of dealing
with DOS .ARC files. But in general, folks
who use both Unix and DOS keep their
files separate.
For those of us who use DOS in conjunction with Unix (e.g., on VP/ix or Open
Desktop), it's convenient to use one tool
that does the job well. I've been working
with UniZip from Precise Electronics for
afew months, and it gives 386-based Unix
users all the capabilities of PKZip from
PKWare, including complete file compatibility.
Uni Zip keeps PKZip's syntax and file
structure, and it gives you a32-bit cyclic
redundancy check missing in many Unix
archive and compression programs. If
you're not familiar with PKZip, it (and
Uni Zip) lets you work with directory
trees, attach comments to files, and update and "freshen" specific files without
disturbing the archive as awhole.
My tests showed that UniZip produced
atighter compression than either Compress or Arc, although it was slower than
Compress. What Ilike about UniZip, and
archive programs in general over compression programs, is the ability to store
lots of files into one but being able to pull
them out separately later. •
David Fiedler has been aconsultant and
writer on Unix topics for over adecade
and has started several Unix publications.
His company, InfoPro Systems, produces
corporate image and marketing videos for
high-tech firms. You can reach him on BIX
as "fiedler."
Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Pete rborough, NH 03458.
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UniZip
$149
Precise Electronics
31 Englewood Ave.
Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 566-6867
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YOU NEED PEN
COMPUTING
(
BUT YOU MAY NOT KNOW IT)
You may not even know what pen computing is or what it can do for your organization. Experts * predict that
Fortune 1000 companies collectively will be saving hundreds of millions of dollars in data-entry costs alone
through pen computing by 1995. not to mention improvements in customer seryice, field sales. inventory
reporting. medical record keeping, and claims adjusting, to name afew applications.
To better understand how to apply pen computing to the challenges facing your organization, come to the first
Pen Computer Users Conference for prospective users. Managers who are using pen computing today in
organizations like yours will discuss how they gained the acceptance of upper management and end-users, and
developed software. The major pen computer systems available today will be demonstrated.
The Pen Computer Users Conference has been guided by The National Advisory Council on Pen Computing,
whose members will speak at the conference.
Portia Isaacson, Ph D.. Dream Machine
Andrew Seybold, Dataquest
Bill Lempesis, The Lempesis Report/Pen Vision News

Tim Bajarin, Creative Strategies Research International
Peter liege, Infocorp
Bruce Stephen, International Data Corporation

Other industry experts will speak including John Rizzo of Momenta. Pradeep Singh of Microsoft, Chuck Ennis
of TelePad, Jeff Hawkins of GRiD, David Fox of Nestor, and Harry Gierhart of OCR Systems.
Atotal of 16 sessions will be held on key topics including'
Gaining User Acceptance
Pen Computing's Return on Investment
Demonstrating Advantages to Management
Handwriting Recognition Applications

Pen-Top Computers
Wireless Communication via Handheld Pen Systems
Palmtop Computers and Pens

Register now or call for more information 011 pen computing. Be sure to ask about the conference transcript
available on interactive diskette. ( 800) 129-3660.

PEN COMPUTER USERS CONFERENC
January 15, Baltimore, MD.
Stouffer Harborplace Hotel
Advance registration: $419 ($479 after December 18)

•Pen Vision News/Lempems Report
the Pen Computer Users Conference has been organized by the National Advisory Council on Pen Comp ut
ing
Ogilvy 8Mather. to advance the development and utilization of pen computing in new appl icat ions wor ld wi de
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NETWORKS
COMING SOON:
FASTER LANs

N

etworking is so complex and pervasive that it just doesn't make
sense to compile alist of significant events that happened in 1991,
or to predict the major events that
might occur this year. My memory of 1991
is probably different from yours, and my
list of 1992 predictions would likely embarrass me at the end of this year.
Instead, here's an in-depth look at two
network- related technical innovations
currently on drawing boards and in engineering labs that you'll see this year. The
first, Novell's packet-burst technology, is
significant if you're interested in LAN performance. This includes most of us. The
second, IBM's 100-Mbps Token Ring, is
also performance related, but it will have a
significant effect on PC networking in general—especially if it's priced right.

change 128 pairs of message packets to
accomplish the 64-KB read.
The workstation requests the first 512byte packet; the server sends back aresponse containing the first 512 bytes of
the file. At the workstation, NETx puts
this first response at the start of the application I/0 buffer and then makes another request of the file server for the next
part of the file.
When it receives the response, NETx
appends this next 512-byte part of the file
to the previous material in the application
I/O buffer and requests the next portion.
This dialogue goes on until NETx on the
workstation and the file server satisfy the
entire 64-KB file-read operation.
.If your LAN uses packets larger than

Packet Burst
Novell already had the packet-burst enhancement working fairly well in its labs at
press time. In fact, by the time you read
this, you may already have seen an announcement of what Novell calls packet
burst for NetWare.
Packet burst is afunny name for atechnique that was added to the Kermit and
XMODEM file transfer protocols along
time ago, and it forms the basis for the
ZMODEM protocol. Packet burst involves
sending file material to or from the file
server in along stream of packets, without
requiring the workstation to issue arequest
for each small section of afile.
Before packet burst, an application (or
COMMAND.COM, if the workstation is
in the process of loading the executable
file) might issue arequest to DOS to read
alarge part of afile that resides on the file
server. As an example, I'll use arequest for
a64- KB chunk.
The NetWare shell, NETx.COM, intercepts the file-read operation; DOS never sees it. Assuming that your network
uses 512-byte packets (common on NetWare LANs), NETx and the server ex-

from IBM and Novell could
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Two upcoming products

have a big impact in 1992

BARRY
NANCE

512 bytes, the network generates fewer
than 128 pairs of request/response packets.
But it's still quite alengthy process—
especially if one workstation's requests/responses are interleaved on the
network with similar traffic to and from
several other workstations. The turnaround
time for aworkstation to issue the next
request and get that request onto the LAN
is substantial.
With packet burst, NETx makes arequest for the entire 64-KB file as one message packet. The file server sends back a
stream, or burst, of packets containing
sections of the file material. NETx copies
the message contents into the application
I/O buffer, one after the other, as they're
received. NETx and the server then account for what's been transmitted, and
NETx can restart the data stream at any
point to handle missed packets.
When packet burst is available, you'll
merely have to install and load anew NetWare loadable module on your NetWare
3.11 file server and begin using anew version of NETx.COM. It was still unclear
at press time if Novell will charge extra
for packet burst.
Another term for packet burst is sliding
windows. This term suggests several successive windows of activity, where each
window consists of aresponse packet. Instead of acknowledging each packet as it
arrives, the workstation acknowledges the
entire group of packets with one "thanks,
Igot all the packets" message. Packet burst
gets the same job done with fewer packets
flying around on the network.
There's one problem with packet burst,
though, and it's the reason why you have
not seen this technology before now. Say
Ihave aslow, archaic IBM XT, and you
have apowerful, fast PS/2 Model 95. We
use the same device drivers, the same
IPX.COM, and the same NETx.COM.
Your Model 95 initiates aread request
for alarge file on the file server. My XT
reads a2-KB record from adatabase file
located on the same server. Your request
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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gets to the file server first. Mine arrives a
millisecond later. How should the file
server behave to keep us both happy?
There are many different answers to this
question, and Novell's software engineers
are trying to pick an answer that is fair
and that imposes the least workload on
the file server and the workstation.
It will be interesting to see what the production version of packet burst looks like
and how much of a performance improvement you will see from it. I'm vitally interested in LAN performance; I
can't wait to try out Novell's packet burst
scheme.
Token Ring Turns 100
IBM invests more money in R&D than
many companies earn in total revenue.
However, IBM announces new products
only after it talks to its customers and discovers a "business need" ( and, Iexpect,
after thorough testing). There's abusiness
need for 100-Mbps Token Ring LANs,
and IBM is getting ready to respond.
In 1985, IBM and Texas Instruments
codeveloped and released the 4-Mbps Token Ring. IBM could have endorsed Ethernet, hut the IBM/TI network designers

here is a
business need for
100-Mbps Token Ring
LANs, and IBM
is getting ready
to respond.

determined that Token Ring had certain
reliability and speed advantages over
Ethernet, especially on large LANs. Ethernet advocates have disputed this design
decision for years, yet Token Ring remains the IBM standard for connecting
PCs, AS/400s, RISC System/6000s, and
mainframes.
IBM recognizes the need to connect its

hardware with non- IBM, Ethernet-based
LANs. Thus, IBM supports its own flavor of Ethernet, called EtherAND. But it
will be along time before you can use
Ethernet to connect PCs, AS/400s, RISC
System /6000s, and mainframes.
A few years ago, IBM released its 16Mbps Token Ring product, with the optional Early Token Release feature. ETR
reduces latency time by releasing the token
before the previous data frame has finished circulating through the LAN ( see
the text box "ETR Explained" on page 336
for details). ETR becomes asignificant
factor when packet sizes average 50 to 100
bytes and when network traffic levels are
less than 80 percent ( most are).
IBM will soon release a100-Mbps Token Ring product with an enhanced ETR
feature. The company will emphasize the
use of 100-Mbps Token Ring as aconnective backbone between mainframes and
PC LANs, but many buyers will use it as
their primary LAN medium for applications where performance is critical. IBM
will announce faster- processing Token
Ring adapter cards, with more on-board
RAM and perhaps even an on-board CPU
chip, at the same time that it announces

Give Us Your Toughest Peripheral
Sharing Problem
...or your simplest! Master Switch, the intelligent data switch from Rose Electronics, can handle it.
The Master Switch series is so versatile and sophisticated peripheral sbaring becomes easy.
Anyone who appreciates ease-of-operation and
technologically-advanced capabilities knows the
Master Switch is the right choice...for
ept
during printers, plotters, modems, and
any device with aserial or parallel port.
Here's why:

Designed and manufactured in the USA. Field-proven
in thousands of applications. The Master Switch
answers any peripheral sharing challenge. Choose the
intelligent data switch that handles your most
complex needs, yet is easy to set up and operate...
choose Master Switch.

• Any combination of serial or parallel ports
• Easy selection of peripherals
• User-expandable memory up to 4megabytes
• Simultaneous access to all devices
• Rated 'fastest switch' by PC Magazine
• Advanced features include job queue, port
contention, data collection, job
control menu, initialization strings,
pop-up menus, and many more
• Complete technical support;
one-year warranty
The Low-Cost IAN Alternative
With our MasterNet software, the
Master Switch provides many convenient
IAN functions, such as E-mail, file transfer,
and directory access.
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diole ROSE
Lie ELECTRONICS

(800) 333-9343
FAX (713) 933-0044 • (713) 933-7673
P.O. Box 742571 • Houston, Texas 77274
Call for complete information and our
catalog of Switching and Sharing Solutions.
Dealer inquiries welcome.

Circle 143 on Inquiry Card

SmartCache Plus: the grow-as-you-go
approach to SCSI controllers
START WITH THE BEST...
DPT's entry level SmartCache Plus board offers
unrivaled price/performance for single- user
systems. It features ISA or EISA bus mastering,
and universal SCSI disk compatibility for all PC
operating systems. SmartDriver software
supports SCSI- 2peripherals like tape and
optical drives.

NOW ADD CACHING!
Get DPT's award-winning caching technology in
aplug-in module! Move up to disk caching
speed without investing in anew controller. With
an integral 512K cache, the module provides up
to 5X performance gains for workstations,
power users, and small multiuser systems.

ADD MORE USERS, ADD MORE CACHE!
Plug in a2MB or 4MB memory module and
accommodate up to 18 users from asingle card
slot. Ideal for medium-sized networks or
multiuser systems.

HOW ABOUT DISK MIRRORING?
DPT's SmartCache mirroring module provides
100% disk fault tolerance by simultaneously
writing all data to asecond " mirrored" drive. No
more data loss or costly system down-time due
to disk failures. And unlike software mirroring
schemes, fault tolerance is achieved with no
performance penalties.

PLUS STILL MORE CACHE,
AND THEN SOME...
Cable over to DPT's 4MB Cache Expansion Card,
then grow your system to 16 MB by adding more
plug-in memory modules— enough power for
64- plus users!
DPT has your solution— no matter how
you grow. Performance, compatibility and
upgradability make SmartCache Plus the
only SCSI controller you'll ever need. For
details, contact Distributed Processing
Technology, 140 Candace Drive, Maitland, FL 32751. Phone ( 407) 830-5522;
FAX (407) 260-5366.

11C1PT
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Announcing the

El VIE

HANDS ON/NETWORKS

EURODECK

ETR Explained

The First Computer Postcard
Deck Targeting the Exploding
European Market!!!
By the end of 1992, the European
Community will be a $ 14 trillion
market. In fact, behind the US, it's
the largest microcomputer market in
the world!

If you are aBYTE subscriber in
Europe, watch for the new
EURODECK coming to you soon!
The BYTE EURODECK contains a
selection of state-of-the-art
products important to you
and your business.

Advertisers!
The BYTE EURODECK offers you
aunique direct mail approach
to increasing sales in this fastpaced computer market.
Circulation of the BYTE Eurodeck is
targeted to 50,000 computer buyers
in over 20 countries in Western
Europe. Take full advantage of the
benefits of the upcoming unification
of Europe in 1992! For information
on the next BYTE EURODECK,

call Jim Ball today at

603-924-2533!
Companies outside of North America, please
contact your local representative.
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arly Token Release is easily misunderstood; Token Ring LANs
are in themselves afairly complex subject. On amomentarily
idle Token Ring LAN, workstations
circulate atoken. The LAN becomes
busy ( i.e., carries information) when a
workstation gets atoken and turns it
into adata frame, targeted almost certainly at the file server (or targeted back
at afile- needy workstation if originated by aserver that is answering a
file 110 request). The data frame, after
receipt by its target node, continues its
circulation of the LAN until it reaches
its source node. The source node turns
the data frame back into atoken that
circulates until adownstream node
needs it. So far, so good. These are just
standard Token Ring concepts.
A workstation needs to send only a
few bytes to tell the file server it needs
some part of afile. If the signal has to
go into and out of many workstations to
circulate the ring, and if the data frame

100-Mbps Token Ring.
What sort of enhancements will IBM
make to ETR? One of the original concepts embodied in Token Ring was apreemptive prioritization scheme involving
priority bits and reservation bits in each
token, or frame. ETR destroyed this
scheme. Each new token created during
ETR carries the priority and reservation
bits of its predecessor token. A workstation that tries to reserve the use of the ring
by setting the reservation bits in the current
data frame will be too late; the new token
will already have been sent out onto the
LAN, and it might be claimed by another
node before the reserving workstation can
grab it.
IBM will use aprioritization scheme in
its 100-Mbps Token Ring product that is
similar to the one specified in the Fiber
Distributed Data Interface. Each device
on the ring will be classified as asynchronous (i.e., devices that are not rigid
about the time intervals that occur between network accesses) or synchronous
(i.e., devices that have stringent timing
requirements regarding their accesses to
the network).

is small, latency occurs. This is the unproductive delay that occurs while the
source node waits to get its data frame
returned to it by its upstream neighbor.
After releasing the data frame, the
source node appends idle characters
onto the LAN until the data frame has
circulated through the entire LAN and
arrives back at the source node. The
typical latency of a4-Mbps Token Ring
is about 50 to 100 idle characters. On a
16-Mbps ring, latency can reach 400
or more bytes worth of LAN time.
With ETR, the originating workstation transmits anew token immediately after sending its data frame. Downstream nodes pass along the data frame
and then receive an opportunity to
transmit data themselves—the new token. If you had aToken Ring microscope, you'd see tokens and other data
frames chasing the data frame, instead
of along trail of idle characters. And
you'd know that your LAN is using
ETR to keep itself productively busy.

As you'd expect, amainframe on aToken Ring will get ahigher priority in this
scheme. What other nodes will you designate as needing priority access to the
LAN? Two come to mind instantly: file
servers and database servers.
I'm tempted to speculate about "OS/2
NetWare," " RISC System/6000 NetWare," and the future fate of Microsoft
LAN Manager, but I'm out of space. Look
for more on those products in the coming
months.
Next month, Bruce Shatzman and Jeff
Lubeck examine LAN Manager 2.I's ability to coexist with NetWare, and they describe afew tricks for successfully integrating LAN Manager servers in aNetWare
environment. •
Barry Nance is a consulting editor for
BYTE. He manages a 70-node NetWare
LAN. He is the editor of the IBM Exchange and moderator of the lans conference on BIX, where you can reach him as
"bartyn."
Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.

To get the most out of C++,
get the C++ with the most in it
Now there's abetter way to take full

include function inlining, loop induction, temporary object

SYSTEMS

17:225'''' advantage of the power of C++.

elimination, global subemession elimination, and much more.

LPI C++ has all the

Most powerful source-level debuber

features and tools you need to quickly produce robust and
efficient C+ + applications.
Most complete
implementation
LPI C++, atrue 32-bit
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Which means you get multiple
inheritance, nested types,

LPI C++ and provides an
X/Motif windows interface.

-14414,

compiler, is acomplete implementation of 7he Annotated

CodeWatch, our source-level debugger, comes bundled with

of overloaded functions.
So get the most out of

. 1

your C++. Call today to order,
or for more information.

List of Classes
Class browsing using LPI C•• and CodeWatch debugger.

LPI C++ offers compatibility
with cfront 1.2, 2.0, and 2.1, ANSI C, and Classic (K&R) C.
Use existing Ccode and convert to C++ as your experience
grows, or build new applications in C++. Our compiler does it all.
Most efficient native code
Liant's new optimizer and back-end technology produce
object code that's among the best in the industry. Optimizations

1800662 9866

Liant is the world's leading supplier of open systems
programming tools, languages, and libraries. Call for your free
Liant product catalogue.

Supported systems:
i386, i486 SVR3
i386, i486 SVR4
SPARC SunOS

AN
Liant logo type, LPI C'• and CodeWatch are trademarks of Liant Software Corp.
Other trademarks belong to their respective companies. Copyright

e1991

by Liant Software Corporation, 959 Concord St., Framingham, MA 01701.
508-872-8700, FAX: 508-626-2221.

INTRO. OFFER! $695 TIIRU 1/31/92.
Regularly $1295.
Circle 316 on In quiry Card ( RESELLERS: 317).
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PC- lint 5.0

by Gimpel Software
by Sofdesign International
ProVision:Windows is a true virtual- paged, modeless, event- driven
windowing environment. The windowing kernel, written in 100%
assembler for speed, is complemented by an easy- to- use programming
interface. This upper- level interface handles all windowing details,
letting developer concentrate on the application.
ProVision:Windows transparently supports overlapping windows, with
automatic mouse support, and are movable, scrollable, sizable, and
iconizable. All Clipper screen output is automatically directed to the
windows and input controls such as radiobuttons, checkboxes, and
pushbuttons makes a simple to design user interface.
LIST: $ 199
PS Price: $195
FastFarts 4227-010

SVS C3 ANSI C, Pascal, or
FORTRAN-77
by Silicon Valley Software
Only from the Programmer's Shop!
ANSI compliant, optimizing, 32- bit
compilers; DPMI-compliant,
royalty- free DOS extender; source
level debugger; utilities. Supports
"flat model" code. Linker, librarian,
make, i387 emulation, W31/4167
support. Interoperable languages!
LIST
PS Price
ANSI C $ 1195 $ 325
Pascal $ 1195$ 325
FORTRAN $ 1495
39
FastFasts 1958-048 (C), 1958
$ -0459
(FORTRAN), 1958-050 (Pascal)

386 DEVELOPMENT

DBMS

UST Price PS Price
2861DOS Extender $ 495 $ 459
3861DOS Extender
495 479
F77-EM32 + OS/386
1390 1149
High C 386/486 2.3
995 939

CLARION Prof. Dev.V2.1 845
Clipper 5.0
795
dBASE IV
795
FoxPro 2.0
795

475
570
549
499

Paradox V3.5

795

555

NDP Fortran 386

795

645

895

829

R:BASE 3.1

SVS C3/ANSI C Comp. 1195
WATCOM C8.5 386
795

325
639

DBMS CODE GENERATORS

Zortech C++ Dey.

629

700

ASSEMBLY
MS MASM
Spontaneous Assembly

150
199

105
159

C LANGUAGE COMPILERS

DataBoss

695

649

Genifer

395

289

Pro- C w/Workbench

795

735

U12 Developer's Release 595

449

DBMS TOOLS &
LIBRARIES

495
99
495

479
69
349

Artful Two
Accsys for dBASE

300
395

CLEAR + for dBASE

200

349
179

lopSpeed C Prof.
Watcom C 8.5

297
495

129
439

CodeBase 4
CodeBase++

295
295

269
269

Comet Multiport
Comm Tools for Clipper

169
299

149
269

698
1000
295

649

dSalvage Professional
Essential B- tree

200
199

195
149

Faircom c- tree Plus
FLIPPER Graphics Lib

595
295

FUNCky.LIB
Net Lib
Novell BTrieve

249
299
595

495
279
239

Demo II V3.0

249

EasyCase Plus
G-Base Professional

495
799

Instant Replay Prof.
Layout
Show Partner FIX

595
300
395

239
449
699
575
239
295

COMMUNICATIONS
ADD-ONS
295
189
329

245
139
249

Greenleaf Comm Library 359
Procomm Plus
119

329
99

OuickComm

129

Blast PC Plus
C Asynch Manager 3.0
Essential COMM

149

C Works
dBX/dBport w/source
dGE 4.1

HiJaak Release 2.1
by Inset Systems Inc.
HiJaak 2.1 is a graphics
conversion and screen capture
utility that translates more than 43
graphics file formats such as
GEM, PICT 1&11, CGM, DRW,
HPGL, PIC, DSF, PCS, MAC, TIF,
and supports more than 25 group
3 fax device formats. 5K pop-up
provides capture function of both
text and graphics screens,
including Windows 3.0 screens.
LIST: $ 199
FaslFaxis 1085-(803

289

895
279

269
479

Pro Clip
195
R&R for dBASE & Comp. 249

185
229

R&R Code Generator

199

Scrimage

149

159
139

PS Price: $ 149

WATC()M C/386
by WATC()M
Develop and debug 32- bit
applications for extended DOS
and Windows. Includes royaltyfree 32- bit DOS extender, true 32bit Windows GUI Application Kit,
our fast, tight, and reliable 32- bit
Code Optimizer, licensed
Microsoft Windows SDK
Components, an interactive
Source- Level Debugger, an
Execution Profiler and More!
1.IST: $995

Instant C
OuickC
Microsoft C 6.0

CASE & PROTOTYPERS

PC-lint 5.0 ethe leading C diagnostic
facility for finding bugs, glitches and
inconsistencies that your C compiler,
working on one module at atime, will
miss. PC-lint with over 400 messages
and 100 options is extraordinarily
powerful and fully customizable. New
features include aflow- control analysis
to catch possibly uninitialized variables
and programmer-controllable
typedef -based strong type checking.
Contains special checks for Windows
debugging. Supports full K&R and ANSI
C standards, and is the perfect add-on to
your Microsoft C compiler.
LIST: $ 139
PS Price: $ 115
FastFaxls 53-009

PS Price: $795

FaslFaxts 1044-020

EZ-Install
by Software Factory

Produces professional, comprehensive
installation routines for applications or
software products through Installation
Aid, amenu- driven facility that quickly
steps the developer through installation
options, generates the installation
configuration, then creates distribution
disk(s). Checks/modifies user's
CONFIG.SYS, AUTOEXEC.BAT,
Windows.INI files, system environment,
etc. Also includes compression utility,
file splitting utility, and screen builder.
Reduces development time, ensures
correct installation, reduces support
Source included/no royalties.
Available for DOS and OS/2.
LIST: $ 249
PS Price: $229
FastFaxls 1119-001

THE PROGRAMMER, ShOPTM 1800 421 8006

We give developers what they need...
•Tools to automate every aspect of the
development cycle — over 4,000 in all
•FREE pre-sales technical support
HALO Image File Format
Library by Media Cybernetics

Add X Windows to Your
Microsoft Windows PC
with XVision

Instant fik support for your appEcatio
Add image file reading and writing to
your applications with the HALO Image
File Format Library. Makes your
application instantly compatie with
hundreds of graphics and imaging
products. Offers complete support for
TIFF (Tagged Image File Format), PCX
(PC Paintbrush), BMP ( Windows
Bitrriap), and CUT (Dr. HALO). Works
with Borland C++, Turbo C, Turbo C++.
and Microsoft C.
DOS
Windows
LIST: $ 249
LIST: $349
PS Price: $199
PS Price: $279
FastFaxis 86-073

This X11 R4 server, by VisionWare
Ltd., lets you simultaneously
display X and Microsoft Windows
on your PC with copy and paste
between X and DOS.
•You can use any XWindows
manager, including Motif, OPEN
LOOK or Microsoft Windows to
manage Xclients
•Works with any XWindows system
using TCP/IP
•Supports 256 colors
LIST PS Price
XVision (Single-user)
S 449 $ 419
XVision (5- user pack) $ 1810 $ 1759
F....sib...es 168-060

ObjectVision 2.0
by Borland International
ObjectVision enables nontechnical professionals and
managers to “visJally" create
applications. Ungke other
application development tools,
ObjectVision uses declarative
programming techniques to quickly
create interactive applications and
requires no writing of code. All of
ObjectVision is visual, not just its
user interface. Since no
programming is required,
ObjectVision is the easiest way to
create Windows applications.
LIST: $ 150

PS Price: $129

Turbo Pascal for Windows
by Borland International
Turbo Pascal for Windows is
designed exclusively for Windows
programming, and everything you
need is included. Turbo Pascal for
Windows includes Borland's new
ObjectWindows application framework FREE. So now you can
develop Windows applications fast
because they au:omatically inherit
code for windows, menus, dialogs,
controls, and more. You don't
need the Microsoft Windows
Software Development Kit ( SDK).
FaslFarts 777-130

PS Price: $189

229
99

KEDIT
PVCS Profes. Editor

150

139

300

249

SPF/PC
SpeedEdit

295
295

249
265

185

159

Dis/Doc Professional
Multisoope for DOS

250
179

Periscope/EM
Periscope I/0K
Periscope IV

295 259
495 459
Varies

Vedit +

Sourcer 486 w/BIOS
pre-proc.

Essential Graphics Chart 399

349

170

149

GFX Graphics Library

150

Turbo Debugger & Tools 150

119

GraphiC
graphics- Menu

465

139
419

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

GRAPHICS

249

229

AlIClear

300

259

GSS Graphics Dev't Tlkt. 795

699

ASMFLOW Prof.

200

179

GX Effects

Blinker
dANALYST Gold

249

235

Windows & DOS
C-DOC

495
189

100
179

w/ Data Entry

99

95

CLEAR+ for C
Codan

20C
395

Install
INSTALIT

w/ Source
GX Text

199

179

399

369

149

129

299

289

HALO Professional
MetaWINDOW/PLUS

395
395

319
349

179
349

PCX Programmer's Tlkt
Quick Pi x

249
495

229
479

250
149

219
139

OBJECT-ORIENTED/C++

MKS Make

149

129

MKS RCS

249

229

PC- Lint
PVCS Config. Builder

139
250

115
219

PVCS Version Manager

600

530

Charge

FastFaris 777-124

LIST: $250

DEBUGGERS/
DISASSEMBLERS

.RTLINK Plus

495

419

.RTPatch

495

419

Sourcerers Appr. Prof.
The Documentor

499
295

459
229

TLIB 4

100

89

EDITORS
BBROWSE
BRIEF
BrieFor C++
Cheetah
dBrief
Epsilon

89

79

249
129

Call
119

145
129

50
119

250

229

w/ Source

Borland C++
C++ 3.0 Dey.
M++
Poet/DOS
SmalltalkN
Zinc Interface Library

495
700

379

295
399

279

629

200

379
175

200

179

OTHER PRODUCTS
Alpha RPL

595

Bootcon
60
Carbon Copy
199
CorelDRAW on CD-ROM 795

99
Call
179
690

DiskDupe Pro
EasyFlow
Fast!

179
230
99

159
199

FastBack Plus

189

Flow Charting III

250

159
199

HEADROOM
HiJaak

130
199

89
149

89
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And MOREL.
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The PKWARE Data
Compression Library
by PKWARE

WordPerfect
by WordPerfect
WordPerfect gives you text/
graphics integration, tables,
pull-down menus, mouse
support, equation editor,
spreadsheet links, labels, mail
merge, context- sensitive help,
spell checker/thesaurus,
macros, dictionary- based
hyphenation — plus toll- free
support.

The PKWARE Data Compression Libras
allows software developers to add data
compression technology to applications.
The application program controls all data
I/O, allowing data to be compressed or
extracted to any device or area of
memory. Only 35K of memory is needed
to compress data, and only 12K is
needed to extract data
Compatible with MSC, BC++. TC.
TP 6.0. Clipper, Basic 4.5,7.1, ASM.
LIST: $ 295

PS Price:

FastFarts 3043-011

LIST: $495

$
275

eter.

CorelDRAW on CD -ROM

N1211111111111111113111111111

OS/x86 or EDU-16

by Corel Systems Corporation

by Ergo Computing Inc.

CorelDRAW is the world's finest graphics program. To date it has won 40
,ternational awards for its incredible type control, superb drawing power, stunning
special effects, and ease-of-use. Now you can experience the full features of
CorelDRAW 2.01 and much, much more with CorelDRAW on CD-ROM. Over 10,000
chpan images and symbols and 200 fonts are yours on asingle disk, at afraction of
the oast. Catch the Corel CD-ROM wave today!
PS Price: $690
i LIST: $ 795

1.'astFaxis 2003-008

LapLink III
Link & Locate ++ - Ext.
Mace Utilities
Norton Anti-Virus
Norton Utilities 6.0
pcANYWHERE IV

PS Price: $299

FastFaxis 1933 4)14

COMPUTING

Break the 640K DOS barrier and get 4

in '
Protected
Yourdata
programs
will
....gigab
ytes forMode.
code and
by running
now use all of extended memory, both ir
DOS and in Windows. All popular
compilers supported including Microsoft,
Borland, Lahey, Watcom, Microway and
Menvare. Compliant with all memory
standards including DPMI. VCPI and
XMS. Many graphics libraries supported
as well. Implementation is straightforward and quick due to our user-friendly
API. Kit pricing and distribution licenses
are reasonable and affordable.
LIST: $ 695

FastFaxls 810-003

PS Price: $645

150
479
149
129
179

129
399
99
119
149

179
179

159
149

WINDOWS & OS/2

130

119

ACTOR 4.0

96
195

89
139

ACTOR Professional 4.0 495

449

Remote2

BRIEF for OS/2

Call

SpinRite II
System Sleuth Pro

89
149

89
99

Case: PM ( for Cor C++)1995 1899

utility, and checks Config.sys and

Tame
Turbo EMS

49
100

49
89

Case: W Corporate Vers. 995

969

Autoexec.bat files. Prepares

Class Manager

399

379

dBFAST/Windows

550

529

distribution diskettes for easy
installation.

GFA BASIC for Windows 495

275

MetaWare Prof. Pascal
Microsoft Pascal

495

439

Graphics Server SDK

495

455

300

199

Guild

1995

Call

Quick Pascal
Pascal ASYNCH Mgr.

99
175

69
159

Instant Windows for Win. 495

439

KnowledgePro Windows 549

395

Furbo Pascal 6.0
Turbo Professional

159

107
109

PC Tools Deluxe 7.1
PC-KWIK Power Pak
Pre Cursor

PASCAL

150

TEXT SCREEN ADD-ONS
C Worthy w/Forms

449

379

Greenleaf DataWindows 395

339

-II-SCREEN Pro II
395
MEWEL Window System 295
POWER SCREEN
149

319
279
129

Vitamin C
VC Screen - painter

395
149

369
139

Vermont Views w/ source 890

819

1UNDUXENIX
interactive Systems:
UNIX Sys. V/386 4.0:
Complete
2795 2475

Microport V/4 Complete 3000 2879
Santa Cruz Operations:
UNIX Operating Sys.

595

559

UNIX Dev't System

995

895

UHC UNIX Sys. V Re1.4 2395 2199

249
249

225

MS Windows V3.0

149

119

MS Windows SDK V3.0

500

365

Multiscope Windows Deb.379

315

Objectrieve/Windows

379

ObjectVision by Borland

395
Call

OptLink/Windows

350

345

OS/2 PM Toolkit 1.2

500

369

Poet/Windows

499

469

ProtoView

695

675

QuickC for Windows

199

149

Realizer

395

349

SmalltalkN

500

399

Time after Time
ToolBook

80

75

395

349

Visual BASIC

199

165

WindowsMaker Prof.

995

895

InstallBoss
by Kedwell Software
Installation for program
generator for MS-DOS based
computers. It generates
professional installation programs
and procedures for your software
application. InstallBoss is menudriven and uses a compression

LIST: $ 169

FasiFaxis 5277-001

PS Price: $69

OPUS Make

by Opus Software
OPUS Make will save you time by
efficiently managing your library
and program builds. OPUS Make
offers multiple directory support,
makefile debugging, regular
expression macros, and supports
all major version control systems
and object librarians. Includes a
makefile and dependency
generator, timestampers for source
and object files, and OS/2 version.
DOS Memory Miser allows OPUS
Make to run in 3K. "Without a
doubt, OPUS Make is the hottest
Make Utility on the market"
LIST: $129 - Tom Swan, PC World.
PS Price: $119

FassFaxis 1675-002

THE PROGRAMMER'S ShOPTM 1-800-421-8006

•DOS, Windows, OS/2 and UNIX tools — for every
major language
•FREE, comprehensive buyers guides
•Instant, detailed product literature with FastFaxts!
dCLIP 2.50
by DONNAY Software Designs

.RTPatch

Winner of DBMS Magazine's 1991
Readers Choice Award for Best Clipper
Tool. A complete Turbo- like and DotPrompt-style Interactive development
environment for Clipper 5.01 and S87.
With dCLIP you can develop Clipper
applications without linking. Includes
complete Database Management
System and 700 tutorial programs. A
library of functions (with source code)
lets you build any dCLIP feature
(including dot-prompt) into Clipper
applications.

by Pocket Soft, Inc.
.RTPatch allows you to
update files or entire
systems by sending only
the changes between
versions. . RTPatch
compares the old version
of afile ( or set of files) to

LIST: $349
PS Price: $325
FasiFaxis 1684-001

the new version, and
creates asmall patch file

Bsupport®
by Information Architects, Inc.

that contains just the differences. This
patch file is then sent to the end user. The patch file is

Bsupport is a family of products
for Novell's Btrieve record
manager. Bedit displays, edits,
and manipulates any Btrieve file.
Banalyze is aTSR Btrieve
application debugger. Brun
replaces BUTIL and includes runtime license and C source.
Bcreate builds file definitions
easily and quickly. Toll-free tech
support and BBS.

then used to change the end user's old version into the
new one.

LIST: $309
PS Price: $279
FastFaxts 2100-007

fear of theft since the patch is useless if you do not have

The advantages of patching are numerous: Patches
are typically very small and therefore use less disk
media or BBS time. Patches are also very easy to
create and apply, thus taking the hassle out of updating.
Patches can also be posted on public BBS's without
an original copy of the program. Finally, patches are

What is FastFaxts?
Access literature on any of our
products via FAX machine. FREE!
Call 617-740-0025 from
any fax phone!
Follow the voice computer's instructions and
enter your product's code number . Then await
your instant print out of product literature.

very safe. Extensive verification insures that acorrect
patch is created and applied.
.RTPatch works on any file type in DOS, OS/2, and
Windows, and comes with afull 45-day, no- risk, moneyback guarantee. There are NO RUN-TIME charges or
Royalties of any kind.
LIST: $495

PS Price: $419
FastFaxts 127-7013

THE PROGRAMMER'
S ShOP TM
National Accounts
800-421-8006
800-446-1185
111111111111

90 Industrial Park Road, llingham, MA 02043 • Canada 800-446-3846 • Mass. 617-740-2510 • FAX: 617-749-2018
Credit card orders processed only when product is shipped. All prices subject to change. Intl, prices will vary.

The REALIZER Challenge
11111 Within Technologies
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REALIZERTM
REALIZER was presented with the BYTE
Magazine/Interface Group "Best Rookie
Exhibitor" Award at the Spring 1991
Comdex/Windows World show, prompting
BYTE editor Jerry
Pournelle, in his
September 1991
BEST
column, to write that
• SPRING
"REALIZER looked to
1991
CP. 11
be abetter program ...

PC Magazine Award
for Technical Excellence

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

ReaOzer
Within Technologies

i4

certainly easier to use
... than Visual Basic."

" . . Visual Basic may have legitimized
the idea of using BASIC for Windows
development, but Within's Realizer has met
the competition under combat conditions
and demonstrated the versatility and robustness demanded by corporate developers."
-Peter Coffee, PC Week
September 9, 1991

" . . You've heard of Microsoft's
Visual Basic, but amuch more powerful
environment you should try is
Within Technologies' Realizer . . ."

-Brian Livingston, InfoWorld
October 14. 1991

" . . aWindows programming breakthrough ..."

-Kaare Christian, PC Magazine
October 15, 1991

" . . no other Windows BASIC can match it
for power and breadth of features.. ."
-Paul Bonner, PC Computing
October 1991

" . . light years ahead of Visual Basic in
terms of compatibility and porting your old
BASIC application."

-Don Crabb, InfoWorld
October 21, 1991

WINNER

REALIZER FEATURES
• Structured superset et BASIC.
• Fast, full-featured integrated development environment
with sophisticated debugging tools.
• Creates . EXE files with no royalties or runtime charges.
• Automatically creates aWindows installation disk for an
application.
• Programmable Application Tools*" such as spreadsheets.
charts, animation, text editors, graphics tablets, schedulers
and forms.
• Visual form design with automatic code generation.
• Access functions from languages such as C and Pascal via
Dynamic Link Libraries.
• Full support for Dynamic Data Exchange ( DDE) and serial
communications.
• Powerful features such as custom controls and automatic
array processing.
• Interactive tutorial, sample code, and full featuied sample
applications.
• Many advanced features such as MDI, high level printing,
and the ability to read and write awide range of text and
binary file formats such as Lotus 1-2-3 and Excel.
• Extensive context- sensitive online help.

SPECIAL

OFFER

Decide for yourself which is the more
powerful Windows development system.
For alimited time, buy acopy of
REALIZER from
The Programmer's Shop
and get acopy of Visual Basic"
ABSOLUTELY FREE!

Call 1-800-421-8006
THE PROGRAMMER'S SHOP'"

Copyright 0 1991 Within Technologies. Inc. All rights reserved. Realizer. Programmable Application Toots. and Within Technologies arc 11.,1,11.111, of Within Technologies. Inc. Microsoft is a
registered trademark and Windows and Visual Basic are trademarks of MicroNoft Corporation. ' Attu% and 1-2-3 are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation. The Programmer's
Shop is atrademark of The Software Developer's Company. Inc.

BEYOND DOS
MARTIN
HELLER

OLE FOR W INDOWS 3.1
Oh, what horrors have Iseen in th atchamber.—James Joyce
.

plications developers—half adozen new
calls are needed to completely support
TrueType.
Drag-and- drop functionality makes it
eing abeta tester is both good and
had. You get to suggest things that
easier to get programs started with spewould be useful to you in the final
cific data. For the developer, adding dragproduct, but you have to put up
and-drop support is nearly free. There's
with the inevitable horrors—bugs
one function call to tell Windows you can
and synchronization problems. If you use
handle dropped files and one message to
one beta program, fine—you can keep that
process when the files are dropped. You'll
under control. But I'm currently running
soon see more consistency in the comtest versions of Windows, Word for Winmonly used dialog boxes in Windows 3.1.
dows, and Borland C++. It gets out of
Before this, developers had to reinvent
hand. Not that any of these is bad—no, I everything, even the dialog box for openwouldn't go back. But I've been rebooting
ing afile. Now there are reusable dialogmy computer too often. And Isometimes
box functions for color selection ( ROB
must go back to previous versions for comand hue- luminance-saturation models),
patibility with other programs.
font selection, filename selection (open

B

The New Windows
You'd think that Windows 3.1 was aminor
upgrade from Windows 3.0. Superficially,
it is: It's faster and more robust, and it
comes with better utilities and better type.
Under the surface, though, are some major
changes. For instance, Windows 3.1 has
Object Linking and Embedding (OLE)
built in.
Big deal, you say? It is abig deal when
you realize that Write can now automatically launch PC Paintbrush to revise
adrawing. And it's abig deal for the programmer who has to do the work of updating an application to support OLE—
there are about 100 new OLE functions.
Just when you thought you understood
Dynamic Data Exchange!
Speaking of which, there is now an easier way to implement DDE, aset of libraries called DDEM L. This implements
the protocol-using functions and call-backs
that insulate you from handling DDE messages directly.
TrueType makes an obvious difference in Windows 3.1. More fonts are
available, they can be scaled to any size
and rotated to any angle, and they look the
same on the screen as on the printed page.
TrueType requires alittle work from apILLUSTRATION ROGER BOEHM

1992

Windows 3.1 APIs, C++
libraries for Windows, and
hard drive adventures

and save file dialog boxes), finding and
replacing strings of text, and printing ( both
configuring aprinter and controlling a
print job). What aconcept—and about
time, too.
Writing shells is easier now, too, with
documented functions for pulling icons
out of . EXE files, for finding out about the
program inside an . EXE file, and for automatically opening or printing adata file
using the appropriate program. Alas, the
shell side of drag-and-drop is not yet documented.
Writing Windows debugging functions
and programming tools is now much easier because of about 100 new "tool help"
functions. Developers can use 10 new
"stress" functions to test their applications
in reduced-resource situations, so the programs you see will be less likely to fail in
use. And the Windows kernel itself is
much fussier about what it accepts from
application programs, so it is less likely
to crash because of abadly behaved program. It's abrave new world.
There are other ways for developers to
improve their programs before shipment.
Testers can run an application named Dr.
Watson, which records the conditions that
lead to the dreaded unrecoverable applications error. Send your Dr. Watson logs
back to the developer, and chances are the
problems can be fixed, even if they don't
reproduce on the developer's machine.
Earlier in the game, developers can use a
special "strict" version of WINDOWS.H to
double-check their code at compile time.
Developers who want to get ready for
Windows NT and Win32 ( Microsoft's
next-generation Windows environments)
can (and should) change the way they handle Windows messages. The new " message cracker" application programming
interfaces (APIs) in version 3.1 automatically pick apart Windows messages and
call message-handling functions with the
correct parameters. This cuts down on the
amount of ugly casting programmers have
to use now and guarantees portability with
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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future versions of Windows, which won't
be compatible at the raw- message level.
C++ and Class Libraries
Message-handling functions sound alot
like what the object-oriented folks call virtual methods. Idon't think that's an accident. Microsoft is working on C++ for
version 7.0 of its venerable C compiler,
along with base classes for every environment the company supports. Ihaven't seen
it yet ( I'm still using version 6.0b for my

production programs), but Ido have aretail version 3.0 of Zortech C++ and abeta
version 3.0 of Borland C++. Ialso have
Watcom C 8.5 and MetaWare High C 2.3;
I'll talk more about those in an upcoming
column.
The Zortech compiler package is an outstanding value for multiplatform work. It
supports DOS, OS/2, Windows, Presentation Manager, 286 DOS extenders, and
386 DOS extenders. It has adynamic overlay technique for DOS, ahandle pointer
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also find some missing. Because
the advertising isn't there.
Advertising is important. It's
informative. It lets you know your
options. And helps you to make
decisions.
Like which car to buy. Which
airline to fly. And what to serve
for dinner.
So, next time you open amagazine, read it. From cover to cover.
Because what's on the back
cover, may be just as important as
what's on the front.

ADVERTISING.

Without it you wouldn't know.

AAF
AMERICAN ADVERTISING
FEDERATION
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type for virtual memory management, and
aroyalty-free 286 DOS extender.
Zortech's compiler—which does global and local optimization—is the first to
support the new Numerical C Extensions
Group standards for floating-point operations and the first PC compiler to support
the revision 2.1 C++ specification.
The scientific and engineering version of
the Zortech compiler package also includes
the M++ class libraries, which make handling vectors and matrices asnap. If you
are still using FORTRAN because of the
availability of LINPACK and EISPACK,
this may be the time to switch to C++.
On the other hand, Borland C++ is the
fastest compiler for developing DOS and
Windows programs. Version 3.0 is even
faster than version 2.0—there's no longer
any perceptible penalty for writing C++,
and, miraculously, the compiler now optimizes without asignificant cost in compilation speed.
Borland's application frameworks—
Turbo Vision for DOS programs and ObjectWindows for Windows—will give any
developer aflying start at aworking program with agood interface. Iwas quite
surprised at how much Borland included
in Turbo Vision—there's enough here that
you can make your program look exactly
like it was developed at Borland, with no
trouble at all.
ObjectWindows is good, but it's not
complete. Third-party class libraries like
Win++, Tier, Zinc, and C++/Views have
additional functionality. Which should
you choose as an application framework?
Tough question. A more fundamental
question is: Why use C++ and aclass library at all? Aren't all the major Windows
programs written in C using the Software
Development Kit? Well, yes, they are—
or were, until recently. Consider: A DOS
"hello, world" program in C is five lines
long, but the Windows equivalent in C is
80 lines long—and in three separate files,
at that. "Hello, world" in C++ without a
class library takes about 275 lines of code;
with ObjectWindows, it takes 28 lines,
and that includes white space. That's abig
difference.
The other class libraries show roughly
the same kind of dramatic simplification
in the "hello, world" application, so that's
not areason to choose one over the other.
You'll find the differences when you get
deep into your project: differences in coverage of the API, ability to go directly to
the API, availability of source code, completeness of documentation, and so on.
If alibrary doesn't let you go directly to
the Windows API and doesn't support
what you want to do, you'll have to add a
class to the library. This may not be easy

"We're looking
for retired
managers who
want to get
back into
action."
Harold W. McGraw, Jr.,
Chairman Emeritus,
McGraw-Hill, Inc.

I'm avolunteer supporter of the International IESC leads the field in this kind of work. We've
Executive Service Corps, anot-for-profit or- done over 9,000 projects in 81 countries. We
ganization with avital mission:
could have aproject that's just right for you.
We send retired U.S. managers overseas
For more information, send this coupon to:
to help businesses in developing countries,
Harold W. McGraw, Jr, Chairman, McGrawwhicn often respond by increasing their
Hill, Inc., P.O. Box 10005, Stamford, CT
imports of U.S. goods. In fact, developing
06904-2005.
countries consume about 40 percent of
U.S. exports.
rDear Mr. McGraw: Tell me more about becoming an IESC1
—

—

volunteer Iam arecently retired manager or technician— or am
about to rete —from a US. company I'm free to accept an
overseas assignment. Iunderstand that volunteers receive expenses for themselves and their spouses, but no salary.

As an IESC volunteer, you would not
get asalary. But you would get expenses for you and your spouse, plus
aworld of personal satisfaction.

Name

jø-

4:03,
blame

Address
City

State

L ,what publicalan did you see this ad"
.

Zip

,

International Executive Service Corps
It's not just doing good. It's doing good business.
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unless source code is supplied and the
documentation is good. If alibrary does
allow API calls, things are alittle simpler.
Now you're writing C again. The best case
is alibrary that already has C++ classes
built in for everything you want to do.
Another issue is integration of the classes, both within alibrary and between libraries. For instance, you might want to
save aprogram's current state. If all your
classes are streamable, that's easy—
almost trivial. If not, well, it isn't impossible, but it's alot of work.
I'm not going to attempt to list the coverage of each library. Even if Ihad the
space, the list would be obsolete in afew
months. Iwill, however, spotlight individual class libraries in my next few columns. Meanwhile, you may want to contact the class library vendors yourself.
Most of these vendors have literature that
includes their class hierarchy tree, so you
can compare coverage and organization
among libraries.
Alarums and Excursions
A few months ago, one of my ESDI hard
drives developed the alarming habit of
spontaneously spinning down and dump-

ing its heads. Click-thunk, and suddenly
DOS wouldn't be able to see the D partition table. Usually, areboot would fix
things. The problem seemed worst in the
morning, but leaving the machine on all
the time didn't help. Iwas seriously concerned that one day it would spin down
and never power up again.
Igot religious about doing my backups
and realized that my 60- MB cartridges
were not ideal for backing up agigabyte of
material. It took me all day to do asingle
set of backups, and Iwasn't about to make
multiple sets. With alittle push from folks
on BIX, Ibought abottle of Stabilant 22a.
Icleaned and treated the drive cables; better, but not fixed. Itreated the hard drive
controller card's edge connectors and all
the socketed ICs; better, but still not fixed.
Finally, Idripped some Stabilant into the
ribbon cable connections inside the drive
case. Eureka! I've had no more trouble.
One down, one to go. Icast out my old
tape drive and borrowed a 1.3-gigabyte
digital audiotape drive from Palindrome
(Naperville, IL), along with its Network
Archivist 2.0 software. I've never had so
much archival coverage for so little effort.
Irun Network Archivist at lunchtime, and

when Icome back it's done. It manages
save sets, checkpoints, and migration
archives using rule sets and aTower of
Hanoi algorithm—all the storage management procedures you'd find at awellrun mainframe shop. It even tells you
which tapes to move off-site and when to
bring them back. Idon't want to give this
back. Oh, my poor budget!
Signing Off
Imentioned earlier that Ihave abeta version of Word for Windows. It's version
2.0, and it's mostly wonderful. I'm using it
to write and produce the camera-ready
copy for Advanced Windows Programming, which should be on the bookstore
shelves by the time you read this. •
Martin Heller develops software and
writes about computers, despite a Ph.D.
in physics and having worked, literally,
as a rocket scientist. He is the author of
Advanced Windows Programming (Wiley, 1992). You can reach him on BIX as
"mheller."
Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.

CONSULT WITH THE AUTHORITY
ON PROGRAMMING IN WINDOWS 3.1
Up to now the only way to learn how to program in the
Windows environment was to do it for acouple of years,
learning by trial and error. In Advanced Windows
Programming, Heller describes the actual development of a
large scale, real- world Windows application. Learn how all the
new features of Windows 3.1 will impact on you as a
programmer. Heller identifies the following unique tips and
techniques:
/ Device independent bit maps
ADVANCED WINDOWS
PROGRAMMING
• • •

By Martin Heller
Available February 1992
ISBN: 0-471-54711-5
Price: $32.95 (paper) 400pp.
JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC.
605 Third Ave.
New York, NY
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Programming for color
• Substanital treatment of debugging techniques
/ Co-ordinated operation between DOS & Windows programs
/ How the new features of Windows 3.1 affects programmers
RESERVE YOUR COPY AT YOUR LOCAL BOOKSTORE
OR CALL TOLL-FREE

1-800-CALL-WILEY

WWILEY
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•Open Systems
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Plus...
•Today's Hot Topics — Including:
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— New Operating Systems, Including:
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A Really Big Disk
serious problem with MS-DOS 5.0
Ahas
reared its ugly head. Ineed a

large RAM disk for an application. To
this point, Ihave been using DOS 3.3 +
and VDISK.SYS 3.08 to create an
8-MB RAM disk. Inow need to run the
application in a32-MB RAM disk.
MS-DOS 5.0 comes with RAMDRIVE.SYS, but it allows amaximum
RAM disk size of only 4MB. My previous VDISK.SYS had aminimum and default, but it had
no maximum size restriction. However, when Itried to
run VDISK.SYS under MS-DOS 5.0, the operating system imposed a4-MB limit.
Do you know of aRAM disk creation program that
will run under MS-DOS 5.0 and allow for a32-MB
RAM disk?
T. Pappan
Owosso, MI
A 32-MB RAM disk! Ishudder at the very thought of it.
A momentary power glitch and your data would be history. The Microsoft programmers had areason for putting alimit on the size of the RAM disk.
You didn't mention the nature of the application program you are running. Ifyou can, invest in acaching hard
drive controller and afast hard drive.
The only software solution Icould find is an ADJRAM41.ZIP file in the IBM. UTIL listings section on BIX.
The . ZIP file includes the . SYS, . EXE, and . DOC files,
plus source code in Cand ASM. ADJRAM is an adjustable RAM disk. You can vary the size of the RAM disk
on the fly from 15 KB to the maximum available RAM in
your system. The program uses only expanded memory.
Good luck.—Stan Wszola

Any Port in aStorm
just read " Repairing the Cracks in Windows" in the
I
September 1991 BYTE. Version 3.0 does not support

the COM3 and COM4 ports. Will Windows 3.1 support
them?
Chris Crosby
Plano, TX
Windows 3.0 certainly does support COM3 and COM4.
Your problem may be that you haven't configured Windows to use all your COM ports. First make sure that all
your COM ports are configured for the correct I/O address and interrupt:
Port
COMI
COM2
COM3
COM4

Address

IRQ

3F8h
2F8h
3E8h
2E8h

4
3
4
3

You may have four serial ports, but they share two interrupts. You can run into problems if for example, you
are using aserial mouse on COM1 and have an internal
348
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modem on COM3. This configuration
won't work because the mouse is tying
up the interrupt that is shared with
COM3. This also occurs if you are
using aserial mouse on COM2 and want
to use an internal modem on COM4.
COM3 and COM4 may not work reliably under Windows 3.0 (in standard
and real modes) unless both COM1
and COM2 are first activated. Don't use
ahigher serial port (i.e., 2, 3, or 4)
unless all lower number ports (i.e., I, 2,
and 3) are first activated or in use.
You should also check the default setting in the
386ENH section of the SYSTEM. INIfile for proper functioning of the ports under enhanced-mode Windows 3.0:
COM1BASE= 3F8h
COM2BASE=2F8h
COM3BASE= 3E8h
COM4BASE=2E8h
The procedure for modifying the SYSTEM. INIfile is
described in detail in the SYSINI2.TXTfile. The discussion appears in the 386ENH section. —Stan Wszola

Yankee Doodle Deadly

Atributor, Ilearned that it contained the Yankee Doofter Ireturned adefective shareware disk to adis-

dle virus. Ihave not been able to obtain acopy of Richard Levin's Computer Virus Handbook, which Hugh
Kenner mentioned in the November 1990 Print Queue.
Is there somewhere Ican find out about this computer
virus?
C. J. Jaskowiak
Skokie, IL
The Yankee Doodle virus is afairly common strain affecting IBM PC compatibles. Infected . COM and . EXE
files generally increase in size from 2772 to 2899 bytes.
There are many versions of the virus, the most common of
which plays " Yankee Doodle Dandy" on the PC's
speaker at 5:00 p.m. For this reason, it 'salso known as
the Five 0 'Clock virus.
Computer Viruses by David J. Stang (Diane Publishing, 1991, ISBN 0-941375-24-2) lists some in-depth information about this virus, starting on page 315. Stang and
Bill Bales head the National Computer Security Association (227 West Main St., Mechanicsburg, PA 17055,
(717) 258-1816). The NCSA conducts seminars and provides information about computer security and virus
protection.
The NCSA 'sbooklet Computer Virus Survival Guide
explains how to prevent, detect, identify, and recover
from viruses. You can get acopy for $7. The NCSA also
has aBBS you can call for more information: (202) 3641304, 8bits, Istop bit, no parity.
We recommend acomplete program of security and
virus prevention ifyou are concerned about the virus
threat. For areview of security and virus-prevention
software, see the Solutions Focus in the August 1991
BYTE. —Stanford Diehl

software Development ' 92

•

Santa Clara Convention Center •

Feb. 25-28, 1992

'Software engineering has been defined as the
process by which all the fun is removed from computer programming. By this definition, the
Software Development conferences are afailure.
sure the classes teach state-of-the-art techniques
that you can put into practice tomorrow, but everyone students and
teachers alike enjoys the conference. Ireturn from each one amore
competent and more enthusiastic
programmer.

-7
Ion Bentley
Member of the Technical Staff
AT&T Bell Laboratories

Over 150 Classes on Every Important
Development Topics.

Follow the Leaders

Of course, we'll lead off with beefed up
versions of the hest tracks from '91: C/C++,
Analysis, Design & Software
Engineering and ObjectOriented
Programming, and more.
Then, we're adding brand-new tracks on:
•Windows Development - From
costing to design, coding and testing
Windows applications—learn top to bottom
how to develop for Windows.
•OS/2- Intro to OS/2 2.0 Kernel and PM
APIs, Cross Platform Development with
OS/2, Porting to OS/2. and much more.

The Software Development
Conference is where the worlds top
programmers come for unbiased
solutions to complex programming
challenges.
The whole idea behind our conference
and exhibition is embarassingly simple.
Get the world's best software developers
and managers together in one place and
let the sparks fly.
Our speaker lineup represents the best
and brightest—industry leaders such as
Steve Mellor, Jon Bentley, Brian
Kemighan and Larry Constantine, to
name just afew. But these aren't just
great speakers, they are great teachers
who can provide programming solutions
you can take back to the office and put
to use immediately.
You'll leave Software Development '92
full of new ideas, re-energized and
ready to take on your next big
challenge.

•Interoperability and EnterpriseWide Development - Insight into
distributed databases, downsizing, clientserver, developing networkable
applications, cooperative processing, X
programming, and more.
•Programming Futures - Up-to-thesecond information from the sources on
what's happening with pen-based computing, end-user programming, parallelism,
Apple's PINK, and the Patriot Partners.
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Ins and Outs

Tam looking for information on IBM PC/XT/AT/386
1 hardware interfacing ( i.e., RS-232, Centronics, I/O
bus, mouse, and video adapters). Is there asingle
source? Specifically, Iwant to use the Centronics parallel printer interface for general I/O.
Gilbert Mackay
Middlesbrough, U.K.
Programmer's PC Sourcebook, 2d ed., by Thomas Hogan (Microsoft Press, 1991, ISBN 1-55615-321-X) should
have everything you need. It includes complete hardware specifications for PC components, peripherals, and
ports.
By agrand coincidence, Howard Eglowstein has
written about using the Centronics parallel printer port in
this month's Some Assembly Required. He has created a
TSR program for anotebook computer that accepts keystroke information from adesktop machine and posts it
in the notebook's keyboard buffer. A companion program
for the desktop machine accepts keystrokes and passes
them through the parallel cable. This article should give
you some good ideas. — Stanford Diehl

‘ir
A DISKussion on TSRs

sacomputer analyst,

UMI reproduces this publication in microform: microfiche and 16 or 35mm microfilm. For information
about this publication or any of the more than 16,000
periodicals and 7,000 newspapers we offer, complete and mail this coupon to UMI, 300 North Zeeb
Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA. Or call us toll-free
for an immediate response: 800-521-0600. From
Alaska and Michigan call collect 313-761-4700. From
Canada call toll-free 800-343-5299.
Please send me information about the titles rye listed below:

Name
Title
Company/Institution
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone (

UMI
ABell & Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA
800-521-0600 toll-free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll-free from Canada
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Awith computers, mainly IBM PC compatibles. Until
Ihave alot of experience

now, I've written only " safe" applications using dBase,
Pascal, or C. Itaught myself assembly language, and
then Iwrote asmall TSR program to see how it works.
My TSR redirects INT 17 hexadecimal (i.e., BIOS
printer request) to the screen (or afile). Imanaged to
redirect the printer output to the screen, but when Itried
to send the output to afile, it stopped working. Itried
everything, and I'm stuck. Is it the famous DOS reentrancy problem? Can you suggest asolution or areference for more information?
Albert Ivanov
Fléron, Belgium
Well, you didn't try quite everything. You have in fact
stumbled into the DOS reentrancy problem, and working
around it is one of the trickiest TSR problems in DOSdom. Master that, and you're well on your way to being a
DOS wizard.
The problem is this: DOS is not an operating system
as much as it is acollection of utilities. If you think of the
file system as autility for handling disks, it's easy to see
why Microsoft didn't build in support for multiple tasks.
There simply was no reason to do so. Once DOS starts a
task, you have to let it finish before asking it to do something else. The reason your TSR crashes is that it often
tries to do disk access during another DOS call. The disk
call wipes out the status of the interrupted call, and DOS
goes away.
The workaround is conceptually simple. Before you
make your DOS call, ask DOS ¡fit's busy. If it is, exit the
TSR to let DOS finish what it's doing and try again
later. To do that, you need the assistance of a "secret"
DOS call that was largely undocumented until version
5.0. During your TSR installation process, call INT 21h,
function 34h. DOS will return ES:BX as apointer to the

Circle 314 on Inquiry Card

ASK BYTE

InDOS flag. Your TSR can check the contents of this byte
to see if DOS is free.
The correct way to have aTSR capture the printer
output to afile is along these lines: The TSR has to capture two interrupts. Obviously, you have to capture ¡NT
17h, the printer interrupt. Your new ¡NT 17h will take the
characters and start them on their way to the file. Buffer
up abunch of them, and when you're ready to save them,
your TSR should check the InDOS flag. ¡fit's zero, it's
safe to call DOS. Temporarily take over INT 24h (the critical error handler), so any disk errors don't plop an
"Abort, Retry, Ignore?" message on-screen. Open your
file, seek to the end, write the data, and close the file.
Restore the critical error handler.
If the InDOS flag has anonzero value, you're stuck.
You'll just have to hold the characters in memory and
wait until you get control next to try again. I'd suggest
that you daisy chain to ¡NT ICh (the I8.2-tick-per-second
clock). By examining the InDOS flag 18 times each second, you're going to find DOS available more often than
by merely using ¡NT I7h.
That's alot to do, and you're going to crash the machine frequently while you debug it. The new Microsoft
MS-DOS Programmers (
Microsoft Press, 1991, ISBN
1-55615-32 9-5) has abrief discussion of the procedure.
You might also see Andrew Schulman's Undocumented
DOS (
Addison-Wesley, 1990, ISBN 0-201-5 7064-5) for
more information on the InDOS flag. If you can still find
acopy, check out the Waite Group's MS-DOS Papers
(ISBN 0-672-22594-8). It's acollection of articles by various authors on the scarier parts of DOS programming.
Their discussion of TSR file access is excellent.
—Howard Eglowstein

EISA or ISA

Imotherboard to update my present 286 computer. A
am looking for a33-MHz 386 or 33-MHz 486 EISA

vendor that Ivisited had an EISA board with both EISA
and ISA slots. Iwondered if the EISA slots on this board
really work at full speed.
At another computer store, Iwas told that its motherboard had two EISA slots, but that these operate at only
12 MHz. At what speed should EISA slots work? If I
mount an ISA card in an EISA computer, does the EISA
bus still work at full speed?
Ihave several ISA cards in my computer that Iwould
like to move to my new motherboard. Are there any problems using old 8-bit cards in EISA slots?
Carl Nilsson
Lund, Sweden
One of the purposes of EISA was to provide ahigh-performance bus standard that maintained compatibility
with the great majority of devices designed for the ISA
bus. Systems we 've seen run the EISA bus at 8MHz, so
using your old 8-bit cards should be fine. Their presence
should not affect the performance of other peripherals.
Some motherboards partially implement EISA as a
way of saving money or as astepping-stone design between full-ISA and full-EISA systems. Whether you
choose full-EISA or apartial design, you shouldn't have
any trouble with cards that work reliably in IBM ATs.
—Steve Apiki •

The cutting edge of
technology is now
available from Mega
Computer Systems.
Since 1978, we have
been providing our
customers with the
most powerful, high
quality computers at an affordable price!
For information and pricing on
our complete line of 286's,
386's and
486's, please
call 800338-6628.
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Out of Memory?

Panda has solutions!
Printheods:If your dot-matrix printouts are light, jagged or incomplete,

SOU may need to refurbish or replace the printhead. Save money and get your
printer waning like new Warranty: refurbishment- 6months; new- 3months.
Model
Apple Imagewriter II
Epson 10800/1000
Epson 10850/1050
IBM Proprimer 024
NEC 5200/5300
NEC PA/P7

New Price
S94.00
218.00
210.00
407.00
238.00
308.00

2- pack

si 6%

Model
New Price Repair
(Madam 84/92/93
5138.00 $58.00
°bidet° 182/183/192/193
99.00
58.00
Panasonic 1080/1090
101.00
82.00
Star NB 24-10
199.00
122.00
Toshiba 351
424.00
140.00
Over 400 types refurbished & many new in-stork!

Remanufactured $ Ao 95 .
Laser cartridges y.-.
y.

jetrill

am

Repair
S69.00
129.00
129.00
129.00
114.00
117.00

.> Highest Quality
Ailee
+ Quick ready
Rediarge inkjet or
to ship
bubble jet cartridges + Guaranteed

*
diem:de-in

Printer Products:
• g Call 24 hours aday for more info '
' -s

( 800)

580-3232

+Cleaning supplies
• Fonts/font cards

anda 'Rm'oo
n
r
sey 31

4 1 4 Printer Products

VISA

Prep

2324 Ridgepoint Dr.. Suite A • Austin. TX 78754 • (
512) 339-9781
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GUATECH

"not just another board game"
COMMUNICATION

Quatech produces afull line of communication boards for the PC- XT, Al and MicroChannel systems
including:
Asynchronous:

Synchronous

Multiport

2port for PC/AT

Bisync, SDLC, HDLC

8port RS-232

DS-100:RS-232
DS-200:RS-422
DS-300:RS-485
2port for PC/XT/AT
DS-102:RS-232
DS-202:RS-422
DS-302:RS-485

SCB-I020
1channel RS-232
SCB - 1040

ES- 100
Block addressing
MS- 100

1channel RS-422

Selectable addressing by port
4port RS- 232
QS- 100

SCB-1050
Ichannel RS-485

Flexible addressing

WAVEFORM SYNTHESIZER
The WSB-100 Waveform Synthesizer Board has the best set of numbers in the market. With
speeds to 20M Hz and 32K memory at $ 1290, it's making waves in more ways than one.
WSB-10
•PC/XT/AT, 12 bit arbitrary
signal generator
•Onboard oscillator for independent
operation
•Intemal data rates programmable
from 200 nS/point to 429 sec/point
•Output signal defined up to 2048 pts.
•10 Megahertz maximum output

WSB-100
•PC/AT, modular arbitrary signal generator
•
DMA support for high speed waveform definition
•
Output signal defined up to 32,000 points
•
20 Megahertz maximum output
•An analog or digital module is required for operation
WSB-Al2:
WSB-D16:

12 bit analog waveform module
16 channel digital pulse generator
module

DATA ACQUISITION
Quatech has developed afull line of data acquisition products for the IBM PC- XT, Al, MicroChannel and
compatibles. These high performance, low cost boards provide analog-to-digital, digital-to-analog, and
digital input/output functions.
PXB-160
•True 16 bit digital I/O
•Configurable as two
eight- bit ports
•Handshake signals
available for 16 bit
I/0 transfer
•List price below $400

SAC- 12

DAQ-16
.8 A/D inputs &

•16 single ended
A/D input channels
•12 bit resolution
.3 16 bit interval coun-

•16 bit/lOOKHz
.4 digital I/O lines

ters/timers
.3 digital I/0 lines

.2 DMA channels
for continuous

2D/A outputs

•Switch selectable address

acquisition

1-800-553-1170
Call for afree catalog or fax (216) 434-1409
International distributors call: Australia/Interworld Electronics 03-521-2952,
Canada (Westem)/Interworld VCR 604-984-4171, England/Diamond Point International 634-722-390, Finland/Lab Hitech OY 0672497, France/Elexo 33-169302880, Germany/Jupiter Electronic Systems 06181/75041, Israel/RCM Ltd.
972-03-5447885, Italy/N.C.S. Computer Italia 03311 770-016, Netherlands/
ACAL Auriema 040-816565. IBM PC-XT, Al and MicroChannel are registered
trademarks of IBM Corporation.
Circler 138 on Inquiry Card.
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• BUYER'S
• GUIDE
•
Your direct source for buying
software, hardware and accessories
from knowledgeable and
•. service-oriented dealers.

Mail Order
The latest offerings from vendors
supplying products of all leading manufacturers
at extremely competitive prices.
Hardware/Software Showcase
This new, categorized four-color display section
makes it easy to find Hardware and Software products
from awide variety of manufacturers and suppliers.
Buyer's Mart
From Accessories to Laptops to Word Processors,
you can easily find the dealers you are looking
for in this directory of products and services.

Page
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CyberResearch
JANUARY PRODUCT SHOWCASE

New Compression, Conversion
and Communications Package

PC Products for Scientists &Engineers

1-800-394-3300

LEAD Technologies LEADVIEW combines image
compression, file conversion, and communication
in an easy-to-use hardware and software package.
•Extended Compression Ratios of up to 255:1
•Supports JPEG compression, JFIF, and JTIFF
•Uses C-Cube CL550B Image Compression Chip
•You can compress, convert, scale, and resize
TGA, GIF, TIFF, PCX, BIN, and BMP files

Toll- Free Hotline • Free Application Engineering

#1.TI 255 LEADVIEW 255"- Compression S/W
& Real-Time Processing Board
$1915
(Comoro or Decompr. 1MB TGA file to 6KB in 1Sec)

VISA

A

#LTI 200 LEADVIEW"- Turbo Software
$785
(1MB Targa32 file to 6KB in 8to 10 Seconds)
MI 100 LEADVIEW"- Software only
$129
(1MB Targa32 file to 6KB in ( 30 Seconds)

*
PC

MI 110 LEADVIEW"- 30- Day Demo Version..$10

SYSTEMS

Everex STEP Megacube'
Powerful Intel
33MM 80486
Processor

Digital Products DataCommander
New DataCommander bend, Pori M.1plexers operate independently of your host PC.
Achieve high-speed data collection and communications from many sources without taxing your
PC's main processor. On- board 250K memory
buffer ( upgradeable to 4MB) and on-board microprocessor make the DataCommander - apowerful
acquisition tool. Your PC can be executing
other tasks while the unit spools up to
4M8 of incoming data.
Ports on these units use DB 25- pin connectors.
Custom configurations are available featuring RS-422 ( long distance) lines, RJ-11 / RJ-45
connectors, and parallel port options.
[MOM 600 6- Port RS-232 DataCommander$985
DCOM 1000 10-Port RS-232 DataCommander"...$14115
DCOM 1610 16-Port RS-232 DataCommander...51995

12 Expansion Slots
110 of them EISAI
provide lots of
Room lo Expand.

Everex Dermal
Management System
Protects Your Hardware.
Space lor 4Drives
Behind Protective Boor

Upgrade to ".
50MHz
Beyond Later!

Four More
Internal
Drive Bays
Below.

MuMule Fads
keep Yu?
Boards
Ames Coe
Pin & Tumbler
Lock keeps
unauthorixed
timers out of
your hardware

RAM Cache
augments 486
Motherboard
Is easily
Removed for
Instant
Upgrades.
Expandabie to 64MR of 32 Mr RAM.

• 486/33 EISA Bus — 20.8 MIPS.
• 12 Expansion Slots! (10 EISA, 18- Bit, &
164- Bit memory board slot). We also have
an 8-Slot ISA Megacube, and 8-Slot ESA
and ISA Desktop and Tower configurations.
• Space for 8 Disk Drives!
• Front Panel LED Display.
• 400 Watt Power Supply wiDual Compart
ment Thermal Management Cooling System
• 256K Cache Architecture.

DIX 6010

The Ultimate Engineering Workstation
Scientists and engineers need more power than PCs
could traditionally provide. Now Everex — whose
machine:: have been consistently ranked by Byte,
InfoWorld and others as the fastest available — has
developed a line of PC Workstations with everything
you've always needed: speed, slots arid power. The
perfect answer for your file server, multi-user, and
graphics workstation requirements.
• Price includes:

101-Key Enhanced Keyboard, DOS 5.0, MicroSoft
Windows 3.0, a Mouse, and a 1.2 MB Disk Drive.
#EVX 433EC Megacube, 486/33 EISA, 8MB RAM'
#EVX 433IC Megacube, 486/33 ISA, 8MB RAM'
#EVX 433ET Tower, 486/33 EISA, 8MB RAM'
.EVX 433IT Tower, 486/33 ISA, 8MB RAM'

$7219
$8189
57
$$47

#EVX 433EA Large Desktop, 486/33 EISA, 4M8 RAM' $5499
#EVX 433IA Large Desktop, 486/33 ISA, 4MB AM
$4499
#EVX 433E8 Small Desktop, 486/33 ISA, 4MB RAM'
$4399
#EVX 320S6 Small Desktop, 386sx/20 ISA, 1MB RAM $1599
#EVX 318SB Small Desktop, 386506 ISA, 1MB RAM
$1499
•Up to 64 MB of 32- Bit RAM, Hard Drives, Monitors, and
Data Acquisition Hardware ano Software aval able on an
Optional Basis. No Charge for System Assembly and Test.
VfiC 486-33E
lige"aleen"
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Arnet Intelligent Serial Boards

Elma Rack-Mount Keyboards

Your PC is no longer limited to 2serial ports!
Multi- port serial boards from Arnet let your DOSbased PC support up to 66 serial ports. All Arnet
boards come complete with DOS Driver Software
and an external 25- pin D' connector box.

If you use a standard keyboard with your rackmounted system, you know what anuisance and
a hazard it can be. These new industrial keyboards are designed to fit easily into any EIA 19"
rack. Rugged and reliable, these keyboards are
made in the U.S.A. by a Swiss company and
demonstrate cassic Swiss craftsmanship.

• Intelligent units offer on- board 80186 microprocessor and dual-ported RAM buffer.
• Free DOS driver software lets DOS recognize
up to 66 COM: ports.
• SurgeBlock" on all ports protects your PC
from killer voltage spikes.
• " Rock-Solid" Lifetime Warranty.
-COMB
-COMH
-COMH
-COMH

104 4- Port Intelligent Serial Board
$595
108 8- Port Intelligent Serial Board
$985
116 16- Port Intelligent Serial Board...5105
132 32- Port Intelligent Serial Board...52995

•Full 101-key ayout.
•Full-travel construction with excellent tactile
feel for toucli-typing.
•OIX 3010 keyboard is set in adrawer ( not shown).
•OIX 6010 keyboard slides out w/ alocking door
•Occupies on y1rack space ( 1.75' high).
#0IX 3811 Rack-Mount Keyboard w/Wrist Rest $295
OIX 0010 Rack- Mount Industrial Keyboard ....$395

NEW! Rack-Mount PC's with
built-in VGA Monitors
CyberResearch carries the broadest line of rackmount and industrial computers. Now we've added
new models with built-in VGA monitors. You get
acon-pact unit with '386 power and acolor display.
• Built- In 10' VGA Color Monitor & VGA Card
• 4Megabytes of RAM ( ? NIB for the VRC 386-16S)
• Enhanced 101- Key Keyboard
• 1.2MB Floppy Drive (or 1.44/3.5' if preferred)
• 2Serial RS-232 Ports & 1Parallel Printe Port
• DOS 33Software (or DOS 5.0, if preferred)
VRC 386-16S VGA Rack- Mt PC, 80386sx, 16MHz $3595
IIRC 386-33 VGA Rack-Mt. PC, 80386, 33MHz ..$4995
VAC 486-33E VGA Rack-Mt. EISA, ' 486, 33MHz..$5995

DATA ACQUISITION
It„

FREE!

SOFTWARE

Combination Catalog Ilatorial

p.

40MHz Data Acquisition for $ 595
When speed is more impor' .
you than resolution,
the new CornpuScope Lite from Gage Applied
Sciences is the perfect solution. Offering 8 bits
resolution at 40MHz, it lets you capture even the highest frequency signals without spending alot o' money.
• 16 KByte buffer memory
• Pre, Post, & Mid trigger modes
• ± 5V, ± 1V, and ± 200mV input ranges
• 40MHz sampling on 1channel or 20MHz simultaneous sampling on two channels
• Trigger Input & Test Output channels
• Perfect for High Speed 8- bit ND needs
• Multiple units may be used in one PC with our
MultiScope software.

°riser

Redlake TapeCaster
VGA to Video Converter

• True, precise NTSC or PAL video timing.
• Simultaneous VGA and video display.
• Composite Video & YC ( SuperVHS) output for
use with equipment ranging from an inexpensive
• hyoadcast-quality professional video.
NTSC 200 TapeCaster - NTSC Video Output
$750
PAL 200
TapeCaster - PAL ( Europe) Video Out. $750
NTSC 100 Spectrum-NTSC Video Digitizer and VGA
Overlay Controller with software
$1850

SAVE 30% OR MORE

With Metrabyte-Compatibles
Our new series of CYDAS Metrabyte-Compatible
data acquisition and control boards offer both much
lower cost and valuable added features; yet they
maintain guaranteed 100% Metrabyte-Compatibility.
Metrabyte Cyber
Price
Price

frCYDAS 16F 100KHz, 16- Ch. A/D Bd. $1165
*CMS 16 50KHz, 16-Ch. A/D Bd. $999
-CYDAS 8

20KHz, 8-Chan. ND Bd.

$425

CYDAS 8PG 20KHz ND w/Prog. Gain

$599

eCYLIAC 02

$
859
$
799
294

2-Chan. 12- Bit D/A Board $299

$159

eCY00A 06

6- Chan. 12- Bit D/A Board $650

: 349

gCYDIO 24

24-Ch. ( P10-12) TTL I/O

$ 130

eu

eCYDIO 24H 24-Ch. ( P10-24) Dig. I/O

$ 185

$95

$325

: 1LE!

CYCTM

05

CYCTM 10

5-Ch. Counter/Timer Bd.

2CYCTM 05's on 1board $650

-CYMUX 16 16- Ch. Multiplexer Panel $399
$
249
CYMUX 32 2CYMUX 16's on 1board $798 ": 34o
CYSSH 04

4-Chan. Simul. Sampling $450

CYSSH 16

16-Ch. Simul. Sampling $ 180r

#11I8 473
#NIS 474
#NIS 475

LabWindows 2.0 Software
$
895
LabWindows Advanced Analysis
$895
LabWin. Acquis. + Analysis ( both) ..$1315

The PC Systems Handbook is available outside the United States for S14.95US, prepaid.
includi -ig surface delivery ( allow 2-4 weeks).
Send S19.95US for express airmail delivery.
Circle 240 on in • ui
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MOTION CONTROL
Servo Motor Systems

iodlake s TapeCaster converts VGA screen
Jutput to viti. ' or applications such as animation
and creating training tapes. The TapeCaster is
extremely easy to use: no base addresses, no
-terrupts, no software — just plug and play.

011'

With LabWindows 2.0 you get the best of
both worlds: te ease-of- use of a menu- driven
package combined with the flexibility possible
only when you write your own code. The menu
interface takes you step-by-step through the
process of configJring the data acquisition,
analysis, and display portions of your system.
It then compiles your setup Into C or
Quickt3ASIC code. This is the easiest way to
create data acquisition and analysis programs!

uoueuouy nit MI

VGA to your VCR

frDSO 200 Gage CompuScope Lite
4595
-DSO 205 DSO 200 w/Cables for multiple boarcis....$595
-OSO 121 MultiScope Software
4250

LabWindows 2.0 Menu- Driven
Instrumentation Software

The CyberResearch
PC Systems Plandbook
for Scientists and
Engineers describes
over 1400 unique
and hard to find
items for PC- based
engineering. Packed
with useful technical
information & easyto- read diagrams,
this detailed and invaluable reference
shoulc be part of every engineer's library.
For a c
. omplimentary copy of this unusual
catalog and reference guide, call ( 800) 3943300 or ( 2031 483-8815 ( CT & Overseas).

NEW Snap-Master Software:
Data Acquisition for Windows
Discover Snap- Master —

lalysis software to
h.jh bput,.1.une data acquisition
with multiple simultaneous A/D boards.
Snap- Master lets you define your own custom
instruments using icons and easy-to-understand
flow charts. A pre-oefined oatabase of sensors
is integrated with the data acquisition system.
MS 200 Snap- Master Acquisition Module
MIS 210 Snap- Master Analysis Module

$095
$
495

Use modules as an integrated package or stand-alone

MOTION CONTROL SYSTEM
Makes servo- motor control easy
PC- based motion control may see- ce science
ficton to many people. Here at CyberResearch,
it's one of our specialties. Shown here is our
CSVS 872A, our top- of- the- line Intelligent
Servc-Motor Control System, which includes:
•Technology 80 2- Axis Intelligent Analog ServoMotor Controller board complete with software.
•EG&G Torque Systems High-Torque Servo
Motors. 140 oz-in, 1300 RPM ( Dty 2)
•Technology 802-Axis, 7Amp Analog Servo Driver
•Electrostatics Regulated DC Power Supply
•Terminal Blocks and Cabling
#CSIIS 8723 High Torque, Dual Motor, PC- Based
Analog Servo Motor System
$
29115

100% Satisfaction Guarantee

Wide Selection of Products

You can order from CyberResearch with confidence.

When you need PC -compati die equ,pment for

If you are not completely satisfied with your purchase.
simply call our toll-free hotline within 30 days of
receiving the item. A friendry customer service
technician will arrange for afull refund, replacement,

science and engineering, there's only one name to
think of: CyberResearch. We offer the largest
selection of harovvape and software for data acquisi-

exchange, or credit. No Problem.

No Hassle.

(We reserve the right to refuse returns on items which
have been damaged or defaced, and returns of
quantity. discounted. dealer. or OEM sales.)

FREE Application Engineering
'At CyberResearch we have no salespeople
'XIur engineers have one priority to help
,you find the best technical solution to
your problems. Calling our
;Applications Hotline is like
!having your own free consul,tent So call and let our years
of experience work for you.

Worldwide
(203) 483-8815
Fax: (203) 483-902

tion, instrumentation, communications, motion
control, etc. We stock all your best-known suppliers
like those featured on these pages and many more.

It's Easy to Order
We accept Purchase orders from:
•Companies with an established credit account
•Govermment Agencies
•Forune 500 companies
•Universities and iospitals
If you dcn tfall into one of

ernesearch
de

1

,.

these categories, you can
place oroers prepaid (credit
card/check) or COD with a
-company check.

TOLL-FREE HOTLINE

(800) 394-3300
Mailino Address:

P.O. Box 9565
New lizven, CT 06535-0565

IIMMIIIIMMMIIMMIMIMINIMMMIIIIIMMIIMMMMIIIIMMIll

NEVADA

NEVADA'S LARGEST COMPUTER WHOLESALER

COMPUTER

SAVE 30-90% OFF RETAIL

WORDSTAR 6.0
This is not a
rnisprint! These
are the exact
same ones
sellin g for over
$300.00 From
Our
We have
thousands in
stock . These are current
versions

e
•

286- 16MHZ

386-16SX
386-20SX
386-25MHZ
386-33MHZ
486-33MHZ

Clock 8. Gorse Port, IMB Memory, I 2/5 16

111‘144.41.0"

dia
Oh 00
w
•
ea.

I

and/or 84 KEY KEYBOARD

high quality byMrtsumi.

84 KEY

on XI, AT& 386's. Low cost

19.°° 101 KEY 39.°°

60 MEG TAPE BACKUP
Mfg.
by Wan gtec, compatible w/ MS DOS, Novel, SCO Xenix,
Pick. Complete w/ controller, cable and manual $ 399.

•
•

IDE ND/Floppy

MODEMS
35C1( 5 r •

49."

Compatibles. 2year Warranty Full Duplex operation, complete with softwore
Auto dial, Autoanswer

INIERNAL 59. 00

EX1ERNAL

YOUR COST 99."

(
WithoutModern)

12" GREEN
MONOCHROME
Tilt & Swivel
Base

720 3 '

49."

I260G

Se." IitelhirEG 31/
2 • se»,
99."

Half hei ght 80 MSEC 6Month Warranty Li st 1
49.00
YourCost69.9. w/cordroller&cobleodd $50."

II

20 MEG HARD DRIVE

3
2 " - 40MSEC.6MONTH WARRAN1Y. W/5 1/
/
1
4 " MOUNTS
YOUR COST 99.°° w/controler & cable odd $ 50."

$69.

AMBER FLAT SCREEN
640%480
141 Doll
1024X768
(28 Dot)
1024X768
(
Non Interlace
256K Exp 1MEG

I

SEAGATE HARD DRIVES

59."

MONITORS

VGA CARD

84,tHlrnrIy 49. 86
49."

10 MEG HARD DRIVE

79. 0°

Autcnsafic group III digital 14/1, background °parr/non, send and receive text,
screen images, scan poges,. Hayes compobble, modern bui It on
FAX 9600/7203/48(y/2400 Software, tale)
)tuus. cord

MONO/TTL
I
4" VGA
I." VGA
14" VGA

II49.",

Tondo., TMI 00 2, theoriginal IBM Drive

uansmission rate, oddressableCOM 1,2,3,4. Cmpotible w/ IBM PC, XT, ATE

14"

39.", 1611.,WD

FLOPPY DRIVES

Fully Hayes compatible, monitor speaker w/ volumeconlzol. 2400/300 Baud

FAX CARD

1year War ,onty, works

803875%20 144."

CONTROLLERS
FOR FLOPPYS Super FloppyControls I2,3608,720KB IAd Dews

W/ 2400 BAUD MODEM

101

8087-! 0MHz 119 ." 80287 0L 99."

Floppy, 101 Key Keyboard,

AST ADVANTAGE/2

200 WATT 39. 4" 150 WATTforXT 49. 00

New

$1499.
$1999.

PS/2 50/60 BOARD

200 WATT POWER SUPPLY
Direct AT replacement, UL Appr., 1
10/220V, 4Drive Connectors.

•

80386BASED MACHINES:
80387-16 16MHz 183."
80286 BASED MACHINES: 80387-2020MHz 199."
8088 BASED MACHINES: 80287 6MHz 49."
80387 2525MHz 209."
8087-5MHz 49."
80287.88MHz 59."
80387 33 33MHz21
8087 28MHz 79." 80287 10 10MHz 119." 803875X16 124."
Quantity

40MB Hard Drive

ea

Cornes with OK expandable to 8Meg usin g SIMMS.
SuperPak utility software. OK - 49.00
2MEG - 149.00 4MEG - 249.00 13MEG - 449.00

•

5 YEAR WARRANTY!

Systems include 14" VGA Monitor & Card w/2.56K, Desktop or Mini Tower

FOR SALE BELOW DISTRIBUTOR COST! UST $495.00

111

INTEL COPROCESSOR

$949.
$999.
$ 1099.
$1149.
$1299.
W/ 64K CACHE
W/64K CACHE

case 1200 Walt power supply), 1 Year Warr, DOS 4.1, Parallel, Send,

CALL FOR QUANTITY PRICING!

IYOUR CHOICE

SYSTEMS

286-1 2MHZ

OR WORDSTAR 2000 REL. 3.5
•
)0(

IMMMIIIIMIIMMAIIIINMMIIMINIMMIMIBMIIIIMIMM1

$ 99.

$ 247.
$ 209.

83 89.
$89.

MODEL
51225
011576
ST251-1
5129604

SIZE
ACCESS1INE
2IMB
65mSEC
a4m8
12.MB
85m8
84mB
13.1mB
80mB
I22MB
125MB
211 MB
338m8

51109604
5130966
514096
5141440
ST31 44A
ST1 239A
5023836

28FASK
28mSK
28MSEC
24MSEC
16MSEC
28mSEC
28MSK
16mSEC
15MSEC
16MSEC

1101RFACE
MFM
IDE
enFnn
SCSI
SCS,
IDE
MEM
RU.
OE
IDE

WYE
149"
174..

W/CONNOUN
199"
204
259"
439 6°
489
339..
535 ..
599 ..
359"
639
1335"

229 °.
299.°
349.*
299..
449.*
499°.
349..

59e..
1279.••

IDE

MINISCRIBE HARD DRIVE
3180E 5/ ", 154 MEG, ESDI, 18 MSEC Access Time New Factory
Packed! List 51 295.00 YOUR COST $499.
2
1

WE WON'T BE UNDERSOLD ON MEMORY!!
COMPAQ MEMO i
▪
▪
▪

111

MEMORY
ADDED
512K KIT
1MB MODULE
2M8 MODULE

MODEL
DESKPRO 286
DESKPRO
28004, 38604

OK BOARD
4MII MODULE
IMB BOARD
2m8 BOARD
I
mB KIT

18700-00
18.69000
08069-00
08069W7
08071-00

II

4MB KIT
BOARD

08072-00
08070-00

I

BOARD
4M8
1MB BOARD

1363100
13634-00

IMB MODULE
4m8 MODULE

13646-00
12534-00

I
mB MODULE
4MB MODULE
1MB BOARD
4M8 BOARD
2m8 mODULE
8M8 MODULE
32m8 MODULE

1313100
13132-00
13644-00
13645-00
15144-00
16561-00
16568-00

I
a

38058/20
DESKPRO
386/16

4MB

re!K
s
Pw
DESKPRO
38A/20 25 280E
DESKPRO
3Rn/20f/25E
DE5KPRO
386/ 33, 486/23/33/33L
SY0EMPRO

5128 KIT

Ill

15780800
107811-00
107332-00
110235-00

5471/286

INTFC BD
EXP BD
2MB KIT
1MB MODULE

I

LTE/386S/20

4A18 MODULE
IP.18

110237-03
121125-00

I

LTE/286

3E5/20

4MB
1m8 BOARD
4MB BOARD
I
MB KIT
ireFC BD

121125002
117081001
117081-003
107651-001
107707-001

51.0/3865

4M8 BOARD
4MB EST BRD
1M8 MODULE

107653.031
107654-001
108303.001

2M11 MODULE

158304001

▪
11
Il

YOUR
COST
59."
711.**
128..
98...
295...
235..
345."
125...
498. 6.
315...
145...
325...
265...
[Hu,.
228..
148...
328."
125...
639. 6.
3050...

90111851125
107331-00

PCOTAKE

a PORTAILE

TOSHIBA MEMORY

COMPAQ
EQUIV. PART*
1301203
18688-00
18689-00

35...
149...
199."
125."
1411.”
45•.**
235."

▪
•

6481

6464

,r6%
2

ISONS
1.20

120945
1.45

ICONS
1.65

1.93
.93

2.25
1.03
3.05
3.30

2.43
1.10
4.45
3.55

1MEGX 1

ORDE RS

2.95
1.13
4.95
4.10

ONLY

1702)

294.0204 FAX ( 702) 294.1168

HOURS: M-F8:00-6:00 PST, SAT 9:00-3:00 PST

356
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148."

PORTABLE TI600

2MB HD

PCB.PA/3302U

148...

F5/225/286
SU 286. 502 d35 50, 6550

30E5348
3085360

107."

PORTABLE 13100E

2MB NT

IPC9-PA8341U

145...

95/2 3550 1584058

6450129

389."

PORTABLE T3100SX

2MB 61)
4m8 EO

PC I5F683080
PC15-PA8310U

145...
279...

PS/2 507 2.55SX, 6558

6450603
6450504

39.-

PORTABLE 13200

3mB BD

PC6-PA7137U

248...

5555 8.65Sx
50. 502, 55Sx 660. 6550

3102933/8719977
1497259/6453609

PORTABLE T320050 8.
132005xC

2MB PIT
4MB LIT

PCI2.PA8307U
PCI2-PA8309U

133...
278...

PS/2
70-E61.061,121,P70

6450503
6450604

PORTABLE 15100

2MB PD

PC7-PA830IU

145. 6.

PS/270-621 A61,821,861

6450508

P5/280 041

6450375

DESKTOP T8503 or
PORTABLE 15200 d 152000

2M11 KIT
BMI3 KIT

PCIO-PA8304U
PC 10PA831 3U

148...
638.e.

PS/280 111.121,311,321

6450379

138."

80-A21.A31,661

6451060

268."

PS/2
MI 70,8801

645060500
349307704
3103011
6450902
6450128

ZENITH MEMORY
ZENMI MODEL
2386/20/25/33/33E
2386/25/33
224822860.2386S>
IUM10 SPIT 386.386E

MEMORY
ADDED
ImB TA00
me m00
InA8 0400
2680400
2m8 6,00
1
rAli MT

ZENITH
EQUIV. PART •
203800m1
76380004E
2A3600TAE
2A3800TAG
2.6051
2A3034•4

ATM
2m8
2A0
2M8
1m8
Mt

163030448
ZA180 64
2A1B0 86
1818087
zAlso-66
78180 64

IA
xrI
KIT
Kfr
xrt
crt

YOUR
COST
64.••
295...
78...
I38...
IIR...
165.*.
368...
159...
159...
208...
125...
195...

Some memory products 3rd prey

WE ACCEPT INTERNATIONAL ORDERS

WE ALSO PURCHASE EXCESS
INVENTORY! FAX OR CALL.
SOFTWARE

ALL PRICES FINAL.
'''i
d
Eráéi er217rarer:'d,:rn0
ed
4, ;k7r;:c c̀:,'

IBM PS/2 MODEL
PS/1

Eau, PART.
04/6

90,956 p75
Ineollnpoirs
LIOSO LAPTOP

349."
94."

3811."
455."
135..
308.219..•
435.•

miwurr PACKARD LASER JET MEMORY
MEMORY
ADDED
2mBre0Ouif
4mBreOrY
ImIIMMULE
2mB men
dl.MB MCCUE

MODEL
HPII8
HP3880
HMV

BOCA MEMORY BOARDS
21,110

à 380 AT MAIMINIS
BOCA AT PLUS PRAT 801 OK -HAMO BD. 4.0 UM COMPAIlle, CONVENTIONAL,
EXPANDED It MENDED MEMORY. SUPPORTS DOS, 05/2, UM/EM5 I HMS
2MEG-189." 4MEG-2 39."
110CARAM/2 PUIJI
FOR P52 50, 60, 50Z, 65.70,80,90,95. 08613 UM/EMS 4.0 USES IMB SIMMS
2,1411249.» 4.118 329.«. BARI 41192»

NO

YOUR
COST

138...
248. 6.

SUPER SPORT 286
SUPER SPORT 286E Sx

lICHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERV10E/ORDER STA1US:RETURNS

IBM

PCI4 PA83I 1U
PC 14 PA831 20
PC 13.968306U

8•...
695...
799...

1.05
5.43
4.45

MEMORY
ADDED
2nA8

1MB BD
2MB IND
2MB E3

SUPER SPORT
sx

7CRES

FREE MODEM WITH PURCHASE OF PS2 MEMORY'

PORTABLE T1 200XE

Mfg part I's his convenience only

800-654-7762
▪

YOUR
COST

8088 XT MACHINES
80CARAM MO 2MEG BOARD Le.E5 256K I2RAM OK 99..•

8CITS

IBM PS/2 MEMORY

TOSINLe
EQUIV. PART •

PORTABLE 2000SX
1100058 B. XE/LE

118."
398."

RAM CHIPS ( DIPS)
manna.

MEMORY
ADDED

TOSHIBA MODEL

H.P.
FOUIV.PARTII

YOUR
COST
97."
167.••
97.•
99."
167."

4

334458
33474A/B
33473.5/8
N/A

SIMM MODULES
DESCRIPDON
25698
75490

120845
5...

186045

80145

70145

60195

9.**

14."
39.”

I7 ••
42...

26. 6*
49...

29. 6.
64.«

IMEGX9

139."

NO SURCHARGE FOR MC/VISA

169...

I99.”

'One per customer per month)

TERMS:
MC. VISA, AE, COD CASH, NET
Purchase orders From Universihes
Fortune IOW
Governmenr Agencies
Personal Checks, COO odd $ 500

AD
B12113
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

20% Reslocking Fee on returns vnthin 30 cloys
No reihrnds or exchanges nitre 30 days

WARRANTY ONLY

SHIPPING UPS iMA, 08 251

684 Wells Road, Boulder City,
Nevada 89005

Circle 231 on Inquiry Card.

•

-After reading what ail the experts had to
say, the choice was obvious . . . Acma."
The Experts Give Acma Rave Reviews For
Quality, Performance, Service And Value!

Today's

leading experts

money-back guarantee, afull

I consistently rank Acma
among the best!

THE PERFECT
WINDOWS 3.0
WORKSTATION."

PC

one

year warranty,

lifetime Toll- Free technical

stated, at Acma, we build

support. We even load DOS

quality products that provide

5.0 and Windows 3.0 for you.

top performance and tremen-

It all adds up! All this and

dous value. And we stand be-

guaranteed satisfaction make

hind our computers with FREE

Acma an excellent choice --

on- site service, a 45- day

and the experts agree!

té...OUR FAVORITE

tbA SOLID VALUE

t‘THE ACMA IS A

IS THE ACMA

FOR YOUR

PRINCE AMONG

386/25."

DOLLAR."

PEERS."

=-tT,

AledealMffldi
_

--net

Acma Gives You All These Features & Services..
• 45- Day Money- Back Guarantee'
y One-Year Parts & Labor Warranty (Many
Components Covered By Two Year
Manufacturer's Warranties)
• FREE One Year TRW On-Site Service
(Available ln Most U.S. Locations)
• FREE Lifetime TlFree Technical Support
• NEW! Tech Support Now Open Mon.-Sat.

• FREE Return Shipping, Of Replacement
Or Repaired Parts.*
• NOW AVAILABLE! Programmable Keyboards!
• Fast Delivery!
• 48 Hour High-Temperature Burn- in
y DOS 5.0 & Windows 3.0 — Preloaded
• Custom System Configurations
• Personal & Business Leasing Plans

• SPECIAL! SI . 00 Upgrade Program
• NOW AVAILABLE! 1.2GB Hard Drives!

• Credit Cards/1d Charged Until Shipment
• Special GSA (8( Quantity) Discounts

Standard System Specifications .. .
•
•
•
•
•

4MB RAM
1.2MB & 1.44MB floppy disk drives
Hard disk drives (see below)
16- bit VGA card with 1MB RAM
14 - Non- Interlaced Super VGA

y
y
•
•
•

monitor ( 1024x768, . 28 dot pitch)

386/40: 105MB IDE/HDD, 64K Cache
486/33: 210MB IDE/HDD, 64K Cache ..

486/33 EISA: 210MBIDE/HDD, 256K Cache
Acrna Compeers flC
on Vlso ce Mastercard

45501 Worm . 4anngs ONO . 1-rernortt, CA 94530 (510)523-1212. (510) 023-013111Fas
Crean cord. ore not charged unt the ortner j sheopona

AWARD!

$2,595
$3,395

Flochase orders ore sup., ro approval

No exchorge

All plow °NJ na•clilcotIons are sutsect to cOarge Without nonce

«The

100%

nonsfoctIon(45-0oy Money-floocgoarentee coven Acmo brand computer...11v (sonwcne. Onion. rronnors. coo 01100.17 onnno# 11-1.1.0 .0 — When. ortn mo1Ao
not Monello:11.1re notebook PCs. tCuosonner pafs ettopera lo Acoto tCr pants replacement Or repcir. and Act. pays return steP.0 (CO 1tor complete detan)

Circle 222 on Inquiry Card.

Sales: 6am-7pm M- F & 8am-4pm Sat. ( PST)
Tech-Support: 7am-6pm M- F & 8am-4pm Sat. (
PST)
International 510-623-1212, 24-Hr. Fax 510-623-0818

cm

COMPUTERS, I
NC.
Call For
GSA
Pricing!

Address
City
State/Zip

$1,895
$1,995

E‘S T BUY

800-456-1818

Name

Notebook SX/20MHz: 1MB RAM, 40MB/HDD, VGA Display $1,795
386SX/20: 52MB IDE/HD
BEST BUY AWARD!
$1,595
386/25: 1051V1BIDE/HDD ......
$1,795
BEST BUY AWARD!

Special $ 1.00 Upgrades!

YES! Send me FREE reprints
of what the experts are
saying about Acma!

101-key enhanced keyboard
2serial, 1parallel & 1game port
Windows 3.0 — ( loaded) & Mouse
MS-DOS 5.0 ( loaded)
Call for custom configurations,
peripherals, and $ 1.00 upgrades!

386/33: 105MB IDE/HDD, 64K Cache

and

Simply

Phone (
Please send me reprints for:
E 386/SX

CI 4861SA

O

D 486 EISA

386/DX

B 192
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340 Mb SCSI

88Mb Removable

SCSI

N\A
359
579
999
1599
1649
2299

IDE
229
349
559
889
N\A
N\A
N\A

Ask about...
our full line of
Macintosh and
Sun-compatible
SCSI hard drives.

Quantum
170Mb SCSI*

$409
52
105
170
210
425

229
339
499 •

While
Quantities Last

629
1299

199
319
Call
599
N/A

VISA, MC, Discover -No Surcharge
AMEX Accepted

Ask About our Full
Line of Macintosh Compatible Tapes,
Drives and CD ROMS

358

1.2 Gb Back-up

$600 $11490

$009
MB
60
120
213
340
535
760
1.2G

DAT Tape

SyQuest

Maxtor

Bare
399
51I-5110(88) 609
DUai(ext. 44)
899
Dual( ext. 88) 1449

TEAC 155 599
Archive Pyiholi1499
WangDAT26001999

Micronics

600Mb SCSI

MODEL
Sg-555

WREN

$1499

486 33 ISA Motherboard

Bare
MB
1199
300
1349
330
1499
386sx ISA 20 259 600
1849
630
386ox ISA 25 419 1.20
2099
386ox ISA/33/Cache 569
486ox ISA/25/Cache 1149
CD ROM
486ox ISA/33/Cache 999
486 DX EISA/33/Cache 1 549

Toshiba

•30-Day Money- Back Guarantee •
All products carry a 30-day money- back
guarantee. Your risk in the transaction is
the cost of shipping.
• Disk- for-Disk Replacement Warranty •
Quantum. Maxtor. Syquest and Archive
drives carry a two-year parts & labor"
disk- for- disk replacement warranty.
WREN.
Teac.
WangDAT.
Conner.
Micronics
products
and
Syquest
Cartridges carry a one-year parts &
labor" disk- for- disk (board- for- board)
replacement warranty.
• Mounting Hdwre Ft Cables Included •
All Hard Drives include rails. extenders
and data cables required for standard
operation. Board products are populated
but without RAM.
•Toll-Free Technical Support •
Toll- Free Technical Support. 9ant to 7pm
Monday thru Friday. Central Time. As
often or for as long as you need.
•Prices and Specifications subject to change without notice

$579

3301B

"Bare" Drive includes Drive, Data Cable.
Rails & Extenders
•8-bit SCSI kit (MC) add $ 109
• 16-bit SCSI kit (Adaptec 1520) add
$149
• 16-bit SCSI Bus Master kit (Adaptec
1540) add $229
• 16-bit MCA SCSI Kit (Adaptec 1640)
add $329
•32-bit EISA SCSI kit (Adaptec 1740)
add $599
• 16-bit IDE Kit (Seagate St- 07) add $31
• 16-bit IDE Kit (Cumulus 124187) add
$79
•Many Models available with Floppy
Controller

International Orders

Toll Free Australia: 0014-800-125-875

(816) 478-8300

Toll Free U.K.: 0800-897-545

1-800 235-3707
05 1Z
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579

SCSI interface drive includes MS extensions

2900 S. 291 Hwy •

Independence, MO 64057

Gov., Univ. &
Accepted Corp.
PO's, No Surcharge

For over seven years, we've been delivering; delivering service, price, and
performance. Together, this means value for you. We start by building the
best systems possible.
mponents available. Then each and
every system receiv
,72-hour burn: nd acomprehensive quality
ill
f
..: VT•r
assurance review. The ;
But if aproblem
ever does arise, we fix it —
.Each system comes with a
, .
full one-year w
esupport, plus all
30 day money-back guarantee. —
›

'

'

'

We're here to help you. Our service starts even before you buy. We're going
to take the time to learn about your needs and expectations to be sure we
deliver asystem that is just right for you. And well continue to help
throughout the life of your system to make s
much from your system as possible. We're he
to help you in every way we can. Call us today and see what
service really is.

I
l

4.1
45 1-

Tite,se
BLUE STAR 386 SYSTEMS
• 4MB RAM
• 90 MB hand drive with Cache
• 1.2 and 1.44 MB floppy drives
• 64 K Cache (386-33 and 386-40)
• 16-bit SVGA controller with 1Meg
• Super-VGA color monitor (1024x768)
• 1parallel, 2serial, 1game port
• Desktop or mini tower case
• 220 Watt power supply
• 101 enhanced tactile keyboard
• Serial mouse

From
$1,699

•ms-Dc6 5.0 plus data base, spread sheet and word processor
386SX-25

386DX-25

386DX-33

386-40

1,699

1,699

1,949

1,999

BLUE STAR 486 SYSTEM
• 80486-33 MHz processor
• 4MB RAM
• 130 MB hard drive with Cache
• 1.2 and 1.44 MB floppy drives
• 64 K Cache (expandable to 256K)
• 16-bit SVGA controller with 1Meg
• Super-VGA color monitor (1024x768)
• 1parallel, 2serial, 1game port
• Desktop or mini tower case
• 220 Watt power supply
• 101 enhanced tactile keyboard
• Serial mouse

• MS-DOS 5.0 plus data base, spread sheet and word processor
Ask about our free 5-year warranty

"Blue Star's
excellent service
and support policies
are abig plus...for
this solid desktop
speedster"
PC Magazine,

BLUE STAR COMPUTER INC.
2312 Central Avenue N.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55418
.hone: (612) 788-1092 fax: 6 7

•

•

add $ 100

•

1-800-950-8854

F
r!mr

Tower case

"Bu3' a Bl ue Sta
• • • afa st p
Con/puter c, r
Shopper

F71
,1

•

• All returns subject to approval
• MN orders add 7% sales tax
• Shipping and handling charges will be deducted from credits or refunds
• American Express add 3%
• Blue Star Computer Inc. also distributm Blue Star Marketing Inc. produ

Circle 245 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 246).

1-800-950-8854
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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CONTROL UP TO 96 PC
FILE SERVERS WITH 11 KEYBOARD
AND MONITOR USING...

COMMANDER
by cybex
No external power
"One-Touch" selection
Mix PC, PC/XT, PC/AT
and PS/2
• " AutoBoot" Feature
boots attached
computers without
operator intervention
after power failure
•Shows PC power status
• Mouse support available

N

•TTL ( MDA, CGA, EGA)
up to 600 feet away
•VGA up to 400 feet

•Each unit accommodates
from 2 to 8 PCs
-Up to 12 units can
be cascaded
•Mounting kit available
for 19" rack installation

Dealer Program Available

Cybex Corporation

PC, PCi XT, PC/AT and PS/2 are trademarks of

L _nternational Business Machines Corp.
360
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2800 H Bob Wallace Ave.
Huntsville, Alabama 35805
(205) 534-0011
Fax ( 205) 534-0010
Circle 227 on Inquiry Card.

CAL CSiÉ

386486 Mini- Tower

gib Comm.

386/486 Standard Tower

386/486 Full Tower

Computers built to your specifications at competetive prices !
WE FEATURE PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED BY:
IBM/Lexmark - Hewlett Packard - Panasonic - Star Micronics MicroVitec - crx - Teac
Seagate- Western Digital - Maxtor - Mitsubishi - Toshiba - QVS Cables & Accessories - AOC
Gateway - 3COM - Boca Research - Digital Vision - Bondwell - Naystar - Irwin Magnetic
BASF - Artisoft -. CNET - Micro Solutions - Media Vision - Liteon - Chiumy - and many more.
MOTHERBOARDS
486-50 MHz
486-33 MHz 256k Cache
486-25 MHz 128k Cache
386-40 MHz 64k Cache
386-33 MHz 256k Cache
386-33 MHz 64k Cache
386SX-25 MHz Cache Opt
386SX-16 Mhz
286-16 MHz

I/O CONTROLLERS

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
249
215
125

VIDEO
OAK S- VGA 1024x768 512k
OAK VGA 800x600 256k
OAK VGA 640x480 256k
TRIDENT S- VGA 512k
TRIDENT S-VGA 1MB

$89
69
59
98
139

COMMUNICATIONS
Internal 2400 Baud Modem with
MNP level 5and software .... $ 12
External 2400 Baud Modem with
MNP level 5and software
16
Internal 9600 Baud Modem with
V.42 BIS and MNP 5
415
External 9600 Baud Modem with
V.42 BIS and MNP 5
479
CARDINAL TX/RX Fax Modem
with MNP 5
149
ADTEC TX/RX Fax Modem 135
ADTEC TX/RX Fax Modem
with voice/fax auto detect
189

Super I/O ( IDE IIDD, FDD,
2S/1P/1G Port
$ 29
IDE HDD/FDD
18
Adaptec 1522 KIT
187
Adaptec 1542 KIT Bussmaster 290
Adaptech ESDI Controller
165
MFM-AT Controller
76
MFM-XT Controller (8bit)
57

MONITORS

CTX
5468A Super VGA .28DP
$330
5468NI SVGA Non-interlaced
399
5432 VGA .29DP
299
5439 VGA .39DP
256
3436 Multiscan .28DP
430
IDENTITY
Super VGA .28DP
$335
Super VGA .41DP
275
VGA .31DP
295
VGA .41DP
249
AOC
Super VGA .28DP
$348
VGA 31
294
VGA Mono 14"
135
SAMTRON
Super VGA .28DP $348
Super VGA . 31DP
324
MICROVrfEC
17" .28DP Multi-sync $ 1895
20" Autoscan
1695

CAÍD CISE

Business hours: Monday -

PRODUCTS & SUPPLIES
FOR PRODUCT AND
PRICING PLEASE CALI.

DATA TRANSFER
ELECTRONIC
4Position Par . Smart Switch $ 132
8Position Par. Smart Switch ... 180
Parallel 2to IAuto Switch
53
Parallel 2to 2w/Hot Key
65
MANUAL
19
AB Switch Box
ABC Switch Box
27
ABCD Switch Box
34
ABCDE Switch Box
45
PRINT BUFFERS
64k Parallel Print Buffer
145
256k Parallel Print Buffer
249

TEAC 1.44MB
TAPE BACKUP
IRWIN Accutrak 120MB
IRWIN Accutralt 250MB
MISC.

69
210
269

PRODUCTS

SOUND/MUSIC
Media Vision Thunder Board
ProAudio Spectrum
DIGITAL VISION
Computer Eyes Pro

$ 154
355

IBM/LEXMARR
PANASONIC

Call
Call

STAR MICRONICS

Call

349

PRINTERS

‘i) ()\i.

:
I

hilt' Id

idtetttn. menitur.
nialh c0-1)ranTwire... plotter. INWIer
ir.ickui)s and nnich mire. 19,EASE.
all tar ctirreni )rices and trnthsaN

t 11710, e ilettb.SOrillt •

relationships. If you can not find what you are looking

270 Communication Way # 4D
Hyannis, MA 02601

Phone (508) 778-1895
Fax (508) 778-1887

KEYBOARDS

CAL CSJL takes pride in its support and customer

COMPUTER DESIGN, Inc.

Circle 252 on Inquiry Card.

NETWORK SUPPLIES

3Com Ether Link II 3C503
Call LITEON 101 Soft Click $59
3Com EtherLink Plus 3C505 Call =ON 101 Tactile Click
59
3Com EtherLink 16 3C507
Call Chicony 101 verrackball
99
ARCNet 8port active hub $ 173
STORAGE DEVICES
Star 8bit ARCNet Card
62
SEAGATE
Star 16 bit ARCNet Card
108
MAXTOR
16 bit Ethernet Card
156
WESTERN DIGITAL
8bit Ethernet Card
138
(Call for product & price)
WE SELL A COMPLETE
FLOPPY DRIVES
LINE OF NETWORKING TEAC 1.2MB
$69

for, please call our toll free telephone number.
Prices and availability subject to change without notice
L....4

Please call 800-524-1005

Friday 9A.N1. to 8P.M. Saturday 9A.M. to 5P.M. Eastern Standard Time
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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ill ill I 1111111 11111
Sii MI

ROS 1-800:42411126

286-12 @ $285 386-SX16 @ $399
286-16 @ $299 386-SX20 @ $439

386-SX25 e $444
386-DX25 @ $549

386-33 @ $599 486-20SX @ $699
386-40 @ $699 486-33 @ $899

*All the above systems include: CPU Motherboard, 1MB Ram, great looking Chasis, 200W P/S, 1.2 or 1.44 A43 Drive, 1:1 FD/HD Controller

386-33
• 1MB Ram

• 40 MB Hard Disk
• 1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Disk

• 1MB Ram
• Power Supply, Chasis
• 40 MB Hard Disk
• 1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Disk

• Power Supply, Chasis
• 40 MB Hard Disk
• 1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Disk

• Keyboard
• VGA Card
• 1024 x 768 Monitor

• Keyboard
• VGA Card
• 1024 x 768 Monitor

• Keyboard
• VGA card
• 1024 x 768 Monitor

• Power Supply, Chasis

$ 1,199

$ 1,099

MOTHER

BOARDS

XT- 12
286-12
286-16
386 SX-16
386 SX-25
386 DX-25
386 DX-33 *
386 DX-40'

$49
$89
$99
$ 199
$249
$ 159
$ 199
$29

486-33'
$ 299
486 SX-20
$499
'CPU not included
TAPE BACK UP
120 MB
$259
250 MB
$399

MEMORY MODULES
4464 DRAMS . . . $ 1.75
41256 DRAMS . $ 1.25
44256 DRAMS . . $4.50
1x 1MEG GRAMS . $4.25
1x8-80
1x9-80
4 x8-80
4 x9-80

SIMMS
SIMMS
SIMMS
SIMMS

C
A
L
L

ADD ON CARDS
$29
MGC
$29
CGC
VGA 250
$49
VGA IMB
$99
Antivirus Card
$99
Sound Blaster Card . $ 169

486-33

486-20SX

386-25DX

386-25 SX
•1MB Ram

$ 1,299

$ 175
$ 175

80387-40DX

$ 249

HARD DISKS
40 MB IDE
80 MB
100 MB
120 MB
200 MB

$ 179
$299
$ 329
$399
$599

TOSHIBA, COMPAQ, AST, ZENITH, MACINTOSH MEMORY AVALIBALE, TOO.

14451 Newport Avenue, Tustin, CA 92680

(714) 731-5489 FAX: ( 714) 731-1538

• 100 MB Hard Disk
• Case & Power Supply
• Keyboard
• VGA Card
• 1024 x 768 Monitor

• Keyboard
• VGA Card
• 1024 x 768 monitor
• 1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Disk

• 1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Disk

$ 1,799

$ 1,599

DISI
MATH CO-PROCESSORS FLOPPY & HARD
CONTROLLER
80287-10
$89
IDE Controller FD/HD $29
80287-12
$ 129
MFM Controller 2:1 . . $ 69
80387-16SX
$ 139
MFM Controller 1:1 . . $89
80387-25SX
$ 169
1:1 RLL Controller . $ 109
80387-20DX
$ 175
80387-25DX
80387-33DX

• 4 MB Ram

• 4MB Ram
• 100MB Hard Disk
• Case & power supply

ESDI HDC,'FDC
Controller . . . . $ 159
SCSI Controller . . . $ 149
Ultrastore Controller $ 179
MODEMS & FAX
CARDS
2400 BPS INT . . . . $49
2400 BPS EXT . . . . $79
9600/2400 Fax Modem $89
9600 BPS Modem . $399

Baby AT Case with
200W P/S
$ 79
Full Size Case with
200W P/S
$99
Mini Tower Case with
200W P/S
$ 125
Full Size Tower Case
W P/S
$ 170
MONITOR & KEYBOARD
Monochrome Monitor $99
VGA 1024x768, . 31 dp$299
VGA 1024x768, . 28 dp$350
101 Keys Keyboard . $45

ONE-YEAR WARRANTY

MastelCard

+7m-

Purchase orders welcome
Prices subject to change without notice. Add 4 % for Mastercard
or Visa orders. Net terms please add 5% to the total. Shipping
and handling charges extra. These are COD prices.

NEW LOW PRICES!
1Mb $98
2 Mb $ 158
4 Mb $ 318
For TOSHIBA T1000SE, T1000LE,
T1000XE, T2000, T2000SX, T2000SXE,
8 Mb $ 518
T2200SX, T3300SL, T4400SX

MORE SPECIALS
SHARP PC-6541
SHARP PC- 6340

IN STOCK!!
CALL FOR

SHARP PC-8501
PRICES
COMMODORE CLT286/386 2MB UPGRADE
$ 128
COMPAQ LTE/386S 4MB UPGRADE
CONNER CP-2024 20MB HARD DRIVE

$ 328
$ 128

LOGITECH TRACKBALL MOUSE
$ 128
NEC MULTISPEED 2400B INTERNAL MODEM
$ 78
POQUET PALMTOP 1MB/2MB UPGRADE
SANYO MBC-17NB/18NB 2MB UPGRADE

$228/328

$128
SHARP PC-6641/TI TM3000 60MB HARD DRIVE
$498
TI MICROLASER/XL ( ALL MODELS 1 MB UPGRADE
$68

TOSHIBA T1200XE/T5100 2MB UPGRADE
TOSHIBA T3200 3MB UPGRADE

$98

$168

TOSHIBA T1200XE 40 MB HARD DRIVE
$468
TOSHIBA T5200 8MB UPGRADE
$488
TOSHIBA T5200 200 MB HARD DRIVE
$748
WORD PERFECT 5.1

$238

UPGRADE TODAY AND SAVE!
APPLE POWERBOOK 4MB/6MB UPGRADE
$CALL
APPLE OUADRA 16MB UPGRADE
$698
AST PREMIUM EXEC 4MB UPGRADE
$ 188
EVEREX TEMPO/LX 2MB UPGRADE
$ 128
GRID 1720/1750 2MB/4MB UPGRADE
$128/248
HP 95LX PALMTOP 512K/1 MB UPGRADE
$228/328
IBM PS2 L40SX 2MB UPGRADE
$ 128
PANASONIC CF170 1MB UPGRADE
$68
PANASONIC CF270/370 2MB UPGRADE
$128
PANASONIC CF270/370 4MB UPGRADE
$248
SHARP 6220/TI TM2000 1MB UPGRADE
$98
SHARP PC-6641/TI TM3000 4MB UPGRADE
$ 178
TANDY 2810HD/3810HD 2MB/4MB UPGRADE
$ 128/248
TOSHIBA T3100 & T3100/20 2MB UPGRADE
$268
TOSHIBA T3100SX 4MB UPGRADE ( 1SLOT)
$178
ZENITH MASTERSPORT 386SX 2MB UPGRADE
$ 128

NEW!
40 Mb Hard
Drive Upgrade
f
or
Sharp PC6220
TI TravelMate TM2000
CompuAdd Companion

$748

ORIGINAL TOSHIBA MODEMS ON SALE
2400B Internal Modem for T1000, T1100+, T1200,
T1600, T3100, T3100e, T3100SX, T3200SX,
T3200SXC, T5100, T5200, and T5200C ONLY

078

TOSHIBA SUPER SALE
T5200C
T5200
T5200
T4400SX
T4400SX
T4400SX
T3300SL
T3200SXC
T3200SX
T3200SX
T3100SX
T2200SX
T2200SX
T2000SXe
T2000SXe
T2000SX
T2000SX
T2000SX
12000
T1600
11600
T1200XE
T1000LE

200MB/14MB RAM
200MB/14MB RAM
100MB/14MB RAM
GAS PLASMA 85MB
LCD 85MB
LCD 60MB
85MB
120MB/13MB RAM
120MB/13MB RAM
40MB/13MB RAM
80MB/13MB RAM
60MB/10MB RAM
40MB/10MB RAM
60MB/10MB RAM
40MB/10MB RAM
60MB/9MB RAM
40MB/9MB RAM
20MB/9MB RAM
40MB/9MB RAM
40MB/5MB RAM
20MB/5MB RAM
40MB/5MB RAM
20M8/9M8 RAM

$6,538
$5,178
$4,668
$CALL
$CALL
$CALL
$CALL
$6,258
$4,128
$CALL
$CALL
$3,838
$3,608
$3,378
$3,138
$2,948
$2,718
$CALL
$2,518
$CALL
$CALL
$2,038
$1,898

LAPTOP/NOTEBOOK SUPER SALE
AST PREMIUM EXEC 386SX/25C
AST PREMIUM EXEC 386SX/25C
AST PREMIUM EXEC 386SX/25
AST PREMIUM EXEC 386SX/25
AST PREMIUM EXEC 386SX/20
AST PREMIUM EXEC 386SX/20
EVEREX TEMPO/LX
386SX/20
EVEREX TEMPO/LX
386SX/20
LIBREX
386SX/20
PANASONIC CF-270 286/16
PANASONIC CF-370 386SX/20
SHARP PC-6781/PC6881
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM2000
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM2000
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000

80MB/8MB RAM
60MB/8MB RAM
80MB/8MB RAM
60MB/8MB RAM
60MB/8MB RAM
40MB/8MB RAM
60MB/5MB RAM
40MB/5MB RAM
60MB/4MB RAM
60MB/5MB RAM
60MB/5MB RAM
80MB/8MB RAM
20MB/3MB RAM
40MB/3MB RAM
WINSX 80MB/6MB RAM
WINSX 60MB/6MB RAM
60MB/6MB RAM
40MB/6MB RAM
30MB/6MB RAM
20MB/6MB RAM

tote-a-lap
"experts in portable intelligence"

$4,788
$4,508
$3,038
$2,778
$2,698
$2,448
$2,558
$2,408
$2.608
$CALL
$3,118
$CALL
$1,168
$1,478
$3,178
$2,958
$2,668
$2,518
$2,488
$2258

525" 12 Mb
External Drive
for ALL Toshiba
Laptops
Just

$168
SE HABLA

1- 800-9-LAPTOP ( 1-800-952-7867)
PHONE: (415) 578-1901 • FAX: (415) 578-1914
550 PILGRIM DRIVE, SUITE F
FOSTER CITY, CA 94404
Circle 234 on Inquiry Card

ESPANOL
Pregunte
por
Hector

Some prices may
reflect cash discounts
Not responsible for
printing errors
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Big Business Productivity
For Small Workgroups
MODEM
PLOEITC

Pop-up Menu & Windows Option
Easy to Install and Use

ILLf/4.10

i{vvp

Rapid Data Transfer
User Upgradable Memory
Reliable Automatic Switching

e'7161M1

No PC RAM Memory Required
Toll- Free Technical Support
45- Day Money- Back Guarantee

IME

Printer Sharing Solutions
Model

Save Money by Sharing
Office Resources:

PCs/
Printers

Available

Price
Selection $ IBuffer ,

SL

10
6Ser., 4Par.

Any
Combination

256KB 4MB

Pop-up $495 / 256KB
Menu
$595 / 1MB

SLP

10
8Par., 2Ser.

Any
Combination

256KB 4MB

I
Pop-up , $495 / 256KB ,
Menu
1$
595 / 1MB

2Ser., 2Par.

Any
Combination

256KB 16MB

Pop-up or $295 / 256KB
Buttons
$395 / 1MB

HXS

4
Serial

Any
Combination

256KB 16MB

Pop-up or
Buttons

HWP

5
Parallel

3/2
4/1

256KB 16MB

HXP

4
Parallel

2/2
3/1

256KB 16MB

Pop-up or $295 / 256KB
Buttons , $395 / 1MB
Pop-up or 1$245 /256KB
Buttons
$345 / 1MB

HCP

2
Parallel

1/1

256KB 16MB

One
Printer

$225 / 256KB
$325 / 1MB

(800) 345-2356

AS-41

5Parallel

4/1

None

One Printer

$195

Fax (503) 585-4505

AS-31

4Parallel

3/1

None

One Printer

$175

Name

HXM

364

T

Total
Ports

4

BYTE • JANUARY 1992

Memory

Printer

$295 / 256KB
$395 / 1MB

Printers and other expensive peripherals
are idle the vast majority of the time. Buffalo
boxes facilitate efficient utilization of these
devices, and reduce the need to purchase
more of them.
Buffalo boxes further improve productivity
by allowing easy user access to all shared
peripherals. With a buffer, all users can
simultaneously send print data and quickly
release their PCs to continue working.

AfleMLO*
US and Canada Toll-Free:

Buffalo Products, Inc.
2805 19th St. SE. Salem, OR 97302-1520
Circle 399 on Inquiry Card.

ABTECH 486/33
64K Cache

The sign of
excellence in
performance
and quality

• ABTECH 486/33 Mhz Motherboard
la AMI BIOS/ Intel CPU
• 4MB RAM — to 64MB
MI 1.2 MB FD (5.25")
• 1.44 MB FD ( 3.5")
• IDE Ctrl. w/2seria1,1 paralle1,1 game
• Desktop Case w/200W RS.
MI 101 Enhanced Keyboard

386/33 Mhz

$999

386/25 Mhz
386SX/20 Mhz

$899
$799

e ;399

The
assurance
of quality
conponents
in each
ABTECH
system

Same standard feature as above
The
assurance
of support
and service

•OPTIONS•
Add to above configuration

Hard Drives

One year
parts &
labor
warranty

Monitors w/video card

40 MB HD $ 189
80 MB HD $299
120 MB HD $379
200 MB HD $579
345 MB ESDI $ 1,499
760 MB ESDI $ 1,799
1.2 GB ESDI $2,899
Internal CD-ROM $399
120MB Tape back up $269
250MB Tape back up $329

12" Amber display monitor $79
14" Amber display monitor $ 119
14" B&W display monitor $ 119
14" Mono VGA monitor $ 169
14" SVGA color monitor ( 1024x768) $389
14" SVGA non-interlaced monitor $469
Call for 20" Monitors pricing
Med. Tower Case w/ Power supply add $ 25
Full Size Tower Case w/ Power supply add $45

Free for all
Corporate
Accounts

At ABTECH, we are committed to producing high performance computers
revolving around the latest technology. We provide quality service and
support with our systems but also keeping the prices down. ABTECH
provides flexibility, from custom system configuration to networking,
leasing, upgrading, and trade-in programs. So give us acall and we'll show
you there is adifference with ABTECH.
ABTECH 386SX/16 Notebook

Our trained
technicians
can provide
solutions

egereagnme

*if SPECIAL IssuE

tod VIA In«

=Lb
Option

tift
TECH
SUPPORT

Solbourne
Sparc
Station
Authorized
Dealer

'91 Buyer's Guide
«rm.«

On- Site
Service

«putt. V
.101.11,0

""'"eareer,,",Zirre.`.,„rpt`j"e
r...."...'::..i,'•••••••...
""--°.:::: ,"-,
...., ,t?
,
--• '

818.575.0007
$1,899

24 HOURS

FAX

Dual Battery ( 7hrs.)•2MB RAM - to
8MB•40MB HD (60MB option)*VGA
LCD/64 gray scales•Interchange
modules - Fax/modem, voicemail,
scanner etc.. 386/25 & 386/33 available.

Byte Outlook 92
Computer Buying World
Computer Shopper

•
INCORPORATED

nema ona los ons
ABTECH Argentina
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Tel: 783.2266
Fax: 782.6890

818.575.1500

ABSTRACT Technology
Burcrest, Romania
Tel: 104273
Fax: 120581

ABTECH Brazil
Sào Paulo,Brazil
Tel: 212.2559

ABTECH China
Beijing. China

1431 N. Potrero Ave. Unit B.
S. El Monte, CA 91733
USA

01991AQTECII Inc The brands or name. mentioned are trademarks al tire., repective companiee ABTECH and tra logo uatrademark ol ABTECH Inc Shippmg, handling and &pp/treble tams are mduded in prices Prices are sulAect to change The usage cl
credit unit are subject to surcharge 30 dam money back guarantee

Circle 220 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 221).
126MB IDE Hard Drive with Cache
Teac 1.2MB 5.25 & 1.44MB 3.5' Drives
1MB SVGA Non-Interlaced Color Card
le SVGA 1024x768 Non-Interlaced
Flicker-Free Color Monitor
2Serial, 1Parallel, & 1Gmne Port
MS DOS 5.0 & MS Windows 3.0
Starkey 102 Keyboard
Hi-Res Serial Mouse
Mid-Vertical or Desktop CPU Case
Upgradeable to 50MHz

JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
Teac 1.2MB 5.25' & 1.44MB 3.5' Drives
1MB SVGA Non-Interlaced Color Card
le SVGA 1024x768 Non-Interlaced
Flicker-Free Color Monitor
2Serial, 1Parallel, & 1Game Port
MS DOS 5.0 & MS Windows 3.0
Starkey 102 Keyboard
Hi-Res Serial Mouse
Mid-Vertical or Desktop CPU Case
Upgradeable to 33/50MHz

486 50MHz
$3959
Mid aFull Verticals may be additional on some systems

1.800.875.'7568

365

California, 91784
III!!
Tel: 1.818.810 3818
Tech Support:
1.800.875.7569
Fax: 1.818.810.5928
GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS AND CORPORATE
PURCHASE ORDERS WELCOME All pnces and
specifications subject to clkukje without noWe. 2-Year Prtris Warranty applies to Lac/se/Star
prcctucts only Money Back Guarantee does
not include shipping & handing, and all
returns must be shipped pre-pcod & in meal able condition Please call to conhan all warranty details Photography is for ilkistrabon
only No surcharge on VISA. MasterCard. &
Discover. 2% cash discount on all Pre- Paid
systems. Purchase orders are accepted on
é approved credit California orders add 8 1/
4% sales tax All product names, trademarks
registered trademdiks mettle property of
eel/ respective companies For more written
r„Inforrnation plecze call tor our FREE product
catalog

Circle 247 on Inquiry Card.

Get AL
i
ffrOf Tills.
Our Three- Way
Guarantee Just
Got Settee

EXPANSION BOARDS
Orchid Technol op

There's
More To Know
About
Upgrades
Than Just
Their Name.

Rarnquest 16/32
2-8MB for PS/2 50r/60/ 70/80
OK $229 2tvlB $329
Ramquest 8/16 OK$159 2MB $250

BOCA Research

Boairam At Plus
0K5119 2MB $ 199 2:8MB LIM 4.1) Ars
Bocaram AT/I0 PLus
OK $ 157 261B $257 op to 4MB
w/er & par ports
Bocaram 2far PS/2's0K S159 2MB $259

AST Research

Soak 286 OK $ 109 2MB $209
Rampage Plus 2860K 3349 2MB $459
up to 8MB for AT UM 4.0

Intel

Abode Board Plus 8wi2MB $499

VIDEO GRAPHICS CARDS
ATE

8514 Ultra 512K FS/2 or ISA BUS $469
Graphics titra 512E8; mouse $565
Graphite Vantage w/512K $399
NEW!!! VGA Stereo w/ 1
MB $375
VGA Wonder XL 512K w/mouse $239

Orchid Technology

Zero Slot 124MB MDL 50 $795
124MB MDL Ee'L 55SX. 70 $740
200MB MDL 50Z 55SX. 70 31065

PS/2 Accelerators
Model 50.6/1& IBM AT Intel Snap-in 386
386SX-20M HZ $435

Kingston

SX-Now 386SX 20M HZ for 50, 60.50Z
&30-286 $399

COMPA • UPGRADES
Compaq Deskpro
Deskpro 386./20. 25. 20E. 25E-& 3868
4MB Module $279 4MB expboard $327
Deskpro 386/33 486/25 Systempro
2MB Module $ 149 6socket,exp. brd.
w/2MB S395

1/3 height floppy disk drives
1.44MB Sr29 1.2MB $ 139

Portable LTE 286

1MB $ 119 2MB $ 169 4MB $499

1MB $275 4MB $499

1X1-70NS $5.25 256X4-PONS $5.15
1X1-13ONS $4.95 256X4-10ONS $4.95
1X1-10ONS $4.75 256X4-12ONS $4.75
256X1-8W $ 1.99256X1-12ONS $ 1.75
256X1-100* $ 1.85 256X1-15ONS $1.50
64X4-8ONS $3.00 64X1-100NS $ 1.75
64X4-10ONS $2.7564X1-12ONS $ 1.60
64X4- 12O NS $2.50 64X1-15ONS $ 1.35

BOCA Research

BOCA Super VG.A 5121($139 1MB$179

PRINTER UPGRADES
Hewlett Packard
Usenet IIP, ! IL 110.111P
1MB $75 2MB $ 119 4MB $205
Laseriet IL IID
1MB $95 25113 $ 1494MB $249

Procom PS/2 Hard Drives

Portable LTE 3868/20
MEMORY CHIPS & MODULES
DRAM

Fahrenheit 1280 w,'1 MB & Sierra $399
Prodesigncr 115 512K $259 1MB $289
Prodesigner IIMC forPS/2 1MB $399

34F3011 4-16MB MOD 70 &
wi 4MB $477

SIMM/SIPP Modules

4X9-70NS $247 256)(9-70NS $21
4X9-8ONS $230 256X9-80NS $ 19
1X9-7O NS $53 256X 10(1 $ 17
1X9-80MS $50 256 (9-20 $ 15
1X9-10ONS $49

Panasonic 4420 & 44501
1MB $ 109 2MB S149 4MB $249
4450 1MB $ 179 4455 2MB $269

Epson EPL 6000 & EPL 7000
IMB $ 129 2MB S151 4MB $255

IBM 4019 & 4019E

MATH CO-PROCESSORS
US83C87-16. -25, -20 & -33 $ 199

1MB $ 120 2MB $ ; 55 3.5MB $219

Portable 386/20

US133C87-16SX en 5 -20SX $ 139
New US83C87-40 $279

1MB Upgrade kit $ 145 4MB eqa/ext
tel $375

Intel

SEIM 1UB $ 156 4MB $568
SLT 386 : M8$156 2MB $255
4MB $
569-

80387-16, -20. -25 & -33 $249
80387-16SX $ 139 -20SX $ 189
813287-10 $89 813287XL $ 125

LAPTOP UPGRADES
Toshiba

IBM PS/2 UPGRADES
IBM PS/2 Memory
6450604 2MB MOD 50Z, 55SX, 70 $ 109
6450608 2MB MOD 70A21 $ 129
34F2933 & 77 4tvlB PS/2 SIMM $239
30E5360 2MB for 30-286 $ 109
6451060 4MB MOD 80-A21/A31 $269
6450128 4MB MOD 90 & 95 3359
6450902 2MB MOD 90 & 95 $ 169
6450609 2-8MB MOD 50. 50Z. 60 $350
6450605 2-8MB MOD 70 & PO $350
343077 2-14MB MOD 70 & 80
w/2MB $365

T1200XE/SE.T16C10, 13100E. 13100SX,
T3/0SX. Z100.15200, 2MB $ 139
13200SXC 251B 3159 4MB $299
MOOSE/XE/LE & 12000SX 1MB $ 179
2MB $249
T1000LE & 12000SX 4MB $499
13100SX, T3200SX 4MB $299
13200 364B $254

Megahertz Laptop llodeins
2400 BD interna. $ 149 w/MN P5 $210
2400/9600 FAX/Modem %/MPS $367

IVISA

hen you want to
upgrade your computer,
calling acompany that just
knows brands and order
numbers won't get you very far.
That's why Universal offers you
so much more.
Not only does Universal offer
the widest selection of brand
names available but we're also
knowledgeable about how they
work. And how they're installed.
So we'll be able to help you figure out what you need. And
well do it in away that'll be
very understandable.
Universal also offers avariety
15451 Reclhil.Suite E, Tustin, CA 92680

of ways to purchase and receive
your orders. You can use aPurchase Order or C.O.D. Or you
could put it on your credit card.
With no surcharge added, of
course. APO, FPO and orders
from around the U.S. and the
world are also happily accepted.
As far as shipping goes,
same day and overnight is aailable. So we can send it anyway

is guaranteed to be completely
compatible with your computer.
No one else offers you
so much.
If you have any questions or
if you would like acomplete list
of what Universal has, give
us acall. Or you can
receive this inforeIL
dil
mation by fax or
mail. Whatever's
GUARANTEED
easiest for you.
So. if you want to make some
upgrades to your computer, call
Universal. NO matter what you
want to do, we'll tell you how to
get it done.

you like.
Since Universal's prices are
so competitive and because we
check every product before it's
shipped, our return policy is
very user friendly.
Everything Universal
e
sells comes with a5
year warranty, has
a30 day money
back guarantee and

800/678-8648

UNIVERSAL
Circle 235 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 236).

Phone 714/258-20 18 Fax: 714/258-2818

Our 486133 has acache so big, it gets a99% hit-rate.
COMTRADE 386/33
"The staff is friendly and knowledgeable."
It's ahigh performance machine, at aprice
that could stun acorporate purchasing officer."

NO WONDER
SO MANY
BUSINESSES
ARE PROUD
TO WEAR
OUR LOGO
•With ComTrade, You're In Good Company •
•Corporations •
Honeywell • General Electric • Bell Atlantic
•Jet Propulsion Laboratory • Norland Corporation
• Xerox Corporation • Johnson & Johnson
• Unisys Corporation • AT&T • Olin Chemicals
• Ramada Hotel • Samsung Corporation
• NASA • AlphaBeta Super Market
• Eaton Corporation • Loral • Allied Signal
• Vulcan Materials • Sandia National Laboratories

•Universities •
University of Florida • University of Hawaii
• Memphis State University • University of Michigan
• University of California Los Angeles
• University of Alaska • University of Toronto
• University of Southern California
• Indiana University • Oregon State University

33 MHz 386 Cache

33 MHz 486 Cache

ONLY $ 1,795

ONLY $ 2,255

•
•
•
•

• 4MB RAM & Built-in 487
• Whopping 256K Cache Memory
• 1.2 MB & 1.44 MB Drive

•
•
•
•
•
•

4MB RAM (70ns)
Whopping 128K Cache Memory
1.2 MB 8e. 1.44 MB Drive
130 MB 15ms Maxtor IDE Drive
with 64K Lookahead Cache
16 Bit Super VGA with 1MB
1024 Non-interlaced SVGA Display
(VESA standard for flicker-free)
2Serial/1 Parallel/1 Gaine Ports
Enhanced 101-key Keyboard
Hi-Res 400 DPI Serial Mouse
MS-DOS 5.0 & Windows 3.0

25 MHz 386 VGA

ONLY $ 1,655
• 4MB RAM (70ns)
• 1.2 MB & 1.44 MB Drive
• 85 MB 17ms Maxtor IDE Drive
with 32K Lookahead Cache
• 16 Bit Super VGA with 1MB
• 1024 Non-interlaced SVGA Display
(VESA standard for flicker-free)
• 2Serial/1 Parallel/1 Game Ports
• Enhanced 101-key Keyboard
• Hi-Res 400 DPI Serial Mouse
• MS-DOS 5.0 & Windows 3.0

• 130 MB 15ms Maxtor IDE Drive
with 64K Lookahead Cache
• 16 Bit Super VGA with 1MB
• 1024 Non-interlaced SVGA Display
(VESA standard for flicker-free)
• 2Serial/1 Parallel/1 Game Ports
• Enhanced 101-key Keyboard
• Hi-Res 400 DRI Serial Mouse
• MS-DOS 5.0 & Windows 3.0

33 MHz 486 Plus

ONLY $ 2,755
• Same configuration as our popular
486/33 except this machine has 8MB
RAM & a210 MB 15ms IDE disk

VIDEO UPGRADES
• 17" SVGA Color Display
$750
• 20" SVGA Color Display $ 1690
• Orchid Fahrenheit 1280°
S3 Graphics Accelerator $ 290

Quality Is Everything. This philosophy has made us the successful company we are today.
There is adifference. Front day une, our belief in superior quality and high performance has
allowed us to enjoy the success we have today. We are not only technically oriented, but most
importantly, people oriented. PC Sources Magazine puts it this way "C,onarade
offers an
inspired combination of top-notch components, friendly toll-free cwtonwr support, and low
prices." We couldn't have said it better.

At Comtrade, people make the difference.

Non-interlaced, Flicker-free 1024x768 SVGA. You'll See the Difference.
Our 14" non-interlaced Super VGA color monitor, which has a0.28mm dot pitch, can display
absolutely flicker-free 1024 x768 image. It is VESA standard. Now this top of the line option is
standard with our Comtrade systems.
Absolutely the Best Graphics Package.
1018-8 Lawson ST • Industry, CA 9174
• (818) 984-8888 • Fax: 818-984-2492 •

Better Graphics • FasterDrives • Bigger Cache •

Circle 238 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 239).

COMTRADE
"where quality is everything"

800-969-2123
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ONE YEAR PARTS & LABOR WARRANTY
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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You May Recognize
Some of Our Customers...

‘1 e offer superior products, and the best
al ties in the industry at

Intel Corporation U.C. Berkeley
MILT.
Procter & Gamble
PG & E Digital Equipment Corp.
AT & T Clemsera University
N.A.S.A. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
S.W. Bell U.S. Dept. of Navy
DuPont
U.S. Marine Corps
Exxon U.S. Army Washington Post
U.S. Veterans Hospital Admin. Ctr
Lawrence Livermore Laboratories
Lockheed Missile/Space Eng.
...and the list goes on and on...

unbeatable prices!

Intelligent
Choices

Monthly Specials!!
lCO LC

486-33 SERVER
•Intel 80486-33MHz CPU Upgradable to 50MHz • 256K Cache
•Fault•Tolerant Operation
•Dual Maxtor 380 MB, 0.5ms Drives so/ Hard Disk Mirroring
•ESDI Disk Caching controller ( DPT)
•16MB 6Ons RAM expandable to 32MB onboard
•12MB and 1.44MB Floppy Drives (TEAC)
•SpeedStarPlus. 1MB,16-bit VGA card.Hi color, non-interlaced
•te SVGA - NI Monitor, 1024 x768, 0.28dp ( Relisys-1422)
•Keytronies 101 Keyboard ( USA) • 1Parallel/2 Serial Ports
•Tower Case w/10 drive bays/digital display/300W P/S
•American 600W Smart UPS • MS.DOS 5.0
Hard Dr:k Mirroring ° Inmates
the need tor back-ups and
protects data. The system
automat cal4i sw Iches to the
second lard &we conta rung
Identrce data as an the first
drive. SISe even of hard disk
failure.

Free on-site service

to most locations

•Intel Inside Is a trademark of Intel Corporator

Nuceo-L9
ISA 486-33 CACHE

(Symphony)

$2395

•Intel 80486-33MHz Processor - Upgrades to 50MHz;
Socket for removable crystal allows for CPU changes
•AM1 BIOS, Symphony"' Chipset, Dallas DS1287 real-time
clock ( w110-year warranty)
In 64k Cache SRAM exp. to 1MB onboard
•4MB RAM 70ns exp to 32MB onboard
• 1.2MB and 1.44MB Floppy Drives (TEAC)
• 120MB IDE HDD • IDE HD/FD Controller
•SpeedStarPlus, 1MB,16-bit VGA card, Hi Sierra color
• 1e Super Multi-scan , non-int,1024x7613,0.28dp(Relisys-1422)
• 1Parallel/2 Serial Ports • Keytronics 101 Keyboard ( USA)
•Mid Tower case ( Heavy duty), Pe and digital display
•MS-DOS 5.0 • MS-Windows 3.0 and MS compatible mouse

MOTHERBOARDS
486-33 EISA 648 Catherkecones $ .565
486-33 AT *44K Cad,. Symphony $ 775
486-33 AT tr4414 Code. OW
$695
486-SX/20 .64K Cache • Symphcny . $535
486-SX/20 rw, %wow»,.... $445
386-40 e646 cad,.. Symcluoy
$525
386-M ro6411 Cache Sympteny
$475
386-M nco Cache Symphony
$355
386-25 non- Cadm Symphony $315
386-SX20yr32s. Cacho
$245
386.E.M 116
$215/185
HOURS:

a Motherboard - Intel CPU
• 4MB 7Ons RAM on- board
• Math co- processor socket

486-33 EISA w64k cache (Micronics MB)
$1,995
486-33 ISA w 64k cache (MCI Symphony) upgradable to 50MHz
$1,195
486-SX/20 w/64k cache (Symphony"")
$945
386-33 w 64k cache (Symphony"")
$875
386-25 (Symphony') upgradable to 33MHz 40MHz
$ 745
386-SX20/16
$665/635
386SX-V20 Vanda NOTEBOOK 2MB RAM, 40HDD, 32-Grey scale mono VGA, 6.2 lbs. . $$ 1:475
5
9 0
386SX-16 LAPTOP 2MB RAM, 40HDD, Mono VGA, 10.9 lbs.

amczo-e
386-33 CACHE

ZWId
C
lowne

In.Zrerdanel account., minimum en». 5250
APO's, FIX'S', Oversees orders welcome
Prices wined to clung., with out 1.1.11
trederneras Woos to her respecter companies
We are not nepotism* tor typog mph kei ecrors

BYTE • JANUARY 1992

386-SX/16 SVGA
•Intel 80386-SX/16MHz Processor • AMI BIOS
•2MB RAM expandable to 8MB onboard
▪1.2 MB Floppy Disk Drive (TEAC)
•1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive (TEAC)
FCC
▪Hard Disk/Floppy Drive controller
Class B
▪52MB 17ins IDE Hard Disk Drive
Approved
•1Paralle1 .1Garre/2 Serial Ports
• Keytronics 101 Keyboard ( USA)
▪16-bit VGA card w/512K ( Flicker Free)
•1
e SVGA Monitor 1024 x768, 0.28dp ( Relisys RE-9514)
▪Deluxe Baby Case with 200w UL Power Supply/6-bays
•MS-DOS 5.0 & MS Window 3.0 and MS compatible mouse
•OPTION: 386SX-20 SVGA system - add $35
•OPTION: 386SX-25 SVGA system - add $70

Quantum LPS52A sem 17ms l
$215
Quantum ProDr105AT 105SID,17ms $330
Quantum ProDr120AT 12CAIR.Iens $360
Quantum ProDr21ONS 210Aleirns $595
Ultrastor 12F ESE» Cntre te326 Cache $160
DTC-3290 SCSKISA.5128
$575
Adaptec 1740Bta SCSPEISA
$
480
Adaptec 1542B-tsi SCSI Crek FD.111) $260

Relisys VGA RE- 9S14.1024 °fey 28dp $310
Relisys SMIAs...1.1024768 FIE.' 42) .. $330
Reli sys SMitiscan.911,1024.768 PE , 422.$375
Seiko S Alullscanel,i024X768 CJA-I450- $585
Seiko 20" VGA 12800024 CA,2093 $1795
Sony VGA 1024.768 CP0.1304.
$610
Nanao 16* VGA 102416.9 9080 t
$1165
Nanao 20" VGA .
284.1024 94Cal
$2240
NEC Multisync 4- Ds
$ 1040
Genoa VGA Card 512K ........
... $ 100
$134
SpeedStar+ VGA ism, wds a
$195
$295
Orchid ProD Ils tuB ..ii sw-. $ 195

MONITORS
Relisys VGA oy sd FIE 9503
Relisys VGA RE 9513 640 480

Government, Corporate & University P.O. 's Welcome!

Sat - 10,00am to 4:00010 ( PST)

Allow 10 a/mama days for oil*. to cis.,
1.5% re-eforiek log le* on non-detective returns
Government, Uelvi:%17ronune WICK POs, Wat SO add 3%

1‘111C2C1-1-~

1795

(Symphony)

•Intel 80386-33MHz Processor - Upgrades to 40MHz;
Socket for removable crystal allows for CPU changes
•AMI BIOS, Symphony"' Chipset, Dallas DS1287
real-time clock (w/10 year warranty)
▪64k Cache SRAM exp. to 1MB onboard
FCC
Class B
•4MB RAM 73ns exp. to 32MB onboard
Approved
•1.2MB and 1.44 Floppy Drives (TEAC)
▪120MB, 15ms IDE HDD/FDD controller
▪16-bit VGA Card w/1 MB
ale Super Multi-scan, non-int,1024x768, 0.28dp(Relisys-1422)
•1Parallel/2 Serial Ports • Keytronics 101 Keyboard ( USA)
•Deluxe Baby Case with 2COw UL Power Supplye-bays
is MS-DOS 5.0 • MS-Windows 3.0 and MS compatible mouse
•OPTION: 386-40 SVGA system - add $75

HARD DRIVES

Mon thru Fri - 13:30am to 6:00pm ( PST)

a 1.2MB and 1.44MB FDs(Teac)
• 101Enhanced keyboard
a Dual HDD/FDD controller
• Desktop case w/ PS
• 2serial/1 parallel ports
OPTION:Tower case add - $ 100

SYSTEMS: (Prices below do not include Hard disk drive, monitor / card)

Maxtor MX --7C80A 81MB IDE
$285
Maxtor MXT-7120A/S 130MB $360
Maxtor LXT-213A 213MB IDE
$585
Maxtor LXT-340A 340MB 0E
$915
Maxtor XT-8380E/S 380MB
$ 1025
Maxtor XT-8760E 768MB
$ 1385
Maxtor XT-8760S 768MB
$ 1425
Maxtor 1.02 GB SCSI . .
$ 1995
Conner CP-3000 40MB
$ 179
Conner CP-30104 120MB
$350
Conner CD-3204 200MB
$555

• We oft. , competitive prices, superior products, customer
support, and the best values in the mail order industry.
In addition, me ottsc:
• 30-day mormy-back guarantee for delectree items.
• One-year Warranty ( Labor & Parts
Arian rallect 74 cask dnscount
lIgtznen idrei
c
. e .d
endle.on.rtuzrt .
11111111 RWA • rs requIred
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Standard System Features: ( * Unless specified differently in Specials

nnIceoLIN=
N

C

O

R

P

0

MISCELLANEOUS
Intel Matn-Coprocessors
Ca(
Logitech mwem. s«wkw
$6577
NEC Silenkvmer2 wkw.
$ 1485
OMS Laser Pint— asno. um $ 1850
FAX modem MON...Reeder« $ 115
U.S Robotics 9600 ote 32 PCN 42 be $445
Colorado s..ic tee, norm
$245
Colorado tun t.Bad,w2soma
$320
LANtastic AEI stew let/Adapter .. $489/220
American Smart UPS wow
$445
American UPS APC-1250'
$845
Dealer Inquiries Welcome.

COMPUTES
Ft

A

T

For your protect:on,
we check
thoroughly for
stolen credit cards.

ED

46757 Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 94538

O;rd-ers 1-800-777-2219
Info/CA Orders: ( 510)770-1900

Fax: ( 510)770-1912
Circle

Phone: 011-886-7-345-0060
Fax: 011-886-7-145-0025

244 on Inquiry Cord.

It's not only the memory that makes
the difference, it's 'The Source!"
IBM MEMORY

SX/NOW! PROCESSOR UPGRADE

LAPTOP MEMORY

Kingston Technology Corp.'s SX-Now!
is the undisputed performance champ.
-PC Magazine October 29, 1991
Landmark Speed Test 11.11

4\

PS/1
2MB
8M PN IY/A
$119
PS/2 30/286. 1497259
2MB Kr
30E5360
$109
PS/2 35SX;13,40SX,502,55SX;LS,65SX;LS,70
1MB
6450603
$ 59
2MB
6450604
$119
PS/2 70-A21;A61;121;861
2MB
6450608 $ 129
PS/2 35SX;LS,40SX,55SX;LS,65SX;LS,34F30XX
4MB
34F2933 $ 269
PS/2 35SX; LS, 40SX
8MB
6450129 $ 589
,S/2857B
5X,90, 95
m
6450130
$509
PS/2 80-141
1
MB
6450375
$ 79
PS/2 80-111/311
2MB
6450379 $ 139
PS/2 90,95 and P75 (Install In pairs)
2MB
6450902 $ 119
4MB
6450128 $ 209
Expansion boards for all models 50 and 60
2-8MB w/21V11
1497259 $ 319
16MP w/21V1
6450609 $ 339
Expansion boards tor all models 70 and 80
I4MB w/2M
34E3077 $ 349
.1 16MB w/atrl
34F3011 $ 459

Powermate SX
2MB Bra
4MB Brd
Powenviale SX Plus
1-2MB Bel
4-8MB Bril
Powermate SX/20
2MB CPU
2MB Bid
Powermote 386/20
2MB
Powermote 386/25
2MB
,Powermate 386/255

APC 0855
APC-H853
APC-H850E
APC-852E

AST
Executrve Noteboo•

Don't replace your system...
Upgrade your 286 to a 386SX with Kingston's SX/Now!
SX Now! 80386SX Processor features:
v. Available in 20 or 25MHz

iv AST Premium 286 and Bravo 286

Requires No Expansion Slot

Hewlett-Packard ES286/*2

y 80387SX Co- Processor Socket

h'ingston

5- Year Warranty

1CH•0
CORFOHATION
SX/Now! provides true multitasking and background operation for Windows 3.0,
OS/2, and 386 specific software. Improve system performance up to 350%!

SX/Now! 20MHz Accelerator
SX/Now! 25MHz Accelerator

$ 499
$ 729
$ 239
$ 629

APC-H655X $ 359
$199

HP MEMORY
Vectra OS 165. 20PC, RS/20PC, 25PC 20C
'Dliv'
D154f) 1640A $ 69
AMB Kit
D1542/1642A
$199
Vecto 386/16N, 386;20N
2MB
D2406A
$159
4MB
D2404A
$609
Vectra 486 PC ( Install In Pairs)
1MB
D2150A
$69
4MB
D215IA $ 299
Vectra 386/25, 486/25T, 33T (Install in Pairs)
2MB
D2381A
$129
Vectra 486PC and 386/25 PC
i1MB
D2152A
$549

SIMM / DRAM
SIMMS AND SIPPS
4MX9 8(l . $ 169
1MX9 80 . $48
254X9-60 .
$15

listea

DRAM CHIPS
IX I80 $ 450
256)(4-80 $ 5OC
256X1-80 $ 1.80

DeskPro 386-20, 20E and 25
1MB
113131-001
$ 89
4MB
113132-001 .. $ 219
DeskPro 3863/16
1MB
113646-001 $ 89
4MB
112534 110i . $ 219
DeskPro 286N, 386N and 386SX/20
1MB
118684-00 . $ 69
2MB
1186e-1)31 . $ 119
4MB
11869,0-001
$ 269
DeskPro 386-33, 486-33 and SystemPro
OK Board
116569-001
$ 229
2MB
115144-031 . $ 129
8MB
116561-001.. . $ 419
Desktop" 386-20e and 25e
1MB Board
113644-W1 . $ 139
4MB Board
113645-001 . $ 309
DeskPro 3863
1MB Board
113633-001
$ 139
AMB Board
113634-1X) I $ 329

Premium 386C, 386-16
4MB Kit
500510-308 . $ 189
Premium 386, 386-20
4MB Kit
S01510-304
$ 249
Bravo 386-$X, 915/286, 386
2MB KA
500510-002
$ 99
1.,„. 4MB Kit
soo510-008 . $ 189
le 8MB Kit
507824-001
$ 389
Premium 386/25;33,PromIum II 386SX/16;20
1MB w/WPB
503780-003 . $ 69
All Premium and Bravo 486 models
2MB w/WPB
500718-304
$ 129
8MB w/WPB
500780-301 $459
Premium Il 3865X/20 and 386SX/16
4MB w/WPB
500780-X0 $ 229

We also stod• memory /or Acer. ALR. Apple Arc-re Technologies, AT&T.
Bondwell. Chinon Citizen COmmedore CorriDuAvhir
Magnavo• 'Acro . trpress. Midern. Mips. Mitsubth,. NOT. NeXT. No-thgtote Olivetti Packard Bell 70 Frond Poquet. Samsung. Siiicoh

PRICE, QUALITY, AND SUPPORT

FIRST

•Same Day Shipp ng • Free lechnical Support • 0,ei night and Saturday
Delivery AvaLable • All Products User Instal able • No Surcharge on Visa
or Mosterccei • ', PO/FPO/International Orders Welcome • PurchiTse
Orders Az•ceopte d ' rom Gov t. Uni,ersities. and Qualified F.

-

"The Only Source for Computer Memoryl"

Outside the US.

1-714-588-9866
BUSINES HOURS: Monday - Friday 8AM - 5PM

Byro I

)URCE

INTERNATIONAL, INC.

Mail Orders to:

$ 439
$ 539

COMPAQ MEMORY
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet IIP, Ill, IIIP, IIID
2MB
334/58
$ 125
4MB
3347/B
$ 199
Hewlett-Packard Laserlel Il and 110
2MB
334449
$ 125
4MB
33445B
$ 195
Hewlett-Packard 0.51, Jet 500 and Plus
256K
72707B
$99
18M Loser 4019 and 4019e
2MB
1039137
$ 149
35MB
1038675
$219
IBM Loser 4029 AI Models
2MB
0
11 83324 ... - $179
eii• 4MB
1183335
$359
Canon LBP-4
2MB
PN N/A
$249
Brother HL8, BE
2MB
MB- 820
$ 199
Panasonic 44501 and 4420
2MB
KX-P441
$149
4MB
PN N/A
$ 239
Toshiba Page Law 6
4MB
LSO-NE.0100
$ 219
OkiLaser 400
1MB '0014701
$109
2MB
CKI PN N/A ..
$149
Texas Instruments MIcroLoser and XL
MB
75T5 739-)1 ......... . $ 79
Epson PI 6000
2,4
4242'
$149

APC-I-16550 $ 359

not

IBM PS/2 25/286. 30/286, 50, 50Z, 60
Origi nal IBM AT

16 Kbytes of Cache Memory
y Onboard High Speed Clock

OP-410-8101 $ 199
OP-410-8102 $ 239

Please call for any Item

Now available for:

Circle 229 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 230).

TOSHIBA
T1000SE/LE/XE,12000S.
2MB $ 229
110001E. T2000SX
4MB $ 359
8MB $ 789
T2000SXE
utiC4
2MB $ 229
4MB $ 359
8MB $ 789
T1200XE, T1600, T3100E
2MB $ 129
T3100SX 732005X, SXC
2MB $ 129
4MB $ 229
13200
3MB $ 229
T5100
2MB $ 129
15200, T5200C. 18500
2MB $ 129
8MB $ 469
NEC
Powermate Port. SX
2MB $ 399
8MB $ 1399
ProSpeed 286, 3865%16
I
MB $ 129
ProSpeed 5)(20

4MB
1MB
4MB

$ 399
$ 159
$449

ZENITH
MostersPort SL
0•;(4:e 2MB
$ 209
MastersPort 386SX
2M8
$ 209
SS SX, 286E, SlimsPort $ 169
SuperSport SX
$ 169
SuperSport 286, 286E
$ 119
SuperSport 286E, ShmsPort
$449
TurboSporl 386. 3865
$ 169

Zenith 486/33E1
fr 4MB Kit
i'A-4200-MZ $ 293
16MB Kit
2A- 4200-M8 $ 1279
Zenith Z-386/20/25133 and 33E
1
MB
;A36/380310' $ 69
4MB
,W3800MK $ 299

EXPANSION BOARDS
liocaPam/AT Plus
Op to 8MB for any A- or 16 bit compost- le
machines running ua to 33MHz Otters all
types of memory. provides a maximum of
8MB LIM/EMS 40
$ 199
2MB with DRAM or SIMM

c in Wei id Dell Dix • verr ,,, , ,,]•,
,.-,ndoi. Intel. Lnading Edg.a.
,:tonrcs Smith Corona. Swan Tandy Unisys VVe•nj. WySe. Zees and ° thee.

DELIVERY GUARANTEED
ro low your package every step of the way wrth 3coy Internation.31
delivery via Federal Express. UPS. or DHL Fat -.
inexpensive dependab
delivery anywhere in the world Infornat x-1 in tracking 5-moments e
available at your equest

1!1
'1,t71

1-800-535-5892

FIRST SOURCE INTERNATIONAL, INC.

IMli
579
4MB
$219
COMPAQ
Portoble LTE3863/2C
IMB
$179
4Mli
$379
Portable LTE 286
1MB
$89
4MB
$219
SLT - 286
1MB
$129
4MB
$4.49
XII 386
1MB
$129
AMR
$399
IBM
1405% laptop
2MB $ 129
4MB . $ 219
8MB $ 449

36 ARGONAUT, STE. 140

ups
Fax Line

1-714-588-9872
FAX YOUR ORDERS 24 HOURS A DAY!

ALISO VIEJO CA 92656
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Jir

winning
cird from MAGAZINE
EDITORS'
National
CHOICE
Design's
Volante Serie
of high speed graphics boar
June 25. 1991

Natonal Volante AT1000

All Volante high speed graphics boards offer:
• Built on ISA, MicroChannel or VME bus
• Video memory upgrades to 4MB
• Program memory upgrades to 4MB
• Razor sharp resolutions from 1024x768 up to
1600x1280
• Blazing color selection from 8-bit to 24-bit true color
• Optional TI TMS34082 floating point processor for
enhanced 3D acceleration
• Superior speed of the TI TMS34020 graphics engine
paired with National Design's advanced ASIC technology
• LIFETIME WARRANTY - no gamble here!
Whether your game is CAD, Microsoft Windows, graphic arts, multi-media or medical
imaging. Volante has acard for you at afraction of the cost charged by the competition.

Call 800-253-8831 now for information
on the breathtaking Volante series.
Phone: 512-343-5055 Fax: 512r343-5053

NATIONAL DESIGN, INC
9171 CAPITAL OF TEXAS HVVY, H-230
AUSTIN TEXAS, 78759

Circle 232 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 233).

30-Day

ANNIVERSARY
1981 - 1991

Money Back
Guarantee

'111111111111111111

ST. LOUIS S LARGEST
COMPUTER STORE

QUALITY
ABOVE
ALL

-i1DMIEEMODINIMEIRRe.,
11
111 1
11

1

111 11 1
11

1

11111111111111111111111111111

1- 800- FAST- 121 Ext.10
1-800-327-8121)

CUSTOMIZE YOUR OWN SYSTEM. WE WILL BUILD THE SYSTEM AND TEST IT FOR 72 HOURS.
A. 64K CACHE 486 E1SA33=$1799, 33=$1099, 254999, SX204799, 386/33=$585, 386/254465
NO CACHE 386SX 254295, 204275, 16=6245, 286/164139, 286/12499
B. CASE WITH P.S. T8.$249, 35=6199, 16-$169, 9484169, 4A=$169, XT499. AT=S129
C. FLOPPY DISK 1,2MB 6.26475, 1.44MB 3.5-$75, TAPE DRIVE 40-120MB-3299, 80-25043H
D. HARD DISK IDE WITH 32K CACHE 40MB.$199, 80MB4299, 130MB4449, 200MB.$649
E. MONO CARD429, VGA CARD 600x800 256K=659, 512K=$79, SUPER VGA 1024x768 1MB=$119
F. MONITOR MONO 12°495 14"=$119, VGA MONITOR 640x4804299, 1024x7684349
G. KEYBOARD=S49, MEMORY 1MB=S49, MS-DOS485, WINDOWS=S49. MOUSE=S29 morni 240M77

PLEASE FAX
YOUR ORDER
FAX ( 314)298-9674
12037 DORSETT ROAD
ST. LOUIS, MO. 63043
ONE ( 314)298-1900
Circle 250

Circle 223 on Inquiry Card.

AMT INTERNATIONAL

LOWEST PRICES
SAME DAY SHIPPING

(408) 432-0552 • ( 408) 432-1790
COMPAQ MEMORY
DeskPro 206-E. 31111-20/20V25
1M8
113131-00* $ 125.03
4M8
113132-00'.
$330.00
DeakPro 28511. 388M and 38800
2M8
118689-001
$200.00
4M8
118690-00) $545.03
OeskPro 386.1
1MB
113646-001... ..... $125.00
4MB
112534-001
$
31500
OeskPro 388-36 488-33 8System%
2MB
115144-001 $200.00

AST MEMORY
Bravo-285. Workstation
5120 K45013510-010_ $59.00
2M8 Kn 500510-002 $ 150 00
Premium 380-18/20C
1MB Krt 500510-007 $95.00
4MB Kn 500510-008
$27500
Premium 38620
1M8 KO 500510-003
6150.00
4MB Krt 500510-004
6350.00
Bravo-388SX
4M860 500510-008 $36995
Premium 385-SX/25/33 S41111-25
1MB
503718-002 $80.00

HEWLETT-PACKARD

MEMORY

Wee OVIIM
1MB
D1540A $ 112.00
4M8
D1542A
. $325.00

Veers OSROPC, RS/25PC and 20C
1MB
01640A $ 126 CO
4MB
D1642A
536500
Butts 4118PC
1MB
021500
5115.00
IMB
D2151A $390.00

IBM PS/2 MEMORY
Models 30-288, Exp Board 1497259
512 KKit
30F5348
554 CC
2MB Kn
30E5360 $ 175 00
Models 70-051121. 5530. 55SX
MB
Models 70451/121 502, 5532,0500
2MB
6450604 .... $ 17995
Models 55SX, 6530. 3403077 3403011
4M8
34E2933 $370 CC
Models 70-A21
2MB
6450608 $ 150.00
Models 80-141
'MO
6450375
$145.00
Models 80-111/311
2MB
6450379
$220.00
All Models 70 and 80
2-8MB w/2M 6450605...
$489.03
2- lame vr/2M 34E3077.
$595.06
2-16MB w/4M 3603077
$925.00
Models 513, 50/. 55 SX 850
2-8MB
1497259 ......$599.95

LASER PRINTER MEMORY
Hewleft-Padiard Lour Jet lIP, Ill 8 1110
1MB
334740 $ 110.00

2393 QUME DRIVE,
SAN JOSE, CA 95131

Fax: (408) 944-9801

2MB
334758 ..... $ 150.00
4M8
334778 .
$ 21500
Howled- Packard Laser Jet IIP & 11(1
1MB
334436 ..... $ 110.00
2MB
334448 $ 150 00
4M8
334450 .. 6215.00
IBM Laser 4018 and 4018e
2M13
1039137 ..... 8369 00
35MB
1038675 ...... ..$469 00
Canon LBP-811, NM, MIT
2MB
S63-1880 $225 00
4MB
Pad 014/A
$439 00

1MB
2MB
2MB
4MB

ZENITH MEMORY
SuperSpOrt 286 8 2860 8199.00
SuperSport 286 8286E8350.00
SuperSport So/Alpha $350 00
SuperSpOrt SYJBeta
S350 00

1MB
2MB

NEC MEMORY
Prospeed 286 $270.00
Prospeed 386 ..
$450.95

2MB ZA3600MG
Zenith Z-385 SO
2MB Z-605-1

. ..... $199.00
$225.07

MATH COPROCESSORS
INTEL
8081-5 tuKt
8087-2 8MHz
8087-1 10MFL:
80287-6 6MHz
80287-8 8MHz
802870L 8/10MHz
00287/COL 12MHz ( Laptop)...
80287-10 10MHz
80C287-12 12MHz

00,,
'5 0”
9OP
9O..
S89 00
$89 0,;
$89
$109 0
$129 0

80387DX-20 $ 140 0
80387D0-25
$ 185 0,
80387DX r
S' 9r,

DRAM - DRAM - DRAM
!MARINA'
,MG71-120745 8500
1SIGX1-100140
5.25
1MGX1-80f4X __ SIP
,00)(1-70N8
5.75
'VG$1-$018 . 2.7.50

DRAM MI
ORAN 64x4
4564-150 . ..... 82.00 am ' 5
5' 50
4164-120
. 2.50 4454'2
' 99
4164-100
_ 275 4464 , 0
250
4164-80 ------------------ 3.00
ORAN 2SIX1
256X1-150140 ... . 41.79

25601 ,120N5
25601.10ONS
25881-80745 .
25601-71X4
256X
1-604S

'99
2.00
225
225
3.99

DRAM 25804
25854- 1208
So 00
256%4-10(0,5 $ 50
25604-80N5
5.75
20830-sTAR0 COIS
512580 ,10
82.99

80387DX-33

5195 00

WEITEX
3167-20 20MHz
3167-25 25MHz ..
3167-33 33MHz ....... ...
4167-25MHz
4167-33MHz

$300.00
soseco
isoeoo
$6013.00
5730 00

8C87 8
8C287-10
8C287-12
8C2877-20
8C387-20
8C387-25
8C387-33

Zenith Z-388/20/25/33 8330
1MB ZA36/3800ME ..... .$ 100.03
4M8 ZA3800MK .... 6525.00
Zenith 2-388/20/20/25 .133

MEMORY
1MB
2MB
2MB
2MB
2MB
2MB
4MB
2MB
4MB
2M8
2MB
8MB

COMPAQ MEMORY
Portable LIE 286
8175.00
Portable LIE 286
$225.00
SLT-286
8225.00
SLT-286
$775.00

ZENITH MEMORY

LAPTOP AND PORTABLE

TOSHIBA MEMORY
Model 1000SE/XE
$265.00
Model 1COOSE/XE ..... 8325.00
Model 112000E $230 00
Model 11600
823000
Model 13195E
6175.03
Model 1319550 $ 175.00
Model T3100SX
$395.50
Model T3200SX
$ 175.95
Model 1320050
$395.00
Model 5100
$215.00
Model T5200.78503
6185.00
Model 15200.16500 $950 00

1MB
2MB
1ME1
4MB

AAA 28C0-08
100
AAA 2800-0T
12S
W 2800-60
450
10 ,80 ZIPP ............ 3300
1X4 ,80S11 ZIPP ..... 3000
104.7 (6n DPP ... 3000

CYRIX
$59 00
75 00
85 00
85 00
$ 155 00
5158 00
0,75 00

IIT
8C87-8
$6300
8C287-10
$79.00
80287-12
689 00
8C287-20
$9900
8C387-20
$ 175.95
8C387-25
$ 17595
8C387-33
.
6200.00
AMO
80C287-10
S89 00
80C287-1 2
S110.00

SIMM MODULES
IBM TYPE
4,412 RC far SIM
4Mr9-80
4Mr9-70
1M 09-60
imelo
181x9-130.
180-70
256x9-70
256x9-10
256x9-130
256r9-60

.S145 00
145 00
4000
4000
4000
4000
1200
1000
11 00
12 00

APPLE-MAC
1Mx8-70
$50.00
1Mx8-10
640.00
1M11x8-80
$45.00
4x8-80
. .... .$ 190.00

Discover the CPC Advantage!
3Year Warranty • FREE Federal Express Shipping
Year Onsite Pick up • 24-48 Hour Warranty turn around
Overnight Replacement parts • 30 Day Money Back

386-25Mhz
$ 795 00

CPC Offers More STANDARD Features:

gr

Intel CPU ( AMD on 386-40Mhz System)

Dr AMI Bios ( Award Bios on EISA Systems)

or

4MB RAM Installed

Dr 64K Cache SRAM on all Systems Except 386-25Mhz

gr

Dr 120MB Conner Hard Drive w/64K Built in Disk Cache

We Accepi - 0 1
11)1

VISA

1.2 & 1.44 Teac Floppy Drives

•

C.O.D.

0

Boards

Dr SCSI Interface Available

386-40Mhz

ur 101 Key Enhanced Tactile Keyboard

" 386-25 $ 369
386-33/64K Cache $485

486-33/64K Cache $899
486-33/256K Cache $999
3Year Parts & Labor Warranty!

CPC
380
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I
6Bit Tseng 4000 SVGA Card w/ I
MB Installed
opt. 700,000 Color Sierra RAM-DAC Avail.

ti

4" NON- INTERLACED SVGA I
024x768, . 28mm

Monitor. opt. Trinicon-NI. Call for 16 & 20" Monitors.
or Desktop Case Standard. opt. Mid Tower or
Full Size Tower

486-33Mhz

$239990

gir Microsoft MS-DOS v5.0 w/ Microsoft Quick Basic
Dr MS- Windows 3.0 w/Mouse ( add $ 60)
Dr Custom Configurations with NO LIMITATIONS!

Computer Products

278 State St., North Haven CT. 06473

$I995 00

gr Clock- Calendar Built- In

or

$196500

1:1 Interleave 2HD/2FD IDE Adapter

Dr IParallel, 2Serial, Game Port

other

386-33Mhz

1-800-272-7281
Tel: ( 203) 281-6705
Fax: (203) 281-7435

486-33Mhz EISA

$CALL

TERMS: 3Year Part. C. Lterinle Lao. warranty covers
all standard cornpont.nls of computer systems except Hard Dr,.
Hard Drives are covered by a2Year pads & Lifetime labor
Monitors and A04-ons are warranteed by the manufacturer and
honored by CPC. Corporate & University P.O.'s Welcome.

Circle 241 on Inquiry Cord.

Pro-tecT Computer Products
Pro-tecT,Tm "The Keyboard Protector"
All computer keyboards are vulnerable,
open to attack! Dust, food, liquid, spills, "A
DISASTER WAITING TO HAPPEN."
Pro-tecT Computer Products, the
leader in Computer Protection, has
designed atransparent, flexible, durable
custom keyboard cover that remains in
place during keyboard use! Highest Quality
Keyboard Protector available on the market
today, or full refund guaranteed! Available
for most popular keyboard makes and
models. When ordering always specify
keyboard make and model. List $ 24.95.
Toll-free 1-800-669-7739
Fax 801-295-7786

Add- In Boards • Communicatioas/Networking
• SALES/MARKETING • CUSTOMER SUPPORT
PUBLIC INFORMATION • 900 NUMBERS

hAdeVr.04;

1111OUR

•

24-HOUR SALES ASSISTANT
..otoi

pi FROM ANY FAx p
11 0HE
VOICE PROmp rs
MEN1S

SELEC T DOCU
IOU
c °CUM
ROBOFAX Permits Callers to Request Information and then Faxes
Requested Documents W/O Operator Intervention
ROBOFAX EZ
Single .line, one call PC kit $995
ADD*ON
ROBOFAX DEMO LINE: 800-925-7626 ROBOFAX $ 2,995 AMERICA—zS..
Multi-line,hve can PC kit
433 N. MATHILDA AVE. • SUNNYVALE. CA 94086 • ( 408174E-1590 • FAO ( 4081746-1593

800 _292_7771

Circle 255 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 300 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 301)

POSEQUIPMENT

Printers • Displays • Scanners • Drawers
PC Card which turns your PC into aPOS Terminal

3SVaMOHS 3HVMCUIVH

Accessories/Supplies • Add- In Boards

PCSS-8I
Intelligent
Serial Coprocessor
• On board processor handles serial
communication tasks.

dietrich

II 32K- 128K Dynamemory.

SINCE 1928

MI Eight ports per board.
• High performance - low cost!
• DOS, SCO XENIX, SCO UNIX drivers included.

Zaehringerstr. 326
D-7800 Freiburg
Germany

To order call toll-free 1-800-282-GTEK(4835)
Development Hardware & Software
Bay St. LouPiC)
,M
.BS o3x92532110_.
'310 U.S.A.

Phone 49-761-552719 054915
FAX 49-761- 568 81

Mississippi & Technical Support ( 601) 467-8048 • Fax: ( 601) 467-0935
Circle 271 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 267 on Inquiry Card.

VOICE MASTER KEY" SYSTEM II

FREE CATALOG

VOICE RECOGNITION & SPEECH RESPONSE

Contains 254 pages of quality tools

FOR IBM PC/XT/AT/386, PS/2, LAPTOPS, COMPATIBLES

and tool kits, service diagnostics
and test equipment for maintenance of computers and com-

VOICE MASTER KEY.
covox
COLONIC

munication systems. Also LAN

sm.« IS

products: cables, taps, connectors,

TONE

transceivers, repeaters, assemblies,
and more. Free shipping, free
technical support, 100% guarantee.

JENSEN®
FOR PRODUCTIVITY, PRESENTATIONS, SOFTWARE DESIGN,
ENTERTAINMENT, LANGUAGE TRAINING, EDUCATION, MORE...

73310 S. 4611, St., Phoer6x, AZ 851144
(6021668-62 31 • 1...8016 46160662
Circle 275 on Inquiry Card.

SPEECH/SOUND RECORDING AND PLAYBACK. Desktop Audio sound
editing allows you to create custom sound applications. Variable sample rate (to 20 KHz) and
compression levels. Afour-voice music synthesizer is included also!
VOICE RECOGNITION TSR utility allows you to add voice command keyboard
macros to your CAD, desktop publishing, word processing, spread sheet, or entertainment
programs. Up to 64 voice commands in RAM at once—more from disk.
HARDWARE SYSTEM contains built-in speaker with separate volume and tone
controls, external speaker and headphone jacks. Enclosure made of sturdy vinyl-clad steel.
Attaches to parallel printer port without affecting normal printer operation ( U.S. Patent
4,812,847). Headset microphone, printer cable, 9volt AC adapter ( 110 volt UL/CSA listed),
and comprehensive user manual included.
QUALITY THROUGHOUT. MADE IN USA. ONLY $219.95
ORDER HOTLINE: (503) 342-1271 MON-FRI, 8AM TO 5 PM PST
Visa/MasterCard, company checks, money orders, CODs (with prior approval)
accepted. Personal checks subject to 3week shipping delay. Specify computer type
when ordering. Add $5shipping charge for delivery in USA and Canada. Foreign
inquiries contact Covox for C&F/CIF quotes. OEM configurations available.
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED.
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE PRODUCT CATALOG
COVOX INC.
675 Conger Street
Eugene, Oregon 97402

TEL (503) 342-1271
FAX (503) 342-1283
BBS (503) 342-4135

Circle 265 on Inquiry Card ( RESELLERS: 266).

fr

,

vecE lellkfTELEMARKETING

CALL PROCESSING
Let •
Powerline transform your PC/XT/A11386
into amulti-line vojaprocessing command..
center. Have yoururbmputer intelligently
process your sales, inquiries and messages. Complete pack:
Circle 288 on Inquiry Cord ( RESELLERS: 289).
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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Data Acquisition

Computer Systems

Instrument Control and Data Acquisition

50 MHz 80486 ISA/EISA 24 MIPS
FEATURES
•64/256K Write Back Cache
•Burst Mode Design
•Shadow RAM on Video & BIOS
•64MB 32 Bit Memory Expansion
•Baby-size with Eight Expansion Slots
•UNIX, OS/2 & Novell 100% Compatible
•One Year Full Warranty
•Made in the USA

IEEE-488 and
VXIbus Control,
Data Acquisition,
and Analysis

ISA SYSTEM BOARD
MODEL CACHE
486/50
64K
486/33
64K
486/25
64K
486/20SX 64K
386/40
64K
386/33
64K

MIPS OK
24.0 CALL
1195
15.2
1095
11.2
895
9.0
9.8
695
625
8.3

4M
CALL
1395
1295
1095
895
825

'256 Cache Available
Third Generation Feather Light
SONIC 386/20SL NOTEBOOK

t

Complete Desktop System with 1.2 MB Floppy
HD/Floppy Controller, 101 Keyboard and
4MB Memory
MODEL
486/50
486/33
486/25
486/20SX
386/40
386/33

BASE
CALL
1795
1695
1495
1295
1225

MONO
CALL
1970
1870
1670
1470
1400

VGA
CALL
2245
2145
1945
1745
1675

Free 1992 catalog instrumentation
products for PCs, workstations, and
more. Features IEEE-488.2 interfaces
and software, plug-in data acquisition
boards, VXIbus controllers, DSP
hardware and software, and signal
conditioning accessories. Application
software for complete acquisition,
analysis, and presentation of data,
including
graphical
interfaces.
Application tutorials and training
classes also detailed.
512-794-0100
FAX: 512.794-8411
1-800-433-3488 ( U.S. & Canada)

1111171m3

National Instruments, 6504 Bridge Point Parkway, Austin TX 78730
Circle 283 on Inquiry Card

'FCC, UL & CSA Available
'Tower-Add $200 Hard Drive Available

The Intelligent Solution For Data Acquisition
386SX with IDEI2S/1P
BOARD
386SX-16
386SX-20
386SX-25
•Latest Intel 386/20SL Chip Set
•Intelligent Power Management
•Total Weight 4.8 lbs.
•2Mb of RAM ( Max 8Mb)
•0/16/64 KB Smart Cache Architecture
•Crisp 640X48C VGA Display
•1.44 Floppy Disk
•Whisper Quiet 40 MB Hard Disk
60/80 Mb Optional
•1Serial, 1Parallel Port
•80 Key Keyboard with Full 101 Key
Emulation
•J-Key Mouse Design
•3Hours Battery Pack
•FCC Class B Pending

230
269
228

BARE BONE SYSTEM UL/FCC B
386SX-16
386SX-20
386SX-25

370
409
699

HARD DRIVE
QUANTUM IDE 52MB
QUANTUM IDE 105MB
QUANTUM IDE 200MB

TECHNOLOGY POWER ENT., INC.

215
339
699

47273 Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 94538
Tel: 510-623-3818 FAX: 510-623-3840

I

DAP 2400" Data Acquisition Processor"

20 MHz DSP with SRAM to 96K

ANALOG I/O
DIGIT.AL I/O
*Inputs to 235K samples per second
*Out:potato 250K samples per second

DAM," Operating System
•100. standard commands

• Run DOS from ROM
• PC code compatible
• Large memory space
• NEC V53 uP
• Passive backplanes

Digital Signal Processing at 10 MIPS
16 MHz CPU with DRAM to 512K

Circle 282 on Inquiry Card.

Measurement & Control
'Stand Alone
•Free Software
•Programmable
... The Solutions •Multi-addressing
Company!
•Battery Capability
•Off-site monitoring
'Signal Conditioning
•Intergrated Systems
•Unlimited I/0 points
•PC, MAC, DEC, etc

Single Board Computer
c
cc=

CCE
c
cc c
303-444-7737

KS3: V40 uP. 3Serial, 2Par., Clock,
Flop, Keyboard. Max: 512K Ram,
512K Rom, 384K Sram. $249-q1 oem

ELEXOR ASSOCIATES
phone (201) 299-1615
fax ( 201) 299-8513
P.O. Box 246
Morris Plains, N.J. 07950

Fax 303-786-9983
655 Hawthorn Ave., Boulder CO 80304

Circle 269 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 276 on Inquiry Card.

Rackmount Solutions

AnAlog

INC.

BYTE • JANUARY 1992

Anniog

Anftiog

a " Digilanigint
n Ar g Digilt
n ie g DigPtn ie g Oige

2468 Armstrong Street
Livermore CA 94550
(510) 447-2030 FAX: ( 510) 447-4559
Circle 302 on Inquiry Card.

382

AnAlog

1 1

RACKMOUNT CHASSIS - 15 Models up to 20 Board Slots
SLOT CPU BOARDS - 486, 386, 386SX, 286
RACKMOUNT MONITORS - Super VGA and Monochrome
RACKMOUNT CABINET - Modular from 21' to 96 high

TECIMOLOCY

fInmog

¡ult. Digit rIL Digit Ill Digit RI. Digit riL D
Rnmog
Ariniog
Anniog
AnAlog
AnAlog
igit ru. Diet I% Digit Ill. Digit IlL Digit nL.
oi geANC, HYPE rtnfll:
o
g pn,,„,
unmog
Hnnlog ! /(1109
frtf
Digit rIL .
Digit riL DigitflL Digit

RACKMOUNT COMPONENTS - OTY 25 PRICING
Rackmount Chassis 19xTx17" $183
Rackmount VGA Monitors $531
Rackmount Monitor Shelf
$113
Rackmount Keyboard Shell
$88
RACKMOUNT PLATFORMS - Oty 1Pricing
RMS286-12 $549
RMS386-33 $1095
RMS386SX-16 $795
RMS486-33 $1695
System Platforms include r Rackmount Chassis,
200W Power Supply, Motherboard, 1.0MB Memory,
IDE, MC, 2Ser, Par, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Floppy Disk
Drive, 1Year Warranty

TM VALLEY

2265 116th Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
FAX (206) 453-3199

Send for FREE catalog.
Or call us at (206) 453-2345

Remote monitoring? Unique measurement
problem? These are our specialities. Contact
Elexor. We'll help you find a solution ... fast!

KS6: NEC V53 uP(286eq). 5Serial, 2
Par., Clock, Watchdog. Max: 4M Ram,
2M Rom, 512K Sram. $399-q1 oem

Easy steps to burn code and DOS in
Rom. Development systems & support.

M ICROSTAR
LABORATORIES/

.Cm'brn

FFT and FIR-filtering

Circle 290 on Inquiry Card.

ROM Based AT Systems

11111111111111113...“

A/D.

D/A

&

LAWSON
Phone
FAX

SIGNAL
LABS,

800
406
406

CONDITIONING
INC.

321 - 5355
257 - 5355
257 - 5572
Circle 279 on Inquiry Card.

PCDC-3 Hard Disk Caching Accelerator
• Makes hard disks run 10 to
100 times faster.
MI Works with any hard disk.
• Half sized card can cache up

Keyboards • Memory/Chips/Upgrades

3SVOMOHS gkIVMOUVH

Disk & Optical Drives • Misc. • Diskettes/Duplicators

Custom Keyboard
Products

to 3Megabytes.
• Non-volatile memory becomes
permanent part of hard disk
• Disk access times of less
than 200 microseconds (0.2ms

To order call toll free 1-800-282-GTEK(4835)

=C.

Development Hardware & Software
P.O. Box 2310,
Bay St. Louis, MS 39521-2310 U.S.A

Mississippi & Technical Support (
601) 467 -8048 • Fax: (601) 467-0935

Circle 270

on Inquiry Card.

8051 IN CIRCUIT EMULATOR

NICE- 51

from $ 1195.00

• Up to 12 MHz real time emulation without intruding on any of
your device's resources.
• SFR, Code Memory, External Data, Internal Data and Bit
Address can all be directly viewed and edited using the full
sanen editor.
MI Down-loads data to external data memory and processes BIN,
HEX, and SYMBOL files in code memory.
II Up to 10 conditional software breakpoints and 64K hardware
breakpoints.
• 16K deep, 48 bit real time trace buffer records Address Bus,

•Custom Key Imprinting — all brands!
•Custom Colored Keys for IBM®, DEC®, Wyse®, Key Ironic®,
Cherry®, many more!
•Full color keyboard templates made to your exact specifications.
•Cusbm and stock keytop label kits for software support &
langJages.
•Custom membrane & full-travel keyboards.
•Express turnaround services.
•Ato:al line of keyboard enhancements.

CUSTOM HOTLINE 800 937-1337
from the Leader in Keytop InnovationsTM

Data Bus, Control Bus, and 18 bit external signal.
II Integrated programmer for EPROMs and 8751 available.
• 1-year warranty, 30-day money-back guarantee.
CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION.
Distributors are welcome!

BLVD., FREMONT. CA 84538 TEL. (510)623-8859 FAX (51

CORPORATION
P.O. Box 230 • Dept. BYTE • Cornville, AZ 86325
602 634-7515 • FAX 602 634-4620

Circle 293 ( RESELLERS: 294) on Inquiry Card.

STAND ALONE

DISKETTE
DUPLICATOR
OVER 300 DISKS PER HOUR
5.25" and 3.50" Models

Circle 273 on Inquiry Cord.

LAPTOP MEMORY
UPGRADES FOR ALL POPULAR MANUFACTURERS, INCLUDING:
•Toshiba
• Compaq
• NEC
•Packard Bell
•Epson
• Hewlett Packard
•Panasonic • Sanyo
•AT&T
•IBM
• Leading Edge
•Sharp
•Texas Instruments

•Zenith
•AST
•Everex
•Bondwell

The MEMORY Depot
"Your stop for memory upgrades"
All Products Covered By Manufacturers's Limited Lifetime Warranty.
Guaranteed 100% Compatibility. We accept VISA, Mastercard, C.O.D. and P.O.'s

Call Now For Current Prices! 800-237-2447
Circle 305 on Inquiry Card.

I
CS Quantity
PROMPT DELIVERY!!! Same day shipping ( usually)
one prices shown for November 24, 1991

AX1CMATIC

Memory for almost ALL

computers

DYNAMIC RAM

EPROM

4M Board lor ph Us w/2MB $125.00
SIMM
4Mx9
80 ns 155.00

•

SIMM
SIMM
4 MbIt
4 Mbit
1Mbit
41256

SIMPLE AND FAST FROM $1699
TEL: (416) 503-3335
FAX: (416) 252-4084

tir IC

Circle 256 ( RESELLERS: 257) on Inquiry Card.

41256
44256
4464

1Mx9
1Mx9

60
80

na
na

55.00
45.00

4Mx1
1Mx4
iMol
256Kx1

80
80
80
80

ns
na
na

25.00
32.00
4.65
1.90

na
256Kx1 100 na
256Kx4
64Kx4

80 na

100 na

1.75
5.40
1.75

27C4001 512Kx8 150 na 828.00
D28F010 128Kx8 150 na 24.00
27C1000 12810(8 150 na 10.00
27C512
84Kx8 120 na
6.95
27128
161(4 250 na
3.40

STATIC RAM
1 Mbit

128Kx8

Pseudo

13.00

62256LP 32Kx8

100 na

5.90

Sat. del. on Fed- Ex orders received by:
Th: S-2 1-4 lbs $6.25 Fr P-1 1lb $ 17.00
FED- EX COD 46.00

OPEN 6 X DAYS, 7:30 AM-8:00PM • SHIP VIA FED- EX ON SAT.

2 .

rrl

us

hi 43
043

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED, INC.

24,000 S. Peoria Ave., Beggs, OK 74421
MasterCard/VISA or UPS CASH COD • No minimum order.
$1 for packing materials. Shipping and insurance extra.

(
918) 267-4961

Circle 281 on Inquiry Card.
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Modems/Multiplexors • Multimedia

Multimedia • Programmable Hardware

SuperSoundBest Value!
Easy To Use Too!

••

Digital Audio Authoring
Workstations $239 - $ 640

Lee m.o. 7,
(11.

I t ditors

from $49

-""
1111111111

larIloing Prol,txns ‘Sith Big 'Name Product% or
•
.
1111E111
- Tr, t • Nod Br Pleased.

Developers of Windows 3,Toolbook, Visual Basic use
our DLLs, Create SuperSound, SoundBlaster, Covox,
Disney Sounds; Import sound files from Mac, Amiga

ru COMPUCOM
9600

bps

IBM-PC DOS DIGITAL AUDIO from $ 20
.
'USA Made High Quality,30 Day Money- Back Guarantee

I
T

• LIKE HAVING A CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER IN A PC

• No Ealra Charge tor Technical Support on our products

• Fastest. easiest Editors With Pie noel features for the price • DOS Erlender Verelon - Up To le MB Working Space

• Semple herded... ' software Installation- NO DMA jumper. • Programmer. Libre,» for Popular Language.

Products by Silicon Shack. 4760 Castlen raid Drise, San Jo..e. CA 95129
Ph:408 - 446 - 4521
FAX: 408 - 446 - 5196
ech. Info./Orders: 800 - 969-4411 Ask for FREE PRODUCT CATALOG.
In ear Fa., , Barter. Japen. lot TeL(031,72-51.1 I- t, tilt)....121.1 ....,

Circle 287 on Inquiry Card.

MODEM $169

PC/ATbus PRE-PROCESSOR FOR
THE HP1650 LOGIC ANALYZER

Compucom is one of the few modem manufacturers
who develops its own modem technology. 95+% of all
modem vendors use third party designs and/or chip
sets. They're modem manufacturers...Compucom's the
modem innovator.
See for yourself!
int. / ext.
• Speedmodem Champ, 9600 bps csp $ 169 / 199
• Star, 14,400bps v.32/32bis,csp, v.42/42bis$499 / 539
• Storm, 9600bps v.32,csp, v.42/42bis $299 / 339
• Remote Pro, remote access software $59
• Voicemail, fax, caller ID opt.-- 30 day money back trial
CALL NOW
(800) 748 6840, (415) 499 7600, Fax (415) 499 3366

•Provides acomplete interface between the HP 1650 series logic
analyzer and the PC/AT bus.
•Quick and easy access to all address, data, and control lines.
•State and timing analysis.
•Logic analyzer configurations supplied on diskette.
•Can be used as an extender card.

-11ASCC1

1950 Corporate Way, Anaheim, CA 92801
TEL ( 7141 635-0550 • FAX ( 714) 535-3458

Circle262 on Inquiry Card.

IMAGING CARDS

Video Framegrabbers for
the XT/AT/386

•Real time grab/display
•Complete with software
•60 & 50 Hz. Video
•Quality since 1987!
•Money back guarantee

MODEL
1-800-292-1160
-512/24 512x480x24 - New
FUR 24 bit color board, mult in,
24 bit RGB out
$795
-512
512x480x8 - Advanced
grayscale board. Multi res/multi
image, 4inputs, in/out LUTS,
dual ping-pong buffers, RGB
out
$795
-02
256x240x8 Workhorse 8
bit grayscale. 2inputs, 24 bit
RGB out, cutsor
$495
-03
256x240x6 Economy 6bit
version of -02 above
$395
MCNISA/COD

•Memory (up to 8MB), FLASH, SERIAL
EPROMs. All Intel MICROs, 87C751 /2, Over
1000 PLDs (AMD MACH, PA LCE, GALS,
BiCMOS 22V10, Lattice 7ns Bseries, MAPL,
QUIET Series)
•PLCC to 84 pin, GANG Memory, Micro, PCMCIA
memory cards
•Up to 104 fully protected pins
•Standard parallel printer port
•Optional Palmtop PC for stand-alone operation
•Fully integrated Algorithm Development Lan
guage allows users to add/change parts
•True State Machine Testing capability
(rise/skew< lOns)
•True full Selfcalibration .Sz Diagnostics
•Additional Modules for Tester, Data Logger,
Controller

Box 596 Pittsburg. KS 66762
316-231-6647 Fax 231-5816

VIDEO FRAME GRABBERS
PCX, TIF, GIF and more file formats.
IBM PC/XT/AT Compatible, NTSC & PAL
VGA VIDEO GALA $595.00 Three boards in one: VGA + VCR output .1. Live video in a
window. Captures 640 x480 true color.
VIDEO GALA $499.00 Captures 640 x480 true color in real time.
GALA GS
6399.00 Capture 640 x480 with 256 shades of grey in real time.
HRT 512-8 $995.00
Multifeatured high performance industrial model with
an Image Processing Library 512 x512 in 256 shades
of grey.
HRT 512-24
$
1995.00
Same as HRT 512-8 except ir. 24 bit color.

HIGHRES
TECIDOLOCIES Itt:

384

Universal Programmer from $1295

Control Vision
Circle 264 on Inquiry Card.

47.

Circle 304 on Inquiry Cord.

P.O. Box 76, Lewiston, New York 14092 U.S.A.
Tel: 416-497-6493 Fax: 416-497-1636
BYTE •JANUARY 1992

Circle 272 on Inquiry Card.

Low Cost Programmer $495
• 32 pin E/EPROMs to 4MBytes, Flash EPROMs, Intel Micros
• Gang Module (4 sockets), Motorola Micros Module
• RS232 interface; internal eraser option; Stand-alone capability

Intelligent Rom Emulator $445
• " In-Circuit-Emulator" type features: Address Compare ( with
HALT output), Address Snapshot, Trigger Input, Reset Output
• Standard parallel Printer Port (64Kbytes in 10 sec)
• Stand-alone operation (rechargable NiCad battery)

rimaff
750

r

' , r17

4'

N. Pastoria Ave. Sunnyvale, CA 94086 USA
Tel: (408) 730-5511 Fax: (408) 730-5521
Circle 258 on Inquiry Card.

Programmable Hardware • Tape Drives

IEEE -48/3.2
Hardware for IBM PC/AT, Micro Channel,
Sun, Macintosh, DEC, and NeXT.

1

)!,
...... . ...... ........

Software for DOS, Windows, UNIX, VMS,
menu- and icon-driven environments.

.
........

%.
1"-

Kt, ... .

...... .......

e

IEEE 488 extenders, analyzers,
converters, analog I/O, and digital I/O.
Call for your free IEEE catalog

mein ittinithiutinittnittuott

LOtech
lOt(.(11,

tic. •• 21 6.4 39 4091 o Fax 216.439 4093

Instant Microcontroller + Instant C =
Instant New Product
Use our Little Giant' and Tiny Giant' miniature
microprocessor- based computers to instantly
computerize your product. Our miniature controllers feature built-in power supplies, digital I/O,
serial I/O ( RS232 / RS485), A/D converters (to
20 bits), solenoid drivers, time of day clock,
battery backed memory, watchdog, field wiring
connectors, and more! Designed to be easily
integrated with your hardware and software.
Priced from $ 159. Core modules as low as $59.
Low cost, interactive Dynamic C'" makes serious software development easy.

Z-World Engineering
1724 Picasso Ave., Davis, CA 95616 USA (
916) 757-3737
Fax: ( 916) 753 -5141 Automatic Fax: (916) 753-0618
(For automatic fax call from your fax, request catalog # 18)

Circle 274 on Inquiry Card.

DOS IN ROM!

<> Supports the NEC 8
Mbit EPROM and all
EEPROMs from 2716 to
16-bit, 4 megabit
O Connects to the stay
dard parallel printer port
on IBM and compatible
<> Qualified and recommended by Intel,
National Semiconductor, Signetics and

3. Burn EPROM

for aprompt?
Speed up with MOO ROM Drivel
•Boot O. Isec
•I/2size card
•Any programs, DOS
•LAM, Control

64K
360K

$75

144M

5.50

595

Circle 298 on Inquiry

•Battery, solar
•5-yr warranty
•62 pin PC Bus
•2PAR, 3SER, ATC
•LCD/K80 ports
MVSBC1 $95
MVSBC 1 $ 27/ 1K
MVBIOS $60
PC CABLE $50
PC CARD $ 85

others

O Single STE file for easy
updates
6. Lifetime FREE software
updates available via
BBS (71 3) 461-4958 or
US Mail
o Call 1-800-2252102 for acomplete literature packet and demo
disk
6. Made in the USA

$895.00

BPMICROSYSTEMS

MVS ( 508) 792-9507

Houston, TX 77043 • PH: ( 7)3) 461-9430 • FAX: ( 7( 3) 461-74 )

Circle 280 on Inquiry Card.

SUPERPRO TM
UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER
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•Best Quality
•Lowest Prices
800/1600/3200/6250 BPI

CALL 1-800-266-4827

Laguna Data Systems

C

26941 Cabot Road, Laguna Hills, CA 92653

3

UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER, EMULATOR, 8. TESTER

NEW

II New Imroved hardware and software.
•The most complete PC-based Universal Programmer,
Programs PLD ( PAL, GAL FPL, EPLD, PEEL, MAX,
E(E)PROM, (up to 16Mbit), Flash EPROM,
13PROM, Special PROM, MN: ( 87XX, 68XX, 28, PSD30),
PICI6XX, TMS320EXX, UPD75PXXX, HD637XXX...).
•Covers DIP, PLCC, QFP, SOP, and PGA with 8to 84 pins.
Gang Progammuig adapters available also.
• EPROM EMULATION capability.
• Tests digital ICs and DRAMs (SIMM/SIP adapter available)
• Free software updates and new device added upon request.
II IC Manufacturers approval.
▪ 1-year warranty, 30-day money-back guarantee.
CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION.
Distributors are welcome!

Tribal Microsystems Inc.
In44388
SGRIMMER BLVD
J

FREMONT CA 94538 TEL ( 510)623 8859 FAX ( 510)623 9925

Circle 291 ( RESELLERS: 292) on Inquiry Card.

Card.

9Track Tape Subsystem
for PC/XT/AT/386/PS2

(b

BBS(408) 745-7256

$745.00

3

Circle 259 on Inquiry

Tel: 714-367-0497, Fax: 714-367-0508
Circle 278 on Inquiry

Circle 297 on Inquiry Card.

TUP-400

Card

EP- 1140 E/EPROM 8. tcontroller Programmer

8088 SINGLE BOARD
COMPUTER PC on acord!
1. Debug on PC
2. Test S8C RAM

Always waiting

gSV3M0I-IS 3.11VMOHVH

Programmable Hardware

Card.

Desktop 9-Track Tape Subsystem
#1-selling 9- track system on desktop.
Oualstar slow cost 1/2- inch 9-track Streaming
tape systems bring full ANSI data interchange to
IBM AT, PS/2 or Macintosh, giving your micro the
freedom to exchange data files with nearly any
mainframe or minicomputer in the world.
Systems include DOS or Xenix compatible
software, coupler card and cables. High reliability
1600 or 6250 BPI capability may be used for disk
backup as well as data interchange.

1711FILSTRR e

Call us today! For details and
to order: Fax ( 818) 882-4081
Phone ( 818) 882-5822

9621 Irondale Ave., Chatsworth CA 91311
©1989 Oualstar Corp.
All product and company names and trademarks are the exclusive property of their respective owners.

Circle 286 on Inquiry Cord.
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Business • CAD/CAM

Communications/Networking

You M AY NEVER CALL
THE OPERATOR A GAIN.
(For a Business Phone Number)

"Bulletin boards become amajor
means of communication"-\\ all Street Journal

[
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Now you can have acomplete "directory of every business in the U.S. right on
your PC. Think of it — 9.2 million listings from over 5,000 Yellow Page
directories, all on one CD-ROM disc.
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With the American Business Phone Book, you will:
• Save time - and improve your productivity
• Save money - on directory assistance charges
• Find more businesses - even if you don't know where they're located.
you'll still find the phone number.
You can search two ways:
I. By Company Name
2. By Phone Number

Lots of users ( up to 256 at the same time), from all over the
world or all around your office, can call into The Major BBS'
using modems, your Novell LAN, or X.25 networks such as
CompuServe. With a single PC AT, PS/2, 386, 486 or
compatible. using DOS 3.1 or later, you can provide:

The American Business Phone Book is complete. lightning-quick. and very easy
to use. All you need is an IBM-PC or compatible and aCD-ROM drive.

American
usiness
intormation.InC

•E-mail & file transfers
•Public message areas
•Modem server features

PRICE: $ 198"
To order yours, call today at (4021 593-4565
VISA. MasterCard, American Express accepted
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

Optical Products Division
5711 So. 86th Circle • P.O. Box 27347 • Omaha. Nebraska 68127

• Online order entry
• Multi-user databases
• Polls & questionnaires

•Teleconferencing ... 24 hrs/day, 7days/week!

Call 305/583-5990 or fax 305/583-7846

GIGALACTICOMM

Circle 299 on Inquiry Card.

NTEL
(8 0 )

mind Corporation
1801 South Street
Lafayette IN 47904

742 - 6 8 0 9

HiWIRE Il Schematic
and PCB Software
With support for expanded and extended
memory, HiWIRE II can
handle your most demanding schematic and
PCB designs. The unique
HiWIRE II editor allows
you to display and edit
schematics and PCBs
simultaneously, using
the same commands for
each. HiWIRE II is $995,
and is guaranteed.
Call ( 800) 742-6809
or ( 317) 448-1903

Circle 295 on Inquiry Card.

smARTWORK PCB Software
GI WI'TEL
(8 0 0 )

Wintek Corporation
1801 South Street
Lafayette. IN 47904

7 4 2 - 6 8 0 9

The first printed- circuitboard program for the IBM
PC, and still the first choice
for designers of 2-sided
PCBs, occasional users, and
educators. The program's
features include unmatched
ease of use, continual
design-rule checking, automatic pad shaving, trace
filleting. soldermasks, and
silkscreen. smARTWORK
with autorouting is $895
($495 without) and has a
30-day money-back guarantee. Call ( 800) 742-6809
or (317) 448-1903.

Circle 296 on Inquiry Card.
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DEC VT320 Emulation for Microsoft Windows 3.0
• 132 column display
•Cut and paste
•Kermit file transfer
•Windows style help
•Local or ANSI color

•Automatic window sizing
•Double high/wide characters
•LAT or TCP/IP support
•Modem dialer/Phone book
•Command language

Diversified Computer Systems, Inc.
FAX (303)447-1406

(
303)4479251

Tektronix 4105/07 Emulation also available

Circle 268 on Inquiry Card.

Breaks the 4-Color Price Barrier
with the Hardware/Software Showcase
See how affordable it is to advertise to BYTE's
500,000 computer professionals in this section!
Call for more advertising information:
(603) 924-2695 or (
603) 924-2598

Database • Educational • Engineering/Scientific

dBASE Data Entry

Graphics • Mail Order • Programming Languages/Tools
Learn to Use Chaos & Fractals
"Highly recommended" - PC Magazine
"lets you explore the creative possibilities
of fractals" - Amstrad PC Magazine
"the cleanest short presentation I've
seen of what fractals and chaos theory
are all about" - H. Kenner, BYTE

111111311111211,1
Min- Bin
Min mm
o EMI In

Interactive PC software, on-line tutorial,
160pp Guidebook, 200+ example files.
Supports DXF and PCX, CGA to SVGA $79
(with C programming tutorial: $ 109)

Cedar Software: 802 888 -5275
Box 5140-R1 Morrisville VT 05661

11111111

Circle 260 ( RESELLERS: 261) on Inquiry Card.

The TransTerm 5is awork station data entry/display terminal
for on-line shop floor data collection into PC/AT/PS-2 systems.
The unit is one of afamily of such terminals which feature LC
displays for operator prompting and data entry via sealed touch
keys or an optional barcode scanner or badge reader
(Code39,UPC+). Amulti-terminal network controlber ( up to 250
stations) and adBASE IV compatible software package are also
available. System costs start below $300 per station. Options
include display backlighting, barcode scanning, counter inputs,
control output.

COMPUFERINISE;

San Francisco
Discount Software
We are committed to providing our customers
with the best possible service:
*Latest versions only
*Specialize in hard-to-find items
'Visa/Mastercard - no minimum order
*International and corporate orders
*Low, low prices

302 N. Winchester • Olathe, KS 66062

Phone: ( 415) 956-3126 • Fax ( 415) 956-0246

913-829-0600 • FAX 913-829-0810

369 Pine Street, Suite 216, San Francisco, CA 94104/USA

Circle 263 on Inquiry Card.

EARN YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE AT

HOME

IMS.efitrAILie.
[ri Corr iprtitet Scier ice
-

-

-

Get the opportunity and earning power acollege degree confers—without
leaving home and without spending thousands of dollars.
•Approved for tuition reimbursement by leading corporations
•ALL COURSES BY CORRESPONDENCE
•Most courses interactive
•Approved Ada course available
eQualified instructors available on telephone help lines
Phone: 1-205-323-6191 • FAX: 1-205-328-2229

AMERICAN
INSTITUTE
oam »
l:
COMPUTER
SCIENCES

Circle 303 on Inquiry Card.

HYPERCROSS — asm*
Multi-tar
FEATURES:
Fast One Pass Execution — up to 6000 LOC/Second
Flexible Library Driven Architecture
Full-Featured PC-asm Style Directives/Expressions
Popular Vendor Style Instruction Syntax Rules
Six Run Code Formats .6Program/X Ref List Options
Host: IBM PC or Compatible ( PC-DOS/MS-DOS)
STANDARD SYSTEM: $249.00 US
Macro Cross Assembler — Supports 32 Processors
BASE SYSTEM:
$ 129.00 us
Cross Assembler — Supports 23 Processors
Call for Site Licenses, Custom Systems & Libraries
Trademark/product of Hypersys Corporation

kIqy

PROCESSORS:
8048
6801
Z8
8051
6805
Z80
8085
6809
Z180
8086
6811
Z280
8096
68000
SUPERS
8019
664180
1802
7800
320C1X
6502
70XXX
320C2X
65816
TMP4300 TMS370
COP400 TCP4600 TMS7000
COP800 TMP4700 TMS9900

2101 BYX Magnolia Ave. eSuite 200 • B'ham, AL 35205
Circle 277 on Inquiry Card.

Instrument Control and Data Acquisition

s*
e
44>

IEEE-488 and
Ndata
lbus Control,
Acquisition,
and Analysis

II

Free 1992 catalog instrumentation
products for PCs, workstations, and
more. Features IEEE- 488.2 interfaces
and software, plug-in data acquisition
boards, VX1bus controllers, DSP
hardware and software, and signal
conditioning accessories. Application
software for complete acquisition,
analysis, and presentation of data,
including
graphical
interfaces.
Application tutorials and training
classes also detailed.
512-794-0100
FAX: 512-794-8411
1-800-433-3488 ( U.S. & Canada)

National Instruments, 6504 Bridge Point Parkway, Austin TX 78730
Circle 284 on Inquiry Card.

Cross Assemblers, Simulators,
Disassemblers
Processor Families:
8051
8096
8048
Z80
64180
6301
6805
6800
1802
6811
6502
68k
8085
6801
Z8
Join Thousands of Satisfied
Customers Worldwide.
Call:

PseudoCorp
716 Thimble Shoals Blvd., Newport News, VA 23606
Tel: ( 804) 873-1947 • Fax: (804) 873-2154

THE BUYER'S MART
A DIRECTORY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
THE BUYER'S MART is amonthly advertising section which enables readers to
easily locate suppliers by product category. As aunique feature, each BUYER'S
MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested readers in
requesting information from participating advertisers.
Effective January 1, 1992.
RATES: 3issues-$625 6issues-$600 12 issues-$525 13 issues-$500

furnish typewritten copy. Ads can include headline (23 characters maximum), descriptive text (250 characters is recommended, but up to 350 characters can be
accommodated), plus company name, address and telephone number. Do not send
logos or camera-ready artwork.
DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2months prior to issue date. For example: November issue closes on September 8. Send your copy and payment to THE
BUYER'S MART, BYTE Magazine, 1Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
For more information call Joseph Mabe at 603-924-2656. FAX: 603-924-2683.

Prepayment must accompany each insertion. VISNMC Accepted.

AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must

ACADEMIC COMPUTING
Ilinaputer Education Kit
Get started with Parallel Processing

$396

Kit includes ready-to- use PC add- in board with T400
transputer, 9.4B of RAM, and PC interface. Complete with
Occam2 and C compilers, assembler. source-level debuggers, example programs. and 1500 pages of documentation
(incl. schematics). Expandable!

Computer System Architects
950 N University Avenue, Provo UT 84604
(800) 753-4CSA (801) 374-2300

FAX (801) 371-2386

Inquiry 701.

ACCESSORIES
HEWLETT PACKARD
Buy - Sell - Trade

Laser Jet II/IID
Color Pro ( 74401
Laser 2000 2Meg.41 Meg upgrades )114.7550A
Desk Jet
Draft Pro DXL/EXL
Rugged Writer
Dratanaster Ull
Electrostaloc Plotters C1600 ( D Soae)/C 1601 ( E Sue)
Scoence Accessories Corporation Some DognIzera
36' n48" ( 2750)
BO' n72" (
3175)

T. E. Dasher & Associates

4117 Second Ave. S., Birmingham, AL 35222
Phone: (205) 591-4747 Fax: ( 205) 591-1108
(800) 638-4833

BAR CODE
BAR CODE READERS
For PC, XT, AT, & PS/2, Macintosh, and any RS-232
terminal. Acts like 2nd keyboard, bar codes read
as keyed data. With steel wand-$399. Top rated
in independent reviews. Works with DOS, Xenix,
Novell, Alloy, -ALL software. Lasers, magstripe, &
slot badge readers. 30-day $$ back.
Worthington Data Solutions
4174 Ingalls SI

Santa Cruz. CA 95060

(408) 458-9938

( 800) 345-4,220

Inquiry 706.

ACCESSORIES

ARRAY PROCESSORS

RADIOACTIVE?
Plot it on your PC end, The AM- ED RADIATION MONITOR
Serial or pnnter port Detects ALPHA• BETA • GAMMA•X-RAY
MicroR, 1000 times the resolution of standard gager counters
Excellent for tracking RADON GAS Find sources. New: Version 2.7
WINDOWS, Plot: • Background • Cosmic Rays • Clouds • Foods
Call/Wnte for PC MAGAZINE review. • TSR • GM Tube
VISA/MC/EURO Phone orders Not satisfied? Full refund.

800-729-5397

or

Tel/Fax: (302) 655-3800

Aware Electronics Corp.

PO Box 4299, Wilmington, DE 19807

6149.50

SCIENTIFIC ACCELERATOR
25 MegaFLOP Floating Point Array Processor with
256K+ static memory. Easily programmed by calling 598 routines from your C, FORTRAN, or Pascal
PC programs. 512x512 FFT 1.18 secs. Single slot
board with software: $2,495.00.

EIGHTEEN EIGHT LABORATORIES
1247 Tamarisk, Boulder City, NV 89005
Tel: 800-888-1119, Fax: 702-294-2611

PORTABLE READER

Battery-operated, handheld reader with 64K static
RAM, 2x16 LCD display, 32-key keyboard, RealTime-Clock. Wand or laser scanner. Program
prompts and data checking through its own keyboard. Easy data transfer by RS-232 port or PC,
PS/2 keyboard. Doubles as On-Line Reader. 30-day
$$ back.

Worthington Data Solutions

417A Ingalls St Santa Cruz, CA 95060
(408) 458-9938
(800) 345-4220

Inquiry 707.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
CUT RIBBON COSTS!

Re-ink your printer ribbons quickly and easily. Do all
cartridge ribbons with just one inked For crisp, black
professional print since 1982. You can choose from 3
models:
Manual E-Zee Inker - 839.50
Electric E-Zee Inker - $94.50
Ink Master ( Electric) - $189.00
1000s of satisfied users. Money-back guarantee.

BORG INDUSTRIES

525 MAIN ST, JANESVILLE, IA 50647
1-800-553-2404
In IA: 319-987-2976

LISP like never before...
*Hari:gal:61a!
Software Engineer 02.0 is the most powerful LISP for Windows.
It was designed to put the power of LISP into the hands of
individuals. It includes atext editor, adialog box designer and
an icon editor Functionality includes: 00P. stand alone EXE's.
adebugger, DOE. Menus. Windows API calls and on-line help.
Tug. Retail $24995

Raindrop Software Corporation
833 Arapaho Road, Suite 104, Richardson, Texas 75081
(214) 234-2611
Fax: (214) 234-2674

PRINT BAR CODES/BIG TEXT
FROM YOUR PROGRAM

Md bar codes and big graphics characters to your
program. Print from ANY MS-DOS language. Bar
codes: UPC, EAN, 2 of 5, MSI, Code 39. Epson,
Oki, IBM dot matrix text up to 1
2 ". LaserJet up to
/
2". Font cartridges not required. $179-$239. 30-day
$$ back.

Worthington Data Solutions
4174 Ingalls St

Santa Cruz. CA 95060

(408) 458-9938

( 800) 345-4220

Inquiry 708.

Inquiry 703.

AUDIO
DIgPaku

KEYBOARD, VIDEO, MOUSE
Extension with EXTENDER
Splitting with COMPANION
Switching with COMMANDER
Boosts signals up to 600 feet. Control up to 96 PCs with
one keyboard and monitor

CYBEX CORPORATION
2800H Bob Wallace Ave. Huntsville, AL 35805
Phone 205-534-0011

The Standard for PC Digitized Sound!
Use a single API for all PC sound boards
with DigPak digitized sound drivers
and ACOMP for 6-to-1compression.

THE Audio Solution, Inc.
PO Box 11688, Clayton, MO 63105

314/567-0267

Fax 205-534-0010

BAR CODE READERS
Keyboard emulation for PC/XT/AT & PS/2's, all
clones and any RS- 232 Terminal. Transparent
to your operating system. Available with Steel
wands, Lasers, Slot & Magstripe Readers. Same
day shipping, 30-day money- back guarantee.
One-year warranty. Reseller discounts available

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 A Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040
(800) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015

FAX (817) 685-6232

Inquiry 709.

Inquiry 704.

BAR CODE
ANTI- LOCK- UP PRODUCT!
(SYSTEM WATCH)

The answer for any unattended PCs in use 24 hours aday.
SYSOPs-VOICE MAIL, etc. Checks CPU every 30 seconds and
reboots upon no signal. Includes board, software A. cables. (board
does not use PC slot) TWENTY MINUTE INSTALLATION. Requires internal re-set switch. Visa/MC S159. (vo). prices avail.)

STREETWISE SYSTEMS
1600 S. Dixie Hwy., Boca Raton, FL 33432
800-654-0910

Inquiry 705.
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LABELING SOFTWARE

On EPSON, IBM, OKI dot matrix or LaserJet. Flexible design on one easy screen. Any format/size.
Up to 120 fields/label. 18 text sizes to e-readable
at 100'. AIAG, MIL-STD, 2 of 5, 128, UPC/EAN,
Code 39. File Input & Scanned logos/symbols
(PCX)-$279. Other programs from $49. 30-day
$$ bac k.

Worthington Data Solutions
417A Ingalls Sr

Santa Cruz CA 95060

(408) 458-9938

( 800) 345-4220

BAR CODE PRINTING SOFTWARE
•MS/PC DOS SYSTEMS
•9 & 24 PIN DOT MATRIX
•H- P LASER JET/PLUS/SERIES II
• MENU DRIVEN or MEMORY RESIDENT
•CODE 39, I2/5, UPC A/E, EAN 8/13
•BIG TEXT 8. BAR CODE SOFTFONTS

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 A Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040
(800) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015

FAX (817) 685-6232

BAR CODE
PORTABLE BAR CODE READER
Battery operated, handheld reader with 64K RAM, 54 key
keyboard real-time clock, 2X16 LCD display, and built-in
rain Ilater Supports WAND. CCD. and LASER
program generator supports multiple programs and data files
Interfaces to PC & PS/2 keyboards. RS- 232 terminals and
HAYES compatible modems 30- DAY MONEY- BACK
GUARANTEE

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 A Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040

(800) 6484452 (817) 571-9015

FAX (817) 685-6232

CD-ROM

BAR CODE
VARIANT MICROSYSTEMS

BAR CODE READERS DELIVER
WAND/LASER/MAGNETIC CARD CONNECTIVITY

•Keyboard wedges OntemaUEsternal) for IBM PC/XT/AT. PS/2
and portables.
•RS232 wedges for WISE. Link, Kimtron terminals
•Bar code and label printing software
•Full two-year warranty
•30- Day Money- Rack Guarantee
•Extensive VAR/Dealer Discounts
3140 De La Cruz Blvd., Suite 200/Santa Clara, CA 950544408)9861880
800-666-4BAR
FAX: ( 415) 623-1372

NEW CD-ROMs FROM WAYZATA!

The following CD-ROMs are now available:
•8910 WY Collet., 01 10.003 PC Shammy, Programs
DA0-10191108M-PC 0031-1139
•enteama Cruder MI Matron Sys*. amt Magram Armor Prayarn
0E0.1PC DOSI-11/9
•gignellye. Internameal Como. ,Industry Netts
15/83-891) OW PC DOS or alacentosto-5129
•IPtaratt•Illaa nana Mole au Itio ans II31A-PC DOS or Hammett- 1149
Call or write now for more information!

WAYZATA TECHNOLOGY INC.

Post Office Boo 507. Grand Rapids, Kfinnesota 55744
Tel: 1800) 735-7321 (2181 325-0597 Fax: ( 218) 325-0598

Inquiry 720.

Inquiry 714.

CLIP ART

CAD

BAR CODE READERS
$149.00
Complete with Wand
COMPUTER RESOURCES GROUP
629 Silverdale Drive, Claremont, CA 91711

CALL (714) 624-8734
Inquiry 710.

PCB & SCHEMATIC CAD- 9195
"EASY-PC" for single-sided and multilayer boards
to
x17" with up to 1500 ICs including surface
mount. Phenomenally fast and easy to use. Over
9000 copies sold. Needs PC/XT/2M/386 HERC/
CGNEGANGA. Output to laserjet/inkjet/dot matrix
printer, pen-plotter, photo-plotter and NC Drill. Not
copy protected. VISA/MC/AMEX welcome. For full
info circle inquiry # or contact us direct.

NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS LTD.

Huffing Way. St Ives, Huntmgdon. Cambs. England. 0317 4WR
Tel 011-44-480-61778 Fax 011-44-48-494042

fv• 12,000 Dover Clip-Art images
8- Less than 2.50 per image
8- Available for IBM and Macintosh

ri• Specially priced at $299.00
Sample diskettes available $4.00

Isle Tech Inc.

PO Box 431, Excelslor, MN 55331
800722-9724, 612/934-2024 (Vowel
612/934-2824 ( Fax)

Inquiry 721.

Inquiry 715.

COMMUNICATIONS
LASER/WAND/CCD SCANNERS

AGGRESSIVE PRICING!
Reseller discounts Also bar
code slot readers, magnetic stripe. User software-transparent
keyboard emulation for PC/XT/A1', clones, PS/2, and Macintosh. RS-232 terminals. Scans all popular bar codes Label
and Bar code printing software. 30-day money back.
Visa/MC/Ama, Same day ship,

DATA HUNTER
6181 Medford. Huntington Beach, CA 92647

(714) 892 5461

Fax 714-892-9768

Inquiry 711.

VIEW CAD DRAWINGS
SirlInVIEW Allows non-CAD users to view AutoCAD
DWG, DXF & HPGL files on PCs Print, Plot, attach
notes and hyper- link between tiles. Change views and
layers. Accurate! Query databases to locate & highlight
objects on the screen.
Also, linkable SIrlInVIEW/LIB allows developers to add
viewing capabilities to their own applications.

SIrlIn Computer Corporation
25 Orchard View Dr. Ste 14, Londonderry, NH 03053

(603) 437-0727

Fax (603) 437-0737

International Technologies & Systems Corp.
655-K North Berry St., Brea, CA 92621 Western USA
13 Welwyn Court. Richmond, VA 23229-Eastern USA
(800)22841487 (714)990-1880 (804)7414725 (FAX)990-2503

Inquiry 712.

Sangoma Technologies Inc.
(416) 474 1990

COMPUTER INSURANCE

CAD/CAM
PC-Wand Bar Code Solutions

Use Sangoma hardware and software to provide
cost effective, robust and easy-to-use SDLC, HDLC
and X.25 links from MS-DOS, UNIX, PC-MOS, etc.
All real time communication functions performed
by intelligent co-processor card.
Full function SNA emulation packages also
available.

Inquiry 722.

Inquiry 716.

Bar codes are easy using our FULL line of readers 8printers.
They plug 8 play with your existing CPU/printer/terminals/
software systems in your office, store, truck. factory or
warehouse. ITS' bar code DOS programs print on matrix
or laser printers. 30 day refund, 1 year warranty.
OEMNAFt/ Dealer discounts.

SDLC, HDLC AND X.25 SUPPORT

STEPPER MOTOR CONTROL
FROM A PRINTER PORT'

NEW

$249

Inde rEFI
I
el r
O;J er1 ware
VISA/MC
•Controls up to six motors simultaneously
•Linear and Circular Interpolation.
•New features to accommodate machine control.
•Easy-to-use DOS device driver. Super Manual.
•CAD-CAM interface available.
Corporeal. 1422 Amokl M.

Ability Systems

PA 19001 (2151 6571338
FAX I215) 657-7815

INSURES YOUR COMPUTER
SAFEWARE Computerowners coverage provides
replacement of hardware, media and purchased
software. As little as $49 a year covers accidents,
theft, power surges and more. One call does it all.
Call 8 am-10 pm ET. (Sat. 9 to 5)

TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469
(Local 614-262-0559)

SAFE WARE, The Insurance Agency Inc.

Inquiry 723.

Inquiry 717.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
PC BAR CODE SPECIALISTS

FREE TECHNICAL REPORT!

Bar code readers designed for fast, reliable, costeffective data entry. They emulate your keyboard,
so scanned data looks just like it was typed in!
Choose from stainless steel wand, laser gun, card
slot reader, and magnetic stripe scanner. Also,
powerful Bar Code and Text printing software. Great
warranty. Generous dealer discounts.

C Libraries for CAD/CAM. Engineering and GIS Applications
650-(- routines for DXF input/output, graphical display,
linerardellipse/NURB spline construction/editing. and much
more than can be described here.

Seagull Scientific Systems

Phone or FAX (617)8994350 for more information.

15127 N.E. 24th, Suite 333, Redmond, WA 98052

206-451-8966

Just request Inie about the:

"CAD/CAM Developer's Kit"

Series

Building Block Software Inc.
371 Moody Street. Waltham. MA 02154

Inquiry 718.

DATA INPUT DEVICES

Bar Code, Magnetic Stripe Readers 8SmartCard Encoder/
Reader for microcomputers 8terminals, including IBM PS/2
8others, DEC, Macintosh. AT&T, CT, Wyse, Wang AU readers
connect on the keyboard cable 8are transparent to all software UPC 839 print programs, magnetic encoders. 8 portable readers are also available.

TPS Electronics

4047 Transport Palo Alto, CA 94303
415-856-6833
Telex 371-9097 TPS PLA
1-800-526-5920
FAX: 415-856-3843

Inquiry 713.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
Universal Linker, Librarian
Targets for 42 Microprocessors
Hosts: MS-DOS, UNIX, VAX VMS

ENERTEC, INC.
BOX 1312, 811 W. Fifth St.
Lansdale, PA 19446
Tel: 215-362-0966

Fax: 215-362-2404

Inquiry 724,

GREAT NEWS AutoCAD USERS

CROSS ASSEMBLERS/SIMULATORS

KIS Scaling " The Problem Solver" makes All Vpod
scaling easy. Create All Dimstyles " On The Fly" with
KIS DIM Module Icons. KIS Scaling, REAL control of
text, arrows & LTScale for R10 or R11. AutoDwgLoad lets
you load drawings with popdown menu. New EXTENDTRIM.LSP—Tutorial + AutoSizing + Autosave. Multiscale dwgs are easy, so is ordering 800-833-4547. Intro ONLY $149 Until 2/1/92.

New unique full-function simulators for the 8096 and
80C196 controllers, featuring ALL MODES of interrupts,
plus the HSI, HSO, and ND functions.

KIS SOFTWARE, INC.
Box 663, Pearisburg, VA 24134

Inquiry 719.

We also support the 8048/49, 8080/85, 8051/52, and Z80
controllers with excellent, reasonably priced Cross
Assemblers and Simulators.

Lear Corn Company
2440 Kipling St., Ste 206, Lakewood, CO 80215
(303) 232-2226

FAX: (303) 232-8721

Inquiry 725.
JANUARY 1992 • BYTE
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THE BUYER'S MART
CROSS COMPILERS

DATA/DISK CONVERSION

WANTED

IBM PC 0 TOO HP FILE COPY

BBX-COMPILER WHICH CONVERTS
BBX-CODES TO C-LANGUAGE

VERO

contact:

Ottergemsesteermeg, 441-9000 Ghent - Belgium
PHONE INTL . 32/91/22/66/98
FAX
INTL * 32/91/22/62/49

Inquiry 726.

FASTER

EASIER TO USE

Update version uses windows: Call for free demo! IBM
PC < to> HP File Copy allows IBM PCs, PS/2,
compatibles to interchange files with HewlettPackard Series 70, 80, 200, 300, 1000, 9000s.

Oswego Software
Box 310
Oswego, IL 60543

708/554-3567
FAX 708/554-3573

Inquiry 732.

PROFESSIONAL PC/DOS SOFTWARE

CONVERSION SERVICES

COMPLETE, OPTIMIZED DEVELOPMENT TOOL SETS
FOR THE ENGINEERING PROFESSIONAL

CALL (408) 773 -8465

Pivar Computing Services, Inc.

LOGISOFT

PO 80X 61929. SUNNYVALE CA 94086
FAX (408) 773-8466

NEMESIS Go Junior entices novices of any age.
NEMESIS Go Master Deluxe satiates the addicted.
Windows Version
Chaos Manor User's Choice Award (BYTE/1990)

Toyogo, Inc. (800) 869-6469
PO Box 25460-Y, Honolulu, HI 96825-0460
(808) 396-5526
fax: (808) 396-4126

FAULT TOLERANCE

Convert any 9-track magnetic tape to or from over
3000 formats including 31
/
2'; 5t/it", 8" disk formats &
word processors. Disk-to-disk conversions also
available Call for more info. Introducing OCR Scanning Services.

8051, 8048, 8096, 8080/85, Z80/180, Z8000, SPARC,
6800, 6809, 68HC11, 680X0, 65021CO2, 6301, 9900

Go, NEMESIS, Go
Go - aZen game. So appealing, it has endured 4,000
years. So useful, governments study it.

Inquiry 737.

CROSS DISASSEMBLERS

CROSS-ASSEMBLERS/DISASSEMBLERS

ENTERTAINMENT

165 Arlington Hgts. Rd., Dept. # B

Nestop Network
Nestop Network, the only Level 3 Fault Tolerant
software product that allows MIRRORED
SERVERS and CONTINUOUS PROCESSING in
any PC/LAN. Supports Novell, Microsoft, IBM,
Banyan, etc. Any server environment—DOS, OS/2,
Unix, Wang, DEC, etc.

Nonstop Networks Limited
20 Waterside. New York, NY 10010

Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 (800) Convert

Inquiry 727.

212-481-8488

Inquiry 738.

DATA ANALYSIS

DATABASE

FILE COMPARISON

FORECASTING
PATTERN RECOGNITION

NOTEBOOK II

A Difference That Must be Seen!

• Database mgr. for unlimited text • Research Notes

AFaster resync algorithms. G Multiple wildcard filename parsing
A Mouse support G Mixed Ore difference output. G Unlimited hie
sires G Scrollable split screen display G. Configurable compare
elgonthms. A Command line interface G. Pop-up menu inrerface
G Line Word and Her compere A Feat terse modes. G Batch Lie
Crne-able.
Requires IBM PC or 100% compatible. 256KB memory. DOS 20
or higher, floppy or hard disk. 30-day money-back guarantee. 642905
12151 666-6104

• DynaMind^ Neural Network Software
•Developed with Intel • PC Based
•NeuroLink"—link a Neural Net to your C-code
•Menus, manual, full-color graphic interface
• Processes data from spreadsheets
INTRODUCTORY en,i
PRICE— One
ety
Month Only!

0„
+ FREE

umades

FREE Brochure: 303/442-3539

NeuroDynan«. Inc
PO Bea 323
Boulder, CO 80306
FAX 343442 '
3539

Inquiry 728.

•Inventory • Client profiles • Collectables • Full text
editor • Concept analysis • 12 pages text per record
•Menu-driven interface • Excellent tutorial • 30-day
money-back guarantee. From $189.

Pro/Tem Software, Inc.
3790 El Camino Real, Suite 389. Palo Alto CA 94306

Call toll-free 800/533-6922

FAX: 415/323-0611

Inquiry 733.

DATA RECOVERY

CRASHED?
Your valuable data can be recovered!
• 95% success rate • Fast turn around
• Priority service available • Clean room
• Servicing Novell, DOS, Macintosh, Unix,
Xenix, OS/2, Bernoulli, Sun and morel

ONTRACK DATA RECOVERY, INC.
6321 Bury Drone. Eden Prairie, MN 55346

1-800-872-2599 • 612-937-5161

Inquiry 729.

Miff

Double R Software, Inc.

Rd 1Fifth Ave., Valley Forge Manor, Phoenixville. PA 19460

DATABASE MGMT SYSTEMS

FINANCIAL SOFTWARE

dBASE file Access from C, Basic

BrainMalcer:

CodeBase 4.5 gives database management
capabilities and dBASE, FoxPro or Clipper file
compatibility from C, C++, Visual Basic or
Pascal for Windows.

"The most fascinating computer software I've ever seen...learn about this

Full 90 day guarantees. FREE DEMO.

SequIter Software Inc.
#209. 9644-54 Ave, Edmonton, AB. Canada, 16E 5V1

Call (403) 437-2410

Fax (403) 436-2999

see our, ad «Ipage 237.

stuff ."John Dvorak, PC Mag. Predicts stocks,
bonds, sales, inventories. Comprehensive
manual. Menus. 12,000 sold. PC or Mac.
Still only $195l

Free Flyer: 800/284-8112, 916/477-7481
California Scientific Software
Inquiry 740.

DATA/DISK CONVERSION

Tape — Cartridge
Disk — Scan
Lowest Price
Call. .. 1ST Run Computer Services Inc.

(800) 833-2207

(
outside NY)

(212) 779-0800 on Ny)
Inquiry 730.

It'

Inquiry 739.

Inquiry 734.

Quality Conversions

*

FLOW CHARTS
YOUR SALES MESSAGE
about the special computer product or service
that you provide belongs in print.

THE BUYER'S MART

can help you reach computer professionals and
produce valuable inquiries for your company!
Call Joseph Mabe for more information

603-924-2656
or

Fax:

New Windows

3.0 Diagramming Tool

ADS Diagrammer is a general purpose diagramming
tool which can be used to create flow charts, block
diagrams, structure charts, DFDs, and more. Customize
for your type of diagram by adding your own symbols

and line terminators to the existing libraries. Draw symbols within symbols. Link Objects. Manipulate curves
directly. Call for free trial disk.

$250

Atlantic Design Systems

Phone: (8001 745-6095 or ( 603) 524-2943

603-924-2683

Inquiry 735.

Fax: (603) 524-3657

Inquiry 741.

EDUCATION

THE # 1 CHOICE

In disk & tape conversion
for many leading corporations, government agencies,
law firms, and companies in every industry—worldwide
Free test • Satisfaction guaranteed

Graphics Unlimited Inc.
3000 Second St. North, Minneapolis, MN 55411

(612) 588-7571
FAX: (612) 588-8783
1-800-745-7571

Inquiry 731.
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B.S. & MS. In COMPUTER SCIENCE
The American Institute for Computer Sciences offers an indepth correspondence program to earn your Bachelor of
Science and Master of Science degrees in Computer Science
at home. B.S. subjects covered are: MS/DOS, BASIC.
PASCAL, C, Data File Processing. Data Structures 8
Operating systems. MS. program includes subjects in Software Engineering and Artificial Intelligence.

AMERICAN INST. for COMPUTER SCIENCES
2101- BY Magnolia Pao South, Ste. 200, Birmingham, AL 35205

800-767-2427

Inquiry 736.

205-323-6191

FLOW CHARTING 3
•High resolution prinl outs
dot matrix or laser
•Multi- page charts
portrait or landscape
•Import/export capabilities

ONLY
250

•35 shapes. 10 fonts. 4line styles
Cell for free demo disk ,
800-525-0082 eid.1310
Software Corporal.onel5CochianeCi.MorpanHICA95037
See our ad on page 212

PATTON & PATTuN

Inquiry 742.

FLOW CHARTS

HARDWARE

WINDOWS FLOWCHARTER $129

PRE-OWNED ELECTRONICS, INC.TM

RFFlow 2.0 is a professional drawing tool for
flowcharts & org charts. Requires Microsoft Windows 3.0. 100 shapes auto adjust in size. Diagonal
lines and curves. Auto line routing and re-routing.
Click on a shape to bring up a sub-chart. Move
charts to other apps. via the Clipboard. Call for free
trial disk.

APPLE®

RFF ELECTRONICS

1053 Banyan Court. Loveland, CO 80538
Phone: (303) 663-5767
FAX: (303) 669-4889

Il

&

MACINTOSH®

SYSTEMS • PARTS • EXCHANGE REPAIRS

HOLIDAY SHOP
THROUGH OUR CATALOG!

7-...r.c.ffi,og., 800-274-5343

LANS

FREEI_AN
Complete LAN solution at LAN CARD price
• 2user Ethernet Starter kit tor $229. including • Two 8- bit
Ethernet cards (w4drivers) • Two terminators and one 15' cable
•Network Operating System for two usera a> 2user Arcnet
Starter Kit for $ 159 • Additional user. Ethernet $ 119. Arcnet
$84. • LAN cards and NOS separately available.

Crystal Computing Corporation

Intl: 617-275-4600 • Fax: 617-275-4848

3140 De La Cruz Blvd. Suite 200, Santa Clara, CA 95054

205 BURLINGTON ROAD • BEDFORD, MA 01730

Tel (408) 748-0125 (800) 726-6209 Fax ( 408) 748-0879

Inquiry 748.

Inquiry 754.

FONT
Meet our NEW " FASE" in the crowd
•Fonts on-the-fly for WordPerfect 5.0/51 • Scalable • infinite font effects • WYSIWYG previewer • supports most pnnters/tax board • 150
fonts library • network version available • bask package includes 35
Type Ifonts • NewFees vao introductory offer $79 expires
12/31/91 ( Reg. $99)
"INewfase] does what the best software utilities are supposed
to do save you time and money, and make your work look
good." Karl Signell, Captai PC Monitor, 11/90

MicroPress

41 Witherspoon St , Princeton, NJ 08542
TEL 908-821-0255

FAX 908-821-5339

Inquiry 743.

386SX, 20MHZ, 1MB, 2FL, 80MB - $990

The $ 25 Network
Thy the 110 truly low-coat LAN
Connect 2or 3 PCs, XTs, ATs
Uses serial ports and 5-wire cable
Runs at 115K baud
Runs in background, totally transparent
Share any device, any file, any time
Needs only 14K of RAM
Skeptical? We make believers!

MACINTOSH, IBM, AST, EPSON, ALTIMA,
NEC, SHARP, HP, HOUSTON
INSTRUMENTS, ROLAND, 3M

Call UCC
213-921-8900
Fax 213-802-0831
13738 Artesia Blvd. 150, Cerritos, CA 90701
INTERNATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME

Inquiry 749.

Information

Modes

P 0 Drawer F, Denton, TX 76202
817-387-3339
Orders 800-628-7992

Inquiry 755.

HARD DRIVE REPAIR

HARDWARE/COMPUTERS

HARD DRIVE REPAIR

20MHz 16-bit FORTH Single Board
Controller with 8ch 10-bit AID, 3ch 8-bit D/A
TD52820 FORTH CONTROLLER AND DAR- LOGGER 3' hoard uses Earn
Bat 116/532 CMOS 0P Screams along al 3MIPS but runs on only 30ma
On- board high-/eel easy FORTH language and assembler- no need for
Morrie emulator' ,Up to 5121E NVID14. 4.511 PROM Attach keyboard. Cd. 120
percher& Interrupts, mule-Wash micridog Wrier, EOM, 33 H..),2 RS-232,
616v300eAdata-loptengl Free ready-made software solutions Program met
PC. Use lor euchre control databgans. mpecIton. robotics. remote mentor.
ex( etc. $206 (25s) STARTER PACK MI
CALL NOW FOR DEAULS!
Sale-or-return

Remote Control Program for just $ 19.95
•Control remote computer across WAN or LAN • Running on NetBIOS, Novell, RS-232 and Modem • Keyboard locking • Remote execution • File transfer.
$19.95 per user, $24.95 starter kit, $99.95 unlimited.
•Network Operating System available for $39.95, with
File/Record locking, Printer Spooling, Peer-to-peer.

(
716) 425-3753
lax: (716) 425-3835

3140 De La Cruz Blvd. Suite 200, Santa Clara, CA 95054
Tel (408) 748-0125 (800) 726-6209 Fax (408) 748-0879

ALSO

DATA RECOVERY
FAST TURN!! CALL FOR DETAILS

H8LIN micro labs, inc.
528-C Forest Parkway, Forest Park, GA 30050

404-366-1600

Fax: 404-366-0040

Inquiry 744.

LANS/SOFTWARE

NEW!

Seelig Company
European Technology

teL

Inquiry 750.

NetRunner

Crystal Computing Corporation

Inquiry 756.
LAPTOP COMPUTERS

CAPACITY

DRUID".

LOWEST
DISK DRIVE
REPAIR
PRICES

ESIX/SCSI

10-19Mb $55

N.A.

20-29

75

75

30-39
40-49
50-85

85
105
140

89
125
175

86-120
121-160

175
205

225
255

161-350

259

349

351-700

N/A

395

jb TECHNOLOGIES, mac.
5105 Maureen Lane
Moorpark, CA 93021
Phone: (800) 888-0908
FAX: ( 805) 529-7712

Inquiry 745.

SDK-386'18

'386 satrademark of Intel Corporation Used by permission
BRAND NEW AND AVAILABLE ONLY FROM URDA,
INC. along with the URDA SDK-85 and SDK-86 educational trainers and microprocessor development systems.
The URDA SDK- 51 will be available next year. Other 8,
16, and 32 bit systems are available.

Phone URDA, Inc.
1-800-338-0517 or 412-683-8732
Inquiry 751.

HARDWARE
DOS & WINDOWS PROBLEMS
can be resolved with an Award BIOS ROM
Upgrade. Windows

ao

and DOS 5.0 support.

Md IDE drives, 31
2 " 1.44Mb floppies, more.
/
Call for our FREE Catalog

KOMPUTERWERK, INC.
851 Parkview Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15215
ORDERS 800 423-3400 Tech ( 4121782-0384 Fax (412) 782-5017

Inquiry 746.

EXPORTAMOS!!!

WE EXPORT!!!

Llmatub Import-Export, Inc.
3590 S State Rd. 7Suite 16, Miramar, FL 33023
TEL ( 305) 963-7722

Inquiry 747.

FAX ( 305) 963-7733

SAVE!

•We ALSO carry a full line of accessories •

Computer Options Unlimited
12 Maiden Lane, Bound Brook, NJ 08805

CALL: (800)424-7678 Need Help?: 908-469-7678
9-9 M- F 9-5 Sat.
6 days
Worldwide Sales

HARDWARE/CONTROLLERS

STEPPER
UP TO 8 MOTOR CONTROL VIA CON PORT OR BUS
Our SA703 is a2axis controller. Plug into PC Bus or use externally with our SA800 programmable centroikar. The SA703's
600 mA/coil can be boosted to 10 amps/coit with the SA603
The SA703C supports co-ordinated motion for up to 3channels. Software drivers including an HPGL interpreter included free. SA7038149. SA 703C $299. 5,44303 5149 SA800 $ I49
STRADA AUTOTECH INC.

TEL: (613)359-1029

P.O. Box 188, Elgin, Ont. Canada KOG 1E0

JAPAN MARKET

Low prices on industrial and personal computers,
monitors, workstations, peripherals, drives,
modems. boards. LAN & network products. I/Cs
memory, co- processors, ribbons, software, etc.

LAPTOPS*NOTEBOOKS

TOSHIBA • EVEREX • ZENITH • AT & T • TANDON
AST • SANYO • SHARP • BONDWELL • ALR • LIBRES
PANASONIC • ALTIMA • LEADING EDGE • FORA
PACKARD BELL • SAMSUNG • NEC • TI • COMPAQ

Inquiry 757.

Inquiry 752.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED....

SAVE

Looking for Suppliers
How about entering the Japanese nserket7 Wei like to help
you. The enormous trade surplus encourages Japan to purchase foreign products. Generating great demand for computer hardware and software, the Japan market is attracting
worldwide attention. If this market appeals to you, contact
us by fax today! We would appreciate catalogs depicting your
products well.

Glken Shoji Co., Ltd.
Fax: 81-052-972-6577
Phone: 81-052-972-6544
6F Soar Bldg 2-a 1
chonta, Inme. Higashrku. Nagoya 461, Japan

Inquiry 753.

IBM CONVERTIBLE

MEMORY-I28K $79
258K $ 225
384K $295
MODEMS- Standard $75
Enhanced $ 175
CRT ADAPTER-for monitors $99
SERIAL/PARALLEL ADAPTER-S120
MONITORS- Monochrome $ 115
Color $249
COMPACT Carrying Case $39
ENHANCED LCD-S79
BATTERY -$89
HARD DRIVES- 20 Meg-$495
40 Meg-5695
MORE ACCESSORIES MAILABLE

COMPUTER RESET

P0 Boy 461782, Garland, TO 75046
Phone (214) 276-8072 BBS d FAX ( 214) 272-7920

Inquiry 758.
LAPTOP PERIPHERALS
LAPTOP POWER ADAPTERS

AC and DC input

TOSHIBA INTERNAL CARDS

Fax/modems' 9600/2400bps, software, acoustic port
Modems, exp. 2400 bps. acoustic or serial port Modem.
dedicated' 2400 bps ( notebooks, T3183200SX) Serial 10
carda RS232, RS422, SCSI, HP1L, barcode
Contact us for more information:

PRODUCT R&D Corporation (Calif.)
805/546-9713

Fax 805/546-9716

Inquiry 759.
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THE BUYER'S MART
PRODUCT MANAGEMENT
Keep Pack of Bug Reports
New tool gives instant access to information about pending bug reports/suggestions on the products you maintain or support. Eases planning of new releases. No
more paperwork, lost reports or hunting for customers'
example files. Multiple users (development, marketing.
OA) can independently categorize, prioritize, and rearrange records. KeyTrack &495

C Street Software
(805) 488-7807 • (800) 350-8649 • Fax (805) 483-7809
3L Ltd (UK) +44 506 41 59 59 Fax +44 506 41 59 44

Inquiry 760.

ROM BIOS UPGRADES
AMI, PHOENIX & MR BIOS
Upgrade your IBM PC, XT, AT or compatible. AJso 386SX
& 386 versions. Supports 2 user-defined hard drives,
101/102 KB, 360, 720, 1.2 & 1.44 floppies, setup in ROM,
All Video, Windows 3.0 Diagnostic in ROM AMI 286 &
386 versions only. CALL. New version just came in.

Advanced Software
41
2
/
Marlboro Road Suite 2R, Derry NH 03038

800-835-2467 603-432-1532

Inquiry 766.

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS
DONT DEVELOP NETWORK APPUCATIONS
without NPPC, apowerful library subroutine package that handles all
the details of NetBIOS or IPX programming ,NPPC supports high-level
program communications at the message level for all server/client and
peer- to- peer models. If you are using Cor Assembler, NPPC albas
you to ante asingle application that runs on EiCrrH IPX AND NetB105
without any modifications NPPC is compatible with any true NeIBIOS
emulator. therefore applications yrntten vnth NPPC all work with most
LANs in the marketplace We offer a30 day money back guarantee
NPPC for IPX or NeIBIOS:5195.00, with source: $39500

SOFTWAREHOUSE CORPORATION
326 State Street. Los Altos, CA 94022
(416) 949-0203 FAX, 1415) 949-0208

Inquiry 761.

SECURITY
HANDS OFF THE BOARD®
1/2 SIZE SECURITY BOARD

Stop floppy boot - Require password to boot PC
Real-time disk encrypt - prevent boot sector virus
Prevent DOS FORMATIFOISff and low-level formats
Set hard disk READ ONLY or turn ON/OFF
Turn floppies. printers and COM ports ON/OFF
IBM XT, AT Bus - DOS V3.0. - $ 149.95 $ 500 S/H

SYSTEMS CONSULTING INC.
PO BOX 111209. Pittsburgh, PA 15238
(412) 781-5280

Inquiry 771.

SECURITY
FIGHT PIRACY!

SERVER MIRRORING
%%top Network

Since 1986, companies worldwide haw been choosing Az-Tech
securty products il you demand the strongest protectton available,
why not choose one of these " proven leaders"
•EVERLOCK Copy Protection
•EVERTRAK Software Security
•EVERKEY II " The Lock"
For IBM and Compatibles 30 day money back guarantee Free into
and demo dIsk evadable

Nestop Network, the only Level 3 Fault Tolerant
and Backup software that allows MIRRORED
SERVERS and CONTINUOUS PROCESSING in
any PC/LAN. Supports Novell, Microsoft, IBM, Banyan, etc. Any server environment- DOS, OS/2,
Unix, Wang, DEC, etc.

201 East Franklin, Richmond, MO 64085

NONSTOP NETWORKS LIMITED

Az-Tech Software, Inc.

(800) 227-0644

(
816) 776-2700
Fax: (816) 776-8398

Inquiry 767.

20 Waterside, New York, NY 10010
212-481-8488

Inquiry 772.

SHAREWARE
YOUR SALES MESSAGE
about the special computer product or service
that you provide belongs in print.

THE BUYER'S MART
can help you reach computer professionals and

produce valuable inquiries for your company!

Call Joseph Mabe for more information

603-924-2656
or

Fax:

603-924-2683

Inquiry 762.

THE ULTIMATE COPY PROTECTION

Completely Menu Driven
Quite Simply
Defeats all Hardware/Software Copiers
The Beal
No Source Code Changes
Ways To
Multiple Layering
Protect Your Valuable
No Damaged Media
Software Investment
Full Hard Disk 8 LAN Support
Unlimited Metering. FREE Denso Disk
STOPVIEW". STOPCOPY PLUS (800) 878-2224

BBI COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC. (
301) 871-1094
14105 Heritage Lane, Silver Spring, MD 20906
FAX: (301) 460-7545

Inquiry 768.

ISLO Select Shareware on CD ROM $99.00
Fa- Also, Shareware by diskette $4.00
IBM, Macintosh and Amiga files
Programmer fresh quality programs
Great Clip-Art files
Wanted: Shareware Contributors

Isle Tech Inc.

PO Box 431, Excelsior. MN 55331
808/722-9724. 612/934.2024 (Voice)
612/934-2824 ( Fax)

Inquiry 773.

PUBLIC DOMAIN
$1.00 PER DISK
NO MINIMUM ORDER!
Free Catalog of 700+ Programs

HYPER- LOCK

If you search for a powerful copy protection system,
you also can have privileges of HYPER- LOCK.

(Watch For Our On- Line BBS - Coming Soon!)

•Protects on standard diskettes • Machine And/Or Hard disk
install • LAN support • Cannot be copied by any device
• No source code required • And/Or password protection
•Cost effective • FREE demo disk and into

Northern Micro Systems

GUVEN COMPUTER LTD.

Many Unique, Hard to Find Titles.

16 Main St. Absarokee, MT 59001

(406) 328-4343

Inquiry 763.

Talimyeri sk. 7/3 Macke/Istanbul TURKEY
(90) 1-136 10 07
Fax (90) 1-160 36 46

Inquiry 769.

FREE KIDS SOFTWARE FOR IBM®
TRY US! GET 15/5.25" or 6/3.5" Disks full
of our best selling software for kids-FREE.
Great games, puzzles, tutorials, and educational programming. Pay only $5.00 shipping/handling. Credit cards only. Call Today!

SMC SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS
619-931-8111
Inquiry 774.

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING
FREE SOFTWARE FOR IBM®lclones
TRY US! GET 15/5.25" or 6/3.5" Disks full
of our best selling software-FREE. Great
games, programmer's utilities, business,
educational, and desktop publishing. Pay
only $5.00 shipping/handling. Credit cards
only. Call Today!

SMC SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS
619-931-8111

Cop's CopyLock II
The professional software protection with
TRUE Machine Install. Option Board safe.
Supports OS/2, Windows and Trace.

LINK Computer
Intl: + 45 31232350

Fax + 45 31238448

US/CAN: 800-344-2545 Fax 408-923-7061

Inquiry 764.

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS
•GENERAL LEDGER *
•ORDER ENTRY •
•JOB COSTING •
•BILL OF MATLS •
•PAYROLL
•
$99/5198 ea.

PURCH ORD/INVNTORY
ACCOUNTS RECVABLE
JOB ESTIMATING
SALES ANALYSIS
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
+ SAM

dATAMAR SYSTEMS

Cred. Card-Check-COD
8586 Miramar Place, San Diego, CA 92121

(619) 452-0044

(800) 223-9963

Inquiry 775.

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS
FREE CATALOG
FOR IBM PD AND SHAREWARE

SELECTED PROGRAMS
LATEST VERSIONS
Low as $1.50

SOFTSHOPPE, INC.
TEL: 800-829-2378 • 313-761-7638
FAX: 313-761-7639
P0 Box 3678, ANN ARBOR, MI 48106

Inquiry 765.
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BIT- LOCK®

SECURITY

DATA ENTRY SOFTWARE

Piracy SURVIVAL 8 YEARS proves effectiveness of
powerful multilayered security. Rapid decryption
algorithms. PARALLEL or SERIAL port-transparent
security device Complemented by economical KEYLOW" and multifeatured COMPU-LOCK - including
countdown, timeout, data encryption, and multiproduct
protection. ( Dos/Unix/Mac). Also, access control.

Full featured, heads-down data entry
with two-pass verification, edit language,
operator stats, much more! Designed for
the PS/2" , PC, XT, AT or compatibles.
PCs from $395
LAN version available

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS

Computer Keyes
21929 Makah Rd.,
Woodway, WA 98020

3167 E. Otero Circle, Littleton, CO 80122
(303) 770-1917

Inquiry 770.

FREE 30 day trial
Tel:
Fax:
USA:

206/776/6443
206/776-7210
800/356-0203

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING
Analog Circuit Simulation
•PC and Macintosh CAE •
•Schematic Entry •
•SPICE Simulator
•
using Extended Memory •
•Monte Carlo Analysis
•Parameter Sweeping

Extensive Model Libraries
Waveform Analysis
Report-Cluality PIctling
Full Serge programs
starting at $95. Complete
systems frorn just $890.

P0. Box 710. San Pedro. CA 90733-0710 intuSOft
(213) 833-0110 FAX (213) 833-9658
Call for your Free Demo and information kit.

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
NEW VERSION!!
lbrboGeometry Library 4.9 Now called TGL Professional

"The Ultimate CADICAM/CAE Engine"
TEL Proleislonal, tie most complete toolbar ol 2D 30 georriebx roerles
squabs lode Over 600 routines including NURBS. DOS GraphRS. Surf&
mg, Figden bne )blurrez Areas, iweiturn, Perspectwe; PoNgen (Winton!
DO), Clipping, Tangents 8more With full source 8 30 day guarantee. A
technical white paper on this product is available upon request

MICROSTRESS CORPORATION

Announcing MICROSAFE 212/31) Rel. 3.10
Easy to learn end use Structural Analysis Program for IBM
PCs & compatibles. Number of nodes, elements Z. loading
conditions limited by disk space & model bandwidth ( 1100
d.o.I.) Color graphics support on various display cards ( EGA,
VGA, VEGA. HERCULES etc.) tasa SAFELIBs ( Beam Element Libraries for steel, wood & concrete incl. complete AISC
Database) 285. GRAFPLUS Print screen utillty program $6538606A5 Memory manager for 386 8486 systems $100. Shipping not included.
P.O. BOX 3194, BELLEVUE, ma 98009
TEL/FAX (206) 450-0316

GEOMETRY/TRIGONOMETRY CALCULATOR
ApoDonnie - Sketch- based geometry/trigonometry
solver. State-of-the-art variational geometry system lets
you sketch your geometry or trig problem and automatically solves for distances, angles and areas. Integrated equation calculator, graphs and tables plus DOE
and clipboard support. Ideal for surveyors, engineers.
machine shops, students, architects, or anyone who
uses trig. Runs under MS Windows ao 898

Saltlre Software

1-800-659-1874

•Faster, Easier, more Powerful than other methods
•Nonlinear Algebraic and Differential Systems
•Solve For Any Parameter Values • No Programming
•Complex • Vectors • Natural Mathematics Editor
•Simulation • Optimization • Graphics
Only 8399

Full refund for 30 days if not satisfied. VISA/MC/POP
Chico Software Company PO Bra 5174. Chico. CA 95927

Inquiry 787.

RAINDROPTM
FAST, compact PrtScrn Utility for end users AND
developers. Hardcopy as fast as 10 secs. leverage binary
size - 6kbyte. 14 video graphic standards. Scale, rotate,
colorize and more. 'CALL' from user-written programs.
Complete 9- 8 24-pin dot-matrix, inkjet, and laserjet
library $44.954-$3 s/h.

ECLECTIC SYSTEMS
8106 St. David Ct., Springfield, VA 22153
(703) 440-0064

Fax ( 703) 455-8965

Inquiry 782.

Inquiry 777.

Mathematical Modeling On Your PC
Science
Engineering
Business

New Chico Solver 2.3 (918) 342-3279

Disk Software Inc.

2116 E. Arapaho Rd , Suite 487, Richardson. TX USA 75081
Phone: 214-423-7288 - 800-835-7780 - FAX 214-423-7288

Inquiry 781.

Inquiry 776.

SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS

OPERATIONS RESEARCH e $ 149
for your IBM or Compatible
LP88-Linear programs up to 3030 lee by 15000 columns
BLP88-Rounded LPs up to 2500 ries by 12500 columns
MILP88-Mixed integer linear programs up to 800 17y 4000
TSA88-Transponation problems up to 1200 sourcegRnks
NIP/lit-Nonlinear programs up to 802 by 4030
TPRO88-Shortes1 pals and travelling salesman problems
Student/Demo Padoue-Reduced rapAndy versions to students Manual
on diskette No dte license regurred
Turbo Pascal Units- Compiled OR/MS procedures for deselopers

Eastern Software Products, Inc.

PO 80, 15328 Aldandna VA 22309 (703) 360-7600 Fax ( 70313607654

Inquiry 788.

PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR
FPLOT turns your printer into an HP pen plotter. Fast
hi res output, no jagged linea Vary line width, color.
Screen preview with zoom and pan. Stand-alone,
background, and device driver modes. Works with most
CAD and graphics programs. Supports most printers.
New version a$119+53 S81-1. 30 day money back.
VISA/MC/Check/MO.

FPLOT Corporation
St., Suite 605, Astoria, NY

24-16 Steinway

11103

718-545-3505

MATHEMATICIANS- ENGINEERS
Have

you

ever seen

functions

of a complex

variable? Would you like to really understand
differential operators like div, grad and curl? How
about a peek into the fourth dimension? Call or
write for information on our latest PC and Macintosh software.

Lascaux Graphics

7601 N. Calle Sin Envidia, Tucson, AZ 85718
(602) 544-4229 - 1-800-338-0993

Inquiry 783.

Inquiry 778.

SOFTWARE/PACKAGING
Worstcase Gets Even Better!
ECA-2 Analog Circuit Simulator
Offers the best Monte Carlo and Worst- Case Analyses
TWICE the speed at HALF the cost!
•Interactive/batch modes • Full Nonlinear Simulator
•On line. Real Time Graphics • Multiple Plots
•AC. DC. Transient, Fourier, Temperature

Tatum Labs, Inc.

P.O. Box 1263, Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1263
(313) 663-8810

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT
AT LAST! Use the PrtSc key to make quality scaled 138W
or color reproductions of your display on any dot matrix,
laser, or inkjet printer (incl. Postscript) in up to 64 shades
of gray or 256 colors. GRAFPLUS also creates PCX
TIFF files. Supports Windows 3.0 or DOS application
graphics - EGA, VGA, Super VGA, Hercules screens.
Linkable/OEM versions available.

Jewell Technologies, Inc.
130 Nickerson St., Suite 105, Seattle, WA 98109
1 (800) 284-2574 ( 206) 285-6860

Inquiry 784.

Inquiry 779.

FREE SOFTWARE CATALOG
•CIVIL ENGINEERING •
•BASE MAPPING
•
•EXPLORKION
•
•SURVEYING
•
•SURFACE MODELING
•

RockWare

MINING
011 8GAS
HYDROLOGY
GIS
GEOPHYSICS

4251 Kipling
Wheat
Ridge, St.,
CO Ste
80033
595

13031 4215645 • Fax ( 3031 423-6171 • RockFAX• ( 3031 423-7112
'24hr automated product information line

Arvind Borde
Features pages on the nght that give examples and explanations of
TEX commands and pages on the left showing the TEX
commands used to produce the examples.
November 1991, 192 pp $ 19.95/1SBN: 0-12-117650-9

ACADEMIC PRESS
Book Mktg Dept F11012. 1250 Sixth Ave San Diego. CA 92101
CAL( Mot Mot 1-800-321-5068

Inquiry 780.

SAVE

We also have Tyvek Sleeves
Mailers • Binders • Vinyl Pages
We are a complete software packaging service.
Free Catalog

Hice & Associates

8586 Monticello Dr., West Chester, OH 45069
513-777-8586

FORTRAN GRAPHICS

Chaos/Nonlinear Dynamics

GRAFMATIC - FORTRAN callable graphics Library for
creating 2-D and 3-D graphics, contour plots and solid
modela PRINTMATIC and PLOTMATIC provide high
resolution FORTRAN callable ponter and plotter drivers
for your graphics. NO ROYALTIES $249.95 ea.

DYNAMICAL SOFTWARE Iand II $ 250 / $350
Ordinary and Delay Differential Equatron Solvers
•Bifurcation Diagrams • Basin Boundaries • 2. and 3-D
Plotting • Poincaré Sections • Return Maps • Spectral
Analysis, Fractal Dimensions. Lyapunov Exponents
NONLINEAR FORECASTING
enhancement to DS $ 150 00 • stand alone $200 00

Supports Microsoft/Lahey/RM FORTRAN compilers.

Jewell Technologies, Inc.
130 Nickerson St, Suite 105, Seattle, WA 98109
1 ( 800) 284-2574

DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O Box 35241, Tucson, AZ 85740. ( 602) 292.1962
Fax (602) 887-0307

Inquiry 790.

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES

TEX by Example
A Beginner's Guide

SAVE

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

Inquiry 785.

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

SAVE

We do disk labels ( 51
4 " 8 31
/
2 ")
/
• Better • Faster • Cheaper •
Because we specialize In disk labels.
Let's Talk

Inquiry 789,

SOFTWARE/GEOLOGICAL
Over 160 earth science programs for the PC 8 Macrnioshr

SAVE

LET'S TALK LABELS

IntegrAda
Standard Air Force PC Ma Compilers & environments for MS-DOS and UNIX. Integrated programming systems include validated Ada compilers,
language sensitive editors, complete libraries and
other Ada programming tools. FREE demo.

AETECH, Inc.

From $395
380 Stevens Ave, Ste. 212 Solana Beach, CA 92075
(619) 755-1277

Fax: (619) 755-7540

Perform engineering and scientific
calculations faster...and with fewer errors!
MathCAD combines equations, text, and graphics on your
PC. Macintosh, or UNIX workstation. Over 120 built-in functions handle formulas, exponentials, differentials, cubic
splines, FFTs and matrices for virtually any applicationspecial offer $395 Call for afree demo disk.

1-800-MATHCAD
FAX 617-577-8829
MathSoft, Inc . 201 Broadway. Cambridge, MA 02139

Inquiry 786.

Inquiry 791.
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SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

FREE CATALOG
A great selection of scientific software products
for plotting, non-linear curve fitting, chemical equilibrium, simulation, statistics, symbolic algebra, and
more. Prices from $ 150. Call:

1-801-943-0290

MicroMath,

Salt Lake City. UT 84121-0550

Inquiry 792.

UTILITIES

STATISTICS
NCSS 5.x Series — $125
Easy-to-use menus & spread sheet Multiple regression.
7-tests. ANOVA ( up to 10 factors, rep. measures.
covariance). Forecasting. Factor, cluster, & discriminant
analysis. Nonparametrics. Cross Tabulation. Graphics:
histograms, box. scatter, etc. Reads ASCII/Lotus. Many
new add-on modules.

NICSS

329 North 1000 East, Kaysville, UT 84037
Phone: 801-546-0445

Fax: 801-546-3907

Inquiry 795.

$29

MATH COPROCESSOR

•287, 387, X87 emulator

$5

SUPER PASSWORD SYSTEM

•No one can break it • Double lock protection
•Invisible password • Movable password

$35

VIRUS PROTECTION CARD

•Immune to virus atter installation

MULTIX, INC.

4203 Beltway Dr., Suite 7, Dallas TX 75244
Tel: ( 214) 239-4989
Fax: (214) 239-6826
W. accept MasterCard and VISA

Inquiry 799.

SOFTWARE/SORT
OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE

YOUR SALES MESSAGE

Why You Want BATCOM!

Extremely fast Sort/Merge/Select utility Run as an MSDOS command or CALL as asubroutine Supports most
languages and file types including Btneve and dBASE.
Unlimited file sizes, multiple keys and much more! MSDOS $149. OS/2. XENIX. UNIX $249.

about the special computer product or service
that you provide belongs in print.

BA7COM is a batch file compiler that transforms your
.bat files to .exe files to make them faster. aarcom extends DOS with many new commands so you can read
keyboard input, use subroutines, and much more. In
addition.13MCOM protects your source coda No royalties!
Only $59.95. Order today!

THE BUYER'S MART

can help you reach computer professionals and
produce valuable inquiries for your company!

Call Joseph Mabe for more information

(702) 588-3737
Opt-Tech Data Processing
PO. Box 678 — Zephyr Cove, NV 894-48

Inquiry 793.

603-924-2656

Fax:

SOFTWARE/VOICE/FAX
MULTI-VOICE® TOOLS

Dialogic, Rhetores, Pike. VBX: $599 Watson ( Single Line): $99
ALSO AAILABLE: FAX Programmes Tooled (1199). Based on CAS
specifications. Visa/MC accepted

ITI Logiciel

4263 Cristophe-Colomb. Montreal, Quebec, Can. H2J 302
TEL (
514) 597-1692
FAX (
514) 526-2362

Inquiry 800.

TRANSLATION
Tiadoc

translates and localizes your technical
documentation into the following languages:
+ French

+ Russian

+ Spanish

+ Arabic

+ German

+ Italian. .

Turnkey service: Desktop Publishing, typesetting
and printing of your brochures and manuals.
205 Gibson Rd., Annapolis, MD 21401
(301) 267-8655

FAX (301) 267-8180

Inquiry 797.

STATISTICS

MCA + transforms most marketing and social
science data to easily understood perceptual maps.
Communicate complex relations with ease using
presentation quality charts. Most printers supported. Demos available

Bretton- Clark
89 Headquarters Plaza, Morristown, NJ 07960
(201) 993-3135

WINDOWS TOOLS
WINDOWS creating tools
WINDOWScreator-code goner for WINDOWS 39 Icon, cursor, brush and barnap editor included Oops. inheritance supported Other products— Strome database under WINDOWS
and Call&Put, options analyzing program.
Prom wINCONScreator-2115 U5s. Soase250 ass Celt% 155 USS
We
POP EuseeW Ina elsewhere le US& Snealv Ifro5 wig Smaleaw/286'
eats a C VIM accepted

AdamSoft,

66 rue de Bourgogne, L-1272
Luxembourg, Luxembourg • Phone (+ 352) 420884

Inquiry 801.

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER

VISUALIZE YOUR DATA

nquiry 794.

5 Burley St., Wenham, MA 01964
(508) 774-7036

603-924-2683

Inquiry 796.

MuIli-Voice Tools is acomplete development Toolkit for Pascal or
"C" to access all the features for most speech processing boards
available today. It helps you write MULTI- LINE voicE APPLICATION systems in minutes. Anumber of programming Numbs are
provided. NI programs and libraries are delivered with source code.

Wenham Software Company

or

FAX: ( 201) 993-1757

ELIMINATE LAN DOWNTIME AND DATA LOSS

APC protects more LANs than any other brand of UPS. Call
for your FREE power protection handbook detailing:
•Smart-UPS high performance protection, PC Magazine's Editors* Chace
•Back-UPS cost-effective protection starting at $169
•PowerChute automatic shutdown soetware or all map OS
•SurgeArrest network grade surge protection
"Our highest marks go to the SmarttIPS 900" BYTE 5/91
American Power Conversion APC Europe
132 Fairgrounds Road.
4Rue St Claire Deflate Cowes.
West Kingston, RI 02892
77447 Marne la Vallee Cedex 2.
8035418896
FRANCE (+ 33) 160118400
Fax: (+ 33) 160178029

WORD PROCESSING
Replace Proofreading
Key, edit, or proof any file on your PC with WordProofer, then import to your application. New twopass proofing is faster, more accurate than proofreading or document comparators. Single $295. Multicopy discounts. Network version.
Computer Keyes
21929 Makah Rd.
Woodway, WA 98020

800/356-0203
206/776-6443
Fax 206/775-7210

Inquiry 798.

Subscription Problems?
We want to help!
If you have aproblem with your BYTE subscription, write
us with the details. We'll do our best to set it right. But we
must have the name, address, and zip of the subscription
(new and old address, if it's a change of address). If the
problem involves apayment, be sure to include copies
of the credit card statement, or front and back of
cancelled checks. Include a "business hours" phone
number if possible.

RIE
Subscriber Service, P.O. Box 555, Hightstown, NJ 08520

Ph,

BRAND NAMES

PS/2 model 55SX-60 meg
PS/2 model 70-120 meg
IBM model 35-40 meg
PS/2 model 70-A21
PS/2 model 95-320 meg
• Monitor Extra —

1985
3195
1795
4195
14950

COMPALZ
DeskPro Models
286E-40/120 meg
1595/1695
386S-20 MHz 120 meg
2375
386/20E-120 meg
2795
386/25E-120 meg
4085
386/33M-120 meg
4995
*Call for other models — Monitor Extra '

NOVELL SPECIALS
Netware Version 2.2
5users
10 users
50 users
100 users
Netware 386 V.3.11
20 users
100 users
250 users

WE STOCK

TOSHIBA

595
1395
CALL
CALL
2195
CALL
CALL

CITIZEN
OKIDATA
EPSON

Aes Computers

All systems include

LOW

LEADER
SINCE 1983
We export to Europe, Asia
& the Far East
We Honor Manufacturer's
Warranties

Corporate Accounts
Welcome

Call for Discounts
on Volume
And
Consultant Orders

Exports
Available

CALL

Step 386-20 MHz System

1meg RAM, 64K Cache, 1.2 &
40 meg Drive, 640x480 VGA Combo

CALL

Step 386-25 MHz System
1meg RAM, 64K Cache, t2 &
40 meg Drive, 640x480 VGA Combo

CALL

Step 386-33 MHz System

Call for details

2meg RAM, 64K Cache, 1.2 &
150 meg Drive 1024x768 VGA Combo

CALL

AST LAPTOPS
EX386SX20 MDL 60

2375

EX386SX20 MDL 80

CALL

EX386SX25 MLD 60
EX386SX25 MDL 80
EX386SY25C MDL 60

2575
CALL
4395

EX386SX25C MDL 80

CALL

LAPTOPS
1895

Compaq LTE/386 60 meg

3295

Toshiba 2000SXE 40 meg

2650

Toshiba 2200SX 60 meg
Toshiba 3200SXC 120 meg

3395
5650

Call for pricing on other brand name models

HITACHI
TALLGRASS
ARCHIVE

AST Bravo 386SX20

NEC
ALR
WYSE

1070

NOVELL
Authorized
Dealer
110
220
190
275
325
399
355

2225

INTEL COPROCESSORS
80287
80387
80387
80387

XL
SX 16
SX-20
DX25/33

S99.00
S135.00
S149.00
S205.00

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
MICROSOFT
SUMMAGRAPHIC

LASER
PRINTERS

Made
in
USA

LAN BOARDS
8bit Arcnet
16 bit Arcnet
8bit Ethernet
16 bit Ethernet
8port Active Hub
Token Ring Card
Tokenhub 4- port
Call for other
LAN Accessories

MDL 1

AST Bravo 386/25 MDL 1
2295
AST Premium 386SX20 MDL 1 1295
AST Premium 386/33 MDL 1

Compaq LTE/286 40 meg

2895
1895
1320

One year limited warranty

MEGACUBE ISA BUS
486-33 System
8meg 128K Cache ESDI
16 meg 128K Cache ESDI

PRICES

•Intel CPU ( MICRONICS)
•4 meg RAM memory expandable to 64 meg
-Desktop or tower case
•2 serial, 1parallel
•101 keyboard
•1.2 & 1.44 Teac drive
•Boca SVGA w/1 meg & SVGA monitor
•MS DOS 5.0
•MS Windows & mouse

486/33 with 200 meg HD
386/33 with 120 meg HD
386SX/20 with 40 meg HD

VEREX—

HP Laser IIISI

3595

Hp Laser IIID

CALL

HP Laser III
HP Laser IIIP

INTEL
PC MOUSE
CALCOMP
PRINTERS

Epson LO 200

245

Epson LO 570

295

Epson LO 870

480

Epson LO 1170

625

OKIDATA 320

330

1525

OKIDATA 390

465

CALL

Citizen HSP-500

335

OKI OL 400

665

OKI OL 800

CALL

Modems
Everex

CALL

Hayes

CALL

US Robotics

CALL

Panasonic 4450 ... 1295

NEC 3DS/4DS

CALL

NEC

NEC 3FGX

645

Viewsonic 4C SVGA

395

Viewsomc 6A NJ

435

OKI OL 840 P.S 1720
Panasonic 4420

Silentwriter 2

835

CALL

Computerlanemc

ALL QUOTED
PRICES ARE CASH
PRICES ONLY

Outside California: 1-800-526-3482

Visa, MasterCard

Inside California: 818-884-8644 • FAX: 818-884-8253

American Express
are higher

7500 Topanga Canyon Boulevard, Canoga Park, CA 91303

Prices subject to change
without notice.
*Quantities are limited

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 -6, Saturday 10-6

and

Compaq is aRegistered Trademark of Compaq. IBM is aRegistrered Trademark of International Business Machines.
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ASTRIX 486
It Simply Costs Less
486-33 PLATFORM — S1 291

486-33 COMPLETE — S2 591

• 33 MHz Intel 486

PLATFORM system ( left column) with:

486-33 SERVER — 88,791
PLATFORM system ( left column) with:

• 256K Cache

•

200 MB, 15ms IDE Hard Drive

• Fault-tolerant operation

la

1MB RAM

•

4MB RAM

• Dual 380 MB, 0.5ms Drives

•

1.2 MB 5.25" Drive or

•

Second Floppy Drive

1.44 MB 3.5" Drive

•

14" Color SVGA Monitor, 1024x

• 16 MB RAM

768, non- interlaced

MI ESDI Caching Disk Controller'

with Hard Disk Mirroring'

•

IDE Hard Disk Controller

•

1Parallel & 2Serial Ports

la

16-bit, 1MB Super-VGA Card

• 500W UPS'

•

101 Key Keyboard

•

MS-DOS 5.00

• Super-VGA Display, I024x768

Desktop Case

•

Tower Case with 10 Drive Bays

II MS-DOS 5.00

•

300W Power Supply

IN Tower Case with 10 Drive Bays

(
small lootpniu

200W Power Supply
Benchmarks: 14.8 MIPS, 151.9
Landmark
Guaranteed 100% IBM AT and
Novell compatible. Lifetime
technical support. 1year parts &
labor warranty. 30-day moneyback guarantee.
Custom
configurations available.

To get your 486 for $ 1,291,
call ASTRIX, toll free:

(800) 445-5486

01>

In CA: (408) 946-2883
Fax: (408) 946-1610

i=
0
11!

'Hard disk mirroring protects da(a. In the
event of hard disk failure, the system automatically switches to asecond hard drive
containing amirror image ol the first drive.
Mirroring eliminates the need to maintain
backups.
'A caching disk controller reduces drive
access time to 0.5ms ( from 16ms). It also
increases throughput by 400%. eliminating
disk bottlenecks.
'A UPS ( Unintemmtible Power Supply)
keeps the server running in the event of a
power failure.

• • • II

The Intel Inside logo is a
trademark of Intel Corporation.
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SERVICE

AND

SUPPORT

On- site desk-side service contract included in the system price the first year ,
elle—Toll- free technical support hotline an— Toll- free TechFax ,°line for 24STARTING AT

hour system information am— On-line Bulletin Board communication with

STARTING AT

$2,799

technical staff and other users

$1,799

Self- diagnostic software m— Free

factory installation of selected MS-DOS' software applications an— Information
Service Support Forum on CompuServe
COMPANY

AWARDS

Dell has won PC Week Corporate Satisfaction Polls an unprecedented 8times *
Dell ranked Best Personal Computer in Small to Medium Sized Businesses in
the J.D. Power and Associatese Customer Satisfaction Index * Dell has won

Lease: from $ 192/M0."

Lease: from $ 123/M0."

Lease: from $ 104/M0."

Lease: from $67/M0.**

Lease: from $53/M0."

Series 4.1Available with

Dell 325P* 411" i386 DX 25 MHz

Dell 316SX

with i486DX 50 MHz or 33 MHz

i486DX 33 MHz processor. i486SX 25

processor, 33 MHz also available 4,

processor, 20 MHz also available 41111 processor 41IP 2 time award-

MHz processor, i486SX 25 MHz or 20

processor, i486SX 25 or 20 MHz

MHz or 20 MHz processor 4IP Processor

Upgradeable to i486DX 33 MHz

RAM expansion to 8MB 411P Integrated

winner 41IP 6.4 lbs 4, 3-4 hour

MHz processor 41, 128 KB external

processor 41, 128 KB external cache on

upgradeable via chip 4, Up to 64 MB

processor 4IIP RAM expansion to 16 MB

1024 x768, 2color VGA 410'
256 KB video

battery life 4IP Up to 5MB RAM

cache on i486DX systems 4IP Processor

i486DX systems 41IP processor upgrade-

RAM 411P Integrated non- interlaced 1024 x 4, Integrated non- interlaced 1024 x768,

RAM, upgradeable to 512 KB 41P 2Serial,

4IIP 40 MB or 60 MB hard drive 41111

upgradeable via board 41l'Up to 128 MB

able via board 41, Up to 96 MB RAM 411"

768, 16 color VGA 41, Video RAM

2color VGA

1Parallel and 1Mouse port de Starting at

Data/Fax modem option 4, Starting at

RAM 411° Integrated non- interlaced 1024 x Integrated non- interlaced 1024 x768,

upgradeable to 1MB 4, Starting at

upgradeable to 512 KB 41, Starting at

Dell° PowerLine-SE

Series OF

Available with i486 DX 50 MHz or 33

Dell PowerLine DE

Sedes 41" Available

768, 256 color VGA 41" Starting at

256 color VGA OP 1MB video RAM 41IP

$5,299 for complete systems.

Starting at $3,299 for complete systems.

Dell 486D

$2.799 for complete systems.

256 KB video RAM,

01, i386SX 16 MHz

PC World's 1991 World Class Award for Best Service and Support/Hardware.

Lease: from $93/M0.**

$1,399 for complete systems.

Dell 320N

4IF i386SX 20 MHz

$2.499 for complete systems.

$1,799 for complete systems.

--
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To order, call. Please reference 11E54

800 - 626 - 8260
Mon-Fri. between 7am-9pm CT. Sat 8am-4pm CT, Sun 10am-3pm CT el' In Canada.
(800) 668-3021 ee In Mexico. 95-800-010-0664 ee Shipped awith 30-day no
questions asked money-back guarantee.

IF YOU ALREADY BOUGHT
AN EXPENSIVE COMPUTELBURN THIS
BEFORE YOUR BOSS READS IT.

comptiters ti 'rusers \vho need 1
,1;Eing speed, hut slin't have money to hum. Notek ,
oks, desktop9 and servers
packed with features and priced

5ii.nihcantIv

'
suer than comparable machines sold through traditional retail channel,.

And all hacked by I )ell, the company that', huilt aS540 millis in international hiiineo hv alwav• cinc
beyond the call. By putting them through ts.‘sts the

larmes would he prsiud sit. And hacking each sine

with aservice and support package described as -overkill - hy the editors sit

Wcck.

Ss, it you need acomputer you can rire up with( ' mit getting tired, (.: 111 I )CII ti Uly. \\,/eph inn,c vomi
\\'m

DELL
COMPUTER
CORPORATION

'
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Fasten your seat belts. Because now you can get the speed and power
of an 1386 system without laying out any serious dollars. Or having to
deal with asuspect company.

DELL 325P
$1,999

It's the Dell 325P for only $ 1,999. This full-blown 25 MHz, i386DX
system with an 80 MB hard drive offers maximum performance at the

it'
," '

-m:golin gip mom .-Art-nottâ

USERS
-IN A ROOM. LESS
----------6 OF THEM

C'

And it comes from Dell, acompany that has built a $546 million international business in just 7years.

-

When you buy from Dell, you always deal with us directly. So there's

service and support that helped us become one of the most awarded PC
companies in the world.
So don't wait. Call us today for the Dell 325P
Because even though the price is stripped down, the computer isn't.

TECH

STUFF

'
en ':',..4:
rni et C-g-li-et !
,
70.
....1. •- .

i386DX 25 MHz processor OP Upgradeable to
i486"DX 33 MHz processor dlir 2 MB RAM
(expandable to 16 MB) # 80 MB, 15ms IDE Hard
Drive 0, 640x480 VGA Color Monitor 0" 5.25" 1.2
MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB Floppy Drive
SERVICE

IT'S KIND OF LIKE GETTING A PORSCHE
FOR THE PRICE OF AYUGO.

r
•,_._
• ,. ,

Lease: $ 75/Mœ*

no high dealer margins or erratic support. You'll get acomputer we designed,
manufactured, and rigorously tested ourselves. And it comes with the

LOCKED
OURS LATER,
EAD.

7 : r•

lowest possible price. So it's ideal for any mainstream business application.

AND

SUPPORT

On- site desk- side service contract included in the
system price the first year mg— Toll- free technical
support hotline

Toll-free TechFax.,line for 24-

hour system information am— On-line Bulletin Board
communication with technical staff and other
users am— Self- diagnostic software mu— Free
factory installation of selected MS-DOS' software
applications

Information Service Support
Forum on CompuServe

COMPANY

AWARDS

Dell has won PC Week Corporate Satisfaction Polls an
unprecedented 8times * Dell ranked Best Personal
Computer in Small to Medium Sized Businesses in the
J.D. Power and Associates' Customer Satisfaction
Index * Dell has won PC World's 1991World Class
Award for Best Service and Support/Hardware

Recently, an independent laboratory ran PC Magazine's Battery
Rundown Test on 7leading notebook computers. And we're happy to
report that Dell came in dead last.
In fact, Dell's power management system and NiMH battery helped
the 320N+ run afull 30 minutes longer than the nearest competitor.
More than enough to get you through the next marathon meeting or
epic plane flight.
And, Dell has found away to make your budget last longer too.The
320N+'s $2,999 price is up to athird lower than most of the competition.
And still includes Dell's award-winning service and support. Which
can get atrained technician right to your home, office or hotel room;
usually by the next business day.°
Just what you'd expect from acompany that's become a $ 546 million
international business in just 7years. And one of the most awarded
PC manufacturers in the world.
So call us and order aDell' 320N+ today. You won't have to be afraid
of dying any more.
You charge less.

To order, call. Please reference 11E53

8 00 - 274 - 4635
Mon- Fri. between 7am-9pm CT, Sat 8am-4pm CT, Sun
10am-3pm CT en In Canada, (800) 668-3021 en In
Mexico, 95.800-010-0664 en Custom-built and shipped
with a30-day no questions asked money-back guarantee

4:00 Hours

ToshibaT2000SXe

3:21 Hours

AST Premium Exec
IBM PS/2 Model L40SX

travel keyboard .' 4hour battery life on NiMH battery
41"System

LCD. 4MB RAM AP 80 MB Hard Drive also available
SERVICE

COM PUT ER
CORPORATION

AND

SUPPORT

Nationwide on-site lapside service contract included in
the system price the first year
support hotline

Toll-free technical

Self-diagnostic software me—

Free factory installation of selected MS-DOS • software
applications
COMPANY

AWARDS

unprecedented 8times * Dell ranked Best Personal

Award for Best Service and Support/Hardware

2:08 Hours
Test in accordance with PC Magazine's testiAg parameters.

,

/ Je.'9onl?

We charge less.

DELL

includes 60 MB Hard Drive, VGA Edgelit

Index * Dell has won PC World's 1991 World Class

2:26 Hours
I:55 Hours

Dell 320N+ 20 MHz i386"SX System 01, Leases,:
$112/M0.** tdr 6.8 lbs OP 8V2x IV' footprint Am Full-

J.D.Power and Associates' Customer Satisfaction

2:32 Hours

Zenith Mastersli Irt 386SL

STUFF

Computer in Small to Medium Sized Businesses in the

3:05 Hours

TI Travelmate 3000

TECH

Dell has won PC Week Corporate Satisfaction Polls an

Dell 320N+
Compaq LTE 386s/20

DELL 320N+ $ 2,999

Dell 320N+ 4MB RAM and 60 MB Hard Drive
7i)shibaT2000SXe —4MB RAM and 60 MB Hard Drive

$2,999

$4,178
$4,297*
$3,498
$4,798

Compaq LTE 386s/20-4 MB RAM and 60MB Hard Orine
TI Tratelmate 3000-4 MB RAM and 60 MB Hard Drive
Zenith Mastersffirt3865L —4MB RAM and 60 MB Hard Drive
AST Premium Exec. —4MB RAM and 80 MB Hard Drive

$3,295*

$4,545

IBM PS/2 Model L40SX-4 MB RAM and 60 MB Hard Chine
*4 NIP . n 60 MR Hard Drill! retaiLs

$400 mitre. Go fiknire.

Actual dealer prices 77Illy turn.

N
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To order, call Please reference 11EA2

800 - 626 - 482 1
Mon- Fri between 75m 9pm CT, Sat 8am-4pm CT, Sun
10am-3pm CT ee In Canada, ( 800) 668-3021 e.• In
Mexico, 95-800-010-0664 e".• Shipped with a30- day no
questions asked money- back guarantee

DELL
COMPUTER
CORPORATION
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